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GENERAL REPORT OF THE
WORK OF THE YEAR

BY THE

Rev. H. K. Miller.

Provision having been made for separate reports

from the Committees on Publications, Statistics,

Self-support, and Sunday School Lesson Helps,

these subjects will not be discussed in the present

paper. It will be sufficient merely to state succinctly

the condition of the work in general during the past

year.

Missionaries have come and gone, as in former
years. Some have been obliged to toil beyond the
proper limits of their health and strength. One

—

a giant amongst us—has fallen. The tall form and
kindly face of that veteran missionary, the Rev. G.
F. Verbeck, D. D., will never again be seen at this

Covincil.

One of the noticeable features of the work connect-
ed with the Council is the wide extent of the field in

which the foreign missionaries and Japanese workers
are scattered. In greater or less degree, they are

spread over almost the length and breadth of the
Empire—from Kyushu to the Hokkaido. Though this

wide distribution of the working force may have its
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advantages in the way of varied experience and other-

wise, still it is a question whether more effective

Avork could not be done by somewhat concentrating

our efforts in a field of less extended limits. By
drawing more closely together geographically, the

Co-operating Missions might conserve much energy
that is now expended without corresponding returns.

Unnecessary duplication of work could be avoided,

and combinations could be made for the thorough
management of a smaller number of better equipped
educational institutions at less expense in missionaries

and money. Other things being equal, if our large

working force were more compact, besides minor
advantages, there would in all probability be a deeper

impression made upon the general status of society

within the field of operations than now, so that

relatively a larger number of converts might reason-

ably be expected. The most necessary thing to be
accomplished from now on is to secure a goodly
number of self-supporting and aggressive churches,

which shall form a sustaining constituency for exist-

ing Christian schools. But as things are now, it will

be impossible for many years to come, apparently, to

obtain such adequate Japanese backing. The in-

stitutionalism of missionary operations in Japan is of

too great proportions to warrant the belief that there

will soon be a correspondingly large number of con-

verts able and willing to sustain existing enterprises.

Were we less scattered, we might reasonably hope,

to secure a relatively larger constituency for the

institutions reduced in number and expense to actual

necessities.

Again, a general survey of the work reveals a

great variety in activity. There are, of course,

training-schools, colleges and seminaries of various

grades. Then we have regular church Avork ; that is,

the preaching of the Word and the administration of

the sacraments. But besides these, almost every
honorable method conceivable is tried in order to
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bring people into the Kingdom of God. There are

Christian Endeavor Societies, temperance organiza-

tions, Sunday Schools and classes for the study of the
Bible, primary schools for poor children, English

language classes and schools, stereopticon exhibitions,

tent meetings, clubs or associations for young men,
meetings for women and children, open air preaching,

orphanages, a leper asylum, distribution of tracts

Bibles and pictures, sewing circles, knitting classes,

groups of Scripture Union members, exposition of

the Bible by correspondence, industrial enterprises,

special work for juvenile criminals, jinrikisJia men,
cotton mill operatives and policemen, reading rooms,

a religious press, etc. Opinions probably differ as

to the utility of some of these methods of work.
Much of course, depends upon the person employing
the method. The same way of doing things succeeds

differently with different workers. However, it can-

not but be gratifying to the supporters of missions to

know that inventive genius and adaptability are not
wanting in those who do the actual work. As a rule,

any method with a reasonable probability of success

to recommend it, needs not long to go a begging for

enterprising experimenters to give it a fair trial.

Occasionally conventional considerations prevent
workers from attempting new modes of procedure,

but in Japan the tendency is apt to be towards the
other extreme.

In the next place, one cannot but notice the per-

sistent hopefulness of the missionaries. With but
rare exceptions, the reports have spoken of the work
as in an encouraging condition. The personal

element and a variety of circumstances, however,
combine to render an exact estimate of the real state

of things difficult. Two persons of opposite tempera-
ments and varied experience, with different degrees
of judicial ability, may be equally sincere ; but it is

altogether likely that their conclusions regarding the
same facts will diverge to no small extent. It
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is but natural, therefore, that some missionaries,

in view of the fluctuations in the condition of

missionary work, are inclined to take a rather
despondent view of the situation ; while others
see matters in a brighter light. We do not all

have - the sense of proportion equally developed.
Hence, to some the large number of merely nominal
Christians enrolled, the seeking for place and power,
the small attendance at the regular sei'vices of the
sanctuary, unholy living on the part of some mem-
bers of the Church, and similar undeniable facts,

must appeal with overwhelming force. Again, to
others, such mournful phenomena appear to be quite

in accordance with the usual way of things ; and they
wonder that under the circumstances the case is not
far worse. However, as already intimated, the pre-

vailing tone of the reports is one of encouragement.
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned vari-

able factors that enter into the formation of judg-
ments, the prevailing hopefulness on the part of our
missionaries is striking. Unfriendly critics of mis-

sions have more than broadly hinted that missionaries

are given to exaggerate their successes, for the sake of

effect upon the home constituency. This, at best, is

very superficial and gratuitous. There, is no inherent

necessity w^hy missionaries should on the average
be less sincere than others ; and there is general-

ly speaking a profound significance in the fact that

missionaries are hopeful. They are working in a
cause that has always been winning conquests over
great odds. By the mere process of heredity, as well

as through conscious faith, they have developed a
fixed habit of never completely losing heart. This,

no doubt, unconsciously influences them in giving

an account of their stewardship. Still, allowing for

this, we cannot but conclude that the practically

unanimous sentiment of encouragement on the part

of our missionary force truly indicates the real state

of the work in general.



EDUCATIONAL WORK.

Missionary Avork, for purposes of convenience, is

divided into two general classes : educational and
evangelistic. However, these two departments con-

stantly overlap each other ; and indeed are, or

ought to be, but different phases of the same
work.

Connected' with the Co-operating Missions there

are three colleges (or schools) with theological

departments : Steele College in Nagasaki (Reformed
Church of America), the Meiji Gakuin in Tokyo
(Reformed Church of America and Presbyterian

Church in the U. S. A.), and the Tohoku Gakuin in

Sendai (Reformed Church in the United States).

All three institutions suffer from a falling off in

theological students. Steel College has an increased

attendance in the academic department, but its

theological department is temporarily closed be-

cause the small number of students remaining declined

to return unless a foreign teacher were provided.

For the falling off in the attendance of theological

students at the Meiji Gakuin, Dr. Imbrie mentions

three reasons : The smaller number of additions to

the church in recent years, especially among young
men ; the increasing opportunities for business life

;

and the policy of the missions looking to the employ-

ment of a smaller number of workers. The causes

mentioned by Dr. Imbrie may operate at the Tohoku
Gakuin also ; but it ought to be said in addition that

there has been a falling off in the attendance of

collegiate students, upon whom the theological

department largely depends for its supply.

Mission colleges are at a great disadvantage on
account of the great privileges conferred by the

Government upon its own schools. Exemption from
military conscription and official positions after grad-

uation are prizes which draw to the Government
schools multitudes of young men who are at all able
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by hook or crook to obtain entrance. Mission

schools are often used by these young aspirants as

stepping stones to the Government colleges. Some
of the Japanese connected with mission schools, see-

ing this state of things, and impressed with the idea

that an educational institution is not prosperous unless

it has a large number of students, are disposed to

agitate in favor of compliance with the conditions

required by the Government for securing the coveted

privileges. It is to be hoped that the colleges for

young men connected with this Council will stand

firm for perfect freedom in definite Christian propa-

gandism through the agency of schools, in the hope
that public sentiment will demand of the Educational

Department equal privileges for all schools of equal

grade, irrespective of religious considerations. The
recent journalistic discussion concerning the Doshisha

case has led at least one of the Japanese new^spapers

to make this demand ; and we hope to see the

day when the justice of it will be substantially

recognized.

Japanese facilities for the education of young
women is pitiably disproportionate to those provided

for young men. A high official—the Vice Minister

—of the Educational Department not long ago ac-

know^ledged that at present the education of woman
is mostly in the hands of the missionaries. There is

thus a rich field open as yet to foreign lady mission-

aries. Public interest in the education of women is

bound to increase in time. The Japanese are too

keen not to recognize the ruinous consequences of

neglecting the women of the country. Meanwhile,

however, lady missionaries have a golden opportunity.

Japanese girls are apt to be more steady in their

attendance, and are in some respects better subjects

for continuous religious influence than boys.

There is quite an imposing list of mission colleges

(or schools) for girls and young women. A flourishing

school is conducted in Yokohama by the Womans
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Union Mission. The Cumberland Presbyterian Mis-
sion has the Wihriina Girls School in Osaka. In Na-
goya there is the Kinjo Jo Gakko under the patronage
of the Southern Presbyterian Mission. The Reformed
Church of America supports two schools for girls

;

Sturges Seminary in Nagasaki and Ferris Seminary
in Yokohama. The Naniwa Jo Gakko in Osaka, the
Hokusei Jo Gakko in Sapporo, the Kojo Jo Gakuin
in Yamaguchi, the Kanazawa Girls School, and the
Joshi Gakuin in Tokyo, are fostered by the Northern
Presbyterian Mission. The Reformed Church in the
United States supports the Miyagi Jo Gakko in Sen-
dai. In all these much emphasis is placed upon Bible

study ; and were it not for opposition from relatives

or guardians, public professions of faith on the part

of pupils would be more numerous than now. Many
of the best Sunday School teachers are drawn from
the ranks of the Christian pupils in these schools.

The outlook for the future of the school of the
Womans Union Mission is bright and the teach-

ers are greatly encouraged. At Sturges Seminary
examinations have caused an improvement in the at-

tendance at the Bible classes. Ferris Seminary has
been re-organized. It is now of a lower grade than
formerly, and a special two years' Bible course

has been provided. The attendance has been the
smallest in seventeen years, but the spirit of both
teachers and pupils is earnest and devout. At the
Naniwa Jo Gakko a large temperance society has
been organized. Tlie Hokusei Jo Gakko has had a
good attendance ; and nearly all of the older girls are

Christians. At Yamaguchi a regiment of soldiers

was recently stationed. Since then the Koj5 Gakuin
has been attended by daughters of military officers

;

but they are transients, and it is almost impossible to

produce any religious impression upon them during
their short stay. A revival of interest in the educa-

tion of women and a new friendliness toward Chris-

tianity are supposed to be indicated by the large
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influx of new students at the Joshi Gakuin. These
new pupils however are apt to leave after a few
weeks' experience of the hard work required. The
Wilmina Girls School in Osaka and the Miyagi Jo
Gakko in Sendai have had a quiet year of steady

work undisturbed by any incidents of special impor-

tance.

In addition to these boarding schools for young
men and women, there is a number of day schools

which do an important work. To this class belong
the Kyodokwan in Okazaki ; the Taisei Upper
Primary School in Yokohama ; the Seishu Jo Gakko
in Otaru ; two schools for poor children, the one in

Kagoshima and the other in Yokohama ; the Keimo
Primary Schools, Nos. I. and II. and that at Shina-

gawa, in Tokyo ; two day schools connected with
the Naniwa Jo Gakko in Osaka ; and the school for

children at Kanazawa.
Of Bible training-schools there are four. Mrs. L.

H. Pierson speaks of the school at No. 212, Bluff,

Yokohama, as having been greatly blessed during the
past year in spite of some discouraging experiences

that were entirely new. The school at Tsu, Ise,

under the oversight of Mrs. A. M. Drennan, has had
a prosperous year. Graduates are required to work
for one year in the immediate vicinity of the school.

Afterwards they are allowed to go elsewhere. Miss
Couch conducts a small Bible training-class for women
in Nagasaki. In Tokyo Mrs. MacNair and Miss
West have a school, the great usefulness of which
has been somewhat circumscribed by lack of sufficient

funds.

EVANGELISTIC WORK.

The field of operations being so extensive, the
condition of the work, naturally enough, is not uni-

form throughout. The Hokkaido is perhaps the
readiest to receive the Gospel. There is very little,
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if any, opposition there ; and, the country being new,
the people are more hospitably inclined to a new
religion. The power of old associations is broken,
and the residents are freer to act on their own respon-

sibility than in places where fixed custonls and con-

ventionalities still hold sway. Here the outlook is

very bright indeed. Tohoku (the north-east) is re-

garded by the Japanese themselves as a section rather

indifferent to religious matters. Temples are com-
paratively few. Christianity here is not making very
rapid j^rogress, but opposition is not very pronounced.
In fact, where the prevailing lethargy has yielded
somewhat, it is not difficult to secure large and at-

tentive audiences. Other sections of the empire
occupied by our missionaries are gradually becoming
better acquainted with Christianity, and prejudice is

slowly but surely giving way. Not a few cases of

illegal interference with Christian work on the part
of public school teachers have been reported. How-
ev^er, a persistent exposure of such misdoings is very
likely to put a stop to them. Buddhist priests some-
times bestir themselves sufficiently to canvass a tovv'n

to exact pledges from the people that they will not
attend Christian meetings ; but as often perhaps some
of these functionaries are to be found themselves
listening to Christian sermons.

During the year several prominent professors in the
Imperial University at Tokyo have undertaken to

give religious impetus to Japanese life by rehabilitat-

ing old Shintoistic ideas under the name of Japa-
nese Principles. This has led to considerable writing
in newspapers and magazines ; but, unless appearances
are deceiving, Nipponism has had no appreciable
effect upon our work.
The near approach of Mixed Residence furnishes

work-ers with a good text for Christian preaching.
There is a feeling that preparation must be made for

meeting the new conditions. As foreigners are ex-

pected by many of the Japanese to flock into the
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interior of the country, beginning with July of next

year, the people are urged to acquaint themselves with

the religion of the foreigners. Evangelists also are

supposed to be under especial obligations to preach

the Gospel as widely as possible, in anticipation of

certain evil as well as good effects that are expected

to follow the influx of foreigners. On the other hand,

Buddhist priests use the sure prospect of Mixed Re-

sidence as a reason why the people should beware of

Christianity and foreign Christians.

Last November the Church of Christ in Japan
celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of its organ-

ization. As a fitting way of commemorating this

noteworthy event in the history of the Church, the

Japanese Christians held special evangelistic services

in different parts of the country.

Among the various methods of evangelistic work
carried on by different missionaries, that pursued

by the Rev. J. B. Hail is worthy of special con-

sideration. Mr. Hail says :
'* It seems to me that

the work of keeping the church in line is that of

the pastor of the church and his session. I myself

do no pastoral work unless I am invited to do

it. My work is with outsiders. It is going from
house to house and presenting the Gospel to the

head of the house. I visit every house, announce

my name and business. I spend no time in conver-

sation aside from the matter in hand. When I have

presented the essential truths, which occupies from
fifteen minutes to two or three hours as the case may
be, I usually leave a tract and an invitation to our

church services. I visit from one to fifteen houses

per day. As a rule I am well received, and people

listen to the Gospel."

Another method is that recently pursued by the

Rev. Geo. W. Fulton. This method is thus described

by the Rev. W. Y. Jones. '* Mr. Fulton's desire was to

reach the class of persons who are interested in Chris-

tianity but shrink from the publicity that comes



from personal contact with either the Japanese
evangelist or the foreign missionary. His plan is

briefly this. Each week a passage of Scripture, with
a short commentary thereon, is mimeographed in

Japanese. Once a month, for the space of three or

four days, an advertisement is inserted in the Fukui
daily papers, offering to send this mimeographed ex-

position to any who are willing to receive it. The
number of those studying by this method has gra-

dually increased ; the whole number now being about
ninety. Of these, the greater number are in Fukui
City and the immediate vicinity ; but some are scat-

tered along the western coast of Japan from Kana-
zawa to Tsuruga, and others are in Yamaguchi Ken,
Kyoto and Yokohama. Many letters are received

asking questions concerning Christianity suggested

by the correspondence. To these reply is made,
and appropriate tracts forwarded to meet their needs.

Already deep impressions have been made, and it

seems evident that such a method has its place."

After all has been said the fact remains that Chris-

tianity is surely winning its way into the hearts of

the people. The words of the Rev. A. Oltmans with
reference to his own field seem of such general appli-

cation that, as a fitting conclusion to this report, they
are quoted at length.

'* There is a growing interest in Christianity at

large ; more toleration for it, and a deepening con-

viction among thinking Japanese that Christianity is

superior to any other religious system they know of

in Japan. The number of those who have come in

contact with and have been to some extent influenced

by Christianity is greatly on the increase. We
find them in places where one would least expect

them. These are approachable if tact and courage

are properly combined. The example of some of our

Christians is telling in the way of testimony upon
even such as have as yet no earnest desire to become
Christians themselves. (3ur Christians have many
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things to contend with in the Avay of family, social

and business relations that endanger their fervor of

faith and earnestness of Christian practice. The fear

of man is present to a large degree. This is true still

more with those who are favorably inclined towards
Christianity. Apparently it is keeping them from
making an open confession of what they believe to

be the truth."
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II.

MEETING OF THE SYNOD
BY THE

Rev. T. T. Alexander, 1D,D.

The twelfth stated meeting of the Synod was held

—

July 14th to 19th—in Van Schaick Hall, Yokohama.
The sessions were opened with a sermon by the retir-

ing Moderator, the Rev. H. Yamamoto, pastor of the
Shiloh Church, from the text, Wherefore, my beloved
brethren, be ye stedfast, unmoveable, always abound-
ing in the work of the Lord. i. Cor. 15 : 58.

The sermon was a plea for an earnest faith based
upon the truths of Christianity, " Many are prone to sermon.

be content if only numbers are added to the Church
from year to year ; but this is not the success that
w^e should seek to attain. What we need to aim at is

the establishment of the fundamental truths of the
Gospel in the hearts of the people. Again, there are

those w^io are content to rest in a sort of idealistic

faith. Christianity, they say, is a spiritual religion.

We need not concern ourselves about the forj/i either

in doctrine or in church organization. One form is

as good as another, and all forms are imperfect and
inadequate. If only men will keep fast hold of

Christ, sit at his feet, look to him, all will be well.

There is in this a large element of truth, but at the
same time the position is a dangerous one. Christ-

ianity is not subjective only, it is objective also. It
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rests upon certain well defined and firmly established

truths. It is therefore vitally important that each
Church should formulate these truths and hold fast

to them. The Church of Christ in Japan has a short,

simple, and evangelical creed ; upon this creed its

ministers stand ; upon the truths embodied in it they
need to lay the greatest emphasis ; they should see

to it that they are taught, and as far as possible

accepted, in the churches over which they have
charge ; for these truths are essential to an intelligent

and Scriptural faith." At the close of the sermon, the

Synod proceeded to the election of officers. The
Rev. K. Ibuka was chosen Moderator, and the Rev.
H. Yamamoto, Clerk.

The Committee on the State of Religion presented
statistics, its report. According to it, the whole number of the

churches connected with the Synod is 71 ; of preach-

ing places 102 ; of ordained ministers 88 ; the
whole number of believers 11,131; the number bap-

tized during the year 683 ; and the total am.ount of

contributions for all purposes j/r;; 23,354.41.
Another report of great interest was that of the

Co-operation. Committee on Cooperation. This committee was
appointed by the Synod at its previous meeting
to confer with the Missions Cooperating with the
Church of Christ in Japan with a view to securing

cooperation of a closer and more formal character

than that existing at present. The committee re-

ported that a conference had been held with repre-

sentatives of the several missions,* but without at-

* For the sake of reference the action of the Council in 1897 regarding

cooperation is herewith inserted.

" Whereas the Synod at its late session in Tokj'O adopted a minute in

regard to the matter of co-operation between the presbyteries and the

missions, stating what, in the opinion of the Synod, constitutes true co-

operation, and appointed a committee of seven to confer with a similar

con)mittee from the Co-operating Missions on the subject, be it

Resolved that in \'iew of individual and widely differing responsibil-

ities, co-operation is, in the opinion of the Council, best carried out where
the Japanese Church organization, in its sessions, presbyteries and Synod,
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taining the result desired. The missions, though
not averse to cooperation in a general and some
what vague sense of the word, were nevertheless

unwilling to cooperate upon the plan suggested by
the Synod. The committee regarded this as unfort-

unate, and had used every means in its power to

reach a satisfactory conclusion in the matter, but in

vain. It was, therefore, with regret that it was
constrained to report that the Coopjsrating Missions

are unwilling to cooperate, in any formal or official

sense of the term. At the same time, the committee
did not forget the great work done by the missions

in the past, and recognized the work still being carried

on by them. It also recognized the value of coopera-

tion of this informal and moral kind. In conclusion,

there seemed at present no course open to the Synod
but for it and the missions to go on very much as at

present, each party working on its own lines. The
committee suggested however that hereafter, as a
matter of information, the statistical tables indicate

in some way what work is done by the Synod and
what by the missions.

A prolonged discussion followed the presentation

of this report. A large majority of the Synod was
in favour of simply accepting it and allowing the
matter to rest. The minority, however, strenuously

insisted that the question was one of the greatest

importance, and that a committee should be ap-

pointed to negotiate further with the missions, and

directs all ecclesiastical matters, availing itself of the counsels and assist-

ance of the missions or missionaries as occasion arises ; while the missions

direct their own educational, evangelistic and other missionary operations,

availing themselves, likewise, of whatever counsel and assistance they
may be able to obtain from their brethren in the Japanese Church ; and
that under these circumstances, it does not seem best to enter into co-op-

eration as defined by the Synod ; but to recommend that a committee be
appointed of one from each mission to confer with the committee of the

Synod in a spirit of fraternal good will, for the purpose of communicating
the opinion of the Council and endeavoring to promote a better under-

standing on the subject of co-operation."
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if possible secure cooperation of a more definite kind

and more in accordance with the views of tlie Synod.

Finally it was decided to refer the whole matter to

a committee with instructions to consider the subject

carefully and recommend what action should be
taken. At a later session, the committee thus ap-

pointed presented in the following resolutions, which
were adopted by a large majority :

—

Resolved i. That the Synod express its thanks to

the Committee on Cooperation and direct that its

report be printed in the Minutes.

2. That, inasmuch as it appears that the Synod
and the Council of Missions differ in opinion regarding

the wisest method of cooperation, further considera-

tion of the subject be postponed for the present.

3. That although unhappily it has not been pos-

sible to reach an agreement regarding the method of

cooperation, the Church of Christ in Japan recognizes

its great obligation to the missions, and holds that

the relations between it and them should be those of

cordial friendship and mutual helpfulness.

While these resolutions were adopted by a vote

that was nearly unanimous, a small minority was still

urgent for some further action. On two points in

particular they pressed for a decision. In their

view the position that the co-operation between
the Synod and the missions is not formal or

official necessarily affects the position of churches

and preaching places receiving financial aid from the

missions, and also raises the question of the propriety

of missionaries sitting as advisory members of the

presbyteries and tlie Synod. The first of these points

the Synod decided was sufficiently met by the action

already taken that hereafter the statistical tables

shall indicate which of the churches and preaching

places receiv^e aid from missions or other outside

sources. To the second point the Synod answered
that any action regarding the position of advisory

members would involve an amendment of the Canons



which could be effected only in the constitutional

way. A resolution however was adopted direct-

ing the presbyteries to see that the terms of

the Canon (Can. 23 : § 6) are strictly complied

with.

With this the long discussion came to an end.

The whole subject is a delicate and complicated one

growing out of the transitional stage through which

the Church as a whole is now passing. As soon as

it is able to assume the entire responsibility, financial

and otherw^ise, the present difficulties will disappear.

Meanwhile the situation calls for prudence and for-

bearance on the part of both the Church and the

miissions.

The report of the Committee on Presbyterial Re-

cords brought up two questions of interest. It ap-

peared that in the Naniwa Presbytery a company of
^^J^^anfesS"^"

believers had been put under the care of a committee believers.

composed of private church members. This action

the Synod declared to be irregular ; such care

including '' that ordinarily exercised by a session
"

(Can. I.). The second question grew out of an

action of the Miyagi Presbytery. For certain reasons

that presbytery had adopted a resolution exscinding

a number of preaching places connected with it.

Happily the question was no longer a practical one, compan?es°of

the connection between the presbytery and the com- '^^i^evers.

panics of believers having been re-established. The
committee however while recognizing the fact that

the circumstances might seeni in a measure to justify

the action of the presbytery, expressed the judgment

that the action was unwarranted. In this opinion

the Synod concurred.

A case of appeal worthy of notice came before

the Synod. An elder in the Ushigome Church had

becom.e convinced that immersion is the only proper baptism.

form of baptism. He therefore had himself immersed

and then proceeded to teach in the Sunday School

that baptism by sprinlding is not baptism at all.
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The session took the matter up and decided to remove

him from his ofiice as elder. From this decision he

appealed to the presbytery. The presbytery sustained

the action of the session ; and from that decision he

appealed to the Synod. The report of the Judicial

Committee on the case, which was adopted by the

Synod, w^as as follows :

—

" The mode of baptism differs in different Churches.

In the Oriental Churches the common mode is

immersion ; in the Roman Catholic Church, the

Church of England, the Lutheran Church, and in the

Presbyterian and Reformed Churches, the common
mode is sprinkling. The Church of Christ in Japan,

as most of the Churches of Christ throughout the

world, holds that the mode is not essential ; both

immersion and sprinkling are valid. To insist upon
a different view is to oppose the great principle of

Christian liberty and to miake Christianity a religion

of forms, which is contrary to the spirit of the New
Testament. The Church of Christ in Japan has

great respect for the rights of conscience. It is for

this very reason that it insists that the mode of bap-

tism shall not be made an essential. In all matters,

excepting those immediately connected with the

fundamental truths of Christianity, it will ever exercise

the utmost forbearance towards any of its members
who hold their views in such a way as not to disturb

the peace of the Church. But to hold and teach that

persons should be re-baptized has a manifest tendency
to divide the Church into parties and to destroy the

spirit of love. An officer, or private member, who
deems it his duty to propagate such views should

apply for dismission to some other Church with

whose principles he is in harmony.
The Synod therefore confirms the decision of the

presbytery."

Appropriate resolutions in reference to the death
of Dr. Verbeck were adopted, to be recorded in the

IMinutes and sent to the bereaved family. The
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application of the First and Second Presbyteries of

Tokyo to be united was approved. A committee
was appointed to prepare a pastoral letter to be sent

to all ministers, evangelists, and sessions, urging upon
them the importa^ice of looking carefully after church
members who change their residence, and of seeing

that they carry with them letters to other churches
connected with the Church of Christ in Japan. A
committee of three was also appointed to consider

the method of Church Sustentation now in operation

in the Free Church of Scotland, and to report on the
wisdom of adopting some such plan for the Church
of Christ in Japan. This touches a matter of prime
importance—the care and upbuilding of the weaker
churches. The committee is to report at the next
stated meeting of the Synod.
The great importance of the evangelistic work of

the Church gives to the report of the Board of Home
Missions a place second to nothing in the business of

the Synod.
The Board consists of twenty members, one half

of Avhom are elected at each stated meeting of

the Synod. Care is always taken to secure a
thoroughly representative body of men, so that

every presbytery is represented in the Board. The
management of financial matters and of the work in

general is, however, entrusted to an Executive Com-
mittee residing in Tokyo and Yokohama. Hitherto
the fiscal year has extended from July ist to June
30th ; but hereafter it will correspond to the calendar

year.

For the year just ended the Board was author-

ized to raise the sum of yen 3,600. The amount
actually raised was 2,891.15. There was, however,
at the beginning of the year a balance in hand of

4.45. There was also in hand 65.36 ; a balance
from a fund raised for the purpose of sending a

committee to Formosa. This balance the Synod
authorized the Board to expend upon its regular work.

Tokyo
Presbyteries.

Pastoral
letter.

Church
Sustentation.

Board of
Home

Missions.

Funds for
the Year.
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Adding these balances to the raised during

the

Work.

Sources of
receipts.

amount
the year, the entire sum at the disposal of

Board was 2,960.96. The sum expended was
2,892.69 ; leaving a balance at the end of the year
of 68. 27.

During the past year work has been carried on
at Ueda and Minami-Kita Saku Gun, in the Province
of Shinshu ; at Mito, Ota-mura, and Shimotsuma
in Ibaraki Ken ; and at Taihoku and Tainan, in

Formosa. From these centres it branches out in

various directions and is gradually assuming larger

proportions.

The work at Tainan, which was begun a little more
than a year ago, has gone on under difficulties. It

has had from the start the sympathy and generous
assistance of the missionaries of the English Presby-
terian Church, who are working there. But unfort-

unately the Rev. Mr. Hirayama, who was sent there
by the Board, was compelled to return -to this part of

the empire on account of the serious illness of his

wife. He returned last spring and the Rev. R. Hoso-
kawa, until recentl}^ pastor of the Kaigan Church in

Yokohama, has been sent to take his place. Those
who know Mr. Hosolcawa will feel a deep interest in

his work, sympathize with him in his separation
from home and friends, and follow him with their

prayers. He is an earnest and consecrated man, well

fitted for the work he has undertaken.
The present report, as compared with that of

last 3'ear, shows a falling off in the number of

baptisms ; the whole number for the year being only
thirty-two. Of these, seven were in Taihoku and the
vicinity ; twenty-two in Ueda ; and three in Ibaraki

Ken. In Taihoku there are many inquirers, as also

in Minami-Kita Saku Gun ; and it is expected that
a considerable number will be baptized in all these
places before long.

As already stated, the sum received by the Board
during the year Vv^as yoi 2891.15. The sources from
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which this amount was obtained appear in the follow-

ing table :

—

Churches and places under care of the Board 363-So

Other churches and preaching places 945-94
Individuals (Japanese) 802.75

Missionaries in Formosa 250.00

,, in Japan proper i59-00

Womans Societies (Japanese) 93-09

Methodist Protestant Church for work in Formosa ... 25.72

Japanese church in San Francisco 25.51

Raised in connection with special meetings in celebra-

tion of the 25th anniversary of the Church 225.34

Total 2,891.15

The fear has sometimes been expressed that the

\vork of the Board is carried on largely by contribu-

tions from churches and preaching places receiv.ing

financial aid from the missions, which might be re-

garded as a case of robbing Peter to pay Paul. A
glance at the statistics shows that such fears are not

well founded. The following list contains twenty-one

churclies and four preaching places. Of these one

church alone—that at Kyoto—is dependent upon the

missions for financial support ; and that church pays

half of its pastor's salary and all incidental expenses.

All the other churches and preaching places in the

list are financially independent of the missions. In

some cases the figures include contributions by mem-
bers of the churches made directly to the Board.

Churches

:

y^-i

Taihoku 130.00

Ueda 85.10

Kaigan 80.00

Kochi 72.00

Ichi Bancho 57-09

Shiloh 46.85

Nagoya 37.78

Daimachi 35.30

Yamaguchi 33-75

Shinsakai 33-Oi

Hakodate 27.82

Sapporo 27.00

Kyoto 25.89
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Nagasaki „ ... 23.21

Kojimachi 16.00

Osaka South 12.77
Chiba 12.00

Shitaya 11.64

Hongo •• ... 11.50

Osaka North 10.00

Seigen 10.00

Preaching places

:

Minami Saku Gun 50.00

Two places in Ibaraki Ken 7107
Ichigaya 12.05

Aki 10.20

In short, a careful examination of the figures shows
that only a comparatively small proportion of the
income of the Board was from churches or preach-

ing places directly connected with the missions.

Probably from ten to fifteen per cent.

Another fear sometimes expressed is that the
Self-support, policy of the Board tends to hinder rather that to

promote self-support. To bring a congregation of

believers to real self-support—to the point where
it pays a pastor a proper salary ; erects and main-
tains a suitable building, and carries on an active work,
is no easy task. How difficult a task those alone

know who have succeeded in the endeavor. In the
opinion of the Board the timely and jiidicioiLs use of

money is a great aid to the securing of the end in

view. It believes that such aid encourages the
believers and helps them to the point where they
are able and willing to take care of themselves and to
assist others. From the beginning it has been the aim
of the Board to push self-support as rapidly as pos-

sible ; and i<-s experience has been such as to encour-

age it. The Church at Ueda, which has been for

some two years under the care of the Board, has
become self-supporting. It has received no aid since

the end of March, pays its pastor twenty-five yen a
month, and defrays all other expenses. The work in

Minami and Kita Saku Gun also, has become self-
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supporting
;
paying the salary of the minister and

all other expenses. These churches both lie in a
region in which the missionaries of the Reformed
(Dutch) Church have long labored, and in taking

charge of them the Board entered into their labors.

The church at Taihoku in Formosa, which now pays
one half the pastor's salary, will it is hoped become
self-supporting at no very distant day. The believers

there, however, are at present making strenuous efforts

to build a chapel ; and this may delay progress in the
direction of self-support. The Board has recently

taken under its care the church at Kobe. The
church with the aid of missionaries residing in the
place has agreed to assume a large share of the ex-

penses at the start. It is the hope of the Board
that such kindly aid may not long be needed.

The estimate for the work of the year, as approved
^jf^^**^?^

by the Synod, is yen 3,700. From one point of view
that is a small thing. But let us not despise the day
of small things. It is to such institutions as this

Board that in the end will be given in a great degree
the evangelization of the empire.
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III.

PROCEEDINGS
CF THE

TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE COUNCIL.

I. DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES.

The Council of Missions Cooperating- with the
Church of Christ in Japan assembled in Karuizawa,
at 9 A. M., July 2 1st, 1898. The sessions were opened
with a sermon by the President, the Rev. T. M. Mac
Nair, from the text. Hold fast the form of sound
Avords, which thou hast heard of me, in faith and
love which is in Christ Jesus. The meetings for

business every morning were preceded by a prayer
service led by members of the Council or visiting

friends. Early morning meetings also were held.

The evenings were occupied by Bible readings given
by Dr. Geo. C. Needham ; and from time to time
Mrs. Needham addressed the ladies.

2. MEMORIAL SERVICE.

On Sunday afternoon a special service was held in

memory of Dr. Verbeck, who entered into rest since

the last meeting of the Council greatly beloved and
deeply lamented. At this service, Mr. Mac Nair
presided ; the Scriptures were read by Mr. E. Rothe-
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say Miller
;

pra}'er was offered by J_)r. Scott of the

Canadian Methodist Mission and Mr. Bearing of the

American Baptist Mission; and addresses* were deliver-

ed by Dr. Thompson and Mr. Oltmans, and by Dr.

Learned of the American Board and Dr. Ashmore
of the American Baptist Mission. The service was
marked for its simple dignity and tender Christian

feelino-.

3. COMMUNICATIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

A resolution adopted by the Conference of the

Church Missionary Societ}% expressive of the deep church Miss,

loss sustained by the Churches of Christ in Japan Dr?verbeck.

in the death of Bishop Bickersteth, Archdeacon
Maundrell and Dr. Verbeck, was read before the

Council. The communication with its accompanying
letter was entered upon the Minutes, and the

Secretary was directed to reply in fitting terms of

thanks and sympathy.
A letter was read from Dr. Moore of the German Dr. Moore.

Reformed Mission, who was lying seriously ill in

Karuizawa, conveying the warm Christian greetings

of the writer, assuring the Council of his deep sym-
pathy and constant prayer, and requesting a like

return in his own behalf. The Council directed the

letter to be inserted in the Minutes ; and a reply was
sent to Dr. Moore expressing the deep feeling of the

Council on hearing his letter read, and pledging

itself to remember him in prayer from day to day.

The Rev. H. K. Miller presented the following

reply from the missionaries in Formosa in response Missionaries•;
. r .1 r^ -11 iJi Formosa.

to the greetmgs 01 the CounciLj

* For an outline of the addresses delivered, See IV.

t The letter of the Council to the missionaries in Formosa is inserted

from the Proceedings of last year.
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Karuizawa, Japan, July i/tli, 1897.

Dear Brethren :

In view of the fact that, by the incorporation of

Formosa into the Empire of Japan, two missions

have been added to the nuixiber of those whose
ecclesiastical organization is Presbyterial in principle,

we, the Council of the Missions Co-operating with

the Church of Christ in Japan, hereby extend to

the Missions of the Canadian and English Presbyteri-

an Churches in Formosa our most cordial Christian

greetings. The best wishes of the Council, now in

annual session at Karuizawa, go out to the mission-

aries in Formosa in the hope that their labors for the

extension of Christ's kingdom may continue to be
crowned with abundant success.

It would be highly gratifying to the Council if the

two missions just mentioned would become regular

members of the Council and send representatives to

its annual meetings. If the way is not yet open for

this, any suggestions contemplating the establishing

and continuance of cordial relations between the
Presbyterian missionaries in P'ormosa and the Council
will be heartly welcomed.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you

all. Amen.
English Presbyterian Mission,

Tainanfu, Formosa,
2nd May, 1898.

Dear Brethren :

I duly received your fraternal letter of greeting of

date July 17, 1897. On my return from Japan last

year I sought an opportunity of laying it before my
colleagues ; but as, owing to illness and other causes,

we were at that time very much scattered it was
several months before I succeeded in doing so. I was
imstructed to reply, returning you thanks for your
kind wishes, and expressing, in return our best wishes

that all prosperity may be granted to you in the
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carrying on of your work. You will be glad to know
that, in spite of the disturbed condition of the coun-
try and the anxious state of men's minds, the year
that has closed has in several ways been the most
successful we have had for loncf. The number of

adult admissions was 158, the largest,! remember in

twenty-three years of missionary life. Total com-
municants 1899. Money contributions half as much
again as in previous years

;
going up from about

$ 2,400 to $ 3,700. About two years ago we esta-

blished our Presbytery here, and this year in April
ordained our first two native ministers. As in our
mission, both in Formosa and on the mainland of

China, we make it a rule that all moneys for the
native ministers, whether for salary or expenses, must
be raised by the native Christians without any
help from abroad, we have been rather slower than
some missions in the work of ordination. It may
prove to be wise delay in the long run.

As regards entering into closer relations with your
Council we do not see our way to propose anything in

the meantime. The distance and expense prevent the
possibility of sending a representative to attend meet-
ings of your Council. Visits paid on the score of health
are generally paid later in the year than the time of

your meeting. Besides which our work is still so purely
Chinese and so little affected even externally by the
political changes that have taken place, that we do
not as yet teel much sense of unity with the Japanese
Church and Missions, though this feeling will doubtless

grow^ with time, and result in more active co-operation.

With greetings to tiie members of your Council,

I remain, Yours very truly,

Thomas Barclay.

The following letter was received in reply to the wom. miss

greetings of the Council conveyed tlirough a

committee :

—
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Karuizawa, July 2ist, 1898.

The members of the Council of the Womans Mis-
sionary Society of the Canadian Methodist Church
in Japan, now in session in Karuizawa, extend to the
Cooperating Missions their most cordial greetings.

Now the Lord of peace himself give you peace al-

ways by all means. The Lord be with you all. 2

Thess. 3 : 16.

I. S. Blackmore.
C. R. Hart.

A communication from Miss Clara Parrish was pre-

sented, calling attention to the fact that the last Sun-
day in November had been adopted by a number of the
missions in Japan as Temperance Sunday. The
Council recommended that the day be observed.
A letter from Miss E. A. Preston was received

inquiring regarding the use of unfermented wine at

the Communion in the churches connected with the
Church of Christ in Japan. The Council directed
that a reply be sent to Miss Preston, suggesting the
advisability of communicating directly with the Rev.
H. Yamamoto, Clerk of the Synod.

4. REPOR'IS OF SPECIAL COMMmT.ES APPOINTED
BY THE LAST COUNCIL.

The General Report of the work of the year was
read by the Rev. H. K. Miller. A resolution of thanks
to Mr. Miller was adopted ; and the Publications

Committee was authorized to print and distribute one
thousand copies of the report in the usual manner.

The committee, appointed by the several missions*
Cooperation. ^^ confer with the Committee on Cooperation appoint-

ed by the Synod, gave a verbal account of the confer-

ence, and also of the discussion of the matter at the

* See footnote on page 22.
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recent meeting of the Synod, f The committee also

presented the action of the Synod, which was as

follows :

—

Resolveii I. That the Synod express its thanks
to the Committee on Cooperation, and direct that its

report be printed in the Minutes.
2. That inasmuch as it appears that the Synod and

the Council of the Missions differ in opinion regard-

ing the wisest method of cooperation, further consi-

deration of the subject be postponed for the present.

3. That although unhappily it has not been possible

to reach an agreement regarding the method of co-

operation, the Church of Christ in Japan recognizes

its great obligations to the missions, and holds that

the relations between it and them should be those of

cordial friendship and mutual helpfulness.

4. That the Clerk of the Synod be directed to

transmit a copy of these resolutions to the Secre-

taries of the several missions.

The report of the committee having been heard,

a special committee was appointed to prepare resolu-

tions with reference to the matter. The special com-
mittee presented the following resolutions which were
adopted :

—

Resoiaed I. That the Council expresses regret

that a difference of opinion exists between the mis-

sions and the Synod as to the method of cooperation,

but agrees with the Synod that further discussion of

the question for the present is unadvisable.

2. That the Council reciprocates the feelings ex-

pressed in the third resolution of the Synod, and
re-affirms the position that has always been occupied

by the missions composing it, which is to cultivate

friendship and to assist one another.

t See account of the meeting of the Synod, pages 22-24.



3- Tliat the Secretary of the Council be instructed

to send an English copy and a Japanese translation

of these resolutions to the Clerk of the Synod.

Subsequently the following resolutions bearing on
the subject were adopted by the Council :

—

Resolved i. That we pledge ourselves to heart-

felt, faithful and continual prayer for the whole work-

committed to the Church of Christ in Japan and the
Co-operating Missions.

2. That this resolution be sent to the Synod and
to the Fnhiin SJiiinpo.

5. REPORTS OE STANDING COMMIITEES
AND THE TREASURER.

Publications. The Publications Committee presented its report,

which was adopted. During the past year the An-
nual Report of the Council for 1897 was printed and
distributed ; the Sunday School Lessons prepared by
the Rev. E. Rothesay Miller, and the Yorokobi no
Otozure by Mrs. Miller, have appeared regularly.

The following books have been published :

—

An Exposition of the Book of Genesis, by the Rev.
T. M. Mac Nair.

A Commentary on Ephesians, by the Rev. R. B.

Grinnan, D. D.
Fifine (a translation), by Mrs. T. M. MacNair.
Catechumens Guide, by the Rev. G. G. Hudson.
The Catechumens Guide is published privately

;

the other works are issued by the Meth. Pub. House.

statistics. fhe Committee on Statistics presented a report

elucidated by the accompanying table (page 40) which
was prepared from the Annual Table of Statistics.

The report w^as adopted with the following recom-
mendations :

—

Resolved i. That the committee thoroughly
revise and make more definite both the church and
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mission statistical tables ; kecpii\c: in view also the

blanks sent out from America.
2. That great care be taken in filling out mission

blanks, so as to secure entire accuracy.

3. That a Committee of Ten be appointed to

collect statistics ; the committee to represent the ten

following places, and the whole field to be apportioned
accordingly, viz.—Sapporo, Sendai, Tokyo (2), Kana-
zawa, Nagoya, Osaka, Hiroshima, Kochi, Nagasaki.

4. That the two members representing Tokyo be
constituted a central sub-committee to receive, re-

vise, tabulate and publish the blanks.

5. That overtures be made b}^ this sub-commit-
tee, looking towards co-operation with the Synod's
Committee on Statistics, and also with Mr. Loomis.

In accordance with this recommendation the fol-

lowing Committee of Ten was appointed: For Sapporo,
G. P. Pierson ; Sendai, H. K. ^Iiller ; Tokyo, Henry
I\r. Landis and M. N. Wyckoff ; Kanazawa, H. Bro-

kaw ; Nagoya, C. K. Cummings ; Osaka, J. B. Porter ;

Hiroshima, A. V. Bryan ; Kochi, J. W. Moore
;

Nagasaki, A. Pieters.
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The Committee on Self-support appointed by the seif-suppovt.

Council in 1897* presented its report which was
adopted as follows :

—

The following questions were sent to all the sta-

tions of the Cooperating Missions. The answers are

appended in substance.

QUES'i'lON. Has your mission adopted the recom-

mendations of the Council with or without modifi-

tions ?

Answers. East Japan Prcs. Mission :—The mis-

sion has not yet, as a mission, considered tlie recom-

mendations of the Council. West Japan Pres. Mis-

sion :—The report of the Council was adopted with

the following changes : No. 2 was erased and No. 3 was
modified. SontJicrn Prcs. Mission :—Adopted with

a slight modification in No. 3. Quiibcrland Prcs.

Mission

:

—Adopted at a mission meeting held in

March 1898. North Japan Reformed Mission :—No
formal adoption of the recommendations, but it was

* For the sake of reference the action of the Council in 1897 regarding

self-support is herewith inserted

Resolved (i). That all missions co-operating in this Council make it

a rule not to aid financially any church organized hereafter ; and that, in

concurrence \s'ith the recent action of Synod on this subject, we earnestly

labor and pray for the entire self-support of all organized churches now
receiving financial aid from the missions, within the next two years.

(2). That in aiding companies of believers, both such as are connected

with organized churches and such as are not, the missions adopt a uni-

form rule of not paying rent or incidental expenses.

(3). That in all new work, and as far as practicable in already existing

work, the missions be urged to make a trial of Dr. Nevius' method in the

general work of evangelization : Employing fewer workers, paying no

rent or incidental expenses ; and by grouping Christians into circuits, to

make the work entirely self-supporting from the very start.

(4). That in all cases churches and preaching places receiving mi-ssion

aid be required to fill out a monthly blank showing membership, attend-

ance, amount and sources of all money received, and the manner in which

the same has been expended ; and that this blank be a uniform one for all

the Co-operating Missions.

(5). Fmally that the Council appoint a standing Committee of three

members on Self-support, to which any matter relating to the subject may
be referred, and which shall report to the ne.xt meeting of the Council.
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left to the missionaries in charge to carry them out.

South Japan Reformed Mission

:

—-Adopted a set

of resolutions endorsing the spirit of the recommen-
dations of the Council. German Reformed Mission :

—Not formally adopted, because at the meeting of

Council four representatives of the mission were pre-

sent and voted for the recommendations. Hence the

necessity of a formal adoption did not occur to the

mission. Mission of the United Pres. Church of
Scotland :—No Report. Womans Union Missionary

Society :—The recommendations are not applicable to

our work'.

Question. To what extent have the principles

been put into operation ?

Answers. EastJapan Pres. Mission :—Apart from
the recommendations of the Council, the heavy cut

on the estimates of the mission had reduced the num-
ber of evangelists at least one-third ; and as a result

some grouping of churches and companies of believers

has tak'cn place. West Japan Pres. Mission :—The
plan has been put into operation in Kanazawa thor-

oughly, two men out of five having been dismissed
;

in the Yamaguchi field seven out of seventeen evange-

lists have been dismissed, and the rent of preaching

places has been reduced from 26 yen to 19 yen per

month ; in the Hiroshima field a strong spirit of self-

support has been developed. SontJiern Pres. Mis-

sion :—The plan, as modified in No. 3, has been
put into full operation excepting in the case of two
preaching places. Cumberland Pres. Mission :—No
modification resulting thus far. North Japan Rc-

foi'med Mission :—No forced observance required ;

practically not in operation. South Japan Reformed
Mission :—Successfully put into operation in a large

part of the field, in accordance with the resolutions

adopted by the mission. German Reformed Mission :

—Put into operation as circumstances permitted with-

out any radical changes.
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Question. What apparent results for better or

worse have followed, in the matter of self-support,

and as to success in evanoelization ?

Answers. General reply of all the missions :—(i .)

The time is too short for any definite conclusions,

but most of the fields report favorable progress. (2.)

Though the number of workers has been reduced in

most of the fields, the same amount of work seems

to have been carried on, and the outlook is promising.

Question. Have you any suggestions to make on

the general subject?

Answers. The following points are emphasized :

—Greater consecration on the part of the Japanese

Christians ; the need of not being too hasty ;
dealing

sympathetically and presenting the spiritual aspect of

giving ; studying adherence to the principles, and us-

ing kindness and sanctified commion sense ; no hard

and fast lines excluding the use of discretion ;
em-

phasizing the principle that ^^vV7/4^ is a part of zvorship;

making an offering at each service ; not making
frequent changes in polic}^ ; discouraging useless ex-

penditures on public occasions. Mr. Doughty wishes

especially to emphasize the distinction between men
employed and chapels rented by the mission and

those employed and rented by the Christians.

Question. Are the Report Blanks satisfactory ?

Answ^ERS. They are satisfactory on the whole for

all the missions ; and have been adopted by all but

the Scotch Mission.

Question. Do you think the way in which money
is used in conducting schools is a hindrance to the

cause of self-support and detrimental to the general

cause of evangelization ?

Answ^ERS.' East Japan Prcs. Mission:—Opinions

differ. WestJapan Prcs. Mission :—Do not think that

it is a hindrance (Curtis). The brethren in Kanazawa



think that in many ways such a use of money is detrim-

ental to the cause of evangelization. Mr. Doug-hty
thinks that missions can not conduct schools for less

than the Japanese. Teachers must be paid enough to

make themi feel contented. SoiitJicrii Prcs. Mission :—
Various opinions held. Some think it does not
hinder ; some are doubtful ; others say, Not detri-

mental if properly used. Cinnbcrland Prcs, Mission :—
If the question refers to the support of students in

schools who expect to be employed by the mission,

Yes ; if the money is spent for the equipment and
sustaining of mission schools, No. North Japan Re-

formed Mission /—Reducing the salaries of teachers

would seem to make it more difficult to retain men
capable of receiving increased s'alaries in other schools

or in business pursuits (J. H. Ballagh). Miss Deyo
thinks that relatively high salaries paid to school

teachers tends to degrade the evangelistic work as

being a place for the incompetent and lazy. South
Japan Reformed Mission :—Mr. Pieters sa3's, Not in

the way in which it is used liere in Kyushu. Mr.
Oltmans thinks it is a hindrance to the cause of self-

support. German Reformed Mission :—The use of

mission funds in schools to raise up a Japanese Christ-

ian ministry and make converts is legitimate ; but if

used simply to provide a higher education the opinions

of earnest missionaries will probably differ. Money
used for aiding students may produce both very useful

and also very unhappy results. VVomans Union
Missionary Society :—Miss Irvine answers. No ; be-

cause only supported gwls can be claimed to do mission

work.

Question. Would it be advisable and possible for

the Co-operating Missions and other missions working
in the same or contiguous territory to have the same
scale of salaries for evangelists and school teachers ?

Answers. East Japan Prcs. Mission :—Opinions
differ. West Japan Prcs. Mission :—Two say, Yes

;
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one says, No ; one, Advisable but not practicable
;

I\Tr. Curtis sa}'s, Absoluteh' necessary. Southern Pj'cs.

Mission :—Advisable. Cumberland Pres. Mission :—
Desirable, but we doubt its practicability. North
Japan Reformed Mission :—Advisable and possible for

the Co-operating- Missions. South Japan Reformed
Mission :—One thinks it desirable but difficult ; one,

not possible ; and one, theoretically simple but prac-

tically not feasible. German Reformed Mission :—It

would be a great convenience ; and there seems to be

no reason why such a uniform scale of salaries could

not be drawn up and then improved upon from time

to time as experience demanded.

This concludes the answers to the questions- sent

out. Your committee would in conclusion make the

following suggestions :

1. That the question relating to the use of money
in mission schools receive special consideration at this

meeting of the Council.

2. That a Committee consisting of one member
from each of the Co-operating Missions be appointed to

draw up and present to this Council for its consider-

ation a schedule of salaries to be recommended to all

the missions, first for evangelists and secondly for

school teachers.

3. That, inasmuch as two views exist as to the

interpretation of the wording of the resolution of last

}'ear regarding co-operation,* a committee of seven,

representing the seven co-operating missions, be ap-

pointed to report an interpretation of the words,

"the missions direct their own educational, evan-

gelistic and other missionary operations."

4. As }'our committee has learned that the
" Nevius Plan " has been translated into Japanese, the
attention of the Council is hereby called to the fact.

* See foot note page 22.
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5- Your committee would finally state it as its

opinion that the results of the plan of self-support

adopted last year by the Council are sufficiently en-

couraging, as shown by the different reports, to con-

tinue united effort along the same lines. It would
therefore suggest that a Committee on Self-support,

similar to the one of last year, be appointed by this

Council.

The following action was taken by the Council :

—

1

.

A committee, consisting of Messrs. J . W. Moore,

Harris and Noss, was appointed to consider the subject

of money used in mission schools and to report to the

Council at its next annual meeting.

2. • To this same committee was referred the matter

of a uniform scale of salaries for evangelists in mission

employ.

3. A report from the committee on the interpreta-

tion of the words, *'the missions direct their own educa-

tional, evangelistic and other missionary operations,"

having been fully discussed, the subject was laid upon
the table.

4. In regard to the " Nevius Plan " the following

resolution was adopted :—As the " Nevius Plan" has

been translated and is to be published in Japanese,

attention is hereby drawn to the fact ; and the Council

recommends to the missions composing it that the

circulation of the book among the Japanese Christians

be encouraged as a contribution to the information

at hand on the general subject of self-support.

5. The committee on self-support of last year was
re-appointed with the substitution of the name of

W. Y. Jones for that of G. W. P\ilton now absent on
furlough.

Sunday The report on Sunday School Literature was pre-
school Litera-

, , , r^ -n r^ 1 -\ r • n 1

ture. sented by the Rev. hi. Rothesay Miller, and was
adopted with the recommendation that members
of the Council endeavor as far as possible to introduce
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the publications of the Joint Committee into the

Sunday Schools of the Church. The report was as

follows* :

—

In accordance with the report presented to the

last Council, the Scripture Lessons in the Scikei

Kzuatci from July 1897 to the end of June 1898

have been on the Acts and the Epistles ; the issues

being just six months behind those of the Inter-

national Sunday School Lessons. The plan of the

lessons has been the same as that of the first six

months of 1897, excepting that, towards the end of

the yeai', there were added a few sermon hints.

According to the resolution of the Council, the price

was reduced to sixty sai. The number printed has

continued to be 500, although the subscriptions have

been only something over 300 ; it being thought that

the numbers unsubscribed for could be bound and sold

hereafter.

As desired by the Council, a leaflet to the Lessons

was issued from the beginning of January. This

contains the Golden Text, the subject of the lesson,

the Bible story told in very simple language, and a

few simple questions, w^iich a child could answer on
reading over the leaflet. A little over 2000 of these

were subscribed for, and the price was made as low as

possible ; one yen for ten copies for a year, that is, for

520 leaflets—a trifle less than cost.

In accordance with the liberty granted me to

appoint others to assist in the publication of the

Lessons, in April I made an arrangement with the

* For the sake of completeness the following extract from the Proceed-

ings of the Council of 1897 is inserted.

In July 1895 the Council appointed a Committee on Christian Literat-

ure. One of the functions of this committee was " the preparation and
publication of Sunday School literature, the committee co-operating with

the committee which had been appointed by the Synod for this purpose."

As the final outcome of the conference of these two committees, the Rev.

E. R. Miller was requested to take charge of the issuing of a series of Sun-

day School Lessons for teachers, following the schedule of the International

Sunday School Lessons.
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Rev. Mr. Hoy of the German Reformed IMission in

Sendai, by which he kindly consented to assume the

entire business management of the magazine. This

relieved me of much of the labor ; but, it soon be-

came apparent that I should not be able to carry on
the Lessons beyond the month of June, my physician

having imperatively prescribed complete rest. In

consequence of this, the Rev. Messrs. Landis and
Mac Nair kindly agreed to take over the Lessons from
the month of July, and to carry them on until the

Council should meet and make provision for their

further continuance.

Cooperation It wiU be remembered that I was requested by the

MetiJodilts. Council to See whether steps could be taken to have
the Methodist Mission co-operate with us in getting

out Sunday School Lessons. Accordingly in June last

an informal conference was held between our commit-
tee, and the committee of the Methodist Mission on
Sunday School Literature. At this meeting we
inquired as to their willingness to unite in such a work ;

and subsequently their committee met and appointed
representatives to present their views to us. The
only sina qua non with them was that the Lessons
should be up to date ; that is, issued at the same time
as those of the International Sunday School Lessons.

After full consideration of the subject, Mr. Landis
and Mr. Johnson were appointed a sub-corrimittee

to draw up a plan for submission to the general com-
mittee, and then to be presented to the Annual Con-
ference of the Methodist Church and to this Council.

PLAN.*

Proposed Plan of Co-operation in Sunday School
Publications between the Publishing Committees of

* It is expected that this plan \\'\\\ be in full operation from Jan. ist.

i8gg. In the mean time the Scikci Kivatci will be issued in an abridged

form, and its subscribers supplied with copies of the Methodist Quarterlies.

Those who desire to avail themsehes of the picture rolls and other helps

from America can do so by holding the lessons now issued in reserve for

three or six months.
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the Methodist Episcopal Church in Japan and of the

Council of Missions Co- operating with the Church of

Christ in Japan.

A.

THE GENERAL SCHEME OF CO-OPERATION.

I. There shall be a Joint Board of Management,
which shall also act as an Editorial Staff.

II. This Board (or Staff) shall be composed of

three members from the Missionary body of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, and three members
from the Missions Co-operating with the Church of

Christ in Japan.

III. These sections shall be known respectively

as the Methodist and Presbyterian Groups.*

IV. The members of each Group of the Board
shall be elected by the Committee of Publications

of each body. The term of membership shall be

two years. The election shall take place at least six

months before the date for which the Sunday School

work is to be prepared. In default of the election of

either Group the old Group shall continue to serve

until such election.

V. The Board shall hold stated quarterly meet-

ings at the beginning of each quarter. Special meet-

ings shall be held at the request of any two members.

VI. The International Sunday School Lessons,

with the International date, shall be used.

' The Presbyterian Group will be composed of Mr. Landis, Dr.

WyckofF, and Mr. Scudder ; the Methodist Group, of Dr. J. G. Cleve-

land (with Mr. B. Chappel as alternate), Mr. D. S. Spencer and Mr. H.

B. Johnson.
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B.

THE WORK.

I. Scheme of Lesson Helps.

I. There shall be three grades of Lesson Helps.

a. A Teachers Journal for teachers and helpers

generally—to be issued monthly, something on the

plan of the Seikci Kzvatci hitherto published by Mr.
Miller for the Church of Christ in Japan. This shall

be divided into departments, with editors assigned

by the Board from its own members, each of whom
shall be responsible for his own department—the

departments to be as follows :

{a). Lesson Context and Critical Notes.
iji). Topical Subjects : as Persons, Places, Cus-

toms, ect.

{c). Personal Applications and Illustrations.

{d]. Teaching Hints, with Questions and An-
swers.

b. A Quarterly for Advanced and Intermediate

pupils, similar to the present Methodist Quarterly,

but somewhat simplified. This to contain :

(a). Pictures, Maps, ect.

{b). A Simple Exposition of the Lesson, with
practical applications.

{c). Suggestive Question Hints to aid in the

study of the lesson.

(d). Daily Scripture Readings.

c. A Leaflet for the Primary Department, like

the Leaflets of the Methodist Episcopal Church, or

the Seikei Hagaini published by Mr. Miller, to be
issued monthly or quarterly, in leaves detached
weekly. This is to contain the Golden Text, the

Subject of the Lesson, the Lesson Story in simple
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words in kana, with an easy application at the end,
and a few simple questions all of which can be an-

swered from the Lesson itself.

II. Apportionment of the Work.

1

.

The work shall be assigned to the Denomi-
national Groups, on the following basis, subject to

amendment from time to time by a two-thirds' vote
of the Board.

Group I. Group 11,

a. Journal. a. Journal.

{a). Context and {b). Exposition and
Critical Notes. Application.

{d). Teaching Hints {c). Question Hints,

and Illustrations. ect.

c. Leaflet. b. Lesson Quarterly.

2. The work under the Groups shall alternate

year by year ; but with the unanimous consent of

the Board such alternation may remain in abey-

ance for one year only.

III. Peloubet's or Hurlbut's Notes, either or both,

shall be accepted as a basis for all exposition, free-

dom being given to editors to vary by addition or

omission as may seem best.

IV. All discussion of denominational differences

shall be avoided.

C.

BUSINESS DETAILS.

I. Publication and Translation.
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1. The Methodist Publishing House shall be

the publishers of the above Helps, provided that

this Article shall be subject to amendment as pro-

vided below.

2. All business matters connected with the
publication, including the employment of a trans-

lator, shall be in charge of the above Publishing

House, the translator to be approved by the Joint

Board of Management.

II. Finances.

1. The prices of the Publications shall be as

follows :

a. Teachers Journal ... 40 ^r;^ per j^ear.

b. Quarterly 20 sen „ ,,

c. Leaflet \o sen ,, „

2. Subsidy. All deficits shall be distributed

among the cooperating missions on the basis of

the number of missionaries (men) connected with

them.

D.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

I. Overtures are to be made to other Methodist
Bodies.

II. If the above plan be approved, work shall

commence so that co-operation may begin in part at

least by August ist, and regularly by October ist,

I

III. The first two years shall be considered as a

trial ; and at any time thereafter either party shall

have the privilege of withdrawal, six months' notice

in writing being given to the Joint Board of Man-
agement.
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E.

AMENDMENTS.

The above Articles may be amended by a two-
thirds' vote of the Publishing Committees of the re-

spective cooperating missions.

The above Plan has been adopted without modi-
fication by the Methodist Annual Conference, and
it is now submitted to the Council. It will be seen

that the Publishing Committee of the Council will

have more power than has been heretofore contem-
plated, and for this reason it may be well to make it

a strong representative body.
I am happy to have been instrumental in starting

for the Council a Sunday-school magazine on the
International Sunday School Lessons, although well

aware of the many imperfections of the work as it has
been carried on under my care for the last eighteen
months ; and I am more than happy, at this time, to

leave it in such a condition that, by uniting with
our Methodist brethren, the work will be on a more
permanent basis than could possibly be the case when
depending on the labors of one man.

The Treasurer of the Council presented his annual Treasurer's

report. It was referred to an Auditing Committee ;

^^°^

'

and, on the approval of the committee, adopted.

The committee appointed to present the subject of Teaching of

the teaching of the Scriptures submitted its report, and creed
T-i r n • • ^T r ^1 ^ i x. i

of the Church.
ine toliowmg is an outlme of the report as adopted.

The importance of careful, conscientious, and sys-

tematic teaching of the Scriptures can not be over
estimated. This conviction is growing both among
missionaries and in the Japanese Church. During
the past few years Bible conferences of various
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kinds have been held, and Bible correspondence has

been carried on, with evident profit. These and other

like methods should be employed with all diligence.

Particular importance should be attached to a knowl-

edge of the whole Bible. Hitherto the tendency has

been to emphasize the New Testament to the under-

valuing of the Old. The truth should be taught

that a knowledge of the Old Testament is indispen-

sable to a right knowledge of the New ; and that both
alike contain the word of God, which is our only

infallible rule of faith and practice. The Scriptures

should be taught historically, doctrinally, and spirit-

ually. And inasmuch as the work of a minister of the

Word is to preach the Word, evangelists should not

be encouraged to give their time to secular teaching.

In addition to a direct knowledge of the Scriptures

it is of great importance that members of the Church
be familiar with a Confession of Faith containing

the fundamental truths of Christianity ; and since we
are laboring in connection with the Church of Christ

in Japan, we should endeavor carefully to teach the

Creed of that Church, both in its letter and its spirit,

together with the Lord s Prayer and the Ten Com-
mandments.

A resolution was also adopted appointing a com-
mittee to report to the next meeting of the Council

on the methods now in use among the different

missions for the promotion of a knowledge of the

Bible and of the results attained thereby. The
following committee was appointed : The Rev. J. B.

Porter, Mrs. G. P. Pierson and Miss M. Deyo.

Sonarj?con- The committcc appointed to report with reference
ferenceiDi9oo.^^ the holding of a General Missionary Conference of

Evangelical Protestant Missions in Japan in the year

1900, presented its report. The following (apart from
the resolutions) is an outline of the report which was
adopted.
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There are many reasons in favor of holding such a

conference. While the different evangelical missions

in Japan are all laboring for one great end, to a great-

er or less degree their methods vary ; and a compar-

ison of methods can not but be beneficial ; the ex-

perience of one is often the best guide for another.

It is reasonable to hope that such a conference

would prove a source of much spiritual profit to those

attending it. The year 1900 is a century m-ile stone
;

and the fitness of selecting it has been made an occa-

sion for holding such conferences in both China and
America. The fact that no general conference has

been held in Japan since the year 1883 is another

good reason for the proposal. The committee there-

fore recommends the adoption of the following resolu-

tions :

—

1. That this Council of Missions deems it very

desirable that a General Conference of the Mission-

aries of the Evangelical Protestant Missions working
in Japan be held in the year 1900, at such a time and
place as may be decided upon after consultation with

other missions.

2. That the Council appoint a committee of five,

whose duty it shall be to communicate to other lead-

ing missions in Japan the action of the Council on
this subject ; to invite co-operation in the matter of

preliminary arrangements ; and to report to the Coun-
cil at its next session in 1899.

In pursuance of this action the following members
of the Council were appointed a Committee on Prelim-

inary Arrangements : Messrs. A. Oltmans, R. E.

McAlpine (Sec), J. B. Hail, Dr. David Thompson,
Mr. Snyder and Miss Julia Crosby.

A committee, composed of Dr. Thompson, Messrs.
^^l^rdhS^Dr

Ballagh, Porter, Hoy, Moore, Hudson, and Mrs. David- verbeck.

son. Miss Lansing and Miss Crosby, was appointed to

prepare resolutions regarding the death of Dr. Ver-
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beck. The committee presented to the Council the

following report, which was adopted by a rising

vote :

—

Whereas God in his unsearchable wisdom has,

since the last meeting of this Council, been pleased to

call from our midst our beloved brother and fellow-

Avorker the Rev. G. F. Verbeck D.U.

—

Resolved that we submissively bow to the Divine

Will as manifested to us in this mysterious Providence
;

and, while mourning our loss, thank God for the

instructive example and long and fruitful labors of

his servant ; and that, admonished as we hereby are

of the uncertainty of life, we exhort one another

while it is day. That we hereby express our high ap-

preciation of his Christian character, and many valued

services rendered to the cause of Christ in Japan.

Worthy of special mention among these are his

work as an educationalist helping to found the high-

est institutions of learning in the land ; his work as a

theological instructor and translator of the Scriptures,

for which his great natural ability and extensive

scholarship richly qualified him ; also his work as an

evangelist, in doing which he preached the Word to

high and low for many years in all parts of this wide
land, never hesitating to go at the call of his brethren

to hard and difficult fields. In all these long con-

tinued labors he ever manifested an excellent spirit

averse to all ostentation and display, always exceed-

ingly helpful to younger workers, advising and en-

couraging them, and according to them full sympathy.
Cut down now before old age came upon him, how
can we but mourn our loss and that of the whole
Church.
Resolved that a copy of these resolutions be

recorded in the Minutes of the Council and sent,

with the expression of our sympathy, to the family

of the deceased and to the Board of Missions with
which he was connected.
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7. MISCELLANEOUS RESOLUTIONS.

The Council requested the Publications Committee comment-

to take measures to secure the preparation of com- u-ffct wi

mentaries in Japanese upon all the books of the Bible
;

^^p^^^"^-

and also a tract upon the subject of baptism.

The Council recommended the missions to make
earnest efforts to bring about increased and systematic

giving on the part of the Japanese Christians ; urging
them to make free-will offerings at each service for

worship, and to pay to God's work a certain propor-

tion, not less than a tenth of all their increase.

Systematic
giving.

The Church Missionary Society having recommend-
ed that October 30th be set apart as a day of special special day

prayer for the revival of the work of Christ in Japan,
the Council joined in the recommendation.

of prayer.

A committee, composed of Messrs. Price, Landis, Treaty

Hudson, H. K. Miller and E. Rothesay Miller, was Christianity.

appointed to inquire whether questions calling for

consideration are likely to arise when the revised

treaties go into effect ; and to report the result of

their inquiries to the several missions prior to the
next meeting of the Council.

At the request of the Rev. H. Topping of the Education of

Baptist Mission the subject of the education of the ^f^missfon-'"

children of missionaries was brought to the attention
^^'^^^'

of the Council. A committee, composed of Dr.

Alexander and Messrs. Hudson and W. C. Buchanan,
was appointed to confer with any similar committees
from other missions, with a view to securing com-
petent teaching in English for the children of mis-

sionaries in Japan.
The Rev. J. L. Bearing of the Baptist Mission was

invited to address the Council on the subject of the
extension of the Barrows Lectureship to Japan. At L?ctuSip
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the conclusion of Mr. Bearing's address, a resolution

was passed expressive of the pleasure with which the

Council had heard him.

Sermon of the
President.

General
Eeport of

work of next
year.

The Rev. T. M. MacNair was requested to offer a

copy of his sermon, preached at the opening of the

Council, to the Japan Evangelist and the Fiikuin

SJiimpo for publication.

The Rev. W. Y. Jones was appointed to prepare

the General Report of the Avork of next year.

meSgqf The ncxt meeting of the Council was appointed to
theCouScii. ^^ j^gi^ ^^ Karuizawa on the fourth Thursday of July

1899, provided that the Synod meet on the third

Thursday ; and on the third Friday, in case of an

earlier meeting of the Synod.

^"menf"* ^hc following Committee on Entertainment was
Committee, appointed: Messrs. Landis and Haworth, and Miss

Shaw.

Oflficers

and Pub.
Com.

On the recommendation of the Committee on
Nominations the following appointments for the

ensuing year were made ;

President, H. B. Price; Vice President, J. B. Hail;

Secretary, Albert Oltmans ; Treasurer, J. C. Ballagh.

Publications Committee : William Imbrie, E. Rothe-

say Miller, M. N. Wyckoff, H. B. Price, T. M. Mac
Nair, H. M. Landis and S. S. Snyder.
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IV.

OUTLINE OF ADDRESSES
DELIVERED

AT THE

MEMORIAL SERVICE.

Dr. Thompson spoke in behalf of the Council. The
following is an outline of his address.

' I have been looking for a Bible character whom
Dr. Verbeck mostly resembled, and I find such a

character in Barnabas. Like Barnabas our brother

was of commanding stature, one whom people might
look upon as a Jupiter. Like Barnabas he had much
sympathy for a fellow-worker, and could see some
good in a man who was suspected by others. Like
Barnabas he was a good man, and full of the Holy
Ghost. And, as in the case of Barnabas, through the
labors of our brother much people were added to the
Lord. In all these things Dr. Verbeck has left us

an example ; and thus, though he has parted from us,

the results of his labors will continue.'

The Rev. Albert Oltmans spoke in behalf of the

Missions of the Reformed (Dutch) Church, Avith which
Dr. Verbeck had been connected during all his stay

of thirty-nine years in Japan.
* The speaker w^as reminded of the words in James

5:17, Elias was a man subject to like passions as we
are. The grace of God is manifested not only in the
fact that men are endowed by him with gifts and
powers, but also in the fact that notwithstanding
our human limitations we are used by him for his

Address of
Dr.

Thompson,

Address of
the Rev.

A. Oltmans.
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work. As in the case of Elias, there are usually spe-

cial graces that fit persons iox special \no\V. In Dr.

Verbeck these were notably three : Oneness of

purpose ; sympathy with the people, and humility of

spirit. To those who are working for the evangel-

ization of Japan these gifts are all highly important

;

in fact they are absolutely necessary to any great

success." Incidents in the life of Dr. Verbeck were
related by Mr. Oltmans illustrative of these gifts.

Address of Di'. Learned, of the American Board Mission, spoke
Dr. Learned. .,,,,-., , .. it -t

ni behalf ot the other missionary bodies m Japan.
' There were three special reasons for gratitude to

God for the work of Dr. Verbeck.
(i). Dr. Verbeck gave all his life service to the

Avork in Japan. It sometimes happens that mission-

aries labor in the field for a number of years, and then
withdraw either from choice or by the force of

circumstances. There are great difficulties attaching

to remaining in the foreign field when the time comes
when a part of the family must return to the home
land and the family life must be broken up. Dr.

Verbeck was one of those who continue in the field

until the end of life. (2). Dr. Verbeck was a man
of learning, but he preached in such a simple way
that all could understand him ; even the women and
the children. He thus exerted a very wide influence.

(3). Dr. Verbeck was one of the translators of the
Old Testament. The version of the Psalms in part-

icular was his work. For all these things we have
special reasons for thankfulness.'

Dt*Ashmo'4. ^t the close of these addresses, Dr. Ashmore of the
American Baptist Mission in China added a fev/ words.

Dr. Ashmore * well remembered the time—thirty-

nine years ago—when Dr. and Mrs. Verbeck, then on
their way to Japan, stopped at his home. Even at

that time the personality of Dr. Verbeck impressed
itself upon him. Dr. Verbeck was one of the kind of

men that make history and that are remembered
gratefully after they are gone.'
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V.

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL.

EAST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CPIURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Northern).

Alexander, Rev. T. T., D.U* Tokyo.
Alexander, Mrs. T. T. (in U. S.) Tokyo.
Ballagh, Mr. J. C* Tokyo.
Ballagh, Mrs. J. C Tokyo.
Imbrie, Rev. William, D.D.* Tokyo.
Imbrie, Mrs. William - Tokyo.
Landis, Rev. H. M.* Tokyo.
Landis, Mrs. H. M.* , Tokyo.
MacNair, Rev. T. M.* (in U. S.) Tokyo.
MacNair, Mrs. T. M. (in U. S.) Tokyo.
McCartee, U. B., M. D Tokyo.
McCartee, Mrs. D. B Tokyo.
Pierson, Rev. G. P.* Sapporo.

Pierson, Mrs. G. P.* Sapporo.

Thompson, Rev. David, D.D.* Tokyo.
Thompson, Mrs. David.* Tokyo.

Ballagh, Miss A. P.* Tokyo.
Case, Miss E. W Yokohama.
Davis, Miss A. K. (in U. S.) Tokyo.
Ga rdne r , M iss S Tokyo.
Leete, Miss I. A.* (in U. S.) Tokyo.
McCauley, Mrs. J. K Tokyo.
Milliken, Miss E. P.* Tokyo.

* Present at the meeting of the Council in Karuizawa, July iSgS.
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Rose, Miss C. H Otaru.

Smith, Miss S. C. (in U. S.) Sapporo.

West, Miss A. B Tokyo.
Youngman, Miss K. M. (in U. S.) Tokyo.

WEST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Northern).

Ayres, Rev. J. B Yamaguchi.
Aryes, Mrs. J. B Yamaguchi.
Brokaw, Rev. H.* Kanazawa.
Brokaw, Mrs. H Kanazawa.
Bryan, Rev. A. V Hiroshima.

Bryan, Mrs. A. V Hiroshima.

Curtis, Rev. F. S Yamaguchi.
Curtis, Mrs. F. S Yamaguchi.
Doughty, Rev. J. \V. (in U. S.) Hiroshima.
Doughty, Mrs. J. W. (in U. S.) Hiroshima.

Fulton, Rev. G. W. (in U. S.) Fukui.

Fulton, Mrs. G. W. (in U. S.) Fukui.

Haworth, Rev. B. C* Osaka.

Haworth, Mrs. B. C Osaka.

Jones, Rev. W. Y.*... Kanazawa.
Porter, Rev. J. B.* Kyoto.
Porter, Mrs. J. B.* Kyoto.
Winn, Rev. T. C Osaka.
Winn, Mrs. T. C Osaka.

Naylor, Mrs. L. N Kanazawa.
Bigelow, Miss G. S Yamaguchi.
Garvin, Miss A. E Osaka.
Haworth, Miss Alice Osaka.
Kelly, Miss M.E.* Kyoto.
Palmer, Miss M. M Yamaguchi.
Porter, Miss F. E.* Kanazawa.
Settlemeyer, Miss E Osaka.

Shaw, Miss Kate.* Kanazawa,
Thompson, Miss S. M. (in U. S.) Osaka.
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NORTH JAPAN MISSON OF THE REFORMED
(Dutch) CHURCH IN AMERICA.

Ballagh, Rev. J. H* Yokohama.
Ballagh, Mrs. J. H. (in U. S.) Yokohama.
Booth, Rev. Eugene S Yokohama.
Booth, Mrs. Eugene S Yokohama.
Harris, Rev. Howard.* Shinshu.
Harris, Mrs. Howard.* Shinshu.
Miller, Rev. E. Rothesay.* Morioka.
Miller, Mrs E. Rothesay.* Morioka.
Scudder, Rev. Frank. S.* Nagano.
Scudder, Mrs. Frank S.* Nagano.
Wyckoff, M. N., D. Sc Tokyo.
Wyckoff, Mrs. M. N Tokyo.

Brokaw, Miss Mary E. (in U. S.) Ueda.
Deyo, Mi.ss Mary.* Ueda.
Moulton, Miss Julia Yokohama.
Schenck, Mrs. J. W Nagano.
Thompson, Miss Anne l)e F ...Yokohama.
Winn, Miss E.* Apmori.

SOUTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED
(Dutch) CHURCH IN AMERICA.

Oltmans, Rev. Albert.* Saga.

Oltmans, Mrs. Albert Saga.

Peeke, Rev. Harman Van Slyke Kagoshima.
Peeke, Mrs. Harmon Van Slyke Kagoshima.
Pieters, Rev. Albertus Nagasaki.

Pieters, Mrs. Albertus Nagasaki.
Stout, Rev. Henry, D. D Nagasaki.

Stout, Mrs. Henry Nagasaki.

Couch, Miss Sara M Nagasaki.

Lansing, Miss Harriet M.* Nagasaki.

Stryker, Miss A. K Nagasaki.
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MISSION OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

Davidson, Rev. Robert Y.* Tokyo.
Davidson, Mrs. Robert Y.* Tokyo.
Waddell, Rev. Hugh Tokyo.
Waddell, Mrs. Hugh Tokyo.

MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCPI
IN THE U. S. (Southern)

Buchanan, Rev. W. C Nagoya.
Buchanan, Mrs. W. C Nagoya.
Buchanan, Rev. Walter Mc S.* Nagoya.
Buchanan, Mrs. Walter Mc S.* Nagoya.
Gumming,. Rev. C. K. (in U. S) Nagoya.
Gumming, Mrs. G. K. (in U. S.) Nagoya.
Grinnan, Rev. R. B., D. D Okazaki.
Grinnan, Mrs R. B Okazaki.
Hope, Rev. S. R.* Tokushima
Hope, Mrs. S. R Tokushima.
McAIpine, Rev. R. E * Kobe.
McAlpine, Mrs. R. E Kobe.
Mcllvaine, Rev. W. B. (in L\ S.) Kochi.
Mcllvaine, Mrs. W. B. (in U. S) Kochi.
Meyers, Rev. H. W Tokushima.
Meyers, Mrs. H. W Tokushima.
Moore, Rev. J. B.* Kochi.
Moore, Mrs. J. B Kochi.
Price, Rev. H. B.* Kobe.
Price, Mrs. H. B Kobe.

Dowd, Miss Annie Kochi.
Evans, Miss Sala* , Kochi.
Houston, Miss Ella.* Nagoya.
Moore, Miss Lizzie , Nagoya.
Patton, Miss Florence.* Tokushima.
Sterling, Miss Gharlotte E Kochi.
Wimbish, Miss Lizzie Nagoya.
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MISSION OF THE REFORiMED (GERMAN)
CHURCH IN THE U. S.

Gerhardt, Mr. Paul L Sendai.

Hoy, Rev. W. C* Sendai.

Hoy, Mrs. W. C Sendai.

Miller, Rev. H. K.* Sendai.

Miller, xMrs. H. K.* Sendai.

Moore, Rev. J. P., D. D , Tokyo.
Moore, Mrs. J. P Tokyo.
Noss, Rev. C , Sendai.

Schneder, Rev. D. B. Sendai.

Snyder, Rev. S. S.* Sendai.

Hollowel], Miss M. C* (in U.S.) Sendai.

Rohrbacb, Miss Lillie May ,.., Sendai.

Zurfluh, Miss Lena* Sendai.

MISSION OF THE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

Hail, Rev. A. D., D. D. (in U. S.) Osaka.
Hail, Mrs. A. D. (in U. S.) , Osaka.
Hail, Rev. J. B.* Wakayama.
Hail, Mrs. J. B Wakayama.
Hudson, Rev. G. G.* Osaka.
Hudson, Mrs G. G Osaka.
Van Home, Rev. G. W Osaka.
Van Home, Mrs G. W Osaka.

Alexander, Mi.ss S , Takatsuki, Settsu.

Drennan, Mrs. A. M Tsu, Ise.

I'reeland, Miss Jennie Osaka.
Gardner, Miss Ella (in U. S.) Osaka.
Leavitt, Miss Julia N. Senabe, Kii.

Lyons, Miss N. A. .. Tsu, Ise.

Morgan, Miss May (in U. S.)

Rezner, Miss Rena (in U. S.)
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WOMANS UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Crosby, Miss Julia N.*,.,. Omata, Sashu.

Irvine, Miss Reba L. (in U. S.) Yokohama.
Pierson, Mrs L. H Yokohama.
Pratt, Miss S. A Yokohama.
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I.

PROCEEDINGS
or THE

TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE COUNCIL.

I. OPENING OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council of Missions Cooperating with the Church

of Christ in Japan assembled in Karuizawa, at 9 A.M., on

July 21st, 1899. The sessions were opened with a sermon

by the President, the Rev. H. B. Price, from the text, If

thou turn aivay thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy

pleasure on my holy day ; and call the Sabbath a delight,

the holy of the Lord, honourable ; and shalt honour him,

not doing thine own ivays, nor finding thine own pleasure,

nor speaking thine own words: Then shalt thou delight

thyself in the Lord ; and I loill cause thee to ride upon the

high places of the earth, and feed thee with the heritage of

Jacob thy father : for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.

Is, 58 : 13-14.

A cordial invitation was extended to all missionaries in

Karuizawa to attend the sessions of the Council ; and to



all those connected witli Presbyterian orEeformed Churches

,

and also to the Agents of the Bible Societies Committee in

Japan, to sit as corresponding members.

The meetings for business every day were preceded by

a service of prayer conducted by members of the Council

or by missionaries from China. The sessions continued

for six days, and were marked by the presence of the

Spirit of Christ.

2. REPOETS OF STANDING CO:SOIITTEES.

Publications. The followiug report of the Publications Committee*

was read and adopted.

1. The Twenty-first Annual Keport of the Council was
printed and distributed in the usual manner. A booklet,

entitled a Handbook for AVorkers, setting forth the funda-

mental truths of biblical theology in the language of

Scripture, has been translated by Mrs. H. B. Price and
published by the Japan Book and Tract Society. A
pamphlet, containing a topical arrangement of the words

of Christ and entitled lesu no Oshie, prepared by the

Pev. Geo. G. Hudson, is now in press.

2. At the last meeting of the Council the committee

was requested to take measures to secure the preparation

of commentaries in Japanese upon all the books of the

Bible; and also of a tract upon baptism. The sub-

ject was presented to the several missions, and at pre-

sent the following has been accomplished : The Kev.

Albert Oltmans is publishing a commentary on the

Epistle of James in the successive numbers of the

Biblical Expositor ; and Dr. Imbrie, one on the First

Epistle to the Corinthians, in the Fuhuin Shimjyo. It is

expected that both of these when completed will be

published in book form. Dr. Alexander wrote three

* Messrs. Imbrie, E. R. Miller, Wyckoff, Price, MacNair, Landis,

and Snyder.



articles, and Dr. Imbrie one, on the snbjcct of baptism.

These appeared in the Fuhuin Shimpo ; and it is the

intention of the writers to recast them slightly and issue

them as a tract.

3. In order to set in operation the plan of cooperation

with the JNIethodist Episcopal Church for the publication

of Sunday School Literature, the committee met at Yoko-
hama in September and appointed the Rev. Messrs. Landis,

Scudder and Price to represent the Council in the work.

The details of management were entrusted to these gentle-

men ; and an account of the year will appear in the report

prepared by them.

4. In connection with the various books and tracts which
from time to time have been prepared by members of the

Council, the committee offers the following recommenda-
tions :

—

a. That copies of all such publications be exhibited

at the meetings of the Council and the Synod, in order

that they may be brought to the notice of those in

attendance.

h. That members of the Council residing in different

parts of the empire be encouraged to make arrangements

whereby such publications may be kept on sale.

c. That, in order to a wider circulation of Christian

Literature, the several missions be recommended to sell

their publications, especially the more expensive books,

even below cost price.

The Committee* on Sunday School literature presented ^
Luemture."

its report. The report, of which the following is a sum-

mary, was adopted by the Council.

The plan of cooperation with the Methodist Church for

the publication of Sunday School Lesson Helps went into

operation at the beginning of this year. Since that time

the Helps agreed upon in the plan have been issued

regularly. They are as follows :

—

* Messrs. Laudis, Scudder, and Price.



1. The Teachers Journal. This is a monthly con-

taining from fifty-six to one hundred pages. In its pre-

paration four members of the joint committee have

cooperated. Mr. l^andis has furnished the analysis,

exegesis, and general concomitants of the lessons ; Dr.

Soper has treated them topically ; Mr. Chappell has

supplied illustrations and personal applications of the

truths contained in them ; and Mr. Price has been

responsible for hints regarding teaching and for questions

to stimulate study. The joint committee has thought it

wise to avail itself of the assistance of Mr. Ikehara, the

Agent of the International Sunday School Association.

He has accordingly been invited to contribute to the

Journal, Sunday School news and articles on the aims

and methods of Sunday School work, and other kindred

subjects. For this purpose six pages have been set aside

in each issue.

2. The Scholars Quarterly, Tvhich has been the work
of Mr. H. B. Johnson.

3. The Primary Leaflet, a weekly prepared by Mr.
Scudder.

Obviously a matter of prime importance is the intelligent

use and increased circulation of the Helps among the

Japanese Sunday Schools. To this end the active assistance

of all the members of the Council is earnestly solicited

;

and as a means to this end, the formation of normal
classes, and of teachers-meetings for the study of the

Lessons is recommended. The subscribers to the Teachers
Journal now number nearly 500 ; those to the Scholars

Quarterly, about 1 800 ; and those to the Primary Leaflet,

almost 5000. The deficit for the first half year amounts
to yen 543 ; of which sum the Council is responsible for

yen 391.

During the month of July a Sunday School Convention
was held in the City of Tokyo. At this convention the

Japanese brethren spoke most appreciatively of the

Helps. They however offered several suggestions which
the joint committee regards as well worthy of careful



coDsideration. The opinions, as expressed by the speakers,

are briefly as follows :

—

a. The Teachers Journal is a good commentary, well

suited to thoughtful and scholarly teachers; but rather

difficult for the average teacher.

h. The Scholars Quarterly is too advanced for the

majority of the pupils. It is suitable for scholars in the

Middle Schools ; but it should rather be adapted to those

in the Primary Schools.

c. The illustrations and applications are too frequently

foreign. As far as possible, they should be drawn from

and bear directly upon Japanese history, customs, and life.

d. The language employed in both the Journal and

the Quarterly is of too high a style for the present stage

of Sunday School work.

In conclusion the Committee begs leave to offer to the

Council the following recommendations.

1. That the Journal and Quarterly be somewhat sim-

plified and also reduced in size.

2. That the Leaflet be enlarged ; and also that it

include the Lesson text.

3. That different leading Japanese workers be invited

from time to time to assist the committee ; especially in

the preparation of illustrations and applications of the

truths contained in the Lessons.

4. That the Council approve of extending the plan of

cooperation to other evangelical bodies, as already re-

commended by the Methodist Mission.

On hearing the report of the committee, a resolution
^^f^^^"^^

was adopted suggesting to the joint committee the inser-

tion, in B. I. i. c. of the Plan, of the words " in Scripture

language or."

The following action also was taken relative to the Extension of
Cooperation.

extension of cooperation in the preparation and publica-

tion of Sunday School Literature, to other evaugelical

bodies.



Resolved 1. That the Council seconds the action of

the mission of the INIethodist Episcopal Church favoring

a wider cooperation among the evangelical bodies of Japan
in the publication of Sunday School Literature.

2. That it therefore cordially approves of extending

an earnest invitation to the missions of the American
Board and of the American Baptist Union to join with it

and the Methodist Episcopal Churcli in this work.

3. That it directs its Publications Committee, in com-
pany with the Publications Committee of the Methodist

Episcopal Church and with any committees appointed by
the missions of the American Board and the American
Baptist Union, to make such changes in the present plan

of cooperation as may be rendered necessary by such an

extension.

statistics. ^\^Q Committee on Statistics* presented its report,

which was adopted with thanks to the committee and

directions that a summary be inserted in the Proceedings

of the Council. A resolution was also adopted authorizing

the committee for the ensuing yearf to exercise its discretion

as to the method of collecting materials. The following is

a summary of the report.

Under the most favorable circumstances it is difficult to

obtain reliable statistics ; but when through carelessness or

unwillingness many places fail to report, it is impossible.

The number of places failing to report is as follows:

—

Tokyo Presbytery. ..... 26
Miyagi „ . . . . . . 1

Naniwa „ ...... 27

Sanyo „ 4
Chinzei „ ...... 1

In the Tokyo Presbytery partial statistics of fourteen of

the places were obtained from the report of the Presbytery •

* Messrs. AYyckoff, Landis, Pierson, H. K. Miller, Brokaw, Cum-
ining, Porter, Bryan, J. W. Moore, and Pieters.

t Messrs. Noss, Landis, AVinn, Pieters, and Curtis.
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but as twelve places have failed to report even to Pres-

bytery, your committee does not claim to have reached

mathematical accuracy.

The table on the following page gives a general

sunnuary of the more important parts of the Tabular

View for 1898.
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The following report of the Committee on Self-support* seif-suppori

was read and adopted.

The subject of a self-supporting Japanese Church having

been specially agitated in the Church of Christ in Japan
for the last two years is to-day one of the most important

subjects for the consideration of this Council of Missions.

Representing one hundred and fifty foreign missionaries,

or more than one-fifth of all the Protestant missionaries in

the country, and cooperating with a Japanese Church
numbering about 11000 members, or more than one-fourth

of the entire Protestant church-membership in the land

;

it is naturally expected of this Council that it take a

leading part in furthering self-support by such united

measures as are best calculated to advance it in

the minds and hearts of our Japanese brethren with

w^hom and for whom it labors. Your committee would
specially emphasize this thought of fostering a spirit of

self-support among the Japanese Christians; being con-

fident that without the existence of this spirit, all measures

of cutting ofp financial aid, of decreasing the number of

Japanese workers, or of narrowing the fields of labor, will

in the end not only fail to secure the desired result, but
will prove actually detrimental to the cause. Hence the

question, How shall we best secure genuine self-support in

the Church of Christ in Japan? is the all-important ques-

tion for consideration. It is the firm conviction of your
committee that only by the united, and as far as possible

uniform, action of all the missions composing this Council,

can the most satisfactory results be obtained.

Mission Peports. The reports obtained by your com-
mittee from the several missions are by no means so full,

or on the whole so encouraging as could be wished.

Briefly they are as follows : East Japan Pres. Ilission

:

—
Dr. Imbrie writes. Things have gone on with us

without anything worthy of special note. West Japan
Pres. Mission:—The Pev. H. Brokaw ofKanazawa reports

* Messrs. Oltmans, Price and Jones.



that the mission adopted the suggestions of the Council of

1897, put them into practice, and is still working on the

same lines. Though the results are small as yet, this is

partly the result of the conditions of the work in that part

of the country. Two churches are prospering under con-

tinued self-support ; the pastor's salary has been in-

creased ; and the pastor and elder this year for the first

time went to Presbytery at the expense of the church.

Village touring by the evangelists has become more
vigorous under the new system, and consequently more

seed is sown than before. The Rev. W. Y. Jones,

speaking of the Fukui region says, There is little to

report. The preaching place is weak but a collection is

taken up every Sunday. The plan of renting kogisho

(preaching places) in different places has been continued.

North Japan Beformed {Dutch) 3Iission

:

—The Rev. J. H.
Ballagh reports for the mission that there has been no

marked advance in self-support. In a few cases things

looked hopeful but w^ere disappointing in the end. The
cases of Nagano and Ota are cited as examples. For
services rendered by the Rev. F. S. Scudder in an Eng-
lish school, the preaching services and other help were

provided for ; but difficulties arising recourse was again

had to a paid evangelist. At Ota the helper has sought

to support himself and his wife by raising poultry ; the

parsonage is rented for yen 3.50 a month, and the Christians

meet all current expenses; but there is a lack of enthu-

siasm and devotion. In the Tohoku Bu the salary of

evangelists has been increased from yen 15 to yen 18 per

month. The Christians pay the rent of kogisho; both

the evangelists and the foreign brethren contributing.

No travelling expenses are incurred in local work, as none

is carried on at a distance from the homes of the evan-

gelists. In Shinshu, the rule of yen 15 for salary with

travelling expenses and rent for kogisho has been con-

tinued as heretofore, excepting at Sakashita where the

Christians have paid the expenses of the hogisho. The
evangelist requests an increase of salary offering to pay

travelling expenses himself South Jajxin Reformed (Dutch)

10



Mission

:

—lu this mission the plan ofhaving the Christians

pay all the expenses of their own preaching places has

been steadily pursued and has met with considerable

success. Ketrogression along this line is not looked for

;

as the principle is well understood by the Christians ; and
there are but few exceptions to the rule. The next step

must be to have the people pay a part of the salary of the

evangelist. In two or three places the former kogisho

had to be given up under the new plan, and the

meetings were held in the homes of members. Expenses
for evangelistic work, apart from the ordinary services for

worship, are paid by the mission to the full extent of its

annual appropriations for this purpose. When beginning-

work in a new place th^ attempt is made to have those

interested provide the place of meeting and sundry ex-

penses. We are glad to report that the Japanese contri-

butions of Chinzei Presbytery for the past year amounted
to yen 1065.68 ; which is yen 183.84 or one-fifth more than

the previous year. Southern Pres. Mission:—The Rev.
AY. McS. Buchanan reports that he does not know ofany-

thing new on the subject of self-support. The action

adopted by the mission last year not to make a grant for

chapel rent in places where there is a group of Christians,

and to make the work self-supporting by holding services

in the homes of Christians or of those who favor Christ-

ianity, has been carried out with varied experiences. It

has met with some encouragement in the Takamatsu dis-

trict. Citmberland Pres. Mission:—The Rev. J. B. Hail

reports that there are no items of great interest to report

on the subject. The mission hopes to announce several

churches self-supporting in the near future ; the churches

in Wakayama Ken are trying to reach the goal, and hope
to do so by July. Reformed [German) Mission:—The
Rev. H. K. Miller reports that two preaching places in

Miyagi Presbytery which undertook to be self-supporting

have failed in the effort, the time not being ripe for it.

The evangelist in Kushiro (Hokkaido), Mr. Miller thinks,

was obliged to give up his work by reason of the indepen-

dent attitude of Miyagi Presbytery ; and he is now work-

11



ing at Akita under the mission. The young evangelist at

lizaka and Nagaoka has ever since graduation worked
steadily and faithfully for what the people have been able

to raise. In several instances preaching places have in-

creased their contributions. Though the people are

usually unable to raise all the money needed for chapels,

they always raise a fair proportion of it. There is a

tendency among evangelists with a knowledge of English

to be drawn off from evangelistic work into secular em-
ployment. This has an important bearing upon the ques-

tion of self-support. In conclusion Mr. Miller emphasizes

the importance of providing the evangelists with a

comfortable living and of not grinding the face of

the poor evangelist by reducing mission expenses, a

thing which may easily be mistaken for self-support.

The liberality of the Japanese Christians must be deve-

loped, and the initiative in this must be taken by the

missionaries.

From the above reports of the different missions it is

evident that the question of self-support is still far from

solution. Though there are encouragements in several

places, these are somewhat off-set by discouragements and
failures. To these reports we add the report of the recent

Synod on this subject, and obtain a similar result. Nine
churches and two preaching places were reported as having

become self-supporting since the Synod of 1897. For this

result hearty thanks were rendered in a resolution by the

Synod, and the further prosecution of efforts at self-

support was recommended to the several Presbyteries.

An increase in all the contributions of last year over those

of the previous year was reported, amounting to yen

1585.30. Presuming the figures to be correct, this is a

very encouraging fact.

In conclusion your committee presents the following

recommendations :

—

Resolved 1. That the Council of Missions gratefully

acknowledges the growth of the spirit of self-support in

the Church of Christ in Japan.
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2. That it considers true self-support to be one of the

most important questions before tlie cooperating missions

and the Japanese Church.
3. That it notes with pleasure the effort of the

Church of Christ in Japan to establish a Church Susten-

tation Fund for the purpose of aiding weak churches

;

and expresses the hope that such an effort may prove
conducive to the growth of real self-support.

4. That the Council pledges itself to earnest endeavor
in aiding the Church of Christ in Japan to stimulate and
foster the spirit of self-support ; bearing in mind at the

same time the practical (difficulties in the way, and
endeavoring to aid in overcoming these difficulties in a

spirit of brotherly sympathy.

sof
Council.

The Treasurer of the Council presented the Financial
JiJ"'^"^^f<

Report for the year. The report was referred to the

Auditing Committee,* who examined the same together

with the vouchers, and reported it to be correct. It was

thereupon adopted.

3. REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES APPOINTED
BY THE LAST COUNCIL.

The General Rei^ort of the Work of the Yeart was read General repm'
i ' of the work of

by the Rev. W. Y. Jones. A resolution was adopted
"'^^'^''''•

thanking Mr. Jones for his painstaking work and direct-

ing that the report be printed.

The committee appointed to inquire regarding questions revMoifJnd

likely to arise when the revised treaties go into effectj ^
^"^^*

presented its report; and a committee§ for a similar

* Messrs. Pieters and Myers.
t See II. following the Proceedings of the Council.

j For the notification recently issued giving Christianity a legal

standing in Japan, see Appendix I.

^ Messrs. Imbrie, Wyckoff, Winn, Hoy, Price, Hudson, Pieters,

Waddell, and Miss Crosby.
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money lu iiiis-

sion'scbools

object was appointed, comprising a member from each one

of the cooperating missions.

„TJ'?."^,^ HL The Chairman of tlie Committee on the nse of money in

mission schools/" being nnable to attend and present a

report, had forwarded to the Council the materials

gathered. These materials were placed in the hands of a

special committee^f whose report was adopted with thanks

to the members of both committees, and the committees

were thereupon discharged. The report is as follows :

—

The committee to which was referred the material

gathered on the question of the use of money in mission

schools, respectfully submits the following :

—

MEIJI GAKUIN, STEELE COLLEGE, TOHOKU GAKUIN.

These institutions have each two departments—theo-

logical and academic. The former provides a course of

study for students preparing for the ministry ; the latter

is what is called a Chu GaJcho or Middle School. There
are connected with these three institutions ten missionaries

;

and their salaries constitute by far the largest item

of expense. Only two of these ten however devote

their whole time to educational work. The others are so

occupied with other missionary work that on the average

only about three-fifths of the time and energy of the ten

are given to teaching. It should be remembered more-

over that of the full time of six men almost lialf is devoted

to purely biblical or theological instruction.

Thirty-four Japanese teachers are employed at an

average salary of yen 26.75 per month. But since thir-

teen of the thirty-four are employed for only a part of

their time, to find the true average, a smaller divisor

should be used. Assuming that these teachers give half

^•' Messrs. J. AV. Moore, Harris, and Noss.

t Messrs. Noss, Gumming, Pieters.
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of their time, we obtain an average salary of yen 33. The
highest salary ever paid was yen 75 ; and the highest now
paid is yen 67. One teacher receives yen 55 and another

yen 50; but there are very few salaries above yen 40.

Of the thirty-four Japanese teachers, twenty-three are

Christians; the majority of whom are also engaged in

active Christian work. Eleven of them are considered

capable of efficient evangelistic service; and six were speci-

ally trained for that work.

The entire annual outlay, on account of teachers salaries

is yen 10900. For other expenses beside salaries, the

three institutions require about yen 6700 a year. They
receive in fees et cetera from Japanese sources more than
yen 2500. The total annual cost of the three institutions,

apart from the salaries of the missionaries, is thus about

yen 17600.

During the past year there have been 21 theological,

and 293 academic students. Of the latter, 58 or about

one-fifth, are professing Christians; and of these, 19 or

about one-third have become Cliristians during the year.

Only a very few are known to have decided definitely to

enter the ministry.*

With comparatively few exceptions, no academic stud-

ents receive aid directly from the missions. In the Meiji

Gakuin some obtain scholarships of three ye7i a month,
derived from the income of a house given by Dr. Hepburn
and from funds contributed by former pupils. The In-

dustrial Home of the Tohoku Gakuin helps Q6 students.

Since they cannot actually earn enough for all their needs,

the two and a half yen a month which every student in

the Home requires is supplied wholly or in part by
relatives, and in a few exceptional cases by the Board of

Directors ; but even this aid is not granted to students of

the lower classes. Steele College aids the sons of two
ministers to the amount of four yen a mouth each, and
furnishes industrial employment to seven students.

^ The diminution of the classes due to the fear of conscription, and
the consequent lowering of the average age of students in recent years

should be kept in mind in this connection.
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There have been graduated from the academic depart-

ments 204 ; from the theological departments, 181 . In this

enumeration 46 names are repeated. Of all the graduates,

making allowance for repetitious, at least two fifths are now
engaged in specifically Christian work.* Of the remainder
many are active Christians, being engaged in teaching, in

literary work, or in business. Some are still studying.

On the question of the salaries of teachers, one of the

correspondents answers the inquiries of the committee

thus, ^' The higher salaries paid to teachers is the result

partly of competition and partly because teachers must be

possessed of special qualifications. The employment of

teachers at these salaries does not lead to a diminution of

the number of those employed in evangelistic work; be-

cause with rare exceptions those connected with our

mission have not the training to fit them for the place of

teachers. The salaries which we pay to Christian teachers

are no higher; in some cases they are lower than those

which we should have to pay to teachers who are not

Christians ; and we must have good teachers or close our
schools." This statement fairly expresses the common
sentiment of those in charge of these schools. While the

aim is to find consecrated Christian teachers who are above
mercenary motives, and while the effort to do this is

largely successful, it is still impossible to obtain such men
in all the departments. In a word, the judgment is that

under existing circumstances there must either be liberty

to pay salaries high enough to retain competent men, or

the institutions must close; and there is no weakening
of the conviction that such institutions are necessary to the

stability and progress of the Church of Christ in Japan.

HIGHER SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.

AYhile some of the reports are quite full, others are

incomplete; so that the report of your committee can
only partially answer the question proposed.

* The proportion in the case of Steele College is exactly two-fifths.
In the case of Tohokii Gakuin, one half. AVhen the count was last

made at the Meiji Gakuin the proportion was two-fifths.
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The schools from which reports were received are :

—

Ferris Seminary, Yokohama; Hokusei Jogakko, Sapporo

;

Joslii Gakuin, Tokyo ; Kanazawa Girls School ; Kinjo
Jogakko^ Nagoya ; Kojo Jogakuirij Yaraaguchi ; Kyoritsu

Jogakko, Yokohama ; Miyagi Jogakko, Sendai ; Seishu

Jogakko, Otarn ; Sturges Seminary, Nagasaki ; and the

Training School, Tsn.*

The most of these schools begin with the grade just

above that of the Higher Primary Schools (Koto Sho-

gakko) ; and in at least one case the course extends to that

of the second year of the government High Schools

(Koto Gakko).
In the thirteen schools that reported, twenty-one mis-

sionaries give their time almost wholly to school

work. They superintend Sunday Schools, have meet-

ings for women, et cetera; but their chief work is

in the schools. Besides the missionaries there are in

these schools seventy-two Christian Japanese teachers.

As nearly as can be gathered from the reports, about

fifty-seven hours a day are given to instruction in the

Bible, not including such teaching given by the Japanese

teachers.

The entire number of Japanese teachers is 103. Of
these, 37 have been educated in mission schools ; the

others coming from the government schools. The salaries

of the Japanese teachers vary from yen 5 to yen 40 per

month. Only two or three however receive yen 40 ; and
in several cases the salaries of the teachers are lower than

those of the evangelists in the same locality.

The number of pupils who have taken the entire course

is 163. Reports from only seven of the schools show
that 30 of the graduates are employed in active Christian

work. The great majority of those who have been pupils

have married and are Christian wives and mothers. The
number of pupils supported by the missions is less than
formerly and seems to be diminishing. The mission

* The Keimo Shogakko of Tokyo and the Kanazawa Shogakko were
the only Primary Schools from which reports could be secured.
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appropriations reported by seven schools amount annually

to yen 6052. The income from the pupils is yen 4767.

The above facts have been gleaned from the materials

in the hands of your committee. It will be observed that

they answer only generally the question as to the use of

money in mission schools. As a result however of a study

of the correspondence before them the committee presents,

in conclusion, the following :

—

1. The largest item of expense is the salaries of the

missionaries engaged in teaching; and the question is

asked by some, Could not the funds thus employed be

spent to better purpose ?

The amount of money thus expended is no doubt large

;

but such educational work is necessary. The great need

of Japan is Christian homes ; and the facts make it clear

that the schools—especially the schools for girls—are

making them. Besides this, a growing Christian con-

stituency calls for Christian schools.

2. The scale of the salaries paid to teachers in mission

schools is necessarily in most cases determined by the

salaries paid to teachers in other schools throughout the

empire.

3. It is the conviction of your committee that if

educational work is to be carried on, good salaries must
be paid to at least a certain number of teachers, if com-
petent ones are to be employed.

4. In some cases the salaries paid to teachers are not

greater than those paid to evangelists in the same locality.

This however is probably not the rule ; and the question

may fairly be asked, Are not the evangelists underpaid ?

A communication from the Southern Presbyterian

Mission regarding the salaries of teachers in mission

schools was read ; and after careful consideration the

following resolution was adopted :

—

That, in response to the communication from the

Southern Presbyterian Mission, the Council expresses it
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as its opinion that it is not feasible to reduce the scale of

salaries.

The chairman of the committee* on a uniform scale of if saiaHe^s'^for

salaries for evangelists in mission employ, being unable

to attend and present a report, had forwarded to the

Council the materials gathered. These materials were

placed in the hands of a special committee,t whose report

was adopted with thanks to the members of both com-

mittees, and the committees were thereupon discharged.

The following is a summary of the report :

—

From the correspondence placed in the hands of the

committee it appears that the missions connected with the

Council differ but little in the scale of salaries paid to

evangelists whether ordained or unordained. The same
allowances are granted for travelling by jinrikisha, boat,

and railway, and for hotel bills and chadai. A number
of men have gone into secular employment ; and all who
have done so, with a single exception, have bettered

themselves financially from yen fifty to yen three hundred.

This fact is a proof that those pastors and evangelists

—

seven of whom are reported—who have stood at their

posts notwithstanding invitations to abandon them have
done so at a personal sacrifice. The sentiment against any
reduction of the amounts paid is unanimous; the feeling on

the contrary being that if any change is made it should be

one of increase.

the Bible.

The committeet on methods of teachiup; the Bible pre- Methods of

^

°
^

^
teaching

sented the following report, which was directed to be

printed in the Proceedings.

In obedience to instructions received from the Council

of 1898, your committeej sent to the members of the

Council the following questions.

* Messrs. J. W. Moore, Harris, and Noss.

t Messrs. Hail, Fulton, and Jas. H. Ballagli.

t Mr. Porter, Mrs. Pierson, and Miss Deyo.
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The committee appointed to report to the Council on

the methods now in use for promoting the knowledge of

the Bible, and the results attained thereby, respectfully

request are early reply to the following questions :

—

1. What methods are used by you and your Japanese

fellow-workers to attract the attention of unbelievers to

the Bible and its teachings ?

2. What methods do you use to help and stimulate

the Christians to a regular and systematic study of the

Bible ?

3. What methods do you use to promote a devotional

and doctrinal study of the whole Bible among your
Japanese workers ?

Please tell what results have been attained by these

methods.

In reply to the above questions w^e have heard from
thirty different workers ; so that we feel that a report based

upon these replies is fairly representative. The following

comprises the answers received :

—

1. METHODS PURSUED IN TEACHING THE BIBLE

TO UNBELIEVERS.

a. General 31ethods.—These are, first of all, the preach-

ing the Gospel, which is based entirely upon the autliority

of the Word of God ; and which endeavors to set plainly

before the hearers the character of God, the sinfulness of

man, and the need of a Saviour ; all of which truths being

set forth in the Scriptures, the latter are recommended for

personal investigation. Such preaching is often accom-
panied with destribution of tracts or portions of Scripture;

and is sometimes followed by house to house visiting,

where personal conversation is based upon the revelation

and teaching contained in the Bible. Under general

methods may also be included Bible class and Sunday
School work, where the Bible is systematically studied and
taught, and where its saving and regenerating truths are

specially brought out and dwelt upon. One brother
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speaks of having meetings for inquirers at the close of the
sermon. Even where special meetings are not held, many
missionaries are more and more brought into personal

contact with persons inquiring for the truth. In all such
work, the Bible is made the basis of instruction ; and in

most cases the instruction given is biblical exposition.

h. Womeiis and cMldrens meetings.—In tlie Christian

kindergartens the Bible is usually taught daily. In
Sunday Schools, the International Lessons are often used

;

though in some cases special and topical courses are

adopted. Books like The Story of the Bible and The
Story of the Gospels are used as helps at other places.

Some missionaries lay great emphasis upon having the

little ones commit to memory many selected passages and
sections of Holy Scripture.

In womens meetings for unbelievers, where the women
cannot read, some make their instruction entirely

oral ; that is, eitlier by giving addresses calculated to

stimulate and instruct, or, by having the women learn and
recite appropriate passages of the Word, directing their

minds to the spiritual lessons therein. One lady employs
the narative portions of the Scriptures, especially the

parables and miracles of the Gospels, from which to draw
the lesson of the meeting. Others, again, where the same
Tvomen are accustomed to attend the meetings, announce
the topic for tlie succeeding meeting, and provide a

mimeograph outline of the next lesson with Scripture

references attached, thus directing study between the

meetings.

c. Instruction in schools.—In mission schools, unbelie-

vers are taught in daily Bible classes, in w^hich stated

examinations are required as in other studies. In one
school, the new students are all placed in a separate Bible
class where they can be given the kind of preparatory

biblical instruction necessary for unbelievers. Besides these,

the regular chapel and preaching services in the schools

give much biblical instruction to this class of hearers.

There are also night schools for the purpose of teaching

English, in which the study of the Bible is made a neces-
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sary condition of entering ; and where much faithful Bible

work is done, through which some promising young men
come into the kingdom.

d. Special ivork among soldiers, students and others.—
In Nagoya there are special daily Bible classes for soldiers

and officials. These are often regarded as hard to reach,

but they sometimes reveal hearts specially susceptible to

Bible teaching, and greatly longing for the kind of truth

that will lift them out of the contagion of their daily

surroundings.

There are also Bible classes for students in the govern-

ment schools who either cannot or will not attend Christ-

ian meetings. Sometimes these students are induced to

attend church, by opening for them English Bible classes,

either at the close of the preaching service or in connection

with the Sunday School and prayer meeting. Sometimes
they meet with the missionary to study English, and after

the English lesson is finished there is a period of Bible

study. Sometimes, again, they meet simply for the study

of the Bible, and often seem glad to draw out the full

spiritual meaning of the passage under consideration.

e. Literary methods.—In 1898 the Kev. Geo. W.
Fulton, now absent on furlough, began what is known as

Bible correspondence. A passage from the Scriptures with

a simple explanation is sent to any one who may desire it,

accompanied with an invitation to enter into private cor-

respondence on the subject of Christianity. The chief

purpose of the method is to reach two special classes : those

who are at a distance from Christian teachers, either

foreign or Japanese; and the many who desire to in-

vestigate Christian truth, but fearing the opposition of

relatives or neighbors hesitate to do so oj^enly. The first

sixteen issues were mimeographed ; the paper however has

now grown to eight printed pages, and is sent out twice a

month under the title Yoho (Light in Darkness). Of the

three hundred which are printed about one hundred and
seventy are sent to various places in Japan, including

Formosa. The cost of printing is one sen and eight rin per

copy ; to which 5 7Hn must be added to place it in the hands
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of the receiver : making the total cost a little more than
2 sen (one cent). The plan is to distribute mainly from
local centres to which a large number of copies is sent in

one package. This has the advantage of bringing those

receiving the Yoko into touch with the Christian worker
in the neighborhood ; and thus results can be followed up
and further help given from time to time. About once in

every month an advertisement is inserted in the Fukui
daily newspaper, offering to send the Yoko to any who
may wish to receive it. This has always added new
names to the mailing list. No doubt this plan would be
followed to advantage in many other places. If a larger

number of copies should be issued, the expense per copy
would be reduced. Any who may desire to make use of the

Yoko will be supplied at cost price. The Eev. William
Yates Jones, Fukui, will gladly send sample copies by mail

to any who apply to him for them. The results of the

method for good are already apparent. Even a slight

delay in issuing calls forth anxious inquiries.

One brother has prepared a special tract for inquiries
;

a brief explanation of Christianity, based upon the Bible,

with frequent quotations therefrom, and also including a

brief resume of the books of the Bible. Another has

distributed several thousand copies of N. T. portions—

a

cheap edition—selling them to fellow travellers on the

trains, thinking that the effect is better if they are sold

rather than given away.

II. METHODS OF TEACHING THE BIBLE
TO CHRISTIANS.

a. Private personal advice or instruction.—Some make
it a point to advise all believers to join the Scripture

Union, and through it to form the habit of having fixed,

daily readings. Some report the preaching of sermons on
the importance of Bible study and following the sermon
by private conversation, thus trying to get their hearers to

realize this importance. One speaks of often engaging
individual Christians in conversation on interesting or
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not clearly understood passages of Scriptures ; another of

preparing Bible readings, and sending them to Christians

living in the country who have little Christian litera-

ture and cannot attend a place of worship on every

Lords Day.

h. Classes or iveeMy meetings.—The International Les-

sons are used by some in teaching Bible classes, as they feel

that they can thus give a more general scope of to their teach-

ing than by confining themselves to the study ofone Book,

while others find it more satisfactory to teach by following

a single book or topic. In the weekly meetings for Chris-

tian women, one or two provide for each succeeding meeting

by giving to each woman a written outline of the next

lesson, and urging individual and prayerful study during

the intervening week. In the same way, at one place,

the weekly prayer meeting is prepared for. The topic is

announced in advance and the missionary or the pastor

furnishes the people with an outline analysis of the subject,

with Bible references attached.

c. Instruction in schools.—In all mission schools the

Bible is systematically taught; and where the students are

Christians, the course is adapted to their mental and
spiritual advancement. One school furnishes the following

excellent four years' course :

—

L The Gospels.

2. O. T. History.

3. Messianic Prophecy and the Book of Acts.

4. How to work for others : with illustrations and ex-

amples drawn from the life of Christ as a personal worker.

d. Literary methods.—The Rev. Albert Oltmans is

publishing a commentary on tlie Epistle to James in the

Biblical Expositor, a periodical especially designed for

pastors and evangelists. Dr. Imbrie is publishing a

commentary on I. Corinthians in the Fukuin ShimpOj

the Church newspaper, which has one thousand sub-

scribers and reaches every week some three thousand

readers.
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Iir. METHODS OF TEACHING AND TRAINING
BIBLE WORKERS.

a. Bible Tixtining Schools.—There are five of such
schools or classes for women within the bounds of the
Council. One at Nagasaki ; one at Tsu ; two at Yokohama

;

and one at Tokyo. Only three of these have given us any
information in regard to their methods. Two ofthem speak
of daily instruction in all the classes in the doctrinal and
historical portions of both the Old and New Testaments ; the

instruction in the N. T. being divided between the Gospels
and Epistles. There are also daily examinations on the

books of the Bible that have been completed. At one
school the women engage in daily practical evangelistic

work during the term. Before making a visit, they are

taught to consider the responsibility of the work in which
they are engaging, and to spend a season in prayer with
special reference to the visit to be made.
One school sends the subjects taught in a two years'

course for Bible women, as follows :— 1. Introduction to

the books of the Bible. 2. Periods and dates. 3. Geo-
graphy. 4. Heroes. 5. The coming Messiah. 6. God's
Revelation of himself to man. 7. Man's revelation to God
in worship.

We hear oftwo Bible Institutes, in which the evangelists

come together for a few days for special Bible study under
the direction of the missionary. One meets, annually
at Saga, and the other met this spring at Okazaki. At
these meetings, besides the lectures on Bible subjects, a
syllabus or outline for study is given ; and if the time
is too short to complete the indicated work, it is taken
home for private study.

b. Other methods,—There are other methods of assist-

ing and teaching Christian workers, which can scarcely be
classified. Among these may be mentioned personal in-

fluence and example, such that thereby Christian workers
may be led to honor and reverence the Word of God, and
to desire to become mighty in the Scriptures. Some speak
of holding weekly teachers-meetings for Sunday School
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workers. Others, of weekly meetings of workers, to study

together the chief doctrines which they must teach. One
brother speaks of furnishing his workers with copies of

the Biblical Expositor, and of encouraging them to keep

up sucli reading. Another makes it a point to urge his

workers to read the Word consecutively, so that the whole

Bible can be read through in a year; and sees, as a result,

where such a course is followed, a wider and deeper know-
ledge of the Scriptures, and greater variety in preaching.

V. RESULTS.

As to results following the employment of the above

methods, it is impossible to give a detailed report. In the

letters in hand, the replies to our question as to results,

are of two kinds: either, that the results are good as

proved by confessions of faith and increased love for the

truth ; or, that God alone knows what the results are; that

they are spiritual, and cannot be represented by figures.

VI. SUGGESTIONS.

Some of the letters received contain a few brief sug-

gestions, which we append for the benefit of the Council.

a. That any fixed or concerted methods for teaching

the Bible are not desirable ; that the missionary himself

should be first of all mighty in Scriptures, and ready to

teach; but that his methods should always be flexible, and

adaptable to circumstances and individuals.

6. That pastors should be urged to give to the Christians

weekly Bible lectures.

c. That Christians should be helped to study the Bible,

in the different books, as books.

d. That the custom should be encouraged of having

the children of the Sunday School commit to memory
much of the Scriptures.

e. That pastors should be urged to read one chapter

from the Old Testament and one from the New at every
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missions.

Sunday morning service; and also that the Psalms be read

responsively at every service.

The committee* appointed to communicate with other
^f^^^^]^^^'^'

of the larger missions in Japan, and to invite their coopera- ^^^"s?^^^'^^

tion in arranging to hold a General Missionary Conference

of Evangelical Protestant Missions in Japan in the year

1900, presented the following report, which was adopted.

The committee of the Council was organized by the

election of Albert Oltmans as Chairman and R. E. Mc-
Alpine as Secretary ; and in pursuance of the resolution

of the Council, a letter was prepared embodying the ideas

of the said resolution. This letter was sent to all the

Protestant Evangelical missions in Japan having ten or more
members; requesting the appointment of one member from

each mission on the committee appointed by the Council.

Of these missions those connected with the following bodies

sent favorable replies and appointed members accordingly

:

American Baptist Missionary Union ; American Board
;

Church Missionary Society ; Methodist Episcopal Church,

U.S.xl. ; Methodist Episcopal Church U.S.A. (Southern);

Church of Christ ; and Salvation Army ; making eight in

all in addition the missions represented in the Council.

The General Committee met at Kobe on December 29th-

30th. The Chairman and Secretary of the committee of

Council, were elected Chairman and Secretary of the

General Committee, witli Arch-deacon Warren as Vice-

Chairman. A program for the Conference was agreed upon,

the time of meeting fixed for October, 24th-30th, 1900 ; and
the place for holding the Conference, Tokyo. A Literary

Sub-committee was appointed, consisting of the Kobe-
Osaka members of the General Committee ; and a Business

Committee, consisting of the members residing in Tokyo.
For defraying the incidental expenses of the Conference, it

was decided to raise a guarantee fund, to which all per-

^ Albert Oltmans, K. E. McAlpine, J. B. Hail, David Thompson,
and S. S. Snyder.
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sons interested in the Conference are invited to contribute

the sum of two yen.

In conclusion your committee suggests that, since it has
now become an integral part of the General Committee,
as indicated in this report, its responsibility to the Council
cease after the acceptance of this report.

4. NEW BUSINESS.

How to
Increase tlie

number of

workers.

The question. How to increase the number of Christian

QirMian"' workcrs ? was discussed in a committee of the whole, and

the following report was adopted.

1. In the judgment of the committee the primary need
is a spirit of anxiety among all classes of Christians for the

eternal salvation of their immediate friends and neighbors,

resulting in a great increase of voluntary evangelization.

2. The committee recognizes a secondary need of a

greater number of consecrated regular evangelists and
Bible women.

3. The committee is profoundly impressed with the

truth that such blessings are the result of the direct opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit upon the heart, and therefore

recommends the following action :

—

a. That the Council set apart the ordinary prayer
meeting on Monday morning to present this matter to

God in prayer.

b. That the missionaries connected with this Council

wrestle with God in prayer during the coming year, that

He may raise up laborers for the harvest.

c. That the need of the Church for workers, and the

nature of the call to the ministry be impressed upon the

Church by preaching, in Bible classes, and in private

conversation.

d. That the Council take steps to prepare one or more
tracts on the nature of the call to the Christian ministry,

to be sent by post as a gift to all the workers in the

Church.
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e. That tlie members of the Comicil endeavor by God's

help to develope a spirit of individual work, believing that

in this way God will call some to the Christian ministry.

The attention of the Council was called to a num^^er of fiecteTwitli

matters springing out of the relations of Christians to the of christians

other religions of Japan, and the following resolutions '^^jTpan."^

were adopted :

—

Eesolved 1. In view of the close connection of such

matters with Christian life, that the missions forming this

Council be recommended to exhort and warn the Christ-

ians regarding the sin and danger of contributing to

temples and heathen festivals ; and also that they make
every effort to obtain Christian places of burial.

2. That the missions endeavor both in public and
private to effect such a change in public sentiment as shall

lead to the removal of th-e difficulties now existing.

The following resolutions, together with one emphasizing ^"Sfoi'ar?''

the need of an increase of the missionary force, in order to mission funds.

occupy important places not yet occupied, were adopted

and placed in the hands of a committee.*

Whereas our hearts have been saddened by the many
reductions which have fallen on the estimates of funds

needed

:

Resolved 1. That we pledge ourselves to united

prayer that the Christians in the home-land may bring
forth of their abundant treasures sufficient to meet the

present urgent demands of the work.

2. That we communicate to the several Boards having
representatives in the Council the fact that the funds

granted have been used after much prayer ; but that even
after conscientious disposition of the means received, work

* Messrs. Scudder, Jones, Hoy, Price, and Oltmans.
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once carried on has been given up and many open doors

still await entrance.

3. That we therefore urge it upon our respective Boards

to continue to call upon the Church for aid, that they may
be enabled to grant such estimates as may be presented.

4. That a committee be appointed to prepare a letter

setting forth the needs of the work, and forward the same

to the Boards.

^"riiilf!'^^
The following resolutions were adopted and placed in

the hands of a committee.'*'

Resolved 1 . That a committee of three be appointed to

investigate the general question of aid to the families of

ministers or evangelists who may die or be disabled while

in the service of the missions composing this Council ; and

to report at its next meeting.

2. That the committee be guided by the following

instructions :

—

a. It shall confer with the committee appointed by the

Synod for a similar object ; learn what the said committee

purposes to do, and in particular whether direct assistance

to the Synod or cooperation with it in this matter be

possible or desirable.

6. It shall inquire into the various systems and methods
of similar relief already in use in long established Churches
and missions.

c. If in the judgment of the committee, it shall seem
desirable that some action in this line be taken by the

missions composing the Council, it shall draft a tentative

plan (or several alternate plans), and ascertain by corres-

pondence whether the several missions and their respective

Boards would be inclined to favor extending such relief

from the regular funds, in case a satisfactory plan can be
agreed upon.

d. In case the general attitude of the missions and the

Boards be favorable, the committee shall draft complete

* Messrs. Pieters, Wyckoff, and J. B. Hail.
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rules and regulations for a fund of this kind, and shall

present such draft with its report at the next meeting of

the Council.

The Publications Committee was directed to consider '^amfcircuiat-^

the question of preparino: a course of study for pastors and "pastors Ynd*'"

, , , , .
evangelists.

evangelists including a list of the best books available on

the various subjects ; and also to inquire into the practi-

bility of establishing a circulating library (or libraries) for

the benefit of pastors and evangelists.

Bible,
temperance
and Biblical
Expositor.

The Rev. S. S. Snyder addressed the Council on the
^^^^l^^fg*^®

subject of the sale of the Bible. A resolution was adopted,

thanking him for his address, and assuring him of the

sympathy prayers and cooperation of the Council, in the

further prosecution of the work. The Council also ex-

pressed its indebtedness to the Rev. Benj. Chappell of the

Methodist Mission for his address in behalf of temperance

and the Biblical Expositor.

A letter from the English Presbyterian Mission in SceTuh

Formosa was read ; and the Secretary was directed to send

the fraternal greetings of the Council to the English

Presbyterian and also to the Canadian Presbyterian Mission

in that island.

A communication having been received from the repre- Temperance

sentative of the W. C. T. U., suggesting the recommenda-

tion of the fourth Sunday in November as Temperance

Day a resolution was adopted pledging the Council to

earnest effort in behalf of temperance, but stating that the

Council does not see the way clear to set apart a particular

day for the discussion of the subject.
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Archdeacon TliG followiiis: preamble and resolutions in memory of
Warren. o i. ^

the Yen. Arch-Deacon Warren were adopted.

Whereas since the last meeting of this Council, the Ven.
Arch-Deacon C. F. Warren of the Church Missionary

Society has gone from his labors on earth to his reward in

heaven; and whereas his liigh Christian character, his

earnestness in promoting the spirit of brotherly love and
Christian fellowsliip, his counsel and labors in bringing to a

successful issue the first General Missionary Conference at

Osaka, and his work on the committee of preparation for the

General Missionary Conference to be held in Tokyo next

year, commend him to the whole missionary body ; therefore

Resolved : That this Council place on record its high
appreciation of Arch-Deacon Warren as a pure Christian

man, an able minister of Christ, and a wise counsellor;

that it tenders its sympathy to the Church Missionary

Society in its loss and to the family of Arch-Deacon War-
ren in its bereavement ; and that a copy of this preamble
and these resolutions be sent to the Secretary of the Church
Missionary Society and also to the family of the deceased.

General report Miss Marv Dcvo was appointed to write the General
and Com. of J J i i

'^for thi nex? Rcport of the work of the year for the next meeting of the

Council; and the Rev. H. M. Landis was appointed a

Committee of Arrangements.

Thanks of the Thc thaulvS of tlic Couucil were returned to the President
Council and

^^"presidrat!^^ ^^^ t^^^ committcc of the Karuizawa Church ; and the

President was requested to offer a copy of his sermon to

the Fuhuin Shimpo for publication.

Publ.'comf ^^ *^^^ recommendation of the Committee on Nomina-

tions, the following appointments for the coming year

were made

:

President, J. B. Hail ; Vice President, T. C. Winn

;

Secretary, Albert Oltmans; Treasurer, J. C. Ballagh.
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Publications Committee: William Imbrie, E. Rotliesay

Miller, M. N. WyckoiF, H. B. Price, H. M. Landis, S. S.

Snyder, and B. C. Haworth.

The next meeting of the Council was appointed to be -^^^gg^^""^^

held at Karuizawa, on the third Thursday of July, 1900.

The doxology was sung; the Rev. Jas. H. Ballagh ^couS^
offered prayer and pronounced the benediction j and the

Council adjourned.
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II.

GENERAL REPORT OF THE WORK
OF THE YEAR

BY THE

Eev. William Yates Jones.

^eiente! ^^^ *1^^ afFalrs of state, the past year has been charac-

terized by extraordinary political unrest. National

problems arousing public sentiment have made cabinets

unstable. Statesmen have found the nation's way
thronged with perplexities. Meanwhile, the post-bellum

plans for strengthening the armament have gone forward.

But none of these affect mission effort so directly as the

ReSnlie. J^^cli talked of Mixed Residence which is now a fact.

Passports are a relic of the past. To both foreigner and
Japanese, the new conditions have caused much anxious

thought. The former has been uneasy lest in passing

under Japanese jurisdiction, his privileges and possibilities

might be curtailed ; the latter has busied himself with

visions of the great influx of Europeans who he believes

will penetrate to the remotest parts of the empire.
Treaties. ^j^}^^ practical workiugs of the treaty regulations, no one

can foresee ; but government action is taking thought for

the future, and public utterances of many high in
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School
LeyLslation.

authority, even of tlie Emperor liimself, allay one's

anxiety greatly. The fairest promises are made that tlie

foreigner and his interests are to receive full consideration.

The expectations of the Japanese that foreigners in large

numbers will flock to the interior, are likely to suffer some
disappointment.

The most apprehensive piece of legislation attempted to

thwart the advance of Christianity was a set of resolutions

submitted by the Department of Education to the High
Council of Education. One article ran thus: "In
elementary schools, middle schools, high schools for girls,

and all other schools whose curricula are fixed by law, as

well as in schools which enjoy special privileges from the

government, no religious instruction shall be given

;

nor shall any religious exercises be performed." Al-

though adopted by the Council, it may not become
a law;* but if it should, a Christian Japanese parent

must deny religious instruction to his child in school

or else subject him to the liability of being drafted

into the army at the age of twenty instead of twenty-

seven. Fortunately, the leading journals of the country

have shown no sympathy with this proposal ; and it is

most earnestly hoped that public sentiment will defeat

such a disastrous enactment.

Extraordinary efforts have been made to secure for

Buddhism special recognition and privileges from the

government, to the humiliation of Christianity.

The long contest in the Sugamo Prison over the attempt I'ilsou."

to unseat the Christian chaplain has been remarkably

significant in making clear the part which (Christianity is

already playing in the affairs of state. The hesitancy with

which JVIr. Tomeoka was transferred to another office, as

well as the encouraging fact that he was really given a

position of wider influence, in a measure lessens our dis-

appointment that his former post is now occupied by a

by a Buddhist priest.

''^ The Imperial Ordinauce and also the Regulations issued f)y the
Department of Education on August ord appear in the Appendix.
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from schools.

co?Sin ^^ many quarters, there seems to be a growing deep-

seated conviction that the religion of past centuries can no

longer furnish a substantial morality. The Japan Mail

recently expressed the conviction that Buddhism " grossly

neglects the first function of religion ; namely, the cultiva-

tion of a high moral standard among the young people

of the land ; a creed which has no place in the hearts

of the nation's children is a creed with one foot in the

grave."
Opposition Before the Restoration of 1867, education wasrnm schools. ^

practically in the hands of the Buddhists. " The school

was a part of the temple ; the priest was the village

pedagogue." But under tlie new regime, the priesthood

has no connection with the educational system. Indeed
the young man of to-day is almost without a religion.

His faith in the religions which his ancestors believed has

been fatally sliaken ; the claims of Christianity, infidelity

and agnosticism have been heard; but his intellectual

vanity is better satisfied with other than a creed to be

accepted in simple faith. Christian effort finds a mighty
barrier reared against it by the schools of the land. The
opinion has often been expressed that "w^iatever anti-

foreign feeling exists in Japan finds its fostering parent in

the educational staff of the country. It is impossible to

suppose that the rudeness so often displayed by students

towards foreigners would long survive any resolute effort

on the part of school teachers to correct it."*

Doshisha. Another event of the year not directly connected with
the Missions Cooperating with the Church of Christ in

Japan, but of genuine interest to every friend of Christ is

the reestablishment of the Doshisha. The new constitution

embodies the principles of the original one, and expressly

declares that '^ Christianity is the foundation of the moral
education " promoted by the institution. The new Board
of Trustees are believed to be men determined to make
Christian teaching not merely a nominal basis, but a force

that shall permeate and influence the institution through-

* Japan Mail.
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out. Let US hope that the bright prospect may be abund-

antly fulfilled.

As is always the case during the year, various changes

have taken place in the personnel of the missions.

Returned to America on furlough

:

Rev. T. T. Alexander, D.D., East Japan Pres. Miss.

„ T. M. MacNair,
Mrs. T. M. MacNair,
Miss S. A. Smith,

„ K. M. Youngman,
Rev. A. Y. Bryan,

Mrs. A. V. Bryan,

Rev. Jas. W. Doughty,
Mrs. Jas. W. Doughty,
Miss Julia Moulton,

Rev. H. V. S. Peake,

Mrs. H. V. S. Peake,

Miss Sara M. Couch,

Re\'. William C. Buchanan, Southern Pres.

Mrs. William C. Bu(;hanan, „ „
Miss Ella Huston,
Rev. J. P. Moore, D.D.,

Mrs. J. P. Moore,

Miss Mary C. Hallowell,

Rev. G. W. Van Home,
Mrs. G. W. Van Home,

Returned to Japan after furlough :

East Japan Pres. Miss.

??

;?

West

North
South

Ref.

J)

German Reformed

77

Cumb.
77

Pres.

West

Mrs. J. K. McCauley,
Miss K. M. Youngman,
Rev. T. C. Winn,
Mrs. T.C. Winn,
Mrs. William Yates Jones

(Miss Mary Brokaw) „
Prof M. N. Wyckoff, D. Sc, North
Mrs. M. N. WyckofP,
Rev. Henry Stout, D.D., South
Mrs. Henry Stout, „

Ref

Returned on
furlough.
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nev. J. F.
:Moore IX D.

KetirPiiK'iiL

lom servicf.

K,e.en force-
niente.

Rev. C. K. Gumming, Southern Pres. Miss.

Mrs. C. K. Gumming, „ „ „
Rev. S. P. Fulton, „ „ „
Mrs. S. P. Fulton, „ „ „
Miss Elizabeth Wimbish, „ „ „

It is a cause for sincere gratitude that death has not

entered the ranks of our missionary body. The Lord of

the vineyard has heard the earnest prayers offered by the

Gouncil a year ago for the Rev. J. P. Moore, D.D. of

the German Reformed Mission. It has seemed best for

him temporarily to return to America ; and he is now
recuperating at the St. Helena Sanitarium in Galifornia.

His physicians say there is no serious organic trouble

;

so we may hope for his speedy recovery.

A number who have spent years in the service have
retired. Miss I. A. Leete, after seventeen years in edu-

cational AN'ork, returned to America in October. After

nearly thirteen years of service in the Kanazawa Girls

School, Mrs, L. M. Naylor has entered upon home
mission work in Oregon. For family reasons, the Rev.
Dr. and Mrs. R. B. Grinnau have found it necessary to

leave the field, and Dr. Grinnau has already accepted a

charge in Louisville. Miss Reba L. Irving also is not

expected to return.

On the other hand the missionary force has been strength-

ened by the following new workers.

Rev. John G. Dunlop, West Japan Pres. Miss.

Mrs. John G. Dunlop, „ „ „ „
Miss Grace Curtis Glenn, „ „ ,, „
Miss Ida R. Luther, „ „ „ „
Miss Harriet Wyckotf, North

,
Ref.

Miss Anna B. Stout, South

In addition to this number, the Rev. Chas. M. Myers
is under appointment to Steele College, and is expected to

arrive in September. The vacancy caused by tlie re-

signation of Mrs. Naylor is to be filled by Miss Marion
Nivling oi' Sioux City, Iowa. Two new families and one
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single lady are soon to be added to the German Reformed
Mission.

Various other requests are now before the Boards in ^X^kln-?'^

America. The North Japan Reformed Mission for two
men ; one for the theological seminary, and one for

evangelistic work ; the Southern Pres. Mission for three

men and one single lady; the East and West Japan Pres.

Missions are each asking for one single lady. The Cumber-
land Pres. Mission has asked for reenforcements, the

number not being specified. Besides these formal requests,

the South Japan Reformed Mission has for years urged

the need of one more family for evangelistic work ; though
its Board has not yet seen its way clear to grant such an

increase.

Our review of the work will be reported under the two
heads : Educational and evangelistic. Since special com-
mittees will deal with self-support and publications, this

paper does not attempt to present facts in those lines.

Statistics concerning schools will be found at the close of

the section on educational work.

EDUCATIONAL WORK.

Of the three theological institutions connected with the
.^p^JIruies

cooperating missions only two, the Meiji Gakuin and the

Tohoku Gakuin have been in actual operation.

The theological department of Steele College has re- Steele conege.

mained suspended, owing to the lack of students and the

continued absence of the Rev. Henry Stout, D.D. Dr. Stout

returned during the year, but it has not yet been found

possible to reopen ; though it is hoped that this department
may opened again next year.

In the Meiji Gakuin, there has been no occurrence to Meui Gakuin

call for special mention. In September three new stu-

dents were admitted to the Preparatory Class, all of whom
presented testimonials of exceptional excellence both as to

ability and as to Christian character. This is not a large

increase ; and two students have been compelled, for personal

reasons, to withdraw lor the present; but they hope
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Vacancy in
facultj'.

Tohoku
Gaknin.

to return next year. In March five regular students and
one special student, all of whom are now in evangelistic

work, were graduated. During the last year there have
been in attendance, one Post-graduate, five Seniors, two
Middlers, and three in the Preparatory Class. The course

of study for the year included the following subjects : O.
T. Introduction, History and Theology ; N. T. Introduc-

tion and Theology; the life of Christ and exegesis of the

Epistles, (Phil, and Cor.) ; Reading in English ; General

History; History of the Church and of Doctrine; Church
Polity ; Homiletics ; Ethics ; Apologetics ; Pliilosophy of

Religion and Systematic Theology. The course of lectures

on Pastoral Theology usually given by some one of the

Japanese pastors was last year delivered by the Rev. Mr.
Kozaki. For some time past the North Japan Reformed
(Dutch) Mission has been without a representative in this

department of the Meiji Gakuin. Those in connection

with the institution are desirous that there should be such
a representative, and the Board of Directors unanimously
resolved to invite the Rev. Albert Oltmans to the chair of

the Old Testament. Mr. Oltmans' decision has not yet

been announced.

The attendance in the theological department of the

Tohoku Gakuin has numbered eight; and while its

prosperity has not been all that could be desired, those

in charge rejoice in the spiritual atmosphere which
pervades the school.

Corresponding to the theological seminaries for the

training of men for the ministry are the training schools

preparing women for Bible work. Of these there are three :

The Bible Training School in Tokyo, the Bible Readers
School in Yokohama, and the Tsu Bible Training School
in the Province of Ise.

There is no special change to report in the Tokyo
Bible Training School. Last year four graduates went
to take places of responsibility in Osaka, Wakayama,
Yamaguclii and Tokyo. '^ Hapj^ily their places were
filled with new students ; so that we have had a total of
nineteen. The upper classes spent the summer in five
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different places in the country ; and owing to Mrs.

MacNair's absence, one class was allowed to continue in

outside work until the end of the year. The regular

Sunday Scliool work has been kept up in eight places

throughout the year. Study and discipline have done

much for all both young and old. The younger women
will have this own place of work as wives and helpers,

but the personal experience of the older women is in-

valuable in general Christian work where the gospel is to

given to all classes and ages." *

The Bible Readers School has been full to the utmost.

Its object is " the education and elevation of Christian

women, and their preparation for evangelistic service."

In the Tsu Bible Training Scliool, two were graduated

in 1898; and one, the wife of an evangelist, received a

certificate of attendance in Bible study alone. Sickness

has interfered much with the welfare of the school this

year ; but fortunately all those who were ill recovered and
faithful work has been done.

Miss Sara M. Couch, in addition to teaching four Bible

classes each week in Sturges Seminary, has continued

her training class. Besides instructing the three women
in attendance, two Sunday Schools have been maintained

and touring done in the north of Kyushu.

There are four schools for the education of boys.

Beginning our description with the one farthest north,
" the Tohoku Gakuin, has had a quiet prosperous year.

Religious instruction has been strongly emphasized and the

students are making good progress in spiritual matters.

Twelve young men have been baptized. There are one
hundred forty-onef in attendance."J The Industrial Home
in connection with this school has sixty-six students, for

which it provides quarters. Others are waiting to be
admitted. Here each one e^rns about half of what it

Bible Readers
School.

Tsu Bible
Inatitate.

Nagasalcl
Training

(Jlaas.

Tohoku
Gakuin.

Industrial
Home.

* Miss A. B. West.

t Includes theological students.

t Rev. W. E. Hoy.
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costs for liis education ; or with two and one hal f

or three yeii^ per month, together with the work in

the Home, a student is enabled to study in the schooL'' f
The Kaneko Memorial Press added within the year en-

hances the good work which the Home was already doing.

Considerable printing is done both in English and in

Japanese ; and Christian literature is sold.

Tlie academic department of the Meiji Gakuin with

April 1st, 1898 ^^ became a Chu Gakko (Middle School) in

connection with the educational system of the City of

Tokyo. This change gives the institution the advantages

of the city schools of the same grade without interference

in its Christian work and aims. The work of the year

may fairly be described as encouraging; clearly more so

than that of several preceding ones.'^J The change in the

school was made after the opening of the school year in

1898, so that this in the first school year under the new
arrangement. " The present number now on the roll is

about one hundred and twenty ; an increase of nearly fifty

over last year. Twenty six are Christians. Nine
students have been baptized since June 30th 1898, and

there are several inquirers."§

" It is interesting to note that the Christian constituency

of the school is steadily increasing. Two-thirds of the

students are either from Christian homes or have Christ-

ian relatives. The school is thus coming more and more
to occupy the position of a place of training for the sons of

the Church."
II

Kyodo-kwan. The Kyodokwau of the Southern Presbyterian

Mission School at Okazaki has been in much the same
condition as in former years. Eighteen students entered

;

but sonoe being dropped for inefficiency only eleven were
retained. Though good reports are heard regarding former

* A yen is worth about 50 cents in gold.

t Bev. S. S. Snyder.

X Annual Eeport of the Meiji Gakuin.
§ Prof. M. N. WyckofF.

II
Annual Report of the Meiji Gakuin.
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students, the mission has thought it best to close the

schooL

There have been no changes of importance either in the ^*''^^^ couege.

curriculum or management of the academic department

of Steele College. The return of Dr. Stout has given the

institution two foreign teachers. The class which entered

in 1898 was smaller than that of the previous year ; owing
it is believed to insufficient advertising due to reduced

appropriations. An eifort w^as made to establish an industrial

department ; but because of outside causes its success has

not been all that was hoped. However, the undertaking

has not been without good results. " During the fall •

term one of the saddest events in the history of the school

took place. It was discovered that several of the upper

class boys had been guilty of gross immorality. Almost
all the young men involved were Christians and the sons

of Christian families. Some of the guilty ones had volun-

tairly left the school before the matter became public.

Those that remained were expelled, although it was a

great grief that such action should be necessary. The
scandal has had an injurious effect on the religious interest

in the school ; and especially on the voluntary work of the

Y. M. C. A. This has been throughout the year in a

languishing state. At the close of the period covered by

this report there are but five communicants left among the

students, though there are several others who come from
_

Christian homes who throw the weight of their influence

on the Christian side."*

Education for girls has been caused on in twelve schools.

In 1895 the Sei Shu Jo-gakkof in Otaru, which had ^^K""
its origin in a desire to do something for the very poor,

began in a very humble way with four pupils. With its

two flourishing kindergartens, it is under the care of the

East Japan Pres. Mission and personally cared for by
Miss Clara Rose ; but all expenses not covered by tlie

receipts from tuition have been met from private funds.

* Annual Report of the South Japan Reformed Mission,

t Girls School.
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The boarding department was given up last year. This
school is planned on simple lines and subordinates all

other lessons to the teaching of Christ. " The Bible is the

daily text book and memorizing Scripture a speciality.""^

Methodists, Episcopalians and Congregationalists have
contributed pupils.

The Hoku Sei Jo-gakko in Sapporo has had a trying

year in many ways. " First came the floods in September
devastating the homes of some of the pupils and preventing
many from reaching Sapporo till late in the fall. Owing
to broken communications, no doubt many who otherwise

might have entered tlieir daughters in September were
too poor to do so on account of the floods. Then came a

damp unhealthy season bringing with it fevers and colds

which prostrated from twenty to twenty-five of the

boarders one after another, and kept the day scholars from
attending regnlarly.^f After Christmas diphtheria broke
out. Besides all this, trouble arising from insubordination

on the part of a few of the older boarders has greatly

interfered with the prosperity of the school. Yet the

year has brought spiritual blessings ; and nine have pro-

fessed their faith in Christ. The majority of the pupils

are in the primary classes; but it is the policy of the

school every year to drop the lowest class from the course

until the advanced course requires only four, and the

preparatory course only two years.

The Miyagi Jo-gakko at Sendai seems to liave spent a
good year. Fifty students have been enrolled, eleven of
whom have been baptized. Ten girls were graduated.

" In thinking of the Joshi Gakuin one must bear in

mind that it is in fact a High School. The older girls are

not children but young women twenty years of age ; some
among the day scholars are married. The advanced
classes of necessity add much to the labor of the ladies

;

but it is precisely in the advanced classes that the dis-

inctive work of the school is done. The school is the

centre of evangelistic work among the churches and else-

* Miss Clara Kose.

t Mrd. G. P. Pierson.
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where. Four-fifths of the pupils are Christians ; and the
tone of the school is spiritual. A passing visit of the
Rev. Geo. C. Needham was highly appreciated ; and
throughout the year the Rev. and ]\Irs. S. J. Milliken, now
on a visit to their daughter, besides other good work, have
rendered constant service in the class room."*

In Ferris Seminary at Yokohama, " the work of
teacliers and pupils has been very satisfactory, though not
marked by so great a degree of enthusiasm as has charac-
terized it in some previous years. A healthful and
refreshing work of grace has been going on through-
out the year. Dr. Needham's visit in November resulted

in at least nine candidates for baptism ; and others are

serious and attentive to tlie means of grace.^f

The Union Girls School at No. 212 Bluff, Yokohama,
has enrolled one hundred and tan pupils, ten of whom
have been graduated. Since March there has been an
organized course of Bible study. Six Sunday Schools are

supported and taught in connection v/ith this institution.

The Southern Pres. Mission maintains the Kinjo Jo-
gakko in Nagoya. Miss Ella Huston has been in charge.
Of the sixty-two pupils enrolled only one has received
mission aid. The religious influence has been good ; three
having united with the church. The older girls work
regularly among the children of the city.

The lady in charge of the Naniwa Jo-gakko in Osaka,
Miss A. E. Garvin, writes that ^'sixty-nine have been
enrolled ; an increase of twenty-five since the beginning of
April. This increase in numbers is notwithstanding the
uncompromising stand for Christianity whicli the school
has taken from the beginning. The order this year as

always has been devotional exercises at the opening of
school,, and daily recitations and graded class work in

Bible study. A lecture on Christian doctrines or Christian
ethics is given once a week. Other meetings are held for

the boarders, with whom by far the best work is done.

Few day pupils became Christians. The day pupil element

* Annual Report of tlie East Japun Mission.

t Rev. E. S. Booth.
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Kojo Jo-
gakko.

Sturges
Seminary.

however has done much to break clown prejudice and

prepare the way for evangelistic work ; so that now we are

beginning, with every prospect of success, a really aggress-

ive work with the school as a centre."*

The Wilmina Jo-gakko, also in Osaka, is encouraged

by an attendance of forty-three against twenty-eight dur-

ing the previous year. '^ Self-support is also increasing,

Japanese sewing has proved interesting.^f ^-The girls in

this, as in most other girls scliools, engage in Sunday
School work.

Yamaguchi is the seat of the Kojo Jo-gakko whose
year has been specially marked by an increased attendance.

This year the pupils are younger than usual ; nearly one-

half being in the preparatory department. Two Christian

young women graduates of the school are now among the

teachers and are a great help and satisfaction. The great

obstacle to progress here is an instinctive dread and hatred

of Christianity. The girls school in the town, with a

course of study not nearly so complete us that of the Kojo

Jo-gakko, with no English and no better accommodations

though much more expensive, has one hundred and
seventy pupils. J

The retirement of Mrs. L. M. Naylor from the Kana-
gawa Girls School caused deep regret. Miss Kate Shaw
reports that " this school has been most prosperous and
signally blessed in all the work and plans of the year.

This has been especially apparent since the new school

year opened on April 10th. The spiritual condition of

the pupils and of most of the teachers has been encourag-

ing. The morning watch and all times for prayer and
religious meetings, as well as the Bible class hour, have
been eagerly observed and continually pronounced the best

hours of the day."

Sturges Seminary, located in Nagasaki, in 1898 enrolled

fifty-four students. Last autumn four of the boarders

* Miss A. E. Garvin,

t Miss Jennie Freeland.

t Miss G. S. Biglow.
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Kanazawa
Sho Gakko.

Kilku and
Kwassin
Gakko.

united with the church. " A Sunday afternoon Bible

class, composed of the younger pupils in the boarding

department, has had a voluntary attendance of thirteen.

One of these has joined the church, and there is more
interest shown than at first." * There has been work
done for children in six day schools and in various

kindergartens.

The Kanagawa Eiwa Shd Gakko, which has suffered

from various reductions in former years, is now regaining its

old prosperity. " Recently, after a thorough investigation

of all the Sho Gakko in the city the Kencho (county office)

informed the public through the newspapers that this was
the best Sho Gakko in the city." t The kindergarten,

which was suspended, has been reopened with a promising
attendance.

The Kiiku and tlie Kwassui Gakko, under the care

of Miss Alice Haworth, have been especially blessed.

Twenty pupils were graduated in March. Two kinder-

gartens—one in the City of Osaka and and the other in

Sakai ten miles distant— after being suspended temporarily

have been resumed. The kindergartens have been of
marked advantage to the preaching services.

One hundred and ninety have been enrolled in those

four schools.

In Kyoto, Miss Martha E. Kelly, in addition to an
encouraging work by means of English, writes that kinder-

garten work has shown greater fruitage than before with
every prospect of continuance.

In the same city under the direction of Mrs. J. B. Porter
the Marguerite Ayres Kindergarten with sixty children

^^^^^"^^'ten

" has never been in a more flourishing condition ; and
continues to send its influence of light and blessing into

many homes."

The Tai Sei Sho Gakko ^' has four, teachers. Besides

these, there are instructors in sewing, knitting and

Maiguerite
Ayres

Tal Sei Sho
Gakko.

^ Miss A. K. Stryker.

t Miss F. E. Porter.
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Shinagawa
School.

calisthenics, who attend for four hours during the week.

In addition to her day scliool work, Miss Case has three

Sunday Schools ; and through the kindness of Mrs.

Hepburn has opened a reading room.

"The Tsukiji School (Keimo No. 1), liitherto under

the care of Miss Youngman, is now under tliat of

Mrs. McCauley. The entire number of pupils en-

rolled during the year was one hundred and eighty-

two ; and the constant attendance one hundred and
five. The boys and girls are about equal in number.
There are five teachers employed and a small tuition is

charged.

The Shiba School (Keimo No. 2) is once more under

the case of Mrs. McCauley. Of the one liundred

and sixty-nine pupils on the roll, one hundred and
sixty-three attended regularly. There are children of

policemen, artisans and jmrihisha men. The fluctuation

in attendance is largely due to the change of residence of

the parents, who move here and there in pursuit of

their trades. The children of the very poor leave the

school to earn their living after finishing the primary
course. In addition to other instruction the children

have daily one hour's teaching in the great truths of the

Bible.

Miss West, during the absence of Mrs. MacNair, is in

charge of the school in Shinagawa. The day school has

an attendance of one hundred and fifteen ; and the Sunday
School of forty. This difference is caused by the poverty

of the parents, who on Suixlay hire out the children to

act as nurses, to run on errands and to turn a penny in

one way or another. With a single exception, the child-

ren come from homes without Christian influence and
where there is no Christian training. Yet they have a

surprisingly accurate knowledge of the truths of the

Scriptures and tliey have become well behaved and
obedient."*

* Annual Eeport East Japan Pres. Mission.
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In botli Kagoslnma and Aomori, charity schools have
been in operation for at least a part of the year.

The following tables representing the educational work
of the Council are made from the statistics of the year
June 1898—June 1899.

Cliaritj'
schools.

SCHOOLS FOR BOYS AND YOUNG MEN.

^ 1)

Name

Tohoku Gakuin

.

Meiji Gakuin . .

Kyodokwan . .

Steele College . .

Total

Location Supported bj-

C5
5 ri-^ ^

Sendai . . . Ger. Kef. Miss. . .

Totyo..{§.J-.P{-»S;}

Okazaki. . . Southern Pres. . .

Nagasaki . . S. J. Kef. Miss. . .

133

155

15
101

404

39

6 26

1 21

Theological students: Tohoku Gakuin, 8; Meiji Gakuin, 15.

SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN.

Name



Name



missionary in charge writes " with profound gratitude for

the abundant opportunities of the year and the measure in

which it has been possible to take advantage of them.

No great numbers have been baptized, but there has been

a widening and deepening in each field ; and the state of

the work on the whole is much better than a year ago.

There are about fifteen inquirers in the whole field who
seem nearly ripe for baptism and others here and there

are quietly seeking the way. There is more Bible read-

ing, more listening to good instruction, more prayer in this

field than ever before. There does not seem to be a ^ boom

'

any where, but simply an accumulation of the results of con-

stant effort on the part of those interested and engaged."*

The church in Kagoshirna has secured a finely located lot

to which the building formerly used has been removed.

The Christians showed great devotion in this enterprise,

and are already reaping indirect spiritual benefit. In Miya-
kanojo, there are indications of the weakening of Budd-
hism ; and also in Kawanabe there is special encouragement.

It is a great loss to the work that a precarious state of

health has compelled the Rev. H. V. S. Peeke and family

to return to the United States temporarily ; thus depriving

the station of the supervision of a resident missionary.

The missionaries in Nagasaki rejoice in having secured

for a preaching place a building in the heart of the city,

a few steps to the side of one of the main thoroughfares.

Since the Japanese Christians are interested in the effort,

and the Rev. A. Segawa a man of superior qualities is in

charge, the outlook for the endeavor is full of promise.

The Nagasaki Church has taken a forward step toward
self-support in assuming the janitor's wages. It is now
self-supporting, excepting that it pays no rent for the

building which is mission property. In spiritual things

the year has not been marked. In common w^ith other

parts of the field, a condition of spiritual drouth has pre-

vailed ; but no untoward events have occurred to disturb

the peace ofthe congregation. One encouraging sign in the

^ Rev. H. V. S. Peeke.
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life of the church has been an increasing faithfulness in

its treatment of those who had openly defiled the Christian

name or who testified by constant and long neglect of the

means of grace that they considered Christian things to be

of no importance/'
Saga. The large field in the northern part of this island has

been for the most part superintended by the Rev. A.
Oltmans from Saga as a centre. Since his return

Dr. Stout has became responsible for three outstations

near Nagasaki ; and some work in the extreme north

is cared for by the Presbyterian Mission. The behavior
Karaim. of the pastor of the Karatsu Church has been such

as to make it necessary to suspend him from the

ministry. The immediate occasion of discipline was the

rumor that he had misappropriated the property of the

church. It throws light on a dark cloud to note " the

vigor with which the proper body in the Japanese church
took up the matter, and to see tliat the seriousness of such

an abuse of trust was clearly recognized.

f

This is the first case of suspension from the ministry

within the bounds of that Presbytery. Mr. Oltmans has

a class of students from the Middle School which he has

met three times each week when at home. This has
" developed from an English class in the Bible to a Bible

class in the English Bible with explanations in Japanese."

The number of baptisms during the year has not been

large, but tlie encouragements outweigh the discourage-

ments. Here and there have been additions to the

churcli usually of a very encouraging nature. The
oita. work in tlic region of Oita on tlie east coast has

been specially blessed. Reports as late as the middle

of June tell of a work of grace going on among the

ShinheiminX in tliat vicinity. Four have been baptized

and others are inquirers. The Oita Christians meet with

them on the plain basis of Christian brotherhood, which is

a genuine comfort to this class whicli is accustomed to

^" Kev. A. Pieters.

t Eev. A. Oltmans.

J Eta, persons of low caste.
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being despised. lu another field a large number are
" favorably impressed, and some are very near to the

kingdom if not already in it. On the whole things look

very encouraging. A great many are being quietly pre-

pared for the great ingathering when it shall came."*
" One of the specialities of the year was a visit to Kuma- Kumamou

moto, where at the request of the students of the Higher
Normal School, Mr. Oltmans delivered two lectures ; one

directly on Christianity in a Methodist Church building

attended by about three hundred students of tlie school

;

and one on a moral subject in the school building which
was attended by about five hundred students and teachers.

The request came through tlie students who had formerly

studied the Bible with ^Ir. Oltaians in Saga while attend-

ing school there.'^t This certainly is a sign of great

encouragement considering the general attitude of the

educational classes.

Passing from the island of Kyushu to the Island of lyo.

Shikoku on the east, we find the work in the Province of

lyo in a prosperous condition ; but since there is no
resident missionary there, the best results are not attained.

There is also a lack of Japanese workers " due partly to

the scarcity of mission funds and partly to the difficulty of

keeping men at the low salaries now paid." J
Within the Province of Tosa tliere are three self- Toaa.

supporting bodies of believers ; at Kochi, Aki and Gomen.
The church in Kochi is reported as numerically one of

the strongest, and in activity excelled by no other church

in the Synod.

§

More than a year ago the Rev. J. W. Moore and susftki.

family removed from Kochi to the town of Susaki,

twenty-five miles distant. The work in this region is

more encouraging than was expected, but it is too early

yet to report results. Miss Sala Evans, in the City of

Kochi, has worked among the children and had interest- Kooui.

* Eev. A. Oltmans.

t Annual Eeport South Japan Keformed Mission.

t Rev. B. C. Haworth.
i Annual Keport Southern Presbyterian Mission.
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Yamaguclii

ing visits iu the hospital, besides doiDg house to house
visiting.

The work in Awa, the southwest province of this island,

centres in the prosperous City of Tokushima. This part

of the field has suffered greatly because of a lack of

Japanese workers. Two have died within the year. This
has thrown a large amount of labor upon the Rev. S. R.
Hope, who has the chief responsibility. There is a deep-

seated prejudice against Christianity in this region ; how-
ever, special efforts among the teachers in the schools

have been followed with encouraging results. Those
from this class who have received baptism, have shown
great zeal in organizing classes for Bible study among
their follow teachers. Mr. Hope closes his report thus :

" Speaking now and in general about the work in Awa,
I think I can say that it is full of promise. There are

abundant opportunities for Avork, and an encouraging dis-

position in many to hear the Word.'^

The remaining province of Sanuki, after having been

temporarily without resident missionaries, is now manned
by the Rev. Wm. C. and Walter McS. Buchanan. When
they settled in Takamatsu they found a feud between
" two members of the Church who were brothers in the

flesh as well as in Christ.^^ Happily this quarrel has been

amicably adjusted, and the church is in a much improved
state. There have been applications for baptism, but since

there were doubts concerning the fitness of the applicants,

the rite was not administered. A good work has been

done among students of the Middle School, and street

preaching carried on with success.

Taking a new start from the western end of the main
island, we find that the Yamaguchi station has only one-

half the number of workers there in 1896. Only three

outstations, however, have been abandoned. Twelve
points yet remain where the gospel is proclaimed weekly,
and ten more which are visited less frequently. " The
Japanese believers are rising to their duty as to self-

support. In nearly every outstation, contributions have
increased. Notably several of the preachers have become
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imbued with the Scriptural principles of self-support, and
are not only teaching them but also reducing them to

practice."* The Rev. Jas. B. Ayres writes that it is

surprising to see the amount of interest manifested among
the young men of the Koto Gakko.f " There are a large

number (for this school) in the Y. M. C. A., and a large

number attend the Sunday School." Of the work in

general he says, " Indifference and ignorance are the real

obstacles." Miss Mary ^I. Palmer is spending her time
chiefly in evangelistic work, visiting the outstations near
the city once a month and those farther away about once in

two months. " If any advance is noticeable it is in that

some of the women in the outstations are growing in

willingness to make personal effort to bring others to

Christ, and to take part in the meetings."J

The Hiroshima station has had a quiet year. It, in Hiroshima.

common with many other fields, has suffered from
removals. Work with individuals has yielded gratifying

results. Unfortunately for this locality, both of the

missionaries stationed there, the Rev. J. Doughty and
A. V. Bryan, are now absent on furlough.

Reporting for Kobe, the Rev. H. B. Price says, " One Kobe,

street chapel was kept open one night in the week up to

February ; but the high rent and the seemingly small

results from that kind of work, together with an abundance
of work in other lines, caused me to give up that chapel."

Much time has been given to classes or schools where
English and the Bible were taught. Whenever the
foreign workers have tauglit English the Bible also has
been taught. In this way about sixty young men have
been reached with the truth. Mr. Cameron Johnson, an
independent missionary, has rendered efficient service in

these classes. Mr. Price has made a vigorous and suc-

cessful effort in searching out members of the Church of
Christ in Japan who have came to Kobe, but have not
transferred their church-membership. A considerable

* Eev. F. S. Curtis,

t Govt. High School.

t Miss Mary M. Palmer.
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number have been induced to become members of the Kobe
Church. The erection in 1898 of a neat comfortable

church building marked the beginning of an era of new
life energy and prosperity, which has turned the little

body of struggling Christians into an independent, united

and vigorous Church. The spirit of money making, the

many temptations thrown about the young men, and the

constant coming and going of the population, make this

a difficult field for work. On the whole however the

condition of the work has been good. Both contributions

and the number added to the church are larger than ever

before. Striking advance in liberality is noted and also

growth in personal work by the Christians,

oaaka. Tlic prcscut outlook iu Osaka is more hopeful than ever

before. The Rev. G. W. Van Home reports more
baptisms than ever before ; more children are in Sunday
School, and the number of inquirers increased. Another
writes, " There is no great movement toward the Church,

yet we have better attended meetings and better attention

than we have had for several years.'^* Services held in

the vicinity of the boat landing have reached a large

number not very permanently located. The seed thus

sown has been scattered widely ; and while fruitage may
not now be apparent, by faith we know that it will accom-

plish the purpose of the Good Sower.

Some of the missionaries living in Osaka labor in the

provinces to the south and west. This work has in a

general way been described in the statements concerning

Osaka.

AVakayama. Miss Agucs Morgau, wlio is working in the Province

of Kii to the south, has been busier than a worker ought

to be for long at a time ; but she has found more oppor-

tunities than she could avail herself of In that region

enough people are interested in seeking the truth to keep
Tanabe. all workcrs busy. Still farther south in Tanabe, Miss

Julia L. Leavitt thus describes the situation, ^^ There is

no difficulty in getting the people to come and hear and

* Rev. A. D. Hail, D.D.
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ask questions." Tlie country work is especially interest-

ing. The pastor in Tanabe gives much attention to the

scattered Christians, walking many miles over rough
mountain roads to visit them. In connection with the

Tanabe work there have been several baptisms, and the

Sunday School has grown in size and interest.

In Kyoto the congregations have been good, the num- Kyoto,

ber of inquirers has increased, and during 1898 twenty-
three adults were added to the Church. This Sunday
School leads all in the JSTaniwa Presbytery ; having one
hundred in attendance in eight classes. Self-support is

advancing. Because of illness in the families of the evan-
gelists, the country work has suffered somewhat. It " has
however been kept up, and the good seed has continued

to be sown."

In addition to work in his own field, the Rev. J. B. pSytl^y
Porter has spent considerable time in visiting the whole
field of the Naniwa Presbytery. Of some of the things

which impressed him he writes thus :

"1. The value of railroards as a agency for spreading

the gospel. Tliis is especially noticeable in the Hoku-
rikudo, in Wakayama and on the Kansai B.R. Towns
along those lines that have long and stubbornly held out in

their opposition to the gospel are now open to the truth,

and present receptive faces to the preacher.* There may be
two reasons for this. The railway brings in a new pro-

pulation who are not bound to local temples ; and
many of the P.P. officials are either Christians or

friendly to Christianity. Another reason is that a

railway brings an air of progress into the town. Every
one feels that he must brush the cobwebs out of his eyes,

and try to keep up with the world or be left behind. So
in the interests of progress he admits Christianity to his

town.

2. A feeling of spiritual hunger seems to be on the

increase. This is shown in the increased number of

persons who came to seek personal information concerning
Christianity and also in the way in which Christianity is

becoming more popular in some communities where it was
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formerly opposed. The same feeling is seen in the way
many complain of the growing immorality of the country

and the utter inability of the forces at work in the country

to remove such abuses, unless Christianity be such a

power. There is also a confession on the part of many
thinking men that a spiritual religion is necessary for the

best conception of moral principles.

3. There seem to be very few cases of open persecu-

tion of the faitli. The only place where I found there

liad been persecution was at Daishoji ; and there it has

ceased with apologies to the evangelist for the way he had

been treated.

4. The evangelists are usually earnest men aud faith-

fully breaking the Bread of Life to their people."

Mr. Porter feels ^^ deeply impressed with the belief that

we are on the threshold of a forward move in the Lord's

course in Japan."

Fukui. What has just been remarked concerning the influence

of railroads is felt on the west coast in the regions of

Fukui and Ivanazawa. JNIeetings for unbelievers are

well-attended and literature is enthusiastically received.

Four persons have united with the church in Fukui,

the only baptisms there in more than two years. Much
literature distributed at the railway station, and some at

evangelistic meetings has pretty well permeated the region
;

and the leading book-seller of the city has gladly con-

sented to sell the Scriptures. The Bible correspondence

begun by the Rev. Geo. W. Fulton has developed into an

eight-paged semi-monthly paper which is eagerly inquired

for if not promptly issued. There have also been two

baptisms in Takefu.

"It is too soon to report any thing beyond progress in

the effort to reopen the old work and to establish new
work among the women and children in and around

Fukui ; since owing to failure to obtain a helper until

June 1st, Mrs. Jones could do little outside of Fukui.

ISIeetings in two places in Fukui, in one in Takefu, and

also in the preaching place at Maruoka, have had an

encouraging attendance. The same opposing school
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teacher is found here as well as elsewliere, and is doing

his ulraost to break up the childrens' meetings."

The situation in Kanazawa is described as hopeful,

tliough the year has brought about no great changes.

Rev. Harvey Brokaw speaking of the outlook says,

" The railroad has penetrated through tlie centre of our

field ; and we think we can note a greater spirit of liberal-

ity and willingness to be taught on that account. There
is a noticeable spirit of progress in the commercial life of

the region, which we trust will cause the whole work to

progress also." The west coast because of its situation has

not been so permeated as some other parts, though it is

now becoming more receptive to western and Christian

ideas. Buddhism however still retains a powerful grasp

on the people.

Tlie churches in Kanazawa have been strengthened by
the addition of substantial members from other localities,

as well as by the reception of an unusually large number
on profession of their faith. Attendance at the services has

greatly increased, and the teaching of the English Bible

has been richly blessed. Early in the year, a Y. M. C. A.
was organized among the churches with a membership of

seventy-three.

The region south reports "quite a number of inquirers

and two candidates for baptism, where formerly indifference

and even presecution prevailed."

Continuing our review by passing to the Province of

Ise in the south, we are confronted by the great Shinto

shrines at Yamada which make evangelistic effort in this

section extremely difficult
;
yet in the city of Tsu thirty

have been added to the Church. Mrs. A. M. Drennan
states that they have introduced tent work with success.

Large orderly audiences assembled for the meetings.

Continuing she says, " It seems to me that there is on

tlie part of the people of this province a readiness to hear

the gospel. I might say a growing desire to know what
the Bible teaches ; and on the part of the better classes

a more respectful treatment of Christians, and a greater

interest and more spirituality among the women with a
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desire to do something toward spreading a knowledge of

Christianity among others/^ The annual meeting of the

Christian woman of the province was fruitful of good

results.

Nagoya. The Rev. R. E. McAlpine and family removed from

Kobe to Nagoya in September. He has found the ex-

tensive Nagoya field too much for one man ; but this

difficulty will he obviated now that the Rev. C. K.
Cumming has returned from his furlough. '^ The church in

the city is in excellent condition from most points of view.

It has an efficient pastor, besides whom it employs a faith-

ful evangelist and a Bible woman. It contributes regular-

ly to the various causes of Synod ; and the attendance at

the services is good. The spiritual condition of the mem-
bers, considering the surroundings, is good ; though one

could wish for more earnestness among private Christians

in spreading the gospel."* Miss Elizabeth Moore, in addition

to her school work, has had encouraging meetings with
''^^^"- the children of the city. The Seto Church is making an

earnest effort toward self-support and plans are on foot

looking toward the building of a church edifice. In the

country work connected with Nagoya nineteen persons were
baptized during 1898.

okazaki. The Rev. and Mrs. S. P. Fulton have returned to their

work in Okazaki. They are encouraged in that difficult

field by the great zeal of the few Christians. The chief

obstacle to prograss in this part of the country is Buddhism,
which is here strong and aggressive. " The priests have
been making some desperate efforts to keep the missionaries

from gaining an influence over the people. Their opposi-

tion however has not taken the form of outward violent

opposition ; but it is none the less effective for being of a

more quiet nature. The work has a few bright phases,

and we are encouraged to go forward ; but there does not

seem to be any prospect for a very large growth in the

immediate future. The field is a difficult one ; and, judging

the future by the past, it will take nmch faith labor and

- Kev. E. E. McAlpine.
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prayer to move the people toward gospel truth. The
great need is workers, the opportunities for work are

abundant, but the laborers are indeed few. The great

hope lies in private individual work."*
Crossing a range of mountains into the southern part of

the Province of Shinshu, both encouragements and
discouragements are apparent. The Rev. Jas. H. Ballagh
visited the field in the early summer and baptized four

persons at Sakashita. While delinquent believers are many,
Mr. Ballagh's soul was refreshed to find so many warm-
hearted and sincere followers of Christ. There is a greater

readinessness to hear, and a growing conviction that Christ-

ianity is here to stay.

Crossing still another range of mountains to Nagano,
strong efforts have been made by the Buddhists to resist

the advance of the gospel. Christians are scorned and
hooted at; children who go to Sunday School are dis-

criminated against by their teachers and reviled by their

companions. Opposition led by the priests has been
carried even to violence

;
great lecture meetings addressed

by prominent priests from Tokyo have been held for the

purpose of assailing Christianity ; but the result is be-

neficial, as it leads people to inquire for themselves about
the hated religion."t Mrs. J. W. Schenck has found en-

couragement in teaching the English Bible ; and three

from her classes have united with the Church. Work
among the women in Nagano and the adjoining places

has prospered. During the year 1898 seven received

baptism in connection with the Nagano station. A pro-

minent Christian lawyer organized an English school in

this city last year. As both the organizer and the man in

charge are earnest Christians, the school is openly Christian

in principle. Of the eighty pupils enrolled some have
already professed Clirist.

In the vicinity of Ueda Miss ]\Iary Deyo with three

helpers has held twenty-four weekly meetings, reaching

* Rev. S. P. Fulton.

t Rev. Frank S. Scudder.
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Tokyo and
Yokohama.

Ueuo Pork.

about sixty women and four hundred children. In five

cases she has found a hungering for the truth. Three
boys who first heard the gospel in these meetings have
received baptism, and several others are ready. When it

seemed best to relinquish two of the helpers in March, the

Ueda Christians took up the work of seven meetings, and
have carried them on successfully. Miss Deyo emphasizes

the need of more missionaries in the interior to superin-

tend the work. Her view of the general situation she

expresses thus :
^' The interest in Christianity in this

vicinity is spreading and deepening. During the winter,

we had many calls from people who wanted to know about

Christianity ; and we had more opportunities to go to villages

to hold meetings than we could avail ourselves of"
At Omata in the Province of Yashu, nine persons

professed their faith in Christ and received baptism during

last year. AVith some outside assistance a small chapel

has been erected and a pastor has been settled. Miss Julia

N. Crosby has found work among the women and children,

and house to house visiting full of encouragement. The
interest in the gospel moves on quietly, but she believes

surely ; and she is hoping for a great blessing upon the

enlarged facilities in that locality.

The condition of mission effort in Yokohama and Tokyo
seems to have experienced no marked charge. The
evangelistic word is largely carried on as an adjunct to

the various schools.

Mrs. L. H. Pierson of the Womans Union Mission

describes the work under her care thus :
" In the evange-

listic work I have nine stations under my special care

;

four of them in the Japanese part of Yokohama where we
liold open door meetings every evening in the week,
excepting Tuesday and Friday. The distant stations I

visit twice in each year. This is the most delightful and
encouraging part of my work. Crowds assemble at our
meetings ; and during the past year more quiet earnestness

has prevailed than ever before."

Of the Ueno Park INIission, Tokyo, the Rev. Hugh
Waddell writes as follows :

" Mr. Shiuawara and I
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preach every Sabbath in the Park at four o'clock. We
always have a good audience ; ten times as large as we
could get in any church or preaching place." Within one
year fifteen persons have received baptism. Both in

Yokohama and Tokyo numerous mission Sunday Schools
are carried on under tlie care of various missionaries.

Dr. Alexander says of the general situation, " I have
been struck with the readiness of the people to listen to

the trutli, and witii the desire on the part of many to

inquire into the real meaning of Christianity." Of the
work superintended from Tokyo come various reports.

To the south and east are Kujukuri, Sakura, Chiba K"J"1^""

and Kisarazu. Kujukuri has a church edifice and
pleasant grounds, and the church and Sunday School
are growing in numbers and influence. At Kisarazu kisarazu.

the condition is described as fairly good ; while
at Sakura the present state is not one of promise. In
three of these places experienced Bible women under
the direction of Miss West are a great strength to the

cause. Omori has semi-monthly visits from tlieological omori.

students in the Meiji Gakuin. Mr. Kitano, the evangelist

stationed at Urawa, often visits Omiya where he holds

services for fifteen thousand railway employees, some of
whom are Christians.

The stations at Ashikaga, Tochigi and Utsunomiya,
owing to the severe redu(;tions in the funds of the mission,

have had to be abandoned.

The independent churches in the region of Sendai are sendai.

aggressive. The Nibancho Church in the city of Sendai
has a church building in the course of erection; and the

people in lizaka and Nagaoka show a commendable spirit

of generosity and self-reliance.

Two bands of Christians in Sukagawa and Yamagata ^^yafvagata"^
several years ago proclaimed themselves self-supporting

and independent. The German Keformed Mission
which has fostered this work rejoiced at what they
hoped was a wise step though they had some misgivings.
^' Unfortunately " to quote from the report of their

Evangelistic Committee, "our fears had more grounds
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than our hopes, as events proved ; for both little churches

came to grief, and we have learned that self-support is not

an unmixed blessing. When premature, or undertaken

from improper motives, self-support many turn out to be

the speediest method of ruining a work of fair promise.

Things being as they are in Japan, the financial and other

independence of the congregations is an ideal for pro-

gressive realization ratlier than for sudden attainment."

The Rev. and Mrs. H. K. Miller removed to Yamagata
in November, assuming the care of the work in the

Provinces of Yamagata and Akita. As yet there are no
railway communications to any point in this field

;

nor do the people seem to be particularly favorable to

Christianity.

The membership rolls of the Sendai Church have been

pruned ; and the names of those whose whereabouts are

unknown, or who have lost their faith have been dropped.

Since the number of names erased has been considerable,

the whole number of Christians reported may not have
increased, though the number of baptisms has been larger

than last year. The Rev. D. B. Schneder believes the

churches and kogisJio in tliis section to be growing spirit-

ually, and that the general spiritual condition has never

been so good as at present.

The Rev. E. R. Miller Avriting only last month speaks

cheerfully of an increase in attention given to Christianity

in the northern part of the empire. This new interest

does not seem to be confined to Morioka, Mr. Miller's own
town, but appears in Aomori and Ichinoseki, and no
doubt in many other places in this region. " On the
whole the work is more encouraging that at the beginning
of the year, or than it has been for several years past."*

For the first time, missionaries have been stationed in

Ichinoseki ; the Rev. and Mrs. H. Harris locating there

in October. The people in general are indifferent to religion,

and the work in this its initial stage has been of a real

pioneer sort. However it has been faithfully prosecuted

* Kev. E. R. Miller.
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and Normal
There have

AomOri. A Aomorl.

with the assistance of four Japanese helpers ; two men and

two women. There have been encouraging results botli

among adults and children.

In Morioka many of the officials have lately been

changed. The new head of the prison thougli not a

Christian is favorable to Christianity and permits a Sunday
service. The school children have a more respectful bear-

ing toward Christianity. Greater interest is taken in

the study of the Bible ; four classes are held during

the week, and a good number of Middle
School students attend preaching services,

been several baptisms in the Morioka field.

Faithful seed-sowing has been done at

knitting class of thirty girls receives instruction. Five
Sunday Schools, in wliicli three Christian young men give

assistance, liave an attendance of one hundred and seventy

children. Miss M. L. Winn gives instruction in

English to sixteen students, all of whom attend church

and study the Bible either in English or Japanese. The
new church building in course of erection, is a great joy

both to Miss Winn and to the Japanese Christians.

The northern island, known as the Hokkaido, is in the

formative period characteristic of recent colonization.

People are scrambling for wealth but indifferent to religion.

" Side by side with this general indifference, there is great

activity on the part of the Buddhist priests; and temples are

rapidly being built, so that the ties may be renewed which
bound the colonists to Buddhism before they left the main
land. A free and independent society gradually forming,

not unprejudiced perhaps but as yet unfettered ; dis-

tinctively Christian communities in various places ; men
less controlled by their superiors in farming colonies and
military life than is elsewhere the case, and unquestion-

ably freer from family and temple obligations ; access to

these limited only by the number of evangelists and
the proportion of our faith ; all these things invite us to

effort. Every new immigrant, every new mine, every

new farm, every new fishery, every new railroad, presents

a new missionary problem. There are communities of

Hokkaido.
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farmers assembled as tenants under large land owners, and
of as many sects as flieir different native provinces.

There are large soldier settlements— one of them fifteen

miles in extent—where the colonists live by farming and
are reserves in time of war. There are companies of

fishermen brought over from the main island, and employed
for the season during the herring and salmon runs.

There are mining towns, and gangs of laborers working
summer and winter grading the new railroads. In the

midst of all this new life, villages become towns and towns
cities."* One can easily understand why the Eev. Geo.

P. Pierson says, ^' It is tlie newest kind of a home mission

field. You can fairly see evolution evolve." Progress

has been made in self-support. There are three self-

supporting churches on this island. Growth in grace is

evident. The signs of the times point to an era of revival.

Miss Clara Pose writes from Otaru, the enterprising

commercial seaport on the northern coast of the island.

She speaks of the church as " having a quiet, steady and
substantial growth. A number of men and women have
been added to its membership. Its services are well

attended, and there seems to be a growing love for all its

institutions."

Some facts come out with strong emphasis in the reports.

Nearly every contributor who has mentioned any weakness
among the Japanese Christians, has spoken of the lack of

Sabbath observance. It would appear that this is the

rveak 2)oi7it of the Church.
Another weakness brought out very plainly is the failure

of the Christians as a body to bear testimony to the truth

and to labor for the salvation of their fellow-men. One
can not but be convinced that the secret is in the sad and
appalling lack of Bible knowledge. There is a great

dearth of vital contact with the great life giving doctrines

of the AVord. Many seem hardly to know that there is

an Old Testament. This indifference to the strong meat
of the Word often extends even to the pulpit, where but

* Eev. Geo. P. Pierson.
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a few verses of Scripture are read, and a large part of

the lioiir is occupied with tlie preacher's own reasonings

and speculations. Failure to study God^s word, Sabbath
desecration, mercenary zeal, indifference to the salvation

of others, satisfaction with baptism received with no ap-

l)arent desire for spiritual developement, are obstacles to

cliurch life and growth which echo and reecho through
the reports.

One member of the Council has suggested, in the folloAv-

ing language, what seems to me to indicate the proper

medicine for these ailments as I have been able to diagnose

them in the information received. " To my mind, church
life is impossible without the daily Christian walk with
God ; and that many of our Christians do not understand.

I sometimes think we would do well to adopt the Epis-

copal plan of having an interval for instruction between
baptism and confirmation. There certainly should be

some system of regular instruction after as well as before

baptism. If more strict attention were paid to this, I
think we should see more life in the Church."
As you have observed, the reports from the field indicate Needs.

a brighter outlook for the future. The tide is now turning

towards Christianity in many quarters. Especially is the

Hokkaido in a plastic condition ready to be moulded.
Shall it be moulded by the follow^er of Buddha or by the

missionary of the cross ? Doors are flung wide open.

Buddhist priests are entering. Shall we allow them to

close the way against the messengers of Christ?

Not only in the Hakkaido but in other parts of the

empire among the millions dwelling in towns and villages

away from the great centers of population, large numbers
restless and dissatisfied with the old religions are ready to

listen to the teaching of the true God and Almighty
Father who alone is worthy of our worship. Evangelistic

missionaries Avorking to the limit of their strength have
opportunities that are left untouched.

Mixed residence has now thrown all of these towns and
hamlets open to foreign evangelistic effort. In the whole
empire perhaps thirty millions are yet unevangelized.
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The orthodoxy of the church is no longer questioned.

Railroads have penetrated the interior greatly simplifying

evangelistic work. An abundant supply of Christian

literature in the vernacular is waiting for consecrated

hands to being it into contact Math the needy millions.

There is yet work sufficient to satisfy the most enthusiatic

servant of God. Money and laborers are needed to use

these means of evangelization in a way commensurate with

the present almost unparalleled opportunity. It is a time

to go up and possess the land.

SUPPLEMENT.

BIBLE SCHOOL AT SAGA.

The Rev. Albert Oltmans describes the year's session as

follows :

—

" According to promise, I send you a brief account of
our recent Bible School. The program prepared for last

year's study, which my sudden illness prevented from
being carried out, was made the program for this year.

The lessons were all from Luke's Gospel. We had to

abbreviate however, because only eight days could be
allowed ; whereas last year we had made preparation for

two weeks' study. The entire number in attendance was
sixteen. Several others were prevented from coming by
reason of their own illness or that of their families. The
entire number of our evangelists in Kyushu has also been
considerably reduced during the last two years. The
number of those absent from the school was six.

We had as usual a full hour each morning for spiritual

preparation. These prayer meetings were conducted by
the men in turn. Every other evening we devoted to a

conference at which short addresses were delivered by two
or three of the evangelists.
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The hours for study were from 9.30 till 11.30 a.m. and
from 1.30 until 4 p.m. These meetings were all conduct-

ed by myself. At each meeting a full outline of the

lesson was given, after which the topic was taken up for

study. We were liardly ever able to study the topic from
beginning to end ; but the outline being given entire, it

was possible for the men to study the topics more in detail

after tliey returned home. This was their own suggestion;

and I trust that some at least of them will carry it out.

From the beginning to the end the interest never flagged

;

all the men attending very faithfully, though one or two
through illness lost some of the lessons. The final con-

secration meeting brought out what had particularly im-
pressed the men during these days of study. Tlicir several

testimonies were very interesting.

I will close with a few personal impressions. It has

always seemed to me that a few days of such gathering

and Bible study can be made of great value to the men.
Most of them have pretty much uphill work in their

fields away from those who can sympathize with them in

their aims and efforts. At the Bible School, they meet
each other, talk over together the experiences in their

work and are of mutual help one to another.

The study of a definite portion of the Bible systematic-

ally from day to day is to most if not to all of them a new
experience ; and by their experience in the school they

learn how to do this by themselves after they get back to

their fields.

To know what the Bible is and to know how to use

the Bible in their work, are the two things that our men
need more to know than anything else. Most of them
have had but very inadequate preparation before entering

upon their work. It As^as tlie best that we could give

at the time; but it Avas inadequate nevertheless. And
especially so, I venture to say, in outline study of the

Bible. The same complaint that is made on this

point with reference to our theological seminaries at

home, applies in this country ; and perhaps with even

greater force. I wish our Council could do something
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practical to meet this great need. Another impression I

received was the soundness of most of our men regarding

the great doctrines of the Bible, and the force with which
they are able to express their thoughts. This gives great

encouragement and hope for work of the kind that our

Bible School imderlakes. It is not by any means a hope-

less or a thankless task. I should say that every missionary

who can get a dozen or more men together should hold an

annual Bible conference with them lasting a week or more."

STREET PREACHING.

The Rev. AValter McS. Buchanan reports as follows

regarding street preaching at Takamatsu :

—

''During the fine fall weather we set apart three days in

each week for street preaching. The Japanese evangelist was
at first opposed to tliis method of work ; and it is easy to

imagine the many reasons tliat might be produced against it;

but we determined to try as far as possible to being the glori-

ous gospel to the ears of all in the towns and villages of the

province. So we persuaded liim to make the attempt with

us ; and I am thankful to say that he soon grew fond of it.

Our plan was to stop at any place that seemed suitable and
large enough for a crowd to gather ; sometimes at street

corners, sometimes just in front of a shop after asking

permission of the shopkeeper ; and soon a crowd would
gather, the audiences varying from twenty to seventy-

five. In nearly every case they were attentive and
respectful. AVe distributed copies of the gospels and a

small tract written for tlie purpose by our Japanese evan-

gelist. In this way during the month some sixteen or

seventeen hundred persons heard the gospel ; most of them
probably for tlie first time. To most of them a copy of
one of the gospels or a tract was given. On the back of the

tract were printed our own address and also that of the

evangelist, together with an invitation to any one interested

to call on us ; or to send us word, in Avhich case we should

be glad to go and hold a meeting in his home with his

kindred and friends."
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INQUIRY MEETINGS.

The Rev. A. Oltmans writes thus :

—

" A somewhat new feature of tlie work has been consid-

erably developed in this field during the year. That
of frequently holding conversation or inquiry meetings.

The purpose of these meetings is to draw closer to the

people than can be done at the ordinary preaching services.

As a rule, personal invitations to attend these meetings are

sent out; and many who would hesitate to come to a preach-

ing service on the public street come readily to these some-
what private meetings of inquiry. Another advantage
afforded by these meetings is the opportunity to draw out

the thoughts of the people on the subject of religion, and
thus to learn better how to approach them to the

greatest advantage. Apparently much good has already

resulted from this kind of work ; and we hope to pursue
it with more earnestness in the future."

PERSONAL W^OKK.

The Rev. F. S. Curtis thus describes this method of

work as pursued at Yamaguchi :

—

" Since the beginning ofthe calendar year, we missionaries

have become more and more impressed with the need of

special personal efforts to save souls ; especially of doing

more to gather in neighbors, friends, scholars, working
people any and all who have heard the gospel from us in

days gone by, but who have not yet come out fully on the

Lord's side in faith and life. We keep a prayer and visit-

ing list of these people and also a record t)f conversations,

meetings, etc. ; noting particularly their spiritual con-

dition, difficulties, etc. ; and it is our purpose to follow

up all in as systematic a way as possible. The present

danger seems to be such an expansion of opportunities

that full attention can not be given to all. We are doing

what we can for various classes and groups of people.

For instance. Impressed with our responsibility for

the souls of the carpenters and other workmen occasion-
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ally employed by ns and for our servants, we started

a meeting in our own liouses at the beginning of the year

and have kept it up weekly. Mr. Ayres and I

alternate In teacliing tlie class. We have dwelt upon the

fundamental truths of Christianity in as practical and

simple a way as possible, at the same time soliciting

questions. Another very j^ersonaZ method referred to by
Mr. Oltmans is silent iwayer at the moment of talking to

persons about Christ.

BIBLE READINGS.

Miss Mary M. Palmer of the same station reports her

method thus :

—

reSin^
^^ ^ make out these readings every month on some special

subject ; and send to all the outstations a copy for each

one of the woman who attend the meetings. I recommend
that this subject be made the subject for their monthly

meeting, or for one meeting in the month where they have

more than one. Whenever I go, that suggestion is carried

out ; whether it Is or not when I do not go I can not say

;

but I am convinced tliat the plan is doing enough good in

some places to be kept up regularly. If any one else

should undertake the method, I advise that care be taken

to have the readings written by some one who is willing

to sacrifice learning for the sake of the ignorant women in

most of the churclies and preaching plan. My first

attempt came near to making the whole plan a failure

because of the high style and unfamiliar Chinese characters

used. Some of the evangelists Avere kind enough to point

out the mistake and to advise me to make the readings more
simple. Now we prepare them in simple Japanese as free

from Chinese as possible.'^

TRANSFER OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP.

The Rev. H. B. Price tells thus of his effort in Kobe.
Transferring " The ouly ucw uicthod that I havc used has been that
church mem- n -t' • i i i 11

bership. Qf sendnig out prmted return postal cards to every church
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and preaching place connected with the Chnrch of Christ

in Japan asking that the name of any Christian or inquirer

known to be in Kobe be sent to me or the pastor of our

Kobe church. A large number of cards were answered
giving me the names of a number of Christians and others

who are living here. These were looked up as best we
could, and some good was accomplished. I had my
inquiries printed on one card, and my name and address

printed on the other. I think there were about 140 places

to which cards were sent. I would strongly urge that

this be tried from time to time in all the great centres. It

is one effective way of finding out the wandering sheep, and
of stimulating ministers, elders and others to more care in

following up church members and inquirers. The seeming

lack of proper pastoral care over Christians who move
from place to place is one cause, I fear, of the large

annual number of expulsions from the Church. They
are lost by the way, and yet can often be redeemed if

looked after in time. One thing seriously to be regretted

is the desire on the part of churches to keep on their rolls

the names of well to do absent members, for the sake of

their contributions. This is a great injury to the absent

members themselves, and also to the small churches or

preaching places where they statedly worship. Their

spiritual life and activity are injured, and the fact that

they do not subscribe to the church which they attend

has a bad effect on the other Christians.
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III.

MEETING OF THE SYNOD
BY THE

Rev. J. B. Hail.

The Synod of the Church of Christ in Japan met at the

Shiba Church, in the City of Tokyo, on July 4th, at

nine o'clock, a.m. The opening sermon was preached

by the retiring Moderator, the Rev. K. Ibuka, from the

text. Believe also in me. John, 14.1. The theme was belief

in the living Christ. Faith in Christ is not merely be-

lieving what he says ; or believing something concerning

him ; or believing in the results of our reasoning regarding

him; but believing in him. It is faith in the living

Saviour.

Mr. Ibuka was reelected Moderator. The Committee
on Program reported ; business sessions were fixed from
nine to twelve a.m., and from two to five p.m. Evening
meetings were also provided for.

The committee appointed to prepare forms for burial,

and marriage services presented its report. The work was
referred to a committee for review, and the Synod directed

that it be published for more careful consideration.

The committee on rivising the hymn-book reported

progress. Several meetings had been held and the com-
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mittee was doing its best, but the work took time. There
was also a lack of funds for prosecuting it.

The committee appointed to unite the First and the

Second Presbytery of Tokyo reported that its duty had
been performed.

The report of the Board of Home Missions showed that,

in addition to the care of the work at the places sustained

by the Board, the evangelists under its direction had
visited thirty-three churches and forty-two kogisho (un-

organized companies of believers). Eighty-six churches

and kogisho had contributed to the Board ; and the con-

tributions from all sources were in excess of those of last

year. The Board asked for yen 3700 for the work of the

coming year. The report of the missionary to Tainan
was also read, and the account given was very encourag-

The Committee on Statistics reported 69 churches, a loss

of 2 ; 110 kogishoy a loss of 8 ; other preaching places 187.

The church members number 10609, a loss of 529; though
on the face of the returns, a gain of 522. Baptisms, men
353 ; women, 297 ; children, 130. The contributions for

all purposes amounted to yen 22860 ; an average per

member of yen 2.15. The highest average per member
was found in the Naniwa Presbytery, yen 2,31 ; the lowest,

in the Miyagi, yen 1.49. Tlie number of ministers in the

Synod is 112; of evangelists. 111; of elders, 258; of

deacons, 118 ; of Sunday School scholars, 5304. There
are two churches with over 600 members ; two with

between 500 and 600 ; three with more than 300 but less

than 500 ; twenty with more than 1 00 but less than 300.

One kogisho has over 100 members. Twenty-eight

churches and twenty kogisho have over 50 and less than

100 members. Two churches and one kogisho each

contributed more than yen 1000 ; five, more than 500

;

and forty, more than 100.

A plan of church sustentation was reported to the

Synod, but was referred back to the committee, and the

committee was directed to report to the next Synod. A
project for aiding candidates for the ministry to secure an
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education was placed in the hands ofthe Board of Home
Missions. A plan was also presented for aiding ministers

no longer able to serve the church on account of age or

sickness. The main feature of the plan is to secure a fund
of 2/e?i 10000 for a permanent endowment; to place the

same on deposit, and at the end of five years to use the

interest for the relief of the aged or disabled ministers.

This also was referred to a committee.

An appeal from the Wada church against the action of
the Tokyo Presbytery in disbanding the church and
dividing it into three kogisho was heard. The action of the
Presbytery in disbanding the church was sustained ; but
the Presbytery was advised to form the members into one
instead of three kogisho.

Mr. Hara Taniaki addressed the Synod, giving an
account of his work and presenting the claims of the

Kangohu Kaiyo; and the Rev. M. Honda spoke in behalf
of the Domei Swai (Evangelical Alliance in Japan.)

There were no questions of especial interest before the

Synod, but the sessions were pleasant and the spirit of the

body excellent. The next meeting will be held in

November 1900, in Tokyo.
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IV.

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL.

EAST JAPAN MISSION OF THE

CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (

presbyterian

northern).

Alexander, Rev. T.T., D.D.



Garduer, Miss Sarah*

McCauley, Mrs. J.K.*
Milliken, Miss Elizabeth P.

Kose, Miss C.H
Smith, Miss S.C

AYest, Miss A.B
Youngman, Miss K.M.

Tokyo.

Otaru.

Sapporo.

Tokyo.

AVEST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (NORTHERN).

Ayres, Rev. J.B
Ayres, Mrs. J.B
Brokaw, Rev. H.* ... .

Brokaw, Mrs. H.* ... .

Bryan, Rev. A.Y
Bryan, Mrs. A.V
Curtis, Rev. F.S
Curtis, Mrs. F.S
Doughty, Rev. J.W
Doughty, Mrs. J.W
Dunlop, Rev. J.G.* ... .

Dunlop, Mrs. J.G
Fulton, Rev. G.W
Fulton, Mrs. G.W
Haworth. Rev. B.C
Haworth, Mrs. B.C
Jones, Rev. W.Y.* ... .

Jones, Mrs. W.Y.* ... .

Porter, Rev. J.B
Porter, Mrs. J.B
Winn, Rev. T.C.* ... .

Winn, Mrs. T.C

Bigelow, MissG.S.* ... .

Garvin, Miss A.E
Glenn, Miss Grace Curtis*.

Kelly, Miss M.E

Yamaguchi.

jy

Kanazawa.
••

, ,
?>

,

.. (in U.S.) Hiroshima.

"•)}}} )) ^

Yamaguchi.

Hiroshima.

77

Kanazawa.

77

Fukui.

77

Osaka.

77

Fukui.

77

Kyoto.

77

Osaka.

, Yamaguchi.
, Osaka.

Kanazawa.
,

Kyoto.
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Luther, Miss Ida R.*.

Palmer, Miss M. M.
Porter, Miss F.E.
Settlemeyer, Miss E.*

Shaw, Miss Kate.* .

Osaka.
Yamaguclii.

Kanazawa.
Yamaguchi.
Kanazawa.

NOETH JAPAN MISSION OF THE KEFORMED

(dutch) CHURCH IN AMERICA.

Ballagh, Rev. J.H.*



Pieters, Mrs. Albertus

Stout, Rev. Henry, D.D. .

Stout, Mrs. Henry

Couch, Miss Sara M
Lansing, Miss Harriet M.*
Stryker, Miss A.K.* ... .

(in U.S.)

Nagasaki.

MISSION OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

Davidson, Rev. Robert Y.*
Davidson, Mrs. Robert Y.'^

Waddell, Rev. Hugh
Waddell, Mrs. Hugh

Tokyo.

MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

IN THE U. S. (southern).

Buchanan, Rev. W.(J.



Price, Mrs. H.B.* ...

Dowel, Miss Annie* ...

Evans, Miss Sala* ...

Houston, Miss Ella ...

Moore, Miss Elizabeth*

Patton, Miss Florence

Sterlintr, Miss Charlotte E
Wimbish, Miss Elizabeth'

... Kobe.

Kochi.

„
(in U.S.) Nagoya.

Tokushima.
(in U.S.) Kochi.

Nagoya.

MISSION OF THE REFORMED (gERMAn)

CHURCH IN THR U. S.

Gerhard, Mr. Paul L



Hudson, Rev. G.G. ..

Hudson, Mrs. G.G. ..,

Van Home, Kev. G.W
A^an Home, Mrs. G.W

Alexander, Miss S.

Drennan, Mrs. A.M. ..

Freeland, Miss Jennie

Gardner, Miss Ella ..

Leaxitt, Miss Julia ..,

Lyons, Miss N. A.

Morgan, Miss Agnes E

Osaka.

(in U.S.)

Takatsuki.

Tsu, Ise.

Osaka.

Osaka.

Tanabe.

Tsu, Ise.

Wakayama.

WOMANS UNION MISSIONARY

Crosby, Miss Julia N.
Dorsey, Miss
Pierson, Mrs. L.H. .

Pratt, Miss S.A

Omata.
Yokohama.
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APPENDIX.

The Notification* regarding the propagation of religion,

which indirectly gives to Christianity legal recognition in

Japan, is of such importance that it is here given a place in

the Annual Report of the Council. Of no less importance

is the Imperial Ordinance* concerning private schools. It

will be observed that the Article regarding religion approved

by the High Council of Education is omitted from the Or-

dinance; but that it has been issued, with certain changes, in

the form of an Instruction by the Minister of State for Edu-

cation. Until withdrawn it has the force of law. In view

of this Instruction, a meeting of the representatives of six

Christian Schools was held in Tokyo on August 16th.

The action taken by that meeting appears below, and also

the resolution adopted on the following day by the Board of

Directors of the Meiji Gakuin.

I.

PROPAGATION OF RELIGION.

NOTIFICATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME
AFFAIRS.

Art. I. Persons who propose to engage in religious

propagandism are required to furnish to the chief official

* Translation by the Japan Mall.
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of tlie district in which they have their domicile, or in

which if not domiciled they reside, the particulars

indicated below together with their personal record

(t'irekisho).

1

.

The name of their creed.

2. The method of propagandism.

Persons engaged in religious propagandism prior to the

operation of this Notification, must comply witli the pro-

visions of the preceding Article within two months from

the date of operation.

II. Persons who propose to erect a house for religious

uses, a church, a lecture-hall or a preaching-place, must

apply for the permission of the chief official of the district

in which they reside, accompanying this application with

the following details :

—

1. The reasons why such edifices are required.

2. The time when the building will be completed.

3. The designation of the building, its locality, the

area of the site and all important details relating to build-

ing, together with a map.

4. The name of the creed.

5. The proposed method of management and main-

tenance.

6. If it is proposed to place there a local propagandist

{tanto fiihyo-sha), his qualification and the method of

selecting him.

If the house, church, lecture-hall or preaching-place is

not built within the time referred to in the second of the

above clauses, the permission obtained shall cease to be

valid.

In the case of a house, church, lecture-hall, or preaching-

place used in connexion with religion prior to the opera-

tion of this Notification, the founder, or in the event of

there being no founder or of some other obstacle, the

manager shall, within two months from the date of the

operation of this Notification, convey to tlie chief official

of the district tlie information specified in the first of the
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above clauses, and sliall be considered to have received

permission from the time of conveying such information.

III. The founder mentioned in the preceding Article,

or, in the event of there being no founder or of

some other obstacle, the manager shall forward to the

cliief official of the district the personal record of the

manager and of the local propagandist; and the same

course must be pursued should there be any change of

manager or of local propagandist.

IV. In the event of any change occurring in the facts

enumerated in Art. I., the person engaged in religious

propagandism must report the change to the chief official

of the district within two weeks.

y. Should it be desired to make any change in the

points enumerated in Art. II., the founder, or in the

event of there being no founder or of some other obstacle,

the manager must apply again for the permission of the

chief local official, accompanying his application with a

statement of reasons. In case he has changed his residence,

the permission must be sought from the chief official of the

district to which he has moved.

When a house used for religious purposes, or a lecture-

hall or a preaching-place is abolished, or its site changed,

the fact must be reported within two weeks to the chief

official of the district.

VI. Propagandist^ of Shinto or Buddhism, and all

matters relating to the erection, transfer or abolition of

their temples and of Buddhist preaching-places, shall be

regulated by the rules hitherto in force.

II.

PRIVATE SCHOOL REGULATIONS.

IMPERIAT.. ORDINANCE, NO. 359.

Art. I. Private schools are subject to the supervision

of chief local offices, except in cases specially provided for.
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II. Any person proposing to establish a private school

must obtain permission from the supervisory office.

In the event of the abolition of a private school, or a

change of founder, the fact must be reported to the

supervisory office.

III. A private school must have a duly determined

Principal, or a person authorized to represent the school

and manage its affiiirs ; and his appointment must be
sanctioned by the supervisory office.

All provisions of this Ordinance that relate to Principals

of schools are correspondingly applicable to persons who
represent schools and manage their affiiirs.

IY. Persons coming under any of the following cases

shall not be eligible for the post of Principal or teacher at

a private school :

—

1. A person who has committed a major offence. Pro-
vided that tliis restriction does not apply to political

offenders whose civil rights have been restored.

2. A person who has committed a minor offence in-

volving the punishment of hard labour.

3. A person who has been pronounced insolvent and
has not recovered civil rights, or a person who has been
declared bankrupt and has not yet discharged his debts.

4. A person who has been deprived of his official

position as a disciplinary measure, unless two years have
elapsed since the deprivation, or unless he has been
pardoned.

5. A person who has been deprived of his teachers

certificate, unless two years have elapsed since the

deprivation.

6. A person who is regarded as a disreputable char-

acter.

V. A private-school teacher, unless he is in posses-

sion of a teachers certificate of suitable grade, shall

furnish testimonials of his erudition as well as of his

acquaintance with the Japanese language ; and shall obtain
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the approval of the chief local official in tlie case of an

Pvlenientary Scliool, a Deaf-and-dumb school, or a school of

the same class as an Elementary School ; and of the Minister

of State for Education in the case ofother schools. Provided

that a knowledge of the Japanese language need not be cer-

tified in the case of a teaclier employed to give instruction

in foreign languages, or in some special technical subject, as

well as in the case of a teacher at a school established for

the purpose of obtaining foreign pupils.

VI. Should the testimonials mentioned in the preced-

ino; Article be deemed insufficient, the supervisory office

shall, in compliance with the desire of the candidate,

subject him to examination.

YII. Should it be considered that a private school

Principal or teacher has become unsuitable, the supervisory

office may cancel the permission granted to him.

Ylir. A private school, unless it is qualified to serve

as a substitute for a public school, shall not have the

right to admit a child of school-going age which has not

discharged its educational obligations. Provided that this

restriction shall not apply to (;hildren which have received

the sanction of the Head-man of a city, town, or rural

district, in accordance with the provisions of Articles 21.

and 22. of the Elementary School Regulations.*

* Art. XXI. When, either on account of poverty or ill-health or

for some other unavoidable reason, children of school age are unable to

attend school, their guardians sliall apply to the Mayor of the city,

town or village for postponement or exemption. If the Mayor, on
account of the statements made or in cases where no statements are

made, deem it necessary, he may make inquiries of the children or

their guardians. "When the Mayor, in accordance with Arts. I. or II.

of the Regulations, shall grant postponement or exemption, the officer

in charge shall add his approval.

Art. XXII. Guardians of children of school age shall send the
same to the Sho Gokko established by the city, town, or Tillage ; or to

a private >S7io Gahko whicli is recognized as a substitute. In case they
wish to teach them the Jinjo Sho Gakko course at home or in some
other place, they shall obtain permission from the Mayor.
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IX. Should it be considered that the method of

establishment or of instruction, or any other feature of

a private school, is injurious from an educational point of

view, the supervisory office may order a change to be

made.

X. In any of the following cases, the supervisory

office may order the closing of a private school.

1. If there has been an infringement of the law.

2. It there is reason to apprehend disturbance of public

peace or good order, or detriment to public morality.

3. If tlie fixed course of instruction has been suspended

for six months or more.

4. If there -has been a violation of an order issued by

the supervisory office under the provisions of Art. IX.

XI. If a supervisory office considers that an institu-

tion is discharging the educational functions of a school, it

shall intimate the fact to the persons concerned, and require

compliance with the provisions of this Ordinance.

XII. Against a decision rendered according to Art.

X. an appeal may be made to a court of Jaw.

XIII. Any person who, after receipt of the in-

timation mentioned in Art. XI., fails take the steps

prescribed in the first clause of Art. II., or any person

who violates the provisions of the second clause of Art.

II., or any person who, after receiving the order of closure

provided in Art. X., continues to carry on a private school,

shall be punished with a fine of from 5 yen to 100 yen.

XIV. Any person who acts as Principal or teacher

in a private school without obtaining the permission

provided in Art. III. and in Art. V., or any person who
continues to act as Principal or teacher of a private school

after having had his permission cancelled according to the

the provisions of Art. YIL, shall be punished with a fine

not exceeding 30 yen. Any person who wittingly employs

such a Principal or teacher shall be liable to similar

punishment.
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XV. Any person wlio violates the provisions ofArt.

VIII. shall be punished with a fine not exceeding 20 yen,

XVI. The provisions of this Ordinance shall apply

correspondingly to private kindergartens.

XVII. The Minister of State for Education shall

issue such regulations as may be nec(\-sary for putting this

Ordinance into operation.

SUPPLEMENTARY.

XVIII. The Ordinance shall go into force from the

4th day of the 8th month of the 32nd year of 3Teiji

(August 4th, 1899.)

XIX. In the case of already established private

schools which have not obtained permission for their

establislmient, permission as provided in this Ordinance
must be obtained within 3 months from the date of the

Ordinance's operation.

XX. Any person who is occupying the position of a
Principal or teacher in a private school at the time of

the operation of this Ordinance, and who desires to con-

tinue in that position in the same school, shall, unless he
is in possession of a teacher's certificate of suitable grade,

make application to the supervisory office within the

space of three months from the date of operation of this

Ordinance, and shall receive the permission referred to in

Art. Ill or Art. V.
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DETAILED REGULATIONS RELATING TO
THE PRIVATE SCHOOL ORDINANCE.

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT ORDINANCE.

Art. I. Any one who, in accordance with Art. II. of

the Private School Regulations, desires to obtain per-

mission for establishing a private school, must forward to

the supervisory office an application containing the under-

mentioned particulars, and accompanied by a plan of the

site, the school buildings and the boarding house :

—

1. The object of the school.

2. The name.

3. The grade.

4. The rules.

5. The financial scheme and the method ofmaintenance.

Provided that any changes made in the particulars of

the above clauses from L to 3. inclusive, or in the site,

school building or boarding house, must be reported to

the supervisory office; and for any change in clause 4. tlie

permission of the supervisory office must be obtained.

II. The following points must be included in the school

regulations :

—

1. The period of study, the age of admittance, the

limits of study, and the arrangements as to holidays.

2. The curriculum and the hours of study.

3. Arrangements with regard to examinations.

4. Arrangements with regard to entering and leaving

the school.

5. Arrangements with regard to tuition fees and

entrance fees.

6. Arrangements with regard to rewards and punish-

ments.

7. Arrangements with regard to boarding houses.

8. Arrangements with regard to the duties of officers.

III. Any one who, in accordance with the 1st clause

of Art. III. of the Private School Ordinance, or the
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1st clause of Art. V. of the same, desires to obtain

])ermission to become the Principal of a private school, or

the representative of a school, or a teacher, must send to

the supervisory office an application accompanied by the

applicant's record.

IV. With regard to the examination mentioned in

Art. VI. of the Private School Ordinance, it shall be

conducted, in the case of an Elementary School, a Deaf-

mute and Blind School, or a school of an elementary kind,

by the examiners of teachers for Elementary Schools, and
in other cases by the examiners for teachers for Normal
Schools, Middle Schools, or High Schools, or by a committee

specially nominated by the Minister of State for Education.

V. Private schools w;th regard to which special

provisions exist according to their kind, shall be respect-

ively governed thereby.

SUPPLEMENTARY.

VI. Notification No. 15 of the 14th year of 3Ieiji

(1881), issued by the Department of State for Education,

shall be rescinded from the date of this Ordinance's

operation.

EDUCATIONAL-DEPARTMENTAL
INSTRUCTION.

It being essential from the point of view of educational

administration, that general education should be independ-

ent of religion, religious instruction must not be given, or

religious ceremonies performed, at Government Schools,

Public Schools, or schools whose curricula are regulated

by provisions of law, even outside the regular course of

instruction.

(Signed) Count Kabayama,

Minister of State for Education.

(Dated) 3rd August, 1899.
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III.

ACTION OF THE CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS.

The representatives of six Christian schools—Aoyama
Gakuin, Azabu Ei-wa Gakko, Doshisha, Rikkyo Chu
Gakko, Meiji Gakuin, Nagoya Ei-wa Gakko—met in

conference on August 16th in Tokyo to consider what
course to pursue in view of the recent Instruction of the

Educational Department excluding entirely all religion

from private schools receiving any recognition of the De-
partment. They decided to submit to the representatives

and officers of the various Christian schools affected by these

regulations the following statement of opinion for their

consideration :

—

The Constitution of the Empire grants religious liberty
;

the Instruction of the Educational Department definitely

and more completely than ever forbids all teaching of

religion, as well as religious exercises, to all schools having

government recognition. We feel that this position of the

Educational Department is contrary to the spirit of the

Constitution of the Empire, in practically restricting the

liberty of parents in deciding upon the education of their

children. We do not here raise any objections to the Educa-
tional Department making such restrictions for public

schools supported by public funds ; but we feel that to

put these same limitations upon pi'ivate schools supported

by private funds works great injustice. We feel even

more strongly that these regulations make it impossible for

Christian schools to secure the recognition of the govern-

ment and its accompanying privileges. We are of the

conviction that for any Christian school founded on
Christian principles, supported in any measure by the

gifts and prayers of Christian people, to exclude in any
degree Christianity from its ruling principles or from its

school life would be disloyalty to our common Lord, and
to the Churches aiding such schools. We call upon all

officers and teachers of Christian schools to take a firm and
decided stand upon this matter, not yielding any Christian
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principle for the sake of securing or maintaining govern-
ment privileges.

David S. Spencee,

Secretary.

IV.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OF THE MEIJI GAKUIN.

In as much as the Department of Education has issued

an Instruction forbidding all teaching of religion and the

])erformance of all religious services in all the Chu Gakko
(Middle Schools) throughout the Empire^ even including

those which are supported by private funds, the Meiji

Gakuin having been from its foundation a Christian in-

stitution is constrained to relinquish the privileges of a

Chu Gakko.
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I.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE COUNCIL.

1. OPENING AND SESSIONS OF THE COUNCIL.

The CouQcil of Missions Cooperating with the Ciiurch

of Christ in Japan assembled in the Union Church, Karui-

zawa, at 10 a.m., July 19th, 1900. The President, the

Rev. J. B. Hail, D.D., preached from the text. Brethren^ I

count not myselfyet to have appreliended : but one thing I doj

forgetting the things ichich are behind, and stretching for-

ward to the things ivhich are before, Ipress on toward the

goal unto the prize of the high calling of God in Christ

Jesus. Phil. 3 : 12,

The business meetings eacli morning were preceded by

meetings for prayer conducted by members or correspond-

ing members of the Council. Besides the Sunday services

in English and Japanese, two popular meetings were held ;

one at 8 p.m. on Friday, the 20th ; and the other at the

same hour on Monday, the 23rd. The former meeting



was addressed by the Rev. T. M. MacNair, the Rev. H. V.

S. Peeke and the Rev. Dr. D. Z. Sheffield, President of

Tungchow College ; the subject being the Ecumenical Con-

ference held in New York City in April of this, year, at

which all of the speakers had been present. The meeting

on Monday was addressed by Dr. Sheffield on The Trans-

formation of China.

An invitation was extended to all missionaries in

Karuizawa to attend the sessions of the Council ; and Dr.

Sheffield, the Rev. F. Cromer, and the Rev. H. Loomis of

the Bible Societies Committee, were invited to sit as cor-

responding members.

The Rev. T. M. MacNair presented to the Council for

the use of its Presidents, a gavel used by him in presiding

over one of the sectional meetings of the Ecumenical Con-

ference of Missions held in New York.

The Council continued in session from July 19th to

July 23rd.

2. REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.

Publications Tlic following rcDort of the Publications Committee*
Committee '^ '

was read and adopted.

Publications Tlic twcnty-sccond Annual Report of the Council
was printed and distributed in the usual manner. A
catechism based upon the Confession of Faith of the

Church of Christ in Japan, by Dr. Thompson ; and also

the following tracts by different members of the Council
have been published : A Call to the Ministry, by Mr.
Pieters ; How to Bring Men to Christ, by Dr. J. B. Hail

;

For One Reading the Gospel, by Mr. Pierson ; Faith

* Messrs. Iinbrie, E. E. Miller, Wyckoff, Price, Landis, Snyder
and Haworth.



Establishes the Law, It is finished, Eternal Life, by Mr.
Davidson ; Kirisuto no Kyo, by Mr. Hudson ; Kyoihiikai

ni Okerit Shiikyo no Jiyu (a tract on education), Yusha no

Shukyo (a tract for soldiers), by Mr. Noss. Light in

Darkness (a semi-monthly) by Mr. Jones ; Yorokohi no

Otozure (a monthly) and Cliiisaki Otozure (a semi-monthly),

by Mrs. E. Kothcsay Miller; and Nagusamcno Kotoha, by
Mr. Hoy, liave been issued as usual. Dr. Imbrie has

written regularly for the Fukuin Shimpo and from time

to time for the Expositor. A commentary on the Epistle

of James, by Mr. Oltmans ; and one on the First Epistle

to the Corinthians, by Dr. Imbrie, are still in preparation.

At the last meeting of the Council the following gSS-schooi

action was taken regarding the extension of cooperation
i^i^^^''^^"'^-

in tlie })repa ration and publication of Sunday-school

Iviterature :

—

Resolved 1. That the Council seconds the action of

the Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church favoring

a wider cooperation among the evangelical bodies of Japan
in the publication of Sunday-school Literature.

2. That it therefore cordially approves of extending

an earnest invitation to the Missions of the American Board
and the American Baptist Union to join with it and the

Methodist Episcopal Church in this work.

3. That it directs its Publications Committee, in com-
pany with the Publications Committee of the Methodist
Episcopal Chur<?h and witli any committees appointed by
the Missions of the American Board and the American
Baptist Union, to make such changes in the present

plan of cooperation as may be rendered necessary by such

an extension.

In accordance with these resolutions, the Publications

Committee of tlie Council, the foreign members of the

Publications Committee ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church,
together with representatives of the Missions of tlie

American Board and the American Baptist Union, met in

the City of Tokyo on September 27th and October 11th

1899, and adopted tlie following Plan of Cooperation.
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PLAN OF COOPERATION.

1. Each of the cooperating bodies shall appoint

biennially two members to serve on a joint committee,

which shall be known as the Committee on Sunday-school

Literature.

2. The Committee may invite Japanese to sit as

associate members.
3. The work of the Committee shall be the preparation

of the following publications, as aids to the study of the

International Lessons :

a. A Sunday-school Monthly for the use of

teachers and advanced students. This sliall include

two parts;* the second to contain exegetical notes

especially intended for those who desire to make a

more thorough study of the text.

6. A Sunday-school Quarterly prepared

particularly for the use of pupils from the Primary
Schools (Sho-gakko).

c. A Beginners Leaflet designed for the

youngest pupils.

4. It is intended that these publications shall be

available for all the Evangelical Churches in Japan ; and

they shall be prepared in accordance with that purpose.

5. The representatives of the several cooperating

bodies shall have an equal voice in the management of

affairs ; and any deficit shall be apportioned in equal parts

among the cooperating bodies.

6. The publication and distribution of the work of

the Committee shall be in charge of the Methodist Publish-

ing House, which shall also employ a translator approved

by the Committee, and to whom members of the Committee

may send their work on the publications for translation.

7. The Committee shall appoint a Chairman and

Secretary ; stated meetings shall be held as the Committee

may appoint ; special meetings shall be held at the request

* See the report of the Committee on Sunday-school Literature,

page o.



of any two members. The Committee shall prepare an

annual report to be preseutecl to tlie several cooperating

bodies.

8. Any one of the cooperating bodies desiring to with-

draw shall give to the Committee formal notice to tliat

effect six months prior to withdrawal.

9. This plan of cooperation may be amended by a

two-thirds vote of all the members of the Committee.

The Committee or Sunday-school Literature representing

the four cooperating bodies is now composed of the follow-

ing persons : From this Council, Messrs. H. M. I^andis and
F. S. Scudder ; from the Methodist Episcopal Church,

Messrs. B. Chappell and G. F. Draper ; from the Mission

of the American Board, Dr. George Albrecht and Miss
G. Cozad ; from the Mission of the American Baptist

Union, Mr. F. G. Harrington and Mrs. R. A. Thompson.

Regarding the preparation of a course of study for

pastors and evangelists and the establishing of a cir-

culating library (or libraries) for the benefit of pastors

and evangelists, the Publications Committee has as yet

taken no action.

The following report of the Committee on Sunday-school

Literature was presented by Mr. Land is and adopted.

The report of the Publications Committee as already

presented contains an account of the reorganization of the

Committee on Sunday-school Literature so as to include

representatives from the Mission of the American Board
and from that of the American Baptist Union. At the

suggestion of some of the Japanese brethren, the division

of the Monthly into tw^o separate parts'*' was given up
;

and it was also decided that the text be inserted verse by
verse, as commented upon in the exegesis of each passage.

The Committee earnestly requests the members of the

Council to increase by every means in their power the

circulation of tlie various publications, as well as to make

* See 3. a. page 4.
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such suggestions to tlie Japanese workers as shall enable

them to make the best use of them.

The report included also a statement of the number

of the several publications issued, together with their

prices. During the last lialf of this year the work of

preparing the Monthly will fall chiefly upon Mr.

Landis.

The Committee on Statistics* presented its report which

was adopted. The following is summary of it. The edu-

cational and evangelistic work, to which reference is made

in the paragraphs immediately below, is work directly

under the care of the Cooperating Missions.

Educational work :—Theological schools, 2 ; theo-

logical students, 1 8 ; Bible women students, 24 ;t boarding

scliools for boys, 3 ;
pupils in the same, 322 ; boarding

schools for girls, 11 ;
pupils in the same, 721 ; day schools,

13; pupils in the same, 1159 ; foreign teachers, (men) 11,

(women) 32; Japanese teachers, (men) 85+, (women) 79+
;

amount granted by the Boards of Foreign Missions for

educational work, yen 37873.t
Evangelistic work:—Japanese ordained ministers,

34 ; salaries of the same, yen 9415 ; unordained evangelists,

113 ; salaries of the same, yen 22591 ; Bible women,t 56+
;

amount granted by the Boards of Foreign Missions for

evangelistic work yen 39179.t
Number of missionaries, 1 50 ; stations where missionaries

reside, 36 ; outstations, 1 60.

"" Messrs. Landis, Noss, Winn, Pieters nnd Curtis.

t The Bible Womans Institute of the Womans Union Missionary
Society also reports 95 women in Bible work or training. As the
Council has received no financial statistics from tlie Mission of this

Society, the amounts given asgranted by the Boards of Foreign Missions
both for educational and for evangelistic work shouhl be increased by
the amount expended through this Mission.
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The tables on the following pages were prepared by

tlie Committee on Statistics from the reports of tlie Pres-

byteries.;}:

X These tables, though prepared with much care and of vahie,
should not be relied upon as perfectly correct. The same is true
of perhaps most tables of mission statistics; even the greatest pains-
taking and the multiplication of items do not secure entire accuracy.
For their intelligent use the following also must be remembered :

—

o. In many cases it is not possible to classify with precision. For ex-
ample : Two institutions, grouped together as schools, may differ

widely in their work and requirements, h. In different tables, es-

pecially in tables prepared in different mission fields, the same term
m.ay be used to describe things that are essentially different. For
example: In one table, the term self-supporting church may be
used in the same sense as at home ; in another table, a group of
Christians may be rated as a self-supporting church, provided it

receives no financial aid from the Mission, though it has no pastor
and dispenses with other aids to Christian life that call for Christ-
ian giving, c. Tables of statistics deal only with numbers; they
do not exhibit quality, which is of equal if not of greater importance.
d. Plausible but misleading inferences are easily drawn from such
tables by one who has not a full knowledge and clear understanding of
other facts and particularly of reasons which can not be tabulated. Of
especial importance is it that these points be remembered by those
who are interested in the study of mission work and the establishment
of correct general principles for its conduct.
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The Committee on Sclf-.sni)porL* reported tliat it Imd ^^-'f-^'wort,

been thongbt unnecessary to present a detailed report at

this meeting of tlie ConiK;il.

The Treasnrer of the Conncil presented the Financial "''''Zmc-n''''^

lleport for the year. The report was referred to the

Auditing Committee f, wlio examined the same togetlier

with the vouchers and reported it correct. The report

was then adopted.

3. Report op special coinfmittees appointed

BY the east council.

The General Report of the Work of the Yeart was read of the work

by Miss Deyo. A resolution Avas adopted thanking Miss

Deyo for lier excellent report, and directing that it be

printed.

The Rev. W. Y. Jones, Chairman of the Committee on

Expansion^ presented the following report which was

adopted.

The Committee appointed by the last Council to

consider the need of expanding the work of the Cooperat-

ing Missions, and also to urge upon the Home Boards
and Churches the need of increased funds as well as of
more workers, both Japanese and foreign, would respect-

fully make the following report :
—

Tlie Committee was composed of Messrs. W. Y. Jones,

F. S. Scurlder, W. E. Hoy, A. Oltmans and H. B. Price.

Mr. Hoy was unable to be present at the meetings of the

Committee but approved of the results of its deliberations.

* Messrs. Oltmans, Price and Jones.

t ]Vressrs. Scndder andWyckoff!

X See IT following the Prficeedings of the Coinicii.

I Messrs. Jones, Hcudder, Hoy, Oltmans and Price.

of the Year

Exiiansion of
work
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A loiter was prepared for tlie home Churches, and copies

were sent to all of the Missic^ns of the Council and to

all the Boards with which the several Missions are con-

nected. Accompanying the copies sent to the various

Missions was a note embodying the three following recom-

mendations: 1. That each Mission also sAid the letter of

tlie Committee to its own Board, endorsing it and ac-

companying it with a letter of its own. 2. That each

Mission take into consideration the feasibility of a closer

and more vital union of the Co()operating Missions, look-

ing to some more effective method of fully occnping the

fields now under the care of the Missions and also the fields

contemplated in the method of expansion proposed by the

committee. 3. That any action or suggestions along this

line be sent to the Chairman of the Committee to be reported

to the next meeting of the Council.

Besides this, a list of twenty ])laces not yet occupied

by members of the Cooj^erating Missions, was prepared.

These points, fourteen of which have no resident missiona-

ries of any Church, would if occu])ied make an almost

continuous line of work from the Hokkaido to the south

of Kyushu.
The action of all of the Missions has not been reported

;

but at least four have sent the letter of the Committee to

their respective Boards reenforcing it by letters of their

own.
The German Reformed and West Japan Presbyterian

Missions have signified their intention of locating missiona-

ries as soon as possible in the places suggested by the

Committee. All of the Missions have not replied regard-

ing the number of new missionaries asked for as recnfbrce-

ments ; but the Cumberland Presbyterian Mission is ask-

ing for six families and twelve single ladies ; the West
Japan Mission for four families and one single lady ; the

I^ast Japan Mission for two families and five single ladies
;

and the North Japan Mission of the Reformed (Dutch)

Church for two families and two single ladies.

The Committee in suggesting to the various. Missions un-

occupied ]^oints whicli the Cooperating Missions would do

12



well to enter, referred the ])laces in the Hokkaidd to the

East Japan Presbyterian Mission. The German Ileforined

Mission liowever has made a request to the Committee
that it be given one point in the Hokkaido since it has

already had some connection with that field. This request

having been received only recently, the Committee felt that

it could not adjust the matter before tliis meeting the

Council and recommends tliat the matter be referred to

the German Kefbrmed and East Japan Presbyterian

Missions.

TJie Committee discussed the feasibility of some closer

and more vital union of the Cooperating Missions looking

to some more effective method of fully occupying the fields

now under the care of the Missions, and also the fields con-

templated in the method of expansion which the committee
has proposed ; but nothing practical wns agreed upon, nor
has any one of the Missions made any such suggestions.

The Committee therefore refers this question back to the

Council, hoping that it may be able to devise some method
that will meet the needs of the case.

Eollowing is the list of places suggested by the Com-
mittee (the Liu Chu Islands liaving been added by the

Council) for the location of additional missionaries.

Hokkaido (Yeso) : two places not yet named. We?t
Coast : Akita, Tsurugaoka or Sakata, Niigata, Takata,

Toyama. Northern Japan : Ichinoseki, Taira, Koriyamn,
k^lurakawa or Fukushima. Central Japan : Oyama, Kofa,
Matsumoto, lida, Takayama. Kyushu: Nakatsu, Kuma-
moto. Islands : Tsushima, Goto Islands, Liu Cliu Is-

lands.

Of the above places the following have resident mission-

aries belonging to other Churches. The remainder have
no resident missionaries.

rifice Mission No. of Families. Single Ladies

Akita Christian One ... —
Niigata A. B.,a F. M. ... „ . . . Two
Matsumoto . . . . S. P. G „ . . . One
Takayama .... Scandanavian. ... „ . . .

—
Nakatsu M. E. (South) ... „ . . .

—
Kumamoto . . . . C. M. S „ . . . Two

13



^linisterial
relief.

Training lay
workers

The report of the Committee on Ministerial Relief*

was presented by Dr. M. N. Wyckoff. The Council ac-

cepted the report, requested the Committee to continue

for anotlier year, to give the matter farther consideration,

and to report at the next meeting of the Council.

The report of the Committee on the Training of Lay

Workers was presented by INIr. Winn. The Council

adopted the report along with tlie following statement and

resolution

:

" Recognizing the latent power in tlie churches which
ought to be awakened and called into service, and believ-

ing that much profit will come from knowing what is

being done and with what success to lead Christians to

feel and discharge their responsibility for giving the gospel

to those about tliem

—

Resolved : That a committeef be appointed to gatlier

information and report as to the methods used and success

attained in enlisting and guiding laymen in local evange-

listic work connected with their own churches.

4. XEW BUSINESS.

Continuance
and reenfoice

A committee^ was appointed to express to the Board

st'SSionof Foreign Missions of the Free United Presbyterian

Church of Scotland the appreciation l)y the Council of

the work of the Mission of the U. P. Church in Japan,

and to urge that the Mission be continued and reenforced.

'^'^'^^foixS"
"'^ A committee! consisting of one member from each

Mission connected with the Council was appointed to

* Messrs. Pieters, Wyckofi'and J. B. Hail.

t Messrs. S. P. Fulton, M. X. Wyckoff and J. C. Ballagli.

t Messrs. Inihrie, E. S. Booth and T. C. Winn.
^ Messrs. MacXair, Winn, E. Kotliesay Miller, Peeke, S. P. Fulton,

Sclineder and J. B. Hail.
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Keenforce-
uients

consider the possibility of a better distribution of the forces

of the Cooperating Missions.

The coiiiniittee* appointed to prepare a statement

setting forth to the Boards represented in the Council the

need of reenforcing the Missions presented its report. Dar-

ing its consideration a number ofsuggestions were made that

seemed likely to have weight ; and the report was referred

to the Publications Commitee for further consideration

and transmission to the Boards.

The following; resolution adopted by the North Japan sLVaHelof
_

^ ^ -> ^ evtuigelists in

Mission of the Reformed Church and concurred in by certain cases

the East Japan Mission of the Presbyterian Church was

received by the Council and by it referred to the Cooperat-

ing Missions for their consideration.

Resolved : That the Mission adopts the general princi-

ple that marked efficiency and fidelity on the part of an
evangelist, or the existence of circumstances that are

evidently exceptional, shall justify the Mission in increas-

ing his salary to such an extent as shall seem proper to

the Mission after a careful consideration by it of the

facts in each individual case.

A communication having been received from the Naniwa ^S'fmm

"

Presbytery on the subject oi an increase oi the scale ot byteiy

salaries paid by the Cooperating Missions to evangelists,

the Council instructed the Secretary to communicate to

the Presbytery its action in regard to the above resolution

adopted by the North Japan Mission of the Reformed

Church and concurred in by the East Japan Mission of

the Presbyterian Church.

* Messrs. Brokaw and E. Kotliesay Miller.
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«''^'«

'ur:^?'''*'
The Rev. H. Looinis of the Bible Societies Committee

and the Rev. S. S. Snyder addressed the Council on the

sale of the Scriptures by missionaries. A resolution was

adopted cordially commending such work.

Hyiniibook
^/j^^ MacNair made a statement reo;ardino: the work of

the Committee of the Synod on the Revision of the Hymn-

book, and also read a letter from the Rev. Geo. Allcliin

in reference to a proposed union liymnbook. The sub-

ject was referred to a committee;* and after further

consideration by the Council no action was taken.

.Sun(lnv-sdio.)l
Hvmiiiil,

The Council having learned of the preparation of a

chSmiwand Sunday-scliool Hymnal by Mrs. Jones and Miss Glenn,

expressed its high appreciation of the value of such a

book. It also directed that a service for Easter prepared

by Mr. Scudder and one for Cliristmas prepared by Mrs.

MacNair be referred to the Publications Committee for

publication, and that the Committee on Sunday-school

Literature be recommended to insert them at the proper

time in the Sunday-scliool Quarterly.

riK-iaieAnii- Tlic loUowius: Icttcrs addrcsscd to the Secretary in
duactm ^^'al•l 'fc5

reply to the resolutions of the Council regarding the late

Arch-deacon Warren were read.

Karuizawa, July 29th, 1899.

Dear Sir :

Please accept my warm thanks for the very kind ex-

pression of sympathy which I have received from the

Council of Missions regarding my dear husband. It

Messrs. MacNair and Peeke.
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certainly is oratifying to know how warmly lie was
appreciated by all JjocUes of Christians.

With kind regards, believe me,

Yours sincerely,

L. WxVKREN.

Osaka, August 22nd, 1899.

Dear Sir :

I am instructed by the Standing Sub-committee of the

C M. Society for this jurisdiction, to convey to the Council

of Cooperating Missions through you their gratitude lor

the kind resolution of sympathy so kindly sent, and to say

that the same is being forwarded to London.

Believe me. Yours truly,

C. Theo. Wakrex.
Acting Sec, C. M. Soc.

The following resolutions in memory of the late INIrs.

L. H. Pierson were presented by the committee* appointed

to prepare them, and were adopted by the Council.

Whereas, in tlie unerring providence of the Great Head
of the Churcli, He has been pleased to call away by
death, at Yokohama, on November 28th, 1899, one of the

foremost woman missionary workers of the world, a repre-

sentative of the Womans Union Missionary Society of

America and a member of this Council.

Resolved : That, as the Council of the Cooperating

Missions we hereby express our sympathy with the Mission

and the Society with which our esteemed fellow-worker

was so long connected, and that we also express our

gratitude to the Lord of the harvest for having commis-
sioned and sustained so long in her unsparing labors so

admirably equipped and so eminently successful a laborer

in educational and evangelistic work ; in both of which
she was eminently blessed.

* Messrs. J. H. Ballagh and Booth.
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Resolved : That in Mrs. Pierson^s catholicity of spirit

and ardent attachnicnt to lier Lord and Saviour, as

well as in her loving sympathy with all classes of the

people, we find an inspiration to seek the same conformity

to Christ and a like devotion to the salvation of men.

Resolved : That we record our thanks for the important

services Mrs. Pierson's labors have rendered to tlic Churcli

of Christ in Jaj^au, in training up teacliers, Bible women,
and those v/ho have become wives of pastors and Christian

laymen, and in her direct evangelistic work extending to

a large part of the field occupied by members of tliis

Council ; and that we crave earnestly the blessing of God
upon her successor in the care of this important work, and
upon the multitudes of those who directly or indirectly

have been brought under tVie influence of Mrs. Pierson's

devoted example and labors.

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded

to the Secretaries of the INIission and Board of the W. U.
M. S., and to the papers of the Churches represented in

this Council.

The Secretary of Council, the Librarian of the Meiji

Gakuin and Dr. Imbrie were constituted a committee to

to collect and hold copies of all the Annual Reports of the

Council and other documents of historical value to the

Council and the Church of Christ in Japan.

Messrs. Landis and Booth were appointed the Com-

mittee of Arrangements for tlic next meeting of the

Council.

mrk^ofthe ^^' *^- ^' ^^^^ ^^^^ appointed to prepare the next
^'^' General Report of the AYork of the Year.

no^Zift'^ftl!" The thanks of the Council were returned to Dr. J. B.

Hail, the retiring President, for his faithful and efficient

services ; and he was requested to offer a copy of his sermon

to the Fithuin Shimpo for publication.
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The thanks of the Council wore returned to the Karui-

zawa Church for the use of its buiklintr and other courte-

sies.

On the recommendation of the Committee on Nomina-

tions, tlie followini^ appointments for the coming year were

made.

President, T. C. Winn ; Vice President, E. Rothasay

Miller ; Secretary, B. C. llaworth ; Treasurer, J. C.

Baliagh.

Publications Committee: William Imbrie, E. Rothesay

Miller, M. N. Wyckoff, H. B. Price, H. M. Landis, S. S.

Synder and B. C. Haworth.

Committee on Distribution of Eorces : T. M. MacNair,

T. C. Winn, E. Rothesay Miller, II. V. S. Peeke, S. P.

Fulton, D. B. Schneder and J. B. Hail.

Committee on Statistics : C. Noss, H. M. Landis, T. C.

Winn, A. Pieters and F. S. Curtis.

The Council adjourned to meet in Karuizawa, at 10

a.m., on the second Thursday of August, 1901.

After singing a hymn, the Council closed with prayer

and the benediction by the President, the Rev. T. C.

Winn.

Tliaiiks to th
Kaniizavva
Church

Officers and
conimittecs

Xext annual
niectinti

Close of tlie

Council
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look

n.

GENERAL REPORT OF THE WORK
OF THE YEAR

BY

Miss Deyo.

This being the last Council report of the century, it seems

almost inevitable that we should lift up our heads from the

present work for a moment and turn ibr a long look back.

There is much to cheer us in this far backward look

over tlie forty-one years of mission work in Japan. Very
much has been attempted, very much has been accomplish-

ed. The progress which seemed so painful so slow as, eacli

absorbed in his own work, we glanced over any one year's

successes and failures, stands out in grand proportions now,
when we view it as a whole. The discourao^ements and
reverses, so harassing to the individual worker, sink into

to insignificance, as we see the large results attained in the

ite.

For while tlie tired waves vainly breaking
Seem liere no painful inch to gain.

Far back through creek and inlet making,
Comes silent flooding in the main.

And not by eastern windows only.

When daylight comes, comes in the light

;

In front, the sun climbs slow, how slowly :

But backward look ! the land is bright.
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Even so is the coming of the kingdom. And, as in ^''Tinldnm"'^

this land, where forty years ago tlierc was no knowledge of

ffeliovah or His gospel, wliere there was nothing bnt hatred

and fear of tlie religion of Christ, we now see 440 onranized

Protestant clmrolies, with 42000 commanicantSj with

over 700 missionaries and 800 Japanese ministers and
evangelists, with 160 mi5=sion schools with over 12000
pnpils, with the whole Bible and abnndance of Christian

literature ready to put in the hand of the inquirer, with
every obstacle to tlie free and full teaching of the gospel

in every corner of (he land taken away, and a spirit of

inquiry gradually ]:)ermeating the mass of the people, we
lift up grateful praise to the conquering Captain of our
Salvation, and turn back to our work with glad courage.

And this, while we know there are yet 45 millions who
are not Christians— a thousand heatlien to each believer

;

tliat 40 millions have ns yet no knowledge wliatever, or at

best but a vague inkling of what Christianity means, that

Buddhism, aroused and fighting for its life, is able yet to

prejudice millions against the ^' evil religion
; " that

materialism and worldliness have increased with the ad-

vance of civilization; and the lust of the flesh, tlie lust of

the eyes, and the pride of life rage rampant through the

land. It is n^t because tlie battle is nearly done that we
take courage, but because it is well begun.

Forty years ago, with dangers and restrictions on every
side, among people strongly liostile to foreigners and
authorities bitterly opposed to Christianity, with, scarcely

any one able to communicate with them, without dictionary

grammar or phrase-book, the first missionaries began
prospecting and preparing.

At the end of a decade, there were Dr. Hepburn's
English-Japanese and Japanese-English Dictionary, a

romanized phrase-book and a few otlier helps to the

study of the language. Many Bibles and tracts in Chinese
had been circuhated. A few tracts had been prepared in

Japanese and Bible translation was well begun. And,
most of all, prejudice had been greatly lessened in liigher

circles and a spirit of inquiry concerning Cliristianity luid
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been awakened. Macli Eiiglisli liad been taught and

some private Bible classes carried on.

^^^1870-1880^'^*^ During the next decade, over 30 churclies were organiz-

ot-Sin- ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ least 10 schools established. In 1877, the union

of the Presbvterial Churches was effected, the autonomy of

tlie Churcli begun, and this Council of the Cooperating

Missions established. The Union Bible Translation Com-
mittee was organized, and the Xew Testament was put to

press. The statistics of 1880 report 122 missionaries on

the field and about 3000 Christians.

^mIw*^" Between 1880 and 1890 was the time of greatest ad-

^iTadvanc?" vaucement. Then the people flocked in hundreds to hear

Christian lectures ; churches and preaching places were
crowded ; and numbers were added to the Church almost

daily. iMission schools, though increased in numbers and
greatly enlarged in size, were all filled to overflowing.

The country seemed bent on adopting everytliing foreign
;

and hopes were entertained by many that by the end of

the century, it would no longer be necessary to send new
missionaries to Japan. The statistics for 1890 were 577
missionaries occupying 43 places ; 423 outstations wliere

there were no missionaries ; 297 organized churches (54 of

tliem self-supporting) with 32000 members ; and 584
ministers and evangelists.

^TinfuS'^*' Then suddenly came a period ofconfusion and obstruction.
obstruction rjj^^

^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^j^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^^_^ ^^^j^^ horSCS. lu
the nation, a reaction against foreign influence came in like a

flood. In the Church, intellectualism was rampant, and
tliere was a craze for modern thought and tlie very latest

scientific theories. An idea that was more tlian a year old

was liable to be slighted as out of date, and the very name
of the Old Testament was taken as an indication that to

read it would be a waste of time. The air was thick with
schemes and plans for church and mission work, but tliere

seemed to be no one to work the plans. Fine organizations

sprang up with heads a plenty and to spare, but the other

organs were sadly lacking, liong-headed and well-

equipped leaders stood around in each other's way, a drug
on the market ; but followers were rare and at a premium.
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Tliere was a great falling off in attendance at tlic cluirches,

and the faith of many waxed cold.

In mission affairs, problems piled up on top of each

otlier; and as some one expressed it, "a condition of crisis

was chronic." Self-support and cooperation were house-

hold words ; the question of foreign or Japanese control

of mission scliools and mission funds vibrated the air. It

was an era of councils and conferences and committees. It

was also an era of '^ cuts." For the Cooperating Missions,

tlie convention held at Kobe in 1893 cleared up some
confusion ; and some hitherto vague ideas were crystalized

into shape : so that, though the chief questions of that con-

ference, viz., What is the proper policy of cooperation? and,

Are more missionaries needed ? were not answered then, the

discussion marked a turning point, whicli progressing in

the new direction found expression in 1897 in the adoption

of tlie resolution that ^' cooperation is, in the opinion of

tlie Council, best carried out where the Japanese Church or-

ganization, in its Sessions, Presbyteries and Synod, directs

all ecclesiastical matters, availing itself of the counsels and
assistance ofthe Missions and missionaries as occasion arises

;

while the Missions direct their own educational, evangelistic

and other missionary operations, availing themseU^es likewise

of whatever counsel and assistance tliey may be able to

obtain from their brethren in the Japanese Church :
" and in

] 899, in a resolution emphasizing the need of an increase of

tiie missionary force, and appointing a committee to especial-

ly and specifically present this need to the attention of the

Iiome Boards. The schools also passed from one problem and
crisis to another. The various surprises sprung upon them
by changing outward conditions being climaxed by the now
famous "Instruction" of the Minister of Education, pro-

mulgated last July. And in addition to all the " fightings

without and fears within," consequent upon conditions

in this country, we had also to bear the anxiety and
distress caused by the fiilling off in the contributions

in the home Churches, which made it inevitable that

nmch promising work should be cut off or neglected,

and was the occasion of the withdrawal of many of tlie
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.striking
statistics

Some prol)

111us settle

best trained workers from tlie work of tlie Clinrch, where
tliey had been educated, into other occupations where they

coukl receive higher salaries.

On the whole, the decade from which we are now
emerging, wliile doubtless a time of growth in wisdom,
and perchance in grace, both on the part of the

Missions and the Church, has not been a time of much ad-

vance. The statistics for 1 900 are 727 missionaries occupy-

ing 66 places ; 827 outstations ; 444 organized churches

(83 of them self-supporting) with 41800 members; and
837 ministers and evangelists. The most striking ])oint

in these statistics is that, while between 1880 and 1S*90

the number of Christians was multi])lied by 10, an in-

crease of lOOO-^^ ; between 1890 and 1900 the increase was
only 26o/o.

But the problems are less pressing than they were.

One after another has been in a measure solved, or in a

manner laid aside. Some organizations have slipped out

of existence and large far-reaching plans are less in

evidence. There has been a gradual settling down to an

acceptance of the fact that spiritual husbandry, like literal,

must be accomplished in the sweat of the brow of the

individual workers ; that there is no royal road to

evangelization ; but that Poor Richard's maxim, " He who
by the plough would thrive, himself must either hold or

drive," applies to the Lord's vineyard also. So while

there has been a steady advance in comity and confedera-

tion, tliere is also a strengthening conviction that the work
for which wt have come, can be best accomplished, after

a due division of labor has been made, by each Mission

and each missionary giving his own direct, personal, con-

tinuous attention to the work with which he has been

entrusted. Some sentences from Mr. Speer's admirable

report come in fitly here as expressing the views now
prevailing. " I believe there is a need of keeping our

mission ranks full of men who will go out among the

people—the choicest men to be found. Missionaries will

be needed for a long time to come, to build up, to enlarge,

to luittress and train and ballast tlie cluirches, to
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preacli the gospel to tlve poor and the ricli, in season

and ont of season, in the home, by the wayside. Forty *

millions are ready and waiting to hear. The work needed

is down among the foundations. It may not be much
known, but it will be laid into that corner stone which

abides.

The few events of the past year requiring special notice ^'^w treaties

are more or less connected witli the workino; of the new
treaties, which went into elftct just before the Council meet-

ing of last year. The government and officials have done
their best to make the new laws and regulations work
smoothly. The proclamations of H. ]N[. the Emperor and
the Ministers of State and Education had their due effect

upon popular feeling; and the public generally is ready to
^' associate cordially with peoples from afar :

'^ Avhile the

strict injunction to school children to stop their rudeness

to foreigners has had a most salutary effect.

Some free-born Americans have felt annoyed at the

tiresome red-tape-ism of the registering and reporting of

past history now required ; and there have been some warm-
ly contested points concerning the application of th.e tax

laws to certain conditions ; and some protesting against

certain judgments given in the lower courts : but, on the

whole, the great change in Japan's relations to foreign

nations has been affected without jar or untoward occur-

rence. Japan's Ship of State yields easily to the helm
;

and, as in the case of the change from an autocratic to a

constitutional government, and from a silver to a gold

standard, the change of course has been accomplished

almost without attracting the attention of the passen-

gers.

Since the issuing of the Xotification Regarding the ^'rSiv""^

Propagation of Religion, Christianity is receiving govern- feSiwo"
ment recognition ; and, in a way, sanction. The strong

efforts made by the priests to have Buddhism acknow-
ledged as the national religion not only failed signally

;

but this failure was followed by the government's in-

troducing into the Diet a bill to place all religions on the

same footing before the law. Owing to the strong pressure
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brouglit to bear upon members of the Diet by the Buddhist
* hierarchy, tlie bill was defeated ; but it is believed a

^^rSires'"
similar one will be introduced at the next session. In the

midst of this agitation, Shintoism which, being the religion

of the Emperor and the court, was supposed to have the

best claim to be considered the state religion, has quietly

retired. It requested and received official permission to

announce th.at Shinto is not a religion but a cult; a system

of rites to be performed in memory of former sovereigns of

the empire. The move is significant, as it leaves the

Emperor and the court without any religion.

6ki2ation of Keligious questions have been more discussed in public

queSl circles and the public press this year than ever before.

The great and growing immorality of the nation, and

especially of the young men, causes much anxiety to all

thoughtful patriots : and the necessity of some religion is

more generally acknowledged in higher circles than it was

some years ago. Some are still bombastically asserting

that none of the old religions are good enough for the New
Japan. She must compile one for herself, or w^ait for

some new leader ; but many are turning to investigate

Christianity in the spirit of John the Baptist's question,

"Art thou he ihat should come, or look we for another? ''

May the missionaries and the Church be ready to answer

it in the way Christ did ! Not by arguments, nor

philosophy, nor even by theology, will such be convinced.

Not by treatises and reasoning can we best prove that

there is life in the seed ; but by j^lantiug it in human
hearts that the life may manifest itself.

*^^"offbe*^^^ The general features of the work carried on by the
Council Council, as reported by the Missions composing it, contain

nothing of special prominence. On the whole, tlie work

thTMSer'^o^f ^i^s gone on much as in the previous year. Though at
Education

f^j.g|- j^ ^^,^g feared that tlie " Instruction '^ of tlie Minister

of Education, forbidding religious teaching or worship in

scliools having government recognition, would be a

serious blow to mission schools, only two of our primary

schools have been given up ; and though others have lost

in numbers, the missionaries in charge have found com-
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pensations, and feel that on the wliole the work of the

year has been satisfactory.

Rev. Mr. Pieters wlio removed with his

i^roshima, where he gave his time to the study

We begin our summary of the reports with that of the

South Japan Mission, R. C. A. (Dutch) whicli occupies

Kyushyfi, and was established in 1859.

Four families, one single man and four single women
^^g^iin'^of'tho,

compose the ^lission. Of these, the Rev. and Mrs. H. V. ^•'^'•^- (o^t-ch)

S. Peeke and Miss Couch have been in America all year.

The Rev. Mr. Myers came out in September and has

tauglit English in tlie boys school in Nas^asaki ; thus

relieving the

family to Ka|^,

of the lano;uao'e until March, when thev went to America
on furlough. Dr. Stout took the principalship of the

school in Mr. Pieter's place, and has taught in the school

and had charge of the Nagasaki station and its 3 out-

stations, none of which are more than a day's journey

away. Miss Stryker and Miss Stout are also in Nagasaki
in cliarge of the girls schools. The Rev. and Mrs. A.
Oltmans are in Saga in charge of that station and its nine

outstations, 3 of which are a day's journey away, and 3

more than a day's journey away. Miss Lansing has spent

the year in Kagoshima studying the language ; but she

has also had three Sunday-schools and done some English

teaching. Kagoshima Avith its five outstations is Mr.
Peeke's station. Daring his absence, tlie Japanese pastor,

Mr. Murakata, has looked after the field as well as he

could.

The Mission employs 4 ordained ministers and 12

licensed evangelists, 2 of whom are graduates of the

Academic Course of a mission school; 19 school teachers,

and one Bible woman who giv^es part of her time to teach-

ing in the school. It has expended yen 5818 for evan-

gelistic work, and yen 4645 for educational work.

The girls school, Sturges Seminary, has had a year's

uninterrupted prosecution of work on the usual lines, and
is in a good condition every way. The course of study is

six years long. Graduates from the government Higher

Japanese
assistant?

Stnrges
Seminary
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Primary Schools can enter the first year of the course.

The school has a Japanese principal who does his full

share of class room work. Miss Stryker, in addition to

teaching, has the entire charge of the home department, as

she is the only missionary living in the school ; though
Miss Stout does much class room work. There was an

averao-e attendance durino; the year of 58, about 30 of

whom were boarders. In April, 4 were graduated from
the advanced course, 3 from the general course, and 2 from
the sewing course. The first 7 are Christians. Last year,

the ladies were troubled over the lack of spiritual interest

in the school, but now the condition is much better. In
the fall, a Christian Endeavor Society was started, and
has proved a very helpful organization. Through its

prayer meetings and committee work, the girls' spiritual

life is strengthened, and they are receiving training in

religious work. There have been 4 baptisms since last

May, and there are now 13 Christians in school. The
school is 13 years old. Of the 29 graduates, one is in

evangelist work under mission direction, and one is teaching

in a mission school. The cost of the school to the Mission,

exclusive of missionaries' salaries, is yen 2697. Both
ladies have studied tlie language, and Miss Stout has taken

her first examination.
Steele College rj.j^g i^^^,^

J^J^J^ g^J^^^I^ ^^^JJ^J g^^^j^ CollcgC, haS Uuder-

gone some changes in methods, necessitated by a change in

the teaching force ; but the course of study, so far as there

were classes to take it, was taught regularly throughout
the year. There was no Junior Class. This course also

consists of six years, receiving pupils from the government
Higher Primary Schools. There were 85 pupils in school

during the year, chiefly in the three lower classes. Dr. Stout

says, '^ The college was, therefore, more than ever a sort of

]ireparatory school, preparing for nothing in particular.

This is a condition of tilings experienced very much in

common with other schools of its class, to be accounted for

largely from the fact that the government is doing so much
fur education that the inducements oftered by mission schools

are little beyond tliat of efficiency in furnishing students
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with a practical knowledge of the English language.

When this is supposed to be accomplished, the pupils leave

to engage in business, or to study elsewhere, where they

can escape conscription and receive diplomas of recognized

value." Plans are now in contemplation to make tlie school

course five years, and more nearly equivalent to the govern-

ment Middle School course than at present. There were no

graduates at the last commencement. Last year the spirit-

ual condition of the school left much to be desired. The
o])ening of tlie school year in September found only 3

Christian students on tiie rolls, and no marked leaning to-

ward Christianity on the part of the students, though there

were a number of pupils, some from Christian homes, whose
morals were exemplary and influence salutary. During
the year, there has been an increase in religious interest on

the part of the body of students, and 3 more have united

with the Church; so there are now 6 Christian students.

One great defect of the school is its lack of teachers of

pronounced Christian character. Four of the nine teachers

are Christians ; one a graduate of the school. The school is

13 years old. Of the 25 graduates, 4 are in evangelistic

work in the employ of Mission. The cost of the school to

the Mission last year was yen 2670, a great reduction from

previous years. This reduction was made necessary by a
" cut," and possible by the giving of more missionary time

to the school to take the place of the extra foreign teacher

previously engaged, and the dismissal of a high salaried

Japanese teacher.

In the report of the evangelistic work, 4 churches are ^'''\"^Jk^^'^

mentioned. The one at Nagasaki reports some baptisms,

including 2 Normal School students; 10 candidates for

baptism, and an increase of yen 120 in contributions. Tiie

cln^rch is self-supporting, in that it pays all incidental

expenses and yen 20 a month salary to the Rev. Mr. Segawa.

Many members have been dropped from the rolls ; some
because of removal, and some through discipline. The
work carried on in the preaching place has yielded no

apparent results. In Kagoshima, tlie church has had no

settled pastor, but has received the services of the Rev.
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Mr. Murakata, and has contributed to his support. There

has been an increase in the attendance at the services.

The church at Karatsu which, as was reported last year,

liad suffered much from the dishonesty of its former pastor,

has succeeded in regaining its title to the church property,

nearly lost through his trickery ; and under the care of the

Rev. Mr. Tomegawa is recovering its spiritual prosperity

as well. In the church at Saga attendance at the services

has increased. Three new members were baptized, one

a public school teacher who is faithful in the face of

opposition ; and there are several candidates for baptism.

Work has been carried on in three towns easily accessible

by rail. There has been an advance in the direction of

self-support.

In the 12 outstations with resident evangelists, work
has been carried on regularly, opportunities for seed sowing

improved, and a few have been added to the Church. The
stations under Mr. Oltman's care have all been visited,

some of them several times during the year ; but Dr.

Stout's time being taken up with school work and Mr.
Peeke being absent, little visiting was done in their fields.

The work among the Eta in Usabara has been given up,

as no visible results came from it ; and the worker, not

being qualified for other work, has been dismissed. Four
evangelists have resigned nominally for different reasons

;

but Dr. Stout's opinion is that inadequate salaries had
much to do with their leaving. Four outstations, where

work has long been carried on, are left without workers

;

and contraction, rather than expansion, is the order of

the day. This with opportunities for new work waiting

on every side ; with the new treaties in operation, and the

way of access to the people open as never before.

The Christians of the Ckinzei Presbytery have a>n-

tributed yen 200 more tiian last year.

southeni Pres. Xlic Southcm Presbvterian Mission has 10 families and
Mission

r. • 1 1 1-7 '

8 Single women who occupy 7 stations.

SstanTs 'J-'^ie Kev. and Mrs. AV. C. Buchanan, Miss Houston and
Miss Sterling have been absent on furlough during the
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year. Tlie Rev. and Mrs. S. R. Hope and Miss Evans
left Japan on fnrlongli this spring. Tlie Rev. and Mrs.

AV. B. Mcllvaine returned from furlougli last fall; and

Miss Atkinson, newly appointed, came out and was station-

ed at Koclii. Tlie Mission sustains one boarding school

for girls; and employs 15 evangelists, 3 or 4 of whom are

graduates of a mission academy. It has expended yen

3020 for evangelistic work, and yen 929 for educational.

With one exception re])orts from this INIission say that the

new treaties have made no change in conditions of

evangelistic work. A meeting for workers held twice a

year has been fruitful of good and to the spiritual ad-

vantage of the workers. At the sessions during the day
reports are given, practical problems discussed, Scripture

topics studied, and special prayer meetings held. At
night, public lectures are delivered all over the neigh-

borhood.

The Kinjo Jo Gakko, at Nagoya, in care of Miss Moore, ^Xo."*

has been carried on as usual. The school lias an 8 years'

course, consisting of the Higher Primary School course

and four years bevond. There are now 35 pupils; 2 were

graduated at the last commencement. There ha;e been 8

baptisms during the year, and there are 16 Christians in

school. The work of the older pupils for children has

been interesting and encouraging. The school is 12 years

old. Of its 20 graduates, there are 3 in evangelistic

work as mission helpers, and 2 are in the Bible school,

preparing for Bible work. The expense of the school to

the jMissiou is yen 934.

The Rev. and Mrs. Walter McS. Buchanan in Taka-
matsu are the only missionaries in the whole of Sanuki
Province. As the town is on tlie railroad and the country

roads are good, they can reach any of their outstations in

a day. There has been good progress in the work, with

increased attendance at church and Sunday-school. Twelve
adults have been baptized, and there are now 14 inquirers.

The attitude of the official class toward C'hristianity is

better than last year. In one town, by special invitation,

a Bible class has been carried on regularly in the police
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station ; and in Zentsnji, a garrison town, work has been

begun by request in the garrison prison, the head man
being a Christian ; and now nearly all the prison officials

are inquirers, and have promised yen 5 a month for the

evangelist's expenses. Kecently, the chief of police in

Takamatsu sjK^Mally requested ^Ir. Buchanan to teach

CJiristianity to ono of the criminals ; and it is hoped this

will lead to an opening for general work in that prison.

The street preaching has proved successful beyond their

hopes, good and attentive audiences being the rule. ISIr.

Buchanan believes this to be the best wav of brinsfino; the

gospel to the })eople in the country towns.
okfiznki

'Y[\o. Okazaki station is occupied by the Rev. and
INIrs. S. r. Fulton. Tlie Buddhists tliere continne their

opposition, but the Christians are doing what they can
for the advance of the gospel and have increased in

liberality. The number of inquirers has increased. The
Christian women have kept up their weekly meetings, and
are earnest in their ell^brts to bring in the non-Christians.

The Sabbath-school has increased in numbers, and there is

less opposition from the school teachers. The great draw-
back to the work has been the lack of workers. During
the greater part of tlie year, there has been only one

evangelist connected with the station ; it being impossible

to till tlie vacancy caused by the death of one of the

workers last summer. The outstatious are within a day's

journey, but it requires hard traveling to reach some
of tilem.

susaki
^pIj^ Rev. and INIrs. J. B. Moore are alone at Snsaki,

which is a new field and has not much to report. Xorth,

west, and south-west of the town is a mountainous country

almost wholly unworked. To eight of the places where
Avork has been begun, it is possible to go by bicycle ; but
to other places the traveler must walk, and it takes more
than a day to reach them. There are as yet no baptized

Christians in the iield, but there are several candidates for

baptism who are zealously working to lead their friends

to the light. Mr. Moore is convinced of the importance
of personal, private conversation with those who have
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become somewhat iiitcrestod in the truth tlir-jiigh the

public services.

The Rev. and Mrs. H. W. :^Iyers and ^^liss Patton

report for Tokusliima, which is also the station of tlie Rev.
and ^Irs. S. R. Hope when tliey are on the iield. Tlie

work in the city has made slow progress. Tliere have
l>een a few baptisms, and there are a few inquirers. The
station has lost many Christians by removal to other

localities, and their places have not been filled by
Chriatians coming in. ]\Ir. Myers would urge the im-

portance of the pastor or missionary, from wliose care

Christians remove, reporting the fact to the church or

missionary to whose field they go, as Christians so often

will not make themselves known as sucli in a new place,

but if sought out will keep up their duties as Church
members. One of tlie outstations is a long hard day's

journey distant ; the others are nearer. At one of these,

there was great interest for a while ; hundreds attended

ever}^ service, many homes were throw^n open for preaching

services, and manv were studying the Bible. Of these,

tliree were baptized and a few continue as inquirers.

The Rev. and ^frs. R. E. ^Icllvaine and Miss Atkinson
are at Kochi. Miss Evans also was tliere most of the

year. I quote verbatim from Mr. McHvaine's report

:

'" We are trying to put in practice the method recom-
mended by the Council in 1897 ; viz., to employ fewer

workers, and to cet the private Christians to meet together

for prayer and Bible study. We have now in our field

six groups of Christians who have services regularly

every Sabbath, being visited by the missionary or his

helper, or both, about once a mouth. One of these groups
has kept up this practice for a number of years, having
never had a paid evangelist. Some of our best and
stannchest Christians were from this place. The chureli

in Kochi is of course self-supporting and self-governing.

Two other groups, Akai and Gomen, are entirely selt-

supporting, but have not been organized into churches yet.

The latter have been without a pastor since last October,

but hope to get a preacher as soon as they can find a
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suitable man. Tlie Motoyama group pays half the salary

of their preacher-; the other half is paid by the Mission.

This is the only place where there is a stationed preacher

who receives lielp from the Mission. The Christians at

all the outstations pay all rents and incidental expenses.'^

Five of the outstations are a day's journey from Kochi

;

some of the towns where there are inquirers to be visited

are over two days' journey distant. Mrs. Mcllvaine has

had children's meetings in an Eta village and Miss Atkinson

in Kochi, but most of her time was spent upon the language.

Miss Evans, up to the time of her departure, kept up a

number of meetings for women and children.
^^^^•^ The Rev. and Mrs. H. B. Price and Miss Dowd are

at Kobe. The church tliere has made decided gains in

membership and liberality, and has voted that from July

it will assume the entire support of the pastor. It has

been receiving help from the Board of Home Missions of

the Japanese Church for the past two years. Mr. Price's

work is all in Kobe. The new regulations there have
tended to the hindrance of new work. Street preaching

has become more difficult, and there has been great delay

in getting permission to open new chapels. Mr. Price

fears that where there is local prejudice in new fields the

present regulations may prevent the opening of new
preaching places. But the greatest hindrance to all the

progress of the work in Kobe has been the lack of evan-

gelists and Bible women. The work could be greatly

increased, if only there were more workers. Also, there is

great need of local centres for the distribution of Christian

literature. Good books require good colporteurs to bring

them to the notice of the Christians and tlie public. Mr.
Price also advocates, cooperation of the Missions of the

Council in connection with the employing and locating

of evangelists, and the locating and moving of missionaries.

He thinks a quick-moving, light brigade of missionaries

who would stay only two or three years in a place, might
greatly help the work in the smaller cities ; and that an
aversion to moving on the part of the missionaries is seein-

ingly a disadvantage to the working of the whole field.
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Mrs. Price has carried on a cooking class, with a Bible

lesson following, twice a week. The women are getting

interested in the Bible, and the class is hopeful. She has

also three children's classes, and greatly needs the help of

a Bible woman to follow np the lessons with house to house

visiting. Miss Dowd's work has been among the Christian

women in Kobe and Hyogo. She labors especially among
those who have become indifferent ; holding two weekly
Bible classes and making many calls on them in their

homes.

In Nagoya, the Kev. and ^Irs. E,. E. McAlpine, the

Rev. and Mrs. C. K. Gumming and Miss Wimbish are in

charge of the evangelistic work. The church, which has

been independent for several years, has had a year of good

])rogress and success. The mission preaching place, which
it is hoped is the necleus of a new church, has not prospered

so Avell, for last summer the evangelist in charge was
found to be mixing up his Christianity with Shintoisn:

;

and when he was dismissed, he drew away a number of

the young men with him. As yet, no suitable man has

been found to take his place, so there is no mission evan-

gelist in the city. The country work has been more en-

couraging. Mr. MacAlpine has a number of places to be

visited, but by bicycle he can reach any one of them in a

day. The only new method used has been the selling of

Scripture portions, which has proved to be a very satis-

factory and enjoyable work. He has baptized 8 adults.

Of Mr. Cumming's outstations, four or five are a day's

journey away. There have been 5 baptisms in this district.

Work among the women has suffered greatly for lack of

workers.

Nagoya

The Cumberland Presbyterian Mission is composed of 5

families and 7 single women, and occupies 5 stations in

Osaka and thr; provinces of Tzumi, Kii, and Wakayama.
The Rev. and Mrs. G. AY. Van Home have been absent all

the year, and Miss Freeland has left for furlough during

the year. Miss Gardner has returned from furlough, and
is located at Shingu, Kii province ; and the Rev. and Mrs.

Cumberland
Pres, Mission
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Japanese
assistants

^Vilniina Jo

J. C. Worley, newly appointed, are ytationed at Tsu, Ise.

Mrs. Lyon has been transferred from Tsu to Osaka.

Daring the year, the Mission employed 3 lay workers
and 1 1 pastors and evangelists ; 4 of whom were graduates

of the academic department of a mission schotJ. Kecently,

however, two of these, ordained men, have withdrawn
from the work, one to go to America and one on account

of tliroiit trouble. The Mission expends about yen 2000
for evangelistic work, and yen 1200 for educational work.

Gakko '^^^^ AVilmina Jo Gakko is now in charge of Miss
Morgan. She writes tliat it is difficult to report for the

school, as it was closed from July till January. However,
it is now in a promising condition, with good prospects for

the future. There were 32 pupils in school at the end of

April. None were graduated last year. The Christian

spirit is evident in the work of all the teachers, and all in

school feel it and are influenced by it. Sixteen of the

pupils are Christians. Three of the former graduates are

teaching in mission schools. The school costs the Mission

yen 1300.

The Bible Training Scliool at Tsu is a family school

;

the pupils living in Mrs. Drennan's house. No pupils are

admitted, save those who really want to lit themselves to

be Bible women. Graduates from the Higher Primary
Schools can enter the Bible course. There were 13 pupils

in school during the year ; one graduated, and there are

now 8 in the Bible course. There have been 5 baptisms

during the year. Of the nine graduates, 3 are teaching

in mission schools, and the other 6 are Bible women. The
school receives no mission funds, as societies at home
support individual pupils. About yen 75 a year per

pupil pays for board, books, and all the school expenses.

The Rev. and Mrs. J. C. \yorley, in addition to their study

of the language, are now helping Mrs. Drennan in the

school, thus giving her more time for the evangelistic

work which she does with her Bible women. Her
workers have distributed tracts in every village and hamlet
in Iga Province and many in Ise. Meetings lor women
and children are held regularly in many places. The
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church at Tsu has grown, not only in numbers, but

in spirituality and in zeal, and hopes soon to attain to

self-support. Tlie Sunday-school uses the International

Lessons, and has written examinations quarterly. Pupils

number 50 ; and 29 adults have been baptized there, and

7 at Ueno, in Iga. In the different towns there are many
inquirers. Mrs. Lyon wlule in Tsu taught English in

the Bible scliool and had an afternoon English school for

boys and young men.

The llev. and ]\Irs. J. B. Hail are stationed in Waka-
yama. Besides the church, there are two preacliing

places in the city. The church, in addition to the

usual services and a weekly woman's meeting, has an early

morning prayer meeting monthly, and a weekly work
meeting. This latter begun to raise money to pay off the

church debt, was contiued because of its social benefit and

to raise money for a new churcli in the future. All these

meetings are well attended ; and, since last fall, the church

has been self-supporting taking, liowever, only half of the

pastor's time. One of the preaching places was in charge

of ]Mrs. Hail, and tlie other in charge of Miss Morgan up

to January when the latter was transferred to the school

in Osaka. She especially tried to reach tliose who were

outside the influence of the church, and had a number of

Bible classes, weekly meetings, and Sunday-schools. She

had large and interesting class of girls, employed in a

thread winding establishment. The proprietor of the

house invited her to come, and he and his wife attended

the meetings and were much pleased with the effect of tlie

teaching upon the character and conduct of the girls.

The older girls of well-to-do families were difficult to

reach, and Miss Morgan thinks the mission schools are

needed to get hold of the girls of the higher classes.

The church at Tanabe has been self-supporting since

last July, in the same way as that at Wakayama, by

taking only half of the pastor's time, and has had an

unusually prosperous year. Miss Leavitt is stationed

there. Her work is connected with the church and con-

fined to the town She has two women's meetings weekly,
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average attendance 15 ; and a weekly Bible class composed
of the wives of the Middle School teachers. A knitting

class, which is preceded by a half hour of religious instruc-

tion, has grown from 12 members to 50, since a charge 3 sen

a month was made for tuition. The money from tliis goes

to the church Sunday-school. The Sunday-school is graded
and uses the International Lessons. There are 70 pupils.

Mr. Hail speaks of Shingu, where Miss Gardner is

stationed as having had a prosperous year. He mentions

18 other places where there are Christians or inquirers

whom he has regularly visited. He has made 935 calls and
visits, and held reli2;ious conversation with 1218 persons.

Dr. and Mrs. A.^D. Hail and the Kev. and Mr. G. G.
Hudson are in Osaka. Dr. Hail finds conditions under
the new treaties more favorable as concerns the renting of

cliapels, abolition of passports, and the general acceptance

of the foreign missionary as a part of the new order of

things. Four of his outstations are a day's journey away
and six are nearer. Mr. Hudson's work is all near the

city. During the year, he has published " A History of

the Early Church as Found in the Xew Testament."

Miss Alexander is stationed at Takatsuki, in Setsu, but no
report has been received from there. In the whole field

of the Mission tliere have been 63 baptisms during the

year.

W. J. Pres.
^Mission

Japanese
assistants

The West Japan Presbyterian Mission has 11 flimilies

and 9 single women, and occupies 6 stations.

The Rev. and Mrs. A. Y. Bryan have been absent all

the year. During the year, Miss Palmer, the Rev. and
Mrs. J. B. Porter, and Miss Porter went to America on
furlough, while the Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Doughty, and
the Rev. and Mrs. G. AV. Fulton, have returned from
furlough. Miss M. Xivling, newly appointed, arrived

last fall, and is stationed at Osaka. The Rev. and Mrs.
H. Brokaw have been transferred from Kanazawa to

Hiroshima; the Rev. and Mrs. G. AV. Fulton from Fukui
to Kanazawa ; Miss Settlemyer from Osaka to Kyoto ; and
Miss Glenn from Osaka to Kanazawa. The Mission
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carries on four kindergartens, two primary scliools, and
three liigher schools for girls. It employs 25 pastors and
evangelists, of whom 14 are graduates of mission academies

;

and about 45 teachers in tlie schools, many of whom give
only part time. It has expended yen 9482 for evangelistic

work, and yen 6457 for educational work.

Tlie Kanazawa Hokuriku Jo Gakko has been in charge ^^"G'lkko^^

of Miss Shaw and Miss Glenn. The grade of the school K'"'^^'^"^--^

corresponds roughly to that of the Higher Primary Schools

and four years beyond, with a corresponding course in

English. There have been 50 pupils in school during the

year. Five graduated at the last commencement ; and
there were 37 in attendance at the end of April. There
have been no baptisms during the year, but nine girls have
been converted, though their parents will not allow them
to receive baptism. Counting these, there are 22 Christians

in school. The spiritual life of the school is at high tide.

The Christian Endeavor Society has 30 active members,
and its weekly meetings are attended by all in the school.

The visit of Dr. Clark, in February, was a great stimulus

and inspiration. The pupils formerly attended the church

Sunday-school, but this year a special Sunday-school has

been carried on in the school. The school is 14 years old.

Of the 48 graduates, 5 are teaching in mission schools,

and 5 are in evangelistic work. The expense of tlie school

to the Mission was yen 1259.

In Yamaguclii, Miss Bigelow is in charge of the Kojo ^^^'a,na<,Shl^^

Jo Gakko, and the new treaties have luade it possible for

her to become the princi])al. In addition to this, slie and
Miss Palmer have received license from the Department
of Education to teach in the vernacular. The school has

an English and a Japanese course, the grade corresponding

in general to the government Higher Primary Schools

and three years beyond. There is also a kindergarten

connected with it. There were 31 pupils attending

regularly during the year. Two were graduated at the

commencement, and there were 28 in scliool at the end of

April. The conservative prejudice against girls' education

in Yamaguchi is being overcome ; and this year for the
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first time the number of clay pupils lias exceeded the

number of boarders. Tiiere are 13 Christians in the

school, 2 not yet baptized. The school is 10 years old.

Of its 14 graduates, 6 arc teaching in mission schools, and
one is in evangelistic work. The cost of the school to

Mission was yen 1 509.

The IN'aniwa Jo Gakko in Osaka is in charge of Miss
Garvin and Miss Xivling. During the year, the school

has dropped the Industrial Department and the lowest

year of the regular course, which has reduced the number
of pupils ; but the school is in good working order, and
tlie number of boarding pupils has doubled. There have
been 77 in attendance during the year, and there are now
48. Four were graduated at the last commencement.
The local government has granted more privileges this

year than ever before. There are 18 Christians in the

school, and 4 are desiring baptism. Tlie daily Bible

classes continue to be a prominent feature of the school.

About a third of the pupils attend the Sunday services

and the weekly prayer meeting. Three of the graduates

are teaching in mission schools, and two are in evangelistic

work The cost of tlie school to the Mission is yen 2597.

Of the primary day schools, the Eiwa Sho Gakko in

Kanazawa was in charge of Miss Porter and Miss Luther.

The school has a common and a higher course, and there

is a kindergarten connected with it. Last fall the school

withdrew from government control and is noAV a distinctly

Christian school, with its object stated in the catalogue.

Only two pupils were lost by this change. The examina-

tion at the close of the year by the local officials in the

lowest department was successfully passed, and teachers

sent by the government pronounced the work well done.

There are now 53 pupils in school, and 20 in trie kinder-

garten. The school costs the INIission yen 625.

The two primary schools in Osaka in charge of Miss

Haworth have during the year been united into one, the

Kiiku Sho Gakko, to save teaching force. The work of

tlie school is very encouraging. There are 157 pupils in

attendance. The tuitions cover rent and incidental ex-
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penses. Daily Christian instruction is 2;ivcn. Eight of

the pupils attend the Sunday-school held in tlie build-

ing. The 5 teacliers are all Christians and two of the

])upils. Tlie school costs the Mission less than yen 40.

Miss Haworth has also cliarge of a night school for yonng
men. Eigliteen attend, all of whom are unbelievers;

Christians who apply being directed to study elsewhere.

The scliool is held in tlie preaching place, and the students

usually stay for tlie Sunday and AVednesday evening

services. On three evenings special Bible study is given.

She also has a semi-weekly JBible class for women attended

by school teachers.

The two kindergartens in Kyoto are in charge of Miss

Kelly. The number of the pupils is 81. There are two

Bible women who give their time to visiting in the homes
of the pupils. Miss Kelly is more and more persuaded

of the usefulness of kindergartens as evangelistic agencies.

The greatest difficulty is to get the proper trained

helpers, and she wishes to impress upon the Council the

importance ofsustaining well our higher schools, as trained

women are needed for the work. Miss Kelly has also

a number of English classes which she believes to be a

very successful branch of work, and hopes to continue.

She says, " The daily demand of personal inquirers has

increased, as have opportunities in every line. Some of

the most conservative classes of Kyoto are accessible; and
while there has been much seed-sowing, there has been

harvesting also."

The churdi work in Kyoto has gone on steadily, the

members showing a good and earnest spirit. The women's

meetings are kept up, largely by the efforts of a few of the

cllurch women. J)r. Alexander and Miss Settlemeyer are

in ciiarge of the evangelistic work in Kyoto, but no report

has been received from either of them.

The Kanazawa station occupied by the Rev. and Mrs.

J. G. Dunlop and the Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Fulton, has

two outstations with resident evangelists. Most of the

work in the city is in connection with the church which,

though independent, offers many opportunities to the

Night school

TviiuhT-
L'arteii.s

English
classes

Church work
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missionary to give needed and effective help ; and throngli

the church many unbelievers are reached. Mr. Dunlop
believes the missionaries can not do better than to give

much of their strength to working with the church, as in

this way they can do much towards making these early

churches models for those who come after, and save them
possibly from error both in doctrine and practice. In the

country work, but little progress can be reported ; the very

strong anti-Christian prejudice making in difficult to rent

places for occasional meetings and audiences are small.

The new treaties have had a somewhat liberalizing effect

upon the people, and more doors are now open than before.

Selling the Scriptures in the street and from door to door

has been successfully done, and this has also given oppor-

tunities to preach the gospel to the groups which gather

round.

The work at Fukui, an old stronghold of Buddhism
and conservatism, is in charge of the Rev. and Mrs. W.
Y. Jones. The field has over a quarter of a million of

inhabitants ; and they are the only foreigners in the place.

There is only one outstation with a resident evange-

list, but regular weekly work has been carried on in three

other towns accessible by rail ; and much occasional work
has been done in neighboring towns and villages. In

some places, strong opposition was met with, but in many
places the audiences were large. INIr. Jones publishes a

semimonthly paper. Light in Darkness, a simple exposition

of Scripture passages intended for inquirers. This is sent

to all who ask for it and has now a circulation of 450.

Tracts have been faithfully distributed at the houses in

Fukui and the neighboring towns. Of these tracts, Ando's

Experience in Hawaii, Dr. Verbeck's Answers to Objec-

tions, and Dr. Gordon^s On Buddhism have attracted the

most attention and comment. A great many copies of tlie

gospels have been sold in this same way, going from house

to house. In regard to this, Mrs. Jones says, '' As we
go about in this way, the people see we are in earnest and
really believe our religion, and are interested in them and

their spiritual w'elfare ; so an interest is created and open-
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ings for regular work secured. I think we can accomplish

much more in tliis way than if we spent the same amount
of time and streno;th in teaching Engllsli. Did we fill

up our time with English classes and confine our work to

our residence town, in all probability, these people whom
we are now reaching, would never have an opportunity to

liear of Christianity and what it teaches." Though last

fall the people were absorbed in getting tlieir homes
restored after the great flood, and an earthquake and a

fire have further devasted the neighborhood, Mrs. Jones

has been able to carry on 10 weekly meetings regularly

the latter part of the year.

The Osaka station has been manned by the Rev. and
Mrs. T. C. Winn and tlie Rev. and Mr. Mrs. B. C. Haworth.
Of the two self-supporting churches there, one has made
progress, while the other has merely held its own. Mr.
Winn reports fair progress made for some of the work
under his charge, and no progress whatever in others.

Conditions under the new treaties are a little more favor-

able. His outstations are near Osaka. Mr. Haworth's
five outstations are all more than a day's journey away.

In one place the work, formerly promising, has been

nearly destroyed by Dowiism. The evangelist, who has a

brother with Dowie, has accepted that faith. In the

province of lyo, there is promise of an abundant harvest,

if only a sufficient force of workers can be obtained.

Financial difficulties have compelled more than half of the

workers to give up the ministry. Mr. Haworth considers

the supply of evangelists to be one of tlie most pressing

questions of the day, and hopes that the Council will take

the matter into consideration.

The Rev. and Mr. F. S. Curtis and the Rev. and Mrs.

J. B. Ayres are at Yamaguchi. Of their 12 outstations,

8 are a day\s journey away. The general attitude of the

people is more favorable to Christianity. There have
been 20 baptisms during the year and an advance towards

self-support. The church at Wakamatsu has become
entirely self-supporting ; and with the help of the pastor

of this church, two other bodies of believers have united
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Hiroshima

and become independent of mission funds. The station

has empliaslzed villagre, wayside and personal work, and
work among the students. Mrs. Curtis has published a

little booklet, Talks for Mothers.

The field of the Rev. and Mr. J. W. Doughty and the

Rev. and JNIrs. H. Brokaw extends for 50 miles east and
30 miles west of Hiroshima. The church at Hiroshima is

independent, and the missionaries have no direct relations

with it ; thougli they are on the best of terms and give

assistance witli the music, occasional preaching and advice,

when requested. There are three outstations with resident

evangelists. These are within a day's journey, though
the best part of two days must be spent in order to

hold a service in any one of them. The general work of

the station is of the usual kind
;
preaching, Sunday-school

work, and tract distribution. A monthly paper is published

for distribution amonp; non-believers.

E. J. Pies.

Japanese
assistants

The East Japan Presbyterian Mission comprises 7 families

and 9 single women. Of these. Dr. and Mrs. McCartee
and Mrs. John Ballagli are absent. Last fall. Miss Young-
man, and this summer, the Rev. and Mrs. T. M. INIacXair

returned from furlough. Dr. Alexander also returned

and went to Kyoto in the West Japan Mission. Of the

20 members now on the field, 15 are in Tokyo, 1 in Yoko-
liama, and 4 in the Hokkaido. The Mission sustains one

Bible AYomans Training School, two boarding schools for

girls, two primary schools, a day school for girls, an in-

dustrial school for girls; and, in connection with the jN^orth

Japan Mission of the Reformed (Dutch) Church, carries on
the Academic and Theological Departments of the Meiji

Gakuin. The Mission has evangelistic work in Tokyo and
the vicinity, extending to Utsunomiya and Kujukuri ; in 3

places in Niigata Ken ; and in 5 places in the Hokkaido. It

employs 23 pastors and evangelists, one of whom is a

graduate of a mission academy, and 11 or 12 Bible women
;

and in the schools about 50 teachers, many of whom give

only a part oftheir time. The Mission has expended for evan-

gelistic w'ork yen 7377_, and for educational work yen 9922.
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Dr. AYyckoff, of the Reforiucd (Diilcli) INIission, reports '^^li^iSSc''

for the Meiji Gakiiin Academic Department. '^ Last year ^'^v^'-'^^nent

Avhen the school closed for the summer, there were 130

pupils iu attendance with every prospect of an increase in

the iaU. Then came the " Instruction '^ of the Minister

of Education ; and in order that it might continue religious

instruction, the school gave up its connection with the

government. Because of this, a number of students left

;

so that during tlie winter there were only 90 in attendance.

Six pupils were graduated in April, and the new year

began with 80 pupils, but some have entered since.

Though the schools would seem to have received a great

blow from the " Instruction," yet some are beginning to

think it a blessing in disguise by its attracting attention to

Christianity, and by making Christians and Christian

institutions more vertebrate and less disposed to consult

expediency by trying to conform themselves to their non-

Christian surroundings. The school work has gone oji

steadily and satisfactorily, and Bible classes and religious

meetings have been kept up as in former years." There
have been four baptisms since the last Council report

(but after the statistical report ending April 30 was

given), and there are 21 Christians now in school.

The school is 24 years old. Of the 134 graduates, 6

are at present teaching in mission schools, and 5 are in

evangelistic work in the employ of missions. Fifteen

others are in pastoral and evangelistic work, not aided by
mission funds. The expense of the school to the Missions

is yen 4200 annually. The Rev. Mr. H. M. Landis is

the member of the Presbyterian Mission connected with

the school. In addition to his work there, he has taught

a class in the Shiba Sunday-school; and several of his

pupils have united with that church during the year.

He has also done Bible teaching and occasional preaching

in other places, and as a member of the Sunday-school

Literature Committee has spent much time in the prepara-

tion of the monthly Sunday-school Teachers Journal.

The Theological Department of the Meiji Gakuin as JepSnu-Mi

well as the Academic Department has a Japanese Principal,
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the Rev. K. Ibuka. Dr. Imbrie is at present the only

missionary teaching in the school, and gives five hours a

Aveek to class-room work. Two students were graduated

at the last commencement. At present, there are only 5

in the school, all in the first or Junior year of the course.

Only one of these is a graduate of an academic department.

All of the students do evangelistic work in addition to

their studies. The cost of the department is yen 2540.

In addition to his work in the Theological Department,

Dr. Imbrie contributes regularly to the Fukuin Shimpo,

and oc(;asionly to the Biblical Expositor, and has had the

general care of a part of the work in Tokyo and in Niigata

Ken, but says there is nothing of special interest to report

concerning its condition or progress.

During Mrs. INIacNair's absence Miss West has had
the entire charge of the Bible Training School in Tokyo.

There have been 17 pupils in the school during the year.

Two were graduated, and there are 13 now in the school.

The number of pupils is less than in previous years, but

the school is in good condition. Two of the Bible women,
doing outside work, now live in the school and their

reports of opportunities to work have been a stimulus to

the pupils. Of the 50 graduates of the school, 20 are in

Bible work in tlie employ of Mis.'- ions ; 16 have married

pastors or evangelists, and three are employed in mission

schools. The schools costs the Mission yen 1142, but this

includes the support of the women while in school and
while in vacation work in the country. Miss West has

the direction of several Bible women who work in Tokyo
and in four outstations. The Sunday-schools where they

teach have improved greatly. The children prepare

lessons at home, and contribute money for benevolent

purposes. In two places the Bible women have taught

some of the Christians to play the organ, so that their

churches may have organists.

The Joshi Gakuin, the school for girls in Tokyo, has
had an exceptionally prosperous year. ]\Iiss Milliken,

Miss Gardner and Miss Ballagh are the missionaries in

the school, and are assisted by the Misses Ruth and Grace
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Thompson as re2;ular teachers. The institution has tlie

strongest corps of Japanese teacliers it has ever had. The
course of the school is ten years long, and in general covers

that of the Higlier Primary Schools and six years beyond

it, with special attention given to English. One hundred
and fifty pupils have been in attendance throughout the

year ; 7 were graduated in the spring, and a number of

new pupils entered. The attendance at the end of April

was 180, of whom 93 were boarders. There have been 3

baptisms during the year, and tlie number of Christians

in the school is 65. The value of the daily Bible study

is emphasized ; to it all other classroom work tends, and

for it prepares. Of the 48 graduates of the school (since

1890), 19 are at present teaching in mission schools, 5 are

in evangelistic work in the employ of Missions, and 2 are

trained Christian nurses. The remaining 22 have married.

The cost of the school to the Mission is yen 2826. Miss

Milliken, besides her work in the school, has the direction

of two Bible women ; and, as also the other two ladies,

has Sunday-school work and Bible classes and other work
in connection with the churches and elsewhere. Miss

Gardner has daily Bible classes for outsiders in her home.

Miss Ballagh has clmrge of two schools or daily classes for

poor children; one in Tsunohazu and one in Yokohama.

The Hokkusei Jo Gakko in Sapporo is in charge of

Miss Smith. The course of study corresponds to that

of the Higher Primary Schools and three years beyond.

There have been 48 pupils in regular attendance, and a

large number in irregular attendance during the year.

The present number of pupils is 68, only 6 of whom are

supported. One was graduated last commencement.
There have been 5 baptisms since last May, and 21 of the

pupils are Christians. A Sunday-school of street children

numbering 70 is taught by the older Christian girls. Tlie

school is 12 years old. Of the 18 graduates, 3 are engaged

in teaching in mission schools. The cost of the school to

the Mission was yen 1640.

The Selshu Jo Gakko in Otaru is a Hig^lier Primary

Hokkusei Jo
Gakko

day school for girls in charge of Miss Rose.

Seishu Jo
Gakko

It was begun
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five years ago, and lias two kindergartens connected with

it. In all there are now 90 pupils in attendance. The
school has prospered during the year. Last fall some of

the pupils had to be dismissed on account of the govern-

ment regulations, but opposition was a tonic. The first

class will be graduated next April. As the school is

helped by private funds, the Mission pays only yen 120 to

its support. ]\Iiss Hose has 6 Sunday-schools in connection

Avith her work. In these, 5 girls, two ofthem graduates ofan
older mission school, are doing good work as her assistants.

The two Primary Schools, Keimo No. 1 and No. 2,

under the care of Mrs. McCauley, suffered much from tlie

new edncational regulations. About 200 pupils were

obliged to leave, and the schools opened in October w^ith

less than 50 in attendance. The number has now grown
to 130. The pupils have a daily Bible lesson for 45

minutes, and all attend the Sunday-school. During the

year, all of the homes of the pupils have been visited,

some of them many times, by the Christian teachers. The
schools receive yen 600 from the INIission in addition to i\\Q

rent. Mrs. McCauley also visits weekly at the Charity

Hospital where gospel teaching is gladly received.

Last fall, because of the new regulations. Miss AYest

thought it best to close the Shinagawa Primary School,

rather than to continue it as a purely charity school.

The building is now used as a preaching place. Many of

the former pupils come regularly to the Sunday-school,

and bring their friends from the public schools with them.

A weekly knitting class and Bible meeting is also held in

the building. In April the kindergarten was re-opened

as a distinctly Christian school, and has now 40 children.

Total expense yen 200.

The Primary School in Yokohama, under the care of

INIiss Case, was also closed last fall. An industrial school

has been opened in its place. Sewing, embroidery, etc.,

with English and Japanese branches, are taught; and the

pastor of Shiloh church gives a half hour of Bible instruc-

tion daily. Miss Case has the oversight of the Avork oftwo
Bible women, and has Bible class and Sunday-school work.
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No detailed report has been received of tlie general

evangelistic work in and around Tokyo. There are 12 or

15 places where work is carried on. Mr. INEacNair has

been absent on furlough during the year, and Dr. Thomp-
son has been the only member of the Mission giving his

whole time to the work. He says, ^' It is distinctly

depressing to find many of our best trained evangelists

leaving their fields of labor for otlier occupations ; one of

our men has gone to Cliicago and joined Dowie's work
there." Concerning self-support, he says, " It looks as

if an eiFort were being made to solve the question by
getting rid of everything tliat requires support rather than

supporting it." I)r. Thompson has also prepared and
publislied a catechism on the Confession of Faith of the

Churcli of Christ in Japan.

Miss Youngman reports concerning the Ueno and
Kamejima Missions. The daily and nightly preaching

services have been continued in these places throughout

the year, as also the Sunday open-air service in the park.

At each meeting, there are two speakers ; and tracts are

distributed. About 35000 people attended these services

during the year. From time to time applicants for

admission to the various churches have said that tliey

first heard the truth there. The Buddhists applied for

permission to have similar services in the park, and at

first it seemed as if the same locality would be assigned to

, in response to a request, a place was given them
Mission has completed its tenth

work similar to this was carried

on in a tent at Kamakura, and thousands were readied by
it, but " lack of funds has shut our tent away in a box,

and we have only one Bible woman wlio works there as

she can, with an occasional visit from an evangelist from
Tokyo."

From the Hokkaido station, Mr. Pierson reports. All

that has been written of the urgency of continued and
earnest effort on behalf of this island, should liave a new
line underscored. There has been progress all along the

line in the increased opportunities caused by new land

Evanj,'e]istic
Work

them ; but

elsewhere. The Ueno
year. For some years

Ueno and
Kamejima
Missions
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being opened, new facilities for travel, new people coming
in, and the abandoning of old tried-and-found-wanting

religions. There has been progress in tlie wider diffusion

of gospel truth through preaching and Bible and tract

distribution, in the growing sense of shame over the social

evil and attempts to combat it, and in the growing
recognition that civilization without Christianity is not

true civilization.'^ Tliree of the churches are self-support-

ing, and have made good progress in faith and numbers.
Tlie five places under the care of the ^Mission are all pro-

gressing and promising, and have increased in numbers.
Otnru has built a })astor's house, and is looking forward to

self-support. In Mombetsu, the Christians have taken

the lead in a determined, and apparently successful,

agitation to prevent the establishment of places of iniquity

in the town. In Mororan, Takegawa and Kamikawa, the

growth lias been not only in numbers, but in moral tone

and a widening of lines of work. Mr. and Mrs. Pierson

are now in Sapporo, but hope to move to Kamikawa.
One of the outstations is now more than a day's journey
away, and five can each be reached in a day. He adds,
" What impresses me most is the transcendent importance

of getting every individual of our generation into in-

telligent contact with the way of salvation. The Japanese
heart is lonely. There is a religious vacuum. AVe can
ask no better demand for what we have to give them
than there is at present. We are not keeping up with

one-tenth of our opportunities. We need one new mis-

sionary family, two new missionary women, four evangelists,

and some Bible women."

u!p"ci?urch The Mission of the United Presbvterian Church of
of Scotland gcotkud has Only two families, both resident in Tokyo.

Their work is so blended with the work of other Missions

in Tokyo that it is hard to draw the line between. ' Mr.
Waddell preaches all over Tokyo in the churches of other

Missions, and helps all ; but is especially interested in the

Ueno Mission, which has been reported above. He found

more interested listeners there this year than ever before,
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and the audiences liave been exceptionally respectful and

courteous. He thinks tlie Buddhist preaching in the park
is an advantao'c to the Christian work ; as they, having no

glad news for the people, are not able to hold their atten-

tions ; and thus a line opportunity is given for comparing
the two religions. There need be no fear for the future for

the cause of Christ in Japan, if only tlie gospel is preached
to the people. Mr. Waddell would urge the Council to

urge their home Boards to send out more men.

Mr. Davidson's principal work during the year has

been the preparation and distribution in certain districts

in Tokyo of a progressive series of tracts teaching the

fundamental truths regarding salvation.

The Xorth Japan Mlasion of the Reformed (Dutch)

Church comprises 6 families and 6 single women, and it

occupies 6 stations. Miss Winn has been absent during

the year ; and in March Miss Thompson went home on
furlough. Miss Moulton returned from furlough in

September. In the fall, the Rev. and Mrs. H. Harris

removed from Ichinoseki to Aomori, and Miss Wyckoif
removed from Ferris Seminary to Ueda, where she spent

the winter studying the language, returning to Ferris

Seminary in the spring to take Miss Thompson's place.

In addition to its part in the Meiji Gakuin, the ^Mission

carries on one Higher School for girls. It employs 16

evangelists, none of whom are graduates of a mission

academy, but 5 have studied for a longer or shorter time

in such an academy. The Mission has expended yen 56-18

for evangelistic, and yen 8405 for educational work. Dr.

AYyckoft's report for the Meiji Gakuin has already been

given. In addition to his work in the school, he has

preached in Japanese and given magic lantern exhibitions

of Bible scenes.

Ferris Seminary, the Higher School for girls in Yoko-
hama, is in charge of the Rev. and INIrs. E. S. Booth,

assisted by Mi.ss Moulton and Miss Wyckoif. The school

has enjoyed a condition of healthfulness during the year,

but not one of special growth. The passing under the
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local educational supervision in October was accomplished

without difficulty, and practically no change is apparent.

Three pupils were graduated at the last commencement,
and there are 54 in attendance. The grade of the school

corresponds to that of the Higher Primary Schools and
4 years beyond. The Bible course has been in operation

during the year ; and Mr. Booth has given much time to

preparation for the lessons and to classroom work there

and in the Grammar Department. Mrs. Booth has been

compelled by necessity to devote her time to the instruc-

tion of her own children. Miss Thompson had the chief

English teaching until her return to America. Miss
Moulton, besides the larger part of the musical instruction

has done much Bible and Eno;lisli teachino;. It is Mr.
Booth's opinion that the agitation on the part of some
Missions against the so-called (but wrongly so-called)

higher education in mission schools, and the consequent

cutting down of the grade, is chiefly responsible for the

lack of numbers ; and he would suggest that the wisest

policy would be to return to the higher standard. There
have been 4 baptisms during tlie }'ear, and there are 24
Christians in the school. The school is 25 years old. Of
the 72 graduates, 8 are teaching in mission schools, and 8 are

in evangelistic work in the employ of Miasions. Another
former pupil, not a graduate, is working with the Salvation

Army. The cost of the school to the Mission is yen 5050.

Since January, Mr. Booth has been acting as pastor of the

Union Church of the foreign community in Yokohama.

^^^^\lSk*''^ The evangelistic work of the jNIission is in Aomori,
Iwate, Aichi, Shizuoka, Saitama and Shinano Provinces.

With the exception of the first two provinces, the work
has been been chiefly under the care of the Rev. J. H.
Ballagh of Yokohama and he still has the oversight of

10 outstations which are from half a day to four days
distant from his residence. There is a resident evangelist

in each ])lace. Mr. Ballagh reports 18 baptisms and an

increased interest in tlie liearing of tl\e gospel. He wishes

however to emphasize his growing conviction of the im-
portance of the persoual presence of a missionary in all
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central stations, or wherever effective work is contemplat-

ed. In regard to self-support, he says, " Little advance

has been made, if indeed retrogression has not taken place.

The rule that chapel rents and local expenses should be

met by the believers and evangelists was complied with on

condition that the evangelists' salaries should be raised yen

8 per month, and has not resulted in larger efforts on the

part of believers. In three cases, chapels have been built

or bought by the Mission, thus doing away with rent."

The Rev. and INErs. E. Rothesay Miller have been ^'^«^^°^'*

stationed for many years at INIorioka, and had charge of

the work in the north. Ichinoseki is the only outstatiou

with a resident evangelist. In Morioka, there has been a

working evangelist besides i\\Q pastor, as the latter gives a

large portion of his time to assisting Mrs. Miller in the

preparation of Glad Tidings and Little Tidings. There

have been a few baptisms in Ichinoseki and 13 in Morioka.

The new church building is well located for lecture meet-

ings, and a number of Christian lectures have been given

there to large audiences. x\. meeting for evangelists was

held in December attended by all the workers in the

north. Pastoral work was the subject that aroused the

most interest and discussion. Mr. jMiller has also visited

all the stations in the Shinano field with great profit, both

to the work and himself, in his clearer knowledge thus

obtained of the condition of the work there.

Since last September, the Rev. and IMrs. H. Harris ^""^""

have been in Aomori looking after the work during Miss

Winn's absence. A very satisfactory church building was

completed there last summer. The Christians raised yen

50 for furnishing it. The Sunday services and women's

meetings are well attended, but the prayer meetings are

not sustained, nor the Sabbath kept as it should be. But
few of the church members are really alive to their duties

and privileges. There is need of workers who are quick

to note needs and opportunities, and to correct wrong views

in the church, and stimulate it to activity. Both Mr. and

Mrs. Harris, Avith their two helpers, do much house to

house visiting. The Sunday-schools and regular women's
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Nagano

meetings and Bible classes are carried on. There are large

opportunities for more work.

Nagano station is occupied by the Rev. and Mrs. F. S.

Scudder and Mrs. Schenck. There is much opposition to

Christianity in this old Buddhist stronghold. Tiie temple
of Zenkoji held a fifty days' festival this spring, and during
that time the city was thronged with pilgrims. The
churcli, which has a membership of 40, has advanced
during the year. About two-thirds of the members
attend church faithfully ; and the prayer meetings are

well kept up. The Christians have increased their con-

tributions, and pay yen 5 more than last year. They
have themselves organized and graded the Sunday-school.
The introduction of chain cards by Mrs. Schenck has add-
ed to tlie interest. The increase of inquirers is one of the

hopeful signs. People come from unexpected quarters to

ask about Christianity. At Nakano, several theatre meet-
ings w^ere held with an average attendance of 1000 people.

At first, they were antagonistic, but this decreased at each

successive meeting. If the station were supplied with
several workers, it seems as though a good harvest might be
reaped. Mrs. Schenck with her two helpers has carried

on a number of wedvly meetings for women and children

in Nagano and the vicinity. In some places the opposition

of the Buddhists has been open and severe; but on the

whole the attendance has been good, and there are more
opportunities than she can avail herself of. She has also

taught two English Bible classes of young men. Mr.
Scudder has also prepared the w^eekly Leaflets published
by the Committee on Sunday-school Literature.

In Ueda, the church is independent and self-support-

ing. Miss Deyo's efforts have been entirely given to ward
and village work. Instead of helping the church, it

seemed to be more profitable all around to get the church
to help her. During previous years, work had been carried

on in 8 districts of the city and 15 villages. All the seed-

sowing must ultimately tend to the upbuilding of the

Ueda church ; and when a year ago, her salaried helpers

were obliged to leave, an appeal was made to the church
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to carry on the work. A few volunteers came forward
;

and since Jnly, no mission funds have been used for

salaries. Gradually the number of workers increased, until

now 10 weekly neighborhood meetings, in addition to the

regular church meetings, are carried on by the Christians.

And a number of special lecture meetings have been given
in these localities by the pastor and more prominent men
in the church. Up to tlie end of June, all expenses— rent

Sunday-school papers, cards, tracts etc.—have been borne

by the Mission ; but next year the cliurch will assume the

rents, and has promised to continue all the old meetings,

and is talking of opening new ones. A really earnest,

zealous spirit of evangelization is growing in the church.

The services are well attended. There have been 8

baptisms and there is quite a large inquirers' class. Funds
for needed church improvements and supplies are easily

raised, and a group of ses^en young men can always be

called upon to aid in any duty connected with the cliurch.

They give out tracts, and sell Bibles giving the 25 per cent

commission to the church work. One young man and two
women are learning to play tlie organ tliat the church
may always have an organist. The Mission has turned

over all its work in tliat immediate vicinity to the care of

the church, and from last month has no longer any
connection with it.

The Womans Union Mission has at present only two uu?m?*mssion

members on the field. Last November, Mrs. Pierson, for

28 years a faithful missionary, passed to her home in

Heaven ; and in January, Miss Dorsey returned to America.
The Union Bible School is now in charge of Miss Pratt.

At present there are 67 pupils, all of whom are engaged
more or less in outside evangelistic work. The girls

school is now temporarily in cliarge of Miss Crosby, wlio

reports 76 pupils in attendance. Connected with the

schools, are 7 outside Sunday-schools with 240 pupils.

In regard to the work in Omata, where she had been ^'"^*''*

stationed for some time. Miss Crosby writes, " There is

much to encourage in tlie work here. About 70 now
attend the Sunday services. There have been 8 baptisms
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during the winter and there are a goodly number of

inquirers. The present evangelist is not a book-worm, but
a bright active man, who goes about among the people

continually ; and nearly every dav persons come to his

room in the chapel to inquire about Cliristianity and its

doctrines." ^liss Crosby's two helpers are constantly

working tliere, and she herself is only temporarily absent.

The German Ilcformed Mission. From this Mission,

the Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Hoy were transferred to China
last fall ; and Miss Hollowell and Mrs. Gill retired from
the Mission ; so the Mission now comprises 6 families, one

single man and two single women, with one married
missionary under appointment and expected soon. Dr. and
Mrs. Moore have been absent all the year. During the

winter, the Rev. and Mrs. H. K. Miller and MissRohrbach
went to America on furlough ; and the Rev. Mr. and Mrs.

Lampe and Miss Weidner newly appointed, arrived and
are located at Sendai. All the misssionaries on the field

at present are located in Sendai ; though Mr. Snyder,

devoting himself to Bible selling, is absent much of the

time.

The Mission carries on

one for boys, and also

High

evangelistic work,

School for girls and
a theological seminary. In

there are 42 points under its carethe

where the gospel is preached ; but at present several places

are vacant and more evangelists are needed. AV^ork in two
places has been given up through no fault of the Mission.

The Mission employs 25 pastors and evangelists, 10 of
whom are graduates of their mission academy ; and about

same number of teachers are employed in the schools,

though a number of these give only a part of their time.

The INIission appropriated yen 8000 for evangelistic work,
and yen 1 2400 for educational work.

The girls school, Miyagi Jo Gakko, has during the year

been in charge of Miss Zerfluh alone, as Miss Rohrbach's

enforced absence because of ill health left her the sole

care. The grade of the school is 5 years beyond that

of the Higher Primary Schools, with an additional
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post-graduate year of preparation for Bible work. There
ha /e been 48 pnpils in regular attendance, and there were

59 in school at the end of April. Five were graduated in

June, 1899. There have been 11 baptisms during the

year, and there are 35 Christians in school. The school

is 12 years old. Of the 21 graduates, 7 are teaching in

mi&sion schools, and 3 are Bible women. The amount of

mission money expended for the school is yen 3881.

The Tohoku Gakuin, the Higher School for boys, is in SkuS
charge of Dr. Schneder, Islw Xoss and Mr. Gerhard. The
grade of tlie Academic Department corresponds to that of

the government Common Middle School ; i.e., it is 5 years

beyond of the Higher Primary Scliools, with special atten-

tion given to English ; and there is an additional two years

literary course. There have been 106 pupils in attendance,

and there were 96 in school at the end of April, chieiiy in

the lower classes. Tliere were no graduates last commence-
ment. There were 5 baptisms during the year, and there

are 21 Christians in school. Dr. Schneder w^rites, " Our
lower classes are large, but as the young men get on in their

course they go into government scliools to avoid conscrip-

tion and get into line of entrance into higher government
schools. Our higher classes are very small, or wanting
altogether. Altogether, the year has not been a very

satisfactory one to us.'' The school is 14 years old. Of
the 51 graduates, 3 are teaching in mission schools, 17 are

in evangelistic work in mission employ, and 3 are pastors

of self-supporting churches. The cost of the school to the

Mission is yen 7000.

The Theological Seminary has a vernacular and an
English course running parallel, each 3 years long. There
were 2 graduates from the English course last commence-
ment. At present, there are only 6 students in the seminary,

all in the middle year; but 3 of them are in the vernacular

course and 3 in the English course. These latter are grad-

uates of the Academic Department of the Tohoku Gakuin.
Fifteen hours of missionary time each week are given to

each class in the English course. There is now but one
such class ; so 15 hours represents the amount of mission-
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ary time given to the seminary. Mr. Noss says, " The
cause of the paucity of students is our reluctance to allow

them to take the short cut through the Japanese course,

and the impossibility of keeping students in the Academic
Department beyond the age when they begin to appreciate

the significance of the Christian ministry." He thinks

the removal of the government restrictions would result in

an increase of theological students. Two of the Japanese

professors of theology resigned during the year ; and in

their places, the Kev. Mr. Kajiwara of Princeton, and the

Rev. Mr. Sasao of the University of Bonn, Germany, both

of whom have always been identified with the Church
of Christ in Japan and are of an evangelistic spirit, have

been secured. The seminary costs about yen 1000.

There are four independent churches associated with the

Mission. Mr. Noss reports that they have all had a

good year. In Sendai, chiefly though the efforts of Dr.

Schneder, a beautiful church is building on the most suit-

able corner lot in tlie city. The building alone will cost

yen 12000 ; and of tliis sum nearly yen 2000 were contrib-

uted by the Japanese at the cost of commendable self-

sacrifice. The churches at lizaka and Nagaoka have been

under the care of one man, a devoted pastor. The latter

town is dominated by Christian influence. The Hakodate
Christians have repaired their church at a cost oi yen 500.

The work at Wakamatsu has been been carried on by two
ordained men working at their own charges ; but recently

one of these has been removed to Sendai to be a professor

in the Theological Seminary, and the other is sick; so the

Mission will continue the work, and hopes to send an

evangelist there. The number of baptisms during the

year in the four churches and at Wakamatsu was 76.

The evangelistic work of the Mission has been carried

on at a disadvantage this year, as there w^ere so few mission-

aries on the field. Mr. Miller was the only member of

tlie Mission who gave his whole time to evangelistic work
;

and after his departure for America, Dr. Schneder and
Mr. Noss had, in addition to their heavy school work, the

responsibility of the whole evangelistic field which ex-
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tends over Miyagi, Yamagata, Akita and Fukushima
Kens, with a part of Saitama Ken, and some work in

Tokyo. Mr. INIiller was stationed in Yamagata ; and had

charge of the work there and at Akita, which is three

days\journey distant. Two others of his stations were a

day's journey away and some were nearer. In some of

the stations, the outlook is promising, but the wdiole dis-

trict is intensely conservative and hard to move. A rail-

road is now building which will bring the stations with-

in easier reach, and also it is lioped tend to open the

minds of the people. At Akita, the evangelist left the

work under circumstances which indicated that he was

merely a hireling. The Mission hopes soon to place a

good man there. In the work that is looked after from

Sendai, 12 stations are mentioned, all within a day's jour-

ney, and only a few hours away. 'The evangelists have

worked with commendable zeal and faithfulness, and
gradually are getting to be more practical, and to under-

stand what kind of work will be effective and what not.

There has been special interest at Shiraishi. The great

fire of last year produced such discouraging conditions

that, at that time, the evangelist wanted to give up the

work. Kow however a new interest has sprung up, attend-

ance at the services is good, and they have raised money
enough to buy a lot for a new church. In Ishinomaki, a

fine chapel has been built, to which the people contributed

yen 400. In some places, there have been discouragements.

In one. Christians got into trouble by violating the election

laws ; in another, they w^ere mixed up in a fraudulent

life insurance business ; and in yet another, a nominal

believer killed a man in the preaching place itself, pre-

sumably in self-defense. All of these have been set-backs

to the work ; but in all the preaching places under the care

of the Mission, III adults have been baptized during the

year. Mr. Noss says, " There is a marked determination

among the churches and preaching places to purge the church

rolls, and a growing recognition of the fact that it is a mis-

take to baptize unconverted or half converted people. The
Christians are beginning to emphasize the individual aspect
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of religion instead of the old habit of thinking of it in

relation to the welfare of the nation. Audiences are large

and respectfal wherever we go. The officials are as friend-

ly as thev dare be. Our tent meetings, held during the

great festivals in Sendai, are better attended than ever ; and
even the government Boys High School has opened its

doors for Christian lectures, and missionaries are trecjuent-

ly asked to address educational associations on the subject

of morality and its relation to religion.
Bible seujug

^^jj.^ SuVder's work of Bible selling has been remark-
ably successful, about 58000 jx)rtions having been sold

during the year, in addition to over 1100 Bibles and
Testaments. Most of his work has been done on the

trains, but he has also sold from house to house, to groups
on the street, etc. He finds there are many who really

leant the Word of God, if only we will carry it to them.

Mr. Snyder's example and success have also aroused great-

ly increased eftorts in Bible selling with good success on
the part of other missionaries, as manv of the reports

testify.

mcSemeiy ^^ closiug our rcvicw of the work of tlie Cooperating
successixii [Missions, the year may be classed as a moderately success-

ful one. In general, the work has held its own ; in some
places, fair progress has been made. And after making
due allowance for the very evident '• professional cheerful-

ness '' characterizing some of the reports, we still find that,

on the wliole, the condition of the work is to be pronounc-
ed " encouraging."

Though some years ago the passport system was alleged

to be the great barrier to a more active and aggressive

pursuance of direct evangelistic work in the country at

large, the aMition of that hindrance and the establishing

of mixed residence has made no change in tlie policy of

the Missions. Xo new stations have been opened ; a few
have been given up or left unoccupied.

Lackoffiujds
^i^^^, ^^. ^j^jj^ ^j^ ^^j,j^ -j^ ^1^^.^. (.i^arge lias suffered

from lack of oversight which they were imable to give

owing to over-pressure of work, or tlie distance of the

fields. Xearly every report of evangelistic work men-
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tions opportunities that had to be left unimproved, ™Sitil
or calls for \York unanswered. Generally speaking,

devices and baits are no longer needed in order to secure

hearers for the gospel message. Lack of funds and lack of

workers seem to be the chief hindrances to the work now ;

The country is open, the people ready to hear, but how
shall they hear without a preacher ?

In almost every report the need for more Japanese ^'^a/ane^"''^

workers is emphasized, and the question which calls for
^^o^kers

tlie most serious consideration of the Council this year,

and which can no longer be put aside, is. How can good

Japanese workers be obtained for and retained in the

work ? It is not that institutions for educating or train-

ing are lacking, or that they are deficient in their curricula.

The trouble is that the work does not attract our educat-

ed youths. There are fewer students in the theological

seminaries than for many years past, only 11 in the two

institutions ; and the Bible training schools report a fall-

ing off in pupils. It is not the fault of the institutions,

nor of the advantages and attractions within their walls.

It is because the work that lies beyond graduation does

not attract. How can we impress upon our Christian

youth the need and importance of the direct evangelistic

work ? How can we make tliem realize that this work of

preaching the gospel to the heathen, of taking it to the

masses of the people in their ow- n neighborhoods and homes,

so far from being a mean or insignificant work, is one that

offers the greatest scope to a sanctified ambition and,

beyond any work in the world, gives opportunities for the

use of every power, talent and accomplishment a man may
possess ? How^ can we inspire them with a desire first to fit

themselves for, and then to devote their lives to, this most

difficult but most exalted work?
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SUPPLEMENT.

The following questions concerning conditions on the

evangelistic field were sent to every member of the Co-
operating Missions engaged in direct evangelistic work.
Forty-one sets of replies were received. These have been
edited and classified as well as they could be ; and the

answers to each question are given herewith. The numbers
refer to the names of the writers as indicated in the follow-

ing list.

1.



1. Do you find the conditions obtaining under the neio

treaties and regulations equally or more or less favorable to

evangelistic loorh than ivere the former conditions f

Twenty-four report no practical change (1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33,

35, 40, 41). Seven report the conditions more favorable

(12, 15, 21, 31, 32, 36, 37). Three report the conditions

more favorable becanse of wider conceptions of the people,

and the realization that Christianity has an acknowledged

position in the country (2, 22, 34). One reports the

conditions more favorable as concerns renting of chapels,

abolition of the passport system, and the acceptance of the

foreign missionary as an inevitable part of the new order of

things (16). One observes that missionaries are raised in

the estimation of the people, more kindly treated by
officials and prominent citizens ; and tliat there is general

recognition of tlie fact that Christianity can no longer be

ignored (38). Three say that missionaries can travel

more freely ; but that street-preaching and the opening

of new work is more difficult, (3, 4, 6). One Avrites that

street-preaching and preaching in chapels opening on the

street are forbidden ; and that vexatious regulations as to

the recording of preaching places are in operation (26.)

Thirty-two vs. six regard the conditions as equally or more
favorable.

2. In view of i^resent conditions would you advocate a
idder sccdtering oj missionaries : i.e. that there be only one

missionaryfamily in a station and that stations be multiplied f

Two say, No : one adding, I believe in concentration

(23, 4). Four say, Cannot make a change in our field

(1, 15, 29, 35). Four say, Not with the present force;

feasible if the force is increased (2, 8, 10, 16), One says.

Scatter them if you have them to scatter (33). Three
say, Too hard on a family ; two families are better than

one, but to more effectively cover the field there might be

more scattering (11, 12, 40.) One says, Yes, but

young ladies should not be sent out alone {14). Two say,
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Yes, for the missionary is the centre of permanent in-

fluence and the more stations we have the better. I would
advocate one family and one single lady in a station (18,

39). Eight say, I advocate the opening of new stations

and the locating of missionaries in unoccupied fields, thus

making new centres ; but I would not insist upon only one

family in a station (3, 5, 6, 13, 17, 20, 21, 41). One says, I

believe two families are better than one, if in harmony; but

I would advocate a wider scattering of the missionaries now
in the treaty ports (26). Yes : because, until foreign missiona-

ries live and work and establish working bodies in the

interior towns not much will be accomplished in the way
of reaching the masses or establishing self-propagating

churches; for the Japanese workers liave not as yet enough
power of initiative to get a good work started (19). Two
say. There should not be less than two families in one place;

but ifanother Mission is represented, then one ofthe Council

missionaries is sufficient ; and as many places should be

occupied as possible (36, 37). One says, A number of new
stations should be permanently occupied by tlie Council

;

but that must be done by reenforcements from home, not by
a general scattering of the force now in Japan. Nor is it

wise as a rule to isolate either individuals or families, un-

less it be for limited periods of time. Much might be done
towards the accomplishment of tlie purpose underlying the

question, especially in places of secondary importance, by
adopting some such plan as that successfully pursued a

number of years ago by the Joshi Gakuin in connection

with Takata : i.e. by having a sufficient force in the

educational institutions to enable the institutions, as an
important part of their work, to detach individuals in

turn to do evangelistic work regularly at certain fixed

centres for several montlis at a time. Such a plan provides

a moveable force ; avoids continuous isolation ; and by
dispensing with the necessity of multiplying houses suit-

able for permanent residence, is relatively inexpensive.

In the case of the Joshi Gakuin, it gave to the ladies a

profitable, effective and pleasant change of work ; and ^vas

in many ways of great value to tlie institution itself. The
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plan was given up for the lack of force and funds (27).

One says, The increase of railroads has on the one hand
lessened tlie necessity for multiplying stations, and on

the other diminished the isolation of the lone missionary in

a station. I would advocate one or two families in a

station and believe that in order to fit missionaries for the

general supervision of evangelists, it is necessary that they

should serve out an apprenticeship in the direct work (38).

Two say, Divide forces and cover territory ; the presence

of the missionary adds much to the success of the work
anywhere (7, 30). Two say, Yes, emphatically (9, 28).

Two say. One family is better than more, but I would not

urge it on those who find the isolation very trying (24, 25).

Three say, I would advocate one family in a station. If

the twenty fields of strategic importance as located by the

committee of the Council were supplied at the expense of

the treaty ports, we could hope for a speedier and more
effective evangelization of the country than by the present

arrangement. The missionary should be seen by the

people, learn to realize the needs of the people, and person-

ally push the work of evangelization (31, 32, 34).

3, In your opinion^ what jyrojyoiiion of the population of
your field has heard

J
or in any loay become acquainted loithj

the foundation truths of the gospel f

In general those to whom the questions were sent do not

answer ; saying that it would be mere guess work. Those
who do venture at a guess vary in their answers from one
in ten to one in ten thousand.

4, Would you say that most emphatically noio is the

time for more p>ushing , aggressive evangelistic ivorhf

Seven say, No more than at any other time (1, 13, 19,

26, 40, 41). Nineteen say. Yes, now as always (3, 4, 5,

8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 29, 33, 35, 38).

Two say, Yes ; for every year lost makes the work more
difficult, for civilization without Christianity hardens the

hearts of the people (7, 39). Nine say, Kecently conditions

have been growing more favorable, and work should be
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pushed to the utmost (12, 14, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 37).

One says, Now is the time to lay foundatious carefully, by
iutroducing such methods as shall secure stability to the

work (2). One says. Yes ; and to this end tlie number of
foreign and Japanese workers should be doubled. But we
can not hope that the country will be christianized in one
great rush ; several generations of faithful missionaries

will still be needed (36). One says. Yes, by all means ; the

people are ready to welcome all well directed efforts ; the

country is agitated over the prevalent immorality and the

newspapers and prominent men cry out for reform. In
religious matters Japan is now at sea. Christianity has

passed its trial stage and shown its ability to satisfy the

desires of those who really long for something better. We
ought to be fully awake to the present needs and oppor-

tunities (34). One says, When I remember the great con-

gregations that once pressed into theatres and other large

buildings to hear the truths of Christianity, and when I

think that God may have in store for Japan other like

days of liis j^resence, I am constrained to say that to-day

is emphatically a time, rather than emphatically the time,

to press evangelistic work. Moreover, what we commonly
call direct evangelistic work should not be pressed to the

lessening or the undervaluing of other forms of Christian

effort, and in particular of that form which we usually

classify as educational. Christ sent Paul to preach the gospel,

and Paul determined not to know anything save Jesus

Christ and him crucified
;
yet Paul made it also a rule of

his ministry to become all things to all men that he might
by all means save some. We should do likewise ; and
especially so remembering that there are diversities of gifts,

but the same Spirit (27.)

5. If any, how many of the out-stations under your

care are more than a day^s journey from your place of
residence f How many are about a day^s journey f

In answer to this question some have used the word
"some" or "several" in place of a definite number.
Adding the definite numbers given, it appears that at least
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61 out-stations are a day's journey, that 35 are more than

a day's journey ; while besides these a number are more
than two days' journey from the missionary in charge.

6. Frovkled there were icorhers enough, loould you think

it practicable to divide your field, both city and country

villages, into districts of say 200 houses each and to hold a
series of weekly meetings for children and adults in each

district, leaving tracts at each house, etc., and so take the

gospel to the people f

Four say, The scarcity of workers makes the question

not wortli considering (1, 19, 23, 26). Seven say. Yes;

(5, 8, y, 20, 25, 40, 41). Seven say. Yes, if the workers

would do the work (2, 6, 11, 22, 24, 29, 30). Two say,

Not practicable. (13, 17). Neither practicable nor

eifective (33). One says, As a question, purely hypothe-

tical, since there are not workers enough to make tlie

attempt : as a method, considering the quality as well as the

size of the army necessary for such an campaign, visionary :

as an idea, apparently superficial in its conception of what
taking the gospel to a people really means (27). Two say,

it depends on circumstances (16, 21). Three say. Perfectly

practicable (15, 28, 32). Five say. Effective if practicable

(4, 7, 10, 18, 37). Five would like to see the country

districted and every house visited (3, 31, 34, 36, 39).

Two already have this plan under contemplation (12, 14).

One says. Practicable with comity (38). One says, I

see no reason why it could not be done ; it would be the

best way to reach all classes and to find out the real state

of the people, and would greatly tend to the progress of

the work (34).

7. Do you think that more could be done on the field in

general in the way of organizing and training local bands

of volunteer ivorkers from among the Christians connected

with the churches and preaching 'places f

Nine say. Yes, (10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 25, 28, 29). Two
say. Doubtful (1, 14). One says, Not in our field (8).

Three say. Yes, when there is some one with an organizing
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faculty (33, 38, 40). Four say. Desirable, but it depends
upon tlie cooperation of the Japanese (2, 3, 17, 34) Two
say, Possible where there is missionary oversight (30,

3()). Seven say, Desirable and possible ; a great deal more
could be done (6, 7, 1 3, 21, 22, 35, 41). Yes, but care must
be taken not to supersede the regular evangelists (9). (.an

be done and ought to be done ; but the system of having
paid workers is detrimental to such a plan (5). Yes, and
I recommend the Nevius plan (23). It is not the ])]ace of

the missionary to organize
;
purely advisory relations are

all that lie has any right to exercise (26). Desirable, but

rendered difficult by the nomadic character of tlie Church
members (32). Two say. Should be pushed witli all our

power, not only for thesake ofevangelization but for tlie sake

of the Christians themselves ; their spiritual life is atrophy-

ing for the lack of exercise (19, 39). One says. Personal

eftbrt for others if wisely exerted is of the very highest

value, and everything possible should done to quicken and
to foster it. The question contemplates something more :

the oro;anization and traininc;; of volunteer bands. At
certain times, in certain places, for certain persons, such a

work is comparatively easy to begin ; the difficulty is to

keep it up. No doubt however more miglit be done by
wisely directed effort ; but in any case it should be re-

garded as a method supplementary to that of a ministry

that lives of the gospel; and special pains should be taken

to cultivate in the volunteers preeminence in love, rather

than the love of preeminence (27). Five say. Possible and

necessary (4, 15, 24, 31, 37). One adds. Because the

Christians are willing ; tiie security of the Church depends

upon its getting beyond self and working for others; the

country can not be evangelized by paid workers only (31).

8. Are the mission school' graduates, men and icomen,

living within the boundaries of your field, but not in mission

employ, active Christian icorhers f is their influence actively

exerted for Christ and the Church f

Five have had no opportunities for observation (10, 21,

29, 34, 35). Five say, Xot the extent we ought to expect
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(1, 31, 32, 33, 41). One says. Taking the whole field

occupied by our Mission in view, not to the extent we
ought to expect. In the Wakayama field, we have no
graduates from mission schools excepting our pastors

and two men in government employ. The two men in

government employ are active Christians and use their

influence for Christ. The graduates of the schools for

girls, so ftr as I know, are all Christian workers in

the sense tliat their influence is exerted for Clirist (15).

Two say. Not to the extent that we wish, but as much so

as we have a right to expect (38). One says, Not so

mucli so as we wish ; and it may be that it is partly our own
fault. But let us remember that tliey are in the midst of an

environment whose difficulties and perils no one of us really

knows. It is not strange that many of them, and many
others too some of whom have run long and well, should

love this present world. Yet there are many of our

graduates, especially perhaps among those from our schools

for girls, who are letting their light shine ; some who are

pressing on toward tlie goal for the prize. For all such Paul
said, I thank my God always (27). Four say, There are

both kinds; much depends upon the surroundings (2, 18,

23, 40). Two know of none such in their fields (17, 30).

Two know of none such, but know of several who do
Cliristian work (5, 25). Four say, There are more in

hiding than are actively exerting a Christian influence

(3, 4, 24, 39). Four say, Those whom I know are

excellent (8, 13, 19, 26). Three say, With few exceptions

tliey are (20, 28, 37). Two know only one, and he is not

a Christian (11, 12). Not many here; those who are not

connected with tlie Chu Gakko are the best workers in

this field (7). Some of our best and most influential

workers are from mission schools. A few have been flat

failures (16). With few exceptions they are of no benefit

at all to the work (9). I know only one, a former

preacher; and his influence is against Christianity

(14). I can hardly say that their influence is actively

and openly exerted for Christ and the Church ; but
I believe that tlieir secret influence is good (22). Some
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are really decent Christians ; others are, well, moderate,

very moderate (6).

9. Is it your experience that those among your Christians

and inquirers who have been led to Christianity by means of
English classes^ etc., continue their interest and zeal after the

English instruction is discontinued f

Twelve have no experience (1, 5, 17, 18, 20, 24, 28, 29,

35, 37, 40, 41). One says, I have myself no experience,

for I do not remember to have ever led a single soul to

Christ through the use of English ; and I do iiot knoio of

many who have been led to Christ by means of English

classes ; but of those I do know, some have made earnest

Christians and some have not (15). Three say, No, they

do not (9, 13, 25). Two say. Yes, they do (7, 8). Three

say, A few (4, 16, 38). Two say. Most do not (23, 30).

Eight say. As much so as the average (3, 6, 11, 12, 14,

21, 22, 27). One says, English classes serve as a good

introduction, but in themselves fail of good results (33,

36). Those who become Christians keep up their interest,

but the results of English classes are not large (19). Two
say, English classes are a delusion and a snare, and are

responsible for much hypocrisy. Doubtless some good

Christians come out of these classes, but they are few (26,

39). Five say. Teaching only the Bible in English is

productive of good results (2, 10, 31, 32, 34).

10. Would you think it practicable for the missionary to

have employed under him on a salary
,
young men lay-workers

as a sort of shosei (piqnls, scholars), in the same way in which

young ivomen are employed under lady missionaries f The
young men to be looking forward to entering the Theological

Seminary and the ministry or not, as the case may be ; their

duty ivhile ivith the missionary being to work with him,

especially in meetings for boys and young men.

Three sav. Cannot say (8, 13, 18). Three say. Difficult

(7, 16, 23)." Six say. No (12, 17, 19, 21, 36, 38). Seven
say. Yes (20, 24, 25, 28, 32, 40, 41). Two say. Have
tried it once and would not like to try it again (1, 26).
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Four say, It would work mischief (2, 4, 33, 37). Five
say. Liable to abuse but desirable if possible (3, 11, 30, 31

39). Three say, It might be good in some places, but not

good for general adoption (10, 22, 29). One says. It

might work well in some cases ; but it is not without its

dangers. The Church of Christ in Japan needs to raise

up a ministry that lives of the gospel ; but the general

adoption of the plan suggested, with its numerous groups

of young men on a salary and some of them without even
a fixed purpose of entering the ministry, would tend to

the growth of a laity that would live of the Missions (27.)

Practicable but detrimental to volunteer workers (5). Such
workers should be volunteers (6). Should always be done
for at least two years before going to the Theological

Seminary (9). Have tried it for ten years with excellent

results (14). Practicable but not desirable (1 5). Practic-

able and a fine thing ; rather a new departure, but we
need new methods (34). Quite in line with the patron

system of Japan and worth trying (35).

11. Do you think the time has come ivhen the institutional

church could wisely he established as an evangelizing agency

in Japan f

Five say. Ifdone at all, it should be done by the Japanese

(2, 17, 19, 25, 35). Fourteen say, No (1, 4, 10, 11, 12, 21,

22, 23, 26, 28, 36, 38, 40, 41). Nine say, Do not know
(5, 19, 13, 15, 18,24, 29, 30, 37). Two say. Yes (14,

20). One says, I think the institutional church the ideal

for all churches always under all circumstances, when
modified to suit the surroundings (1 6). Two favor the

general idea if separated from the place of worship (3, 7).

Six favor trying to have the church provide a pleasant

gathering place, where leisure time can be profitably

employed by those whose home surroundings are not

conducive to growth in grace (6, 31, 32, 33, 34, 39).

One says, I have no intention at present of establishing an
institutional church myself; but if any one is fully per-

suaded in his own mind, knows how to do it and has the

funds, I will hold his hat (27).
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III.

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL.

EAST JxVPAJJ^ MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (NORTHERN).

Ballagh, Mr. J.C.,* 1875t Tokyo.
Ballagh, Mrs. J.C, 1884 .. . (in U.S.) . ,,

Haworth, Rev. B.C.,* 1887 „
Haworth, Mrs. B.C.=^. . „
Imbrie, Rev. William, D.D.,* 1875 .. .

Imbrie, Mrs. AVilliam „
Landis, Rev. H.M.,* 1888 „
Laiidis, Mrs. H.M.* „
MacNair, Rev. T.M.,* 1883 „
MacNair, Mrs. T.M.,* 1880 „
Pierson, Rev. G.P., 1888 Sapporo.

Pierson, Mrs. G.P., 1891 „
Thompson, Rev. David, D.D., 1863 . . . Tokyo.
Thompson, Mrs. David, 1873 „

Ballagh, Miss A.P., 1884 „
Case, Mi.ss E.W.,* 1887 Yokohama.
Davis, Miss A.K., 1880

.
. . .(in U.S.) Tokyo.

Gardner, Miss Sarah, 1889 „
McCauley, Mrs. J.K.,* 1880 „

* Present at the meeting of the Council in Karuizawa, July, 1900.

t Year of arrrival in Japan.
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Milliken, Miss Elizabeth P., 1884. (in U.S.) Tokyo.

Kose, Miss C.H., 1886 Otaru.

Smith, Miss S.C., 1880 Sapporo.

Wells, Miss Lilian, 1900 „
West, Miss A.B., 1883 Tokyo.

Youngman, Miss K.M., 1873 .... „

AVEST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (NORTHERN).

Alexander, Kev. T.T., D.D., 1877 .. . Kyoto.

Alexander, Mrs. T.T (in U.S.) „
Ayres, Rev. J.B., 1888 Yamaguchi.
Ayres, Mrs. J.B „
Brokaw, Rev. H.,* 1896 Hiroshima.

Brokaw, Mrs. H.* „
Bryan, Rev. A.V., 1882 . . .(in U.S.) Osaka.

Bryan, Mrs. A.V., 1887 ...(„„) „
Curtis, Rev. F.S., 1887 Yamaguchi.
Curtis, Mrs. F.S „
Doughty, Rev. J.W., 1890 Hiroshima.

Doughty, Mrs. J.W „
Dunlop, Rev. J.G. 1890 KanazaAva.

Dunlop, Mrs. J.G., 1894 „
Fulton, Rev. G.W., 1889 „
Fulton, Mrs. G.W „
Jones, Rev. W.Y.,* 1895 Fukui.

Jones, Mrs. W.Y.,* 1884 „
Porter, Rev. J.B., 1881 . . . (in U.S.) Kyoto.

Porter, Mrs. J.B., 1884 ...(„„) „
Winn, Rev. T.C.,* 1878 Osaka.

Winn, Mrs. T.C.* „

Bigelow, Miss G.S., 1886 Yamaguchi.
Garvin, Miss A.E., 1882 ...... Osaka.

Glenn, Miss Grace Curtis* 1898 . . . Kanazawa.
Kelly, Miss M.E., 1893 Kyoto.

Luther, Miss Ida R.,* 1898 Kanazawa.
Palmer, Miss M.M., 1892 . . . (in U.S.) Yamaguchi.
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Porter, Miss F.E., 1882 . . .(in U.S.) Kanazawa.
Settlemeyer, Miss E.,* 1893 Kyoto.

Shaw, Miss Kate,* 1889 Kanazawa.

NORTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED

(dutch) church in AMERICA.

Ballagh, Eev. J.H.,* 1861 Yokohama.
Ballagh, Mrs. J.H.* „
Booth, Rev. Eugene S.,* 1879 .... „
Booth, Mrs. Eugene S.* „
Harris, Rev. Howard, 1883 Aomori.
Harris, Mrs. Howard „
Miller, Rev. E. Rothesay,* 1872 .... Morioka.
Miller, Mrs. E. Rothesay,* 1870 ... . „
Scudder, Rev. Frank S.,* 1897 .... Nagano.
Scudder, Mrs. Frank S.* „
WyckofF, M.N., D.Sc.,* 1881 Tokyo.
Wyckoff, Mrs. M.N.* )>

Deyo, Miss Mary,* 1888 . . . (in U.S.) Ueda.
Moulton, Miss Julia, 1891 Yokohama.
Schenck, Mrs. J.W.,* 1897 Nagano.
Thompson, Miss Anne De F., 1887. (in U.S.) Yokohama.
Winn, Miss L., 1881 . . . . ( „ „ )

Aomori.
WyckofF, Miss Harriet J.,* 1898 . . . Yokohama.

SOUTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED

(dutch) church in AMERICA.

Myers, Rev. CM., 1899 Nagasaki.

Oltmans, Rev. Albert, 1886 Saga.

Oltmans, Mrs. Albert „
Peeke, Rev. H.V.S.,* 1893 Kagoshima.
Peeke, Mrs. H.V.S.*
Pieters, Rev. Albertus, 1891 . . (in U.S.) „
Pieters, Mrs. Albertus . . . .

( „ „ ) „
Stout, Rev. Henry, D.D., 1869 .... Nagasaki.

Stout, Mrs. Henry
9>
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Couch, Miss Sara M., 1892 . . (in U.S.) Nagasaki,
liausing, Miss Harriet M., 1893 .... Kagoshima.
Stout, Miss A.B., 1898 Nagasaki.
Stryker, Miss A.K., 1897 „

MISSION OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

Davidson, Eev. KobertY.,* 1874 . . . Tokyo.
Davidson, Mrs. Eobert Y.,* 1877 ... „
Waddell, Rev. Hugh, 1874. . (in Ireland) „
Waddell, Mrs. Hugh, 1896. .

( „ „ ) „

MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
IN THE U. S. (southern).

Buchanan, Rev. W.C., 1891 . . (in U.S.) Takamatsu.
Buchanan, Mrs. W.C

{ v v ) »
Buchanan, Rev. Walter McS.^ 1895 . . „
Buchanan, Mrs. Walter McS., 1887 . . „
Gumming, Rev. O.K., 1889 Nagoya.
Gumming, Mrs. G.K., 1892 „
Fulton, Rev. S.P., 1888 Okazaki.
Fulton, Mrs. S.P „
Hope, Rev. S.R., 1892 . . . .(in U.S.) Tokushima.
Hope, Mrs. S.R

( „ ,; )

McAlpine, Rev. R.E., 1885 Nagoya.
McAlpine, Mrs. R.E „
Mcllvaine, Rev. W.B.,* 1889 .... Kochi.
Mcllvaine, Mrs. W.B „
Moore, Rev. J.B.,* 1890 Susaki.

Moore, Mrs. J.B., 1893 „
Myers, Rev. H.W., 1897 Tokushima.
Myers, Mrs. H.W „
Price, Rev. H.B., 1887 Kobe.
Price, Mrs. H.B., 1 890 „

Dowd, Miss Annie,* 1887 „
Evans, Miss Sala, 1893 . . . (in U.S.) Kochi.
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Houston, Miss Ella, 1891 . . .(„ „) Nagoya.
Moore, Miss Elizabeth, 1894 „
Patton, Miss Florence, 1895 Tokusliima.

Sterling, Miss Charlotte E., 1 887 . (in U.S.) Kochi.

. . . Nagoya.Wimbish, Miss Elizabetli, 1887

MISSION OF THE REFORMED (gERTNIAN^

CHURCH IN THE U. S.

Yamagata.

Tokyo.

Fanst, Rev. A.K., 1900 Sendai.

Fanst, Mrs. A.K „
Gerhard, Mr. Paul L.,* 1897 „
Lampe, Rev. W.E.,* 1900 „
Lampe, Mrs. W.E .

Miller, Rev. H.K., 1892 .. . (in U.S.)

Miller, Mrs. H.K
I v ,/)

Moore, Rev. J.P., D.D., 1883 . . ( „ „ )

Moore, Mrs. J.P
{ yy v ) ,,

Noss, Rev. C, 1895 Sendai.

Noss Mrs. C
Schneder, Rev. b.]B.,D.b., 1887*

. . .

"

Schneder, Mrs. D.B „
Snyder, Rev. S.S.,* 1894 „
Snyder, Mrs. S.S „

Powell, Miss Lucy M., 1 900 „
Rohrbach, Miss Lillie May, 1894 .. . „
Weidner, Miss Sadie Lea,* 1 900 ... „
Zurfluh, Miss Lena, 1894 „

MISSION OF THE CUMBERLAND

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

Hail, Rev. A.D., D.D., 1878
Hail, Mrs. A.D
Hail, Rev. J.B., D.D.,* 1877
Hail, Mrs. J.B
Hail, Rev. J.E., 1900 . .

Worley, Rev. J.C, 1899 .

Osaka.

Wakayama.

Tsu, Ise.
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Worley, Mrs. J.C Tsu, Ise.

Hudson, Rev. G.G., 1886 Osaka.

Hudson, Mrs. GG „
Van Home, Rev. G.W., 1888 . (in U.S.) „
Van Home, Mrs. G.W. ...(,,„) „

Alexander, Miss S., 1894. . . .(„ „) Takatsuki.

Drennan, Mrs. A.M., 1883 Tsu, Ise.

Gardner, Miss Ella, 1893 Osaka.

Leavitt, Miss Julia, 1881 Tanabe.

Lyons, Mrs. N.A., 1894 Osaka.

Morgan, Miss Agnes E., 1889 .... „

WOMANS UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Crosby, Miss Julia N., 1871 Yokohama.
Pratt, Miss S.A., 1893 „
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I.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

TWENTY-FOUKTH ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE COUNCIL

1. OPENING AND SESSIONS OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council of Missions Co5perating witli the Church

of Christ in Japan assembled in the Union Church, Karui-

zawa, at 10 a.m., on August 8th, 1901. The President,

the Rev. T. C. Winn, preached the opening sermon,

taking for his theme Christianity the Ultimate Religion.

The business session was opened with prayer by the

Kev. E. S. Booth ; and the Secretary of the Council being

absent, the Rev. A. Oltmans was appointed to take his

place. The roll-call showed fifty-five members in at-

tendance. All Presbyterian and Reformed missionaries

from other countries present at Karuizawa, and also

F. Parrott, Esq. of the Bible Societies Committee, were

invited to sit as corresponding members.

The morning sessions of the Council each day were

preceded by a prayer meeting from 8.30 till 9.



Oil the evening of the 9th a public meeting was held at

which addresses were delivered by the Rev. C. A. Killie,

Miss Russell and Miss Sheffield on their experiences at the

time of the siege in Pekiug; and also by the Rev. W.
Ashmore D.D. of Swatow on the political conditions in

China.

All the meetings in the Union Church on Sunday were

held under the direction of the Council. In the forenoon

a sermon in English was preached by the Rev. F. S.

Scudder, and one in the afternoon by tlie Rev. E. R.

Miller in Japanese. In the afternoon also the Sacrament

of the Lord's Supper was administered; the Rev. W. Y.

Jones presiding, the Rev. H. W. Myers distributing the

bread, and the Rev. J. E. Hail the wine.

On Monday a praise-meeting in which many partici-

pated was held, led by the Rev. E. R. Miller, President

for the ensuing year. The opening address was made by

Mr. Miller ; a number of hymns were sung ; and many

references were made to the revival of interest in Christ-

ianity throughout the empire, and in particular in Tokyo.

Among the special reasons for praise dwelt on by one or

another were the following:

—

a. The Spirit of Christian

unity manifest at tlie General Conference of Missionaries

held in Tokyo, and later by various bodies of missionaries;

and the readiness with which nearly all of the Churches

united in the work of the Forward Movement {Taikyo

Dendo). h. The promptness and efficiency with which

so many of the laity participated in that movement.

c. Tiie fact that there are now throughout the empire so

many organized churches ready to reap and care for the

harvest, d. The number of schools and trained helpers



prepared to aid, and the heartiness with which the schools

in Tokyo and elsewhere have already rendered aid.

e. The fact that so many members of the Council and

other missionaries are found in so many places in the

empire able to guide and assist in the fuller instruction of

the new converts and inquirers. /. The great advance

in knowledge re2:ardino; the most effective methods to be

followed both in beginning and carrying on evangelistic

work; and especially the emphasis put upon .united prayer

by the churches accompanied by direct and didactic rather

than indirect and apologetic preaching of the truths of

Christianity, g. The increasing number of the sons and

daughters of missionaries who have returned to Japan to

share in the work of their fathers and mothers, h. The

fact acknowledged by so many Japanese thinkers that

the old religions are outworn, and that the nation

is sorely in need of a new moral force such as can be

found in Christianity alone, i. A general readiness to

hear, and a condition of expectancy such as have not been

seen for a decade, j. The joy of some to whom Christ

has been revealed ; a joy that should kindle other hearts

also.

Besides praise for such blessings as these, earnest prayers

were made that inquirers shall go on to fuller know-

ledge and stronger faith ; that the danger of a reaction

may be averted ; that the indifterence and opposition to be

found in some parts of the country, notably in places like

Fukui on the West Coast, may soon give way to a great

spiritual awakening ; and finally that special and constant

prayer be offered by all for all missionaries and all Japa-

nese workers alike.
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The business sessions of the Council closed on the after-

noon of Saturday, the 10th.

2. REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.

Publications Xlic followiug report of the Publications Committee*

was read and adopted.

The twenty-third Annual Report of the Council was
printed and distributed in the usual manner.
The following have been published by members of the

Council :—A Sunday-school Hymnal, by Mrs. Joues and
Miss Gleun ; A Service for Easter, by Mr. Scudder ; a

tract entitled Kami no Fukuin (The Gospel of God) by
Dr. Imbrie, and one entitled ZenseJcai no Kami by Mr.
W. McS. Buchanan ; Missionary Statistics of the Tohoku
including a mission map, and also Yusha no ShukyOj a

Tract for Soldiers, (second edition) by Mr. Noss; Katei
Kyoiku, a tianslation of Miss Harrison's Studies in Child
Nature, by Mrs. Curtis; A. Catechism on the Confession of

Faith of the Nilion Kirisuto Kyohwai (Clmrch of Christ

in Japan), by Dr. Thompson ; A Devotional and Practical

Commentary on the Book of Amos, by Dr. Alexander ; a

second edition of A Catechism on tlie New Testament, by
Mrs. McCauley ; What is Christianity ? by Dr. J. B. Hail

;

Fakuin Gejjpoj a monthly four-page paper, by Mr.
Brokaw ; Yako, a semi-monthly eight-page paper, by Mr.
Jones ; Yoi^okobi no Otozure and Chiisaki Otozure, as

hitherto, by Mrs. E. R. Miller. From March 1901 Tohokit

Kyukwai JiJiij, a monthly containing from four to eight

pages, ])icpared by a committee of three primarily for the

Nikon Kirisuto Kyokivai in the Tohoku.
With reference to the establishment of circulating

libraries for the benefit of pastors and evangelists (see

Twenty-third Anniial Report of the Council, pg. 5), the

Committee recommends the metliod adopted by the Mission

*Messrs. Imbrie, E. E. Miller, Wyckoff, Price, Landis, Snyder and
Haworth.



of the (German) Reformed Church, and by the churcli

ill Kobe; viz. the establishment of such libraries in local

centres.

The following report of the Committee on Sunday- ^"LUeratu^r^^

school Literature was read and adopted.

The following publications have been issued by the

Committee

:

1. The Sunday-school Monthly for the use of

teachers and advanced students. During half the year
the Monthly was prepared by Dr. Albrecht, and during
half by Mr. Landis. Each number contains from 70 to 90
pages. The price is to be raised from 30 to 40 sen per

year.

2. The Inter^cediate Sc^holars Quarterly, pre-

pared by Messrs. Draper and F. G. Harrington. The
Quarterly is illustrated, and each number contains

from 60 to 90 pages. The price is to be raised from
20 to 30 sen per year.

3. The Primary Leaflet, a weekly prepared by
Mrs. Thompson and Miss Cozad. The Leaflet has been

considerably enlarged; and the price is to be raised from

10 to 12 sen per year.

For the coming year Mr. Stanford will relieve Dr.

Albrecht; Mr. C. K. Harrington, Mr. F. G. Harrington;
and Miss Whitman, Mrs. Thomson.
The deficit for the past year amounts to about ] ,200

yen; and owing to a change in the method of distributing

any deficit, agreed to on an urgent representation on the

part of members of the Baptist Mission, nearly one half of

this deficit falls upon the Council. The advance in sub-

scription rates however, as well as a probable increase in the

number of subscriptions, will in all likelihood materially

decrease the deficit for the coming year.

From an examination of the Sunday-school statistics as

given in the Proceedings of the Tokyo Missionary

Conference it appears that the number of Sunday-school



scliolars connected with the Church of Christ in Japan is

only a little more than half of that of the church mem-
bers; while in the case of the Methodists the reverse is

true ; i.e. the Sunday-school membership is almost twice

the church membership.
This state of tilings sliould lead to serious thonglit

;

showing as it does at least a comparative negligence in

the performance of duty to the children both in and
out of the cluirches, and along witli that a certain lack ot

earnestness in systematic training in the study of the

Bible. This is a matter affecting the Synod and the

presbyteries no less than the Council. Normal training

classes for teachers should be encouraged ; and in many
cases missionaries could perliaps do no better work than

to form and guide such classes. Bible-women and
others should do their utmost to bring in the children

;

and Bible classes for adults should be maintained in

every churoh. Pastors and evangelists should under-
stand that the Sunday-school is a part of tlie cliurch, and
a part oftheir care. Missionaries should make it a point to

be present not only during the hour of service \vhen

they preach, but also during the session of the Sunday-
school. Sunday-school conventions, as recently planned

in Tokyo and elsewhere by Mr. Ikehara and otheis

should be encouraged by the presence and active participa-

tion of teachers, pastors and missionaries alike.

Reference has already been made to the excellent

Sunday-school Hymnal tliat has been issued by Mrs.

Jones and Miss Glenn. This may be obtained at the

Methodist Publishing House, Ginza, Tokyo. In various

quarters the value of a Sunday-school paper has been

urged. The Committee on Sunday-school Literature

most cordially recommends the Chlisaki Otoziire and the

Yorohohi no Otozurc. The former is prepared for the

younger children ; the latter is suited to the needs of the

older ones as well as to those of many adults. Both are

published on the 1st and the 5th of every month. The
Committee is satisfied that notliing better can be wished

for ; and lias made arrangements with Mrs. Miller to
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include these papers in tlie notices of Sunday-school
literature sent out every autumn. Subscriptions may be
sent to Mrs. E. E,. Miller, Morioka, Iwaie Ken.

The following resolutions were adopted :

—

That the representatives of this Cfumcil on tlie Com-
mittee on Sunday-scliool Literature be instructed to urge
upon the Synod, at its meeting in October, the importance
of increased attention botli to Sunday-schools and to

Sunday-school literature.

TJiat the Council recommends to the missions associated

with it in the preparation of Sunday-school literature,

that in the future the amount to be paid by the bodies

represented in the work be in ])roportion to the member-
sliip of the Japanese Churches with which they codperate,

rather than to the number of missionaries (men) belong-

ing to the bodies.

At the request of the Council, the Rev. J. C. R. Ewing,

D.D. of India addressed the Council on the subject of

Sunday-school literature in India.

The Committee on Statistics* presented its report which statistics

was adopted. A summary of it is presented in the tables

on the following pages.

* Messrs. Noss, Landis, Winn, Pieters and Curtis.
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^'"councii"^" The Treasurer of the Council presented the Financial

Report for the year. The report was referred to an

Auditing Committee,* who examined the same and reported

it correct with a debit balance of 150.33 yen. The report

was adopted.

3. Reports of special committees appointed

BY TPIE last council.

GeneralEepnrt
of the Work

Continuance

n>ent of the
Scotch :Mission

The General Report of the Work of the Yearf was read

by Dr. J. B. Hail. A resolution was adopted thanking Dr.

Hail, and directing that a thousand C023ics of the report

be printed.

The Committee! appointed to express to the Board of

Foreign Missions of the United Free Presbyterian Church

anTreinjorce- of Scothiud the a])preciation by the Council of the work
lufint of the >- * ''

of the INIission of the United Presbyterian Church in

Japan, and to urge that the mission be continued and

reinforced, reported that in answer to its letter it had

received a reply from the Rev. James Buchanan stating

that the way was not clear to comply with the request of

the Council. Following is the correspondence:

—

Tokyo, Sept. 17th, 1900.

To the Board of Foreign Missions

of the United Free C-hurch.

Dear Brethren :

At the recent Annual JNIeeting of the Council of

Missions Codperating with the Church of Christ in Japan,

*"Messrs. Brokaw and Price.

t See II. following the Proceedings of the Council-

+ Messrs. Imbrie, Booth and AVinu.
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we were appointed a committee to express to you the
esteem in which tlie Avork of the Japan Mission of the

United Presbyterian Cliurch is held by the Council, and
to urge that tlie mission be continued and reinforced,

You have no doubt already received, through the Kev.
Hugh Waddell, a communication addressed to you by the
ministers and elders of the Cliurch of Christ in Japan
residing in the City of Tokyo.
The Council entertains the same feelings that are so

cordially exj)r(^S8e(l in that letter regarding tiie work of

the U. P. Mission now so long continue(L It has earnestly

lioped that the union of the Free and United Churches
might open the way to an increase in the number of

missionaries from Scotland ; and it learns with deep
regret that, on the contrary, there is a likelihood that the

mission may be discontinued.

There was a time, some years ago, when it seemed to

many that with the close of the century it might no longer

be necessary to send reinforcements from home; but

neither the missions nor the tliouo;htful men amonsi: tlie

Japanese Christians have now any such expectation.

Tliere is little reason to doubt that a strong force of

missionaries will be needed in Japan for at least a genera-

tion to come.

Certain indeed it is that Christianity has obtained a

footing in Japan. The progress made is perhaps un-

precedented in the history of modern missions. There
are many Christians among the Japanese ; and tlie evidence

that Christianity is becoming more and more a leaven

in the nation is increasingly clear to every intelligent

and careful observer. But none the less is it true that

there is a j)opulati()n of nearly fifty millions, to whicii

Christianity is little on nothing more than a name. As
the Japanese ministers and elders say to you, " It is

manifest that the Church of Christ in Japan must under-

take the toils of a long siege; and, for tlie right perform-

ance of that work, it needs and must have the help of the

Churches of Christ in other lands."

For several years therefore the cunvictiun has been

17



strengthening in the minds of the members of the Council

that important centres not yet occupied should be occupied,

and that to do this the force of missionaries connected

with it should be increased.

Accordingly a resolution to that effect was adopted at

the meeting of the Council held last year, and the matter

was put into the lands of a special committee. That
committee, after a careful survey of the field, agreed that

there are twenty places that ought to be occupied by
the Council ; of which only six have in them resident

missionaries belonging to any Church whatever. The
report of this committee was adopted at the recent meeting

of the Council ; and action was taken to urge the subject

upon the attention of all of the Boards of Foreign Missions

represented in the Council.

We therefore beg of you to give the matter your

careful consideration. It would give to the Council a

pleasure beyond what you think to learn that you are

ready to occupy one or two of the twenty places already

referred to. Four or even two missionaries from you
would bring new strength and new inspiration.

In what we have thus far said we have had in mind
only the needs of Japan itself. But may we not rightly

add that at this time, when Japan is entering upon a new
career of influence in Asia, there are peculiar reasons

why the Churches of Christ in England and Scotland and
America should renew their efforts to hasten the day when
Christianity shall become one of its controlling forces?

The call in itself is imperative ; and now when in the

providence of God the Churches in America have had
laid upon them new and pressing res})onsiblities, we feel

that we may urge the matter upon you with special

insistence.

With Christian regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Imbrie.

T. C. AViNN.

E. S. Booth.
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To the Rev. William Imbrie, D.D.,

Tokyo, Japan.

Dear Dr. Imbrie,

I duly received your letter of the 28th September
enclosing communication from the Council of Japan
Missions. I have laid these documents before our Com-
mittee and they have unanimously agreed to intimate to

you that they do not see their way to re-open the question

whicli was settled by the United Presbyterian Synod
previous to the Union.

I suppose you are aware that the Board, acting under

instructions from the Synod, have terminated their work
in Japan. They were influenced in this course by the

following amoug other considerations:—(1) That they

had only two missionaries in Japan, both of whom were

in impaired health
; (2) that there are upwards of a

hundred missionaries in Tokyo, the greater number of

whom are from American Churches and societies ; and (3)

that the resources of the Church are fully required to meet

the growing demands of the other mission fields in wdrlch

the United Presbyterian missionaries are almost the sole

workers.

We shall never cease to take a warm interest in the

progress of mission work in Japan, and trust that the

large body of missionaries who are in that country will

find that their labors are being blessed with an abundant

success.

With kindest regards,

Yours very sincerely,

Jas. Buchanan.

The Committee on Ministerial Relief* reported progress, Mimsteria

and the Council instructed the committee to formulate its

plan without waiting for action on the part of the Synod.

* Messrs. Pieters, Wyckoff and J. B. Hail.
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'workers Tlie Committeo oa the Training of Lay AVorkers*

presented the following report which was adopted:

—

Replies to the inquiries of tiie Committee have been

received from a considerable number of the members of the

Council. From these replies it appears :—(1) That the im-

portance ofenlisting lay workers isgenerally recognized, and
that efforts are being more or less vigorously made in that

direction. (2) That, with a few exceptions, no very large

or deiinite results are reported ; but tliat the recent Taikyo

Dendo movement has sliown the existence of much latent

energy that might be and ouglit to be used. (3) That
most activity has been shown where the Japanese pastors

or evangelists have encouraged and guided. (4) That
Sunday-school workers are few, and that many of

those who do engage in Sunday-school work are insuf-

ficiently instructed in the Scriptures, and otherwise in-

efficient. (5) Tiiat methods have been various and not

usually the result of definite plans.

It seems to your Committee that lay workers can be

enlisted in direct evangelistic work if their interest and
sympathy can be aroused ; and that while this must be done

chiefly by Japanese leaders, missionaries can lend very

effective aid.

The Committee was continued for another year.

The Committee on Distribution of Forcesf reported the

following resolution which was adopted :

—

That the Council appoint a Committee of Advice con-

sisting of one member from each of the constituent

missions, to which may be presented requests or recom-

mendations from any of the missions regarding the open-

ing of new stations, or the locating of missionaries ; said

committee to take the initiative in offering advice should

it think })roper to do so.

* Messrs. S. P. Fulton, Wyckoff and J. C. Ballagh.

t Messrs. MacNair, Winn, E. E. Miller, Peeke, S. P. Fulton,

iSchneder and J. B. Hail.
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In connection with tlio abvive the following additional

resolution was adopted :

—

That the Council instructs tlie Committee on Distribu-

tion of Forces to communicate with the several missions

of the Council ; and in case the missions consent to allow-

ing this committee to adjust forces in the field in cases

of special need, even to the temporary placing of a mem-
ber or members of one mission in the field of anotlier,

the committee shall seek the consent of tlie Boards with

which the missions composing this Council are connected,

to the exercising of the above mentioned power.

The Committee on Historical Documents'*' reported that dSmeute

it had collected most of the Annual Reports of the

Council ; and that it requests members of the Council to

send to it copies of the Reports issued prior to 1897, as

well as any other documents of historical value to the

Council or the Church of Christ in Japan.

4. New business.

The Secretary of the Committee on the Revision of the

Japanese Hymn-book presented tlie matter to the Council,

and the following resolutions were adopted :
—

1. That in accordance with precedent in similar joint

enterprises, the share of the expenses incurred in connection

with the Union Japanese Hymnal now in preparation,

that would otherw^ise be met by tiie Missions of the

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. and tlie Reformed

Church in America, be paid by the Council througli its

Treasurer.

2. That the Council recommends to the Committee on

the Revision of the Japanese hymn-book that any assess-

•=- The Secretary of the Council, the Librarian of tlie Meiji Gaknin,

and Dr. Inibrie.
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The late Rev.
HuKli Wad-
dell and Mrs,
A. K. Faust

ment upon the missions (or groups of missions) of expenses

incurred in the preparation of the new hymn-book be

based upon the membership of the Japanese churches with

which the missions (or groups of missions) cooperate.

The following minute in memory of tlie late Rev. Hugh
Waddell and Mrs. A. K. Faust was presented by the

committee* appointed to prepare it, and was adopted by

the Council with the direction that copies of it be sent to

the families of the deceased and to the Boards or missions

with which they were connected.

By a singular Providence we are called npon to record

at the same time the death of one of the oldest and one of

the youngest members of this Council : the Kev. Hugh
Waddell of the United Free Presbyterian Churcli of

Scotland, who came to Japan in 1874 ; and Mrs. A. K.
Faust, a member of the Mission of the Keforn:ied Church
in the United States, who arrived in 1890.

It was with sorrow that we first heard of Mr. Waddell's

failing health after returning to the home land, and with

a feeling of personal loss that we learned by a recent muil

that he had ''fallen on sleep " in the City of Belfast,

Ireland.

Mr. Waddell was one of those who took part in the

formation of the Church of Christ in Japan ; and he

continued in sympathetic work with and for that Church
through all its history until he was obliged to leave on

account of ill health just when the Board of Foreign

Missions of the United Presbyterian Church had decided

to discontinue its mission to Japan. We would assure the

Board with which he was so long connected, as well as his

family, of our sympatliy with them in their loss, and of

our prayers for their comfort through the Holy Spirit.

May the seed of the Gospel wliich our friend and fellow

laborer sowed broad-cast througliout the land, still bear

* Messrs. E. R. Miller and W. E. Lampe.
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fruit a liundred fold to the glory of God and the well-

being of Japan.

It is also with sincere regret that we record the early

death of ^frs. Fanst before she had fally entered itito

the work for which she was so eminently fitted and to

which she was so tlioronghly consecrated. She has been

called by her Saviour to sit at his feet, to look into his face,

and to learn of him ; and even now her sweet memory is

gently leading those to whom she had devoted her life to

tiiat Saviour she so loved and honored. Being dead she

yet speaketh. We extend our heartfelt sympathy to her

husband in his sorrow, and to the Mission of the He-

formed Church in its loss. May we all be ready to meet

her with the Saviour in his kingdom.

A resolution was adopted to the effect that in con- ^conSon"

nection with the Annual Meetino; in 1902 the Co nnci^ Annual aieet-
" lUg]Ul9U2

hold a conference of two days for the consideration

of topics pertaining to the spiritual side of the work of

the missions.

A committee was appointed to prepare a program for

such a conference. Tlie report of tlie committee with some

changes was adopted by the Council and referred to a

special committee* to complete the program presented and

to make all necessary preparation for carrying it out.

Following is the list of topics as at present arranged :—

First Day.

Morning: Christ as a Personal Worker.

1. What the Bible teaches on the personal pre-

paration of Christ.

2. What tlie Bible teaches on the methods of

work used by Christ.

* Messrs. E. E. Miller, Jones and Mcllvaine.
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Afternoon : Personal Preparation of Missionaries.

1. Bible teaching on personal preparation.

2. Bible teaching on leading difficulties to

the missionary worker personally.

Second Day.

Morning: Conditions of the Field.

1. What does the Bible sav about the nature

of the field?

2. Practical experiences.

Afternoon: Missionaries as workers with tlie

Japanese.

1. What is our relation to the Japanese

workers ?

2. How can we be most helpful to our Japanese

brethren?

Evening : Praise and consecration meeting, the

President of the Council presiding.

Reply to Dr. Xlic Rcv. J. C. R. Ewiuor, D.D., President of Forman
Ewing regard- "' ^

"oFpres^aiu" Christian College, Laliore, India, informed the Council
Refd. Missions .. . .

«".'|^^jhurches regarding a pro})Osition to lorm in India a union or Pres-

byterian and Reformed missions similar to that of the

Council; and, with a view to bringing the reply of the

Council to the attention of those in India interested in tlie

matter, submitted the following questions :

—

1. Has the union of Churches in Japan resulted in

increased interest on tlie part of the home Churches in the

work in this country ?

2. Has the union stimulated the Japanese Cluirch to

greater effort in the way of making the gospel known to

the Japanese people ?
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A committee was appointed to frame a reply to these

questions. The report of tlie co.nmittee was adopted and

placed in the hands ofDr. Ewlng. In substance it was

as follows :

—

Tlic union of Presbyterian and Reformed missionaries

and churches in Japan was formed in 1877. At that time
it embraced the missionaries of the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A., of the Reformed (Dutcli) Cliurch in Ame-
rica, and of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland;
together with the Japanese churches more or less closely

connected with them. In 1883 the Reformed (German)
Church in the U.S., and in 1885 the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S., established missions in Japan. Botli of these

missions cordiallyjand v;ith the full consent of the churches
which they represent, entered the union and were assigned

to tlie special of care particular sections of the empire,

one in the north and the other in the south. Still later in

1889 tlie mission of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
and in 1892 that of the Womans Union Missionary Society,

both of which had long been at work in Japan, were

welcomed to membership in the union. During the past

year, greatly to the regret of the Council, it has lost the

Scotch riiission from its roll.. That however is due solely

to the fact that the United Presbyterian Church has felt

constrained to witlidraw altogether from Japan, in order

to concentrate i(s efforts upon other mission fields. Turn-
ing now to the specific inquiries made by Dr. Ewing:

—

1 . \yhen the plan \vas originally proposed that all the

Presbyterian and Reformed missions in Japan should

unite their efforts to establish one Japanese Church not to

be ecclesiastically connected with any foreign church, the

objection was definitely raised by some at home that the

result would be a diminution of interest on the part of the

churches at home in the work in Japan. In fact that fear

has proved to have been entirely groundless. It has not

in tlie least lessened the zeal of the Boards of Foreign

Missions to do all in their jxnver for the furtherance of the
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gospel ill Japan. If the combination of forces lias made
it possible to do more work than could otherwise be

accomplished, the vastness of the work still undone must

for a long time to come remain a complete answer to any

proposition to reduce the force or the appropriations. So

far as the congregations at home are concerned, it is the

common experience that nothing excites greater interest or

warmer approval than the fact that there is in Japan but

one Presbyterian or Reformed Church instead of six.

Add to this the fact that since the union was first formed,

and when there had been time to observe its working, the

missions of three churches and one missionary society

have entered the union. That conld hardly be if the

feeling at home were that the plan of union is injurious to

the interest of the churches at home. Nor, if such an effect

were apparent, would the various Methodist missions in

Japan now be planning for the formation of a similar

union among themselves.

2. Since the Japanese chnrch has been one from almost

the very beginning, it is difficult to answer the second

question witli perfect precision. It may however fairly

be said that the fact that the church is one and that it

extends over most of the empire has developed a sense of

church unity and also a sense of responsibility for the

evangelization of the whole nation, that would otherwise

certainly have been less pronounced. The special interest

of the chnrch in evangelistic work is apparent in its

Board of Home Missions, which derives its income almost

wholly from contributions by the Japanese churches and

individual Christians.

Tlie following resolutions were adopted :

—

That in the opinion of the Council the publication of a

Religious Review in connection with the several missions

constituting this Council is desirable, and that the question

of publishing such a periodical be referred to the Publica-

tions Committee with power to act in case the several

missions approve and guarantee an adequate support.
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Tliat the Council recommend to the several Boards auonTlaii"-

with which the missions are connected the acceptance of "'estatistics

the Council statistics in tlie place of statistics prepared by
the separate missions.

That copies of such publications as may be issued by
members of the Council during the year be placed on
exhibition at the next meeting of the Council.

Exhibition of
new publica-

tions

The Council having learned of the death of the mother ^^^^'^fe'e^^^'^-

of the Rev. H. B. Price, special prayer was offered in

behalf of the sorrowing family.

Messrs. Booth and Land is were appointed the Com- Ar^rangemlnts^

mittee of Arrangements for tlie next meeting of the

Council.

The Rev. H. M. Laudis was appointed to prepare the worSt'ife

next General Report of the Work of the Year.

The thanks of the Council were returned to the Rev. Thanksofthe
Council to the

T. C. Winn, the retiring President, for his faithful and
''"''''"''''

efficient services; and he was requested to offer a copy of

his sermon to the Fuhidn SJmnpo for publication.

The thanks of tlie Council were returned to the Kami- ^SSwl^
zawa Church for the use of its building and other courte-

sies.

On the recommendation of tlie Committee on Nomina-

tions, the following appointments for the coming year were

made :

—

President, E. Rothesay Miller; Vice President, Henry

Stout; Secretary, A. Oltmans; Treasurer, J. C. Ballagh.

Publications Committee : William Imbrie, E. Rothesay

Miller, M. N. Wyckoff, W. B. Mcllvaine, T. M. Mac-

Nair, G. G. Hudson, H. K. Miller.

Oflicers and
conunittees



Com lint Ice oii Distributicfti of Forces ; T. M. MacNair,

T. C. Winn, E. Rothesay Miller, H. Y. S. Peeke, S. P.

Fulton, D. B. Schneder and J. B. Hail.

Committee on Statistics : H. M. Landis, T. C. Winn,

A. Pieters and J. W. Doughty..

^u^eeUiiT''^
The Council adjourned to meet in Karuizawa, at 10

a.m., on Thursday, the 24th of July, 1902.

'^coundi^^ After singing the Doxology the Council adjourned.
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II.

GENERAL REPORT OF THE WORK
OF THE YEAR.

BY THE

Kev. J. B. Hail, D.D.

The Table of statistics of Christian and Missionary

Work for tlie Year 1900 compiled by the Rev. H. Loomis
shows that there are 750 Protestant, 209 Roman Catholic

and two Greek Missionaries in Japan. The Protestant

missionaries occupy 157 stations, the Roman 95 and tlie

Greek 2. The Roman and Greek missions occupy 72

stations in common with Protestant missions. Protestant

missions occupy 82 stations where there are no Roman or

Greek missionaries. Roman missionaries occupy 23 towns

where there are no Protestant missionaries. In all, there

are 29 stations where missionaries connected with this

Council reside. Twenty-one of these stations are occupied

in common with other missions, eight by Presbyterians

alone. The whole number of missionaries of all bodies

residing in the 29 towns and cities is 535.

The large cities are, as a matter of course, best manned.

The City of Tokyo is occupied by 175 Protestant mission-

aries representing 31 societies or churches; the City of

Osaka by 50 missionaries representing 11 societies; Yoko-
hama by 36 missionaries representing 1 1 societies ; Kobe
by 47 missionaries representing 8 societies ; Sendai by 32

missionaries representing 6 societies ; Kyoto by 22 mission-
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aries representing 5 societies ,' Nagoya by 21 missionaries

representing 5 societies.

In all there are 180 stations where missionaries reside.

As the statistics of 1899 give 308 cities, towns, and

villages with populations of over 10,000, it seems that

there are 128 of these without a resident missionary.

Tliere are two movements among the missions and Japan-

ese cliurches which have been emphasized during the year

under review. One is the movement toward Christian

union. From the beginning of the missionary work in

Japan there has been a movement in the direction of union.

This Council and the Church of Christ in Japan, the Sei

Kyokwai and the College of Bishops ; and now the comple-

tion of the plans for consolidating the work of the various

Methodist missions, and forming only one Methodist

Churcli, as well as various general enterprises such as pub-
lishing Sunday-school literature, tract publication, hymn-
books produced by joint committees, are fruits of this move-
ment. During the year under review this movement has

been greatly stimulated, first in the direction of bringing

the elapanese cluirclies into more intimate relations; secondly

in bringing the missions closer together and thirdly in

bringing missions and Japanese churches nearer together.

The Evangelical Alliance, organized more than twenty

years ago, at its triennial meeting in the City of Osaka
last year, resolved to attempt the evangelization of Japan
in the first year of the twentieth century.

The year 1900 from May on to the end of the year was
spent in })reparation for this great forward movement.
This preparation consisted in enlisting all the churches in

union work. Many of the churches were making special

preparation independently. The committee of the Evan-
gelical Alliance addressed itself to the harmonizing of all

the movements so that there should be no labor lost but

that the whole Christian power in the empire might be

directed to the best advantage. Its efforts were also

directed towards full spiritual equipment, and the raising

of funds for pushing the work.
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On the initiation of this Council "A General Con-
ference of Evangelical Protestant Missions in Japan" was
called to convene in Tokyo on the 24th day of October
1900. The committee planned to emphasize the spiritual

side of tlie programme. The Conference met according to

the call and spent eiglit days in a most harmonious dis-

cussion of missionary work and plans. The three great

results of this Conference were first, enlightenment;
second, a great spiritual uplift or revival ; and third, a

great impetus towards unity or union. The Conference

by a unanimous note adopted the following resolution :~
This Conference of Missionaries, assembled in tlie City

of Tokyo, proclaims its belief tliat all those who are one
with Christ by faith are one body ; and it calls upon all

those who love the Lord Jesus and his Church in sincerity

and truth to pray and to labor for the full realization of

such a corporate oneness as the Master himself prayed for

on that night in which he was betrayed.

In accordance with the spirit of this resolution a Pro-

moting Committee was appointed to draft a constitution

for a Standing Committee of Cooperating Christian

Missions in Japan. This committee has already sent to

the various missions as the result of its work the Constitu-

tion* of the Proposed Standing Committee of Cooperating

Christian Missions in Japan. This constitution is to go

into effect when such a number of missions as include

in their membership not less than two-thirds of the

Protestant missionaries in Japan shall have signified their

acceptance of the same in writing to the Secretary of the

Promoting Committee. In the mean time meetings have

been held; and circular letters and forms of prayer for

union printed and circulated, in pursuance of this object.

A committee from the Evangelical Alliance, asked the

privilege of presenting its plans for a forward movement
to the General Conference of Missionaries. This request

was gladly granted and the Conference heartily seconded

the plans and recommended the missionaries to cooperate

* See Appendix I.
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in pushing the work. As a result all the Protestant

Churches and missionaries in Japan with but a very few

exceptions have from the beginning of the year 1901 been

brought into the closest and most harmonious relations,

and have stood shoulder to shoulder and heart to heart in

the great work of evangelizing Japan. The result of this

movement so far is the greatest religious awakening Japan

has yet witnessed. Tokyo is the center of this great

revival work but reports from JSTagoya, Kyoto, Osaka,

Kobe, Kyushu in the west and south, and Sendai and

other places in the north show that there is a wide-spread

and deep religious interest all over the hand.

Tills awakening has shown itself first in the quick-

ening of the spiritual life of the churches ; and secondly

in the training of lay members in Christian work.

Prayer meetings have grown in interest and attendance.

Pastors and evangelists have developed greatly along

evangelistic lines. The preaching has been direct and

evangelical. The general testimony is that Christ has

been the theme of all sermons as never before. Great

numbers of people have attended the services held in all

parts of the cities above mentioned and in many of the

more important towns. Cluirches, public halls, and

theatres have been crowded with quiet and attentive

audiences ; and those who have given their names as

desiring Christian instruction are counted by thousands

in Tokyo and Yokohama, and by hundreds in other

cities.

The churches are making preparations to take up the

work again in the fall and expect even greater tilings

from God.

The second is a movement on the part of the Educa-

tional Department of the Government to a more liberal

attitude toward Christian schools.

Every young man in Japau is liable to conscription for

three years service in the army when he reachers the age

of twenty. Students in government schools and in schools

recognized by the government as doing the work of govern-
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ment scliools are exempted from this service until the axrc

of twenty-eight. Tliey are then inquired to serve only
for one year, and are also eHo;;ible to ])r()motion. Also all

students in government Middle Schools and schools

approved by the the Minister of Education as doing the

work of the Middle Schools were athiiitted to the Higlier

Schools on presenting tlieir certificates of graduation. By
order of the Minister of Education schools in which
religious instruction was given were excluded from these

privileges. Our Christian schools were tlius forced to

give up their privileges or their religious instruction.

They gave up the privileges. This has now been changed,

so that Christian schools notwithstanding their Christian

instruction may be recognised by tiie Minister of Educa-
tion, and the students exempted from military service and
also admitted to the Higher Schools on passing a com-
petition examination which is now required of the

graduates of the government schools also.'*' This gives

tlie Christians schools a free field, which is all tliey have

asked or could ask. As a result of this new departure

they all show a better attendance then last year.

See Appendix II.
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SUPPLEMENT

REPORTS receivp:d fr(^m members
OF THE MISSIONS.

1. East Japan Mission of tpie Pkesbyterian

Church in the U. S. A. (Northern).

Tokyo
Yokohama
Otaru
Sapporo
Asahigawa

POPULATION.

1425366
193762
15897)
37464 y
15000 J

FU OR KEN.

Tokyo Fii

Kanagawa Ken

Hokkaido

POPULATION.

2075694
916356

3869300

Dr. Thompson:—"My own work during tlie past year has been
the general care or supervision of work in churches and preaching

places in Tokyo; inUrnwa, Hachioji, Kiriu, Ashiknga ; and in Utsuno-
miya to tlie north of this city. Most of the places just mentioned
have been without stationed Evangelists or regular visitation ; and
they have done as well as it is reasonable to expect under the cir-

cumstances. Some have done better than others. The work at Kiriu
and in the vicinity is encouraging. In Hachioji too which is regularly

visited we see no"^ reason to be cast down. Elsewhere as at Urawa,
Utsunomiya and Ashikaga difficulties have been encountered which
cannot be readily overcome, the work there accordingly languishes.

Since the great evangelistic movement began on May 12t]i and before,

I have been much engaged in the Shi iisakae Church. This continues

only during the absence of Mr. Okuno, the acting pastor, who is now
absent in the north. In this church from May 12th to June 2nd during

the evening meetings more than twenty men and women gave in their
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names and announced their purpose to consider the claims of Christianity.
Since the meetings have been discontinued these inquirers liave called
for not a little pastoral care visitation and instruction, and will rec^uire

more before beintj prepared for admission to the Church. The majority
of them are employees in the various factories around Tsukiji. They
have only two rest days in the month, the 1st and the loth. Besides
this they have to work until eight o'clock at night. Knowing this

we can see why it is that difficulty is encountered and may be expected
in collecting them in classes on the Sabbath or any other day for

religious instruction. On the whole we have been agreeably disap-

pointed since the meetings every evening were discontinued, and instruc-

tion classes for enquirers, were formed to observe the number and evident
sincerity of those who have thus far attended. How many will per-
severe to the end remains to be seen ; but if three-fourths or more
prove to be wayside or stony ground lieavers c>r seed sown among
thorns, we still have good reason to thank God for this awakening.
At Tsunohazu, another point under my care, more than seventy res-

ponded to the various calls made on the hearers during the meetings
to decide to at least investigate the claims of Christ.

The experience in these two places shows us how necessary and
advantageous it is in a movement of the kind under consideration, and
at all times if possible, to have faithful station workers. At Shinsakae
the Bible woman and her son have done most of the hard work in

visiting inquirers and keeping up meetings for their instruction. At
Tsunohazu too there are a faitliful evangelist and his wife who have
done and do about all that is done. I earnestly wish we had tJie means
of increasing the number of such."

Dr. Imbrie :— It is quite clear that there is now in Japan a wide-

spread revival of interest in Christianity. How is to be accounted

for? How deep is it? What are its permanent results to be? are

questions constantly asked ; but the fact in general cannot be denied.

It has become so evident, that the Japanese press is seeking and
publishing information regarding it, and leading articles appear that

are no doubt suggested by it. This interest is manifest in many parts

of Japan ; but in what I now write I confine myself chiefly to Tokyo,
where I have had opportunities for personal observation and direct

inquiry.

The first attempt in Tokyo was one to awaken a general interest in

the movement among all the Christians in the city. To do this, public

meetings and in particular union prayer meetings were held. That
attempt however though carried on for some time produced few

apparent results, either within or without the churches. One reason

at least for this failure lay in the fact that the distances in Tokyo are

very great and at that stage of tlie movement it was not possible to get

the Christians generally to attend the meetings-

The next step was to select a particular district of the city, known
as Kyobashi Ku, and to concentrate elfin-t upon it. New methods also,

of which I will speak presently, were adopted. At the outset the

interest shown was not marked, but within a few days it was sufficient

to attract the attention of the Christian community, and after a fort-

night it commanded it. At the end of seventeen days the special work
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in Kyobaslii Ku was suspended in order to transfer efforts to other

districts. There are now (in June) three centres of operation in the

city ; the same methods are pursued and the same results follow.

Home years ago when the general interest in Christianity was so

marked, it was connuon to hold great meetings in theatres and large

halls. Thus far such meetings have not been held in Tokyo. Instead

of this the plan is to hold meetings every night in all the churches in

the particular district of the city in which special work is carried on,

and in every church a band of volunteers is organized, whose members
pledge themselves to pray morning and evening for the guidance and
blessing of God, to attend all the meetings and to see that the various

methods adopted to attract persons to the evening meetings are faithfully

carried on. Thus the local church, as an organization, is made the

centre from which effort proceeds and into which results are to be

gathered.

In order to attract hearers to the evening meetings various means are

employed. Placards are posted in hotels, barber shops, bath-houses,

and other public places. These placards are about fifteen inches wide
and twenty inches long. The most attractive one to my mind is one
with a light blue background, the upper third of which is occupied by
two white flags, crossed. One is the Japanese flag with its red rising

sun in the centre, and the other for its centre has a red Greek cross.

The two flagstaffs are caught together with a red and black silk cord
and tassel, and underneath the tassel and extending to the bottom of

the placard, in large red Chinese characters, is a notice of Christian

preaching. To the left of the notice, in black, are given the time and
places of the meetings; to the right, also in black, is an invitation

that maybe rendered thus: '^ How did yon come into this world?
Why were you born unto it? When you die where are you going?
All who want to hear the answer come to the meetings. We will

tell you very simply. Young and old, men and women, come
and welcome. We will show you how to serve God and how to serve

man."
Besides posting these placards, invitations printed on thin red paper

are scattered far and wide. One of these, of which more than a

hundred thousand copies have been distributed, may be rendered
thus: " There is no one in tiie world who does not desire happiness,

but how will you find it? There is no one who would not rather do
right than do wrong, but how is that possible? Death comes to all;

are you ready to die? What is the path that man should walk?
How can one gain true happiness? What teaching will give you
peace of mind ? Only Christianity the gift of the true God."

In addition to these particulars should be mentioned house-to-house
visitation, in which the attempt is made to extend to all in the
neighborhood an invitation. One pastor, through the members of liis

congregation, sent out some three hundred personal invitations to

persons who were known to have more or less knowledge of Chris-
tianity ; a plan which produced excellent results. There is also street

preaching. But to mention only one thing more in this connection;
processions pass along the streets, headed by banners of white cloth,

some eighteen inches wide by six or eight feet long. On the lower
part of the banner is written in large characters, Kirisuto Kyo Taikyo
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Dendo; on the upper part is a red Greek or Koman cross. All this in
a city where thirty years ago, notice-boards were set up declaring
Christianity a capital crime, and in whose public museiuu to-day are
exhibited the brass plates witli raised figiu'es of Christ on the cross,

worn almost smooth by the feet of those who were required to stamp
on them as a test that they were not Christians.

The public meetings in the evening-:, whicli are usually ])reccded by
mpetings for children, begin at half-past seven. The churclies are
filled. In some cases people go away because there is no more room, a
tiling that has not been seen for twelve or fifteen years. In the old days
not infrequently there was more or less of disorder ; witli scarcely an
exception those wiio now come listen respectfully and attentively. The
cliaracter of the preaching is evangelical, but not of any one particular

type. God is our father, Christ is a divine Savioui', man is a sinner,

sin is debt, bondage, death; Christianity offers atonement, forgiveness,

a new life; man should repent, should confide in Christ, should go
to God in prayer. One })reacher lays emphasis on one truth, another
on another. iS^or can it f)e said that any one truth, or any one way
of presenting truth, is preeminently effective. There is no excitement,
a fact that has been referred to by many with satisfaction. On the

other hand, an observing and thoughtful Japanese pastor expressed
to me the opinion that the absence of deep feeling may be in part at

least due to the fact that the preaching is not in a marked degree what
used to be described as searching.

The methods followed in conducting the meetings are the ones
familiar to those who have attended similar meetings at home. At the
close of the preaching any who may be willing to express the desire to

become Christians are asked to raise a hand or to stand. Sometimes
there is no response, though usually there is; and when once the rising

begins, it commonly goes on until a considerable number have risen.

Those who have risen, and any others who are willing to do so, are

then invited to form themselves into groups for private conversation;

the men and the women being conducted to different parts of the room.
Into the opposite galleries, if the church is one with galleries. Each one
of these groups is assigned to a leader, who speaks to the members
personally, endeavors to remove difficulties, to give necessary instruc-

tion, and to deepen any impression already received. Pie also urges

all to attend regularly the meetings now going on and takes their

names and addresses in order that the church may keep in touch with
them. During this tinie of conversation the body of Christians who
are not so engaged gather in front of the pulpit for prayer. In this

men and women alike take part ; sometimes two or three praying at

the same time. There is however no disorder. The meeting usually

closes between nine and ten o'clock.

Besides these evening meetings there is held in each district of the

city in which special w^ork is being carried on, a daily afternoon

prayer meeting, and those wlio are engaged in the work or are

interested in it "assemble together. These meetings are well attended
;

frequently from two hundred and fifty to three hundred persons are

present. They are regarded by all as among the essentials. Besides

the more strictly religious exercises, among whicii prayer is prominent,

a brief report from each church in the district is presented. This
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report always includes the number of new inquirers. The entire

number of inquirers thus reported in Tokyo and Yokohama must now
amount to nearly or quite 4.000.

You will observe that I speak of inquirers. Frequently they are

described as converts, or as those who have confessed Christ, or as

Christians. In the case of some of them, no doubt, and in that of

many of them, it is believed, these expressions are correct descrip-

tions ; but in speaking of them as a class, inquirers is the right word.

How many are seeking after God as men seek for hidden treasure the

future only will reveal. Kegarding the percentage of those who are

promising there is naturally some difference of opinion, but the general

feeliug now is one of hopefulness.

Do the inquirers as a rule know anything about Christianity ? This

question I have asked repeatedly, and the common answers amount to

this:—
There are three classes. Many know practically nothing about it

beyond the name ; a considerable number liave a general knowledge of

it ] some know a good deal al)0ut it. This knowledge has come from

the general spread of Christian ideas through the introduction of

foreign literature, the press, and contact in various Avays with Christian

civilization; from the dissemination of distinctly Christian literature

in Japan; from the influence direct aud indirect of Christian schools;

from intercourse Avith Christian relatives or friends; from occasional

listening to Christian lectures or attendance at Christian services. The
pastor who sent out the three hundred invitations told me that a

considerable number of his inquirers had for some time attended

his church irregularly. Another told me that one young man said to

him :
*' My parents were Christians, and when I was a child I was

bai)tized." These are spoken of as cases to some degree typical. By
common consent the questions asked by the inquirers as a class to-day

are far less crude, and the knowledge of Christianity possessed by

them far greater than was the case with those of fifteen years ago.

What is to be done for the inquirers in order to gather them into

the Church and make them worthy members of it ? This is the question

which all are asking.

One encouraging fact is that in so many cases the inquirers live in

the vicinity of the church where they are enrolled. One pastor stated

that there was not a block in the neighborhood of his church in which

there was not at least one of those on his list, and that in one block

there were sixteen. This of course brings a large percentage locally

within easy reach. In some churches social meetings have already

been held in order that the church members may make the acquain-

tance of the inquirers. Most of the inquirers are emydoyed during the

day, including of course Sundays, and therefore for the present at least

there must be ineetings for them in the evening. The minds of a

number are turning towards the establishment of a systematic course of

catechetical instruction and in some clnu'ches such classes for catechu-

mens have already been organized. All feel that in the instruction and

care of the inquirers lie the chief hopes and chief difficulties of the

movement.
How is tliis sudden change in the condition of affairs to be account-

ed for ? I think that the first answer that nine Japanese Christians out
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of ten would give to this question would be, "Tt is an answer to
prayer." On inquiring of them regarding secondary causes I have
received the following replies: (1) There has been a revival of Chris-
tian fellowsliip among the ministers of the Churches. (2) There is

a widespread moral unrest, a general feeling that ethically Japan is not
wh:it it was ; a belief thnt new moral forces are needed, thiit they cannot
be had apart from religion, tliat Christianity is the only religion
worthy of consideration, and that it should be looked into. (3) The
notification issued by the government some two years ngo, which
indirectly gave to Christianity legal recognition, hns removed from tbe
minds of many of the more ignorant a vague remaining fear of harm of
some kind, and from those of many of tlie more intelligent a similar
fear of social or official injury. (4) Especially (what has already been
referred to) the gradual growth of a class outside of the Church
composed of those who know something of Christianity and are more or
less favorably dispo'^ed to it ; a class of men and women in some respects
strikingly like tliose in the Roman empire who had come directly or
indirectly under the influence of the synagogue, and in whom the
Apostles found a field specially prepared to receive the seed of the
gospel.

In conclusion it should be said that much that T have written i"*

rather a record of current opinion that of ascertained fact; and that all

is written before it is possible to forecast the future with anything like

confidence.

Mr. MacNair :—" The matters of interest to the Council with which
I have been personally connected during the past yenr are (1) the work
of the Promoting Committee on inter-mission comity and co-operation I

and (2) the preparation of a hundred or more hymns for the use of all

the Protestant (Christians in Japan, and of a hymnal for the joint use of
several of the Churches, our own included. The Promoting Committee
report* is in your hands, and I have nothing to say further regarding it

than that there is every prospect of its meeting with the approval of

the requisite number of the missionaries to permit of the early organi-

zation of the proposed Standing Committee.f Work has progressed
favorably on the Uniform Hymns also. There will be 125 hymns in

all, and they should be completed by the end of the summer or in the

early auturan.T I am glad to report concerning the joint hymnal pro-

ject, which was discussed at the time of the General Conference last

fall, that while at first a union of only three of the Churches seemed
practicable—our own, the P>:iptist and the Congregational—there is

now good reason to expect the cooperation of tiie Methodists as well,

and of practically all but the Episcopalians.! The preparation of the

book will take considerable time, a year or more; but the union will

be worth the delay.

You doubtless have in hiuid printed information concerning the

Taikyo Dendo movement, as carried on in Tokyo during the last six or

eight weeks. Tiie awakening is a very remarkable one, and has

* iSee Appendix I.

t These expectations have since been realized.
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already liacl substantial results in the shape of additions to the churches.

There are large classes of inquirers, one in Shiba for example, where
night after night from 100 to 150 men gather for the serious study of
Christianity. It has been very inspiring to see people assemble again

and again in such numbers as to necessitate the closing of church doors

to prevent over-crowding, and then to have them remain by the score

for further inquiry and instruction.

My regular personal work is the same as formerly—preaching in

Tokyo and at various points in the neighboring province of Chib:*. A
good deal of my time is taken up, however, with the revision and con-

solidation of the hymn-books, the work to which I have just referred.

I am secretary of the committee and have the general direction of the
revision movement."

Mr. Haworth :- Mr. Haworth was transferred to the East Japan
Mission in the fall of 1820, and reports his work as supplying
vacant pulpits here and there, taking part in the Synod's special

evangelistic work in the Tokyo Yokohama district, in Shimotsuke
and Hitachi, and in the Nagoya region ; also in the Committee work
and preaching in connection with the Twentieth Century Evangelistic

work of the Evangelical Alliance. He has had the oversight of
three churches; two of which have now been placed under
the Mission Board of the Nippon Kirisuto Kyokwai, the mission
making its grant through the Board instead of directly to the

churches. It is hoped that thus better results will be obtained.

Mr. Haworth suggests that the Council take into consideration

the advisibility of raising the salaries of pastors and evange-
lists ; and also recommends the sending of representative men to

America or Europe for extended study. He adds, " The most significant

work in Japan at the present time, it seems to me, is the increasing

tendency towards unity in practical service. The present developments
in connection with the Taikyo Dendo in Tokyo show what can be done
when Christians forget their denominational limits and come together

for service. The movement for union among the Methodist Churches
and missions and the endeavors after a corporate oneness as suggested

by the Conference last year, are refreshing signs of the deepening hold
of the Spirit of Christ upon the hearts of his children in Japan."

Mr. Landis:—"Kecently in connection with the renewed re-

ligious interest in Tokyo a number of our students are coming
foith; twenty-eight are to be baptized to-morrow (June 22) and
more will follow we trust in the near future. A part of my
work has to do with the Sunday-school Helps; the Teacher's
Monthly falling to my lot to edit for half the year; Dr. Albrecht
having taken the other half. As I write a large part of it, this

form a pretty arduous piece of work. This year too the editing
and proof reading of the Tokyo Conference Report falls to my lot.

The amount of work entailed by this report, especially the getting to-

gether and editing of the Appendix, few will appreciate when done;
and the less so because of the great delay. I have also a weekly Bible
class connected with the Shiba Church S. S. Also a monthly service

with the young men in Yokohama connected with the work of Miss
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Case of our mission there. The above witli a variety of architectural
and other work keeps me out of mischief elsewhere, though occasionaly
I have a chance to preach in various places. The remarkable work
recently beginning in Tokyo and Yokohama will no doubt be more
fully reported to you by others tlve nature of whose work f)rings them
in closer connection therewith. The work has been lieartily participat-
ed in by our men and our churches. And already an abundant liarvest
is in sight which however we trust is but an earnest of what is yet to
be; inaugurating in fact a more extensive work of God's spirit, we
trust, tlien Japan has seen hitherto."

Miss Youngman: —"I am still carrying on my two missions in
Tokyo and one in Kamakura. These are always open from seven
in the morning until ten at night; an evangelist, who is the
Superintendent, being always present. A reading room, daily pra3^er
meeting, children's meetings, women's meetings, Sunday-schools, and
preaching every night are the channels through whicli we hope to

reach people with the gospel. The Ueno Mission has a service
every Sabbath at two o'clock in tlie Ueno Park. This is the eleventh
year of these missions. I have had orphan children in my family
for nine years. For seven years I have assisted the Kozen Sha in
its work for lepers at Megoro. The rescue work has also been one
in which I have been much interested. The Leper Home has
been greatly blessed of God botli temporally, and spiritually. There
are 41 inmates; and although none can be said to have gone out
cured, many have gone from us much improved; and out of 41
inmates thirty are Christians. During tlie year we have built a

chapel, to the delight of the patients, and especially those of us

who go there regularly for religious teaching. We have also in-

creased our grounds by one thousand tsubo daring the past year.

Of all the ditferent kinds of work which it has been my privilege to

do in Japan, this bringing comfort and rest to the bodies, and salva-

tion to tlie souls of these poor afflicted ones seems the most bles-^ed. As
my mission seems to be to sow the seed by all waters, results will be hard
to report and must be left to the great liarvest day when if the sheaves

are found lying at the Master's feet, it will matter little who was the

instrument used in bringing them. I have not looked up statistics but

Ueno has reached about 25000, Kamejinia IH.OOO, and Kamakura
3000. There have been several baptized in various clmrclies brought

in through the missions. Missionaries of various denominations have
assisted in the work and we bless God for what he has wrought."

Mrs. McCauley:—"The work under my charge during the year

has been as follows: Two Primary Schools, registered as Kakushi
Gakko. They have the Ordinary and Higher Primary School courses

of study; and our pupils are allowed to enter other schools on the

diploma we give without question. AVe have full religious privileges.

We have enrolled in one, 120; in the other, 88 pupils. A Sunday-
school is well attended. A normal class for the study of the Sunday-
school lesson is held weekly at which all the teachers attend; also

a weekly teachers prayer meeting. Work is done in the Charity

Hospital where from time to time souls are brouglit into a new life
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and many after leaving the hospital become regular attendants at the
worship in the churches. Tracts and leaflets have been scattered far

and wide. The life of the teachers has been faithful, earnest, zealons
in every case. So that we have much cause for thankfulness."

Mes. iVIacNair and Miss West :
—

" There have been fifteen students
in the Training School for Bible-women this year. Almost without
exceptioii these have been earnest, fiiithful, purposeful women. Owing
to finnncial limitations, the practical direct evangelistic work of the
school has been much restricted. Fewer Sunday-schools and meetings
for the instruction of women and children have been carried on and
fewer country stations occupied in summer work than formerly. But
despite these discouragements the year has been one of blessing and
prolit not only to its own students and teachers, but also, we have reason
to hope, to many who have been brought within the sphere of its in-

fluence.

Seven students did effective and acceptable work in four country
stations during the summer months. Four^ of tlie graduates of the
school have been employed as Bible-women. One in the Kisarazu and
Y<)k()ta stations in Chil/a province, one in connection with the kinder-
garten in Shinagawa and two in general city work. These women have
been faithful and diligent in giving systematic instruction in Bible
truth to many of their country-women who are debarred by domestic,
social or other considerations from tlie opportunities open to men. They
have engaged in Sunday-school work and in conducting and assisting

in wotuen's meetings. They also, together with the students of the
Training School, took an active part in the Taikyo Dendo movement.
The Kindergarten, reopened in Shinagawa in April 1900 with the

distinctly granted privilege of declaring its Christian character, has
kept up its full quota (limited by government regulation) of pupils
during the year. From forty to fifty names have been on the monthly
rolls and good work has been done in some of the homes from which
the little ones come.
The regular semi-weekly visitation of several years past in one of the

city hospitals has been continued ; and it is hfiped and believed that
more than one soul has been helped in preparation to meet its God, and
that some have gone down into the Dark Valley calmly trusting in

salvation through tlie One Name. In this woik thousands of carefully
selt^cted tracts and portions of Scripture have been distributed. These
have been eagerly read by not onlv the invalids, but also the friends
and relatives in attendance; and the tin)e of one Bible-woman has been
occupied for the most part in taking advantage of the openings thus
oflered })y visiting and instructing convalescents and their friends in

their homes."

Miss Sarah Gardner :
—

'' In its general features the liistory of the
Joshi Gakuin for the past year does not difler essentially from' that of
other years. Dining the absence of Miss Miliiken on furlough the
school has had the advantage of the services of Mrs. Davidson of the

* Reduced by cut from six.
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Scotch Mission, and of Miss Nonnan of tlie Canada Metliodist Church.
The number of pupils is now somewhat more than two hundred. Tlie
work has gone on much as usual.

But in one particular the year has been one long to be remembered.
From beginning to end it lias seemed to be a quiet harvest time —a
time of reaping after much sowing. Many of the Christian girls have
been greatly quickened spiritually, and from among the rest fifty-six

believe that they have received Christ as their Saviour. Of the one
hundred boarding pupils all of the older girls are now Christians. The
recent evangelistic movement was influential in bringing some eight-
een of the girls to a decision ; but there has been a clear manifestation
of the presence of the Holy Spirit from the beginning of the school
year. With thankful hearts we praise God for what he has wrought."

Miss Case:—" There are certain times when overwhelmed with
sorrow, we cannot give utterance to our deepest emotion. We prefer to

sit in quietness, and hear what the Lord our God would say. This
explains why tliere was no report last summer. Only tiiose who
had started new work in a new place could sympathize with us as we
opened our Industrial School for Ladies one year ago last April.

However, in September, we entertained hopes of success, as there were
several additions, making the number of pupils enrolled 22. The Rev.
Mr. Yamamoto acts as principal. Besides giving half an hour every
morning to Christian teaching, he had the usual Japanese secular

branches. Music and English, as well as sewing, etiquette, and the
arrangement of flowers, are taught. An English class of eleven young
men has been formed for the purpose of increasing the attendance and
interest of the Sunday Bible class. These students sing several songs

every morning after which a verse of Scripture is explained,

and the usual English lesson proceeds. Much Christian work is being

accomplished by a cooking class under English methods, which was
formed at the beginning of April. This class lias been the means of

gathering in ladies occupying positions of influence. The usual visits

among Sunday-school pupils, delinquent church members and the

sick have been made. Only the warmest of hospitality was
shown even in the homes of the non-Christians. Meetings for the

Y. M. C. A., prayer and preaching services, women's monthly meetings,

and the pastors weekly inquiry meeting, are held in our day school

building. On the third Sabbath of each month Mr. Landis, of the

Meiji Gakuin, gives a Christian lecture to the young men in the same
building. These lectures have helped to stimulate the younger
Christians, and have caused others to understand more of faith and
the love of God. The Sabbath Bible class for male adults numbers
twenty-nine, twenty being the average present on each Sabbath.

Peloubet's Xotes have been the means of helping some of the young
men to receive Christ, while to others, they have given a clearer

knowledge of the Bible. Two members of the class were baptized

during the year, and eight more are being prepared for baptism. The
spiritual condition of tlie church is belter than ever before. At the

next communion, over thirty hope to be admitted to the Lord's tal)le

for the first time. The Sunday-school has an attendance of seventy-

rive pupils. The Homuko Sunday-school is in a fijurishing condition.
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Every Monday morning, a preaching Service is conducted at the

establishment of the Fukiiin Printing Con)pany, for the one hundred
and forty men and women there. Tracts and Christian papers are

regularly distributed. The two faithful Bible women continue their

•weekly round of duties."

Mr. PiERSOX:—"Mrs. Pierson and I came to this new city last

summer. Our work has been distinctly evangelistic. There is enough
here in the city itself to occupy our iull time. Asahigawa is about
ten years old. Population about 15.000. There are great barracks

near by with a soldier population of some thousands increasing

every year. There are large and small farms in every direction

until you come to the mountains many miles off on the east and
not so far on the other side. There are three raih'oads running
nortli, south and east from this place. Eailroad shops too, ultimately

to have over 1000 workmen. Besides there are three soldier colonies

lying out tow^ard ths east. So we have plenty of work. People
come singly and in groups : carpenters, children, Ainu people,

soldiers et al.

The people are most accessible. There is little opposition except
hurry and money. We do not find it at all neceasary to teach English.

People often come to be taught. We almost invariably decline. We
have neither the time nor strength, we say. Evangelistic work is so

inviting and so possible that it seems to me positively wrong to use the

time to ttach English. We did think of adopting the line of work
pursued by Mr. lirokaw in Hiroshima; but we find w^e do not need to

advertise. Semi Kyudosha (inquirers) are already plentiful. We do
however quite a little work by mail. From Nov. to March advertising

would be a good method here I think.

Ainu come to us now and then. There are quite a number near by:
Working for them is interesting. They show their whole hearts. The
C. M. S. ha? done the great work for them and are doing it. We feel

even in tlius incidently touching it as though we were encroaching on
others' territory. All honor to Mr. Batchelor. It is sad to see the men
going to ruin under excessive drinking. They have little else in the

way of comfort. Hardly any education. A young man here yester-

day bright and ambitious could barely read the katahxna. But they
have not lack of mental power. Mrs. Pierson has done quite a little

work for the Ainu women. Seven have signed the temperance pledge.

A large number have attended the Kyofii Kival recently.

The people would be glad to have a high school for girls here. The
Meiji Jo Gakko (was) to start a branch. I have been asked if I would
teach in a private Cliu Gakko if it were started ; but we feel that these

means are too indirect Mdien short roads lie open all around the

compass.
Ours is the usual life of a country missionary intensified perhaps by

the busy and free life about us, and opportunities that the people
themselves, and the government with its roads and railroads are

constantly making, l^ast year we offered to our believers here two
rooms in our lower floor as a preaching place. But they raised over
three hundred 2/e»; which, combined with funds on hand for some years

and others recently subscribed purchased a plot of ground near the
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railroad shops and built a 400 yen church; not to mention
the repairing of a house that came with the property as a Pastor's
liome. We are holding well attended gospel meetings there now, to
our great delight and with thanksgiving. One believer gave iOO yen;
another 50 yen (accumulated at the rate of 10 sen per day from his
earnings) ; and another, 50 tjen. An inquirer gave 100 yen worth of
land.

We are doing some tract and visiting work and find it most interest-

ing. You discover believers and inquirers. This being a new place
many people of Christian connection are continually coming in; but
some such work as this seems necessary to find them out. Bible selling

I have done something at ; but not very much lately. There was
some objection on the part of the government railroad but that is

removed.
I want to report for a church tliat seemed wounded and of little life.

The evangelist at Mombetsu a man of faith and faithfulness, a man of
prayer and belief in the Holy Spirit's help, has done guod work
against wind and snow, physical and spiritual, and the church is

living and growing.
AVe hope for a Hokkaido Presbytery some day. We have three self-

sustaining churches here already: i.e. at Hakodate, Sai)poro, and the
Seien Kyokwai at Takeichi-no-Jo. A quiet growth and unity both in

itself and with other churches in that city. A t Mororan there have
been only a few baptisms. We regret that two of the Christians do not

close shops on Sunday. Until that is done I do not ho^ie for nmch growth.
At Takigawa Buddhist influence is strong, and there is opposition to

the present special evangelistic movement. However there is growth
in grace and establishment in the faith. The Hokkaido is very
earnest in the Taikyo Dendo.
The Sapporo Girls School has been reinforced by the efficient

services of Miss Wells; the number of girls entering has greatly

increased and a work of the spirit has been manifested."

Miss Kose:—"The Sei Shin Jo Gakko of Otaru graduated its

first class this spring. Both of the graduates are Christians and are

now employed in the school as assistant teachers. Three were grad-

uated from" the Primary Department at the same time. Of these one is

a Christian. Two of them will remain to complete the advanced

course. Including the kindergarten department about 180 pupils

have been in attendance during the year. An increase of 40 over

last report. Of this number however, only about one-third are in

attendance during the months of the deepest snow. We have also a

number of Sunday-schools in charge and a weekly adult Bible class."
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least five are now ready to receive baptism. To this number should
perhaps be added another, an old lady of a prominent family. Three
of these liave very bitter spiritual foes in those of their own house-
holds. Mention is to be made of two who were to have been baptized

at the close of last year. The spirit of inquiry is manifestly in the

ascendant. Eesponding to advertisements in the local papers, requests

for Christian literature have come from many widely scattered villages.

Considering the grip idolatry has here a surprisingly large number ot

copies of tlie Scriptures have been sold by both the book stores and
the evangelists. During the three hundredth anniversary of the

founding of tlie city, in three days we sold Scriptures and other

Christian literature to the amount of about 17 yen. Tlie tracts were
sold at a nominal price, about one-fourth the list price. Our little

eight paged Yako devoted to Bible study has now a semi-monthly
circulation of 900. More than half of these we send out direct to those

who have notified us of their desire to investigate Christianity. The
remainder are subscribed for by missionaries for similar use in their

own fields. With tlie beginning of the year the Ecv. (t. AV. Fulton of

Kanazawa kindly consented to prepare an exposition of the Gospel of

Luke. About half of the paper is used for the exposition of the

Scripture text and the remainder for enforcement by illustration, etc.

of the main teaching in the portion dealt with. Kegular weekly
meetings for women and children have been held in Fukui and four

outside places. In addition to the regular meetings, the magic
lantern with views from the life of Christ has been helpful. One of

the converts, tlie wife of a railroad official, Mrs. Jones says, is the most

remarkable seeker she has met with in all Japan. Another feature of

our work that promises good results, is teaching a class of government
school students to sing Christian hymns in Japanese.

_
Beside our

regular weekly nipetings f<u- men in two of our out stations and less

frequent visits to three others, we have various Bible classes which

are encouraging. Students on being unable to persuade us to teach

English, instead of going away offended, have been led to study

Christianity."

Mr. Dunlop:— "Tlie staff at Kanazawa during the past year has

been the Kev. and Mrs. G. W. Fulton, and the Rev. and Mrs. J. G.

Dunlop, in evangelistic work ; Miss Shaw in the Iloku Riku Jo Gakko
;

and Mi>s I,nther in the Shirit<n Eiwa Gakko. Miss Glenn, of the

Hoku Riku Jo Gakko, has been absent from the station all the year

through illness. The evangelistic work in the City of Kanazawa is

largely in the hands of thelwo churches. The missionaries work in

connection with the cliurches, and l)esides conduct one preaching place,

and have just built another, which they are about to open. The
preaching place work tliis year, as in the past, has been altogether

seed-sowing. Large audiences gather in favorable weather, but no

visible results occur from the preaching. The outstations are Dai

Shoji, Komatsu, and Koyama. In all of these there has been some

progress. There have been no baptisms, but the audiences are l:n-gei-,

and there are unwonted toler.ition and interest. One evangelist is

stationed at Dai Shoji, and one at Toyama; and these travel widely in

the surrounding couiitry, visiting inquirers and holding meetings when
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they have opportunity. Mr. Fulton has also come in touch with
several hundred country inquirers by means of his correspondence
Bible Study. Tliis is a work with great possibilities. It is a new
enterprise in Kanuzawa. This year, another new enterprise winch
promises well is the selling of scriptures and tracts at the religious

festivals, both in Kanazawa and in the surrounding towns. The larger

church at Kanaz;nva celebrated its twentieth anniversary on June 1st.

Mr. Winn, the father of the church, was present to take part in the
anniversary services The church has liad a successful year. There
have been over twenty baptisms. Many special evangelistic meetings
have been held during the winter and spring, to commemorate the

new century and this twentieth church anniversary. The smaller

church is in a weak state, though here too there is some improve-
ment noticeable. Altogether the outlook in Kanazawa is more pro-
mising than ever before."

Mips Luther:— " The past year has been full of startling events
to all interested in missions, for the eyes of the world have been
turned toward China, as the heroes of the faith in that land have
stood persecution and have borne even death for the cause of Christ.

Although no such startling events have taken place in our field of

labor, the year has not been without its shadows. When the report

for the school was sent in last year, tAvo ladies were regularly engaged
in the work ; but the shadow of sickness entered our midst, and
Miss Glenn has been laid aside all the year, while Miss Shaw has

several times been compelled to stop work on account of illness.

This irregularity of teachers in the English department, and also

other necessary work have been met as v,ell as possible with stranded
friends from China. So China's loss was our temporary gain.

There have been forty-five pupils enrolled during the year. Of
this numher twenty are baptized Christians. While seven others,

although giving every evidence of faith, have not been allowed
baptism by parents or guardians. The C. E. Society has earnestly

carried on its work, Twenty-eight of the girls are members, while
all of them attend its meetings. Their endeavors for Christ have
been of a very practical nature. After a disastrous five at Takeoka
they sent five yen to assist in caring for the destitute, and received

recognition for the gift from the Governor himself. By making
and Selling knitted articles quite a sum was on hand to be given to

the poor at Christmas. This they used with discretion and cheered
lonely hearts. The Society also contributes monthly to the Florence
Critenden Home in Tokyo.
A year ago the leaders of the Young Womans Temperance Society

endeavored to obtain permission to prohibit public dancing in the

Park during the annual soldiers' festival. They failed last year, but

with the aid of other societies in the city this year they obtained

their request. Although on the day of the festival when the socie-

ties took charge of a tea booth none of the Y. W. T. S. were
present ; it not being thought wise. The results accomplished were
largely through their efforts and prayers. Twenty-six of the girls

belong to this society. A large proportion of the students come
from the surrounding towns and villages. Of these only twelve have
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Christian homes. Eight teach regularly in the various Sunday-
sciiools. In March six graduated from the Japanese Department. Of
this number four have remained to complete the English course.

As this department only occupies the afternoon they are all regularly
employed during the morning. One is in charge of some school work;
another assists in the mission kindergarten

; while two are teaching
in a joshikivai recently opened in one of tlie preaching i)laces. As
a thank offering for Miss Shaw's reciwery from a severe illness last

fall, her home church and friends sent a sum of money sufficient to

build a chapel from material bought from a former boys school in this

city. This building which is now being put up will make a valuable
addition to the school property and also be a place where public

meetings can be held from time to time. Although much anxiety for

sick ones has been felt, and many changes in order to snit work to new
helpers have had to be made, all have been courageous, have prayed
more earnestly, trusted more implicitly and received quietly what
the Master saw best to send. He has abundantly blessed and will

continue to bless this work for girls in Kanazawa.
When the Kanazawa Children's School opened in April, 1900, there

Avere fifty-nine children enrolled in the primary department, and 28

in the kindergarten. Within a month after opening, we were called

njion to say g(M)dbye to the one who started, and who has had charge

of the school for so many years, Miss Porter who returned to

America on furlough. The work of the year has been much the same
as in tbe past. During the spring months, the attendance increased

so rapidly, especially in the kindergarten department, that we were
compelled to build a new room, whicb, added to the former room, is

now at the close of the year almost too small for the number of child-

ren on the roll, not to mention those wishing to enter. The religious

life of the school has been encouraging The children have actively

worked in their junior society, and also their Temperance Society

;

while, with their money earned from their knitting society, they have

contributed yen 5 to the Okayama, and yen 5 to the Nohe, Orphanages.

Special exercises on Childrens' Day, Christmas and Easter, brought out

many of the day school pupils, who do not regularly attend the

Suncbiy-school. We find this special preparation for these days a good

inducement to more interest in the Sunday-school.

In March we iiad our annual commencement exercises, when seven

graduated from the kindergarten, five of whom entered^ the regular

school. We had no regular class of graduates from the primary school

this year; so we opened in April with all of our old scholars, and a

new class of fourteen. The attendance now numbering 103 in the two
departments, 4U of whom are in the kindergarten.

We have had a good deal of trouble because of sick teachers during

the past year. Substitutes were hard to find, and changes were bad for

the school. The horizon seemed bright and clear for a few weeks, and

we were looking forward to a successful year. Then a shock came,

which was indeed a shock to all concerned. The authorities refused

to grant the fourteen new scholars, who entered the first year's class,

the necessary permission to remain in a private school, the excuse

being 'religion is bad for children.' The necessary officials were all

interviewed the Governor finally promii^ing to settle the difficulty. We
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brentlied a little easier, but only for a short time. Again they refnserl •

this time, they say ' there is no need (jf private schools'. In the mean-
time several parents have put their cliildien in other schools. We do
not know how it will be settled, v»^e believe as He has cared for the
work in the past, He will continue to care for it now. So we hope the
shadows will soon pass away, and the horizon become bright and clear

again."

Mk. Winn:—"There has been notliing very unusual in the nature
of the work in this place. A little kindergaiten at Sakai is tlie only
school tliat we aie imrap(liat?ly connected with. That has had from
fifteen to twenty-five children in attendance during the year, and has
liad some influence in helping on the Sabbath-school Asdiich Avas main-
tained at the preaching place. Then work in connection with that

l)reaching place has been, to a good degree, successful; and would
liave been ranch more so, had there not arisen discontent in the minds
of a few Christians with the ])reacher stationed there. That trouble
grew, until a special committee of Presbytery was asked to settle

matters. The preacher has gone elsewhere, and the future of the work
at Sakai is uncertain.

The mission s'lpports two preaching places in this city, wiiere various
meetings are held for sowing the seed of the gospel. At one there are
a fiourisliing Sunday-school and a Woman's meeting, beside the preach-
ing and work for young men. At the other, many hear the word
preached, and an eflbrt to reach young men is made with some success.

The two churches, which have gi'own from the work of our mission,

have not made any great advance. The South Church has received a
large number of additions ; over thirty since January of this year

;

but I have not seen any special awakening to new life or zeal. The
Sabbath evening attendance is better of late ; the evening congregations
run from 50 or more at times. The North Church has also had addi-
tions, and its audiences are larger than a year or two ago. The South
Church has recently raised its pastoi's salary to yen twenty-five per
month, and a parsonage. The conttihutions of these churches have
amounted to considerably over yen 700.

My country work has been in statu quo for I have had no evangelist

to aid me in it. At one pi ice T took a few New Testaments and Gospels
to the leading bookstore. The merchant was glad to put them on sale,

and the next time I went there they hid nearly all been sold. He
will take more, and probably a constant sale will be established for the

Scriptures in that town.

Tlie churches and pastors have taken part in the Taikyo Dendo

;

meetings have been held in connection with that forward movement

;

but the results, so far as I know, have been small. Unless the increa.sed

attendance mentioned may be connected with it.

The night classes for English and Bible teaching have been success-

ful in arousing interest among the young men of the North Church.
It has led some into church membership. I am led constantly to la-

ment the little that seems to be accomplished : the fewness of tho.se who
are receiving and obeying the gospel.

p. S. Since writing my report the Osaka churches have shared in a

measure in an awakening like the one in Tokyo- All the churches
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have a larger or smaller number of inquirers connected with each of
t!iem. Our North and South ChurciiL'S have together 70 or 8'). I
understand that the same kind of meetings will he resumed in the fall.

1 have great hopes that even larger results will be seen than liave

already appL\ired. I see no reason why this expectation may not be
fulfilled. Prayer and elibrt on the [)art of God's people will surely be
blessed of God when engaged in witli real desire to glorify him."

IMiss Garyjn:—"June 26tli closed a good year for us here. The
requirements for both entrance and gradutition have been raised one
year; and this without any falling otf in numbeis. But thus raising
the grade of scholarship has raised already the standing and influence
of the school. We have held our own numerically in face of the fact

that the finest Higli School for girls in the city has just been
opened a few blocks from us with buildings and equipments of tiie best.

Our total enrolment is eighty-four with an average attendance of fifty-

six. TJie boarding department ha> increased from ten to twenty-six.
Some of our pupils have come from as far away as Kyushiu, showing
that the school is extending its inlluence over a larger territory year
by year. With great enthusiasm the graduates met last year to form
an Alumnae Association.

As they scattened to their homes again after a feast and a good time
generally, it was with a warmer feeling toward their Alma Mater and a
determination to do all in their power to send pupils to us. Our teach-
ing force has come to include four of the graduates and we are working
toward a teaching force of Christian teachers only. But teachers able

to teach the higher branches are not within the reach of a mission
school teacher's fund. We have all Christian teachers now except three.

Our head teacher Mr. Aoyama continues his efficient work and strong

Christian influence among us. W^ithout him it would be impossible to

report such progress among us intellectually.

But it is along spiritual lines we feel that our progress has been
greatest. Since Mr. Aoyama's advent we have held regular chapel

service on Sunday afternoon, and prayer meeting on Friday evening.

Many of the day pupils come in to these meetings; some of them are

hindered by their parents from attending a Christian church, but this

service is permissible even to them.
The Bible classes have been carried on as usual the first lesson in the

m(n-riing systematically and consecutively. The girls have been having
training in Christian work in two w^ays. The Sunday-school is under
tile care of liie Christian girls under our supervision. But best of all

our Christian Endeavor Society not yet a year old has proved itself a

normal and healthy infant by remarkable growth and activity. At the

time of organization we had forty-four members, fourteen of whom
were active. We now have fifty-seven with thirty-two active. Our
active membership, Christians wdio take the full pledge of the C. E.

Society, has incrccised more than U)0%. The associate membership has

decreased, a number of the associate members having gone over into

the active membership. The jiarents all approve of this society

among the girls, ami parents who will not permit their daughters to be

baptized do not object to tluK. We have found it a means of great

growth in a Christian training schoid unequalled by anyefibrt hitherto
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made in tlie way of preparation foi' definite Christian work. The girls

feel the responsibility of it. They learn how to lead a meeting; how
to prepare for the same; how to make a stranger welcome; how to

get a young Christian started to work; how to testify before an
audience; how to give of their substance, etcetera. Gifts this year
from the society amounted to sixteen yen. The number of Christians

baptized during the year was twelve ; and the number who entered the

Church from the school fourteen."

Mr. Curtis:—" All our churches are making advance toward the

goal of self-support. One church notably during the last calendar year
contributed 2U7 yen. This contribution was made by 21 cliurch mem-
bers and was mostly for church repairs. The Taikyo Dendo has done
good whenever it has touched. Christians have been stimuhited and
unbelievers reached in large numbers. An announcement of tlie last

series of meetings was personally carried by the believers in Yarnaguchi
to every house in town with excellent results. The general attitude of

the people in our entire field is favorable toward Christianity. Work
among the educational classes is especially promising. Each of the five

Middle vScliools in the Ken lias a Christian Teacher of English. Four
of tiiese young men have come out under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
The fifth is a missionary. All are doing positive Christian work among
the students. The completion of the Sanyo Railroad to Shimonoseki
greatly facilitates the carrying on of our work in the Ken.
The Yarnaguchi Girls School and Kindergarten are both in a flourish-

ing condition; with 21 and 23 pupils respectively. Women's and
mother's meetings conducted by the missionaries are well attended."

Mlss Big elow :
—

" Tlie Kojo Jo Gakuin has made no special history

this year ; 33 puynls have been enrolled but at this writing only 23 are

in attendance of whom tliree are Christians. These have been no
baptisms during the year. This year the pupils are very young, the
majority being of Koto Slio Gakko grade. More than half have been
less than fifteen months in school. The school has taken nearly the
entire time of Miss Biglow. Miss Palmer returned from her furlough
in February to her residence in the Kojo Jo Gakuin, but her work is

largely evangelistic."

Mr. Brokaw:—" Our efforts can be classified under five general

heads: touring, house-to-house visitation, Sunday-school work, meet-
ings and classes at home, and correspondence work. Taking the work
as a whole, we are sorry to have to report that it lias not been a year
of ingathering. There have not been more than ten baptisms in the

whole work, including the those in the cliurch in Hirosliifua. There
has been no lack of inquirers; we can get good audiences anywhere,
of which fact we have taken advantage to our utmost, but there are

few who go any further than a general inquiry. The fact that few
come out on the Lord's side is not due to open persecution, for there
seems to be little ; but the quiet undercurrent of public opinion rather
causes many to hesitate. There is no denying the fact in our work that

the current is against us.

Taking up the five heads of work briefly in their above order, we
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])ave pushed the tourincj as it has never been done before. We have been
enabled to do this more effectively than we liad been able to do before,
as a result of our correspondence and literature plan of which I will
write later. Suffice it to say now that we have inquirers all over the
Ke^n to whom we and our workers can go directly in our tours, and
who also are willing to help us secure halls, theatres, etc., for lectures,

preaching services, and magic lantern exhibitions. Two recent trips,

one by myself and one by my colleague, v/ill illustrate what we can
do in this line. I was out a week, and held meetings of from H)0 to

400 people in different towns every night. My colleague was out ten
days, stayed two nights in most places, was in the mountain districts,

where the towns have only a few thousand inhabitants, but was able
to reach over two thousand people in the ten days.

In the matter of house-to-house visitation, our work is so inconspicu-

ous that we had better pass over that head in silence. A natural

inability along that line of work both on tlie part of the writer and
ills colleague, together with the unusually unsociable character of the
people of this Ken^ makes this work very difficult for us. The ladies

of the station do the better work, but it is almost impossible to get

into the homes. We are met at the door with a stony stare, and tlie

stifFest sort of formal politeness, and an air of " so far thou shall come
and no farther."

In our Sunday-School work, we have been greatly hampered by the

inability to secure rooms. The people want to rent, but when they
hear of our purpose, they remark, " We cant rent for Yasu Kyo." In
all the Sunday-schools which we have, there is a good and regular

attendance. We have not tried any new or startling raetliods; but it

is becoming a fixed conviction with me that we missionaries ought to

do more work with the children. We must get hold of the children

before they are filled with the false philosophies, misrepresentations,

and prejudices of the schools and society at large. We have found the

series of lessons prepared by Miss Deyo and for sale at the Keiseisha

very valuable, and the workers praise it unstintedly. It makes the

subject vi'itter of our teaching orderly.

We have carried on a number of English and Japanese Bible classes

at home, but we liave not seen mucii result wdth the English. We
refuse to teach the Bible in English, unless we are convinced that the

pupil will understand what we say. The young men whom we teach

undoubtedly understand, and whether the lack of results comes from

the fact that they come more with a motive for studying English, or

whether it comes from the general unfruitfulness of the present, I am
not prepared to say.

Our greatest encouragement has come from our correspondence plan.

The workers call it Tsmliin Dnido^ but the correspondence is only a

part, and it might better be called Christian Literature Correspondence

AVork. AVe advertise in the local papers, by circulars after meetings,

and by advertisements pasted in packages of tracts i)ut in the K. R.

stations, that we will send Christian books to any who wish to in-

vestigate Christianity. As the answers come in, we carefully record

the address, give the applicant a number, and mark his number at his

address on a map. We send out a special bundle of five or six tracts,

and after the applicant has had time to read them, we send a letter asking
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if there are any doubts, and whether he wishes to investigate farther,

etc. On the basis of these replies, we send out new books, send per-

sonal letters, and when matters have developed sufficiently, prepare a

tour, always by a Japanese worker first. Tlie correspondents are

looked up, and the real interest investigated. As the matter pro-

gresses, and requests come in from all over the province, we go out
ourselves, hold public meetings wiih these correspondents acting as

promoters, and also we meet these men ourselves. We have scattered

hundreds of tracts in tliis way, have enabled our evangelists to go on
their tours to some soul directly, and have opened up work in many
new places where nothing has yet been done. There is no more of
evangelists going out to some neighboring village, sitting around in a

hotel, using up mission money, and sowing no seed. We make out the
tours ourselves, and the men go with lists of places and names in their

pockets, and are expected to report meeting the correspondent, his

status, etc., or give some good reason, such as absence, why he was not
met. The ones who are anxious for the light are thus discovered, and
it is a pleasure to work where the Spirit also seems to be working.
As a result of this plan, we have some real inquirers; some have
received baptism both by us and by those of other Churches ; others

have been asking for baptism, and we can go to dozens of places, and
find a way and a welcome, where it vrould have been hard to get any
hold before.

This plan of work has compelled us to investigate the matter of

tracts ; which were the best, what v.-ere lacking, etc. My colleague has

noAV in press a little catalogue, telling the correspondents where the
Bible is puichaseahle, describing Bibles, giving price and place of sale

of the best tracts, and other information. I think this will be of value

outside of our vrork. A great num.ber of tracts had to be investigated,

as we do not confine ourselves to only one of the Publishing and
Societies.

In connection with the above plan, and to help the church here, we
publish a little monthly paper called the Fukuin Geppo. This is sent

to every one of the correspondents, and serves to keep up the interest.

We also advertise the Fukui Yako in each package of tracts sent out,

and have quite a list studying the Gospel of Luke through that medium.
Messrs. Fulton of Kanazawa, Jones of Fukui, and Scudder of Nagano,
are working this same Christian Literature Plan, and may have some-
thing to say about it. I understand tliat Mr. Fulton substitutes the

Yako fur our Geppo, and sends it to all correspondents.

The matter of self-support is In statu quo. Our mission made, and
received permission from our Board for, a plan to pay to the Dendo
Kyoku a sum of money each year for five year§ equal to the amount
we ate now paying to non-self supporting churches. The idea was
that the Dendo Kyoku was more able than we to bring churches up to

their best in giving, and thus to self-support, while the mission would
be free in live years. Such a plan might mean that some of the

very weakest churches would be disbanded ; but it is a question whe-
ther that is not wise any way, it seems to me. However for the

present at least the plan has fallen through."

Mr. Doughty:—"I inclose you a portion of the last report made
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to the mission on belialf of this station. It contains the new features
of onr work here. We are following: along those lines with reason-
able success. We have not advertised much more since that report wa-*

written but we now have some 325 names on our list of those studying
with us in the country. Some of course have proved frauds, some
have moved away, some have died, some are not very hopeful; but I

am glad to add that several have been baptized and that others are
applicants. We have honey-combed the Ktn with Cliristian litera-

ture and have followed it np with long preaching tours extending to

the limits of the Ken. By means of these inquirers wehave beenenabled
to gain the attendance at these meetings of the most prominent people
of the official class. In one case a doctor permitted the use of an
empty ward of Jiis hospital and in another a well-to-do farmer threw
open his house for use as a meeting place. At one Chu Gakko in the
interior of the Ken a class of 10 has been organized and two of them
liave asked for baptism. At another point in the Ken a Shinto priest

in connection with the most scholarly man in the place is studying
and teaching Christianity to a class of young men. At one village the
principal man of the place and all the officials are studying Christian-

ity. The head teacher and another teacher of the school of the same
village are also studying. Of course it does not do to count too much on
facts like these. It is one tiling to study and another to repent, but it

is surely a good and profitable thing to get so many in the heart of

this Ken to even study the truth that alone has power to make them
free. We continue to place literature in the railway stations though
we bind the bundle more firmly than at first. One bundle will last

for three or four months.
All the other work—church, Sunday-school and preaching place

—

goes on as usual."

Mr. Bryan:—"The chief thing to report with the work in con-

nection with this young preacliing place is the amount of personal

work being done by the Christians and by those who liave not vet

received baptism. The attendance at the meetings has been steadily

increasing for this reason. Not only do the inquirers attend tlie

Sunday services, but the prayer meetings also. Inquirers as well as

Christians take a deep interest in the work of the preaching place.

The teaching of English by the evangelist has been one of the agencies

by which the work here has prospered as well as it has. I came to

Matsuyama only last fall so that the work in its plans and results

reflects credit only on tlie evangelist and on those wlio are connected

with the preaching place."
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3. North Japan Mission of the Reformed

(Dutcli) Church in America.

STATION POPULATION FU OP, KEN POPULATION

Tokyo 1425:366 Tokyo Fu 2075694
Yokohama 193762 Kanagawa Ken 916356
Nairano 30412 Nacrano ., 1262758
Morioka 32989 Iwate ,, 717895
Aomori 27991 Aomori „ 611758

Dr. Wyckoff :
—"Except for a little scattering work in other

people's fields, and one Bible class in the Yotsnya preaching place

in Tokyo, my whole work lias been in connection with the

Academic Department of the Meiji Gaknin. Tlie conditions in the

school have steadily improved dniing the year. The privilege of the

postponement of conscription, which we had been obliged to give up
because of the Instruction of 1899 forbidding religious exercises in all

schools having government connection, was restored to us and we were
recognized as being equivalent to a government Middle School. This
alone caused an increase of pupils; but on INIay 7th 1901 new regula-

tions for the admission of students to the government fligher Schools

were published in the Official Gazette, and by the regulations our
students have the same opportunity for entrance to the Higher
Schools and the universities, that is given to graduates of the govern-

ment schools of the same grade. This removes all troublesome dis-

abilities, while at the same time we have all the religious services

and teaching that we desire. This last change will probably not

seriously eflfect the number of students for the present term, but we
mav expect a large increase in the autumn. At it is the niunber of pupils

is larger than it has been for ten years. We have over one hundred
and seventy-five enrolled and stragglers still coming in. We have
already given notice that we will not receive any more pupils into the pre-

sent higher classes of the Middle School course as that class is as large

as we can conveniently care for ; besides we wish to discourage j'^oung

men from coming to us for only a few months in order to get our
certificate of graduation. Our desire is to have them with us as long

as possible so that we may exert a more lasting infiuence. Theie is

a growing religious interest also, and the Sundny evening preaching
services and the Wednesday evening prayer meeting services are well

attended. From fifty to sixty are regularly present at the ordinary
Y. M. C. A. prayer meeting, and on Sundays and at special meetings
the attendance is larger.

Owing to the increased number of students, the new ones being
mostly non-Christians, the proportion of Christians is smaller than it

has been for many years ; being only about V-t of the whole. But this

opens up greater opportunities for evangelistic work and we hope for

good results. Four of our pupils have been baptized during the year.

In every way we feel much encouraged and are thankful to our God
for the good way in which he is leading us."
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Mr. Ballagh :
—

" Concerning tlie several stations nnder my care,

there are very few conversions, little or no advance in self-support,

increased salaries and expenses connected with each ontstation. The
gracious wave of blessing felt in tlie cities lias not yet reached the
country districts. It is possibly the lack of interest on the part of the
superintendent evangelist, in my own case at least ; hut not feeling

equal to the task, I see no help for it. A further palsying effect is the
severe cut our mission has experienced with the opening year of the
century. It has debarred ns from taking any very aggressive steps in

evangelistic efforts. With thankfulness I can rejiort a very good state

of feeling with workers in the various fields. All seems harmonious,
with some increase of interest and attendance on the part of the
public. We nmst deplore the lack of workers in several long work-
ed, but practically abandoned fields. There are several such,

where once church organizations existed, with now but a handful
of believers living practically without the gospel. They are not

oblivious of their loss, and plead for gospel privileges. I enclose yon
a copy of deficient statistics. Eight churches formerly under the care

of the mission, are nt)w self-supporting, and several have passed under
other oversight. Owing to engagements in connection with the

evangelistic movement in Tokyo and Yokohama I found it impossible

to visit in person the south Shinshn field in latter part of May. I was
made very happy by Eev. R. E. McAlpine of the Southern Pres-

byterian Mission consenting to visit the field in my place. The re-

sults of his visit at j\latsumoto, at Suwa, at Ina, and at lida were very
satisfiictory to the workers and to the people generally, as well as

to the mission in the economy of his travelling expenses."

Mr. Booth:—" Ferris Seminary, Yokohama, is a Christian private

school for Japanese girls, established in 1875, by the Board of Foreign

Missions of the Eeformed Church in America. It has three depart-

ments at present : The Preparatory of three years ; the Grammar
Course of four years; and the Bible Course of two years. The Higher
Course was discontinued five years ago, owing to the financial inability

of the mission to maintain it. The opening of the Higher Course, how-
ever, has been authorized on condition that an endowriient of forty

thousand yen can be secured. The present financial condition in Japan
is far from reassuring for the success of such an undertaking within any
reasonable time in the near future. The teachers are the Rev. and Mrs.

Booth in charge : Miss Julia Moulton and Miss Harriet Wyckoff. The
latter is taking Miss A. de F. Tliompson's place while she is absent on

furlough. There are also five Japanese teachers, a matron and three

who teach special branches. There were sixty-five pupils^ in attend-

ance last year, in all departments. There are at present eighty-three

enrolled, distributed at follows :—Bible Course, 3 ;
Grammar Course, 63;

Preparatory Course, 17, Total, 83* Of this number thirty-eight are

Christians ; seven have been baptized during the year. Nearly all the

others are earnestly inquiring. The prospects for the school both as

regards numbers, scholarship, "and what is more important, development

of Christian life and character were never better. Of my personal

work aside from giving instruction in the Bible Course and the manage-

ment of the school I am pastor of the Union Church, Yohohama. In
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regard to tli:it work I have little to report. Souls have been strength-
ened and encouraged, and some T believe have found light and life

through faitli in our Saviour. My Bible cla^s of foreign young men
has grown : from sixteen to twenty attend. The organization from the
members of tlie Bible class of a chnptcr of the Brotherhood of Andrew
and Philip hns been of great assistance and lias proved a means of grace
to the young men thenf^.selves. On the first of May a daily noon day
service of prayer for twenty minutes was opened at No. 60^c Main St.,

Yokohama. This is under the auspices of tlie Brotherhood. It is

destined, I believe, to be a valuable means of grace. An appointment
with God for busy men."

Mr. Scudder :
—

" The work and workers in Nagano and vicinity
have passed through deep waters during the greater part of the past
year. It is not that decided encouragements and items of interest

have been lacking in the midst of the darkest hours of trial, but the
impossibility of presenting in a report the events through which the
church, the Japanese Christians and the missionaries together have
been passing make us feel that any report which could be given
would would be only misleading. Excepting, therefore the cheerful
testimony to God's unfailing love and faithfulness, no further report
i? submitted."

Miss Winn:—"After a year's furlough in America, I was glad to re-

turn in Nov. 1900 to Aomori, my old station. As in former years, my
work has been chiefly with the women and children. I have also had
classes with the young men in English and Bible study. We have four

flourishing Sunday-school's, tlie attendance at which falls off somewhat
during the summer months ; but during the winter months, often the

rooms we rent are unable of accommodate the numbers of children and
grown people who pour in. Thus far this year, there has been no great

ingathering of souls. Only three have asked for baptism. But the
numbers of inquirers are steadily growing. We have three young men
in the church who are proving treasures as helpers in Sunday-school
work, etc. They are all oflScials, but whenever off duty, are more than
willing to lend me their services. They often give up their evenings
to help me explain the life of Christ through magic-lantern pictures.

W^e have two grandmothers who are pillars in our church. One has
for years been bed-ridden and is now only able to move the muscles on
of her hands and neck, but is rich in simple, cliildlike faith. I feel sure
that some of our conversions could be traced directly to lier prayers.

The other old woman is not so infirm ; and no wintry snow storm is

able to prevent her coming out to the meetings. She also is mighty in

prayer and assists us in house-to-house calling.

We have an interesting opening for work at Ono Mura. An old
farmer, the head of the village, sends a messenger into Aomori from
time to time to tell us that on such a day the farmers will have a
iioliday, and requests us come and tell the gospel story. He gathers
the villagers together at his own house. His good wife always pro-
vides a bountiful dinner for us.

Thus the doors are opening far faster than we are able to enter.

Everywhere I find the people more than ready to hear the gospel,
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Bibles have been sold, tracts distributed ; and we have one and all tried
to be faithful."

4. South Japax Mission of the REForvMED

(Dntcli) Church ix America.

STATION POPULATION KEN POPULATION

Nagasaki 106574 Nagasaki Ken 895753
Kagoshima 52956 Kagoshima Ken 1.099445
Saga 32266 Saga Ken 618703

Dr. Stout :
—

" Personally my time has been occupied largely in the
routine duties of principal and instructor in Steele College. This has
not been fruitful of interesting experiences; unless mention be made of
what occurred at the death of a student, a martyr through poverty to

the ambition for an education. But that is a story that would not tit

into a report.

Connected with our Nagasaki station are two outstations. At these,

and in Nagasaki itself, the work has gone on steadily and quietly.

The church has suffered considerable losses through removals, but has
gained more in numbers for a like cause ; viz. the influx of population,
through the commercial prosperity of the place, bringing with it mem-
bers of churches from other localities, who more frequently than for-

merly, show a disposition to identify themselves with the local church.
They do not, however, bring much financial aid to the church.
The only change in methods that seems worthy of consideration is

that in Steele College, bringing it more in line with Middle Schools of
the country, in respect both to the courses of study and the calendar.

This has evidently been appreciated by patrons, and it works well.

There are now over a hundred students in attendance; the numbers in

the live classes being fairly well distributed. The tone of the school is

more decidedly (Christian than it has been too frequently in the past.

As to prospects, plans are under consideration to secure official recog-

nition and the privileges accruing therefrom for Steele College. But
in this matter, as vrell as in other ways, the mission is seriously ham-
pered by lack of appropriations to push forward the work according to

openings presented. Even this plan for the school would involve

expense."

Mr. Oltmans :
—" From tiie Bible School, which was iield from May

1st to 10th* several of our men were absent by reason of illness in their

families. On the other hand we had tlie Presbyterian men from Sanyo
join us, and Mr. Curtis himself as well. Mr. Peeke also was present.

The entire number attending was sixteen ; fourteen preachers and
two Bible women. The subject studied was Jesus Christ in the Old
and New Testaments. Of course only outline studies could be pursured
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during sucli a limited time. The interest taken by the men was great
and sustained throughout. Tlie manner of dealing with the questions

that came up clearly shewed that many of them liave a firm grasp of

many of the vital truths of the Bible. We were helped not a little by
the attendance of an evangelist from the north, Mr. Tnoue who last

year graduated from the Meiji Gakuin and is on his way to work in

Hawaii among the Japanese. My firm conviction is that more ought
to be done in the pure Bible study wdth the men with whom we labor.

Sound, practical exegesis of the word lies at the basis of all solid evan-
gelistic work.
As to the field in general, there is first a general readiness to hear the

word preached, when it is brought in reach. The quietness with which
audiences of unbelievers listen to the straight gospel is quite remark-
able. Secondly a general spirit of inquiry which though it does not

express itself largely in positive desire to become converted, is still a

sure sign of the working of God's Spirit in that direction. Thirdly,

the felt need among our Japanese workers of more spirituality in their

own lives, and more of dependence on the Holy Spirit for success in

the work. If I mistake not, this want is felt by many of the foreign

missionaries. May it be speedily supplied. Fourthly, the nature of

the candidates for baptism. They certainly are more satisfactory than
they were formerly. This is due not a little to the care exercised by
our Japanese brethren in the preparation of these candidates. It augurs
well for the future permanence of the work of the Church. We have
had some rather stricking cases of conversion in this field, yet not
more striking than we ought to expect, if we all faithfully preach the
word and live a pure life.

During the year I have been carrying on Bible classes, of Chu Gakko
and Shihan Gakko students. This I do Avholly as a secondary work,
and only at the intervals of my being at home from my evangelistic

trips. I may add that we have recently started a store in Saga for the

sale of Bibles, hymn-books, and Christian literature. Thus far we sell

in the line of books only the publications of the Methodist Publishing
House on commission. There is prospect of success along this line, and
we trust it will be a decided help in the work."

Mr. Peeke:—" We represent the Church of Christ in Japan in the
southern third of Kyushu. We have plenty of territory, plenty of

people, and a paucity of Christian workers, foreign and Japanese. Ours
is a purely evangelistic station; those in charge are the Rev. and Mrs.
H. V. S. Peeke and Miss H. M. Lansing. M^rs. Peeke devotes herself

to language study and the kinds of evangelism tiiat can have a fixed

center in her own home. A women's meeting, a gathering of young
girls to learn fancy-work and hear the gospel, and a Sunday-school
Jiave been her lines of activity. The readiness of the people to be
friendly, attend classes, etc., has been exceedingly satisfactorj'.

Miss Lansing has studied the language a good deal, anrl besides has
been active in calling herself and having others do evangelistic calling,

and in carrying on three Sunday-school classes for children. She has
reached upwards of a hundred and fifty children weekly. Here too we
must say that there has been no marked hindrance to the putting forth

of effort. The people are very kind and friendly. AVe have been sur-
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prised to find that often times every child in a whole family has couie
regularly to the Sunday-school for weeks. The parents iiot simply
consenting but desiring the children to come.
Mr. Peeke has had charge of the general evangelistic work. We have

one church organization ; that at Kagoshima. Evangelists are stationed
outside at Kawanabe, JNIiyakonojo, and Hitoyoshi. One extra evange-
list has lived in Kagoshima, traveling to important places outside.

One of these evangelists has become involved in business affairs and
has resigned, and another is seriously ill ; so next year we have a pros-

pect of workers only at Kagoshima, Miyakonojo and the Kawanabe
district.

Miyakonojo has iiad a prosperous year. The evangelist is of the right

stuff; thoroughly grounds his inquirers on God's word ; and there have
been two good men added to his roll this last year. A student has
come from the Meiji Gakuin Tlieol. Dept. to teach English in the Chu
Gakko, and will be a help to the work. This field is stronger than ever

before, and we anticipate still more improvement. The new additioas

are both veterinary surgeons and men belonging to the locality. Hito-
yoshi is a city in the mountains with a handful of lukewarm Christians

who united with the Church a dozen years ago. It is true that during

the last couple of years there has been an increase in faithfulness on the

part of several women of the company, but in general the field lies

torpid. As the evangelist is ill, possibly not to recover, and we are

short handed all around, we may be obliged to withdraw this year.

Kawanabe has had its own difficulties, prominent among which is the

fact that the evangelist, becoming involved in business matters in liis

adjacent home, has not been able to do his best. Still, in thewhole broad

field there are eight or ten people who are quite near if not over the

threshold of the kingdom. A new evangelist takes up the work there

this month; and it is our hope that within the coming year, these

people may all come out clearly on the Lord's side The field is dis-

tinctly promising. In regard to this country work it may be said that

while it does not show up much even now, yet in territory that was
Egyptian darkness six years ago, there are here and there Christians,

and a good many people who know more or less accurately what
Christianity stands for.

We have had a good year in Kagoshima City. Our Sunday audiences

have numbered thirty and over right along, but we are facing a

different prospect just now. During the last two months we have lost

by removal ten of our most faithful workers and attendants; among
them an elder, and Miss Lansing who goes home on furlough. But

even with that the outlook is promising. There are many friends of

our work, the church Sunday-school is prosperous, and we have a well

located church building. We have had more baptisms during the last

year than for some time, and we expect a number to be added during

the coming year. Those who come in now have a stanncher faith than

formerly, and most of them have a good knowledge of Scripture. The

report of the church will be found in the repori of the Chinzei Presby-

tery. I may say that since January our church Sunday-school has

numbered about fortv.

There is an excellent feeling among the three Churches at work

here. This has been shown markedly in the Taikyo Dendo. The
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workers liave banded together to go out in a company of four to six,

walking to save expense, and plan to visit and hold meetings in about

sixty of the principal places in the Ken. We have visited about twenty,

of these places already, have liad good meetings and distributed much
literature. We have a kind reception everywhere. It is worthy of

remark that many people are become nnsatistied with being religion-

]e=s and are asking intelligently and interestedly about our teaching

We have practically no difficulty in obtaining places for these Taikyo
Dendo meetings ; and the best of attention is accorded to us everywhere.

In short, we have nothing to hinder us from going right ahead to pro-

claim the gospel as far as we have strength and money to defray ex-

penses."

5. Mission op the Pkesbyteriax Chukch in

THE U.S. (Southern).

STATION.

Nagoya
Okazaki
Kobe
Tokusliima

Takamatsu
Ivoclii

Susaki

POPULATION.

23:1771

16884
214119
60668
34416
355:

FU OR KEN.

^Aiclii Kenveil \

jj J

POPULATION.

1628777

Hyogo „ 1708646
TokushimaKen 687254

„ 687768
;5538 1

5000 J

Kag:ama

Kochi 620061

Mr. McAlpine:—"Old lines of work were continued during the

past year and some new methods have also been tried. Among the

new plans one was playing base-ball and tennis with Middle School

boys and local officials. Some fun but no other results visible. A
much more important new work was Bible-selling. Getting us a small

supply of Scriptures I sold to visitors at my house, especially those that

professed to have come to learn about Christianity; the people living

in the neighborhood, at chappel meetings, and meetings during country
tours; and quite a number of gospels to passengers on trains. At pre-

sent 1 have a stock of Scriptures on hand at my house and deposited

with various workers through the country. This has been decidedly an
interesting work. In this connection 1 have been trying to get the

Christians interested in the O. T. and to own a complete Bible instead of

a New Testament. To help on this I have often preached from the

O.T., and had Sabbath afternoon classes in the Pentateuch at my house.

Whenever at home I have taught a Bible class at the Girls school, also

irregular classes of students and soldiers, especially after Miss Wiinbish
had to give up her afternoon class on account of ill health. Many of

those young men came to me until they found how often 1 was absent.

In Feb. a gentleman came to my door and asked to study the Bible.
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He wanted to bring liis wife. They have come regularly ever since
studying Matthew in Japanese, and liave attended our services a few
times. We hope they will prove real seekers after God. An energetic
young Christian has held a cliildren's meeting at our liouse every
Sabhath throughout the year. The state of the "Aioicho Chapel work
is still " great expectation." The Tachibana Clio Chapel is as usual a
good place to sow the seed, but no place to reap. We want to give
more attention to it and make it a more attractive place the coming
year.

In the country the work begun last year at Kurokawa, the secluded
mountain hamlet where I was tiie third foreigner ever to go, has gone
on and resulted this spring in the baptism of one man, a well-to-do
farmer who seemed to seriously examine the truth and accepted it as he
learned it. With two strong Christians there now we hope for further
progress. After long eftbrts we have been able to take up work at

Tajimi a pottery manufacturing town ; one that was right on our way
to our old work. A former oilicial of the town bought a complete
Bible last November, and read it through three time* by Febrnary
adding his own notes. Eecently he said he was ready definitely to de-
clare himself a Christian and I hope soon to examine him more particu-

larly as to his faith. The older work at Nakatsu Gawa is slowly
recoveiing from a church quarrel. At Oii Mura there are three
solid nuble Christians with their families and several hopeful in-

quirers, and a good liarmonious spirit among them all. At Imamura
tlu'ee or four of our best Christians have been drafted into the army or

have removed. So that good old Kato the preacher is somewhat dis-

couraged. Tlie Seto church has just erected a new house of worship ; is

largely self-supporting and in quite good condition. Tiie Kitagori work,
decidedly languished because of no regular visits being made tliere.

But recently arrangments iiave been made to systematically visit that

field. During the year I have baptized four adults and one infant.

Tha Nagoya church is in a fairly good condition. It has been self-

supporting for years. The pastor Mr. Sakakura is a man of most
excellent spirit ; and the relation is most liappy between him and us

foreign workers. Among the members the Devil got a chance to make
trouble last winter ; but I hope he has been driven out of their hearts

again as peace seems to be reigning once more. If they were only

n)ore alive to their privileges and iluties one would be happier over

them."

Mr, Cumming:—"I have three groups of country fields known as

the Takigahama, Gifu, and Kaneyama fields. During an industrial

exhibition held in Gifu during April and May of this year, for thirty

days we had special services in one preaching place twice every day,

in the afternoon and at night. Many people from the country districts

heard the gospel fur the first time. ISIearly 2000 copies of a tract

specially prepared for the occasion were distributed at that time. Two
visiting brethren from Tokyo made a trip through these different fields,

and had good and attentive audiences."

Mrss Houston :

—" Since the last Council meeting a nice lot has been

purchased for the school; the buildings have been moved and much
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improvement made in every way. There have been fifty-one pupils

during the year. Four graduated at the last commencement, and
there were thirty-seven in school at the last of April. There are twelve

church members in tlie school, and nine others have become Christians

during the year, but have not yet been received into the Church. Of
twenty-eight graduates, eight are teachers, three are in evangelistic

work, and thirteen have been married."

Mr. Myers:—"In the last twelve mouths we have hnd our forces

increased by Miss Annie Patton, who came out from America last

December, and by two Japanese Bible women. We now have one
male, and three female missionaries, two evangelists, an<l three Bible

women. At the time of our last report, we had bought property on
a good street in the central part of the city, and we hoped to get our
building in some four or five years. In the meantime, we made good
use of the three buildings on the lot. The rents fromtlie two shops in

front swelled our income, and the residence in the renr was occupied

by one of the evangelists and used for our services. This arrangement
proved to be eminently unsatisfactory, as the rear building could be

reached only by a dark narrow pa'isage. So the building was almost

useless for active evangelistic work. This spring we decided that we
must go aliead and get our building at once. We made known our
wants to our country Christians, our missionary friends, and a few
friends at home. The response was prompt and liberal ; and now
a stranger visiting the city may see on Tori Machi a stone foundation

on which a large and handsome church is' to be erected perhaps

by the time the Council meets. This work has not been all

plain-sailing; as some thought the money couldn't be raised, and
it was foolish to try. Some did not like to be asked for large

contributions again so soon after buying the lot; some thought the

church should be built in Japanese style ; etc. Our troubles may not

be over yet, but we hope they are.
' In the city we still have meetings on two evenings in the week in our
Shinmachi chapel. This is well located for seed sowing, and we gene-

rally have large audiences. Besides there are seven meetings
weekly in different parts of the city for women and children. We are

just starting a plan of renting a building in the unevangelized section

of the city, and holding nightly services for a week. The attendance
at our first attempt was most encouraging.

In the country our work is embarrassed by the lack of workers. As
heretofore we have weekly meetings at Komatsujima, seven miles south

of Tokushima; and there are quite a number of hopeful inquirers.

Recently a Christian from the Sendai chiiruch was discovered here.

He had been teaching in the province for years, but hid the fact that

he had been baptized. He recently confessed his sin and repented.

We have services as often as possible in several villages near Komatsu-
jima. On the railroad we have weekly meetings at Islii, eight miles

west of the city. One of our Christians has greatly assisted in the

meetings liere and in the neighboring villages.

Our most distant work is in a group of towns from 40 to 60 miles

west of the city, which I have tried with varying success to visit once
a month. Miss F. D. Patton has gone out to this field often, and spent
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weeks at a time there. Willi a good worker such as we are praying
the r^ord to send, this field promises to he one of the most frnitfiil in
the whole provincB, In the past twelve months, we have had seven
adults, and two children added to the church by baptism; and one
baptized in infancy, received into full communion. It is perhaps
worthy of note that two of these are members of my English class."

Miss Patton:—"My work is entirely among women and children.
For the former I have two meetings a week; for the latter, from four
to seven. Besides these I have a monthly meeting for women, and
also a class in the Sunday-school. A considerable part of my time is

given to visiting and teaching."

Mr. Fulton :—" The work of the Okazaki station for the past year
has been remarkable for the /ac/j uf any specially striking results ra-
ther than for the presence of such results. We have never yet been
able to shake the dead conservatism of tlie place. The Hongwanji sect
of Buddhism has the field, and it has managed so far to hold it. Still

tUfve are some signs of a growing desire to hear of Christianity. With
all the liuddhist conservatism of the place we have never had any open,
violent oppositiuii.

For the past nine months we have been without the help of a
Japanese worker and this has thrown the burden of the work on the
resident missionary. On account of this lack of workers the country
districts have for the most part been "resting." We have tried to
keep up the work in some of them, and we hope to have a worker be-

fore long.

Here in Okazaki we carry on two preaching places, a woman's meet-
ing, a young men's association, an<l various classes for Bible study.

The women have made commendable progress in the raising of money
for the building of a church. The Christians are fairly faithful in

their attendance on the church services, but are lacking in the spirit of
working for the unconverted. Besides Okazaki there are two other
places which have small bands of Christiaasand which we try to make
centers of work. In one of these an evangelist is located and some
little progress has been made. The other is without a worker and
the work is stationary.

On the whole, there is not much to encourage the hope for im-
mediate results, but we believe that the Lord will yet make his name
known here."

Mr. Pric!E :
—

" The last year has been marked by progress in all the

different lines of church work. I say church work because having no
school work except private classes, and unfortunately having no
country work, all the work of the mission is closely connected witli the

church. Our church, which became entirely self-supporting from the

1st of July 1900, has been able to meet its financial obligations which
have been heavy, closing the year with perhaps only eight or ten 2/e/i

indebtedness. The church membership has largely increased by
baptisms and by letter; so that at present there are about 180 adults

enrolled in the church and preaching place. Besides there are a large

number who have not yet transferred their numbership. The church
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attendance lias increased, but unfortunately not in proportion to the
increase in membership. The work has been extended by establishing
a preaching-place for the church in Hyogo in the lower part of the
city. There are twenty members enrolled there with promise of
increase in the near future. An evangelist is in charge of this work.
It is proposed to open a chapel in the eastern part of the city and we
hope that eventually these two centers of work will become churches.
A portion of the church is filled with the sy)irit of work ; and if all

were of the same mind we could expect even greater things than we
have seen in the past three years. The four noticeable things in our
work during the past year have been: (1) Large increase in con-
tributions; (2) large increase in membership; (o) the spirit of earnest
hard work fdr non-Christians

; (4) the willingness of non-Christians to

hear about Christianity.

The missionaries have worked along the same lines as before : i.e.

night classes in English and Bible for the young men, meetings during
the week for children, woman's meetings, preaching, and house-to-

house visiting. House-to-house visiting I consider the work promising
best results. For the first time in Kobe our mission has done system-
atic house-to-house work, block by block. The evangelist in Hyogo
has visited in this way with Mr. Price, distributing tracts and speak-
ing a word to the people. A plan was proposed to the churches in

Kobe to visit every house in Kobe this year ; but I do not think it will

be done. The Taikyo Dendo movement has more or less influenced

all classes of Avork, except school class work. It has drawn the
churches of all denominations nearer together than ever before. So
that the spirit of union is very delightful to see. Union preaching
services have been frequent, and most of the churches seem to feel free

to call upon each other for help which is gladly given. House-to-
house visiting, distribution of leaflets, lectures, both as union meetings
and as conducted by the different churches, have been the usual forms
of work up to the present. Heretofore these lectures were held for

only one or two nights ; and the plan was to have different speakers
each time. But the idea is growing that more good will be done if

they are held for several days with one or two pn ^aching continuously.

I heartily approve of this idea as it gives a minister an opportunity to

develop a line of thought. The most striking change has been how-
ever in the method of advertising the meetings, and the methods of
seekina: for visible results. As this change started from Tokyo and has

met with most remarkable success there, the Tokyo reports will bring
out the plan in full. Kobe is but the echo of what is being done in

Tokyo. It is indeed a remarkable thing in Kobe to have the refined

and educated and popular pastors of the cliurches of all denominations,
including the Episcopalians of the S. P. G. Mission, marching with a
hundred Christians through the city carrying lanterns, singing christian

hymns and advertising the meetings to be held in all the Churches.
This is what is being done at present in Kobe, to be followed by meet-
ings in all the churches and chapel'^ next Aveek. During a meeting in

our church a band of Sunday-school boys led by three or four young
men, one of whom had an accordion, went through the streets singing
Christian hymns which sounded very well indeed. Asa result partly

of this njethod of advertising and of the earnest work being done, the



meetings in all the churclies are large and I think the poor are having
tlie gospel preached to tlieai as never before. I believe that we are
on the eve of a general revival with the expectation of rich results.

Kow is the time for preaching of the simplest and most direct kind,
when as never before preaching of another kind seems so utterly out of
place and even wrong.
The need of pastoral work of the most devoted and earnest kind, is

called for now as never before ; and if the Church fails in that point
the harvest will be proportionally small. Already there are thousands
of ex-church members to be found all over the land. Fruitless limbs
are in all our churches which might be made fruit bearing branches
again with proper leading and the blessing of the Holy Spirit. One
of the most pleasant features of the series of meetings, recently held in
our church was the home class for women in the houses of our mission-
aries. The preachers came and spoke to the ladies and it was a real

pleasure to have a number of refined ladies in the neighborhood
attend these classes. They were held at 9.30 a.m. The largest

number of non-Christians attending any one of these meetings not
including the servants in the missionaries family was eleven. Amid
all the work, zeal, and progress we are sad to report a great lack of
Sabbath observance; and we feel that the blessings will be less than
they would if we all remembered the Sabbath day to keep it holy."

Mr. Walter McS. Buchanan :—" For awhile, owdng to the

scarcity of workers, we had only two Sunday-schools ; but now have four.

We have used the chain cards and the saiwai cards of the Tokima Sha
much to the pleasure and interest of the scludars. In our main Sun-
day-school, that of the chapel in Takamatsu, there is one very encourag-
ing feature : viz. the large number of adults. The Christians both men
and women attend the Bible classes very well, setting indeed a very
good example to those at home, where young people as they grow up
graduate from the Sunday-school. The missionaries and evangelists

of course take part in the Sunday-school ; and I am glad to report that

now among the Christians there are others who take classes. We are

not yet doing what we wish to do in the Sunday-school work ; for we
realize its importance more and more, especially as we consider the

wonderful results of the special efibrts that have been made inTokyo,
Yokohama and other places, where multitudes have come out in open
profession of faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. For in this we see the

fruits by the blessing of the Holy Spirit of much seed sowing in years

pust in which the Sunday-school doubtless has had a large share. I

have more and more confidence in the success, more joy in the Avork,

and recognize more and more the importance of Sunday-i^chool

work. This training of the young in the plastic period of life, this

training of the little children whom the Lord himself did not despise

but took up in his arms and blessed.

Whether it be attendance on the services of the sanctuary or

manifest zeal and faith, we are glad to report improvement in the

spiritual life of the Christians. Family worship is maintained in

nearly every home where the head is a Christian. The Sabbath

also is generally kept holy. The faith and zeal of the private

Christians were made manifest in the prayers, exhortations, and
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invitations to relatives and friends. Indeed a number of the
conversions this year were due to the influence of private Christians.

We rejoice not only that they recognize the responsibility resting upon
them, but that they enjoy the privilege of leading others to our
adorable Lord. Tlie additions for the term under report are 53 adults,

8 being by letter; and 17 children baptized. The contributions too

have been increased ; and the Christians in their zeal propose building

a church for which liberal contributions have been made. In regard

to general evangelistic work, I might say that up to last November
we were greatly hampered for lack of workers. But at the end of

November the Eev. W. C. Buchanan returned from a furlough ; and
besides we have increased the members of Japanese evangelists. So we
feel greatly strengthened and encouraged and hope to covers the whole
field of Sanuki more thoroughly still. Our usual method in out-

stations and country towns is to have street preaching; distributing

tracts inviting to night meeting in the afternoon, and then a meeting

at night in the chapel if there be one, or in our hotel. Last spring we
combined our forces for about a week on Takematsu, the Congregational

evangelist of a neighboring town visiting with us. Every morning we
had sun-rise prayer meetings on behalf of the work of the day. The
Christians largely attended and these prayer meetings brought great

blessing to all apparently. Returning home for breakfast the mission-

aries and evangelists again met at 8 or 8:30 o'clock at the chapel,

whence parting into two companies w^e went out for street preaching,

distributing tracts etc. We had the street preaching in the morning
so as to give the speakers a little rest before the night service, lest

their throats should give out. During this period of special effort in

the city, when in five days over a hundred sermons and sermonettes

were preached, our usual experience in country towns was repeated

:

viz. good audiences and a respectful hearing.

The Christians too took an active part in extending invitations,

distributing tracts, etc. Besides two brethren opened their shops for

night meetings. We also managed to rent two other places for night

meetings. Extensive work in this province is comparatively new; so

this work is largely seed sowing. But we believe the word of the

Lord concerning his word that '' It shall not return unto me void but

it shall accomplish that which I please ; and shall prosper in the

thing whereto I sent it." Hence we may hope for a more abundant
harvest some day."

Mr. W. C. Buchanan:—"Mention should be made of the classes

that have been held by the missionaries in their homes. English

classes have been conducted with a fairly good attendance ot young
men, also classes for ofiicials and school teachers. Every one who
joined these classes was distinctly informed that we would expect him
to appear at one of the Sunday services, and for the most part the

members of the classes kept their promise pretty Avell. The result

was all that could be expected. They got used to attending Christian

services and at the same time much prejudice was in this way over-

come, and some lew have become Christians. Our missionary wives

too have conducted English and Bible classes at home as well as Bible

classes in the Sunday -schools. In all instances the ladies have confioed
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themselves) to work among women and girls; with the result, if we
mistake not, that the impression is growing that Christianity does
not necessarily make women forward and mannish."

Mk. McIlvaine :
—

" There has been little or no change in methods
or progress since last year ; and the same report might answer for this.

My work has been about the same as last year.

A series of trips to country places where people have not heard tlie

gospel, and visiting little groups of Christians liere and there. There
have not been many visible results. I have baptized during the year
only one adult and four children. There are several interesting in-

({uirers whom we hope to receive into the Church ere long. Progress
has been impeded in some quarters by doubtful practices of professed

Christians, and in others by gross immorality on the part of these who
should be lights. AVhile coldness and indifierence on the part of a

great majority do not render the situation any more hopeful. There is

a sign of and a reason for hope of better things in tiie faithful few
upon whom God has set his mark, and who sigh and cry for the
abominations that are committed. We thank God and take courage
that there are such.

Miss Atkinson taught two children's meetings, visited among the

women, and did something in Bible selling and tract distribution. Miss

Dowd paid two visits to this field and did a great deal to encourage the

women both in Kochi and in the country places.

The church here reports six baptisms during year and nineteen

received by letter. The two coujpanies of Christians at Gomen and Aki
that have been self-supporting up to this time are now without

preachers. Mr. Tada preaches to the former an Sabbath afternoons.

The meetings at Aki are kept up by the people themselves ; the

missionary and his helper going as often as other engagements
permit. The great need here is a revival of puse and undefiled

religion."

Mr. Moore :
—" Nothing new, only the old ways of work. During the

most of the year, from sickness and various meetings, I was confined a

good deal to Susaki ; and the work in the outside stations has been

more neglected than usual. The interest in Susaki, is still quite en-

couraging, though more quiet than formerly, owing to the fact of tlie

newness having worn ofi' somewhat. Until the first of June there have

been two licensed evangelists, but one having removed to another of

our stations. I got an elder in the Kochi church to help in the out-

side work as well as the work in Susaki as occasion required. There

are encouraging signs on almost every side, but only one of our out-

stations as shown any marked signs of interest. The fact is, except two

villages, Avorked formerly from Kochi, my present field is new ;
and

outside of these and Susaki there are not a half a dozen Christians all

told. In short Susaki is not yet ready to report. A good deal of

l)reaching to quiet attentive audiences has been done ; but we still wait

for God's special blessing upon comparatively recent seed-sowing. We
are hoping and praying for similar showers such as have fallen in other

places.
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6. Mission of the Reformed (German) Church
IN THE U. S.

STATION Population ken population

Sendai 75256 Miyagi Ken 843010

Mr. Noss:—" We have had an encoiiraijingyear, the only drawback
being the inadequacy of the missionary force. The only mi!=sionaries

able to do any touring have been Dr. Sclmeder and the writer. The
mission has had two accessions, Brothers Lampe and Faust ; but they
liave been kept at home studying the language. Hitherto Dr.
DeForest of the American Board has helped us generously in our
evangelistic work. A number of professors of the Tohoku Gakuin are

taking a deep interest in the work and do all the touring that their

strengtii allows. The most active are Prof. Kajiwara, Dr. Sasao, Mr.
Saito, Mr. Igarashi and Mr. Tanaka. Not including student-evan-

gelists, there are on the pay-roll of the mission, twenty-four evangelists.

There are three who do the work of an evangelist at their own charges,

and two who get their salary entirely from the congregations they

serve (Sendai and Hakodate). '1 lie number has scarcely varied for

several years; we rarely lose are evangelist. Next year we shall have
seven graduates from our own Theolog cal Seminary, of whom at least

five expect to enter our own evangelistic service, Tiie salaries are, as

a rule, 20 yen for unmarried men and 21 yen for married men, with an
allowance for rent, children, or anything but travel. These salaries

are larger than any Avhere in the south, on account of the severity of

the climate.

There have been a great many changes in location. As the younger
evangelists gain experience, we pursue the policy of increasing the

number of stations assigned them, believing that this is the only way to

further the cause of self-support in the country. In this way also we
have managed to supply all the points in the Tohoku field that have
ever been worked by our mission.

Ashita and Yeira, our most distant and difficult points, have been

assigned to our two oldest and most efficient evangelists. We have also

opened a new station at Omiya, just north of Tokyo, and hope soon to

place an evangelist and Shinyo in Yamagata Ken, the largest place in

the north non yet supplied with a Christian worker. For the strength-

ening of our evangelists, we have started an annual conference in the

fall, October or November, The mission pays the expenses, amounting
in all, to yen 120, The effect is great encouragement all around. Two
or three of our evangelists are about to leave our work were fully

restored and filled with new zeal. For our twelve English reading

evangelists, we have started an English circulating library. The books
are selected by a committee of the professors of the Tohoku Uakuin,
and twelve (>arefully chosen English periodicals, passed along the line,

The members can pay little more than the postage. The evangelists

themselves have started a little paper, designed to draw our people

closer together.

Taikyo Dendo is the topic of the hour. We had very successful

meetings in Sendai. The result has been the awakening of the city,
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and a quickening of the churclies. In July, with the Kev- Yoiclii
Honda and Dr. Sasao, I hope to make a tonr'of Yamagata Ken. Tlie
work there has, in the absence of Mr. Miller, been suffering some-
what from neglect. Mr. Miller expects to return in the fall.

My work is, first in the Tokoku Gakuin, wherp I lecture in English
and in Japanese; mostly on theological and Biblical subjects. I nni
Secretary of the mission. J do snnie touring, and preach on the average
once a week. I have charge of the second church in Sendai, whicli
possesses a fine chapel, and seems to have a bright future before it; its

location being destined to become move and more, tlie residence portion
of the city. The old SenHai Church is, with the aid of Dr. and Mrs.
Schneder, completing an edifice which is one of the finest buildings of its

kind in the country. We have two other principal preachings places
in the city, aided by Prof. Gerhard, and Mr. La rape."

Dr. Schneder:—"I write first about our school for young men,
tlie Tohoku Gakuin. Tiie number of students lias been about ninety
until recently ; the smallest number we have had for years. But in

otlier respects, the school has been satisfactory. We' have a good
corps of teachers; all except two being Christians. The work of the
school was carried on well ; the religions condition has l)een good.
Bible classes, prayer meetings, and other religious meetings for

students were well attended. The number of baptisms was twelve.
There is an active Y. M. C. A. in the school. Many of the students
also engage in Sunday-school work. The inflow of students at the
opening of the new school year in April was encouraging. We now
have 142 students. The whole number of Christians is forty; the

number of theological students eleven. The school has applied to the
Department of Education for sucii recognition as will give it postpone-
ment of military conscription; and we have good hopes of gi-tting it.

This would give the school a forward impetus. We have a general

course covering five years, corresponding to the ordinary five years

course of a Middle School ; a literary department covering two years ; a

theological Department, comprising two courses—an English and :>

Japanese course. The English course is for the graduates of the

P^nglish Department. We are becoming more and more convinced of

the great work a mission school has to do. My work has been largely

that of attending to a multitude of small affairs. So for as I have been

a I lie to engage in preaching, I have found eager and ready audiences.

The year's work has been on the whole more pleasant than usual;

largely on account of the more respectful attitude of the people. In
the city, my wife and I have come in contact with officials and others

of high standing. These invariably show a favorable spirit toward
Christianity."

Mr. Faust:—"I came to Japan September '5rd, 1^00.
_

I teach

church history in the English course of the Tohoku Gakuin, devote

most of my time to the study of the Japanese language and superintend

our Sunday-school at Nagamachi. During the last half vear, the

attendance has increased about 2')%. We have now over 100 scholars

enrolled. I am teaching two English Bible clas.ses. These classes are

composed of students from the Koto Gakko and our own school. The
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one class numbers 20, the other 12. I have made two evangelistic

trips, on which occasions I spoke through an interpreter. In Sendai
I have preached a number of times. The Lord is prospering his work
in onr hands, and we have all reason to be tliankfnl to him."

Mr. Lampe:—" Mrs. Lampe and I have been in Japan only a year

and a half, and are therefore imable to undertake much important
direct missionary work. My time for the first year was given almost
exclusively to the study of the language. I made some progress, I am
liappy to say, but can not yet preach in Japanese. I suppose ours is

not the only mission of which is true that the workers are too few.

On account of other work, Dr. Sclineder resigned tlie treasurership

of our mission last January, and although I had been in Japan a little

less than a year, I was elected in his stead. This business work and
the oversight of a house we are now building make me sometimes ask

myself, if this is the missionary work I came to Japan to do. I

suppose it is part of it. At any rate, it takes some of my time, and
hence forms a part of this report.

By the direction of our mission and Board, I am to give my main
strength and time to the study of the language, and at the same time
to teach in the Tohoku Gaknin not more than ten hours per week. I

am teaching the English Bible and English Rhetoric in the Academic
Department, and New Testament Greek in the Tlieological Department
of the Tohoku Gakuin. I also have charge of the Aiamachi preaching-

place in Sendai. I am reported to the authorities as evangelist there
;

but Japanese do most of the preaching. When I preach, a friend

interprets for me. AVe have an average attendance of 60 children in

the Sunday-school; and on Sunday night at the preaching service an
average attendance of 16 adults. At the Aiamachi preaching- place, on
March 30tli, I had the great joy of baptizing seven policemen, whom I

taught for several hours a week for several months. They are an
earnest, faithful band of youn;; men, and are not ashamed to let it be

known that they are Christians. Not only are the prospects in the

north very bright, but we are actually in the very midst of a harvest.

There is great joy in the work for the Master in this part of his

vineyard. Our mission has called for the appointment of ten more
missionaries, to be sent within the next five years."

Mr. Snyder :
—

" During the year I have been enabled to sell over

70,000 of the little gospels and about 1000 Bibles and Testaments. I have
traveled 20700 miles in 41 different provinces. With me it has been
constant seed-sowing. I see little of the fruit; yet some is traceable

to this work, and in other places it bears fruit if we cannot see it.

Much of my work has been on the R.R., though I have sold in many
difierer.t ways. Atrip with the Rev. Mr. Allchin last fall was very
interesting. During the day we sold the gospels and also tracts in the

streets; then in the evening at the magic lantern lecture we also sold.

I believe much good was done by combining the selling of the gospels

with the magic lantern meetings. Now I am going along wiih the

Taikyo Dendo workers. We do all we can during the day working in

the streets and going from house to house. Thus many are sold. We
also sell in the evening at the meetings. Yesterday in Hirose we had
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a force of twelve, missionaries evang-elists and Christians, sell ino^ gospels
in the street. Tlins the written and spoken word go out together.

In Kyoto and Osaka many hundreds were sold from a little table

placed in the street, selling to those who passed by.

All classes seem open and ready to receive the printed word, and
thev seem no less ready to hear. We certainly have much for which
to give thanks."

Miss Weidner :
—

" Formerly our school year began in September
and ended in June. Some years ago it was decided to conform with
the public school year. The last class under the old system graduated
in June of last year when eleven girls received their diplomas. The
school year for all classes now runs from April to March. The school

includes three departments, the Preparatory Department with a three

years course corresponding to the Koto Sho-Gakko ; the Academic
Department corresponding to the Koto Jo-Gakko and a Post-Graduate
Department of one year.

When the last report of the school was made Miss Lena Zurfluh

was in charge of the school alone. In June of last year she was
joined by Miss Sadie Lea Weidner and in September by Miss Lucy
Margaret Powell. In December Miss Zurfluh returned to America on
furlough and Miss Weidner was elected to take her place in her

absence. Miss Kathryn Pifer is expected in the fall.

During the past school year, April 1900 to March 1901, there were

sixty-five girls enrolled, eleven in the Preparatory Department;
forty-three in the Kegular Department; and eleven in the Post-

Graduate. In March eight girls graduated; five of whom are now
engaged in Bible work ; one is a tutor in our school; one is a student

in the recently established Joshi Dai-Gakko and one is at home. In

April when the new term opened thirty new girls were admitted. The
present enrollment is fourteen in the*^ Preparatory Department ; fifty-

three in the Ptegular Department ; and seventeen in the Post Graduate
Department; a total of eighty-four.

The past year has been a very prosperous one. The attendance has

been very large, the nimiber admitted this spring being the largest in

the history of the school. The respect of the people of Sendai has

been won year by year until now the value of the school is receiving

very general recognition. Of the thirty new girls twenty-two are from
Sendai. Every year sees more and more self-supporting girls.

The interest of the students in Bible study, Sunday-school and

Church work is one of the most hopeful signs- During the year

eleven girls were baptized. Of the sixty-five enrolled last year forty-

three are baptized Christians. Of our thirty-nine graduates, thirty-

eight are baptized Christians. Of the thirty new students none are

Christians, a large field for work."
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7. Mission of the Cumbeeland Presbyterian

Church.

STATION ru OK KEN TOPULATION

Osaka Osaka Fu 1591221
AVakayama

^
Tanabe VWakayaraa Ken 671432
Shingii J
Tsu' Mie Ken 995152

Dr. a. D. Hail:—"My work during the past year has been
prosecuted with some drawbacks, not however arising from adverse
circumstances in tlie field itself. The fact is that so far as the
field itself is concerned, there is much that is encouraging. People
seem to be very willing to hear the word, and to make intelligent

and urgent inquiries concci-ning Christianity. Teachers in government
schools, and well-to-do men of affiiirs seem to feel the need of a liigher

standard of moials for their country, and of a power to enable them
to attain to such standards. These perhaps approach the considera-

tion of the Christian Faith more from the standpoint of its value to

produce a liigher moral life than from almost any other point of view.

Our preaching audiences liave been more nearly composed of solid

men, with a conviction of moral defectiveness and moral needs, than
at any other time in tlie liistory of the work. Another feature of the
work in my district lias been the proportionately large attendance of

men at tlie preaching services. At one point, out of 2<) who designated
their desire to receive instruction as catechumens there was but one
woman. At new points opened in the interior the audiences have
been almost 'invariably composed of men. Young men are also much
more approachable tiian formerly.

There is a dispositicn on the part of evangelists, pastors and the lay

membtrs, to plan and pray for a working spirit and a deeper spiritual

life. There seems to be a growing desire also for self-support. As an
example of this, our Osaka East Church was taken under the care of
the Synod's Board of Home Missions, beginning with December 1900,

on condition that the church would furnish one-half the pas^tor's

support the first year ; three-fourths the second year: and with the
beginning of the "thiid year become entirely self-sustaining. After six

months however, the church assumed the entire support of the pastor,

and asked for liis installation.

In the churches and oMer chapels, the Sunday-schools show an
encouraging improvement; and there is a growing appreciation of tiiis

arm of the work, as an evangelizing and preservative factor in the

church's life and work. Another encouraging aspect of the work is

the increasing number of Christians in the older churches of the

second generation. These have had Chiistian training, such as their

fathers and D)others could not Jiave, both in the family and afterwards
in Christian schools. These are becoming more and more a source of
comfort and help to tlie whole Church life and work. This state of
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things makes a constantly growing amount of work to be done, both
by missionaries and tlie Japanese Church. The readiness to work
and assume responsibility upon the part of tlie Cliurcli, the widening
of the opportunities for work, and the great increase of the num-
bers desirous of hearing the gospel, make it necessary to increase
the number of evangelists pastors Bible women and oilier workers,
especially if we aim at the s(ieedy evangelization of Japan. On the
other hand, the increasing expense of living and of travelling, puts
the financial problem before us more prominently than before. At
least, this is tlie paramount problem in my own field. For instance,
in the Province of Ise, in the large towns of Matsuzaka, Yamada, and
Toba, I have one erangelist who is trying to do the work of three
men. Each place is too important to abandon, and the work is growing
in interest. In Yamada, the seat of the great Ise Shrines, we have a
little band of faithful Christians, who are workhig most earnestly.

Two of these are engaged in prison work, and are furnished every
encouragement and facility for their work by the otlicers of a prison
so clean and well kept as to be worthy of all praise- The iniportance
of maintaining men in such places in unquestionable, but the questiqn
is, "IJow can it be done on present allowances ? This is one of the
most serious questions confronting us in our work in this field.

In the City of Osaka, we have a field whose rapid growth in every
direction presents another problem. New railroads opening out in all

directions make it possible to follow them up in entering new points,

easily accessible from the city as a centre. There seems to be an
increasing need of central places of work, such as the Warren Kan,
recently opened in the city by the C. M. S Mission. How to reach the
tens of thousands of young men coming into the city, who are com-
paratively homeless, is another branch of the problem.

In view of the opportunities of the field, the openings for work, and
the lack of corresponding increase of appropriations, there is a more
than usual feeling that the annual chronic crisis in missions is still on
hand. There is not simply the need of more missionaries, but also of
a larger increase of allowances, that those on the field may do more
extensive and more elTective As^ork. Of the two needs, the former, while
indispensible, if lawful to use comparative terms, nevertheless leaves

room for the statement, that the latter is much more so."

Mr. John E. Hail:—" Having arrived in Osaka during the fall of
1000 my chief work has been the studying of the Japanese language.

Outside of my study hours however I have been able to do some work.
Three nights in the x^eek I have taught English classes, giving two
hours each evening to this work and half an hour to Bible work. As
a result of this work five very promising young men have united with
the East Church. Besides this I have called at something over 200
homes in the neighborhood of the East Church, inviting the people to

attend our services. In no case have I been rudely received; and in

only one instance was no promise given to attend the church services.

After about six months of study I attempted my first Japanese sermon.
It interested the audience greatly.

Under Dr. A. D. Hail's directions I have opened two preaching-

places. The first is at Hirano, a suburb of Osaka. Other Churches
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had begun work in this place some years ago, but owing to a lack of

success and bitter opposition had entirely abandoned the field. The
town has the reputation of being a very wicked place. From the very
beginning of the services until now, nearly three months, the preaching-
place has not been able to iiold the crowds whicli have gathered every
Sunday. Probably the new type of Japanese to be heard is part of the
attraction. The lirst visible fruits in this town have been a carpenter

and a confectioner. The carpenter was first interested by a sermon on
"The Good Father"—God's sacrifices for his wandering children

appealing to the man's father-heart. The carpenter's increasing in-

terest has been shown by the continual increase in his clothing

from one service to the next. He is now clothed and in his right

mind. This man and a confectioner being convinced of the truth

of Christianity wished to know how much money they would be

charged for entering the Christian Church. Their minds were fully

made up to enter the Christian fold if they could possibly raise enough
money to do so. They are now studying with a view to baptism. In
this place I also conduct a Sunday afternoon Bible-class for some of the
upper-class people whom we have not yet been able to persuade to

attend the night services.

K^agano is a village of about 1500 people. It is at the end of the

Koya railroad, twenty miles from Osaka. A member of our East

Church returned to this place, his old home, to live. He asked me to

come here, teach English as a bait, and preach, saying that if I would
do so, I should be furnished witli a house and an audience free of

charge. I accepted the invitation and arranged for regular Saturday
services. The people here rented a Buddhist temple, covered up the

idols; and now Christian worship is carried on in this converted

temple. These services are the first that have ever been held in this

village. Commencing with about 27 in the English class and 60 at the

preaching services, the English class has grown to over 40, and the

attendance at the services has grown to over 80. After two and a half

months' work Ave have five Christians and three baptized children,

where before there was only one Ciiristian. Besides these there are

quite a number of inquirers studying Christianity. The people here

are independent, self-respecting, and well-to-do. They have bought a

number of Bibles and several commentaries. The outlook is very pro-

mising."

Mr. Van Horne:—"Returning to Japan only last December our
report will be brief because of the time limit. Our work in Ajikawa
Machi in Osaka could not receive the personal attention of the mission-

aries that we gave it, hence it was not as fiourishing as we would like

to have found it. This is no criticism on the evangelist Mr. Okamoto
and his wife. They did faithful work. On our return in prayer and
consultation with the evangelist and his wife, Avho is Mrs. Van Home's
helper, we began gathering up the loo.se ends and strengthening the

weak points of this work. It was soon in good running order and so

this work is now in better shape than for some-time. The Sunday-
school also the preaching and prayer meeting services are well attended.

In May we made a special eflfort to enter homes that hitherto were in-

accessible. We gave a stereoptican entertainment to the children who
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interested their parents by their accounts of the scenes. Then while
thut interest still existed we followed up tlie imjn-essions by iriving one
for the parents. On this occasion we prepared formal invitations, and
Mrs. Van Home and her Bible women went to the houses and delivered
them in person. This brought out many, whom we had hitherto
utterly failed to reach by any means. Our work began at once to show
signs of awakening, and we soon had seviral interesting incjnirers some
of whom have asked for baptism. In June during the Taikyo Dendo
campaign in O.saka we held a series of services for several weeks result-

ing in forty per.>^ons giving their names as inquirers. Most of them
attended the services during these meetings. At two social meetings in
the chapel many of them were present, and their conversation hinged
absolutely on the gospel and the way of life. There were inquiry
meetings in the true sense of the expression. These are all adults and
with few exceptions have been visited at their homes. The work in
Itami, a large village, sustains a good Sunday-school, and tiiere are a
number of inquirers. Tlie work at this place is more hopeful as we have
a Bible-woman living tliere. We have regular work in three villages

in the Province of Izumi. Besides v.e visit live or six other villages as

op})ortunity is afforded. We have a number of Christians and inquirers
in this section. I baptized one very interesting convert at Tagawa in

this province last May. In Kii Ave have regular work in four villages,

and there are a number of others we visit occasionally. During our
absence in America there was no resident evangelist liere, and the

work had not the benefit of Sunday services as formerly. However the

work is moving on about as usual, and we have a numf)er of interesting

inquirers in this field. During this period we have distributed several

thousand tracts and gospels. Especially do we find the Toki no Koe
very interesting to our Christians and helpful in our work among
inquirers.

The outlook in our different fields is more encouraging than ever

before."

Miss Morgan :
—

" The statistics of the Wilmina Girls School are as

follows: Pupils enrolled during the year, 60; Christian pupils, 30;
number admitted to the Church during the past year, 10; missionary

ladies connected with the school, 2; Japanese teachers, 7
;
grant received

from the Board of Foreign Missions, yen 1200.

I would say that the outlook for our school appears encouraging. At
the beginning of the last school year, April li'uO, 30 pupils were en-

rolled ; and the beginning of the present year, 45 were enrolled and
the number has since increased. I personally think the prospect

for girls schools is undoubtedly cheering, and the possibilities of

their usefulness greater than ever before, while their need is not dimi-

nished by any other arrangements so far made for the education of

Japanese girls.

I have done but little outside of school work, yet have had very

intimate relations with the We.st Church of iJsaka, and can report its

membership alive and earnest. The morning Sunday-school for adults

and young people carries on systematic and most enthusiastic Bible

study. An afternoon Sunday-school for children is made up almo.st

entirely of unruly street children; yet after some 10 years of such
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work, at last the point has been reached where from 50 to 70 such little

ones crowded into a small room, can be controlled by the teacliers and
the lessons quietly taught. The teachers come from the Wilmina Girls

School; all the Christian hoarders teaching under the supervision of a

lady teacher, a former graduate of the scliool. The women have several

flourishing societies, and the men also are active in working out their

own salvation and that of others.

In conclusion, I would say that I have always opportunities enough
to fill the time of any three women, and there is no other woman to

whom I can turn them over ; for all the women stationed in Osaka are

as full of work. The field is certainly white and ready for reapers but
the lab(>rers are far too few to gather in ttie sheaves already ripe, not
to speak of the as needful labor of preparing new fields ami sowing seed.

Let us pray the Lord of the harvest for more laborers."

Dji. J. B. Hail:—"My work is in Wakayama Ken. In this field

we have four organized churches. These churches are locat d at

Wakayama, a city of 60,000 inhabitants; at Hikata a manufacturing
town seven miles from Wakayama; at Tanabe sixty-seven miles

away, an old castle town, and a county seat; and at Shingu, 150 miles

down the coast also a county seat and an old castle town. In Waka-
yama there are four resident missionaries: one Roman Catholic, one
American Episcopalian and two Cumberland Presbyterian. There are

four Churches: viz. One Roman Catiiolic, one Greek Catholic, one
Episcopal an-d one congregation connected with the Church of Christ in

Japan. Besides the niissionaries there are six paid Christian workers,

four of these being Protestant. Vie have a workers meeting in which
the Greek Church evangelist, and the Episcopal missionariesand workers
and our own workers take part. This meeting is held every month and
has been of great benefit to all concerned in maintaining Christian

fellowship and preventing friction.

The congregation of the Church of Christ employs the Rev. Aoki for

half of his time. He is employed the other half by the mission. This
time he spends in visiting seven towns between W^akayama and Tanabe.
These towns he visits once per month spending from one to three days
in a place as the interests of the work may require. In five of the.^e

outlying tOAvns there are Christians ; in all of them inquirers.

When in the city Mr. Aoki has three Bible classes, meeting on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings, besides the Sunday-school
and regular preaching services on Sunday and the church prayer meeting
on Friday night. Mrs. Hail and her helper have an afternoon Sunday-
school at one of the preaching-places, a womans meeting on Thursday
afternoon, a Yonen Kivai on Saturday afternoon, and a childrens meet-

ing on Wednesday evening. Two new features of this work are (I) an
all day meeting of the women once a month. The women meet at

nine o'clock in the morning the second Thursday in each month.
Each one brings lunch and they spend the day working, closing with a

Bible lesson and prayer. The proceeds of the work go to the church.

(2) The Yoneii Kxvai. The children spend an hour every week work-
ing, and the proceeds go to the Okayama Orphanage.

Outside of the regular church jneetings, I am a member of two
clubs. One of these is called the Wakayama English Club. It was
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org-anized shortly aficr the coming into oporntion of the new trealie.^.

The two objects of the clnb are tlie cultivation of friendly relations be-
tween Japanese and foreigners and mutual improvement. Tlie chib
liiis a membership of about thirty and an average attendance of about
ten.

^
The meetings are opened with singing English hymns and prayer.

A Bible lesson is given and then an hour of free conversation follows.
The club is compared of both men and women. The second club has
not yet been named. The members number only six. The object of
the members of the dub is to get English ; my object is to give them
religious instruction. The first" hour I give to the dub ; the second
hour the clnb gives to me. They use their time in getting as mucii
English as they can; I use my hour in lecturing or free conversation or
Bible reading. This is one of the most interesting meetings I have
during the week. The time is Tuesday evening. On Wednesday
afternoons I have a clnss of fifteen juilitary officers at a town called

Kada three miles from Wakayama. This is purely Engli-h. Occasion-
ally onl}--, the conversation in the class turns on religion. "We meet in

the temple; and about four o'clock we make the old temple ring v:ith

"Marching through Georgia" and "Hold the Fort." I have had
several opportunities to talk in private with some of these officers.

Most of them have been more or less under the tuition of missionaries

before and are Christian in sentiment. On Wednesday night I lecture

on Old Testament History 'at our preaching-place, and on Sunday
night preach for the Hikate Church. House-to-house work has fieen

kept up during the year and grows more and more interesting,

especially in the homes where we have visited more than once. Our
Japanese bretheren also are now taking up this work, and judging by
tlieir reports they find it very interesting. Mr. Aoki on his last ten

day's trip reports fifty-six visits made ; an average of more than five

per day.

Kepresentatives of the Twentieth Century Evangelistic movement
visited our city and field. The church prepared the way by issuing a

tract explaining brielly and simply Christianity and also notices of the

meetings. The two leading daily papers and the Osaka Asahi Shimbun
circulated these as folders in their issues. Tlie proprietor of the Jitm
Gyo Shimbun placed his large hall at our service and tlie first meeting
was held there. Meetings were also held for Christians alone, and the

visiting brethren in company with our most earnest Christians visited

all the members of the church and some inquirers. At the close of the

public services tracts and gospels were given to any one who wished

them. 'J hose who wished to inquire further were requested to leave

their names and addresses at the table where the tracts were given

out. Over fifty names and addresses were given in. The pastor has

had his hands"^ full since in following up these persons. Some of our

Christians who had been dead spiritually for a lunnber of years have

been attending church regularly since the visits of our brethren, and

we are hoping and praying for a general revival.

Between Tanabe and' Shingu are ten towns and villages visited

regularly from Tanabe and seven from Shingu. These towns with

only three or four exceptions liave some Christian residents, and all

except one have inquirers. Messrs. Ito and Maiya both report many
earnest inquirers. The Airin church has held its own. They have no
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pastor or ovangelist living with them ; but the members have all been
fnitlifnl. There are now some very earnest inquirers among the
young men. This church also has had a visit from the men sent out
by the Evangelical Alliance Committee, and also from Mr. Hoshino
who was sent by the Svnod. The meeting was held in the largest

theatre in the town. The house was full, the preaching ev.ingelical,

and the attention earnest. The visible result has been larger audiences
and more serious attention at the regular church services, and the
little hand of Christians greatly cheered."

Miss Ella Gardner :
—

" My special work has been a weekly
lesion with the Christian women; a class in the Sunday-school of 16
girls: two weekly classes for children in diffi-rent parts of the town.
The latter classes liave added numbers to the Sunday-school, and have
been the means of preparing the way to teaching the women of the
neighborhood, a number of whom have stayed for a lesson, after the
child rens meeting was over. Three women have become interested

enough to attend the womans Bible class.

Mr. Worley has the superintendence of the Smiday-school for a year,

and we have quite an up-to-date school. In the past year it has more
than doubled its membership. We have mnde several trips into the

country, for the purpose of strengthening the faith of isolated Christians,

and helping those who are studying the Bible. Wherever we have
gone, the people are anxious to liear the gospel. Our Christians are

planning to rebuild their church"

Mr. Worley:—"My work last fall in Tsu consisted of a class

in Sunday-school, and teaching some English at home. After comiug
to Shingu, I began to make some evangelistic trips with ]\Ir. Mameya.
We made several trips to Kinornoto, and I went once as far as Ise,

stopping at Owashi, Nagashima and Toba. For several months we had
regular weekly meetings in Kumanoji, as well as in the western part

of Shingu. At Kinomoto and Owashi, there are several men who are
studying the Bible, and show a true desire of becoming Christians.

From the first of the year I have })een leading the Sunday-school of
the Shingu church. Mrs. Worley had two childrens meetings during
the week for four or five months, and still continues the one in Kuma-
noji. There was an average attendance of one hundred children. She
also has had a class of bovs in the church school, since the first of the
year."

Mrs. Drennan:—" The past year in my work has so much in com-
mon with the work and report made every year, that it is difficult to

know what to write and what to omit. Among the important meetings
of the year, I would mention our annual womans meeting in April
last, w^hich really deserves the enomium usually given to such
meetings, viz. the best one we have held. There was a good attend-

ance, marked by its spirituality, which grew more manifest as the

meeting advanced in the discussion of the subject Following Jesus. The
different topics in the following partial program were discussed with
deep interest and feeling. Following Christ.—What is it to follow
Christ? How can w^e follow Him? AVhen must we follow Christ ?
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Where must we follow Him? In what must we follow Him? The
privilege of following Christ. Tlie cost of following Him. The re-

ward of following Him. Papers were read on each topic, after which
talks and prayers followed promptly. Discussing .such a subject as

these with Bible reading, prayers, and spiritual songs, could scarcely

fail to produce good in the hearts of those who heard. " God was with
us" was the general expression of all. I think I have seen the fruit of
it manifest in the deepened spiritual life of the women of our church.
And I hope I did not fail to receive a portion of the blessing so richly

enjoyed by others. One hour was given to the children, one hour to

the old ladies, and one to the temperance and social purity question.

Soon after tlie meeting we were called upon to mourn the deatli of

our dearly beloved brother, Yonemori ; one of the most consecrated,

earnest workersi have ever known. He will doubtless be remembered,
as the first convert of the Ueno work, who after years of consecrated

Christian living was set apart by prayer to lay-evangelistic work ; ever
afterwards doing faithfully that work, until called in triumph to lay

down his armor. But his works do follow.

The next event out of the ordinary was the marriage of one of our

Bible women to the present pastor of the Yokkaichi church. Our
prayers go with her that she may be as useful in her new relation of

life as she was in the past.

Our Sabbath-school work is in good condition. A regular attendance,

during the past year, of from forty to fifty children. Also a Bible

class of fron) twenty to twenty-five grown persons. Preaching and

prayer meeting services are well attended. There have been eighteen

adults and nine children baptized. This gives us 70 adult members
and 19 children.

From our Treasurer's report, I find, by regular m.onthly contribu-

tions, they meet all running expenses of the church, repairs on house,

fence, presbyterial and synodical dues, contributions to the Home
Mission Board and pay five yen per month on their pastor's salary;

besides having purchased an organ. Yet we have no wealthy ones

among us, and the majority of our members are women.
Our Bible school has been at work as usual. Girls and Bible women,

supported the past year by individuals and societies in America, liave

enabled me to keep the girls in school ; besides keeping up needed

repairs, furniture and books for our school, Sunday-school papers, etc.

Two societies in America supply Bibles for our meetings, and the

expenses of one of our preaching places. One of our Bible women is

at work in Ueno, one is assisting in teaching in the school, another

doing Bible work here. Our Bible class for men is kept up as usual

every Sabbath afternoon. Two of those received into the church this

month are from this class, four from the old ladies class. Meetings for

young women and for old women are kept up regularly as before, and

with deepening interest. I think all of our meetings are growing

more spiritual.' There is a readiness to hear the gospel more than we
have ever known in this pi'ovince.

In the early part of the year, I was in bed with a severe case of

grippe. Before recovering entirely, a cold caused a relapse, from

which I was slow to recover. However through April I was at my
work, and able to arrange for and conduct our annual womens meeting.
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I Was compelled howevei', to leave oflf' work when the heat of Jniie

came on. Mr. Worley kindly took ray class of young men, teaching
tb(-ra until the close of the month. I took my summer vacation princi-

pally in bed; but with the fall, again took up my regular work, this

time greatly assisted by Mr. Preston, wlio while resting here through
the perilous times in China, busied himself with what his hand could

find to do, a great blessing indeed to me and to our work. It gave me
rest and time for other extra work, in preparing our Sunday-school
pupils for their usual Christmas exercises.

In looking back over the work of the year, I am filled with gratitude.

All along tiie line of our work I can see some progress. It seems as if

the Lord had laid his hand upon me, and shut me out from care and
work, thus telling me to see the work is not brought forward by earthly

power, by human skill or zeal, be it ever so earnest, but by his Spirit.

I was made to see and feel that the work is his. He will provide."

]\[iss Leavitt :
—" In reporting for Tanabe for the past year, I have

little that is new to tell. The methods used are the same. Tiie con-

ditions are not greatly changed from those given a year ago. The
most hopeful indication is the increased number of inquirers. There
are now eight persons who say that they wish to be come Christians,

and several others, who with them are studying the Bible in a class

jield for them, besides attending tiie general meetings. Some of these

persons were first interested by the visit from the Okayama Orphanage
band, and Mr. Ishii, stereopticon lectures. One woman said she really

thought till then that Christianity was an evil teaching. During the
last year, ten members were added to the church, of whom four were
baptized on profession of fnith ; one young man and three women. Two
of the latter were wives of Christian men.
Two women, members of the Episcopal Church, who had been

working cordially with us for a long while, separated themselves from
all of our meetings after the arrival of an evangelist of their own de-

nomination.
The weekly meeting for women has been changed a little. At one

meeting in the month, helpful subjects of general interest are discussed.

They have had talks given by various persons, on religion, education,

hygiene, cooking, care of children. These meetings have an attendance

of from thirty to fifty. The Bible lessons given the other three weeks,

have about half that number. The womans class in Sunday-school has

usually 1500 20 present, about double the number of men. At the

night service, the house is full on the women's side, while there is

spare room acro.ss the aisle. The childrens Sunday-school had 97

enrolled, with an average attendance of 55. We have secured a good
teacher for the intermediate grade, one whose pupils are able to tell

what they are taught. The work has been as helpful to the teacher as

she has been to the class. A knitting class has been held once a week,

A small fee is charged, and a short Bible lesson given at the end of the

work hour. The average attendance has been about forty-five ; rao-tly

girls from 10 years old upward.
I have done no evangelistic work outside of Tanabe, except that

incidental to a trip with Miss Gardner to Siiingu, and on other trips

on the boat to and from Osaka. A little child was left in ray care
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last spring under circumstances which made it almost impossible to

refuse tlie charge. I have tried to make use of this opportunity to

teach by example something of right training for ciiildren, because it

seems sadly lacking, and little understood by the Japanese. With
this in view, I felt justified in giving some little time to the cliild,

which might have otherwise been spent in outside work.
Attending the Tokyo Conference, and building, have liindered niy

work somewhat but will prove a help in the long run. So much can
hardly be said of a month of poor health, which upset some plans for

work. Considering the faithfulness of the pastor, the good fellowsliip

of all the church members, the full meetings and large numbers of out-

siders, who are now more or less interested, I have never had a more
hopeful outlook to report for Tanabe."
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III.

APPENDIX

I.

CONSTITUTION
OF THE

Proposed Standing Committee op Co-operating

Christian Missions in Japan.

Article 1. Name.

This Committee shall be called The Standing Committee of Co-
operating Christian Missions in Japan.

Article 2. Functions.

1. This Committee shall serve as a general medium of reference,

communication and effort for the co-operating missions in matters of

common interest and in co-operative enterprises. On application of

interested parties, and in cases of urgent importance on its own
initiative, the Conmiittee may give counsel

:

a With regard to the distribution of forces for evangelistic,

educational and eleemosynary work, especially where enlarge-

ment is contemplated
;

6 With regard to plans for union or co-operation on the part of
two or more missions for any or all of the above forms of mis-
sionary work ;

c And in general with a view to the prevention of misunderstand-
ings and the promotion of harmony of spirit and uniformity of
method among the co-operating missions.
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2. TJie work of this Committee may include :

a The formation of plans calculated to stimulate the production
and circulation of Christian literature

;

b The arranging for special evangelistic campaigns, for the services

of visitors from abroad as preachers or lecturers, and for other
forms of co-operative evangelistic effort;

c In securing joint action to meet emergencies affecting the

common interests of the co-operating missions.

d In serving as a means of communication between the cooperat-
ing missions the Committee shall be authorized to publish at

least once a year a record of social and religious conditions and
progress.

Article ?>. Composition.

1. This Committee shall be composed of representatives of as many
of the evangelical Christian missions in Japan as may choose to co-

operate with it on the following basis, to wit

:

a Each mission having fifteen (15^ members, inclusive of the

wives of missionaries, shall be entitled to one representative

with full powers, such representative to be called a full

member

;

b Each mission having forty-five (45) members shall be entitled

to two representatives with full powers
;

c Each mission • having seventy-five (75) members, or more,

shall be entitled to three representatives with full powers

;

d Any mission having a membership of not less than five (5)

shall be entitled to representation by one corresponding mem-
ber, who shall possess all the rights of full members, except

that of voting.

2. Two or more missions without regard to their size may at discre-

tion combine to form a group. In such cases each group shall, so far

as the purposes of this Committee are concerned, be counted as a

mission, and shall be entitled to representation accordingly.

3. The full members and the corresponding members shall^ be the

media of communication between the Committee and the missions, or

groups of missions, which they respectively represent.

4. The members of this Committee shall be chosen i)y the missions,

or groups of missions, which they respectively represent, or shall be

appointed by the proper authorities in their respective missions or

groups, to serve for such terms as said missions or groups may individ-

ually determine.

Article 4. Withdrawal.

A mission may at any time withdraw from co-operation with the

Committee by notifying"^ the Secretary in writing of its decision to do

so.

Article 5. Officers.

The officers of this Committee shall be a Chairman, a Vice-chairman,
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a Secretary and a Treasurer, who shall hold office for one year, or until

their successors are elected. They shall be chosen by ballot.

Article 6. Meetings.

1. Regular meetings of the Committee shall be held annually i

such times and iilace.s as the Oonnnittee shall determine. Specir

at

places as the Oonnnittee shall determine. Special

meetings may be held at any time at the call of the Chairman, or, if

he be unable to act, the Vice-chairman, in case five or more full mem-
bers representing at least thi'ee missions, or groups of missions, shall so

desire.

2. A quorum for the transaction of business shall include represen-

tatives from at least two-thirds, of the co-operating missions, or groups
of missions, having full members.

Article 7. Expenses.

1. The ordinary expenses of this Committee, including the cost of
attendance of full members on its meetings, shall, up to the sum of

yen 500 per annum, be met by the several missions represented by full

members in proportion to such representation.

2. Extraordinary expenses shall be incurred only as special pro-

vision may be made by the missions or otherwise for meeting them.

Article S. Amendments.

Amendments to this constitution may be proposed at any time either

by the Committee or by any one of the co-operating missions, and said

amendments shall take effect when the missions represented by not less

than three-fourths of the full members for the Committee shall have
given notice to the Secretary of their consent.

Article 9. Organization.

1. This constitution shall go into eflect when such a number of the

missions as include in their membership (the wives of missionaries in-

cluded not less than two-thirds of the Protestant missionaries in Japan
shall have signified their acceptance of the same in writing to the
Secretary of the so called Promoting Committee.

2. When the conditions of the foregoing section are fulfilled, the
Chairman of the Promoting Committee shall issue a call for the first

meeting of The Standing Committee of Co-operating Missions in

Japan, not less than two months in advance of the date fixed for the
meeting.

o. It shall be the duty of the Chairman of the Promoting Com-
mittee, or, if he be unable to act, the Secretary, to attend the first

meeting mentioned in the foregoing section, and to preside until a

permanent organization is effected.
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II

Regulauoks fou the Admission of Students

TO THE Government High Schools*

The new regulations regarding the admission of students to the
Governn)ent High Schools (Koto Gakko), as publislied in the Official

Gazette, of May 7-9, are as follows :

—

1. Those who are still students in a Chu Gakko, or a school recognized
by the Department of Education as of a grade equal to or above that of
a Chn Gakko established by the Government (or by a Fu or Ken, in

accordance with Regulation No. ^^4, Art. 2, Section 3, in the thirty-

second year of Meiji), may not apply for admission. This however
does not apply to post graduate students.

2. Those who apply for the pieliminnry examination shall send in

a written application by the thirty-first of this month (May). Those
who are not required to pass the preliminary examination shall send
their application to the Koto Gakko which they desire to enter before

the fifth of June. The application shall state which Department the

student desires to enter and give his history as a student. It shall

also be accompanied with his photograph; and, in the case of a

graduate of a Chu Gakko or a school recognized by the Department of

Education as of a grade equal to or above that of a Chu Gakko (as

described above), with a certificate from the Principal of such school.

The form of application is as follows:—
To the President of Koto Gakko :

I desire to enter the Prepamtory Department of your school ; and
})eg leave herewith to state which Department I wish to enter, and to

forward my liistory, photograph, a certificate from the School

(This is confined tothose who are graduates of a Chu Gakko, or a school

recognized by the Department of Education as of a grade equal to or

above that of a Chu Gakko, as described above), and also the fee for

the competitive entrance examination.
B. Place of examination.
The application for the entrance examination may be sent to any

Koto Gakko; but it shall state which particular school the applicant

desires to enter. He need not however go to that school in order to be

examined.

^ Translation of Japan Mail.
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4. Kinds of examination.
Preliminary examination. This examination is required of those

applicants who are not graduates of a Chu Gakko or a school recognized

by the Department of Education as of a grade equal to or above that

of a Chu Gakko (as described above).

Competitive examination. This examination sliall be required when
the number of applicants who are graduates of the Chu Gakko or of

schools recognized by the Department of Education as of a grade equal

to or above tliat of a Chu Gakko (as described above), and who have
passed tlie preliminiary examination, exceeds tlie number determined
upon for entrance to the t-everal Koto Gakko.

5. Subjects for examination and extent required.

The preliminary examination shall incUide all tlie subjects prescribed

for the Chu Gakko. The other examination shall include Japanese

and Cliinese, a foreign language, history, matliematics, physi(;s and
chemistry; and in all these to the extent required in the Chu Gakko,
as laid down by the Department of Education in Regulations Nos. 14

and 7 and issued respectively in tlie nineteenth and the twenty-seventh

jear of Meiji. The foreign language for all tlie Koto Gakko shall be

P^nglish. In the case of those, however, who wish to enter the French
Law or Literature Department in the Tokyo Koto Gakko, it may be

French ; and in the case of those who wish to enter the German Law
or Litei'ature Department, or the Department of JVIedicine, it may be

German.
6. Examination fees.

The examination fee shall be sent in with the application. Those
however who apply for the preliminary examination need not pay the

fee for the competitive examination until after passing the preliminary

examination. The fees are as follows:—For the preliminary examina-
tion, yen 5 ; for the competitive examination yen 3, for the Tokyo Koto
Gakko; and yen 2 for the other Koto Gakko.

7. Time of the examinations.

The preliminary examination will be held from June third ; the

corpetitive examination from July third.

Other particulars may be obtained by writing to a Koto Gakko
prior to the day for examination.

The numbers of students that will be admitted this year to the

entering classes of the several Koto Gakko, according to Departments,

are as follows :—Tokyo, a. 160, h. 105, c. 70; Sendai, a. 80, 6. (51, c. 35
;

Kyoto, a. 70, h. 70, c. 85 ; Kanazawa, a. 85. b. 85, c. 35; Kumamoto, o.

110, h. 70, c. 35; Okavama, a. 70, b. 70, c. 35 ; Yamaguchi, a. 75, b. 70,

c. 35.
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IV.

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL.

EAST JAPAX .AriSSIOX OF THE PRESBYTEKIAX

CHURCH IX TPIE U.S.A. (NORTHERN).

Ballagh, Mr. J.C.,* 1875t Tokyo.

Ballagh, Mrs. J.C.. 1884 . . . (in U.S.)

Haworth, Rev. B.C., 1887 . . .(„ „)
Haworth, Mrs. B.C
Imbrie, Rev. William, D.D., 1875 '.' ."

.
,',

Imbrie, Mrs. William „
Landis, Rev. H.M.,'^ 1888
Laiidis, Mrs. H.M.''^ „
MacXair, Rev. T.M.,* 1883
MacNair, Mrs. T.M.,* 1880
Pierson, Rev. G.P., 1888 Asahigawa.

Pierson, Mrs. G.P., 1891

TIiomp.son, Rev. David, D.D., 1863 . . . Tokyo.

Thompson, Mrs. David, 1873 „

Ballagli, Miss A.P., 1884. . . . (in U.S.) Tokyo.

Case, Miss E.W.,* 1887 Yokoham
Gardner, Miss Sarah, 1889 Tokyo.

McCauley, Mrs. J.K.,* 1880

* Present at the meeting of the Council in Kainizawa, August 1901.

t Year of arrival in Japan.
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Milliken, Miss Elizabeth P., 1884 . .

Rose, Miss C.H., 1886 .... (in U.S.

Smith, Miss S.C, 1880 .

Wells, Miss Lilian, 1 900.

West, Miss A.B., 1883 .

Wyckoff, Miss Helena 1901
Yoiingman, Miss K.M., 1873

Tokyo.
Otarn.

Sapporo.

(in U.S.) Tokyo.

WEST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHCJRCH IN THE U.S.A. (NORTHERN).

* 1877 . .

. . (in U.S.

Alexander, Rev. T.T., D.D
Alexander, IMrs. T.T.

Ayres, Rev. J.B.,^'= 1888 .

Ayres, Mrs. J.B.,* . . .

Brokaw, Rev. H.,* 1896
Brokaw, Mrs. H.^ . .

Bryan, Rev. A.V., 1882.
Bryan, Mrs. A.V., 1887.
Curtis, Rev, F.S., 1887 .

Curtis, Mrs. U.S. . . .

Doughty, Rev. J.W., 1890
Doughty, Mrs. J.AY. . .

Dunlop, Rev. J.G. 1890 .

Dunlop, Mrs. J.G., 1894
Fulton, Rev. G.W. . .

Fulton, Mrs. G.W. .. .

Jones, Rev. W.Y.,* 1895
Jones, Mrs. W.Y.,* 1884
Winn, Rev. T.C.,* 1878
Winn, Mrs. T.C.* . .

Bigelow, Miss G.S.,* 1886
Garvin, Miss A.E.,* 1882
Glenn, Miss Grace Curtis 1898
Haworth, Miss Alice, 1888
Kelly, Miss M.E., 1893
Luther, Miss Ida R., 1898
Mayo, Miss Lucy E., 1901

Kyoto.

Yamaguchi.

Hiroshima.

Matsuyama.

Yamaguchi.

Hiroshima.

Kanazawa.

)>

}>

Fukui.

Osaka.

Yamaguchi
Osaka.

Kanazawa.
Kyoto.

Kanazawa.
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Nivling, Miss Marion, 1899
Palmer, jNIis.s M.M.,- 1892
Porter, Miss F.E., 1882 . .

Settlemeyer, Miss E., 1893 .

Shaw, Miss Kate, 1889 . .

Ward, Miss Isabel Mae, 1901

iin U.S.)

Hiroshima.

Yamagiichi.

Kanazawa.
Kyoto.
Kanazawa.
Osaka.

NORTH JAPAN .AflSSIOX OF THE EEFOEMED

(dutch) CHUECH IX AMERICA.

Ballagli, Rev. J.H.,* 1861 Yokohama.
BaHagh, Mrs. J.H. .

Booth, Rev. Eugene S.,* 1879 .....
Booth, Mrs. Eugene S.*

Harris, Rev. Howard, 1883 . . (in U.S.)

Harris, Mrs, Howard . . . .(,,,,)
Miller, Rev. E. Rothesay,* 1872 ....
Miller, Mrs. E. Rothesay,* 1870 ....
Scudder, Rev. Frank S.,* 1897 ....
Scudder, Mrs. Frank S.*

Wyckoff, M.N., D.Sc.,* 1881 Tokyo.
Wyckoff, Mrs. M.N.=^

Aoraori.

Morioka.

Nagano.

Deyo, Miss Mary, 1888 . . . . (in U.S.) Ueda.
Moultou, Miss Julia, 1891 Yokohama.
Schenck, Mrs. J.AY., 1897 . . . (in U.S.) Nagano.
Thompson, Miss Anne De F., 1 887 . . . Yokohama.
Winn, Miss L., 1881 Aomori.
Wyckoff, Miss Harriet J.,* 1898

SOUTH JAPAN MIS.SION OF THE EEFOEMED

(dutch) CHUECH IN AMEEICA.

Myers, Rev. C.l\f., 1899 Nagasaki.

Oltmans, Rev. Albert,* 188G Saga.

Oltmans, Mrs. Albert

Peeke, Rev. H.Y.S., 1893 Kagoshima.
Peeke, Mrs. H.Y.S .

Pieters, Rev. Albertns, 1891
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Pieters, Mrs. Albeiius Kagosliima.

Stout, Kev. Henry, D.D., 1869 .... Nagasaki.

Stout, Mrs. Henry „

Couch, Miss Sara M., 1892 . . (in U.S.) Nagasaki.

Lansing, Miss Harriet M., 1893 .... Kagoshima.
Stout, Miss A.B., 1898 Nagasaki.

MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

IN THE U.S. (southern).

Buchanan, Rev. W.C., 1891 Takamatsu.

Buchanan, Mrs. W.C „
Buchanan, Rev. Walter McS.,^ 1895 . . „
Buchanan, Mrs. Walter McS.,* 1887 . . „
Gumming, Kev. O.K., 1889 Nagoya.

Gumming, Mrs. C.K., 1892 „
Fulton, Rev. S.P., 1888 Tokyo.

Fulton, Mrs. S.P J)

Hope, Rev. S.R., 1892
Hope, Mrs. S.R
McAlpine, Rev. R.E., 1885 Nagoya.

McAlpine, Mrs. R.E „
Mcllvaine, Bev. AV.B.,* 1889 .... Kochi.

Mcllvaine, Mrs. W.B
Moore, Rev. J.B., 1890 Susaki.

Moore, Mrs. J.B., 1893
Myers, Rev. H.W.,* 1897 Tokushima.

Myers, Mrs. H.W.*
Price, Rev. H.B.* 1887 ...... Kobe.

Price, Mrs. H.B., 1890 „

Dowd, Miss Annie,* 1887 Kobe.

Evans, Miss Sala, 1893 . . . (in U.S.) Kochi.

Houston, Miss Ella,* 1891 Nagoya.

Moore, Miss Elizabeth, 189-1 . . (in U.S.)

Patton, Miss A.V.* Tokushima.

Patton, Miss Florence,* 1895 .... „
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Sterling, Miss Charlotte E., 1887 (in U.S.) . Kochi.
VVimbish, Miss Elizabeth, 1887 .... Nagoya.

MISSION OF THE REFORMED (gERMAN)

CHURCH IN THE U.S.

Faust, Rev. A.K.,* 1900 Sendai.
Gerhard, Mr. Paul L., 1897 . . (in U.S.) „
Lampe, Rev. W.E.,* 1900 „
Lampe, Mrs. W.E.*
Miller, Rev. H.K., 1892 Yamagata.
Miller, Mrs. H.K
Moore, Rev. .J.P., D.D., 1883 . (in U.S.) Tokyo.
Moore, Mrs. J.P („ „ ) „
Noss, Rev. C, 1895 Sendai.

Noss, Mrs. C
Schneder, Rev. D.B., D.D., 1887 ...
Schneder, Mrs. D.B
Snyder, Rev. S.S.* 1894
Snyder, Mrs. S.S.*

Pifer, Miss Catharine Sendai.

Powell, Miss Lucy M., 1900 „
Weidner, Miss Sadie Lea,* 1900 .... „
Zurfluh, Miss Lena, 1894 . (in U.S.

MISSION OF THE CUMBERLAND

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

Hail, Rev. A.D., D.D., 1878
Hail, Mrs. A.D
Hail, Rev. J.B.,D.D.,* 1877
Hail, Mrs. J.B
Hail, Rev. J.E.,* 1900 . .

Hudson, Rev. G.G., 1886 . .

Hudson, Mrs. G.G. . . .

Van Home, Rev. G.W.,* 1888
Van Home, Mrs. G.W.* .

Worley, Rev. J.C, 1899 .

Worley, Mrs. J.C

(in U.S.)

(„ » )

Osaka.

Wakayama.

Osaka.

»

?»

J?

Tsu.
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Alexander, Miss S., 1894
Dreunaii, Mrs. A.M., 1883
Gardner, Miss Ella,* 1893 .

Leavitt, Miss Julia, 1881 .

Lyons, Mrs. N.A., 1894 .

Moro-au, Miss Amies E. * 1889

Eansom, Miss 1901

(in U.S.)

Osaka (?)

Tsu.

Tanabe.

Osaka.

WOMANS UNIOX MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Berninger, Miss Martha, 1 900 Yokohama.
Crosby, Miss Julia N., 1871 „
Hand, Miss Julia E., 1900
Pratt, Miss S.A., 1893 . . . . (in U.S.) „
Strain, Miss Helen Knox 1900
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I

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE COUNCIL

1 OPENING AND SESSIONS OP THE COUNCIL

The Council of Missions Cooperating with the Church

of Christ in Japan assembled in the Union Church, Karui-

zawa, at 10 a.m., on July SOtli, 1902. The President, the

llev. E. Rothesay Miller, preached the opening sermon,

taking for his text, Mark 3:13-15.

The business session was opened at the call of the Presi-

dent. The Secretary of the Council being absent tlie

Rev. H. B. Price was elected Secretary, and the Rev.

W. E. Lampe Assistant Secretary. The roll-call showed

Ihirty-seven members in attendance. All Presbyterian

and Reformed missionaries in Karuizawa were invited to

sit as corresponding members.

The Rev. D. C. Rankin, D.D. representing the Board

of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the

U. S. (Southern), was welcomed by the President. In



lus response Dr. Rankin thanked the Council most

cordially for postponing the time of its meeting in order

that he might be present.

The morning sessions of the Council eacli day were

preceded by a prayer-meeting from 9 till 9:30. On
Sunday tliree services were held, two in English and

one in Japanese.

2 REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

The following report of the Publications Committee*

was adopted.

The twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Council was
printed and distriljuted in the usual manner.

The following have been j)ublished by members of the

Council :—As hitherto, Yorokobi no Otozure and Chiisahl

Otozure, Mrs. E. R. Miller ; YaJco, Mr. Jones ; Fuhiiin

Geppo, Afr. Brokaw, and Tohoku Kyohwai Jiho by members
of the Reformed (German) Mission. The following new
works have been issued : An Easy Catechism, Mrs. Geo.

P. Pierson and the Rev. M. Okuno. By Dr. Imbrie:

A Door into Heaven, By the Old Well, A Birds-eye

View of the Life of Christ, AVhat think ye of Christ?

and a second edition of The Gospel of God.
The question of publishing a review in connection with

the Council was referred to a sub-committee, which has

not yet rendered a report but suggests that the matter be

further considered by the Council.

In accordance with the above suggestion, the question

of publishing a review was carefully considered. A
committeef was appointed to correspond with the

missions composing the Council with the object of

* Messrs. Imbrie, E. Eotliesay Miller, WyckofF, Mcllwaine,
MacNair, G. G. Hudson, H. K. Miller.

t Messrs. E. Eotliesay Miller, S. P. Fulton, and Imbrie.
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establisliing sucli a review, and the Rev. E. liOtliesay

Miller was appointed to represent the Council as editor.

The following report of the Committee on Sunday-

school Literature was adopted.

There has been no special change in the Sunday-school

publications, which still consist of the Teachers Monthly,

the Scholars Quarterlv and the Primary Leaflet. These

have a circulation of about 600, 2000, and 6-7000,

resj^ectively. The Teachers Monthly is edited by tlie Rev.

Messrs. F. Lombard and H. M. Landis; the Scholars

Quarterly by the Rev. Messrs. G. Draper and C.

Harrington ; and the Primary Leaflet by Miss Cozad and
Miss Whitman,
The financial deficit has not been as yet materially

reduced, though there is a sliglit reduciion accompanying

the increase in the number of subscriptions. The appor-

tionment of the deficit on the basis of all missionaiies

(instead of on that of men only) has been accepted ; but

lias not yet been put into operation owing to a misunder-

standing by the financial manager. This would slightly

inure to our benefit. The recommendation of the Council

of last year to adjust this deficit on the basis of tlie

church membership of the four churches was brought

before the Editorial Committee but was not adopted,

since on more careful examination it appeared that

it would afford but slight relief to the Council, would

benefit mainly the Baptists, and would weigh very

heavily upon the Congregationalists. In fact tlie stress

would have fallen exclusively upon them, and Dr. Greene

their business representative on tlie Editorial Committee

felt that the American Board Mission could hardly

assume the added burden.

The statistics of the year show a gain of over 30^ on

the Sunday-school membership of the preceding year.

This is as it should be, seeing that the Sunday-schcol

membership is even yet far below the church member-



ship. The recommendations of the commUtee which

appear in tlie Proceedings of last year are tlierefore still

in place.*

The Committee on Statisticsf presented its report which

was adopted. A snmmary of it is presented in the tables

printed in the i^ppendix.

The Financial Report for the year was referred to an

Auditing Committee,! and on the report of the commit-

tee was adopted. Tlie assessment for next year was fixed

at six yen per member of the Council ; and the President

and Secretary of the Council were appointed a committee

to furnish the Treasurer with the number of members in

each mission properly liable to assessment for the year

1902-3.

3 RErORTS OF SPECIAL COMIMITTEES APPOINTED

BY THE LAST (OR A PRECEDING) COUNCIL

The General Report of the Work of the Year§ was

read by the Rev. H. M. Landis. A resolution was adopt-

ed thanking Mr. Landis and directing that a thousand

copies of the report be printed.

In the absence of the Ciiairman (Mr. Pieters) the report

of the Committee on Ministerial Relief was read by

Dr. Wyckoff. After careful consideration at several

sessions of tlie Council action was taken as follows:— (1)

That the re})ort of tiie committee, together with a plan

prepared by Mrs. MacNair, be printed and distributed

* See Aiiiuial Report for 1901, pages 6-8.

t Messrs. Landis, Winn, Pieters, Doughty.
% Messrs. Myers and Lampe.
§ See II following the Proceedings of the Council.



among tlie mli^sions composing the Council ; and that the

several missions be requested to report their action in the

matter to the next meeting of the Council through the

committee of the Council. (2) That it is impoitant that

some uniform plan be adopted. (3) That any such plan

should include also provision for Bible women.

The following report of the Committee on Lay

Workers* was adopted, and tlie committee discharged :

—

During month of May, a circular stating the object of

the committee, and asking for information was sent to

every member of the Council in any way connected with
evangelistic work. To this circular only five replies have
been received ; but your committee has knowledge of other

places than those rej)orted by letter.

The information obtained from various sources shows :

—

(I) That mucli work, and that of considerable variety, is

done by unpaid lay workers. (2) That in places where
there are no pastors or evangelists, laymen are often able

to keep the work from going back, but that in most cases

they accomplish no more than that. (3) That there is

very little if any systematic training of unpaid lay

workers. (4) That the methods employed are in general

not tlie result of definite plans, but such as suggest them-
selves at the time in connection witli the work under-

taken.

In the opinion of the committee it has reached the limit

of its usefulness, and it requests to be discharged.

The Committee on the Distribution of Forcesf reported

that it had had no occasion to meet during the year and

recommended that it be discharged. The report of the

committee with its recommendation was adopted.

* Messrs. Fulton and WyckofF.

t Messrs. MacNair, Winn, E. Eothesay Miller, Peeke, S. P. Fulton,
Sclineder and J. B. Hail.
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4 Kew business.

Ill view of tlie importiince of tlie extension of Chris-

tianity in Japan at tliis time in its history as a nation,

and in particular in view of its influential relations witli

the Continent of Asia, the Council adopted a resolution

cordially inviting the Presbyterian Church of Canada to

enter Japan and carry on work in connection with the

Council.

The following letter from Mrs. Waddell, in response to

the minute in memory of the Rew Hugh Waddcll

adopled by the Council at its last meeting, was read.

No. 6 Glandore Gardens,

Antrim Road, Belfast,

Oct. 2nd, 1901.

To the Council of Missions of the

Church of Christ in Japan.

Dear friends : I desire to return to yon very heartfelt

thanks for your expression of sympathy with me and my
family in this our time of sore bereavement. -

I thank you for the testimony you bear to my
husband's long continued and faitiiful work for the cause

of God in Japan. I also fervently pray and believe that

the seed he was privileged to sow so abundantly, God
will make to bear fruit.

I remain, dear friends, yours in Christ,

Martha Waddei.l.

The following minute in memory of Mrs. Henry Stout

was adopted.

Mr. Henry Stout was one of the oldest members of the

Council. After long years of active service there came a



time of sickness in which she could no longer continue

that service ; but none tlie less even to the end she was
ever a constant stay to her husband and the other mem-
bers of the mission to which she belonged. In her death

the work of Christ in Japan has sustained a great loss.

The Council extends i(s cordial sympathy to her

husband and daughter in their peculiar sorrow, and to

the South Japan Mission of the Reformeil Church in its

loss of a valued member ; and it commends tliem all in

faith to the comfort of him who is the God of Comfort.

The following minute in memory of Dr. Geo. C.

Needhara was adopted.

The Council recalls with pleasure and gratitude the

exceedingly helpful visit to Karuizawa of the Rev. Geo.

C Needham and Mrs. Needham. We who are members
of the Council have been much helped by both the spoken
and written words of Dr. Needliam ; and now that he has

been taken to his reward, we desire to extend to Mrs.
Needham our sincere sympathy in her bereavement, and
to express our higli appreciation of the cliaracter of Dr.

Needham and of the great w^ork done by him under God
for men.

The Secretary was requested to write to Mr. Parrott and

to express to him in the name of the Council its regret

on learning of the loss sustained by the Bible Societies

in consequent of the destruction of the Bible House by

fire; and in particular to convey to him personally a

message of Christian sympathy in the deep sorrow that

has overtaken him.

A letter from A. Lawrence, Esq., giving as account

of the work of the Bible Societies Committee in Japan,

was read.*

* See Appendix.



A coinmiUee f was appointed to prepare a minute

conveying to the Rev. James H. Ballagh tlic con-

gratulations of the Council on liis seventietli birthday.

Following is the minute.

In the good providence of God, our brother James H.
Ballagli, the oldest member of the Council, has reached

his seventieth year. Two score and more years have been

devoted to the cause of Christ in Japan.

AVe, hereby, place on record our thankfulness to God
for his work, aud our sincere appreciation of the long and
arduous labors through which he has passed, and of the

earnest zeal and devotion with which he has spent his life

for the Japanese.

We heartily congratulate Mr. Ballagh upon the vigor
and buoyancy with which he carries the weight of three

score and ten yeais, and pray that he may be spared the

infirmities of old age yet many years to enjoy the fruits

of his untiring labors, and to see the work of the Lord
prospering in this land.

The committee appointed to report regarding the

advisability of holding, in connection with the Annual

Meeting of the Council, a Conference for the consideration

of topics directly connected with the spiritual life of

the missionary, presented its report. This, with certain

amendments, was adopted as follows :

—

(1) The Council shall meet annually as hitherto. (2) A
Conference shall be held every year as a part of the

Council. (3) The several missions are recommended to'

endeavor to procure as large an attendance as possible at

the meeting of the Council. (4) At each Annual Meeting

of the Council a Commitee shall be appointed to prepare a

program for the next Annual Meeting. (5) The next

Annual Meeting of the Council shall be held at Arima.

t Messrs. Booth and Brokaw.



The following resolutions were adopted *.-^

1. TJiat a summary of the Proceedings of tlie Con-
ference held in connection with the present meeting of

the Council be included in the Annual Report of tiie

Council.*

2. That the Rev. E. Rothesay Miller he requested

to address a letter to the Synod suggesting the propriety

of requiring that in cases of marriage by ministers of the

Churcli the legal residence of the bride be regularly

transferred ; and also that he urge U})on the Synod the

importance of inducing members changing their residence

to connect themselves with the churches in the places to

which they remove.

Dr. A. D. Hail and the Rev. H. B. Price were appoint-

ed the Committee of Arrangements for the next meeting

of the Council.

The Rev. H. Y. S. Pceke was appointed to prepare the

next General Report of the Work of the Year.

The Council expressed its thanks to the Karuizawa

Church for the use of its building and other courtesies
;

and also to the Rev. E. Rothesay Miller, the retiring

President, for his faithful and efficient services, and

requested him to offer a copy of his sermon to the FaJcain

Shimpo for publication.

On the recommendation of the Committee on Nomina-

tions, the following appointments for the coming year

were made :

—

President, Dr. Stout; Vice President, Dr. Schneder

;

Secretary, Mr. H. W. Meyers; Treasurer, Mr. E.

Rothesay Miller.

Publications Committee : William Tmbrie, E. Rothesay

* See Appendix.



Miller, M. N. Wyckoflt; W. B. Mcllwaine, T. M. Mac-

Nair, A. D. Hail, H. K. Miller.

Committee on Statistics: H. M. Landis, T. C. Winn,

A. Pieters, H. W. Meyers, C. Noss, H. Brokaw.

Committee on Program : T. C. Winn, A. D. Hail, H.

B. Price.

The minutes were read and adopted ; Dr. Rankin in a

brief address expressed to the Council the pleasure which

his presence at its sessions had afforded him ; the doxology

w^as sung ; and after prayer and the benediction by Dr.

Rankin, the Council adjourned to meet at Arima on the

first Wednesday in September 1903.
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II

GENERAL REPORT OF THE WORK
OF THE YEAR

BY THE

Rev. H. M. Landis

The last report of tliis Council is entitled the " Twenty-fourth

Annual Report of the Council of Missions Cooperating with the

Church of Christ in Jjipan." It is therefore proper that we give

a thought to this meeting as the twenty-fifth anniversary of

our body,—not exactly twenty-six annual meetings of our body

however, nor exactly twenty-five years, since the first meeting. On

referring to the records we find the first meeting dated May 19th, 1876,

and entitled " Meeting of Conference between the Japan Missions of

the Presbyterian and Keformed Churches in the U.S. A." It was called

by invitation of the Presbyterian Mission; and the members present are

given as Dr. J. C. Hepburn, Eev. Messrs. Thompson, Green, Iinbrie,

and Mr. J. C. Ballagh of the Presbyterian Mission ; Rev. Dr. S. R.

Brown, and Rev. Messrs. J. H. Ballagh, Stout and Miller, of the Ref.

Mission. The business was tlie question of the feasibility and desira-

bility of uniting the churches under the care of these two missions into

a common presbytery. Before this meeting however the Presbytery

of the churches under the pastoral care of Messrs. Thompson and

Ballagh had appointed a committee (Messrs. Thompson and Miller) to

confer and prepare "Standards of Church Government and Doctrine."

Moreover the United Presbyterian Mission of Scotland was to be

invited to come into the union. It was also agreed that in the event of

the formation of a common presbytery, it would be r.dvis.able to have an

annual meeting of the members of the different missions at which

11



dnpliciite reports could be prepared to be sent liome.** " After tbe

expression of pleasure and thankfulness for the harmony that had

marked the conference and the hope of the realization of its

plans," this first meeting of the Council was adjourned. Tiie United

Presbyterian Mission's altitude may be indicated by the opening sen-

tence of its letter of May 24th, 1876 accepting the invitation to union,

—

" We have received your letter of the 16th with nothing but pleasure

and we contemplate with great satisfaction the idea of having

only one Presbyterian Church in Japan." Messrs. Waddell and

McLaren were the appointees on the joint committee.

The second meeting takes place just five weeks later, June 21, and

it is not one of the annual meetings recommended. It met especi.ally

to receive, discuss and adopt the report on standards of government

and doctrine.

The standards of doctrine adopted were the Canons of the Synod of

Dort, the Weslmister Confession of Faith and Shorter Catechism, and

the Heiilelberg Catechism.

The Form of Government of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S.

A. was taken as the basis of government and adapted by various

omissions and additions.

The record gives forty-two pages to the minutes of this meeting;

and this fact alone serves to show the careful and earnest work ac-

complished.

Tlie third meeting lield June 21, 1877, just a year after the second

meeting, seems to have been regarded the meeting yielding the first

Annual Report ; but even if so, to call the report rendered at this meet-

ing of 1902, the Twenty-lifth Annual Eeport, still involves an error of

one, as this present report would on this count be the Twenty-sixth

Annual Eeport.

At this third meeting of the Council, a few further amendments

were added to the work of the previous year on the Standards of

Doctrine and Govei'ument; arrangements were made for the meeting

of the united presbytery (called Chukwai) and a committee was

appointed to report on educational work. The fourth council meeting

Sep. 17, 1877 gives us as the result of this the Union Theological School

first located inTsukiji and now connected with the Meiji Gakuin.

Accordingly on Oct. 8, 1877, a presbytery meeting was held (Rev. D.

Thompson, Moderator) which consummated the union of the three

12



churches of the Presbyterian order in Jnpan, nndcr the name ''The

Union (later called United) Church of Christ in Japan,—Nippon

Kirisuto Itclu Kyokwai." Thus was realized the hope of May 1870,

that " a plan night be devised by which they (the various Presbyterian

and Eeformed Missions and their Japanese colaborers) could become

fellow-laborers in a common presbytery (or classis) not connected eccle-

siastically with any foreign body, and which would receive the warm
approval of the home churches." In the work to this end however no

"principles of presbyterial church government were abandoned, for

it was not at all intended to found a new denomination."

Nine organized churches were connected with this first Union

Presbytery, reporting a membership of (323, and three Jnpnnese minis-

ters,—INfessrs. Oknno, Ogawa and Toda,—were ordained.

This much only is given here to remind us at this so called 25th

anniversary of the beginnings of tliis Council and of the Church with

which this Council cooperates, constitutedjust 25 years ago next Oct. 3rd.*

Dr. Imbrie:—"To every thoughtful mind whatever may be counted

on to leave its mark upon the history of a nation can not but be of

interest; and to none is this more so than to those who hold it for

foundation truth that God reigns. Therefore it is by no mere accident

that tlie Annual Reports of the Council are wont at least to touch upon

events of national moment occurring during the year under review.

And how many such events there have been since the time of the

organization of the Council, or from a time shortly previous !

* Note.—'l'he Ger. Eef. Mission,—invited February 9th, 1884. No
official answer was received January 21st, '85; sympathy and pui'pose
to unite were expressed December 4th, '85 and asked to consider the
extensive work centering in f^endai; secured permission to enter
Council April 22nd, ' 8(5 and requested to take up work in Sendai.
S. Presb. Missi(m,—invited September 29ih, 1885 on hearing of their

coming to Japan; suggested to them to undertake tlie great work
opening in the Western provinces and that centering in Sendai;
entered Decern Ijcr 4th, 1885, l)y introduction of iSIcssrs. Grinnan and
MacAlpine; invited to visit Kochi and Nagoya in liope of finding a

permanent residence in one of tliese places. The AVomans Mission
Union requested to present statistics to be entered into the annual
report, January 25th, '86, in recognition of their services to the
Union Ciiurch. Cnmb. Presb. Mission,— organic union with the
United Clmrch of Christ concluded, and the C. P. Mission cordially

welcomed to membership in the Coimcil, January 16th, 1890;
earlier negotiations (May 27th, '82) were dropped until circumances
should change or new proposals be made.

13



Tiie opening of the country to foreign intercourse after tvio centuries

of strict exclusion ; the restoration of the Emperor to actual sovereign-

ty ; the introduction of the railroad, the telegraph, the newspaper,

and other like instruments of material and intellectual progress; the

national constitution and the beginning of constitutional government

;

new codes of law, criminal and civil; the war with China; the

revision of the treaties and the admission of Japan to a place of

equality among the nations; the recent crisis in China and the new

place of prestige and influence gained by Japan through the course

which she pursued. That is a wonderful series of events. No one

can truly say that the reports of this Council contain matter of

little general interest. We missionaries to Japan have seen strange

things; and so many of them. Scarcely a year has passed without

something happening really worthy of record."

The most noteworthy political event perhaps is the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance to maintain the status quo of the PJast especially of China

and Korea. The fact that this is the first alliance of an Oriental

and non-Christian nation with a European and Christian nation

made as it is too with the foremo&t naval power and with the one

whose mission work along with that of the XT. S., practically covers

Protestant mission efforts in Japan, moreover the fact that the alliance

is not only made to uphold peace, but a peace demanded by every

claim of right and by every consideration of humanity and of the

world's commerce,—all such— like advantages, ought to be regarded

as in line with the moral tone of Christianity, and may well incline

people's minds to a favorable consideration of Christ's own kingdom

of righteousness and peace. Many too will find a new incentive

for the study of English and thus get tlie key to a noble

Christian literature, and to direct intercourse with the most Christian

of nations.

The present apparent results of this alliance are two: A new

friendliness for England and the things for which England and America

stand ; and a new determination to prove a force to be depended on

in any contingency that may arise. To what in the end the alliance

may lead no one can foretell. It may be a great peace, and it may be

agreat war.

Japan's readiness to arbitrate the House Tax in the Concessions

ought to give assurance of the Government's desire to meet the

14



utmost claims of equity as well as to suit the convenience of the

stranger sojourning within the Empire's horders.

Dk. Imbrie.— " Among the things deserving of notice in a record of

the work of the year is the formation by a number of the missions

composing the Council of corporations for the holding of property.

This has been done under Article 34 of the Civil Code which reads as

follows:

—

' Associations or trusts founded for religious worship or teaching,

for charity, for education or for art, or for any other purpose beneficial

to the public, and the object of which is not to make a profit out of

the conduct of their business, may on obtaining permission from the

proper authorities be made juridical persons.'

Those who are acquainted with the former status of foreigners in

Japan know that the formation of such corporations has been possible

only since the new treaties have come into effect. Before that time

real estate, outside of the so called Foreign Settlements, could be held

only by Japanese subjects; and even since that time the difficulties

in the way of obtaining the sanction of the authorities required by the

Article quoted have been greater than would perhaps be ex-

pected. To go into details would occupy more space than can

properly be afforded in this report. It may however be said that on

two points especially the authorities have been most particular :

—

1 Corporations of this kind are not ecclesiastical organizations ;

and they are not, as corporations, to perform ecclesiastical functions.

Their powers as corporations are limited to the " holding and manage-

ment of land, buildings and other property ;
" though this property

may be used "for the extension of Ciiristianity, the carrying on of

Christian education, and the performance of works of charity and

benevolence."

2 Corporations of this kind must be composed of missionaries

residing in Japan and associating themselves together as individuals. The

authorities do not object to such corporations receiving grants of funds

from Boards of Foreign Missions in foreign countries; nor do they

object to tlie selling of property and returning the proceeds of sales to

such Boards; but they will not allow anything to enter any Articles

of Association that can be construed as giving Boards of Foreign Missions

legal control of the corporations, or as conferring upon them legal

standing as corporations in Japan.
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But while the laws of Japan do not permit the Boards of Foreign

Missions to hold property in Japan, the sanction of these corporations

composed of missionaries residing in Japan furnishes a simple and

secure method for the holding of land and other property, and one

whicli so far as appears is satisfactor}' to the Boards themselves."

We well remember how like a clap of thnnder out of a clear sky

came tlie Imperial Rescript on Private Schools promulgated Aug. 3rd,

1899 to go into fo:ce the next day and without any apparent reason

depriving especially mission schools of privileges recently granted,

and threatening to distnrb niost seriously their educational prospects.

The recent rescript on the exchanges is another instance of the kind.

Without argning now bearings in law and equity, such instances

show very clearly how legishition in Japan is an ellipse with two

foci, one located in Parliament subject to the Imperial veto power,

visible, responsible and calculable, the other less easily located, arbi-

trary, irresponsible and incalculable beforehand. Thus Japan tries to

combine modern politics with the more ancient Asiatic traditions, and

it will be of interest to watch which tendency is to conquer, though

most will feel that modern ideas will here too be victorious as in so

many other places.

A year ago some one wrote, '' The battle for religious liberty in

Japan has been fought and won for all time to come. Two years ago it

seemed lost. The Department of Education struck a deathblow at

Christian education when it forbade religious teaching in 'recognized
'

sciiools. Now however all is changed. The Department of Edu-

cation while acceding fullest religious liberty has restored to our

academy graduates (a mission school) equal privileges of admission to

higher institutions with graduates from government schools of the

same grade, and in addition, privileges new and unexpected; the

graduates of our college (higher course) are granted licenses by the

government for teaching English in schools of academic grade, and our

students are exempted from military conscription. Japan has officialy

passed upon Christian Education and has pronounced approved^ But

lo, the unexpected occurs again, and again that invisible, incalculable,

arbitrary locus began a few months ago to describe an unknown curve

just as our schools after much and painstaking effort thought they

were emerging from the labyrinth of red tape into the light and liberty

promised a year ago. " Thus on account of this recent order from the
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Educational Department, according to which candidates from private

or mission schools must first upon payment of a special fee take a

preliminary examination covering the wliole five years INIiddle School

course before they can apply for examinations to the government

High Schools, many are again deterred from coming to us and some

even feel obliged to change their plans for life. This recent order

works great injustice; it takes away again the very privilege for which

Christian schools contended when suddenly deprived a few years ago

and which had been granted again a year ago. Thus Christian schools

are again discriminated against. They are again agitating however,

making also strong representations to the Educational Department

and there is some hope that these may again be crowned with success."

Dr. Imbrie:—"Those who have followed the history of Christian

work in Japan during recent years will remember that in 1899 there was

issued under tlie authority of the Minister of Education what is known

as Instruction Ko. 12; an order which forbade all teaching of religion

and all religious services in Fchools having government recognition.

This forced all those who hold to the principle that schools carried

on by Christian missions should be Christian institutions, to surrender

government recognition along with its attendant privileges. After

long earnest efforts, while Instruction No. 12 was allowed to stand

unchanged, regulations were issued by which the graduates of such

schools as the Meiji Gakuin were allowed precisely the same privileges

as the graduates of the government Middle Schools, though the

schools were not allowed to bear the name Middle School {Chu Gakko).

That concession on the part of the Department of Education was

understood to be and was accepted as a final settlement of the

question; but during the spring of this year new regulations were

issued requiring the graduates of all schools excepting the government

Middle Schools to pass a special examination in addition to the

examination required of tlie graduates of the government Middle

Schools in order to enter the Higher Schools {Koto Gakko.) Also

a special fee of 5 yen was to be paid for this previous examination.

Shortly after these new regulations were issued Messrs. Ibuka,

Honda, and Kataoka laid the case before the authorities and

endeavored to obtain relief. Also a letter Avas addressed to the

Minister of Education, signed by representatives of the Meiji Gakuin,
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Aoyama Gakuin, Tohokii Gaknin, and Doshisha. This letter was

designed to bring the matter to the attention of Baron Kiknchi from

the point of view of foreigners deeply interested in the welfare

of the institutions affected by the regulations; and as it presents a

somewhat full statement of the case it is here inserted.

'To Ilis Excellency Baron Dairoku Kikuclii.

Dear Baron Kiknchi :

We beg leave to address you as American missionaries representing

a large number of Christians in America, who are deeply interested in

the Meiji Gakuin, Aoyama Gakuin, Tohoku Gakuin, Doshisha, and

similar institutions in Japan.

About a year ago regulations were issued under which the graduates

of such schools as these were permitted to enter Koto Gakko on

precisely the same terms as the graduates of Chu Gakko: a privilege

long hoped for and highly prized. Recently however this privilege

lias been seriously curtailed by a new set of regulations. Before

applying for permission to pass the competitive examination for

admission to Koto Gakko, the graduates of these schools must first pass

a special preliminary examination on all the subjects included in the

Chu Gakko curriculum.

To the students who have just graduated from these schools, as well

as to those who liave entered upon the last year of the course and who

can not now without diflBculty change their school connection, this is a

real hardship. It is also a manifest injury to the schools themselves.

Last year their graduates had tlie same privileges as those of Chu

Gakko ; now they have not the same. But there is another point whicli

we beg leave to urge upon your consideration. The regulations issued

last year had a history behind them; they were the result of a long

series of negotiations.

In 1899 what is known as Instruction No. 12 was issued under the

sanction of (he Minister of Education. Prior to that time a number

of the schools above mentioned had been granted Chii Gakko licenses;

but as Instruction No. 12 forbade all religious instruction and services,

"even outside the regular course of instruction," they were forced to

surrender such licenses. This was because the funds by which these

schools were founded and with whicli they had been carried on had

been given upon the distinct understanding that they were always to
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be Cliristian institutions. Under these circumstances to retain their

licenses would have been to betray their trust.

In tlie hope of obtaining relief, a petition was presented to the

Minister of Education. The Minister of Education, tlie Minister of

Foreign Affairs, the Prime Minister, all kindly gave interviews to

the petitioners; and when it appeared improbable that the original

petition could be acceded to, another request was submitted. This

was essentially the same plan as that embodied in the regulations

issued hist year; and regarding this tlie Minister of Education stated

that he tliought that in time it might be accepted. Months passed;

from time to time inquiry was made ; the information received gave

grounds for continued hope. At last the regulations of Last year were

issued.

In view of all this, those in cliarge of these schools thought they had

good reason for believing that the position of the schools, upon

compliance with such instructions as the Department of Education

might see fit to give, would be assured. The schools were visited by

inspectors, and whatever changes or additions were declared necessary,

were cheerfully made. The new conditions were made public, and

thereupon the number of students rapidly increased. The friends of

the schools in America were informed of the new state of things,

and preparations were making for the improvement of the schools.

In one case, for example, the annual grant of funds for current expenses

was increased by eight hundred yen ; and fifteen thousand yen

which had been held in trust until the prospects of the school should

warrant their expenditure, were granted for the erection of a new

building.

Taking all these facts into consideration, you will not we think

regard it strange that the issuing of the recent regulation was a cause

of very great disappointment and surprise: and we beg of you most

earnestly to form some plan which shall restore to such schools as

these the privilege granted last year after so much effort.

Reference has been made to Instruction No. 12. If that Instruction

could be restricted in its application to schools supported by public

funds, it would then be possible for the schools which we represent to

become Chu Gakko; and that would render any special arrangement

on their behalf unnecessary. No doubt directly after the Instruction

was issued, there were great difficulties in the way of such a restriction;
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but it has been our constant hope tliat the time would come when

those difficulties would be uo longer insuperable. We trust that that

time is now approuching.

In conclusion we may be permitted to express what is our firm

conviction on two points.

1 We believe that such schools as these, if only they receive such

kindly encouragement as the Department of Education may properly

afford them, will establish themselves as permanent institutions of

great value to Japan in the education of her boys and young men.

2 We believe also that the restriction of Instruction No. 12 to such

schools as are supported by public funds; and tlie granting to such

schools as are supported by private funds, but which are recognized as

doing the work of Cliu Gakko, the rank of Chu Gakko together with

the right of religious freedom in education, would do more than is

commonly supposed still further to strengthen the feeling of friendship

for Japan already so strong in England and America.'

Kegarding the outcome of these efforts it is of course impossible

now to speak witli certainty. This however may be said : That in

important particulars conditions have changed since Instruction No.

12 was issued ; that the attitude of all those in authority who have

been approached has been one of evident appreciation of the reasonable-

ness of the claims urged; that the Minister of Education has kindly

promised to give the matter due consideration ;
and that there are good

grounds for hoping that a settlement of the question will be reached

more satisfactory than the former one. It is however not to be forgot-

ten that there are peculiar difiiculties in the way which it may take

some little time to surmount."

To this account of the matter given by Dr. Iinbrie may be added

the significant reply of one of our Japanese educators who when

asked by the editor of the Woman's Work for Woman, Miss

Parsons, what he regarded as the chief hindrance to our educational

work, promptly replied " The Educational Department."

A sensation of the year was Prof. T. Inoue's proposition to found a

new religion, a proposition which even such a genius as Napoleon

the Great once ventured to suggest—viz. the need of a new religion

—

to his savants who amid the upheavals of tlie French Kevolution were

busy in trying to remove the debris, Christianity among the rest.

" All right," replied one of the savants or words to that efl'ect, " Your
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Majesty will submit to be crucified and rise again the third day, and

then we will proceed to formulate the new religion." Supercilious

haughteur and unblushing self-sufficiency may even yet characterize a

professor of philosophy in the Imperial University of Tokyo. But the

sensation passes as many another of its kind.

The Perry monument unveiled July 14, at Kurihama under tlie

auspices of the Beiyu Kyokwai (American Association in Japan, Baron

Kaneko, Ex-Minister of Justice and sometime Japanese Minister at

Washington, being President), to celebrate the semi-centennial of Com-

modore Perry's landing in Japan July 14th, 1853, called forth notable ex-

pressions of friendship and esteem between Japan and the United States

her best and uniformly unselfish friend. " Such a graceful act will go

far toward perpetuating the good-will which exists, and ought always

to exist, between Japan and the United States."

The Tokyo University for Women, opened last fall under Principal

Karuse, a Christian, ought to mark an important milestone in the

progress of woman's uplifting in this Empire. The five hundred

pupils enrolled at the opening will make themselves heard in due

time. The twentieth century promises thus great things for Japan's

women, and let us hope this and similar signs may prove heralds for

other parts of the Orient.

Two agitations of the recent past form healthy tokens of Japan's

humane progress. The one is the effort to rescue woman from the worst

of slavery in connection with the social evil, an effort crowned by special

regulations issued by the Home Department providing " Jiyu haigyo "

(free cessation), viz. the privilege to unfortunates in brothels to leave a

hateful business without interference by their taskmasters. Unfortu-

nately the Courts of Law have not seen their way clear to declare the

financial contract null and void in every sense. (See Mrs. Pierson's

last suggestion at the end of this Report.)

The agitation in favor of the unfortunate sufferers from the poison-

ous Ash io copper mines took on grand proportions last winter. Tiie

government too through the Tokyo University (Agriculture Dept.)

has scientifically investigated the reasons for complaint and found them

substantiated, but so far no equally substantial relief has been heard

from as far as the writer is aware. A graduate of the Meiji Gakuin

took part in the extensive work done in Komaba in investigating this

serious cause of complaint.
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The Aomorl disaster in which over two hundred soldiers lost their

lives in a snow storm, aroused genuine sympathy and humane efforts

to assuage the griefs of those left behind.

The 15tli meeting of the Daikwai, held in Tokyo, October 11-14,

was specially characterized by a strong evangelistic spirit. Twice the

Synod went into a committee of the whole to discuss evangelistic

methods, and to determine the attitude to be taken toward the

Taikyo Dendo movement (often in Eng. referred to as the 20th Cent.

Forward Movement). While it was felt that the Japan Evangelical

Alliance was not altogether adapted to an evangelistic campaign, yet

the spirit and aim of its forward movement met with approval from all,

and it was felt that the Church should more fully awake to evangelistic

zeal. In this spirit the Synod's Board of Missions was reorganized,

the time having come for putting it on a more permanent basis. Hon

K. Kataoka, M.P. was chosen as the official head of the Board consisting

of ten directors, and such officers as these directors may appoint.

The election of Hon. K. Kataoka more recently as President of

the Doshisha is to be noted. As several other members of our Church

are found in the f:\culty of the Doshisha, as Dr. Alexander too for a time

slighty contributed to its teaching staff, we may see signs that the

Doshisha is progressing towards a fulfilment of an ideal many hold

for it,—an undenominational Christian university, by making it

interdenominational in its work through calling the best men to its

chairs regardless of denominational affiliations.

During the winter a popular meeting for deepening the interest in

the Board of Mission's efforts and especially also for receiving special

contributions, was called to meet at the President's official residence as

Speaker of the Lower House of the Diet. About 150 responded to this

kind invitation and nearly 1000 yen were subscribed at this meeting,

making it is hoped a good gain on contributions of past years.

Dr. Imbrie :
—" The work of the Board of Missions of the Church

of Christ in Japan [Dendo Kyoku) is under the general direction of the

Synod, and is carried on independently of the Council of Missions. It

is however a work in whose success the Council is deeply interested,

and a general accoimt of it may properly form a part of the Annual

Report of the Council.

In the month of February the East Japan Mission of the Presby-

terian Church received the following communication :

—
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'At a special meeting of tlie Executive Coninilttee of the Boai'cl of

Missions of the Cliurch of Christ in Japan held yesterday (January

SOtli) the following resolutions were adopted: —

Inasmuch as there seems to be a special opening for work among

the increasing numbc^r of Japanese in Shinchikn, Taichu, Tamaui, and

other cities in Formosa, from which frequent calls come to this

committee; and inasmuch as the Board of Missions (Dendo Kyoku) is

unable at present to undertake new work in those places in addition to

that which it is now carrying on, resolved :

1 That this committee earnestly recommend and invite tlie East

Japan Mission of the Presbyterian Church to open work in Formosa in

cooperation with the Board of Missions of the Church of Christ in

Japan.

2 That this committee recommend to the mission that one of its

members visit Formosa and investigate the field ; and that if possible

lie do so in company with Mr. Uemura who expects to leave for

Formosa in about a fortnight.'

The mission on considering this communication decided to request

the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Cliurch in the U. S.

A. to make a special grant of funds sufficient to meet the expenses of such

a visit later in the year. The Board, while unable at the time to make

a special appropriation for the purpose, sanctioned such a visit in case

the necessary funds could be transferred from some other item in the

appropriations for the present fiscal year. In view of these facts the

mission at its meeting in May appointed a committee to confer with

the Executive Committee of the Board {Dendo Kyoku) regarding the

prosecution of M'ork in Formosa. Such a conference will be held in

the early autumn.

The reasons influencing the Executive Committee in making this

proposition to the mission briefly stated are two:

—

1 In no part of the empire is there at present to be found a more

promising field for Christian work than among the J?panese settling

in Formosa who now number 33120 according to the statistics of 1899

as given by Goto Shimpei, Civil Governor of Formosa, in a recent article

in the Independent. So far as mere numbers are concerned this may

not be very impressive ; but the importance and promise of the field

are to be seen rather in the character of the immigrants and the

general situation. In certain important particulars the conditions
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in Formosa resemble tliose in the Hokkaido. There is the same

enterprise, and the same breaking away from old surroundings and old

prejudices. Relatively also there is a large number of Christians who

are earnestly inviting the Executive Committee to carry on work

among them and with tliem. To this it may be added that exceptional

opportunities are afforded to meet with officials and with officers in

the army temporarily there on duty who will carry the knowledge

of Christianity they may gain wherever else they may go.

2 The Board of Missions has been foremost in the field, and already

has a good work well begun. It has two churches, one of which

supports its pastor and the other promises to raise twenty yeii a

month. Besides these churches there are a number of groups of

Cliristians which give every promise of growing into churches. In a

peculiar sense therefore Formosa belongs to the Church of Christ in

Japan ; and it is the earnest desire of its Board of Missions that

it be more extensively occupied by it. But to do this it must have

help. Therefore the invitation of the Executive Committee to the

mission.*

The special purpose of Mr. Uemura in his visit during the early spring

was the organization of a church at Tainan, the congregation there

defraying the expenses of his journey. That special errand however

was made the occasion of a general visitation to most of the places in

which the Board {Dendo Kyoku) has work. On his return he gave au

account of his journey to the Executive Committee that seemed to

more than one who heard it like«a chapter from the Acts.

Two days he spent at Keelung the northeast port of the island

which reminded him of Yokohama when he was a boy, in its bustle,

its incongruities and its things not to be named; but with this

great difference, that he found there a group of Christians awaiting

his arrival, who welcomed him and would hardly let him go without

a promise to send them a pastor for whose support they promised

twenty yen a month. For three days he was in Taihoku. There

besides preaching in the church he gave a lecture in the public

hall—an interesting meeting at which some three hundred were

present, and of which a full account appeared in the daily paperr.

* It may also be said that the extensive work of the Canadian
Presbyterians in the north, and the English Presbyteri;ins in the

South of the island adds peculiar force to this point.— (Landis).
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He held also two special meetings; one for women, and one for

young men who invited liim to speak to tliem at their club.

From there he vi.sited two other places in wliich jSlr. Kawai the

pastor of the church at Taihoku lias been carrying on services regular-

ly, one three hours distant by rail and the other somewiiat off the

line. There also the people are ready to pay ten yen a mouth.

Taking ship from Tamsui on the north- west coast he went south to Ampi,

the port of Tainan and a place leaiitiful for situation, stopping by the

way at the Pescadores. At Ampi, greatly to the surprise of both, he

met an old friend, a captain of gens d'arnies, a Christian man who

invited him to his office where he arranged for a meeting composed of

his men and others. From Ampi he went to Tainan, where he saw the

English Presbyterian missionaries; and after organizing tlie church,

which promises twent}' yea a month towards the support of a pastor,

returned to Taihoku overland by a construction train. From Taihoku

lie went once more to Tamsui where he held a meeting that lasted

until late in the evening.

It was a hard trip, and when it was ended he was nearly tired out.

But there were two things that constantly impressed him and made

him forget his weariness. Everywhere he went men were ready to

listen. It is not that the natural man ceases to be a natural man

when he goes to Formosa ; but in Formosa there are many intelligent

men of inquiring minds, who being without the thousand and one

things to attract attention in Japan, have ears to hear. The other

thing that constantly impressed him was the fact that wherever he

went he met with Christians. Even on tlie treeless Pescadores he

found a little company.

The second matter of special interest connected vv-ith tlie

Board of Missions is an invitation recently received from

China. There is now in Tientsin a considerable number of Japan-

ese Christians; officers and soldiers in the array, men engaged in

trade or service of various kinds; and among them Major Ilibiki.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee held a few weeks ago a

letter from those Christians was presented requesting that Mr. Ibuka

or Mr. Uemura be sent to visit and organize a church among them

—

they meeting all the expenses of the journey. Whether it Avill be

best to organize a church immediately is not yet decided, bat it was

agreed that the invitation to visit Tientsin sliould be accepted. Mr.
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iJeranra hopes to go, though he also has to be present at the meeting

of evangelists and otliers to be held in the Hokkaido during the

summer. The direct object of the visit, as already said, is to meet

with the Japanese Christians and it may be to organize a church. But

both among the Christians in Tientsin and among the members of the

Executive Committee the question is asked, Who can tell whether this

may not be a stepping-stone to foreign mission work in China? A
question that can not but cause thoughts to arise in the mind when

one regards the many indications that China is already looking to

Japan for light."

The Synod made a note of the fortieth anniversary of Eev. J. H.

Ballagh's arrival as missionary in Japan. This anniversary on Nov-

ember 1 1th, afforded an enthusiastic occasion for many of his co-workers,

the fruit in good part of his labors, to assemble and make con-

gratulatory addresses in the Kaigau Church, Yokohama. Such

an occasion calls for more than a passing word of thanks and cheer,

especially as Mr. Ballagh in God's good providence is still vigorous

and may be good for many a year of effort for his Master. The

confessions of the intense hatred felt in those early days toward

the foreigner and his religion, were an impressive testimony to the

power of divine grace to melt the prejudiced heart. Their chief ground

for gratitude was that he by his transparent honesty, his devout and

prayerful spirit and his intense devotion and personal sympathy, had

awakened in them a sense of worship {i.e. wortli-ship) of the true God,

a thing then unknown to the Japanese spirit.

The committee on a theological periodical appointed by Council a

year ago had some earnest and careful deliberation on the subject. Its

subcommittee will have a report for this Council which may be trusted

to lead to fruitage in appropriate action towards launching what is

apparently needed to fill a great lack in the lives of the preachers,

elders and intelligent members of our church generally.

A suggestion from Mr. Peeke along a somewhat different line

calls for insertion here.

Why cannot we have a "Council Gazette" or some similarly named

medium of communication such as the A. B. C. F. M. ("Mission News ")

and M. E. ("Tidings from Japan ") people have. We are as many as

they (in fact more), as handsome and as good. We need to have just

such an organ as they. First get every Council missionary to subscribe,
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then get a certain number to promise one, two or three commnnications

during the'year. After that liave some good fellow and the Kyobnn-

kwan perhaps do the rest,—very simple, is it not?

Some results (at least partly so) of the Tokyo Missionary Conference

call for chronicling here.

1 First to be mentioned is the work Avhich is almost ready to be

given to the Church, viz. the uniform translation (and tunes) of 100 (or

125) standard hymns, and the Union Hymnal. The Nippon Seiko-

kwai (Episc.) alone of the larger Protestant bodies does not join

in the Union Hymnal, but a month or more ago published a new

hymnal, introducing however the 125 standard hymns in the work.

Quoting from Mr. MacNair's report ;—This work (of the Union

Hyranal) has made such progress during the year that the book sliould

be ready for the press in early autumn. Four mission and church

groups are taking part in it, namely, 1st, the Nihou Kirisuto

Kyokwai and the Council cooperating therewitli, 2nd, the Congrega-

tionalists with theKumiai Churches, 3rd, the Methodists as represented

by the Methodist Publishing House, and the Canadian Mission, and

4th, the Baptists and the Disciples combining to form one group. The

Revision Committee consists of 12 members, three from each group

;

though the larger part of tlie work is done by a subcommittee of

four persons of whom I am one.

The new book will contain 450 Hymns including the 125 " Kyotsu

Sambika" (Uniform Hymns) which were completed by the middle

of last year.

2 The Standing Committee of Cooperating Missions, has been

formed as recommended by the Tokyo Missionary Conference. Mr.

MacNair writes; "Since the last meeting of the Council the plan

for the formation of an Intel mission Standing Committee on Co-opera-

tion has been approved by the required two-thirds majority of the

missionaries. This committee was organized in January at a meeting

of representatives held in the Y. M. C. A. parlors in Tokyo. None of

the Episcopalian Missions voted in favor of the project; but all the

other Protestant bodies except one or two of the smaller ones, sent de-

legates. Neither the Roman or Greek Catholics were invited to

participate, nor were the Germans or the Universalists. Five of the

twenty or more members of the committee are from the several missions

composing this Council."
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(A copy of tbe minutes of the first meeting, the only one held thus

far, is found in the Japan Evangelist, January 1902.)

Instructive contributions to tlie literature of church union are the

following: A paper by Dr. Alexander at a meeting of the Miss.

Assoc, of Central Japan and published in the Japan Evangelist,

(Japan Evangelist, May, 1901). A call by the same Association and

seconded from Tokyo by leading missionaries (Japan Evangelist, June,

1901). A letter on union by the Bishops of the N. S. K. (Episcopal

Church) and supplemented by Bishop Fyson (Japan Evangelist, July,

1901 and Tokyo Mission Conference Keport.) Correspondence between

Dr. Greene and Mr. Cliolmondeley and another Episcopal clergyman

given in Mission News of July and November, 1901,—a frank state-

ment revealing the hopelessness of coming to anything like anion

between the Episcopal and other Protestant bodies and aptly illustrating

the maxim that a person often speaks loudest of the virtues which he

feels lacking.

Bishop Fyson is one of the strongest factors for Church union in

the Anglo- Episcopal Church, low-church in his views, very friendly

with all evangelical workers, and with clergy under him with whom it

is a delight for others to work. He in conjunction with Kev. Walter

Andrews and others, organized a union conference in Hakodate for

foreign missionaries and united devotional meetings for all workers

Japanese, and foreign in the Hokkaido; much enthusiasm was shown

in the first meetings last Fail. The uniqueness of these meeting lay

in their inclusiveness so forming a marked chapter in the history of

Christian union in Japan. A secontl similar conference is to be held

from August li-19 this year.

One resolution of this Hokkaido conference deserves, on account of

its practical nature, to be quoted,—" In order to promote in all their

fulness the advantages of mission comity and economy, it was

resolved that the present distribution of work be accepted and that

henceforth no town or village of less than 5000 inhabitants already

occupied by one mission be entered by another without consulting

with the missionary already in charge."

Moreover a standing committee of reference on this and allied

subjects consisting of one resident member of each mission was

appointed.

3 Taikyo Dendo. This special evangelistic movement had its
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inception witli the Fuknin Domeikwai, but on request the Tokyo

Missionary Conference cooperated through a committee, and lience

it may he classed in so far as another result of tliat Conference.

For an account of Taikyo Dendo Methods in Tokyo, reference is here

made to Dr. Imbrie's account in last year's printed Council Report not

only because of its careful preparation but also because it was an

addition made after the last Council meeting and so not read here then.

This work and its result are characteristic of the past year. The

individual reports refer to it in many cases. A summary is rather

difficult here, nor is it perhaps desirable to attempt a complete

catalogue. The statistics ought to reveal pretty definite results after

deducting, say, tlie ordinary rate of increase. No doubt a great

many indiiect results on the church members in awakening them

to new life and consecration and especially in reclaiming back-

sliders and in putting into renewed activity various forms of church

life, cannot be catalogued by statistics. Renewed health and vigor in

the spiritual life is not directly accessible to mathematics. Besides

many inquirers have not gotten beyond the inquirer's stage though

some may be expected to do so yet in the near future. Such too the

statistical tables do not disclose. The statistics also come only to the

close of 1901, while quite an ingathering has been experienced during

the first half of 1902.

One general remark here: The reading of the individual reports

leaves the impression that the most definite results in Taikyo

Dendo have been attained in the Tokyo and Miyagi regions including

the Hokkaido. The statistics in percentage of additions do not

altogether confirm this. It is less clear though perhaps it may be

said that in these regions too, and especially in Tokyo the work has

been more actively and enthusiastically prosecuted with more attention

to details and more effort to secure definite results. For several

reasons this would naturally be so in the capital,—the higher organiza-

tion of the work, the abundance of Japanese workers, the presence of

mission schools which became such active centers of interest and

cooperation and in which the spirit of enthusiasm w^ore a deep and

healthy tone (the girls' schools deserve preeminent mention here),

the location here of the central office of the Taikyo Dendo, the

presence of j\Ir. INIott and Mr. Torrey whose systematic work (especially

that of the former) centered here first and foremost, though not
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confined altogether to Tokyo, and finally the marked spirit and volume

of united prayer.

The emphasis laid upon prayer not merely in theoiy but especially

in practice, and also upon iodividual work with inquirers cannot be

too highly valued as a prime essential in all such work.

The unity of all Christians has never received a stronger demonstra-

tion in this Empire. Before this united effort in Taikyo Dendo, all

denominationalism was made to pale (t. e. among Protestants). Perhaps

the strong attitude and lofty sentiment struck by the Tokyo Conference

on church unity fiud in this point legitimate fruit. It is significant

that special forward movements planned by individual churches, as

for example by our own, could not survive the grander union move-

ment, a fact lamented by individuals here and there indeed but neces-

sary to guarantee the real health of Taikyo Dendo.

As stated above, in our Synod misgivings were expressed as to the

policy of supporting the Fukuin Domei-kwai in its Taikyo Dendo, and

this mainly on two grounds. 1. Practical and historical : For neither

in its inception or constitution nor in its history up to 1900, did it

contemplate direct work like Taikyo Dendo. Practical success beyond

all other efforts ought effectually to answer this criticism. 2. Doctrinal :

Was its doctrinal position secure enough to demand implicit confidence

and cooperation, and could it definitely slough off all tendencies

dangerous to a truly evangelical and so to a thoroughly spiritual life?

Did it not in its catholic and irenical spirit open the doors to workors

and even leaders who were either not clear or even negative on salient

Christian doctrines, even fundamental ones like our Lord's divinity, the

resurrection, the atonement; and would not such looseness in the end

vitiate much of its work and in fact work destructively as radicalism

inevitably tends to do?

Hence the late meeting of the Fukuin Domeikwai was necessarily a

critical one, marking an epoch in its history. For it could not hut

betray the presence of two tendencies together with a mediating

party,— this last too exceedingly well meaning no doubt but dangerous

because its very irenic and evangelistic spirit gave it respectability.

It wanted life not doctrine not remembering the vital dependence of

healthy enduring life upon doctrine.

The result is clear. A distinctively evangelical (or if you please,

orthodox) attitude was struck and that too without alienatingany but the
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radically negative element, an element whose destructive tendencies

have been all too evident the last decade,—destructive not only to peace

and to evangelical doctrine but to the spiritual life itself. Significant and

startling facts might be rehearsed in proof here if necessary. One report

received on tliis question says: " The interest in the movement (Taikyo

Dendo) has been materially increased by the action of the Evangelical

Alliance taken at its meeting in April. The Alliance had been so closely

identified with the union eflbrt that in the minds of many it was held

responsible for the fact that Unitarians were permitted to take part in

it. For this reason the Alliance was asked to disclose its position

regarding the deity of Christ, and upon the answer depended the fur-

ther confidence of many in the organization as an agency for conducting

evangelistic work. It was largely due to our Japanese brethren of the

Church of Christ in Japan that this demand for a clear statement of

belief was made. Happily the reply of the Alliance was conclusive on

the side of orthodoxy and established the fact that notwithstanding the

controversy which has been carried on in the religious press and in

pulpit and platform addresses throughout the winter,—perhaps in some

measure on account of the controversy,—the great majority of Chris-

tian believers are sound on this cardinal doctrine of our faith. It is

not unlikely that as a further outcome of influence, laigely Presby-

terian, the Alliance will be so reconstructed in the near future that it

will come to serve as a means for effecting a measure of church federa-

tion, possibly something more than that, in the direction of union.

Tills would be a natural result of the union in spirit and effort

that has characterized the Forward Movement to so remarkable an

extent." The resolution passed by the Evangelical Alliance is to the

effect that "by those holding evangelical principles we mean those

who regard the Bible as the perfect rule both for our faith and prac-

tice, and believe that our Lord Jesus Christ, who came down to this

world for men and for their salvation, is God." (Japan Evangelist,

May, 1902, p. 170).

Without aspiring to be a prophet, one may yet indulge the hope

that this decisive step will prove regulative of Christianity's future in

Japan, that the high water of radicalism has passed and that though

its wreckage of the faith of not a few who once aspired to leadeiship

and seemingly legitimately, is to be deplored, yet it has served to

disclose the Eock of Ages the more effectually on whom the Church
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is and will remain fonnded for lime and eternity. Siicli a rock

can alone be God. " Upon tliis rock will I build my clnircli and the

gates of hell shall not prevail againt it." " And other foundation can

no man lay than that is laid, which is Christ Jesus."

The postponement of the revision of its constitution to a year hence

will no doubt arouse the elements once more and the battle of the

faith may have to be fought over again. However the gain thu>far

is an earnest, a guarantee and bulwark that can not be easily assailed,

still less easily overcome. Certainly church union and intei denomi-

national fraternity can be secured on no other ground than the

unequivocal affirmation of Ciirist's deity.

Dr. Imbrie:—" During tlie month of April the annual meeting of

the Fukuui Domei Kimi was held in the City of Tokyo. The Fukuin

Domei Kivai, or Fvangelical Alliance as it is commonly spoken of in Eng-

lish, is an organization that has hitherto permitted in its membership

very much greater latitude of religious belief than that expressed in tlie

articles of the body generally known by the English name. Until

comparatively recently however perhaps all or nearly all of its members

could fairly be regarded as evangelical in the scn^e in which that word

is used in the title Evangelical Alliance. But for some time that had

ceased to be the case. The organization has included also an element

that with all sincerity it may be, but none the less with great danger

to the cause of Christianity in Japan has actively propagated by

both voice and pen a form of belief that has for its foundation a

subtle but no less real denial that Jesus Christ was God manifest

in the flesh ; a form of belief particularly plausible to men with

Confucianism in their blood.

How long under ordinary circumstances things would have been

allowed to drift along in this May one cannot say ; but last year when

the Taikyo Dendo, or Forward Movement as it is called, was organized

under the general direction of the Alliance very soon friction developed.

For while most of those active in the movement were evangelical,

there were a number who clearly were not evangelical but who
as being members in good and regular standing saw no valid reason

why they also should not take part as speakers. This condition

of affairs brought on a number of differences more or less sharp; not-

ably in one district of Tokyo.

From the beginning a number of the Japanese ministers insisted
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tliat under such circnnistances the Alliance was not a proper body to

have the general direction of aftliirs; and at the meeting of the

Synod of the Church of Christ in Japan {Dalkwai) the question

was raised. The Synod however took the position that the particular

work then carried on would end with the year; that for it to take any

action that could be construed as adverse to the Forward Movement

would be sure to be misunderstood ; and that the best plan was

to wait urtil the meeting of the Alliance in the spring and then

seek to obtain a clear declaration of its principles. A few days before

the meeting of the Alliance, at the stated meeting of the Presbytery

of Tokyo the whole subject was carefully considered and it was

agreed to support the plan advocated at Synod.

The precise point at issue was whether the Alliance should proclaim

itself clearly regarding Cln-ist and the Scriptures; and there were

of course two parties. On the side favoring such a proclamation the

members of the Synod, with the exception of one minister and one

elder, were a unit. With them stood most of the Methodists and

Baptists, and also a number of individuals from other churches.

Those in opposition were made up of two groups : Those who were

themselves the advocates of unevangelical dogmas, and those who

were unwilling to take any action that would exclude such from

membership in the Alliance.

The question came up in the form of an amendment to the Constitu-

tion presented by what is known as the Central Committee. Accord-

ing to that amendment the purpose of the Alliance was to be the

"promotion of closer fellowship among all churches holding principles

commonly called evangelical ; the formation of plans for united work
;

and the making known to society the spirit of Christianity." So there

was added a note defining who were meant by " those holding evangel-

ical principles." They were there described as "those who accept

the Scriptures as a perfect rule of faith and conduct; and who believe

that our Lord Jesus Christ, who for us men and for our salvation came

down to earth, is God."

The discussion which followed was not theological but practical: i.e.

the question debated was not the character of the Scriptures or tlie

nature of Christ, but simply the advisability of amending the Con-

stitution in the way proposed; though of course it was the theological

questions involved, that gave to the discussion its deep interest and
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importance. When the vote was taken it was found to be eighty-one to

forty-four in favor of the amendment; but as an amendment to the

Constitution requires a majority of two-tliirds tlie proposed amend-

ment was lost.

But the majority in favor of the amendment was a very large one

and was not willing to let the matter rest without some action that

would express its mind. Therefore at the afternoon session the

matter was brought forward or.ce more though in a different form. A
resolution was introduced, not as an amendment to tlie Constitution

but simply as the action of the body, declaring that no one should be

eligible to membership who denied the divinity of Christ. This

resolution, after some discussion, was nearly or quite unanimously

referred to a special committee to consider and report upon.

The next day was Sunday and on Monday morning the committee

presented its report. After setting forth the necessity of making

a public declaration regarding the position of the Alliance, owing to

tlie fact that calls for such a declaration had come to the Central Com-

mit tee from various quarters, and that if no such declaration were

made the relation of the organization to the Forward Movement

could not continue as before, the commitee recommended that a

resolution be adopted, not as an amendment to the Constitution but

simply as the action of the body, declaring the position of the Alliance

to be evangelical, and defining evangelical as including the acceptance

of the Scriptures as a perfect rule of faith and conduct," and "the

belief that our Lord Jesus Christ, who for us men and for our salvation

came down to earth, is God."

There were present on Monday a much larger number than on

Saturday; both parties recognizing the importance of the point at

issue. As the question had already been fully considered, it was de-

cided b}'^ a large majority to take the vote without further dis-

cussion. The result was that one hundred and eighteen out of an

attendance of one hundred and sixty-six voted in favor of the recom-

mendation of the committee. The question of the revision of the

Constitution was referred to a committee of ten to report to the next

annual meeting. Of these ten three are missionaries ; a large proportion

and an evident proof of kindly confidence on the part of the committee

on nominations which was composed exclusively of Japanese members

of the Alliance.
'
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Some it may be will ask, Why should so large a place in the Annual

Report of the Council be given to the meeting of the Alliance? For

two reasons. The action of the Alliance was a declaration on the part

of a large number of representative men that a deep and not a shallow

Ciiristology is of vital importance to Christian faith and life; and

among those representative men tlie ministers and elders of the Church

of Christ in Japan were among the foremost."

The decision to continue Taikyo Dendo as before till the next

year's conference, therefore calls for enthusiastic approval all over the

Empire and under God's blessing the motto "—Our Land for

Christ,"—will advance a stage nearer fulfilment during the coming

year.

Mr. Mott's work last fall was of unusual importance. The Na-

tional Conferenca of representative Y. M. C. A. workers was carefully

planned and executed, including 11 Presidents of Christian schools,

80 delegates from 35 student and city Y. M. C. A's., 12 leading pastors

and editors, &c. For four days these workers under Mr. Mott's lead

conferred on the work with special reference to the evangelization of

students during this high tide of opportunity. Direct evangelistic

meetings followed in seven cities of the Empire giving a net result

of 146-1 inqiiirers with purpose to become "pupils of Christ,"—students

among these numbering over 1000 and including 120 medical students,

a class proverbially hard to reach and in Japan even moi'e so. Mr.

Mott also delivered addresses in government High Schools on the

influence of Christianity among the students of the world, and is the

first distinctively religious worker invited as such to speak inside the

Tokyo University. Careful plans for conserving and extending this

work so cordially in harmony with Taikyo Dendo were laid under

Y. M. C. A. auspices, (Japan Evangelist, November, 1901).

In a complete record of religious work for the year, Dr. Torrey's

visit and labors in Tokyo, Sendai, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe, Yama-

guchi, Saga and Nagasaki, with many deciding for Christ, would

require notice. His view of the work is cheering,
—

*' This land is ripe

for a great harvest. I wish T could help for a year with the brethren."

Coming back now to the Forward Movement, an idea of its extent

is given by the following figures for 1901 (as estimated), (Taikyo

Dendo, January, 1902) (.Japan Evangelist, February, 1902) (Tidings

from Japan, February, 1902).
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Provinces readied 42
*

Denominations taking part 22

Cliurches 376

"Workers (native and foreign) 536

Handbills and posters distributed 2,004,250

Tracts and liymns G98,G50

Contribntions (ijen) 10,742.82

* Inquirers (including converts) 15,440

Baptisms 1,181

Attendants upon services 350,275

(Recent results in 1902 thus far it may be possible to tabulate later).

Some points to be noted about this revival are as follows :

1 It has been carried on in the cliurches by church members.

That of nineteen years ngo was in laige halls.

2 The workers include men and women who stand high in society,

several members of parliament, judges and other officials, many

students, prominent merchants, &c.

3 At no time did enthusiasm exceed the bounds of decorum.

Fanaticism is absent, and even opponents have created no unseeming

disturbances. It has been consequently called a Presbyterian revival.

4 Street preaching has been approved and even facilitated by the

police.

5 Great and many meetings, people packing the churches night

after night as never btfore.

Widespread knowledge of Christian fundamentals so as to

ensure intelligent attention and earnestness among inquirers.

7 Though evider.tly God's Spirit is working in tliese meetings

they ccme as a fruitage fiom n:any years of faithful and prayerful

labors of Japanese and foieign workers. (Japan Evangelist, July

1901) (Tidings from Japan, June, 193J).

8 Ti.e evident dependence on the Holy Spirit as manifested in

tbe volume of prayer has already been referred to.

9 Japanese initiative and leadership, also personal work, generally

* It must of course be carefully remembered that by inquireis are
meant not necessarily prospective Christians but only such as profess
a desire to know more. The sad fnct too must be sta'ted that a small
percentage of those wlio gave their names and addre.s.scs, thought only
to play a practical joke by giving false addresses.
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a heavy ''cross" to Japanese, they giving iinstintedly of their tune,

energy and even means.

10 Tlie evangelical, personal, direct natnre of the preaching,—not

merely ethics or apologetics or Christian civilization,—but the cross

and its meaning, " Christ and him crucified." " It has given fresh

evidence tliat the truths best worth preaching are those that are

distinctively Christian."—(/»i/>m).

11 Its careful organization and wide extension,—Kyushu and the

furthest limits of Hokkaido, cities and backwoods reached almost

equally, and all classes; aimed at.

12 In many cases converts who had heard for years, were now

in this rising wave brought to decision.

13 An interesting fact is found in the finances. The original

program for 1901 contemplated the raising of 5000 7jen; the amount

actually raised for 1901 was 10, 472. 821.

11 Even Buddhists waked up and followed with similar forward

movements, famous priests arranging for special preaching services,

marching the streets, visiting stores and houses. Such testimony from

antagonists can be depended upon. Many priests attended these

meetings and some are evidently impressed.

15 The work of and for children needs special mention. "Also

the movement among the young men is unprecedented."

—

{Alexander).

16 For specially interesting conversions reference is made to the

Works of God, (Kami no Miwaza) and a second series of similar

incidents more recently published. Tiie first series appeared in

Englisii and many thousands have been sold abroad. Dr. Haworth

has been specially instrumental in spreading these in America and in

lecturing there on the movement in general.

17 "At home (United States, England, etc.) the Taikyo Dendo

has greatly revived the interest of Christian people in the evange-

lization of Japan and has supplied new couiage for the evangelization

of the world"— {Tinbrie).

18 All means a heavy burden upon pastors for which they need

our prayers. To follow up, conserve, deepen and extend the results

is all-important. Mrs. Pierson's paper on this subject in the Japan

Evangelist of April and May, 1901, deserves special mention. Y.

P. S. C. E. should find a grand field of work and rich harvests;

Sunday. Schools too.
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19 The Chnrcli has learned great lessons. Especially it "needs to

realize more fully that it can undertake great things for God and

expect great things from Him."

—

{Hail).

20 "Its (Taikyo Dendo) most valuable results are the new con-

secration of pastors and Christians, the new sense of the power of tiie

simple Gospel, and the new assurance of victory."— (iS'. L. Gxdick).

Already a grand protracted effort during the coming National

Exposition to be held iu Osaka in 1903 is planned and well under way.

As planned for, the campaign Avas reopened in late spring of this

year. Very good results have already been attained in Tokyo and

Yokohama, and probably elsewhere. Several leaders in the work

have given it as their conviction that a better, more staid and

promising class is being reached in the inquiry rooms this year*

While there is perhaps less sensation, the novelty liaving worn

oft) still we may look for perhaps even greater accessions to the

churches this year. Several churches in Tokyo have had over a

hundred inquirers each as the result of special meetings. In

Yokohama the work has taken on a more promising phase even than

last year, especially in the reclamation of members long lost to the

church who are having their faith and life greatly requickened. This

is a phase of the work tliat is very encouraging and calls for joyful

recognition and strong emphasis.

4 The Japan Sabbath Alliance is still a fourth result of the Tokyo

Missionary Conference. Its constitution has been formulated (see

Japan Evangelist, June, 1901) and special eflbrts are to be made, to

launch it in October. One of our reports says, " Can not some practical

aggressive work be done on this line? Surely we cannot hope for God's

blessing while his laws are being so generally disregarded." In this

Sabbath Alliance our Church ought to show special enthusiasm. Can-

not our Council give efficient aid and encouragement to tliis Alliance?

The work of the Alliance will prove a Sisyphean toil unless missionaries,

pastors and churches enthusiastically cooperate. The July Japan

Evangelist has a call for su})port from Cliristians,—membership fees

25 sen a year.

The angel of death has been in our midst laying his hand upon the

lielpmeet of one of our oldest colaborers. Heartfelt sympathies of the

Council go out to Dr. Stout in his great bereavement.

Of those whom ill health has obliged to return from Japan, Dr.
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Alexander easily heads the list; this is not the ))lace hoAvever to

form an estimate of the man or of his work, the less so as he really is

not taken either out of mission work or out of contact with Japan ;
his

work in Honolulu so far gives very cheering reports. Still he is

greatly missed especially as founder and father of our "West Japan

Presbyterian Mission. The Kyoto report makes this clear.

This same Mission has also cause to regret the departure of Mr. and

Mrs. Doughty, owing to the precarious state of Mrs. Doughty's health.

Miss Glenn and at latest accounts Miss Shaw are still others of this

same Mission *who after a determined struggle not to succumb have to

yield, at least for the time, and return to America.

Miss "Wimbish too finds herself compelled to relinquish an earnest,

self-sacrificing and fruitful work in order to find physical restoraticn

elsewhere. Mr. and Mrs. Hudson too have felt obliged to return home.

To these and others perhaps similarly threatened, the Council and

indeed the Church of Christ in Japan owes a debt of sympatliy, and an

appropriate acknowledgment might go far to soothe pains, trials and

regrets at being obliged to lay down a service which when undertaken

was hoped to be a life privilege.

The church building record of the year calls for note here. If every

year should see a similar number built, there would be a good supply

in a short time. That some of them depended on their own resources,

at least in good part, is also an evidence of progress in the right

direction. Herewith a list of those built or at least planned to be

built soon

:

A. Erected :

—

B. In rRosrECT :

—

Tokyo, Nagoya.

Daimachi. Toyohashi.

T.sunohazu. JMeiji Gakuin, Tukyo.

Mcguro. Ichibancho, Tokyo,

Kyoto. Takamatsu.f

* Another lady of this Mission Miss JSivling in becoming Mrs.
^Fadeley, is lost to this Mission but fortunately adds her labors to a
sister denomination.

t Our present meeting place is too crowded ; so plans have been
initiated for the erection of a suitable place of worship. A good lot has
recently been bought and paid for, but this leaves us witli very little

money on hand for building. For tliis purpose the Christians have
given about §250.00 (yen) during the past year.

—

{Buchanan).
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Kiriu.

Okazaki.

Asahigawa,—also a parsonage.

Seto.

Sendai (perhaps the pleasantest church building in Japan).

Dr. Schneder writes:—In Sendai a large new church building was

dedicated in October of last year. The building has helped to call

attention to Christianity. Thirty-one persons have been baptized in

the church since its dedication and there are many new inquirers. A
good beginning has been made with the merchant class. The officials

and other prominent people of Sendai city are friendly to the Chris-

tian cause. Last year many of the leading ladies of the city helped

Mrs. Schneder in an enterprise to raise money for a church fence.

Mr. Myers writes thus :—As reported last year we have a new

church building in Tokushima; and our advice to all who have dark

inconvenient Kogisho's is,—Build as soon as you can. Put your

woman's society to work, and tell all your friends about it. Then, if

your ideas are not too big, it is astonishing how soon you will have

enough. A comfortable convenient building is certainly a great help

to the work in Japan as well as in America.

Mr. Price writes:—The increasing cost of land and building

material makes the question of building suitable churches without

giving them to the Japanese Christians and thus injuring the cause of

selfsupport, a difficult one. Yet the need of proper buildings is be-

coming greater every year. Til craising of building and loan funds to

be loaned to weak churches without interest for a fixed term of years

seems a possible solution of the question. Buildings we must have but

how can we get them ?
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EDUCATIONAL WORK

A. Theological Schools.

Meiji Gakuin. Dr. Imbrie:— " The v/ork of the Theological Depart-

ment of the Meiji Gakuin has gone on during the past year smoothly and

without interruption ; the relations between the teachers and the stu-

dents have been most cordial ; and it is hoped that good has been done.

The new students number eight ; the largest accession in a single

year for a considerable time. It is believe that this is the result of

improved conditions in the Church ; and that it is to be regarded as

good reason for encouragement. The entire number of students now

in attendance is thirteen.

Mr. Ibuka, in addition to the performance of his many duties

connected with the Meiji Gakuin and the Church, found or made time

to be one of the lecturers at the summer school for students both last

summer and this and also for two evangelistic tours—one on the West

coast and one in the Hokkaido. Mr. Kashiwai, (an instructor in the

school), has made a translation of Nicoll's Tlie Incarnate Saviour which

lias been published, and which has won praise for its excellence. He

has also been working on a life of Druramond and planning for one of

Bunyan. Mr. Kuwada, who graduated in the spring, is still stationed

at Mito, where he works in connection with the Board of Home

Missions of the Church, and where he is well reported of.

But the event for which the year will especially be remembered is

the active participation of the Southern Presbyterians in the work of

the school. The mission of that Church is represented by the Kev. S.

P. Fulton who removed to Tokyo in November to the great pleasure

of all. Since then he has done his full share of work in the school,

and has been in constant demand for the exercise of his gifts among

the churches.
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It remains only to express the liope tliat the day may not be far

distant when the Mission of tlie Reformed Church will once more be

represented among the teachers in the school, a hope that may be

realized in Mr. Oltmans' coming after his return from furlough.

Besides taking part in the instruction of the students for the future

ministry of the Church, fcuch a one will find a wide field for evangelis-

tic work in Tokyo and the surrounding country."

Statistics :

Students 13

Graduates » 2

Teachers :

Foreigners 2

Japanese 3

The ToHOKU Gakuin, {Sendai 21ieo. Dep.) reports 11 theological

students, 7 of whom were graduated at the close of the school year. All

graduated, (one a member of the Kuniiai Church) are already engaged

in direct evangelistic work.

Statistics :

Students 11

Graduates 7

Teachers :

Foreigners 3?

Japanese 5?

The Nagasaki Theological Department is reported as suspended.

There is one subject strongly emphasized by a number of reports,

viz. the lack of Japanese evangelists. Mr. Peeke: " We have not the

force to do anything for them " (the rural classes).

Mr. Pieters:—(At the close of liis report), " Furtlier than this I do

not know that I have anything to say unless it be to reaffirm the necessity

of our laboring actively and earnestly in prayer and doctrine that

young men may be led to devote themselves to the ministry. The

other day 1 was talking with a minister of the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai

on the matter of getting two bright young men in the Koto Gakko
here to become preachers. He said with an incredulous smile:

'There is no hope of that. Those fellows are tco bright, their

prospects of success in life are too good to expect them to do such a
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tiling.' I am afraid tliis spirit prevails only too largely. It is time

for us to make this a special object of prayer and endeavor."

Mr. Oltmans:—" Wliat stares us in the face at present and fills

us more or less with fear is the serious depletion and consequent

inadequacy of the number of our Japanese evangelists. In our field

we can only supply two of our outstations with a resident evange-

list and the prospects are a decrease in number without any can-

didates in theological training,—this at a time when so many gospel

doors stand wide open seems specially regrettable. As a Council

of Missions we should bear this matter seriously on our hearts and

also see if there is not something we can and ought to do in tlie

way of devising means for supplying this serious defect."

Mr. Price:—"After a busy year (one of the) three things most

needed seems to be more workers in the harvest field. I should

like to see some plan proposed by which worthy Japanese wishing to

enter the ministry could do so even though their knowledge of

English be very limited."

Mr. W. C. Buchanan:—Speaking of the few workers for Sanuki,

continues,—" No doubt a dearth of workers is experienced elsewhere,

but we sincerely hope that there are no other places as badly oft in this

respect as Sanuki. It may not be out of place to mention just

here that several of our best men have felt the great call for more

workers and their obligations toward Christ to heed that call. But

the requirement for English in the Theological Department of

the Meiji Gakuin efiTectually bars the doors of that institution to them

and will possibly keep them forever out of the ministry. Let me

venture the hope that the day in not far distant when the Missions

controlling the Meiji Gakuin will establish a theological curriculum in

the vernacular and thus give practical expression to the belief tliat

d(>u})tless lies it the heart of every missionary,—that a man who

knows nothing whatever of English, may be called to preach the

gospel."

Mr. S. p. Fulton:—"On account of the lack of workers the

country places have been more or less abandoned."

Mr. Ayres :
—

" We have been short of helpers. We had money for

one more last year than we had men and have now two organized

churches without regular preaching and another church where the
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preacher is not at all sufliclcnt for tlic importance of the phice. We
are anxiously looking for a man or two."

Mr. Ballagh:— '' O, for hundred f(dd more laborers and for a vast

increase of faith in tlie isroclamation of the gospel !

"

Dr. Thompson:—"From lack of qualified preachers and the means

to support them in their work, (a number of) places have all been

left to take care of tliemsflves."

Mr. Miller, H. K.:--"We are confronted with difficulties in

manning our work."

Thus we have the cry for helpers in the great harvest field

from South to Korth. Surely while in this year of the Forward

Movement we lift up our eyes and look on the fields and see them

already white to harvest, we ought, since laborers are so few, to heed

Jesus' call, " Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest that he

thrust forth laborers into his harvest."

Amid all this plaint we have one voice of hope from the far

North: "There are four new candidates for the ministry in our

field, two in the Mombetsu region and two in Asahigawa."

Ought not all our educational and evangelistic \yorkers to make

very special efforts to bring this great theme prominently in all

its dimensions before these for whom they labor? and ought we

not to interest the Japanese ministry in this theme?

B. Bible Women's Schools.

Seisho Gakkwax, Tokyo, Pkesbyteuian (north).

Statistic^ :

Pupils 15

Graduates ^

Teachers :

Foreigners 2

Japanese . . '.

'-^

jSIrs. INIacNair, who has complete charge in the absence of

Miss West in the United States this year, reports as follows :—
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"The Training School for Bible- women lias passetl anotlier satis-

factory year of work. Fifteen students have been in attendance

and two liave been graduated. We regiet to report the loss of

one student by death from quick consumption in one of the city

hospitals. Slie passed away quietly after tliree weeks of extreme

weekness, during which her faith never wavered.

Four Bible-women have been employed, one in the town of

Kisarazu in Kazusa, one in hospital and general work in Tokyo,

anotlier in connection witli one of the largest of the city churches, and

a fourtli since the autumn of hist year in Sliinagawa.

In this department of our work death has also entered and claimed

one of our most faithful workers. In August of last year Mrs.

Oka, after several weeks of illness in her home in the Shinagawa

school building, was taken to the University hospital where she

died in a few liours. Slie was one of whom it may truly be said •

"faithful unto death," and we may confidently believe that the crown

of life is lier reward."

WoMANS Union Mission, 212 Bluff Yokohama.

Pupils in training 2G

Bible Women in the work . . . . 3G

Miss Crosby:—"The record of the year in the evangelistic depart-

ment of our work has been an encouraging one. The corps of Bible

readers numbers sixty-two, comprising women of various ages. Of

these twenty-six of the younger members are still in the training

school, pursuing the regular four years' course of study. Some of the

others are engaged in daily house-to-house visitation in Yokohama and

vicinity, or in the out-stations, -while others, living in their homes,

do the same work in their own villages. Interesting reports come

in from time to time from tliese workers, and there have been a

number of conversions and baptisms.

During the past few months the work at an outstation in Boshiu

lias been especially encouraging. The people gather in large

numbers eager to hear the truth, several have received baptism,

and there are many earnest inquirers. There is also a crowded

Sunday School conducted by the two faithful Bible women who

have been stationed there during the winter. We are praying that
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many souls may be gathered in from this field which seems to be

" white ah-eady to harvest."

One memorable event of the year was the visit of our Secretary,

Miss Doremus, who was with us in April. No officer of our Society

since its organization in 1860, has ever before visited its work in

the East. The coming of Miss Doremus, was therefore an occurrence

of no small moment to us, as well as to all our stations in India

and China. Her visit was a great stimulus and inspiration to us all,

our only regret being that it was so very short.

Acknowledging with sincere gratitude the many blessings of the

past, we are entering upon the new year with fresh hope and courage,

humbly depending upon our Heavenly Father to grant us all needed

grace and strength for its duties as tliey come to us day by day."

Both Ferris Seminary and Sturges Seminary have departments for

training Bible women, but the numbers in attendance are as yet

very small. Miyagi Jogakko also trains Bible women.

B. Bible Schools for Evangelists.

Mr. Oltmans to whom we have been looking for the Saga Bible

School's doings reports that this year it was postponed till the coming

autumn, when the Epistle to the Romans is to be the special theme.

The Hokkaido Conference approaches this line of work. It is

to be held this August again.

At Nagaoka a session of a like nature was held under the auspices

of the German Reformed Mission.

Workers' conferences have been held in connection with the Synod,

also in Sendai and other places.

C. Boys Boarding Schools. •

Meiji Gakuin Academic Department.

The year has been more than usually prosperous. The number enroll-

ed in September, reached 170, while in April of this year it reached

nearly 200; still a number owing to irregular attendance and other

reasons have dropped from the roll so that about 170 represented the

attendance in June. Many applications for the highest class were re-
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fused during the year partly because of the size of the class and partly

because students coming only for a few months to get a diploma are

in the main an undesirable element, and moreover very little influence

of a Christian order can be exercised in so short a time over such

material. A few students are in the advanced course; an effort is made

to develop this course, especially as special privileges for this course

too have been received from the government. To gain this end the

course had to be extended to 3 years. No doubt, especially if the

privileges in the ordinary course be fully recovered again, this course

too will fill up in time, especially when the Normal School privileges

too are fully obtained.

The work goes an steadily. Religiously the school has been greatly

blessed. A year ago more than 40 expressed their desire to become

Christians; 32 of these were then received into Church membership.

We may attribute this partly no doubt to daily religious instruction

in the course and to the general religious atmosphere of the institution.

During Mr. Mott's work in October, 9 more declared for Clirist while

since then several more have been actively interested. These with

others are afforded regular instruction in experimental religion by

Pres. Ihuka outside of the course so as to get clearer idea? on the

essentials of Christianity. Attendance at prayer meetings and Sunday

services has also increased. In all directions there is a hopeful atmos-

pheie. Plans are in progress for the building of a new Chapel with

fiinds realized from a building donated by a member of this Council.

A large proportion of the teachers are Christian, and as rapidly as

qualified Christian teachers can be secured they are accepted for

vacancies.

Statistics :

Foreign teachers 2

Japanese „ 10

Pupils ........ 170

Graduates ....... 27

Converts 45

Christians 80

ToHOKU Gakuin, Sendai.

Dii. SciiNEDER writes :—" The Tohoku Gakuin has had a fairly

prosperous year. The average number of students during the year
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ending willi March was 120. The number kiptized during the year

was 29, a result which was liastened by the visit of Mr. John R.

Mott hist fall. The number of Cliristians at the end of the school

year was 51 out of a total of 104. Besides Bible study in the school,

there is a weekly prayer-meeting in llie dormitories, one Bible class on

Saturday evening and another on Sunday morning, in addition to the

church services, all of which are well attended by the students. At

the end of the school year there were four graduates from the general

course. Last January tlie school obtained the recognition which

gives it postponement of military conscription. Tins has had the

effect of largely increasing the number of applicants at the beginning

of the new terra, 184 students applying for entrance this spring, of whom
owing to want of room only 75 could be admitted. Four missionaries

give part of their time to the school."

Mr. Noss adds:—" Dr. Schneder's administration of Tohoku Gakuin,

aided by Dv. Sasao and Professor Kajiwara, has been a great

success. He had many misgivings about taking Mr. Osliikawa's place

as president of tlie school, but he is unquestionably the best man for

the place and our Japanese brethren have the grace to recognize the

fact. Tiie school is in better condition than it has been for years^

The attendance at chapel and the demeanor of the students there is

especially gratifying."

Statistics :

Pupils 129

Christians 51

Converts 29

Teachers :

Foreigners 4

Japanese 13

Steele College, Nagasaki.

Statistics :

Pupils 100

Teachers:

Foreign 2

Japanese 10

Dr. Stout:—"I wish I had something interesting to tell you about

the school, but domo I have not. Tliis is not because conditions have been
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unfavorable or lliat no results have been nccomplished, liut because

everything has gone on in tlic even tenor of its \vay, there having been

not even a semblance of a disturbance nor any remarkable develop-

ments, and because I am lacking in the imagination requisite to the

working out of an iuteresting report under such circumstances. Even

Taikyo Dendo, in Avhich the Y. M. C. A. members took an active part,

and the visits of Mr. Mott and Dr. Torrey, whose addresses were well

received and whose appeals met with considerable response, seem to

liave made little or no permanent impression. However, I am happy

to say that there has never been a more healthy moral tone in the

institution, nor a more general and interested attendance upon the

ordinary means of grace, both in the school and in the church, than has

prevailed for a considerable tinie and still continues. From this it

seems to me there is reason to hope that tliere are influences at work

that are bound to tell in happy results, perhaps in tlie near future."

D. GlIiLS BOARDIKG SCHOOLS.

Ferkis Sfminaey.

Mr, Booth:—"Ferris Seminary, was established in 1875, by the

Board of Foreign ]\Iis^ions of the Eeformed Church in America.

It has three departments. Tl.e prci)aratory of three years: the

grammar depaitment of four years: and the Bible course of two

years. The pupils are given daily instruction in the Bible in all the

departments, daily systematic physical exercise under a competent

teacher, instruction in sewing twice each week, flower-arrangement.

chanoyu and etiquette to those who desire these accomplishments,

instruction in vocal music, lessens on the organ to those who have the

Bible course in view, and to others who pay the fees charged for

them, also piano lessons to those who desire and pay for them.

The studies of the preparatory department are chiefly Jap;inese

language, reading and writing, geography, arithmetic, with one

exercise a day in colloquial English,

The studies of the grammar c( ur&e are chiefly a drill in the Japan-

ese and English languages, universal geogra{)hy, arithmetic, history,

elementary physics, botany, physiology, and free hand drawing. Tiie

Bible course consists of sacred history, introduction to the books of the
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Old and New Testaments, sacred geograpliy, biographical study of the

cliief characters in the Old and New Testaments, 'the coming Messiah

(a) in type, (b) in predictions, (c) in tlie Advent, God's revelation of

Himself to man, or God seeking to make Himself known to man, and

man's relation to God in worship, Avith practical stndies in God's

methods in training workers.

One pnpil has completed this course and is giving excellent satisfac-

tion as a Christian worker.

For about eight years the school had a higher department, which

was practically a normal course, as we were able, by means of it, to

train our own teachers. But six years ago, through a misapprehension

arising, perhaps from a fear that the education afforded was relatively

too high, this course was discontinued. That unfortunate step has

been marked by two disastrous consequences- One is that we no

longer have the class of Christian teachers we formerly had. There

being no graduates from th.e higher course, we are obliged to get what

teachers we can. Christian teachers are difficult to find, and we must

pay from twenty-five to fifty yen a month instead of from fifteen to

thirty. The other is that pupils prefer to enter a school having'a

higher course, and either pass us by, or if they come, many, finding

that the higher course is not likely to materialize, leave us after a

year or two, and enter some other school wdiere there is a higher

course. It is my conviction that mission schools must pay more

attention to their methods, ar.d not only provide facilities to do better

quality of work, than some of them are doing, but must also a! tain a

higher grade than that of the present grade of the Ferris Seminary,

or they will forfeit the patronpge of the self-respecting and self-

supporting Japanese.

To illustrate what I mean, 1 can do no better than refer to facts in

relation to the class entering year before last. It numbered eighteen;

at the close of the first year it was augmented by four other pupils

entering it from the preparatory department, two of whom were on

scholarships, two other members of the class being iilready on scholar-

ships, making four assisted pupils ; this made 22 at the beginning of

the second year. At the close of the second year it numbered fifteen.

It now numbers at the beginning of the third year four pupils, ail of

whom are on scholarships, which means that they have free tuition

and beard.
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This means simply that we are adjudged competent to do a year or

two of drill-work in the beginning of the acquisition of the Englisli

language, but for the rest, they will have none of it, unless tlicre are

better inducements ofiered.

The teachers are Rev. and Mrs. Booth in cliarge, Miss A. de F.

Thompson, who returned from America in September, Miss Julia

Moulton, IVIiss Harriet J. WyckofF, who taught in the school in the

early part of the year, and in January and February during Miss

Thompson's illness, six Japanese teachers, a matron, and three others who

taught special branches. Miss Wyckofi' is to give her time hereafter

to the Bible course pupils. There were ninety-six enrolled during

the year in all departments, distributed as follows:

—

Bible course 3

Grammar course 68

Preparatory 25

Total 96

At present there are eighty-two as follows:

—

Bible course 2

Grammar course 62

Preparatory 18

Total 82

One less than was reported a year ago.

There were, four graduates, one from the Bible course and three

from the grammar department.

Fifty-tlsree are Christians. Ten were baptized during tlie year, one

more confessed her faith, having been baptized in childhood, one other

is a candidate for baptism.

The Christian pupils took a deep and intelligent interest in Taikyo

Dendo. Some of them sang at the church door to attract the attention

of passers-by, others stood at the gate, and invited people in.

Concluding this report of the school, I would like to remark that the

conditions in this country, and the opportunities for succesful work for

mission girls schools were never better, but the schools are unable to

meet the conditions or to enbrace the opportunities ofTered; because of

their inadequate equipment, and obsolete methods, non-Christian schools

are out-stripping us. And the young womanhood of Jnpnn is con-
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seqnently being filled with the " husks" of intellectualism. Here is a

fact that may very materially retard the evangelization of Japan.

Would it not, therefore, be good policy for the Council to make suitable

representations to the responsible parties and urge upon them the

necessity of doing something to make our girls schools more effective.

Tlie tentative measures of pioneer days are now useless. Why should

we continue sentimental in this branch of the work, when the conditions

demand our meeting them intelligently, conscientiously, and enthusi-

astically."

AVomak's Union ]Mr?siON, 212 Bluff Yokohama.

Statistics :

Pupils 63

Graduates 5

Christians . • 37

United with churcli during the year . . 15

Foreign teachers 3 ?

Japanese teachers 11

MissChosby:—"In many respects the past year has been one of

marked blessing to our school. There has been a gradual increase in

the number of pupils, and the corps of missionaries has been happily

reinforced by the arrival early in the winter, of Miss Clara D.

Loomis. Several improvements in text-books and methods of instruc-

tion have been introduced, and more attention has been given to

physical culture.

There is daily Bible work in all the classes. Some of Dr. Torrey's

excellent books, such as the " Doctrine of Man," the " Doctrine of the

Ploly Spirit," &c. have furnished pleasant and profitable helps in

the Scripture lessons of the Seniors. The Juniors have been studying

tlie Old Testament and are now intensely interested in Isaiah

read in the light of history. A carefully planned course in the

Gospels has been arranged for the lower classes and the pupils

have become so familiar with this portion of God's word that every

incident, miracle,1and parable can be readily located by them. A
siunmary of every chapter in each gospel is memorized, and this

has proved a most satisfactory method with the younger girls.

Eight conversions were the result of the lessons on the twenty-

fourth of Matthew, and there were other pupils baptized at different
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times, making fifteen baptisms in all during tlic year. At the

commencement a class of eight graduated. Of tliese, five remain to take

np the postgraduate course and as pupil teachers; one is taking a

special course of study in Tokyo ; one is planning to enter the evange-

listic department in the autumn, and the other one has returned to her

home.

The school has its own literary society and W. C. T. U. wliich hold

their regular meethigs and carry on their business with becoming

dignity through their properly appointed officers. But older than

either of these, though quite as vigorous, is the school Missionary

Society wliicli was organized in 1875. This society carries on and

supports three mission S. schools with a membership of over one

hundred, providing the funds necessary for rent of rooms, &c.,

besides always giving the children a good Christmas treat. They

also contribute to two orphanages, and five of the members are teachers

in the church Sunday school.

Statistics :

No. of pupils 203

Boarders 102

Christians 60

United with church 9

Teachers

:

Foreign ladies 5

Japanese teachers 12

Miss Milliken :
—" At the Joslii Gakuin tlie year has been one of

quiet prosperity. The corps of Japanese teachers is more than usually

efficient and among the pupils the feeling of emulation caused by the

opening of several new schools, notably the "Girls University" and

Miss Tsuda's school, has lent a new impetus to study.

Among the foreign teachers there have been a number of changes.

Miss Helena Wyckoff, daughter of Dr. AVyckoflf of the Meiji Gakuin,

is a most welcome addition to the faculty. She began work in

September. Miss Ballagh left on furlough in October and INliss

Gardner in April. The latter had hoped to remain until a new

missionary arrived from America but the state of her health made

immediate departure imperative. The Misses Thompson have con-
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tinned their valned services v,ni\ dnring the spring term, Miss MacA^am

of tlie American Episcopal Mission, lias kindly given three mornings a

week. Tims it has been possible, notwitlistanding the reduced force,

to keep np the regular class-work.

As to the number of pupils the limit of those who can be accom-

modated to advantage has been reached. Once more, as in the '80's,

we are having to refuse applicants. The aim now set before us is in-

creasing efficiency. At the opening of the spring term there were 203

in attendance, 102 of whom were boarders. The character of the new

pupils is of a kind particularly desirable, some being graduates from

other mission schools, some the daughters of our own "old girls,"

a few the children of ministers of our own Church, who always

claim a warm welcome, and many from families just around us in

Bancho.

Among the day-pupils an earnest interest in the daily Bible lessons,

has been manifest. A number of them asked for special instruction,

with opportunity to ask questions, on Sunday afternoons. Miss Mitani

gave them two hours eacli Sunday for a number of weeks and now the

members of this class have all commenced regular attendance upon

church services.

As a result of the Taikyo Dendo movement last year closed with

almost all the older girls Christians. The nine baptisms this year

have been from ;'.mong the you.iger girls. Last year over 50 professed

conversion; several more of these are preparing to unite with tlie

church. There are others, who hope they are Christians, patiently

waiting for psrmission from their homes to make public profession of

their l\uth.

The older girls liave lent assistance as teachers or organists in ten

Sunday-sdioois. Tlie one in whicii the deepest interest has centred is a

school f-or Very poor children in Shinano Machi. That the pupils there

are at least as enthusiastic as the teachers would seem to be indicated

by the fact Uiat they gather a full hour before the time for opening.

The slender attendance on rainy days only means that those who

do not come are without umbrellas. One little pupil who was ill for

months still counted Sunday the best day in the Aveek because it brought

him a visit from his teacher. To him heavenly things grew real

and briglit as his little body wasted away and he passed so joyously

to the heavenly home that those who had taught him to say "Our
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Father '^ felt tliat no other joy could be more precious than ministering

to such '' little ones."

The four girls who graduated in March all expressed a wish to do

some form of Christian work- One has gone to the Naniwa Jo Gakko
in Osaka, one to a Christian kindergarten in Nagano^ one to do

evangelistic work in Toyoliashi and one is to go this summer to

Sapporo, as assistant to jVIiss Daughaday.

Visits made in tlie homes of present and former pupils liave been so

cordially received as to make us wish many more could be paid.

Everything seems to indicate that next yenr will present more open-

ings than we have had for a decade. With the increased force of

workers which we hope for we may be able to lengthen tlie cords and

strengthen the stakes. This bright outlook, as well as present blessing,

Diakes it meet that we close tlie year in the spirit of gratitude."

Turning to the three girls' schools of the West Japan Presbyterian

Mission, Mr, Dunlop, as member of a committee appointed in the

autumn of 1901 to investigate and report on girls' schools to the

Mission, gives the result of that work as follows:—
"It was the great and increasing difficulties under which out scliool

work has labored for the past year or two that led to the Mission's

decision to take stock of its school interests, find out just where

we stand, and whether there is any possibility of a better adjustment,

looking as well to better work as to a still finer economy in the

management of our schools. The difficulties have been short funds,

competition with newly opened government schools, some official

jealousy and interference in places, and, more than any thing else, the

breakdowns among missionary ladies and the scarcity of Japanese

teachers. It has been hard to keep up a Japanese staffj and harder

still to keep up a missionary staft' for the schools. The Mission's

committee set out to see if haply, whtn our force of ladies is so

run down, some of this arduous school work may not well be

given up, or whether some of the energies of our lady missionaries

may not well be directed into purely evangelistic channels^ less trying

perhaps to the physical constitution. The conclusion of the com-

mittee and of the Mission was like that of tlie Iiard pressed father

and mother v>'ho were asked to give up one of their iiumerous children

in adoption to a wealthy relative. They could part with none of

them, so precious did each appear.
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Never before did school work for girls appoar ?o valuable 6t so

desirable. Tliree facts that especially impressed the committee were

these: 1 That so far as our scliools, at any rate are concerned, there

is no propriety in speaking of school work and evangelistic work as

though tlie two were in contrast to each other. Tlie fact is, our school

work is evangelistic work, and very successful and valuable evangelistic

work at that. 2 That th.e higher the grade of the work for girls, the

more valuable it appeared. It is a mistake and a great pity to let the

pupils go before they have attained the years and development and

strength of cliaracter that will ensure their holding fast that which is

the best in the education given them. 3 That by far the best work is

done among boarding pupils.

The principal recommendation of the committee was one looking to

closer contact between tlie Mission and its schools; that the schools be

treated more as scliools of the Mission rather than local institutions

under the station or under an individual or individuals in the station.

A Mission Committee on Education was appointed to liave a general

supervision over all the school work of the Mission. Provision was

made also for bringing the three (3) girls' schools of the Mission more

into uniformity as regards years of study and curricula."

To an intereited onlooker a few remarks may be allowed here :
—

^Vould it not be advisable to thoroughly organize all these schools

and perhaps the Nagoya Kinjo Jo-Gakko, together with the C. P.

Wilmina Girls School in Osaka, (all in central Japan), into a thorough

system, the details of whicji can neither be presented or argued here,

among the main objects however being the following:—
1 Securing economy of effort and expenditure together with a

maximum of result in work accomplished, grade of work attained and

number of students readied.

2 A system which implies that one school, centrally located should

be a center offering advanced opportunities to which others shall

become feeders. In other words, locate one well equipped high

school including lower department in Osaka and plan that all

the other schools aim to send tlieir best to it. This would im])ly

that Naniwa and Wilmina Girls Schools eitlier become one (the

ideal plan) or at least that one of these limit itself strictly

to primary grade work, while the other Avith an adequate corps

of teachers, foreign and Jnpanesc, and otherwise equipped to
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cope with tlie si)lendidly equipped government girls a-hools of

Osaka, and Avitli Kobe College too, rise to a really commanding

position among girls schools in this conntry. Even leaving Kobe

College out of question (which can hardly be done unless we are

quite ready that all our girls schools shall become in a very real sense

feeders to it), is it not apparent that those two well equipped and high

grade government girls schools in Osaka, and possibly also soon

positive government requirements for all girls schools in Osaka, will

force our schools to the wall in a very discomforting sense of that

term ?

o We are one Church, one Council, union is in the air even between

all Protestant bodies, things are moving forward to a goal, and why

should we in our own peculiar work as foreign missions and mission-

aries be ultra conservative or even reactionary where school work is

concerned ?

4 We shall be met by the retort;, ''Physician, heal thyself." Be it

so. Let Tokyo and Yokohama also take the cue. Perhaps the argu-

ment applies there too. We only state that the Joshi Gakuin has

from diiferent sources won encomiums for doing work in female educa-

tion second to none in the country, and that one (unfortunately in the

main an impossible) argument of tlie West Japan Mission has been to

make its schools feeders to the Joshi Gakuin. Where distance and

other things like nearer institutions come into play, a pretty theory

cannot always bend facts to suit it.

NaNIWA JoCiAKKO, OSAKA, W. J. PKESBYTEIUAM (NoRTJl).

vSrATiSTics:

Pupils enrolled SO

Christians.... . . . oO

United with church during the year . . 5

Foreign teachers 2

Japanese teachers 9

Miss Garvin:—"Whole course of study, 6 years; all but the lowest

year are above Koto l*'-ho Gakko (Higher Primary School) grade;

graduates 4, post graduates 2.

There is in the school a large C. E. society (GO members) carried

on successfully by the students. Eleven students engaged in S. S.

work."
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IIOKURIKU JOGAKKO KanAZAWA, \Y. J. PkESBYTEEIAN (NoRTH).

Statistics :

Pupils 40

Christians 21

United with church 5

Teachers

:

Foreign ladies 3

Japanese ?

Miss Shaw:—"This school has now entered upon its eighteenth

school-year, as seventeen years of work closed March 25th.

There are good prospects for prosperity. We have had sixty-two

pupils enrolled since the report of last year was written.

We lost six from removals, marriages &c., and graduated five in

March ; so we closed school with a much smaller number than

we had had for some years. But we gained twenty- three new

pupils, which is the largest number we have ever had enter at the

beginning of any term, most able to enter our first year of the regular

coarse in Japanese, though two years behind in English. This has

greatly encouraged the teachers and older pupils.

Last July our principal for eight years, resigned his position and

went elsewlierc. So, from August till April I was in the interesting

business of "hunting a man," After many failures at the last one

gentleman said be would like to come and could come! He has thus

far proved very satisfactory. We have an excellent corps of teachers,

and with as many pupils as we ever had, or nearly so, we are much

encouraged in the work.

Last June five of our girls were baptised. Some Iiave given evidences

of a change of heart since. There have been twenty-two baptised

Christians in the school during the year and six more whom we felt

were believers. All the Christian work, societies and benevolencies

have been kept up to their usual standard. This spring the C. E.

Society sent a delegate to the Osaka Convention, Their banner took

third prize, which was not bad, considering that there were over forty

of them.

La;st September Miss Glenn returned to the school and tried bravely

to, ' do her share,' as she put it, but disease v/ould not yield to treatment.

Though she seemed much better through the Fall and early winter
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she was not well, and this spring she grew so much worse that it was

decided that she must return to tlie United States as soon as possible.

God shows his blessing and help constantly, even though so many

changes and draw-backs do come. So we trust him for all the future

has in store." Since the above was written, Miss Shaw too has been

obliged by ill healtii to return to America.

Kojo Jo Gakuin, W. J. Pkesbyterian (North) Yamaguchi.

Statistics :

Pupils . 38

Graduates 2

Church members 5

Converts o

Teachers

:

Foreign 1

Japanese 8

Miss Bicielow : — " Yamaguchi people are very consersative. When
'Mterest in the education of girls was at its height in Tokyo more than

teu years ago, Yamaguchi's pulse does not seem to have fluttered. But

at last there is universal movement in the ken.

The Koto Jo Gakko here is full, and a few of the more liberal who

can endure the thought of their daughters learning Christianity, have

sent them to us. We have more pupils than ever before. Thirty-six

liave been enrolled this spring and we cannot well accommodate many

more. As more than half of these are new pupils, the number of

Christians in the school is small. There are five church members,

and several are candidates for baptism.

Of the teachers, five are Christians. Three who only come for two

hours a week are not.

Two pupils were graduated in April. They v/ere both Christians

and both have gone into kindergarten woik.

We find it very hard to keep girls until they graduate. In the

vicissitudes of this school-year our two upper classes have completely

vanished."
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iClNJO JOGAKKO, S. PuESBYTEUIAN, NaGOYA.

Statistics:

Pupils 02

Gradiiate.5 ?

Christians 33

Converts 12

Teachers

:

Foreign 2

Japanese ?

Miss Houston:—"The Kinjo Jogakko lias made no special ]iistorj

this year; 62 pupils have been enrolled. Of this number thirty-tliree

are Cliristians, twelve having been baptized during tlie year. Nearly

all the others are earnestly inquiring. The prospects for the school

both as regards numbers, and what is more important development of

Christian life and character were never better. The school had a good

commencement."

WiLMiNA Girls School, Cumberland Presbyterian,

Osaka.

Miss Morgan:—" The year ending in ]\Iarcli was very encouraging.

The school has been growing and doing good work. Although we

began the school eighteen years ago, with the rise and growth of the

reaction against gii-ls schools, our patronage so decreased that we

practically began anew in January 1900 ; we feel much encoviraged over

our steady growth since then. The general sentiment about higher

education for girls and the ambition and work of the girls themselves,

are very encouraging, tliough there is much room for inipi'ovement

yet along these lines. But there is already a sense of need and a

desire for knowledge. The interest in the Bible classes is very good

indeed, but that depends upon the teacher's power much more than

the ordinary studies do; however when an interest is seen we know it

is not founded upon parents' choice or popular sentiment as to what a

girl should study.
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Statistics:

Total enrollment 70

Average attendance 4G

Boarding piipils 20

Day pnpils 20

Christian pnpils 28

Baptisms... * 2

Missionaries connected witli school . . 2

Native teachers ......
Grade of School—Higher Primary through High-School.

We have not had the highest class since the new opening and so have

no graduates to report.

I have work with one of our churches in Osaka, holding women's

meetings, teacliing the women's Bible class on Sundays, superintending

the children's Sunday School where our Christian pupils are trained

to teach, etc. I feel we have much room for thankfulness and hope

from the recent awakening to new life and privileges and duty we have

seen in the church and for what we will continue to see along the

same lines."

Sturges Seminary, E. C. A. (Dutch) Nagasaki.

Statistics :

No. of pupils 55

„ „ Christians in Steele Academy and

Sturges Seminary . . . 21

Foreign teachers 2

Japanese lady teachers 5

,, mon teachers (in Sturges Seminary

and Steele Academy) . . 11

Miss Couch :
— " I would report an increased religious interest during

the latter part of our school-year. This seemed largely brought about

through the visit of Mr. Torrey.

Although we have had no additions to the church from among our

girls, five have joined over Christian Endeavor Society as associate

members. The interest in this society as well as in that of the King's

Daughters seems to be well-sustained.

Since last September one elderly Christian woman has been

receiving special Bible instruction in connection with the school.
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Last antnnin I fdiind it possible to spend three weeks touring in

tlie Kagosliiiua district. The lueetings for women and children were

nearly all well attended. This spring I have made two brief visits to

Saseho where there is a flourishing woman's society."

MiYAGI JOGAKKO Se^TDAI, K. C. U. S. A. (GERMAN.)

Statistics :

Pupils ........ 70

Graduates 8

Converts ?

Foreign teachers 3

Japanese „ 10

Miss Powelt. :— " In September Miss Weiduer and I were joined by

Miss B. Catherine Pifer.

Our work on the whole has been encouraging.

On March 8th our school building with most of its contents was

destroyed by fire. No lives were lost, but some of the teachers and

pupils lost all or part of their personal belongings. We have rented

a Japanese building in which we are now carrying on our school work.

We are of course laboring under difficulties as the buildings are not

adequate in size or kind. But we hope to have larger and better

equipped buildings in the near future. In spite of this disaster the

opening of the spring terra was very encouraging. Forty-seven new

students were admitted, of whom but two are Christians. On account

of our limited quarters we were compelled to refuse many applications

for admission. Of these new girls eiglit are boarders. The others

live in their homes or with friends in Sendai.

We have in the preparatory course sixteen, in the regular course

eighty-five, in all one hundred and one girls, of whom forty are

boarders. Besides these, the eight girls who graduated this year are

doing some post-graduate work.

We have with us twenty-five of our graduates as helpers, tutors,

teachers and Bible women. Nine of our school girls are doing work in

the various Sunday schools.

During the year two girls have become Christians. A deep interest

is being shown by others, and we hope that they too ere long will join

the Christian ranks. Girls who at first were disposed to make light
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of Bible study are becoming earnest students of the Scriptures and

regular attendants of our Sunday schools.

We hope another year to report that we are in our own new

buildings.

We are looking forward to the return of IMiss Zurfluh in August.''

HoKUSEi JoGAKKO SArroEo, E. J. Presbyterian (North.)

Statistics:

Total number of pupils 123

Average attendance 93

Church members 33

United with church during the year . . 12

Foreign lady teachers 2

Japanese „ „ 5

„ men ,. .... 4

Miss Smith: ~
1 " Many favorable results from Taikyo Dendo : Increase of church

attendance and church membership, closer union of denominations and

more general study of Christianity.

2 While there are but thirty-tliree church members, there are

several more Christians; some whose parents will not consent to

baptism but who take part in all our religious services and work.

Seven are teachers in our two Sunday-schools in which there are about

two hundred pupils. One is the home school, the other the church

school. The former is in charge of Miss Wells and tlie latter in that of

one of the church peoyile. The younger Christian girls gather the

children for the Sunday-schools. Our King's Daughters and Helping-

Hands Societies in the school have, by work and collection, raised yen

37.35 but school duties prevent much work in this line.

3 Bible women,—one regular, one who travels and holds meetings

and visits from house to house and works in connection with the

church, and a younger one wdiora I have had the past year to send to

special cases or for special service ; two have had the salary of but one.

When going on trips myself I have met with much encouragement

from well attended meetings.

Finally, we are planning for new school buildings for the procuring

of which, the property is being turned over to the Mission."
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Seisiiu Jogakko Otaru, E. J. Presbyterian (North.)

This is not a boai'ding scliool, but otherwise does work like the above.

Statistics :

Pnpils 45

Christians 4

A kindergarten is connected witli it in wliicli are 22 children (boys).

Miss Rose, the missionary in charge being absent in the U. S. no

full report has been obtained.

E. Day (or Peimary Schools).

(Tliese seem to be mostly confined to tlie Northern Presbyterian

Missions E. and W.)

Keimo, Nos. 1 and 2, Tokyo, Presbyterian North.

Mrs. McCauley:—''These two primary scliools, Keimo No. 1 and

Keinvo No. 2, are situated in Tsukiji and Shiba, Tokyo. 1 Tsukiji

school, Keimo No. 1, has an average attendance of 80. Number of boys,

38, girls 54, total enrolled 9'2, one death. Of the children who have left

the school, the report is as follows, 10 are servants in houses, 10, are

employed in making hair})ins, cigar boxes, and match boxes.

The school represents the following occupations: 23, children of

jlnriki men, 20, boatmen, 5, tobacco shop keepers, 5, blacksmiths, 3,

coal dealers, 3, vegetable dealers, 2, brick makers, 3, tailors, 2, stone

cutters, 2, fnrniture dealers, 2, fisli dealers, 2, traveling restaurants

], Avine and sake shop, 1, dyer, 1, bean shop, 1, old clothes dealer,

1, house painter, 1, baker, 1, sugar store, 1, cabinet maker, 1, box

maker, 1, shinto priest, ?, fion) Miss Youngman. The majority of the

children, come from the boatmen, and jinriki men ; hence tlie income

from tuition is meager. Pvery family has been visited during the

year; also during tlie Taikyo Dendo movement they were especially

visited and invited to meetings. One of the teachers, not aCliristian,

when first employed, became so during year, and an active worker

in the Taikyo Dendo movement. During the year, the outside

children brouglit in as visitors to S. S. 253 in all, but they did not

attend regularly. With tiie money collected in tlie S. school which
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is under Mrs. Thompson's ovorsiglit, a new S. school lias been opened

in Odawara-clio, taught by the teacliersof Keimo No. 1, witli an average

of forty pupils. Two boys who finished the course last year have been

baptized in Shinsakae Church. One of our little girls, a child

of eleven., from a family of the direst poverty, was a child of striking

beauty, which became a snare. The parents were offered help, if they

would in exchange give this beautiful daughter to be trained for a

singing girl. She sang the beautiful songs of salvation, and they

remained in her soul. And fine clotlies and dainty food could not

blind her eyes to the impurity she saw in her new life. The teaching

she had received lived in her heart, and she cried and wept till

they let her go to see her parents. See begged and implored them

not to send her back to that sinful life. She would do anything

however hard, to help them. They relented. She again came to

school and after a little while she got a place to work so that

she may help others and live a purv, Hfe as w.il.

A Shinto priest sent liis son just on trial at Christmas time; the boy

received a Bible and told his fatlier tliat the Bible taught that the

Creator was much greater than the thing created; the father

began reading the ]'>ible, and the result is that the priest has sent

three more children from his diocese to us.

2. Shiba School, Keimo No. 2.

The whole number enrolled during the year . 206

Number received during the year ... 95

Number left during the year .... 86

Average attendance during the year. . . 120

Of these teii aie orphans from Mita, Tokyo. One girl graduated from

Koto department, became a Christian and was baptized in Shiba

Church during Taikyo Dendo movement. 18 finished the usual course,

15 of these being girls, and 3 boys. 5 of the eighteen come from

Christian homes. During the year 2 boys, and 'I girls and 1 graduate

united with the church, making 5 in all from the school within the

year. 10 of the parents have been led by the children to come to

church and two of tliese are now among tlic inquirers asking for

baptism; 1 was baptized on his dying bed. Many trades and oc-

cupations are represented in the scliool. Small merchants, are in

the majority ; next come jinrikishamen, coachmen, wood and coal
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dealei-B; only one comes from the home of nn official. Ten Christian

homes are represented in the school, not 8% of the school. Five

teachers are employed, 2 men and three women, all Christians.

Christian Work.

One liour a day is given to Bible study and catechism on tlie New-

Testament and the Old Testament, a mid weekly pi ayermeeting, an

honr a week to singing hymns, a teachers' noon prayermeeting

on Saturday at the close of the week's work, a normal clas5 for study

of S. school lesson every Wednesday afternoon attended by both

schools, Sunday morning prayermeeting and an houi's review of

the lesson before Sunday school.

A class for the study of the Bible is held eveiy Sabbath afternoon

for nurses in the Cliarity Hospital. JSineteen nurses are enrolled,

average attendance nine; one of the teachers assists in this work, and

privately has the matron of the hospital in Bible study two evenings

every week. An hour is spent in the wards of the Charity Hospital,

tracts are given to patients, bedside conversations, prayermeetings

in ward, and singing. Two of the patients have become Christians

during the year.

The number of children who have completed the full course in

the Shiba school is over fifty. Of these

One, is a teacher in Chugakko, male.

One, a teacher of music in Koto Jogakko, female.

One, an artist studying in France, male.

Two, students in Meiji Gakuin.

Six, students in Joshi Gakuin.

One, master builder in Hokkaido.

One, house painter in Hokkaido.

Onr^, a doctor in Tokyo.

One, engaged at Seiyoken, Ueno.

One, engaged at Mitsui wholesale house.

One, an official in the Tokyo Fu.

One, a bookseller.

One girl married a furniture dealer.

One „ „ ,, teacher of the Normal School, Sliidzuoka.

One „ „ „ lawyer.

One „ „ ,, naval officer.
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One girl a trained nurse.

One, a young man in biisiiitss in T.sukiji,

Tlie term "Christian School" is no longer a reproach but often

parents bring their children asking to have them taken in because

they desire to liave the Christian teaching. The teachers are

welcomed when they visit the homes of the children. Two deaths

have occured in the Shiba school among the cliildren. In both

cases evidence of saving faith was manifested."

Miss Winn, (Osaka) writes of a primary Fchool with 110 enrolled

and 90 in average attendance under her care, saying further :
—" "VVe

have added two years of the higher primary course this year in order

to keep the children until the girls can enter the Naniwa Jogakko gnd

the boys are old enough to remember more of tlie ti-'^'i."

Kanazawa Children's School.

Statistics :

Pupils 95

Graduates 5

Converts 2

Miss Luther:—"The report for the Children's School last year was

sent in during the time the local officials of this city were making their

opposition to work for children felt in a practical way, refusing to

grant the necessary permission to the new pupils who desired to enter

the school. After several months of constant effort we won, and they

have since subsided.

The difficulty cut out the entering class, so this year finds us with

almost no one in the " Jinjo" second year. However, the school year

was successful in many ways, and now with an increase of IS new

pupils since the opening last montii, we feel another victory is won

for the cause of children's w^ork.

Tliere seems to be among the people of this city, a growing interest

in our schools. The large increase in all departments of children from

good homes and the regular attendance of the same children at Sunday

school, shows a more favorable attitude toward Christian schools than

in the past.

At our annual commencement, when tliree graduated from the

"Koto" department, and twelve from the "Jinjo," the Mayor w^a?
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present and made a favorable address. If the lower officials leave us

alone we believe we can do much for the children of this city.

Two of our scholars asked for baptism during the year; one has

entered a girls' school in another city and will soon be received into the

church, the other is still with us and will be received somewhat later

after more training entering the fold of Christ. The children continue

to show an active interest in their two societies, namely, the Christian

Endeavor and the Temperance League. 1 hey, under the supervision of

the teachers, take charge of certain meetings, and always take part in

every meeting. The daily Bible talk and Sunday school lesson, have

won their way into many little hearts. One day, while out for exercise

I met one of the Jinjo children, whose little brother is now in the

kindergarten. She had him and a neighbor's child standing against

their house, while she with Bible in hand, taught them verses she had

learned in school. They were repeating Christ's words as I passed by.

All seemed confused for a moment, but were reassured by my look of

approval. As I went on, my heart took courage, for I saw in that

act of service that His words had entered at least one child's heart.

We lost, by removal to another city last terra a teacher who had

been in this school ten years. Hers has been a noble service! Ever

since she graduated from our Jo Gakko she has, year after year,

worked constantly for this school. Her Bible lessons were a joy and

blessing to all the pupils. Her help in the meetings, Sunday

school, and special work has been invaluable. AVhat a joy to jElnd

such a noble, consecrated woman, who for so many years labored for

the children of her home land ! Would that there were many more

than there are of such workers in our schools !

"

7. KiNDEEGAllTENS.

{These are also as far as Reported Confined to the

Missions of the N. Fresh. Church.)

Shinagawa under Mrs. MacNair's care :
—" The Shinagawa Kinder-

garten of forty children continues to prosper and is giving returns

for the labor there expended in a steadily increasing number of the

elder children and their brotherrf and sisters who come to the Sunday-
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school; and also, in the interest nKinitested by the motliors in the

meetings and in Christian teacliing. Two special evangelistic meetings

were recently held in the school-room, at which audiences of from

seventy to eighty quiet, attentive, adult hearers gathered as the result

of the personal invitation given by tlie resident Bible woman in the

liomes of the children."

Otarii reports a kindergarten of 22 children.

Kyoto kmdergartens under Miss Ilaworth's charge:—"The kinder-

gartens are the " Margaret Ayres" Muromaclii Maruta Machi and the

'' Nishijin." These have been more or less in the hands of six or

more accurately two te.icliers. The absence of Miss Kelly and Miss

Settlemeyer put them under the oversight of Dr. Alexander until

Miss Haworth arrived. Four of the teachers were former students

of the Joshi Gakuin. All are Christians.

The March commencement graduated 85 pupils from tlie two

schools which together have an actual attendance of 80 as reported to

tlie government. Many applicants have been refused admission after

taking as many as had left on certificates. Both schools are in a good

condition in some but not in all respects. They are important

adjuncts to the cliurch and our work giving a ttrong hold on a

non-Christian community.

A daily prayer-meeting has been formed for the teachtrs and it is

lioped from tliis will grow daily meetings for mothers who chanced to

come in.

The teacliers of each school meet at the close of the woik for Bible

reading and prayer, at their respective places. Urgent need of a

higher primary department is shown in the number of graduates tliat

go out and a comparatively large number of applicants too old for the

kindergarten who are refused. Special pains have been taken of late to

meet the parents, particularly the mothers. jNIany homes have been

visited and the gospel way prepared. Very interesting experiences

have shown in this relation how soon reward may come with prayer,

effort and devotion, the omisiion of any one of which has marred

tlie harmony and defeated the end in this as well as greater works

if greater there be.

Tlie Margant Ayres kindergarten is made happy by foreign

visitors every now and then and a pleasing attitude on the part of

patrons.
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The Nlsliijin lies out of tlie way of the tourist which prevents ad-

vantages due it as well.

Tlie commencements at the two places were attractive and an ap-

preciative audience both foreign and Japanese were present.

Tlie running expenses of the Kindergartens are met by the receipts

while the mission pays rents and salaries."

Statistics :

Pupils 90

Foreign te. chers 1

Japanese 7

YamcKjucJtL

Statistics :

ZiOPupils

Foreign teachers 1

Japanese ,, 3

Mrs. Ayres :—Since September the kindergarten here, has been

under my supervision and lias had a fairly prosperous year; there are

23 children in actual attendance, and two teachers with one assistant,

lately taken on. We have held monthly mothers' meetings, which

have only been moderately well attended.

Kanazawa:—Miss JjUther :
—"Our cry for the kindergarten is,

" More room," " More helfiers." We have turned away more than

twenty applicants since April 1st. We had a graduating class of

twelve in March. Their places and ail other vacimt places are fdled,

still we have had to turn away many wishing to enter. The com-

mencement exercises were full of interest to parents, who composed the

larger part of the audience, and children who took their various parts

with vim. Rainbow wearing by the girls in the graduating class and

II soldier-boy march and song, with guns, horses and flags, by the boys,

seemed the leading items on the program, although the march and

games held the interest of all. Not as many of these children, who

represoit homes of the military ofDcials stationed hero, attend the

Sunday school as we would like to sec, yet we feel that there is here

also a deeper interest than a year ago. One father is now a regular

attendant at church services. The head teacher is very faithful in
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visiting among tlic inotliers; so it is a common thing to sec mothers at

the school visiting her after scliool lionrs are over. We consider tliis

a very encouraging line of work, and are surprised tliat more young

women are not desirous of entering kindergarten work. No inter-

ference on the part of officials makes it easier to carry on the work,

and the influence gained over tliese little lives during the three years

they are in the kindergarten is very great. Wlio can tell the result of

sucli influence in after years !

"

G. Industrial Education.

ISfiis. MacNair :
—"A sewing-school was started this spring

as a private venture by Mrs. IMacNair in the hope of gaining a more

permanent interest with tlie young women of Shinagawa. At the time

of writing six pupils are in attendance. A graduate of the most

celebrated sewing-school in Tokyo and a former resident in tlie Training

School for Bible-women is in cliarge, and we have every reafon to hope

for a good school in the Autumn."

Mi?s Case writes about lier cooking class in which she has been

greatly interested :

—

" An increasing interest has also been felt among the 30 members of

the cooking class which is composed of the wives of judges, doctors and

otliers occupying prominent positions."

A part of her work is in industrial classes in needlework, flower

arrangement, etiquette &c., carried on in the Suniiyoshicho school

building under the auspices of Shiloli Church.

]\Iii?. Ayrgs:—"A woman's meeting and cooking class in which

Miss Palmer and I work together, has been kept up Avith semi-

monthly meetings."

Mr. Bryan :
—

" Tlie work in Matsuyama has been mostly among

the women and a cooking class has been largely the means of reaching

a good number of wives. Eight ladies from the cooking class aie

studying the Bible preparatory to baptism."

Mrs. Winn has three cooking classes for women. She also fre-

quently treats persons with electricity : this often affords opportunity to

influence such persons for Christ. Slie furtiier writes :
—" The women

have lately shown as much interest in foreign cooking as the young
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men liavc in English and so T have tried by this means to reach

many women whom I could in no other way gain any influence over.

I am most thankful, for the women who liave thus heard become truly

interested so that they come to Sabbath services bringing friends with

them and often influencing their husbands to hear also.

Two most encouraging cases of this sort have recently occurred at

Sakai. The husband of one died a few weeks ago giving good evidence

of being a true Christian just before his death, and requcd'rg a

Christian funeral."

Mrs. Peeke lias classes in knitting and English with accompany-

ing Bible study twice a week, reaching also teachers and pupils of the

^Tormal school thereby. She further instructs some of the Christian

women in the Old Testament.

Mrs. Scudder has a knitting class of 50 girls who manifest much

interest and receive regular religious instruction.

IMrs. Jones :
—

" A cooking class was tried but did not prove

a sufllicient attraction." No doubt it will take some time before Fukui

can appeal to a foreignized palate sncli as Yokohama does now.

A good deal more of this kind of work is done. The above must be

taken as samples only.

H. Night Classes.

Of these evidently only a few specimens are reported. Three night

classes for young men are held Mrs. Winn.

Miss Winn and Miss W3'-cofF report an interesting case as follows:—
"Last winter two of our Christian young men were troubled by the

lack of interest in their Y. M, C. A. and decided to open a night school

hoping thus to get hold of more young men. They promised that if we
would teach Englis!., they would be responsible for teaching translation

and the Japanese branches. What was at first an experiment has

proved a success. This night school does not cost the mission a cent of

money and is proving a very important feature of our work. There
are now more thon 40 names enrolled. IMany attend the services and

4 have asked for baptism, and have joined the preparatory class."

Dr. Hail of Wakayama reports a night school and an orphanage in

wliich the pastor and missionary are asked to lecture on morals and

religion.
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Mr. McTi.WAiNE :—''In order to get tliose young men who are

specially anxious to learn English under Christian influence a night

school for English has been started under the auspices of the church or

rather pastor. Both he and his assistant teach in it besides another

teacher (non-Christian) from the Chu Gakko, tlie missionary also

assisting. A tuition fee of 50 sen per month and a matriculation fee

of 1 yen are charged. This institution was begun on May 1st and so

we cannot give results vet."

I. English Classes.

These run along the same line as the night classes as far as the

missionary is concerned. Only samples are reported. Let us preface

this by a remark from Mr. Peeke:—" ^Ve feel down here that the

day when it is necessary to use baits is drawing to a close. In

fact we are persuaded that no missionary is warranted in teaching

English till the language has been mastered. We are confident that if

missionaries will only desist from English teaching till the language is

mastered, they will then liave so many opportunites for simple and

direct religious work that they will not think for a moment of wasting

valuable strength in indirect methods. It takes courage to apply this

principle, but it is well to insist on it. Don't do it ourselves yet, i.e.

wife does not ; but we are coming on."

Mr. Scudder reports teaching a class of policemen in English, most

of whom come also to an English Bible class on Sundays and then

remain through the preaching service. Several have become earnest

inquirers. Through this Bible class too he has won many young men

to attend church, a good number having become ChrLstians. Mrs.

Scudder took a similar Bible class in a neighboring town thus opening

a new place to Christian work, where 2 persons have become Christians

and about a dozen, inquirers. The text book is the Bible rather than

the 2nd Header, and thus applications for English are easily dealt

with. Besides this Mr. Scudder has obtained good results through

singing classes, using not only the church hymns but also anthems and

other music more pretentions than hymns. Not only has this helped

cliurch services, but even a sacred concert has been held. After every
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morning service, a half hour of social song is greatly enjoyed by

many. Certainly missionaries of musical ability might thus learn to

appreciate one of their special gifts by applying it more fully to

service to the gratification and upbuilding of many.

Mrs. Scudder reports one English Bible class of men, all school

teachers, and one for Normal school girls.

Perhaps one of the most successful pieces of work in ^'^^lish

teaching is done by Miss Case among the young business men of

Yokohama. 7-9 o'clock in the morning before the office hours of

the day open is the time chosen. Thus with minds fresh and

earnest, and accompanied by spirited singing, good results in English

are attained. Moreover the religious element in the daily routine

is emphasized, especially so in an English Bible class on Sundays of

an average attendance of 24 and in a special monthly evening

meeting.

Miss Gardner, Miss Milliken, Dr. Wyckoff, IMr. Landis and many

others probably do work in English Bible class teaching outside

of their school work in this line.

Mrs. Myers reports an English class imposing the condition that

all who enter also attend church services, a condition so well kept

so far that when she fails to meet her class one week, the girls

interpret their part of the contract literally and in good part stay

away from the succeeding service. Old pupils bring in recruits

and so the attendance at church profits too. Some seed will likely

fall on good ground.

Miss Ella Gardner took on request in English a class of young

men using the Bible. She says, " I was surprised to find them able

to converse intelligently and to ask thoughtful questions. I hope

to lead its members to the Saviour. The girls' class in my house

has numbered from 25 to 50 all the year."

J. Sunday Schools.

Here we are encroaching on the more technically known evangelistic

work.

First to be noted is the great need of emphasis upon this department

of mission and church work. Perhaps we have not fully appreciated
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our opportunity liere. Statistics seem to show tliat some churches, the

^lethodist for example, lire far ahead of us in appreciating this nursery

of tlie church. Still this year's statistics reveal a marked improvement

along this line, there being 8415 S. S. members a gain of 2207 over

G208 as reported last year, or 35% increase.

"The Sunday School offers greater chances than ever before as real

training schools for the children and if there is any one point more

than another that deserves the special attention of the Council it is the

question of providing more literature of a high class for the children,

and to assist those who are engaged in work with young people. In

our zeal to reform we have not laid enough stress upon the importance

of work for the individual in the formative period, of life.

We would do well to take heed to tliese words of an earnest

Sunday School worker at home,

—

' The wise missionary, like the wise worker at home, cannot afford to

treat with even partial indifference the boundless opportunity and the

supreme claims of child-life. The future glorious churcii of the

Sunrise Kingdom must be made up largely of those who are children

to-day.'

Shall we not give more though to this part of the work in the future

tlian has been given to it in the past?"

Dr. a. D. Hail:—"The Sunday Schools also indicate growth.

In each of our cliurches it is necessary to have two Sunday schools

in order to accommodate the attendance. In the morning the church-

members, young men and women, and the children of the church meet

fur Bible study. In the afternoon the children of the neighborhoods

are gathered in. These latter schools are well attended. They furnish

a field of work for the scholars in our girls' school who have shown

not only a commendable zeal in taking up such work, but also real capa-

bility in conducting and developing these schools under their respec-

tive superintendents."

In the second place, let us not forget the fact that our S. schools

are furnished with a series of helps equal to the best published

anywhere perhaps. This involves a financial deficit every year but

this is as nothing if the blessing is properly appreciated and utilized.

One member of the Council along with those of other Missions devotes

a good deal of time to the preparation of these helps. These helps

have outside of the Episcopal Church a practical monopoly of the field,
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and they are published at a rate such that every church S. school at

least ought to be able'to afford the price. Tlie missionary can do much

in many ways, especially in thoroughly preparing himself and gather-

ing the teachers and others for a Normal class, also by his presence

and active participation, if possible, in the S. schools themselveo, r-"! by

influencing the pastors to see their privileges along these lines.

Every missionary ought to make a point of studying these helps in

Japanese. He would get a double benefit in doing so. Does every one

of our Council get a copy of the Teachers' Monthly ? If not let him

or her send 40 sen at once to the Methodist Publishing House.

Still another idea is given by Mr. Peeke, who writes, " Our Cbris-

tians in this field are pretty well scattered. In order to bind them

together I have started an adaptation of the Home Department

of the S. school idea. I manage it by mail, using the union

Quarterlies. The contribution and report envelopes of the 1st quarter

have come in quite satisfactorily, though it will take a year to find

out whether the thing will really work. The idea is a good one, I

feel sure, and could be woiked with profit in other places."

Mr. Scudder has this suggestion, " I used to buy colored, picture

cards using then to make little friends and to attract children to our

various S. schools. Last year instead of buying them I made a request

through our churcli paper that S. schools would send me what were

left over from their supply. Tlie result lias been that I have received

an abundant supply free of cost and have also quite unexpectedly

enlisted the interest of several tS. schools and societies in America in

our work, and increased their general interest in missions."

Many of our missionaries especially among the ladies, directly and

indirectly, are deeply interested in S. school work, some teaching,

others superintending, some gathering poor children oflf the streets,

and in various ways trying to sow the seed.

Mrs. Scudder reports 9 S, schools with an attendance of 500 pupils

in winter and 400 in spring under her general care assisted by a helper

and two other Christians. Miss Winn reports five, Mrs. Winn 3; Mrs.

Hope, one, and though only 2 children belong to the church she has

gathered into the church a flourishing S. school; Mrs. Ayres, 1; Mrs.

Myers reports a union Christmas entertainment of S. schools of all

denomination in Tokushima, proving a great success in many ways.

Mr. Buchanan writes :
—

'' The Sunday schools in Takamatsu are in a
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rather encouraging condition. Tlie main one is well attended and the

missionaries a,ll teach regularly in this, as we have not enougli teachers

in our young Christians to do this work. A good number of the

adult Christians attend the Bible class taught by one of the mission-

aries. One of tlie delightful features of our work is the spirit of hope-

ful humility that characterizes this little body of Christians. Early

last spring they earnestly requested to be taught on Sabbath afternoons

as well as in tlie morning Bible class. So another class was formed and

the study of Romans was taken up, this class alfo being taught by a

missionary.

The other Sunday school in the city amounts to a children's meet-

ing and is efficiently conducted by the evangelist and his family in the

chapel, in which they reside."

Miss Ella Gardner writes about a S. school teachers' meeting held at

her house once a week. Mr. and Mrs. Lampe and Mr. Faust write of

their efforts in S. school lines.

S. schools for poor or street children are superintended by many.

Mrs. Wyckoff has one sucli meeting in her own house, Mrs. Landis lias

one whose members up to 70 often crowd the little room to the utmost.

Unfortunately recently a teacher in the public school seems to use his

influence in preventing children from coming.

Again there are many S. schools assisted through those in charge of

boarding schools directing and instructing their pupils in such work.

The Joshi Gakuin for example assists quite a number of S. schools.

Bible women too find here one of their choice spheres of interest and

usefulness.

Mr. Mcllwaine of Kochi calls attention to an unfortunate phase.

While the S. school there has good attendance, it is regarded as for

children only and worse still as all-sufficient for them being made a

substitute for attendance upon church services. It is sad to see some

50-GO boys and girls from 10-16 trooping out of church to play on the

street or seek other amusement when the morning service begins and

their parents assemble for worship. Such a practice if general calls

for attention from the leaders. It is to be feared that Kochi children

are not altogether exceptional in this respect.
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EVANGELISTIC WORK.

In this department, we shall begin with the South-west and shall

proceed most readily by missions,—in other words travel from Peeke

to Pierson.

South Japan Mission of the R. C. A.

Kiushm, Stations:—Nagasaki, Saga, Kumamoto, Kagoshima.

Mr. Peeke, Kagoshima :
—"We have a compact field, cut off' by

mountains and rather difficult of access ; a peculiar dialect that makes

it difficult to work for the rural classes ; no hindrances worth mention-

ing except the one common to all Japan, lack of helpers, and also lack of

funds to employ them, work hopeful, several young men baptized. We
worked in 1901 with other denomination in Taikyo Dendo, but will

now strengther our special lines, Location of church in Kagoshima is

A 1, new comers at every service and passers by come in to listen. S.

school well organized, using the union lesson helps with good results.

Mrs. Peeke teaches an English Bible class in it ; 2 other S. schools besides

that of the church. Preaching in an open koglsho. This and Taikyo

Dendo is more of the nature of seed sowing than of reaping. Together

with the C. M. S. and M. E. people, we have held 50 Taikyo Dendo

meetings."

Mr. Pieters, Kumamoto :— '' The work here is under the Home
Mission Board and seenis proceeding a little better than the average;

a fine nucleus for a church ; having almost no students it is more stable

than a congregation of students but there is not enough aggressive

evangelism in it. Taikyo Dendo resulted in over 400 asking for

instruction ; these were distributed among pastors, but of earnest in-

quirers hardly any are left,— a great disappointment. The same is

the case with tlie Mott meetings; magnificently successful in assembling

young men, many declaring themselves ready to follow Christ, but

visible results 4 mos. later were almost nothing. Still all these meetings

did good in scattering seed, and no doubt some fruit will yet ripen. The
Y. M. C. A. in the Koto Gakko here is said to be divided because of

the "New Theology" under the influence of Mr. Ebina on Christ's

Divinity. Danger from heresy is very real especially where our mem-
bers come in contact with Kumiai members."
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Mr. Oltomans, Saga :
—

" Much seed sowing lias been done, several

new preaching places opened, a number of baptisms, and the general

attitude of outsiders is that of inquiry. Taikyo Dendo received much

attention but results as far as visible are not very reassuring. Taikyo

Dendo has had good effects on Christians. But all results therefrom

wall largely depend on more Taikyo Dendo to follow. As far as we

can see, we need the Ihkyo style of Taikyo Dendo. I have had 2

Bible classes among Cliu Gakko and Normal school students."

Mission of the Southern Presbyterian Church.

Shikoku, Stations :—Kochi, Susaki, Takamatsu, and Tokushima.

3Iaiii island, Stations:—Kobe, Gifu, Nagoya, Okazaki, Toyohashi,

Tokyo.

Mr. McTlwaine, Kochi :
—

" Encouraging year on the whole.

Taikyo Dendo did not reach here, but we had Shokyo Dendo which

promises good results. Kochi church employs an assistant pastor, a

step forward enabling it to do more evangelistic work. Some special

services were held and people are anxious to hear the gospel. The

pastor and assistant have work also at three country places. The

pastor has a weekly class for inquirers and several have received

baptism. The Y. M. C. A. of the church feels the stimulus of

Secretary Fisher's visit and IVIr. Uno's meetings which led Chugakko

students to a study of Christianity. A few have come to the missiona-

ry on difficult points. Miss Atkinson kept up two children's meetings

and visited much, but is now in the Kanazawa Girls School. Mrs.

Mcllwaine has a children's meeting in an Eta village. She visits,

distributes tracts, sells gospels, &c.

Motoyama pays half the preachers' salary and some Christians are

so active as to go with the evangelist to neighboring villages as-

sisting in various ways.

Aki was selfsupporting (though not a church) till last spring, but

had a setback due largely to fraud of one member who now is in

prison, and this place now seeks help from the Mission.

The missionary visits other groups of Christians.

Frequent evidence of work done here and elsewhere, even as far

back as 15-20 years ago, meets one and such persons show interest and

knowledge when spoken to ; sucli need the quickening of the Tloly Spirit
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so as to obey the truth. To get people to say they will study Chris-

tianity is not hard but obedience is exceedingly difficult. Many study

but few enter the church. Still a number liave been baptized at every

bimonthly communion service; some of these have come from the

country, the pastor preferring to baptize in the church.

I kept up the practice of carrying gospels and New Testaments on

evangelistic trips selling over 300 copies. Miss Atkinson also sold.

Mr. Lawrence of the Bible society sold about 3000 on a visit in

February. Two colporters also sold many. A higher standard of life

or rather a closer conformity to the one they have is imperatively

needed."

Mr. Moore of Susaki returned on furlough in spring and no report

has been received.

Miss Dowd, Kochi and Kobe :
—" Miss Dowd's principal work has

been Bible classes, city and country evangelistic work. The Bible

classes are taught in Kochi from January until July. The women from

the country as well as city attend these. The chief object of these

classes has been to encourage and to prepare the Christian women

to do personal work and to teach Sabbath school classes. Personal

work has been the leading study. On Sunday she lias liad a large

class of elderly women known as " obasan " (elderly women).

A student of the Bible classes held several years ago organized

this class and taught it. While ]\liss Dowd was in Kobe she

began with Genesis and they finished Leviticus a few weeks ago.

There are usually 2S present at tliis Bible class. These women, for

they are not all " obasan " visit and do a good deal of work. To reach

the student class, her Bible women have had 22 organ pupils. Tliese

have been taught the Bible daily. The English class v/as not so well

attended. Miss Dowd gives the Fall months to long country trips. In

her visiting she has met girls that she felt must be helped to support

themselves. She has had an industrial work on a small scale for five

of these girls. They have had daily Bible classes, reading and

singing. They have worked most of the day on knitting and sewing

machines and other sewing. Miss Dowd has been delighted with the

progress of the girls. They know that tliey can study only so much, as

they can earn the money themselves for."

Mr. Myers, Tokushima :—"As secretary of the Mission, I will

first mention a few general items of the S. Presb. work.
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liev. S. R. Hope returned from furlough, and was stationed in

Toyohaslii, Mikawa province.

Miss Sala Evau? and Miss Charlotte Sterling returned recently

The latter has been in America several years. She has been stationed

in Nagoya to teach in the Kinjo Jogakko.

Eev. J. Wallace Moore and family have gone home on furlough.

Miss L. E. Wimbish was moved to Kobe for her health, but has

since had to go home.

Rev. C. K. Gumming has been moved from Nagoya to Gifu, and

Gifa has been constituted a separate station.

Foreign houses have been built for Rev. Wni. 0. Buchanan in Taka-

matsu and the Misses Patton in Tokushima. Our Mission's policy now

is to provide comfortable foreign homes for each missionary as far as

possible.

At our last annual Mission meeting a committee appointed to prepare

a "catechism for candidates" reported recommending that prepared

by Rev. D. Tliompson, D.D. This catechism " is distinctly Presby-

terian, and covers very well the grounds tliat our Mission would

desire specially to be taught."

Owing to the indefiniteness in the word " outstation," it was defined

as " a place where Christians reside and work is done, or where ser-

vices are held at least six times a year."

Our mission entered into cooperation with the Theological Depart-

ment of the Meiji Gakuin, and Rev. S. P. Fulton was chosen our re-

presentative in this institution.

Members of our mission have at last been constituted a legal i)erson

and can now hold property in Japan. Tlie application was made finally

on the lines adopted by the East Japan Presbyterian Mission.

We united with, the C. M. S. workers in Taikyo Dendo in July and

in October. There was good attendance and quite a number of inquirers,

of whom a few retain their interest and a number are ready to listen

when visited. In this and all our relations with the C. M. S. we can

thank Gcd for unity rather than bewail the lack of it.

We have here two small lady missionaries and one married couple,

two Bible women and 3 evangelists, (1 in the city, 1, 7 miles south and

], 45 miles west). We have regular services in 8 other places and

occasional services in many others.

In the city we supplement the koylaho (preaching place) system by
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renting a room in an unworked quarter, holding niglitly services for

some days. As one good result, I notice tliat I am called Myers San

instead of Ketojin as elsewhere."

Miss Patton, Tokusliima, reports good attendance at meetings for

women and children, a number of women being interested,

W. C. BucHAMAN, Takamatsu (ou behalf of the workers in

Sanuki) :
—

" Work lost mumerically ; only 10 adults received into church

since May 1901, while 21 from Takamatsu and 15 from Zentsuji have

moved away, 20 going to Tokyo (16 to the same section of Tokyo forming

quite a colony). All these were wide awake Christians and we hear

good reports for the most part. Our pastor has gone to Chiba as pastor,

a great loss to us, and so most of the preaching in the city has fallen to

the foreigners. Attendance at services is good and no falling oft' in

spite of removals. With 40 Christians we have from 55 to 73

attendants at services.

"We always have street preaching. We have also recently held a

series of special meetings for the crowds who attended the Industrial

Exhibition from April 11— May 30. In a good sized arbor we had

daily preaching from 2-5 or 6 p.m. Others in and outside of the Mis-

sion, Japanese and foi'eigners, gave valuable assistance.

The ladies conduct 2 classes, one for teachers of the Higher Girls

School, and the other for school girls. The weekly woman's meeting

shows great interest in raising funds for the church building, about 10

raising 40 yen outside of the regular contributions. In order to culti-

vate a spirit of helpfulness among tiie Christian women we employ no

Bible woman, and tlie plan succeeds admirably. In an outstation

with few Christians, a Bible woman does excellent work. Both lady

missionaries teach in S. school and visit.

Zentsuji is the most important place outside of Takamatsu; all our

Christians were connected with the garrison and the prison work and

so when the government dispensed with military prisons there, these

Christians with others were dismissed and moved elsewhere, and

unfortunately the Christians remaining are of the inferior kind. Tlie

evangelist there is faithful. He was taken from Nagao where the one

Christian couple still keep up the Sunday school. Preaching services

are held here and in many towns throughout the province. Our great

need is more workers."

Mr. Pkice, Kobe :—" No special features, but favorable progress
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along tlie usual lines in an open port. Seventy adults added

,

about half by letter, and half by confession, the largest number on

record. Prospects for growth in Hiogo are good, and we hope to have

a church in a few years. Hiogo has 80000 people and only one church.

Mr. Ilattori, an experienced and earnest minister, works there. Lust

October we began work in the east end of 40000 people with no church

or worker. This resulted in the best chapel 1 ever had in Japan, but

the lack of a Japanese worker prevents the reaping in full there.

This lack is a chief obstacle. From recent experience I would urge

the use of cards signed by those who desire to be taught (a feature

of Taikyo Dendo). Thus one can follow up by visits, tracts or letter'.

Liberal use of the mail will go far to supply lack of visits. Tiie

missionar}' can do more visiting than has been the custom, and with

good results. A Bible class for the grammer school teachers is held at

their request, in English first, followed by a Japanese lesson.

The work of the ladies has been along the usual lines and the regret

is their inability to fully size upon all opportunities.

The three things most needed seem to be,

—

1 More workers.

2 IMore consecration and devotion on the part of church members.

3 A belter realization of the duty resting on our church for the

evangelization of Japan and a closer drawing together

in Christian unity.

The clo.se relation between mission work and Christian work for

foreigners does not seem to be realized. If we could get strong active

Protestant churches for foreigners in the ports, the mission work in

the ports and the country at large would feel it greatly. Such church-

es would also be a great blessing to the foreigners and their home

lands. There should be some way to interest the foreign communities

in direct mission work. Moreover the wrong impressions of tourists

could be thus prevented. A booklet on mission and church work for

distribution among tourists, might be prepared by committees in the

open ports and Tok3^o and distributed.

After nearly two years, of tedious and prolonged effort the men con-

nected with the Southern Presbyterian Church, were formed into a

juridical person to own land and houses to aid in propagating

Christianity, one official showing special helpfulness in this work.

Great delay in Kobe in oblaing permi.ssion to open new chapels is
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very inconvenient and diffienlt to understand. Application in
October has not been granted yet (Jane). Still there, been preach-
ing all this time, -.me of ns wouLl greatly desi,^o,e stations
opened by the Cooperating Missions."

Mr. Cummtng, Gifu:-" Daring the year we ha moved from
Nagoya to Gifu. My country work is the same as w^ in Nagoya,
but Gifa being a better center for this, we moved hithe Besides the
Gifu work seemed to need the presence of a foreigner.

In Gifu tlie work is improving. The Cliristians a not many,
church services were poorly attended and the prayeirjeeting had
died. The prayermeeting has been resuscitated and chuii attendance
is improving greatly. I have a ShiisumoakwcU on Mond J, not very
well attended. Mrs. Gumming has a class of students onJndays and
a weekly class of young ladies in English including Biblcn'st ruction.

Eecently she was asked to take a class of the teachers f the Girls
School of Gifu, but the conservative anti-Christian feei^o- of the
people was too strong. Some official heard the girls singing Cliristian
time. Reporting tlie matter, the principal of the scliool.yas called
before the city autliorities, and tlie girls were told to sing i: Christian
hymns or tunes. Now however the school has come under .,e control
of the prefecture and so it may soon have greater liberties.

My country work has two centers besides 3 points conneted with
the Gifu work, and two additional country centers where e^ingelists
live, making 14 or 15 places in the Gifu field. At Ogaki I hitely
formed an English Bible class for the Chugakko teachefe, eight
attending.

Eecently Hon. K. Kataoka and Mr. Kiyama visited on, of my
country fields expressly to make Christian addresses. Man^ of the
better class came to hear and we hope for much good.

There is a great lack in Sabbath keeping, and this point U urged
upon them though without jnuch appreciation as yet r,f ^its
importance."

Mr.. McAlpine, Nagoya :-'•' Probably Taikyo D.ndo lias bet^n the
most prominent matter of the year, yet as up to this time not a (.angle
Christian from this work has been added to our cluirches in Nagoya,
the result seems disappointing. Still there are results neither fe^r nor
small.

1 Union of all Christian churchei in prayer, planning and acl^,lv0
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daily preaching as never before. They have passed tlie stage of mere

formal resohitions to pray for union, and have practical union in

actual fact. True, it is not called federated union nor is any one

formally bound to continue it. It is union arising from the heart, the

only real union.

2 It has given the Christians courage and confidence in the final

success of the cause. The year's successes have infused courage to

hope for much nnd to work in earnest according to such faith.

3 It has enlightened the general public about Christianity not a

little, many thousands have heard for the first time, many have be-

come serious enough to hand in this names. Only a small percentage

has as yet been baptized. The remainder can hardly be regarded as

backsliders, rather as sympatliizers, favorably disposed to the gospel,

and many in an earnest hour may yet turn to the gospel for light and

salvation.

In my special work there is much to encourage,—baptisms, and

inquirers some of whom are applicants for baptism. The Christians

are more earnest and awake than for several years. Some backsliders

are returning. A church building fund has been started and is

growing.

A dissension in the church here brought its spiritual life to a low

ebb, but the breach has been healed, and the condition is fair again.

Seto church is getting new life, and a leading member, a doctor has

built up a real live S. school.

We plan to work along the new railway to Nakatsugawa. There is

a good deal of street preaching.

1902 seems likely to prove a better year than last. On 2 country

trips, one with Mr. Fulton,—we had good audiences, showing the people

more ready to hear than ever before."

Mr. Hope, Toyohashi :
—"Anew station, the largest city in Mikawa

province. We began work here Jan. 25,1902. No strong prejudices, the

chief obstacle so common now being an inordinate desire for wealth.

A Bible class in my home on Sunday morning goes also to the service in

the church. I have also a Bible class of army officers reading in

English but explaining in Japanese. However most of thesa will not

go to church services. One was baptized recently who formerly hated

the Christian religion.
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lu Okazaki a good number were recently added to the church,

doubtless the fruit of Mr. Fulton's long and faithful work there.

Mrs. Hope organized a Sunday school and conducts a woman's prayer-

meeting. The women are interested in raising money for a church

building, doing fancy work and contributing liberally of their money."

Mr. Fulton, Okazaki and Tokyo:—"Mr. Fulton' work is now

partly educational and partly evangelistic. After careful consultation

with the Missions controlling the Meiji Gakuin, the S. Presb. Mission

joined in the Tlieo. Dept. Elected as the representative of this

Mission, Mr. Fulton moved thither to take up the work. New Testa-

ment work falls to his lot, New Testament introduction and the in-

terpretation of Acts and I Cor.; also a class in English for the pre-

paratory year.

Besides teaching he has a good deal of preaching in Tokyo and

vicinity, giving also assistance in Taikyo Dendo services. He thinks

that the interest in Tokyo is not so general as last year, and that this

movement will have to be guarded against some unhealthy features.

In all such work there is danger of its degenerating into mere noise

with no permament results.

Besides the above he makes monthly visits to Okazaki, his former

Held and serves also on the ''Standing Committee of Cooperating

JMissions.

Mrs. Fulton assists in a Sunday school, and visits in the congregation.

In Okazaki there is still a strong drift against Christianity. A special

effort was made to reach the young men, by organizing Bible classes.

The schools of Okazaki are indifferent or hostile. Christian teachers in

both Normal and High school will not come to cliurch or identify

themselves with us. Recently opposition stoj)ped several teachers

from coming to study Christianity.

Taikyo Dendo meetings have been productive of much good in

Okazaki. The semi-annual evangelists' meeting made special efforts in

theater enzetsu (lecture meetings), and with advertisements, invita-

tions to prominent people, walking the streets with flag and bell, &c,

gave us an audience of 500 with splendid attention. These meeting;^

resulted in the giving in of many names, helping some to decide,

bringing out the Christians and making them see their duty to non-

Christian neighbors.

The women have raised 500 yen toward a cliurch. This is to be
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built this year yet and togctlier ^vitll funds otherwise raised will cost

about 1000 yen. Several Bible classes were conducted. Since last Fall

20 persons have been baptized in Okazaki.

Besides Toyohashi where Mr. Hope is now, the only other place with

a band of Christians is Tsugu.

Miss Wirabisch after being laid aside by sickness for more than a

year was obliged to return to American without prospect of

returning."

Cumberland Presbyterian Mission.

Stations:—Osaka, Wakayama, Ise, Shingu, Takatsuki, Tanabe.

Dr. a. D. Hail, Osaka :
—" I have found much willingness among

increased numbers to hear and to inquire about the gospel. The

Christians have felt the inspirations of the 20th century movement,

and in Yokkaichi, Ise, Matsuzaka and Yaniada, Christians have

shown growing interest in work. Workers from Nagoya, Osaka and

Tokyo have inspired them. As results we have an increased number of

bnptisms, and more earnest efibrts by the Christians to reach their

neighbors.

In Osaka churches, methods have been almost revolutionized, and

the spiritual life deepened. While all have shared in this blessing,

young men especially feel their obligations to Christ and His Church j

young men are in the majority among those gathered in. Thus the

young men are organizing better for aggressive efforts.

In Yamada wiiere are the great Ise shrines, it takes great courage

to cast in one's lot with his fellow Christians. Some moving thither

from other churches, fail to take part in worship and in eiforts to

bring others to Christ. Some thus go lost.

In some places it is difficult to get a regular fcoglsho (preaching place).

The work as a whole furnishes ground for special encouragement

and thanksgiving."

Mr. Van Horne, Osaka :—" My work enbraces 2 chapels in Osaka

and 12 towns in the provinces, Settsu, Izumi, and Kii. In Osaka and

almost all other points the work is more prosperous than ever before,

services and S. school are well attended, and attendance is increasing.

Still the immediate results are not as great as desired, though far in

ad vance of previous years. We are entering good homes near our

chapels, and in consequence have some women inquirers. Formerly
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onr congregations were mostly men. I have English classes to teach

the Bible, and many soon show a great interest in tlie Bible.

Outside Osaka work varies, in some, deep and growing interest, in

others where most efforts are made, the people remain untouched.

Still we try to break through the wall of superstition and heatlienism.

We have a greater number to study the Bible than ever before, have

baptized a good number, and slowly gather some fruits of Taikyo

Dendo. The results from Taikyo Dendo do not fill out one's wishes.

This year's effort in Osaka was very quiet, only 2 evening meetings at

each church, well advertised, well attended as a rule, and preaching

evangelical. There seems a lack of dependence on Divine assistance,

faith in prayer is very indefinite, too much stress is laid on gakumon

and long sermons, many of our former evangelists have become worldly

and do not attend church. Of those educated by our own mission, I

know of five, once effective workers who now seldom or never attend

services. These all would be re-employed if they desired it and show-

ed themselves sincere. Also many of the laity once regular and

devoted, are never seen now at church. And this state of things is all

too general, a very discouraging feature and especially as this dead

material often comes between us and the people."

Mrs. Van Horne :
—

" My work is the same but methods are varied

to meet the conditions, fewer meetings and more visiting so as to reach

the women and get them out to meetings. To believe they must hear,

to hear, a teacher is needed, and we have to become teachers going to

them or else they will not have any. This work brings rich reward,

and more women are interested now than ever before.''

Miss Alexander, Takatsuki :
—

"I am engaged in evangelistic work

in the country, and after a year's absence am impressed with the desire

of Christians for a deeper spiritual life, and their feeling of a duty to

the unconverted. People generally show a more genuine interest than

formerly. The spirit of investigation is gaining, and prejudices are

weakening. While there have always been m.ore open doors than we

could enter, yet to-day is in a special sense the day of opportunity."

Miss Ella Gardner, Tanabe:— " Work here is well organized and

harmonious. The Bible class is well attended, some being cartful

students of the Bible and attending services. Our pastor wlio is in

charge of a general reading room for young men, is allowed to put in

Cliristian reading and we have put in Christian books and papers
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^liicli are eagerly read. Witli attending services, Sunday School and

prayermeeting, teaching an English Bible class of j'omig men and a

girls' class of from 30 to 50, giving out tracts and loaning books,

calling and receiving calls, the weeks are pretty fall.

Dr. J. B. Hail, Wakayama :—"The work here is intimately con-

nected with that of the church of Christ. Four organized churches

in the ken ; two, Wakayama and Tanabe having pastors, but not able to

pay their whole salary, the Mission employs half their time, one thus

visiting regularly 8, and the other, 10 tov/ns ; another, Shingu, has a

licentiate, paying f of his salary and the Mission employing I of his

time spent in visiting 5 towns. Airin has no pastor being served

from Wakayama.

Wakayama and Tanabe churches show a net gain of one each,

Shingu gaining 5, and Airin 12. Still there were 29 baptisms in all 4

churches, whose combined membership is 288, or 222 adults ; they own

property worth 2,730 yen and contributed 846 yen for all purposes.

Tanabe church is best organized and Airin is most aggressive. Mr.

Worley moved to Shingu, reorganized the Sunday school while the

ladies began children's meetings in the towns and adjacent villages. A
Y. M. C. A. of 40 members Avas organized by Mr. Worley and Dr. Oishi.

Tanabe has two evangelistic bands consisting of the men and the women

respectively, the men going out by twos and the women in larger com-

panies. Airin, in Hikata has a like band, meeting for prayer at 2

again after the Sunday morning service ; then they go out by twos into

districts apportioned, visiting every house and inviting all to church.

Distributing 50 copies of the " Toki no Koe " in one district, they col-

lect them again in two weeks to redistribute them in the second leaving

new ones in the first district, and so on until the copies are worn out

after visiting 7 or 8 families. Thus the visitors receive a cordial wel-

come, and one result is that the little church building's capacity is too

small, while there are 4 meetings also in different parts of tlie town

for Bible study and prayer. In Wakayama a class for reaching the

young was organized; English being taught, lectures given on religion

and other themes and recreation provided. So far there are 30 mem-

bers, fees, &c., being 85 sen per month. Many of these come to

Sunday school and church.

Outside work is encouraging in every way, two villages through

their headmen even asking for visits and for preaching of the gospel,
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one at tlie instance of a bnsiness man and the other at that of a

Bnddhist priest, and resulting in large audiences,— COO where the

Buddhist priest favored us, who also urged the people to investigate

the claims of the gospel.

All the pastors report a number of inquirers. House-to-house work

is kept up. INIrs. Hail keeps up the woman's meeting, once a month

being an all day meeting for work whose proceeds go to the church.

She has also a Sunday school and a children's meeting on Saturday;

these work and send proceeds to tlie Okayama orphanage."

Mr. John E. Hail, Ise :~" My work during the first part of last

year was in the Osaka field. Here there has been a number of

converts, mostly young men of a quite solid type.

At Nagano several Christians have been baptized. Here a little

band of Christians, now seven in number, holds services every

Saturday and Sunday in a Euddhist temple. Hirano, a peculiarly hard

place, has seen three baptisms.

The last part of this past year I have been in Tsu, Ise, working

through part of the Ise field. Besides several baptisms, one is struck

with the number of solid thinking men here who are inquirers. This

is especially remarkable when one remembers the past record of this

section in its bitter oj^position to Christianity. Undoubtedly He who

holds the hearts of the people in His hands, is moving the hearts of

this people toward Himself."

Mk. Worley, Shingu :
—

" Sickness disturbed our work but we have

tried our best. Though in the interior there is a good church here.

I have helped in Sunday school and did special work among young

men with some good results, [^made a tour last spring with an

evangelist, having meetings each night and distributing scripture

portions and tracts. The pastor goes monthly on such tours. Had

eight accessions, but due to changes of residence the church remains

the same about. This my second year in Japan went largely into lan-

guage study. Mrs, Worley works among women and had well attend-

ed Bible classes weekly."

West Japan Mission of the Presbyterian Church (North.)

Stations:—Matsuyaraa, Yamaguchi, Hiroshima, Osaka, Kyoto,

Kanazawa, and Fukui.

Me. Bryan, Matsuyama :
—

" Sickness of the evangelist has largely
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interferred with Taikyo Dcndo plans but quiet work with individuals

yielded gratifying results. A layman for Ozu has gotten out to church

many nonattending members, and audiences increased fourfold. A
politician invited us to his village and 18 persons joined the Scripture

Union earnestly studying the Bible. Through this man, influential

and earnest for himself and friends, work is to open in a neighboring

village. He brought 2 nurses who come here for Bible study while

studying in Matsuyama. Mrs. Bryan and I made talks to nurses at the

provincial hospital and we hope to get entrance into this hospital.

One opportunity utilized brings others, and so days are busy and

the number we meet increases.

(This is about the best I can do. I hate reports and as I said at

mission meeting, ' after hearing the reports of 7 inch guns and rapid

firing machines it will be a rest to hear the report of a popgun.')"

Mr. Aykes, Yamaguchi :
—

" No changes in the personnel of the

working force, except that the Yamaguchi pastor has gone to Kobe,

and I supply his place. They are looking for a pastor but can hardly

raise enough money. This church has for some years been independent

of mission aid. AVe need a good Bible woman or two even more

than a man. This is pretty strong but we want a good Bible woman, had.

More inquirers this year than ever before ; numbers added are not

yet so large but better than for some years. Many inquirers stop

just short of a definite acceptance of Christ as Master. School teachers

very indifierently recognize Christianity as the best religion, though a

some go farther. Prejudices among Shogakko teachers are breaking

up somewhat, a few Ciiristian Normal school teacliers doubtless helping

here. Meetings are crowded, Christians earnest and active. At some

other places few attend, there are no inquirers and no immediate

prospects.

We had Taikyo Dendo only in Moji, Koknra and Wakamatsu. All

Missions united, many scripture portion and tracts were sold and distri-

buted. In Kokura results were small, more results at Wakamatsu, while

at Moji meetings were crowded and many names handed in, the work
going on under the Shimonoseki pastor. In Yamaguchi the work

was simply an enzetsukwai (lecture meeting). Dr. Torrey's work

brought in a large number of names, but the Y. M. C. A. being to

the front it seemed necessary to wait for them and so the critical time

was lost; many addresses of names handed in were false, many
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^voro already in IViblo classes, (Uhers hail lost, their interest ; still, somo

were hunted up and found Christ though not those who gave in their

names. Some haekslidinu; Christians have been stirred up to return,

a good tendency noticeal)le everywhere at present. The Christians

were roused to direct work, and his si>irit is the best good to us iVom

the Taikyo Dendo."

]\[iss rALMKU, YAMAC.iK'iir, IS also in evangelistic work but was

somewliat interrupted by school wi)rk owing to Miss Bigelow's ill

health:

"Though desiring to be awa}' in outslations as nuich as possible,

she linds that preparation and needed rest consume about half the

time, a faet tliat ladies in eountry work will understand: a Jai)anese

hotel, spending night and day on tatawi (mats), the women visited

thinking it inhospitable to leave one alone. Such cordiality does

indeed warm one's own heart, still body and mind too are affected and

so rest is needed. This nuu'h gives the reason tor not working at

times.

In these periiuls at home 1 visit and also teach a number of women

in their own homes.

A meeting is held at e;'.cli place every visit, but the (juict work in

homes seems j)est ; often Christians liavc inquiring friends willing to

receive the foreigner. These quiet talks bring us nearer to each

other. For gathering tlie women for Bible study and prayer my visits

seem necessary, as, except where there is a strong nucleus, they are

apt to get careless, though they are eager to meet with the missionary.

Brielly, 1st the dull condition one fjuds himself in at the close of a

week means only that the body seeks to regain its poise after prolonged

doubling, and the brain to overcome the strain of working backwards

in the Japanese language for so long, 2nd, calling in homes for personal

talks is juore telling and lasting tiian formal gatlierings, 3rd, visiting

outstations as iVeiiuently as possible to encourage women to see the

imi)i>rtanee of woman's work for woman is desirable."

Mr. ]>uoKAW, Hiroshima:—" There is no startling change due to

Taikyo Dendo, rather there continue a deadly indlllerence to the gospel,

a mad commercial and pleasure-seeking spirit, and persecution that

often becomes active when one takes a stand for Christ, resulting in

loss of position, family ostracism, Sic. Still there is no rowdy opposi-

tion, but a sustained spirit oi' in<juiry to know what the gospel
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I', jui'j <;.ji) ujy':- '>>'•: ii?iv(r i.jvl a f«:w hapti:-:ras, hut ry>tiiing r.^^ i i.uy

the optir/il-irri aU^ut Japan in tfwj Iiornt |>ai>fcr. Other plar^e^j may
juHtify th'w, hilt 1 fear tl^e home chnreli har^ Uen led on to a too lively

I Jope.

My work w entirely fevangeli«tic,—vl«!itingotitwtatioa^, toaring, teach-

ing da«rtes and indivIrJua^ preaching wh«;rever there w opportunity.

Meetings* are well attend^;/! Uing well advertlKed. Evangeli»t« »een»

more hoi>ef«l ami e-arne<!t a?* a rer-iult of Taikyo IJendo, and get hold of

more inqiiirera. Tiiere are good H. schools at each out«tati^/n and Jiibhrs

are put on «ale, and many are «old by evangelitfttt, I ouule 5 carefully

planned trii>H in connection with our THUwhin Dendo, fCorre«j>ondenw;

PJvangeliHrn), tracts were «ent ahead and s^;attered liUrally, fiihUi fK/r-

tif7nH were jwdd,— all making tlirz-^e tri|>» the rnrz-^.t effective in g'.tting

hearers. We Rtill use the Fukuin Yako sending it to alK>ut I'/O. It

ha» Htirred up one here one tliere out of darknew* into light on to

l/aptLsm even,

>rr«. Erokaw and I teach Bible cla^?ie8 in our home, more and more

with P3nglLsh left out. Mr», Brokaw and Mis» >'ivling have done much
in work among women. ML* Niviing(now Mrs. Madeley) has greatly

improved the childrerys work of tlie 8. school, ha« held in .S. school

a teacher's meeting, and conducted! with 5frH. Brokaw meetings for

women and children. They have done much visiting in homes making

these visits more effective by Bible reading and prayer, and turning

rx»nver«ation towards the gosx>eI."

Me. Doughty, HjBf/«HiMA:—"My work covering the out«tation» of

Iwakuni and Kure Ijesides Hiroshima, is more prof-perous now wlien I

am unfortunately compelled to leave it than it ha* been since I came

here. Baptized 8 {persons at Iwakuni, meetings are crowded, S. school

had to l>e divided, part meeting in the morning atul part in the after-

no^^n. The pre«byterial evangeil^its and al-io Mr. Kiyarna's meetings

were singularly guccessful. At the present rate, we should have an

organijy.'d church here in a year. The \X'j>\At talk of buying a place

for a church. Their evarigelist is an ent}tusia>jt on «elf-«upport.

In Kure, during 3 years ami with a pastor not a single l>aptlsrn t*x>k

place. I.a«t Fall I located a kofjbdio and evangelbit there, giving the

church also f^art of his time for jrart payment. The plan is rir>t ideal

but good, 2 were baptized and s<--veral more are to come. I taught a

gfXKl Bible class there every week.



in riirosliijua T taught a Bible class of church members in church,

also one twice a week at my home for non-Christians,—bank clerks

school teachers, army officers,—leading to one baptism and more in

prospect.

One main line of work lias been teaching Christianity by correspon-

dence, a plan conceived on my furlough. It consists in putting an

advertisement in the daily paper, offering to send Christian literature

free to any who wish to investigate. Making the method a real success

is very hard work however. Still after 2 years I have great faith in

it as a method of reaching forth into the interior, and it has given me
the best satisfaction of all my work. A number have been baptized

as a result and more are in prospect. In this connection I have published

the Fukuin Greppo, a monthly of 8 pages for 2^ years now, which has

a circulation of 600. This and the correspondence plan I have passed

over to Mr. Brokaw who from experience believes heartily in it. Some

others have tried the method and the Japanese here believe thoroughly

in it. I have also been at work on a handbook of Christian Litera-

ture but my return compels me to abandon it after finishing about one

third of it."

Mr. Winn, Osaka :—" There is a more hopeful outlook, though the

Taikyo Dendo's hopes have not been fully realized in additions to

cliurches. There is an increase in interest however. The people are

more accessible and so many more hear than formerly. I have worked

with a satisfaction that comes from assurance that the truth is

advancing. I preach on Sabbath and week-days as opportunities

occur.

I have made one change in methods of work, viz. in using English

teaching as an attraction. Hearing how one missionary among students

gave an English address and another followed in Japanese on the same

theme, this method securing a houseful of students, I resolved, to

make two men out of one as I am alone in ray itinerating. So I gave

first an English speech and then followed with the best interpretation

I could make in Japanese ; using this method in several places and on

many occasions, it succeeded above my expectations and above any other

method I know of in bringing out good audiences of students both in

and outside of Osaka. So I now regularly use this in towns where

there are Middle Schools,—so far only in preaching places, thus get-

ting young men into contact with our preachers.
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In Osaka the use of English in some form is of great value, and is

used by every mission more or less. Of course tliis is not necessarily

the best, still less the only plan,—it is simply one of the plans which

Providence puts into our hands to reach the young, especially the

student class, and as such at least increases the bountifulness of our sow-

ing in hope of an enlarged reaping.

The Osaka churches growing from our Mission's work are in

an encouraging condition with increasing attendance. New seats thus

needed in the North Church were presented by the young men there,

nearly all of whom entered it in the past 3 years. A brick wall also

greatly improves this church property. The South Cluirch got a new

pastor in June and so there is hope for new life and growth there,

though the former incumbent of 10 years also did his work well.

In outstations too the work is much more promising reaching many

more than last year, due largely to certain changes among workers.

The better classes are at least disposed to listen, instead of disdaining

as once they did. The conviction of a need which only Christianity

can supply, is growing, though the rebellion against the moral require-

ments of Christ is as great as ever.

Because of these and other encouraging signs this year has been one

of more than ordinary joy in our Master's service."

Mrs. Winn, Osaka:— (This work has been largely noted under

English classes, industrial work, S. schools, children's meetings, &c.)

"The young men who became Christian through our English Bible

class have formed a Y.P.S.C.E. and are doing praiseworthy work.

They gave a charity concert, clearing 170 yen for the sufferers of the

Ashio mines. Their wives are getting interested too."

Mr. Curtis, Yamaguchi and Kyoto :~(Mr. Curtis moved from

Yamaguchi to Kyoto, to take up the place left vacant by Dr.

Alexander.)

1 " Yamnguchi,—All classes are favorable here except Buddhists

whose business is to oppose. My work has been largely for students,

soldiers and R. R. men. The Y. M. C. A. has greatly increased

in numbers and in earnestness to win fellow students. A
public meeting to reach the soldiers going to and from the

barracks is held every Sunday afternoon. At the request of the

station master of our nearest R. R. station, meetings for the

station employees were held, half in English teaching and half in
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teaching Cliristianity in Japanese. Tlie desire to have the religions

teach.ing first lest some should be called away too soon was encourag-

ing. It is wonderful how many E. E. employees are Christian or in-

quirers,—being as a class open to Christian impressions. Itinerating

along the line to work among them, stopping also at stations, would be

time well spent. Bundles of tracts firmly bound together and left in the

waiting rooms show good usage by their worn out condition. Even

the district governer thus got interested enough to order several copies

of tlie Sanloryo.

Last August I helped in a summer school in Yanai and abundant

opportunities occurred to reach with the gospel, school teachers and

students, giving a lecture a day on God, sin and salvation following

the tenor of the Sanhoryo.

Dr. Torrey's services in February did much to stir up and to demon-

strate the power of the old gospel and its adaptability to Japan.

2 Kyoto,— One reason causing me to hesitate about going to Kyoto

was a sense of the difficulty of following a man like Dr. Alexander.

Though this feeling still remains, I find the way paved by his influence

as well as that of Mr. Porter whom the Christians here revere mcst

fully. This accounts for their cordial welcome to me,—not a word

thus far to remind us that we are foreign missionaries. Great doors

are open in this great city which seems beginning to give some heed to

Clirist's claims."

Miss Haworth, Kyoto:—(Uppermost in the reports from Kyoto is

tlie sense of loss in Dr. Alexander's departure).

" When Miss Haworth arrived from Osaka, Dr. A. was on

a country tour. His enfeebled health on his return was noticed with

alarm. But he kept up his work so well that until the day he left

Kyoto, February 12th, his feebleness was not fully realized. February

11th was planned for final arrangements for erecting a church building,

a desire cherished by Mr. Porter wlio secured the site and now it was

brought to this stage by Dr. A. When this memorable day (February

11th) came Dr. A. had gone, as the leader explained, to Osaka for

rest. The church's surprise was great for who had ever seen their

faithful teacher rest. When however all unexpectedly he appeared in

their midst the change of feeling was a study ; he was urged to take the

chair. After a short address and after hearing subscriptions amount-

ing to over COO yen, God's blessing was invoked. Then he announced
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tlie physician's verdict, namely, tliat liis own labors in Japan were

ended. A solemn stillness in a little while broken by prayers, then a

parting salutation and benediction by Dr. A. gave a scene never to be

forgotten, felt rather than described. The emotions, the prayers, the

thanks to God for sparing him so long to Japan, the tributes of affec-

tion, the trust in tli(:'ir beloved sensei was a beautiful reward for self-

eflfacing labor.

Dr. A's. loss to the field is inexpressible. Too long in the state of

his health sole representative of the work in this station, bearing

the burdens of six persons amid complex circumstances and pressing

opportunities, the work has suffered more than is recognized."

Mr. Curtis too writes,
—

'* I desire to give my testimony to the wide

and deep influence of Dr. A. all through Sanyo as well as here in

Kyoto and Osaka, Tokyo, c^c. An instance here to illustrate. At our

farewell meeting in Yamaguchi, I took the occasion to refer to

Dr. A. to whose vacant post I had been assigned. Announcing

that word from Honolulu just received stated that his health had so

far improved as to enable him even to preach, they expressed their

great joy audibly and visibly and felt that their prayers for his

recovery had indeed been answered; (they had observed a day of

prayer for his recovery).

The work of the W. Japan Mission esp. in the Sanyo district was

largely organized and for many years superintended by this veteran

missionary who by his sympathetic tact and untiring efforts won the

respect, love and confidence of our Japanese brethren in a most unique

manner." (This same spirit won the same feelings toward him from the

Tokyo field where he gave of his best and ripest work for eight years;

indeed in the church at large it is doubtful whether any better

encomiums have been won by any missionary worker.) MissHaworth

continues :
—

" In Kyoto, he had charge of all the work, did mucii preach-

ing in Japanese, attended regularly the foreign preaching service, shar-

ing in its ministry and the prayermeeting, was first president of the

foreign theological club (this is attended also by a few Japanese), was

the founder of the foreign recreation club though not much able to

attend. He had a class for Bible study at his house, was visited by

Japanese for counsel, doing his daily tasks as if each might be his last,

a free dispenser of his means where it was needed to do good or set an

example, laj-ing up for himself no treasures upon earth.
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The work in Kyoto embraces the church, a preaching place, two

kindergartens,—in tlie liouse of one of which the church meets and on

the same lot it is also to raise its new building,—a fine Sunday school

in which the kindergarten teachers give efficient aid, while

many pupils come from the kindergarten. Tliere is a Y. P. S. of

boys and girls from 10 to 15, a work started by Mrs. Porter, a monthly

meeting for women whose collections is called the selfdenial fund,

and the amount realized by tlie girls of tlie Y. P. S. C. E. aggregat-

ing 60 yen during the year, go into the church building fund.

A Bible woman also does good service here. Messrs. Aoki and Wada,

two teachers of the Doshislia, the former also principal of the Doshisha

Girls School, are active members of our church, and so ought to be

Mr. Hi no, a graduate of Union, who however is a Kumiai. He was a

member of a New York Presb. Clmrch for two years, in which time

'he was never spoken two inside that church.' Marrying one of our

young ladies recently he transplanted her too.

The Hon. K. Kataoka, of well-known standing, recently elected

President of the Doshislia, has also been invited to enter Kumiai

connections, as well as the previously named ]\Iessrs. Aoki and Wada,

the former of Princeton Seminary, and the latter of the Imperial Uni-

versity. One frequently meets in Kyoto members of our sister church

who were at one time members of the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai and

feels just here the force of the term nnion while trying to understand its

spiritual significance,— our name Nikon Kirisuto Kyokwai'^ being here

perhaps more comprehensive than ordinarily, and so, readily observed

while modesty forbids its frequent specific use.

The Nishijin Kindergarten also affords a preaching place and a S.

school of 50—70 pupils.

A daily service by the Cong. Mission and slightly supported by our

churcli, near the Kitano festival which lasted 50 days, has been a

feature of Taikyo Dendo. This festival is in honor of Sugihara Michi-

zane, a famous exile of 1000 years ago, and, visited by missionaries and

Japanese Christians with multitudes of heathen, shows how hard it is

to draw the line between good and bad, notably the bad according to

repute. The Kyoto dances far famed for their picturesqueness liave

lured rich and poor, liigli and low, pagan and CJu'istian more than

usual.

* Formerly Itchi Kyokwai, i e. United Church, a name still common.
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To sum up:—A churcli small earnest but laboring under disadvan-

tages. A desirable preaching place in a district scarce of laborers.

Two Sunday schools claiming 150 pupils. Two kindergartens with an

actual attendance of 80- Six Christian teachers all trained in mission

schools and talented in ditierent ways. An old Bible woman who has

brought many to church in spite of her imperfections, and not

ashamed of her calling. A Bible assistant and kindergartner who is a

constant comfort because of her sensitive conscience, faith and fidelity.

100 homes actually open to Christian messengers without encroaching

on other's grounds (careful consideration on tliis point is urged and

heeded we believe.) A young men's class of Bible students. A
woman's meeting of cheerful givers. A young people's society of 14

members ready to grow in numbers and interest. A cordial relation

between the Japanese and foreigners.

The hospitality of the Cong. Mission long here before us should be

gratefully acknowledged."

Mr. Fulton, Kanazawa :—Mr. Fulton reports for the evangelistic

work, Mr. Dunlop reporting only on the work of the committee on

girl's schools.

" Work is carried on as usual, in the same field and with the same

workers. The result of Taikyo Dendo meetings for three weeks in

union with the Methodists was 150 names of inquirers. vSome of these

fctill attend services and a few have been baptized. The movement

advertised Christianity and gave Christians a new impetus. The

Christians in the High School increased through it fourfold.

No baptisms outside of the city, but the popular attitude is more

favorable. Correspondence Bible study continues to increase, nearly

400 being on the Kanazawa roll. This work touches points otherwise

inaccessible and, is educational but needs personal contact for best results.

This latter is diflficult, and so the work is mostly seed sowing. AVhere

we have personally touched, results are encouraging. Street preaching,

book and tract-selling and visiting have yielded pleasant experiences.

In literary work I have furnished the Bible lesson for our semi-

monthly "Yako-" This is published with the help of Fukui and is

now in its 5th year with a semi-monthly circulation of 1000 copies.

We work in unity and harmony with the Canadian Methodists

but are unable to secure the co-operation of the Episcopalians. They

persist in standing aloof from every undertaking that might be
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union and carry on their work entirely separately. "We exceedingly

regret this."

Miss Luther, Kanazawa, also reports two S. Schools, a Sunday

evening students' Bible class from the government schools showing

great interest, some coming in advance for a prayer service praying for

the newer members and for faith in God's word.

"Thus, for the children in schools, for the women in meetings, the

young men students of the English Bible, the Sunday school, and the

girls in our Girls School in daily Bii)le study, we endeavor to teach and

show our love for Christ and pray that souls may be brought into his

kingdom."

Mr. Jones, Fukui:—Heathenism and its concomitants continue

here as opponents. No abatement is perceptible. Temples are going up.

Towns are leaguing to refuse places for Ciiristian meetings. Christians

from elsewhere and inquirers are thus unwilling to identify them-

selves with Christians fearing tlie loss of temporal advantages.

Inquirers do not desire us to come to their homes lest persecution

come, several being threatened with expulsion from Ijome if baptized.

All this shows the hold of idolatry here yet.

Through our evangelist's sickness for 4 months and liis work thus

falling to me, I was prevented from doing all planned outside of

Fukui. Two evangelists now give us better chances. AVe pay regular

visits to 4 places and occasional ones to other points.

Although the city was greatly demoralized by the teriible fire on

Easter, still the audience is increasing, and our prayermeetigs are

exceptionally good. Our members being mainly young men we

organized a Y. M. C. A. with semimonthly jncetings. Five baptism

and a number of inquirers are part of the year's results.

We too try to combine tract and Scripture selling with street

preaching. For such bigoted antagonism as here this method is well

adapted to disarm prejudice and to catch the ears of some not other-

wise accessible.

We united in Taikyo Dendo meetings and a number signified

their desire to study Christianity but beyond a broader sowing

of the seed and the aroused activity of tJie Christians, no «^pecial

results are so far perceptible."

ISIrs. Jones too speaks of the activity of genuine idolatrous hea-

thenism whose devotees mostly illiterate, Hock as pilgrims to temples
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here and there, being especially favored by cut R. R. rates to Kyoto

;

also of tlie unabated opposition of school teachers. Still she and her

helpers have kept up gratifying work in Fukui and four big towns

outside.

" In Sakae, 15 to 20 boys come. Behaving badly, discipline is need-

ed at times and my last attempt used only because something had to be

done, proved most effective. Asking them what they would think of a

foreigner who went to a temple to ask questions about Buddhism and

then was very rude to the priests, tlie best boy said emphatically,

" Baka da," (He's a fool.) I said, "Please apply the principle."

They saw tlie point and have behaved like gentlemen since.

In Maruoka where on account of snow we had to abandon meetings

for 3 mos., the attendance averages SO. 10 or 12 boys ran asvay from a

special lecture because they did not want to miss our meeting. As to

results— many children and some women have the way of salvation in

their heads and some in their hearts no doubt. It is hard for us not

to see full results but it means something that for 3 years some of the

same children have heard the gospel regularly. Weather here must

not frighten one. If papers are torn up on the road, one must not lose

heart. Withholding them the next time is usually effective. Anti-

christian clubs need to be ignored only, taking courage rather tliat

Satan finds active opposition necessary. Make boys who come to

scoffj teachable even at the risk of nervous prostration. 10 or 12

normal school students come to learn Christian hymns and to study

Ciiristianity. They enjoy this thoroughly, and I believe that the

echoes of tliese hymns in their hearts will lead some to Jesus. There

are 3 earnest inquirers now.

I have also a small cUiss in the English Bible using Japanese

explanations.

Calling is not much encouraged as women are jnore ready to come

to the kocjlaho than to have tlieir neighbors know that they have

relations with the foreign teachers. Even the governors wife did not

return my call, her husband being, it is said, afraid of Buddhist

sentiment.

Rejoicing in the good news from other parts, we hope the time is near

when even in the Hokurikudo there will be a great outpouring of

Clod's awakening power."
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NoRTir Japan Mission of the E. C. A.

Stations :—Yokohama, Tokyo, Nagano, Morioka, Aomori.

Eev. J. H. Ballagh, Yokohama:—Until the recent removal of

Mr. Miller from Morioka to Tokyo, Mr. Ballagh, the oldest iu the

service of our number be it remembered, was the only one of this

Mission in evangelistic work iu this great center of Tokyo and vicinity.

Inasmuch as the other Mission of our body in this general field is not

overweli supplied with evangelistic workers (only 2 men's time being

fully thus available, one of these being the veteran of the E. J. Pres.

Mission and next to Mr. Ballagh in length of service among us, and

as the field covered by these workers runs from Shizuokato Yokohama,

across the bay to Boshu, Chiba, and north west through Gumma,

Shinshiu and on past Niigata (Mr. Scudder however being in this region

and reaching south to Matsumoto and lida) our Council seems hardly

ready to plead guilty to the charge of throwing itself away on a mis-

sionary congested center. In fact the 10 millions or so in this field

might perhaps give work to a few more missionaries from that body

which by right of priority and strength in numbers and church member-

ship ought not to yield the palm in the center too easil3^ But to the

report from our veteran of 40 years,

—

" Places where stated workers in Shizuoka Ken are found are Siiizu-

oka, Mishima, Ishiimura, Koyama and Gotemba. No marked advance

is discernible a few baptisms having been administered by Kev. Miura

and Rev. Ito. ISIr. Ito for several years self-supporting, doing Cliristian

work at Yokohama, and elsewhere, reentered the Mission's service.

Owing to the exaggerated teaching by a former lay worker Sakuma

Matsunosuke about the Lord's coming, a Japanese Dowie without

Chicago connection however, there was a defection at Mishima,

Koyama and Gotemba. About 50 had resigned fi om connection witii

Presbytery, but many are disillusioned again and afhliate with the N.

K. K. believers there now under Mr. Ito's care. I>Ir. Date, evangelist

at Ishiimura, owing to sickness moved to Mishima and helps now at

Gotemba though not fully recovered. Another worker at Mishima also

supplies Kashiv^'akubo, Hakone, Yanianaka, and one or two other

places. At Iwamoto is a Avorker under the Woman's Union ]\Iission,

while at Suzukawa is an independent worker under Mr. Ito's or my
overfighl. The priests tried to frighten away the large number of
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pupils whom this last worker once a notorious priest, had trained in

Christian doctrine.

At Yokoliama the Mission has our Ota chapel with regular services

of which first Mr. Jto and then Mr. Harasawa until his removal to

Tokyo, acted as pastor.

In Boshiu Mr. Yosliioka after visiting the field located at Oyamamura

and works also at Okujamaniura. At Hojo and Tateyania a seminary

student works during the summer, the leading believers there desii ing

to share in the choice and support of the workers, being hard to please.

Visits have been made to these and various other places. At Okubo

6 were baptized, resuUs of work of Bible women of the Womans Union

Mission,—a bright spot in Chiba ken. A dark spot was the suicide

of one who seemed a very hopeful believer at Oyamamura.

North'of Tokyo, a division in the Wado region resulted in all being

cut off from Presbytery, except Kasukabe,—a deplorable result.

Thus the Mission rule not to extend help outside the N. K. K., cuts ofif

a scant allowance of a lielper here, a result to be regretted as the work

otherwise is growing and satisfactory.

North Shinshiu or the Nagano field is under Mr. Scudder's care. In

South Shinshiu, Mr. Maki is striving hard to strengthen the work at

Matsumoto, giving also 10 hrs. to English in tlie Middle School to

interest the students in the Gospel. Good results may come from some

lecture meetings. Suwa, Sakashita and lida have each had an evan-

gelist, though one of then recently left to work under Mr. Hope of

Toyohashi. Signs of advance are seen, and each place is striving for a

church building.

In general the people are more ready to listen, and theie is less

need of apologetics and more of direct evangelistic eftbrt. A time of

a people prepared by God to hear his Gospel is upon us. O, for a

lunidred fold more laborers and for a vast increase of ftiith in the pro-

clamation of the gospel I"

Mr. Booth, Yokohama in addition to his administration of Ferris

Seminary, reports himself as theo. faculty of the Bible course, and

pastor of Union church, adding.

''This is not the place to report but it may not be out of place to

say that the Sunday afternoon Bible class for European young men

continues and is attended by from 12 to 20, and that the work done

among and for young men by the Brotherhood of Andrew and Pliilip
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givef? promise of good results. Tlio Y. P. S. C. E. has carried on a

unique work tlirougli tlieir missionary committee. Tliey secure

sustaining members for tlie employment of tlie field secretary and not

only distribute co[)ies of the Endeavor " but also manitain through

cooperation witli the Japanese city pastors, a service on Sunday

afternoons for domestics in the service of the foreigners. The com-

mittee would like to secure an evangelist who is fit for this needed

work. Eecommendations are in order.

jSIr. Miller, MoRiOKA and Tokyo:—This report gives considerable

details of the Taikyo Dendo movement in north Japan. This was

begun by sending a clioir along with the speakers on a tour among

towns in the vicinity of Sendai. Tliis new venture produced such

satisfactory results that the choir was adopted as part of the regular

country services. Three of this choir were young men of various

Sendai schools. In Morioka a large hall was used for meetings,

afternoon meetings being specially held for students. Country i)laces

visited by thes3 bands are Hanamaki, Mizusawa, Ichinoseki and

others. At ETanamaki alone an earnest Buddhist attenpted to foment a

disturbance. Dr. Harris a former Methodist missionary in Japan, now

working among the Japanese in San Francisco, did good service on a

tour through northern Japan at tbis time. Old Father Okuno had for

years desired to make a tour all over Japan to preach the gospel ; now

with some funds for traveling expenses from America he was at lengtii

able to carry out his long cherished plan, first in the center and south

in 1900 and in 1901 in the north, accompanied by a devoted helper

Mr. II. Sato, who had labored long at Yokosuka. In Morioka the

manner of attracting the people to the meetings was a crude imitation

of Tokyo methods,— (for a succinct account of Tokyo methods see Dr.

Imbrie's statement in last year's Council Report); struggling bauds

went around the streets with lanterns and banners, one young man
ringing a dinner bell and another making a doleful noise on an ac-

cordion on which he could not play a tune.

In company with Mr. Pierson, Mr. Miller made a tour of the Hok-

kaido lecturing at Kushiro and villages along the coast as far as Otsu,

then at Moiwa, and Obihiro. At all there places the main work is in

the hands of the C. M. S. Tlien on to Kamikawa as far as Asahigawa,

where Mr. Pierson lives.

Tlie scattered towns and villages of the Hokkaido can in summer be
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agreeably reached on foot or on packhorses provided at the post

stations and amid novel if not agreeable incidents often. The people

are open to Christian teaching and ready to identify themselves with

Christians, some of whom can be found in almost every place, or at

least such as have enjoyed Christian teaching.

To the meetings held for the past two years by the Sendai Ger.

Kef. Mission for the spiritual and intellectual bene6t of their evan-

gelists, our own workers are welcomed receiving much profit.

The autumn manoeuvres afforded an opportunity to reach many of

the soldiers, esp. through two tracts written for soldiers at the time of

the Chino-Japan war, which being out of print Mr. Miller had struck

off anew.

In connection with Mr. Miyama, the temperance lecturer, we took

occasion to reestablish work it Noheji after an interval of rest. I ac-

companied him in meetings at Morioka, Hanamaki, Mizusawa and

Ichinoseki.

Tiuis more evangelistic work has been carried on in this northern

field than before. Results in baptisms will belong rather to the new

year however.

In Aomori a parsonage has been built.

Mr. and Mes. Miller's removal to Tokyo in April and Mr. and

Mrs. Plarris's return from furlough thither have been noted. At last

accounts a further change is impending, Mr. and Mrs. Harris taking

up again the work they left in Aomori while the Misses Winn and

Deyo occupy Morioka.

Mr. Miller's work in Morioka extended from 1888 to March, 1902.

The record of the Morioka kogisho during this period is as follows:

—

Baptisms 158

Received by letter and confirmation 48

Total 206

Dismissed by letter 52

Dropped from roll 9

Died 8

Excluded 1

Total 70

Suspended 3
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Present on roll in INIorioka 13G

Absent from „ 70

Total 206

Mrs. Miller has as usual the editing of the two semimonthlies Glad

Tidings and Little Tidings with issues of 3100 and 4300 copies respective-

ly. Besides this she paid weekly visits to two hospitals in Morioka,

kept up the women's meetings, and the singing in a S. school averaging

over 70 pupils.

Mr. Scudder Nagano: -"We have not been able to persuade our

people to follow Taikyo Dendo methods farther than to adapt the

Sunday evening service more for non-church goers, preceding it with

a half hour song service, and an occasional magic lantern talk. On S.

afternoons our young men several times called on about 400 houses

leaving printed advertisements of our meetings, a tract and extending

invitations. The evening audiences have thus been trebled and the

meetings are far more spirited. Besides the English Bible class the

S. School work and the singing class already referred to, a special class

for inquirers and Bible study among Normal School students has been

held. From the work of Messrs. Helm and Takai last April when the

attendance of students reached 200, we hope for good results. From

Christian literature sent by mail favorable reports have come in."

Mr. Harris (Morioka) says in a private letter,
—

*'I find plenty io

do in to do this field. I started off with a Bible class of 8 young men
from the Normal and High Schools. Last Sunday it numbered 70.

The body of the church is packed full. It is a class of young men I

want to get hold of and for three Sundays 1 have given it to them

straight."

Mlss Winn, Aomori:—"Our little church has passed through vari-

ous and trying vicissitudes during the past year. ^Ve now have a

recent graduate of the M. G. Theo. Dept. who succeeds in drawing

the young men. Besides 3 vS. :^chools in the city we have work in two

outside places. At Noheji we have an inquirer who stems taught of

the Holy Spirit. Though poor andnot yet baptized he opens his house for

meetings refusing remuneration with the remark that he considers it

an honor and a privilege to have the Gospel preached in his

house. A number of Bibles have been sold, one man coming 12 ri to

buy one, being first interested by a tract on temperance. Every-
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where people seem ready to hear, and we cannot utilize all our

opportunities."

Miss Wyckoff spent part of her energy in Aomori, and part in

Ferris Seminary, to the Bible school department of which it is reported

she has been assigned altogether now. In her report she gives in-

teresting details of the Taikyo Dendo work as connected with the

pupils of Ferris Seminary. One incident alone can be given here. In

one of the upper classes all but two were Christians. For months the

rest had been praying for these two, each girl going daily after dinner

to pray alone and once a month in concert for them. The Taikyo

Dendo was an occasion to be :?pecially utilized, and so they invited

these two to the meetings, promising to call on their way. Soon one

of them announced her decision to be a Christian. Long before she

and the other non-Christian girl had mutually agreed never to become

Christians, an agreement she now at lengtli found she could live up to

no longer. So renouncing her promise she gave herself up to Christ.

Classes in English of Normal School girls and young men were held,

to which a short Bible lesson was attached, the young men coming also

on Sunday to church and at their own request to a Bible class on Sun-

day afternoons, 40 of these students attended special evangelist'c

services. Work in tw^o S. schools formed a further field of labor.

Mission of the Reformed (German) Chubch

IN the U. S.

Dr. Schneder writes : —In evangelistic work the past year has

been an encouraging one. Though on account of my duties in Sendai

I have not been able to visit our country stations much, whenever I

did have time to go I have seen evidences of growing interest. At

some of our places there has been much activity ; at others more quiet

growth ; a few have simply held their own, most doing more.

Mr. Miller, H. K., Sendai :— " Our work has joined in the 20th

Century movement. 2 campaigns were organized and a great deal of

preaching done. The audiences were large and deeply interested.

Direct appeals to repent and believe, or at least to inquire into Christ's

claims were made. God's Spirit is no doubt striving with men's hearts

here and the attitude to the gospel has greatly improved.

Mr. Mott's brief visit affected us as well as Tokyo favorably, a

number of students becoming inquirers, some having since been receiv-

ed into the church.
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We are confronted with difficulties in manning our work. A few

of the Japanese evangelists are restless, eager to go to America or to

start some new work, and so it is hard for such to devote themselves

completely and steadily to building up selfsiipporting churches. Others

soon wear out in a given place and must be transferred frequently.

Still there are some whose quiet patient and persevering work deserves

at least commendation. Five or six of the teachers of the Tohoku

Gakuin have given much valuable help in evangelistic work without

pay except traveling expenses. Several students too are thus employed,

and this enables them to pursue their studies while gaing experience

and giving aid in the work.

With a few exceptions there is but little eflbrt in the direction of

selfsupport. Workers take little more than a theoretical interest in

this matter and circumstances are such as not to make it necessary

or even expedient for them to educate their people in this duty. The

workers too are mostly of a dependent spirit or feel diffident about

asking people to pay towards their own salary."

The rules and regulations of the evangelistic committee of this

Mission are here subjoined.

Revised Rules and Reguietlons of the Evangelistic Comndttee.

(Adopted Mar. 27 1902.)

1 All salaries and allowances for dendohi (travel) and current

expenses shall be paid on the fifteenth of the month.

2 If a newly appointed evangelist arrives at his station before the

fifteenth of the month, be shall be entitled to a full month's salary; if

after the fifteenth, only one-half shall be paid.

o All evangelists are required to submit monthly reports to the

respective missionaries in charge, according to forms supplied by the

Committee.

4 Allowances for moving, travel or current expenses are made for

the purpose of defraying the actual and legitimate, (not estimated,)

expenses incurred. Whenever money is advanced, a detailed account

must be rendered to the missionary in charge, and any balance remain-

ing must be returned through lum to the treasurer.

5 Unless otherwise specified, the allowances for moving and deadold

are made on the basis of third class railroad tickets.
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G No evangelist may leave liis station f'or a week or more witliout

the permission of the missionary in charge.

The Committee also took the following action:

" B^isolved that, for the purpose of developing the spirit of self-

support, tlie Evangelistic Committee pursue the following policy in

the case of Kanda (Tokyo) church, Iwanuma church, Ishinomaki

church, and Nakamurn, Haranomachi, Shiroishi and Tome kdgisho,

the time of its actual execution to be left to the discretion of the

missionary in charge:

(a) That tlie Committee help the kdgi8ho{oi' church) directly, rather

than the evangelist in charge

;

(6) That all financial help be paid into the treasury of the koyisho

(or church)
;

(c) That the kofjlsho (or church), subject to the approval of the

missionary in charge, be empowered to call its own evangelist, fix his

salary and accept his resignation."

The statistics of this Mission for 1900 and 1901 (in totals) are as

follows

:

Ordained ministers.

Unordained evangelists .

Church buildings .

Meeting places

Membership (communicants)

Baptized children .

Adult baptisms

Infant baptisms

Total additions

Total losses

Sunday schools

,, ,, scholars .

Total expenditures.

Contributions by Japanese

Mr. Noss, Sendai :
—

" While doing heavy work in school, and having

charge of a chapel in Sendai and stations in south Miyagi, I have

devoted all spare time to tlie Eng. edition of Lange's Textbook of Col-

loquial Japanese, translating it from the Geriuan and now more than

half completed.
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in evangelistic work Fukusliinia Ken is most promising and Yania-

gata Ken most backward. More help and supervision from headquarters

is greatly needed. Our Mission is too weak to do all this for its

evangelists. Tiius also outside of Sendai Taikyo Uendo has not had

much direct infhicnce. To me the most encouraging feature is the re-

newed sense of responsibility shown by laymen in the church.

By means of our Tohoku Kyokwai Jiho we hope to create an appe-

tite for the Fnkuin Shinpo. The evangelists reading club continues

successfully." Following is a copy of its rules;

licgiUatioiis of the l\>hoku Ministerial Reading Club,

1 The order of the stations is determined by the Secretary. AVhen

it is necessary to change the order, the Secretary will instruct those

concerned.

2 Periodicals must be forwarded to the next member on the 15th

and at the end of every month. Books shall be forwarded at the end

of every month. If the day falls on a Sunday they shall be sent the

next day. For every day's delay a fine of one sen will be imposed.

A parcel niay be sent before the appointed time, but in that case the

next member gets the benefit of the extra time.

o When a member has to leave his station temporarily, so that

tiiere is no one there to receive parcels, he must inform the member

from whom he usually receives them. If he does not, he is responsible

for tlie waste of postage incurred.

4 When a member leaves his station permanently he must send all

books and periodicals to the next station and report to the Secretary,

who will make proper arrangements.

5 Each member is required to send in monthly reports according

to lorms provided by the Club.

G The regular dues are twenty-five sen a month, or three yen a year.

7 Dues will be collected on the 15th of December every year, ad-

ding the fines. The amount expended for postage, etc., as reported

from month to month, will be subtracted. Expenditures not so re-

ported cannot be refunded.

Mr. Snyder Sendai :—"This year my work has been very largely,

with the Bible cart. For years I believed that by using a cart many

Scriptures could be sold. Now I have tried it and proved it.

Last Sei)tcmber with a student for a helper I began work north of
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Sendai. We liad a nice little cart with banners flying above. We
pulled it from town to town and going tlirough each street we sold to

tliose who come out to see what it was and also called at the houses on

either side. In this way hardly a house was missed and thousands

read the Word of God for the first time.

We would always ask the evangelists and Christians to help.

Thus we sometimes had quite a large body of workers.

In Tokyo during the holiday season I used a stand and also a cart part

of the time with the usual results. About the middle of January I start-

ed for Kyushu for a 100 days trip. I regularly had two Japanese

helpers with me,, using the cart. Local workers, missionaries, pastors,

Bible women, etc., were always asked to lielp and in n any places

rendered most valuable assistance.

We touched at all the large cities except Nagasaki also at many
smaller ones. In the smaller places we sold more books in proportion

to the number of houses than in the cities. One great reason of this

is the fact that in the cities more have already purchased them and

have an opportunity to buy any day they wish.

The great willingness to buy makes we wish that the whole of Japan

could be covered, a call being made at each house, at least once in two

years, for when one calls the person who would gladly buy may not be at

home, also people change their notions, and in general there is quite a

change in most liomes in two years especially where small children

are growing up.

Our main effort has been to seld the single gospels, but not neglect-

irg the Testaments or full Bibles which we always carried with us.

We found those who had previously bought portions were now ready

for a Testament.

One man who bought three portions last year told us that they had

led him to repent and he is now a member of theNihon Kirisuto Kyo-
kwai at Moji.

One who bought from me in Tokyo was influenced to go to an

evangelistic meeting that evening and is an earnest inquirer. Another

who bought on perhaps the same day went to the same church and

is now a member thereof. Such instances encourage us to do all in

our power to sow the seed,—" the seed is the word of God."

In a year I have sold over 70000 copies including 125 Bibles and

2580 Testaments. In the three years during which I have been devot-
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ing most of my time to this work tlie total is 184795 including 4767

Testaments and 337 Bibles.

If the willingness, yes, readiness of the people to investigate and

study Christianity is a favorable condition, we certainly are laboring

at a time .when the opportunities are very great. May God bless His

own Word."

Mr. Lampe, Sendai,—has (1) been teaching in both departments of

the Tohoku Gakuin, (2) has had charge of a good part of the Missions

business matters, acting as treasurer and also building a house, (3) in

evangelistic work hap just begun to preach in Japanese. As a result of

Bible class teaching 7 policemen were baptized last year, and further

work led to the baptism of 6 more a short while ago,—13 of the best

policemen of the Ken,-these in turn endeavoring to bring others to

Christ. (4) Language study owing to these other duties has been sadly

interfered with, though convinced that a missionary's usefulness depends

largely op n his knowledge of the language.

Mr. Faust, Sendai,—Since I wrote my last report to the Council of

Missions the All-wise Father saw fit to call to the eternal home

above, my faithful and devoted help-meet and wife. The bereavement

is most grievous and bitter but His comforting grace is sufficient for

me even in this extremity. T have resigned myself to His leading and

have relied wholly upon His love and He has strengthened me and

has not forsaken me. His will be done.

Teaching in the Tolioku Gakuin, both depts., S. school work, preach-

ing or evangelistic work and languijge study constitute my work. On
an evangelistic trip to Yamagata 7 person were baptized. The number

of baptisms in our field during the year was larger than that of any

previous year in the history of our work (a remark that probably ap-

plies to the church as a whole),

I am overseer of a S. school in Nagamachi with teachers from our boys'

and girls' schools. Here also an evangelist is located and the women's

meetings are good. Four of my Eng. Bible class received baptism.

East Japan Mission of the Presbyterian Church (North.)

Stations:—Tokyo, Yokohama, Sapporo, Otaru, Asahigawa.

Special mention should be made of a visit from Miss Ellen Parsons,

editor of Woman's Work for Woman, who on a tour of missions

around the world also visited this Mission the latter part of June.
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Dr. Thompson, Tokyo :
—

" Evangelistic work under my general

supervision has been carried on during the past year at Meisei church

and Tsunohadzu in Tokyo, and at Hachioji, Urawa, Gyoda, Kirin,

Omata, Ashikaga and Utsunomiya in the country. Eev- Y. Ogawa

gives nearly all his time to Meisei Church. Eev. Mr. Fukuda has

labored chiefly at Tsunohadzu and Hachioji. Mr. Akasu is stationed

at Urawa, and looks after work at Gyod-i. From lack of qualified

preachers and the means to support them in tlieir work tlie other

places mentioned above have all been left to take cure of themselves,

being only occasionally visited at irregular intervals. Under such cir-

cumstances it is entirely too much to expect that Christian work will

prosper at any time, much less when it is hindered, as is sometimes the

case, by quarrels and scandals. However even the worst cases in my
field have not yet gone so far tliat they need be despaired of or aban-

doned, and at some the outlook is decidedly hopeful. At Kiriu a con-

venient church building lias been erected by the people without mission

aid. The same is true of Tsunohadzu, v/here a neat churcli edifice has

been built by the foreign and Japanese friends of the late jMrs. True to

her memory. Tliere is also a small church building at Omata, and

one, the Meisei church, in the city. At all the other points services

are held in rented rooms or private houses. Besides the general super-

vision of evangelistic work in this wide field and some care for the

Tsunohadzu Sanatorium and Training School for nurses, I have quite

recently taken part in tlie late Taikyo Dendo or Forward Movement

in Kyobashi-ku. Compared with the same work of last year the meet-

ings in the several churches were perhaps not o will attended, and

were a trifle less enthusiastic, and there was less urging the hearers to

come to a decision, still tliere was throughout unusual interest mani-

fested. The main features of the compaign that has just ended in

Kyobashi-ku were much the same as last year, namely, a central

prayer meeting every day at 3 p.m. with preaching services every

night for eight days, in seven different churches. The churches taking

part this year were the Church Christ in Japan, the M. E. church, the

Evangelical Association, tlie Independent Pres. (Mr. Tamura's church),

the United Brethren and the Baptist Churches. These were reinforced

and materially aided by a volunteer band of street-heralds organized

recently in Tokyo by foreigners and Japanese trained in Mr. Moody's

school, Chicago. These with their musical instruments and particular
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metliods are very helpful at sncli a time. They will doubtless yet aid

this work iu otlier wards of the city, and throughout the country.

About 700 attended each night ; a hundred or more at each preaching

place. Nearly 400 expressed a desire to receive further instruction,

and half as many declared their resolution to live a Christian life.

Many things conspire to make this work look promissing. The audi-

ences were comwjsed of mature men and women from the vicinity of

each preacliing place. They listened quietly till the end. Few went

out during the services. There were fewer young men and boys.

They apparently begin to feel that they may freely enter our churches.

Harmony prevailed. The young men and women of the churches

showed not only willingness but eagerness to engage in the work ; th.e

prayers were earnest, and the discourses, one and all, were sound, evangel-

ical and practical, every way adapted to the class of hearers address-

ed. Different methods of further prosecuting the work and conserving

the results will be tried. The M. E. Church intends, I understand, to

try to gather in the inquirers in family or [household prayer-meetings

held, in the vicinity. Shinsakai Church (Pres ) has resolved to gather

its inquirers into a Sat. evening Bible class for fuller instruction.

Other methods may be resorted to in other churches. But whatever

the method, doors for activity and usefulness will be opened up which

were formerly closed or non-existent. This is a consideration whicii

should lead us to value this Taikyo Dendo work. The metliods hither-

to pursued may be continued ; or being flexible, may be readely ch.anged

to suit altered circumstances. There Avould be no difficulty in one

church carrying it on alone, or in two or three neighboring churches

uniting in it : or in all the churches joining in a general onward move-

ment. All this makes the outlook appear promising. By the prose-

cution of the work as it has been begun the gospel may soon be heralded

at least to all the land. The attention of -AX may be thus arrested

quickly. Afterwards, or at the same time, men of mature learning,

wisdom and wealth should exert themselves to plant permanent

Christian institutions, churches, schools and charitable establishments

as lights at suitable points throughout the land, or as places of refuge

for those, who if Taikyo Dendo only is carried on, are in danger of

being left as sheep without a shepherd."

Mr. MacXair in additions to excerpts already made on various lines of

work reports that his evangelistic work is the same as f(»rmerly,
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consisting of preacliing at stated intervals in certain of the Tokyo

churches and in those of Chiba province.

Miss Youngmax gives her time to evangelistic work comprising two

stations in Tokyo known as the Ueno and Kamejima missions, and

the work in Kamakura, besides otlier lines, such as Bible classes,

women's and children's meetings, work connected with the Kozenslia and

the Leper Hospital on the southern borders of Tokyo. "Last year at

this liospital a chapel was bui^lt, and now a house for the women is

being erected. Eleven were baptized here recently leaving only 6 out

of the 40 still out of Christ. Miss Parsons, editor, of the Woman's

Work for Woman, visiting the hospital remarked that she had been

around the world and had seen many homes for lepers but that this

was the cleanest and brightest one she had visited, also that the sight

of ten lepers baptized was a sight of a lifetime, most'impressive. Having

undertaken this work without any experience or even knowledge of its

needs, it was very encouraging to us all to have it thus spoken of.

Though we have a faithful corps of workers, still there is so much that

is depressing and difficult in this work and we are tried beyond

measure sometimes. Financially we have received all we asked for and

our hands were accordingly full with buying land and building houses
;

but all this also increases labor and responsibility. We never have

room for all that applv. In fact many more would apply if they

dared, but applying to us means registering their names as lepers and this

brings their families into disrepute. A leper woman is now wandering

about Yokohama. She was four years in the Catholic hospital at Koyama.

She was required to register and she said she could not do it as her

sister was haiipilf married and had two little children ; she feared that

if her sister's husband knew that she liad u leper sister he would send

away both mother and children. One man went to his home to get

his registration papers and he was shut up in the day-lime by his

brotiiers who had reported him dead and when at night they talked

with him and he told them he would stay till he got his papers, they

told him if he did not go back to Tokyo, they would kill him. He
came back however and received his papers shortly after.

The government is looking into the matter of leprosy and it reports

over oOOOO lepers in Japan, though there "would be doubtless twice that

number if the hidden ones could be found and added. When we

opened this place, we built a house for contagious diseases, but in 8
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years we have not had a ease of contagion on hand. In this and many

other special ways God has shown his loving care of us.

The Kamejima mission received a great impetus by being moved to

another section of the city though 2h months were lost tlirough the

red tape required to make the change.

Statistics as follows:—
Attendance at daily prayermeetings



The Kam.'ikura work carried on by a Bible woman has reached

over 3000. Thousands more might be reached through an evange-

list and a tent that is on hand.

Mrs. McCauley, Tokyo:—"The Eescue Home for fallen women

has claimed a portion of my time. And fruit has been realized; eight

girls were led to a better life, and twelve little girls saved from being

sold. Three of the girls of last year have during the year professed

Christ and entered the church. One married a Christian man. Three

girls from the Rescue Home are now trained nurses and doing well; all

are Christians.

The Leper Home takes a little of my time. At a meeting on May

27th, 2 women came out on the Lord's side and asked for baptism.

Ten are now among the inquirers.

The year has been indeed a harvest time. Souls have been garnered

in and the beautiful growth in the workers has been a cause of deepest

thanksgiving."

Miss Gardner with an experienced Bible woman carries on women's

meetings in two Tokyo churches, and also conducts two Bible classes

for young men which Miss Helena AVyckofF takes during lier absence

on furlough. Miss Ballagh's absence in made good is Tsunohazu by

Mrs. Fukuda's earnest work for the children there. The new chapel,

a memorial to ^Irs. True, restores to them the hom.e of which fire had

deprived them a few years ago.

Along with one of her Bible women Miss Milliken works in Honjo

church where many inquirers appeared as the fruit of Taikyo Dendo,

and for whom she has special meetings, while the other Bible woman

gives most of her time to the poor in Shinano Machi. Mrs. Milliken

attends women's meetings in two churches, while her assistant has

been cordially welcomed among the sick and poor. It is toucliing to

see how those who have known little or nothing about Christianity

turn to that as a door of hope when their path slopes down into the

shady valley. Among them Dr. Irabrie's "A Door into Heaven" and

"The Gospel of God" and a little tract, "Just a Word" have been

found helpful.

We now turn to our evangelists of the far.uortli, the frozen north

we might say, for last winter at least the record reached in that

vicinity from 40° to 50*^ below zero.

Mr. Pierson's report is so condensed that to boil it down still
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further would overconcentrate it and make it indigestible to many

perhaps.

I. Taikyo Dendo results :
—

" The year just past has teen to me more

full of clieer in our Hokkaido work tlian any of the past eight.

Taikyo Dendo has left us good results. Taikyo Dendo itself was a

result of long prayer and preparing and we thank the Lord not only

for the goal but for the course. Our churches have received new life.

The Christians here in Asahigawa deliberately vote for a two hour

service and sustain the interest so thoroughly that one seems almost

^elfish in taking his part. "We can not state the case mathematically but

the whole life of tlie Church lias been quickened and the life is

genuine; for the plans for the year's campaign may be summed up in

this

—

to teach the Bible. There are four new candidates for the ministry

in our field, two in the Mombetsu region and two in Asahigawa. These

are seed bearing fruits.

Self support has during the year been quadrupled; so that now we

can employ a new evangelist luith funds raised on the field. So it comes

to pass that before we have our muuh desired Presbytery, we have a

local home mission committee in operation. For this we are especial-

ly grateful. Note in passing that while the Japanese church may not

be abreast the Corean Church (and all honour to the Corean Church I)

yet when all the various items in the list of contributions—to the

central Home Board, gifts to pastors, special meeting funds, Taikyo

Dendo collections, local charities and all are added together, they make

no mean showing. One place has not contributed to " pastor's salary"

(which is almost synonymous with "self support") yet it has built a

church edifice and a pastor's house and is now addressing itself to raising

the pastor's salary. The self support column does not contain all

II. New work presecuted in 1901.—Two miles out of Asahigawa

lie the 7th Army Division Barracks. The road into town is lined

with temptations. "We secured a well located house and opened

a Y. M. C. A. assembly room, reading-room and school. The whole

work was put into the hands of the Y. M. C. A. wliicli is

composed of members of all our three churches. Every Sunday

we have preaching for the soldiers who pass through this street in great

numbers. The services have been most interesting. They hear the

gospel. There are English classes for soldiers and officers three even-

nings a week, the Bible story being the subject taught. There is a
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fairly well furnished reading room, and adjoining this a school room

where the twelve or so Ainu children are taught on week days as well

as Sundays. ^Vithin a few yards of our building is an Ainu house and

beyond there are 20 or 30 scattered houses that make np the Ainu

village. We stand between the living and the dead: it is pitiful to

see the race going.

During the year we have sold some Gospels mostly on the trains; the

number seems to be fixed at about 60 to a train. The other day at a big

festival we set up a little stand and sold only about half that number,

but preached a whole series of sermons; no house rent, no lights and fuel,

plenty of good ventilation and a congregation with an interest directly

as your vocal endurance or the spiritual power you possess. The

gospels make good texts and all the while you are preparing some one

to buy that he may know more.

ITT. Our particular churches:

—

I"

two churches self supporting

j
two churches about ^ self supporting

We have now -|

^"^^ ^^^ong chapels h self supporting

I

two strong chapels small in numbers and in

I
the day of beginnings

I two strong chapels in prospect not yet in se.

AVe cherish great hopes for the two strong chapels. We hope with

God's blessing soon to see them churches and then our Hokkaido

Presbytery !

We are nothing but comity up here in the Hokkaido; just read

the account of our Hakodate Conference last summer. Exchange

of pulpits, the C. M. S. cordially uniting in common in that city and

we are growing together more and more. In Asahigawa we have two

union prayer meetings a month, and occasionally exchange pulpits.

Kotice too in the report of Hakodate Conference the resolutions we

passed about occupying new fields.

In conclusion we must bear our testimony, too, to these points:

1 Fidelity of our preachers and evangelists (who are living on low

salaries, but) who are doing good service.

2 Sober thinking on the things of the soul we believe exists

throughout our country districts especially.

3 The whiteness of the fields to harvest. Now is the day of our

reaping.
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4 Importance of a more aggressive work among the soldier farmer

colonies and farmers in general. Tlie country district chvrches ought

to be strong churches.

With faith hope and good cheer."

Mrs. Pierson's report is not merely interesting and characteristic so

that a mere brief of it would disappoint when the whole may be had,

but it is also so suggestive of a missionary wife's life and a model of

work that one has not the heart to attempt a cocdensation of it. Those

who have read her paper on ''How Best to Conserve Taikyo Dendo

Results," in the Japan Evangelist of last winter need not be apprehen-

sive eitlier of vain repetitions. The following report is an original

contribution and worthily closes our report on evangelistic work.

Mrs. G. P. PiEiiSON:—"Our regular work at this station is almost

purely evangelistic and may be summed up under the following ten

heads:

1 Receiving visitors :—1\\\s takes up by far the greatest part of our

time. During the year 1901, counting from January to January, we

have received 9G8 callers, the majority of whom came to hear about

*'
'J he Way," and all of them did hear it before they left. On one day

we had 28 callers. They represent the various classes and conditions

found in the Hokkaido, viz.:—Merchants, R. R. employes, ofhcials,

workmen, hotel-keepers, country school-teachers, soldiers, farmers,

soldier-colonists, factory-girls, Buddhist and Shinto priests, Ainu,

newspaper-editors, actors, owners of large nujo (farms), colonists,

carpenters, trades-people, detectives, police-men; the sick ask for

bodily healing as one poor man who had seen a picture of Christ

healing the man born blind, came to ask the " Jesus people " to heal his

eyes; and the oppressed seek release at our hands. Of the 9G8 callers,

88 were Ainu men, women and children. The men usually come to be

entertained or rarely to be taught ; the women for medccine for their

sick children, or to sell carved trays and trinkets or picturesque mats

or garments of their own weaving and embroidery.

2 Meetings:—Besides these 968 callers, 143.'? other people have

attended the various meetings that liave been held from time to time

in our liouse during the year,— 55 in all, such as womens' meet-

ings, temperance meetings, united prayer-meetings, Taikyo Dendo

meetings, Taikyo Dendo hymn practisings, magic lantern meetings,

consecration and holiness meetings, church sociables, workers'
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prayer meetings, a full-fledged Salvation Army meeting addressed by

Adj. Hatcher of tlie S. A. and attended by 100 people, rescue-

work meetings, regular church and Sunday school services

(for a short time while our new Church was being built), knitting-

classes, Christian Endeavour meetings, a debate meeting on Buddhism

V- Christianity—publicly so advertised beforehand without our

knowledge or consent, and carried on almost without either in our

own house willy-nilly, by an enterprising Buddhist lecturer, who

afterwards announced that he had had a 5 hours " Toronhwai" with

the "foreign Jesus-teacher" and had beaten him at every point.

Just this morning I learned that the Buddhist lecturer after arguing

with Mr. Pierson for 5 hours publicly stated that when the "Jesus-

teacher " saw him coming he got on his bicycle and rode away and

stayed away for hours ! 3 of our young men attended a Buddhist lecture,

attempted to answer the man and got stoned going home. We had also

children's meetings, young men's meetings and latterly old men's meet-

ings.

3 Calling and House to House Visiting .-—That this matter of visiting

is one of the very best evangelistic methods I am strongly convinced

and regret that I have only made about 400 such visits during the

year. John MacNeil's advice rings in my ears since reading his

"Life" (by his wife), in which he writes from the thick of the

fight on the Australian bush, ])ack to his comrades still in an

Edinburgh Divinity-school:—'As a soldier every day under

fire, I have three words of counsel to send from this field of battle

to recruits still on the parade-ground. The first is to visit, and the

second is to visit, and the third is to VISIT, and to learn to talk to

people in a ready, inoflensive way about their souls.'

I have also attended 70 meetings, chiefly women's meetings or

prayer-meetings, or Taikyo Dendo meetings, held in places other than

our own house. Six of these meetings have been held in the keep of

tlie old Ainu chief of the Ainu village of Cliikabumi. The Ainu

understand Japanese, so I speak and pray with them in Japanese, but

read the Scriptures to them in Ainu from the Romanized Batchelor

translation, and teach thus simple hymns in Ainu. As far as I can see

not the slightest impression so far has been produced on the men; they

sit during the meeting as stolidily and impassively around the big fire-

place in the hut and with as much dignity and condescension as so
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many great Newfoundland dogs might. But the women show feeling

and interest and gratitude, and the children are as bright and respon-

sive as heart could wish. Since we have gathered them into a day

and Sunday school (January, of 1902) their progress has been astonish-

ing.

4 Work among the Women:— This has talcen almost entirely the

"fujinkimi" form. In our own Presbyterian Church in Asahigawa we

have a /jy'm/^wai (woman's society) which last year numbered 52; of

these more than half are inquirers; 31 were added during the year.

Ten of these women were brought in through our Taikyo Dendo

campaign and of these seven have been baptized. We meet twice a

month at ench other's houses, the hostess conducting the meeting. For

more than a year we have been studying the Gospel of St. John. The

average number present was ten and we contributed 54 yen during the

year toward Taikyo Dendo, tlie Dendo Kyoku of our church,

church furniture and a new organ and also toward helping the poor.

This meeting has been from the beginning under the superintendence

of the faithful wife of our evangelist here. Once a year thisfujinkwai

sends up a delegate to Sapporo to attend the Hokkaido Dai Fv.jinkxvm

of which more under the head of comity.

Besides this Presbyterian fujinkivai, our women join once a month

with the women of the Episcopal and Congregational Churches here iu

the meeting of the Kyofukwai, a regular branch of the W.W.C.T.U.

This Christian Temperance Society, reports likewise to the Dai Fujin-

kivai and its annual report for 1901, its first report, (for it is only 1

year old), read at the recent Sapporo Dai Fujinkwai, was as

follows :

—

No. of pledge members (this
^

oy
included 7 Ainu women) ) ' ' ' '

Average number present 21

Amount raised during the year .... |55.395

nw i 1 I J (The poor and sick,
Objects helped: [r,Rework.

A large part of the work done during the year was rescve work,

though not losing sight of our chief object which, is to evangelize and

to emphasize by means of temperance methods.

The need of Charity Belief Work, Purity in the Home and Sunday

Observance. Among the Ainu especially defined tcra-perancc work is

sorely needed where 99% of the old men are habitual drunkaids;
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5 Rescue Work

:

—In a new frontier town like this, of 12000 people

although only 12 years old ; and with an army post close by numbering

some 8000 men, shortly to be increased to 10000; with a street nearly

4 miles long connecting town and barracks, lined with sake shops

and their concomitant dens of iniquity on both sides of the road,

—

there is no form of Christian work that cries out more loudly to be

(!one than this same rescue work. Stimulated by the accounts

of Mr. Murphy's heroic work and the agitation of the Salvation Army
and the Tokyo newspapers which brought on that first glorious step

toward the tot;il abolition of this horrible system,—Home Minister

Saigo's famous regulation of Oct. 2nd, 1900, granting J/^« haigyo (free

cessation) and making punishable any attempt to restrain such liberty,

—

we were final stung to action by Miss Hatcher's thrilling appeal, and the

Asahigawa Christian Woman's Temperqnce Society began work in

earnest by printing on Dec. 4th in the Asahigawa and Sapporo papers

a notice of proffered help to all women desiring to avail themselves of

it. Since that time (if I may be allowed to extend my report to

April of this year) 21 women have applied to the Society for help

either personally or through their friends. Of these 21, 13 were set free

and are now either at their homes or in the Hakodate Kescue Home,

an institution supported by the Christians of the three difierent

chuiches of Hakodate, most admirably housed in a new building by

the sea-shore, and close under the eye of a medical missionary.

One or two were married. But not all of these can truly be said to be

rescued. Two left the Home, and though still in communication with

it have not yet been willing to return. Two others have disappeared

owing to fear and a misunderstanding of our motives. But the five

now in the Home are doing good work in Japanese and foreign sewing,

Japanese and foreign cooking, the useof the sewing-machine, and Chinese

embroidery. One has been recently received as a caiechumen. Of

the 8 who are still prisoners, 3 are so against their will, but dare not

brave their keeper's .wrath and escape, one was unaccountably sent back

by the police (who however on tlie whole have stood nobly by their

duty and us) and 4 declined to be set free. The task of receiving the

women and sheltering them for a few days, or sometimes only a few

hours (for the sooner they leave this town the better) has not been

nearly as trying as we anticipated, but the task of visiting the women,

who either take shelter or are detained at the police-station, pr in prison,
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and kindly and patiently teaching and persuading tliem of righteous-

ness day after day, sometimes for ten days on a stretch, has been

no light one. And this work has been done faithfully and cheerfully

by thirteen noble little Japanese women of our Temperance Society.

When we remember the natural timidity and conservatism of Japanese

women and the shrinking that any refined nature must feel among

such sights and surroundings, must we not say that this is another of

the "Kami no Waza" for whicli we thank Him and His Taikyo

Dendo Spirit and influence.

6 The Ainu Work,—(there are about 400 Ainu in the scattered col-

lection of Ainu huts lying about a mile from this town that form the

Ainu village of Chikabumi) has been chiefly that of visiting and re-

ceiving visits and the holding of such simple meetings in their Imts as

described above. The women are more accessible than the men as to

their hearts but it seems impossible to get them to attend meetings

with any regularity, busy as they are fiom morning to night toiling in

the field, and at the loom, hewing wood and drawing water for their

lazy lords. The children now come regularly to a day and S. school

we have started; but I am again poaching on next year's preserves as

the school was only begun in January of this year. We took care to

include the Ainu in our Taikyo Dendo campaign, making a lantern

procession with banners and hymns, going to their village and inducing

some 15 or 20 to attend our meetings one evening.

7 Work among the Children

:

—Besides the regular Sunday School

work in which Mr. Rowland's Jikkai no Uta, and Miss Browns ' Yuki-

bira' Christmas hymns and the Tokiwa " Chaincards" and the Mitani

*' Fukuin Shoka " were of the greatest help, and which culminated in

a Union S. school Christmas festival (of the three denominations)

which sent a delegation out with a basket of good cheer to sing and

recite Christmas dialogues to the Ainu children of the Ainu S. school

at Chikabumi. An efibrt was made to reach the children of our

Christians in a more close and personal way and this was done by

organizing a Junior Endeavor Society which meets twice a month in

our house with an average attendance of 20 children, who are being

trained to pray and conduct meetings on C. E. principles and to keep

C. E. pledges. These children took an active part in our Taikyo

Dendo campaign, distributing tracts, carrying lanterns and singing

hymns in the processions and contributing of their money and prayers,
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One little girl of six and one boy in his school cap and uniform mar-

ched every day during our 2 weeks' campaign. Still another form of

children's work that grew directly out of Taikyo Dendo was tlie

children's meethigs that were held for half an hour at church before the

regular Sunday service. A short bright song service (with the Mitani

hymnbook) was followed by a crisp ten-minutes gospel talk, often with

questions and answers with the children, and closed by a very short

prayer, after which a cordial invitation was given to attend S. school on

the following Sunday and then the children promptly dismissed.

8 Church Services.—A special effort was made this year to vary the

church services in form and character. This too was an outcome of

Taikyo Dendo. I have just spoken of the children's meeting on Sunday

evening. This was immediately followed by a Gospel meeting, ihe

feature of which was (besides plenty of bright cheery hymn singing

from the Mitani hyrtmbook, and the substitution of one or two short

pointed Gospel talks for the old-time formal sermon,) tiiat before the

close, direct appeals were made to the hearers to make a decision then

and there, exactly as was done in our Taikyo Dendo campaign

meetings and with very satisfiitory results. Such inquirers were then

asked to join the weekly inquirer's class where definite instruction

was given in the Bible with Pastor Okuno's small catechism used as a

manual. This was held just before the regular midweek prayer

meeting and so secured the attendance of the new converts on both

meetings.

Toward the fall of the year a Christian Endeavor Society was

organized among our church members, which meets on every Sunday

evening in the church just before the service and has proved a' re-

markable success in the way of bringing the people out to church and

stimulating their interest in Bible study. It is one of the best methods

of conserving the results of Taikyo Dendo, I believe.

9 Itinerating.—I made 6 evangelistic tiips during the year but

"itinerating" is a laige word for such a simple and enjoyable under-

taking as a trip to Sapporo and Otaru by rail, with good foreign food

and bed awaiting one an the other end, not to mention the pleasure of

using one's mother-tongue with some ten on twelve other missionaries,

as is the case in Sapporo. It might rather be described as plunging

into the vortex of society, after the solitudes of Asahigawa. But two

of my trips did take me into less alluring surroundings. One in March
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•which is mid-winter with us, to one of our remotest outstations, Mom-
betsu, 20 miles oflt'the R. Road is still fresh in my memory. My first

stop was at the part Ainu part Japanese village of Horobetsu on the

bleak wreck-strewn east coast where I had the honor of attending as

Mr. Pierson's representative the annual "Iburikoku Dai Shimbokkai"

a very popular religious sociable gotten up by all the Christians of

every denomination in that region. This year it partook of the

Taikyo Dendo type of an evening preaching meeting followed on the

next day by a sociable which was graced by the presence of the village

authorities in full canonicals, the local daimyo, who is a faithful and

earnest member of our Church, and the old Ainu chief in his em-

broidered elm bark coat, a living image of the old patriarchs. Every-

body made a speech, the mayor, the daimyo, the old Ainu chief, and

they were all good and to the point. But when a young Ainu catcchist

(a C. M. S. worker) sprang to his feet and made a fiery plea for

his people: "You talk about your great Taikyo Dendo, but

what forward movement are you planning to help my people ! Are

they not men ? have they not souls to be saved ? "—every eyes was riveted

on him and a hush fell on the little company. He seemed like

another Shylock pleading for justice and he spoke with the zeal and

fire of one of the Hebrew prophets. If there are many such among

they younger generation of Ainu men, there is good hope for the race.

The next stage of my journey was made in an open boat crossing

Volcano Bay from Mororan to Old Mororan. As we approached tljc

little cove behind which this tiny Ainu village lies hidden a snow-

storm overtook us, and the boatmen refused to go any farther

and prosposed landing me on the rocks a mile this side of the

village. I did not object to the rocky landing but stipuhitid that

my luggage must be carried to the village, which after some demur-

ring was done and the landing a la Pilgrim Fathers likewise accomp-

lished. A half an hour's walk against a driving snow^-storm brought

me to the village-inn where a horse must be secured for the 8

or 10 miles of the last part of my journey. Mounted on the packsaddle

of a shaggy but sure footed Hokkaido pony and with a sturdy

little Ainu woman with a curious velvet headdress and a man's

overcoat astride another for my guide, I was soon climl)ing the steep

little bluff behind the village, thankful to be on terra firma again, when

an ominous snap in my gear preceding a general slipping and giving
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way of my saddle had all but brought me into very sudden contact

with terra firuia. In a trice the little Ainu woman was off her horse

and had sprung like a monkey on my upheaving saddle while a strong

hand suddenly came to my support on the other side which proved

to be no other than my young Ainu prophet of the day before making

his way back on foot to his station from the meeting. After a cordial

chat we galloped on with no further adventure, except the trifling one

of having my Amazon guide quietly turn me over to a young Ainu man
without my knowledge or consent, the exchange only being detected

when, as the wearer of the velvet headgear and man's overcoat looked

back to smile reassuringly at me, I saw to my surprise that the mouth

no longer wore a moustache, thus betraying the fact that its owner

was not a woman ! By this time the woman had utterly disappeared,

being well on her way back to her home; so there was nothing to do

but to jog along behind the man and trust myself to Providence.

Presently I bethought me to ask : "Do you know where I want to go in

Mombetsu ?" " ISTo, he said, cheerfully but I suppose you do.?' '* All that

I know is that 1 want to go to be house of Kayapa." "I know where

that is," he said and sure enough to the house of Kayapa and the home

of our evangelist he brought me safe and sound in spite of roads over

which let us a draw the veil of charity, for T am persuaded nothing

else could be drawn over them.

The next evening our Evangelist, the Ainu C. M. S. catechist and I

held a Taikyo Dendo meeting in our church which was packed and

the Ainu preached with such fire and force from Mark l,'-2: ^Uhey v:ere

astonished at his doctrine ; for he tavght them as one that had authority and

not as the scribes," that one Japanese (who has since received baptism)

was converted on the spot.

As I write, the following has just reached me from Mr. Pierson

oil" on a trip in this same region. It is so characteristic, not to say

Ilokkaidoesque, that I can not refrain frcm putting it in:

I must tell you a story of a little girl and a bear. Mr. I. of Abuta,

(some 6 or 7 miles beyond Mombetsu) one of our believers, has a little

girl about 9 years old. When she was 7 years old, a festival was held

at Usu (a village 2 miles off) to which her father went to sell toys; the

little girl was sent fiom her hun;e to take him seme mwsi//>i (rice-

balls). She took the sho) tcut and missed her way, going some distance

.gut on a path towards the mountains. It was day-time. She found
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lierself siuldenlv, confronting a bear. She knew it was of no use to run

away. She determined to be friendly. The bear growled. She

betlionght herself of the rice-balls slung around her shoulder

:

' 'Ojisan, ojisan, (uncle !) is this what you want ?
"

She reached him one. The bear came near enough to her to take

it, broke it open and hesitated. "Ojisan, ojisan, you know I wouldn't

fool you, there's no poison in it." So the bear ate up the rice-balls.

*' Why ojisan, there's a rose-bramble on you; I'll take it off for you."

She even patted him and he didn't resent it. "Well, Uncle, I'll be

going. Good bye;" and as she started off' in the im'ong path, the bear

growled. She looked back and the bear motioned with his head in

the direction of another path. "Ah! wakatta! wakatta!" (I see, I

see) said she and bowed her farewell. " Good bye, Ojisan. Thank

you ;" and the bear seemed to bow his head too.

And the sequel, is almost as good as the story. "Why, said her

father didn't you tell me this at the time." " Because I had lost ray

rice-balls and I was afraid of a scolding." Tlie little girl insists that

all this h append.

It is "so beautiful, it must be true," as King«ley said, and if it isn't,

the child that could invent such a tale as that, is a genius and will end

up by being a Kipling or a Seton-Thorapson some day.

Yesterday I came very near having a bit of "itinerating" to do

right here at home. On my way to our Y.M.C.A. building at Chika-

bumi wliere I hold English Bible classes 3 times a week for the men

and officers of the Army Division stationed here, I have to cross a long

bridge spanning the Ishikari River, the largest river in Japan.

W^hen I reached the bridge, it was gone ; the river had risen in the

night during a terrific down-pour and the great bridge had been swept

a half mile down the stream. To see the largest river in Japan over-

flow its banks is something worth seeing. It was the color of the

Mississipi but it had the rush and swirl and unearthly swiftness of the

Colorado or the Kicking Horse as they go tearing through their

canyons. And this river is very broad too, the current making great

swelling waves. I think I never before saw what might be called

(' waves" in a river, certainly not at a point over 100 miles from its

mouth. Attempts were being made to launch a big flat-bottomed boat,

and as I was due on the other side for my lesson, I expected to cross

the river on this strange craft. That would have been exciting and
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interesting but on looking across I discovered that where yon reached

dry land you apparently liad to wade through a foot of water along

the road for some time; I would do a good deal for my soldiers, but

that did give me pause, and I was not sorry when after the boat

capsized once on twice near shore, the attempt was given up. Later

some Ainu men were called in to get the boat across but even under

their skilful management, she capsized again in midstream By this

time however a rope-ferry has been established on which I hope to

cross to-morrow to attend my Ainu S. school and the soldier's preach-

ing service.

10 Taihyo i>6«Jo.—(Please see my paper on this in the Japan

Evangelist for April and May, 1902.)

A Word on '' Comity."

1 The Hokkaido Dai Fujinhvai is an interdenominational Union

"Woman's Conference of all the fujinhvai in the Hokkaido. It held

its first formal meeting 8 years ago in the historic Sapporo Independ-

ent Churcli. It is held alternately in one of the 5 Christian churches

in Sapporo, usually in the spring of the year. This year its meeting

was held on the same day as the Tokyo and Yokohama Dai Fujinkwai

and the Kyoto and Osaka Dai Fujinkwai to both of which it sent a

telegram of greeting. This year it was attended by nearly 300 women,

245 of whom sat down to lunch together at Miss Smith's Girls' School

(Presbyterian,) in Sapporo. The majority present were Presbyterians

judging from the list of names handed in, thought many did not

register, Thirty seven different woman's societies were represented,

10 Presbyterian, 10 Episcopal, 6 Congregational, 5 Methodist, 1 in-

dependent and 5 temperance or charity societies. Twenty-one Hok-

kaido towns sent reports or delegates, Sapporo furnishing however by

far the largest number. The society having the largest membership

was the Congregational fujinhvai of Sapporo with 56 members, the

Otaru Episcopal and the Asashigawa Presbyterian close seconds with

52. The society which bad collected the largest amount of money

during the year was the Hakodate (P;esbyterian) with 82 yen.

2 The Holckaido General Conference for all missionaries and

Japanese worker's in the Hokkaido met last year for the first time in

Hakodate and was a marked demonstration of comity, not to say unity.

Tlie proceedings lasted a week and were conducted entirely in Japan-
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ese, except for one short English session attended only by the foreign

missionaries. The Conference was attended by nearly 100 persons and

at the close it nnanimonsly voted to meet again the following year in

Sapporo. (It had a very successful meeting this fall).

3 The Ainu work is a practical experiment in comity,—all the

Ainu coming by an unwritten law under C. M. S. jurisdiction. Those

in our region belong to the district in charge of the C. M. S. missionary

resident in Otaru. He supplies me with books and good advice, and

I do the work as his "unpaid helper." When the point of asking

for baptism is reached, our Chikabumi Ainu will, I hope, enter the fold

of the Sei Ko Kwai, to which all the Ainu Christians belong.

4 Taikyo Dendo was of course a triumph of inter-denominational

comity, especially here in the Hokkaido. So saturated are our Christ-

ians with comity ideas, that when a noted Presbyterian divine from

Tokyo came up to hold meetings for Simon-pure Presbyterians only on

strictly denominational lines, people simply rose as one man and de-

manded a union Taikyo Dendo meeting and got it too. Fortunately

the man was big enough to rise to the occasion and preached a straight

strong gospel sermon to about 100 people. The strictly Presbyterian

meeting was attended by 17 people. Another amusing illustration

occurred when the Kev. Kiyama came to tell us the story of the Dai-

kwai Dendo Kyoku. It got abroad that he was to hold a woman's

meeting in our house. The idea was to speak to our Presbyterian

women only, with a view to getting them interested in the Dendo

Kyoku. But when the women of the other, churches heard that a

noted Tokyo pastor was to hold a woman's meeting they cheerfully

• sent word to us that they were coming to the meeting and come they

did. Sectarianism seems to die a natural death in this broad isle.

Finally, a word of counsel or warning is called for.

Four practical points greatly needing definite, special and urgent

attention, suggest themselves:

1 The matter of church membership registering and letters of dismissal.

Can not more system and care be brought to bear on this point ? The

Hokkaido is full of home-less church members with their " seki's" in

Osaka, or Yamaguchi, or iSagasaki or anywhere except the place at

which they are residing at the present moment. Thus they are a loss

to their own local churches, and a very uncertain if not a minus quan-

tity in the churches of their new home. Moreover not being definitely
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connected witli tlie cimrcli where tliey now live, they attend irregu-

larly and sooner or later their faith goes under. The Episcopalians

and Methodists (I believe) have a very simple device which prevents

this, that of giving the departing Christian a letter of transfer as soon

as he leaves his former locality, and of notifying the pastor in the new

locality that the transfer has been made. With us the transfer is left

entirely to the initiative of the Christian who in 9 cases out of 10

simply takes no action at all. "When I have remonstrated with any

one for not asking for his seki, he tells me it is okino <;/o/.w(sad, too bad)

for his old pastor to whom he has ^' giri" (a duty). When I urge tlie

new pastor to ask for it he declines on grounds of etiquette—and so all

around a "state of masterly inactivity" is preserved in the course of

which the Christian back-slides, the old church loses both him and his

financial support, and the new church likwise fails to secure either.

Among such an ever-shifting population as the Japanese, this is a vital

question, aflecting the prosperity of the church in every part of Japan.

Can not the Council recommend some suitable course of action to the

Dai Kwai and to churches?

2 Tlie Marriage Register. It is unfortunate that even some

missionaries do not appreciate the importance of the marriage seki.

No marriage however solemnly celebiated by all the rites of church is

legal unless the seki has been properly secured beforehand. Japanese

custom prefers to arrange the seki after the marriage has been accom-

plished, but this is not Japanese lav:. Surely the Christian Church can

not afford to lag behind the laiv. All that is necessary is an agree-

ment or law that the officiating pastor shall make sure that the seki has

been secured, before he is allowed to perform the marriage service.

The Hokkaido General Conference passed a resolution of this kind last

year. Can not something be done at the meeting of Council?

3 Sunday Observance. Can not some practical aggressive work be

done on this line? Surely we can not hope for God's blessing while

his laws are being so generally disregarded as this one is. The Tokyo

Conference of 1900 appointed a committee on the work. Has its re-

port been received? (The Japan Sabbath Alliance has been formally

established by a general convention this fall, and plans for work are

formulated).

4 Rescue Work. Has not the time come for us missionaries

as individuals to take up this work as a most practical and vital part
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of our uiissiouary work. Until now it may have been premature, but'

surely tins can not be said now with the law on the side of righteous-

ness, and the best element among Japanese public men, like Ando Taro,

and Nemoto Sho working with their might and main to break up the

iniquitous system that still prevails. If we 782 missionaries in Japan

and especially we 252 missionary wives rose in our might, nay,

in the might of the Lord Jehovah, shall not ''one of us chase a

thousand" for the Lord our God. He it is that fighteth for us as

he hath promised.^'
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APPENDIX

I

WORK OF THE BIBLE SOCIETIES

COMMITTEE IN JAPAN.

To tlic Council of Missions Cooperating,'

with tlie Church of Christ

in Japan.

Dear Bretheru

:

As it is usual for the Bible House to be represented at your

annual conference I am writing to express regret that for this year it

cannot be so. Mr. Loomis is still absent on furlough in America. Mr.

Parrott, as you are all_aware was summoned last month to England, to

attend the death-bed of Mrs. Parrott, who passed away before he

could reach home. Mr. Snyder has gone to America, And 1,

myself, have to be in daily attendance at the office; so that, for

the first time for many years, we shall not be directly represented at

your annual conference.

Instead of the usual remarks which you have been accustomed to

hear of the work going on at the Bible House, and also in the field, I

beg leave, respectfully to submit to you a few general matters.

The unfortunate fire at the Bible House in February last besides

destroying almost the entire stock of Scriptures then on hand, quite

disorganized the office and seriously hampered the work for many
weeks. Fortunately our stock of plates which had been stored in the

cellars of the Bible House was found to be uninjured, and we were
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tlierefore able to obtain fresli issues of Scriptures in a comparatively

sliort time. But for this fact new orders for Bibles from all parts of

Japan could not liave been supplied for many months; and the work

of missionaries, evangelists and colporteurs, would have been much

liinuered thereby. The Bible House has since been rebuilt and is al-

most finished ; the fittings alone not being quite completed. We
have removed tliere, the whole of our stock from the temporary pre-

mises at No. 82 Seamens Mission, and in another week or ten days we

Iiope to be in full working order again.

Circulation and work in the field has likewise been hindered. First,

by the limited supply of Scriptures necessary for colportage. Then

when fresh issues were to hand, Mr. Snyder withdrew from the work

in order to return to America, and I was called in to take Mr. Parrott's

place in the office ; consequently, there has been a serious shrinkage in

circulation during the last three months- Looking forward to the

end of the year we must expect a large diminution in circulation, nor

can we anticipate anything like the splendid returns of last year

which totalled over 180,000 Scriptures.

Against this, however, we have at least one cause for encouragement.

One of our Japanese colporteurs, Mr. Katsumata, who has been trained

for the work has met with great success during the last six months.

At the great festival recently held in connection with the Tenjin

Temple in Kyoto, Mr. Katasumata's sales totalled over 3500 Scriptures

in less than seven weeks, and again in the Hokkaido he has circulated

over 2000 copies in one month. I am glad to state that he is still

maintaining this high average. These results will be better under-

stood when I explain, that none of our other corporteurs dispose of more

than 1000 Scriptures in a whole year. Thus it is easily seen that Mr.

Katsumata is a valuable addition to our colportage staff; and if his

success continues to the end of the year our total returns for the

twelve months may not be so small as we anticipate.

I may add that Mr. Katsumata has proved himself useful in assisting

some of the missionaries; but more especially, evangelists who are

stationed in various towns through which he has travelled. He lias

taken part in many Sabbath services and has also assisted in numbers

of week night meetings.

Mr. Snyder concluded his work at the end of May. He had spent

most of his time since January in Kiushiu and met with unqualified
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success. I am not able to state the totals of liis sales but they liave

reached high figures.

While Mr. Snyder was at work in Kiushiu I myself visited Shikoku

where I journeyed to a large number of towns and villages. I am
glad to say that wherever I traveled I found the people well disposed

to our work. Previous to my trip to this island very little systematic

colportage had been attempted ; and since we have found that a good

demand for the Scriptures exists there as well as in the other parts of

Japan we have all the more reason to be thankful.

I regret to say that Mr. Loomis' continued ill-health will not permit

him to return to Japan as soon as he had expected, but we expect him

back in September.

It is also my sad duty to refer to Mr. Parrott's affliction in losing

his devoted wife in England; the fact of her passing away before Mr.

Parrott could reach home, must have been doubly hard for him to

bear. Deepest sympathy has been expressed by numbers of his friends

all over Japan. We are looking for his return in about another month.

In conclusion I am thankful to say that throughout the Empire there

is still a desire among the people to possess copies of the Holy Scrip-

tures. The spirit of inquiry seems still to be widening and deepening.

The Lord's promise that His Word shall not return unto Him void, is

being fulfilled in our midst ; and we have many evidences that it does

accomplish that whereunto He sends it. May we not then again thank

God and take courage. The Bible Societies' workers earnestly desire

to open up fresh fields for the devoted missionaries to follow on and

labour, and to scatter the good seed of the Kingdom, broadcast over

the land, for them to gather rich and bountiful harvests. May this be

the happy and blessed results from the labors of us all.

I am, Brethren,

Yours in His service,

A. Lawrence.
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DENDO KYOKU (BOARD OF HOME MISSIONS)
OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST

IN JAPAN.

(From the Synod's Minutes).

Financial Items.

Mecelptsfor 1901.

Balance of previous year

From the fields under care of Board^

„ J,
five Presbyteriesf

„ various societies

„ individuals . . . ,

Borrowed

297.6^0

86J.190

981.350

322.491

743.290

200.0C0

Total . . 3406.019

^Isezaki .



IV

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE

BY THE

Rev. J. E. Hail.

The Conference met at 9: 30 A.M., July 28th 1902, witli the Rev.

W. B. jMcIIwaine in the chair. After a few minutes spent in

devotional exercises, Rev. J. E. Hail was elected secretary.

A paper prepared by Rev. S. P. Fultou on the subject, What the

Bible teaches on the personal preparation of Christ, was read. The follow-

ing is an outline : While there is a sense in which we may say that

every thing sprang spontaneously from the heart of Christ, there is

yet another sense in which we may regard him as having made a

preparation for the great mission on which he came to earth.

This is what we should expect from tlie true humanity of Jesus.

Another indication of such a preparation is the fact that he so often

referred to the time at which he was to do certain things. But the

unswerving energy and zeal with which he pushed onward in his work,

with no apparent changes of plans or methods, indicate that his

preparation was complete from the beginning.

What were the essential elements of this preparation ? The thirty

years of silence at Nazareth were years of preparation.

(1) The law concerning children, fulfilled in his behalf by his

parents; his visits to Jerusalem, giving him an "insight into the

religious conditions of the people; his home life of poverty, toil, and
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obedience; Ins baptism and finally the temptation, were all elements in

tlie general preparation of Christ for his work.

2 The period of his active ministry presupposes constant seasons of

preparation.

a This preparation was not merely of an academic nature. It

included long and careful reflection on the relations between God and

man. h It was a preparation of experience. Jesus experienced a com-

plete knowledge of and fellowship with tlie Father, he possessed an

intimate knowledge of man, and he was acquainted with nature, c He
daily fellowshiped with God in prayer. Prayer was a means of

encouragement and strength to him in his daily work ; ond also and

especially at important crises, and in his life and in his tinies of personal

temptation, d Another element in his preparation was his use of the

Bible, Avhicli he used for defence, inspiration, and guidance, e Jesus

moreover, used rest as a preparation for service. / Jesus kept in

spiritual touch with God and man. This was the great preparation

which he made for his work.

After the singing of a hymn a general discussion of the paper

followed.

After another hymn and a prayer, a paper prepared by Eev. T. C.

Winn was read on the subject What the Bible teaches on the methods of

ivot'lc used by Christ. The following is an outline:

Our purpose is to look at the methods Christ used in teacliing the

gospel.

(1) He used public speech, an old art; and regularly attended the

meetings of the Synagogue on the Sabbath. From his example we

obtain our warrant to magnify the importance of preaching. (2)

Christ made frequent use of what we call touring. It has been

estimated that the missionary journeys which he made in Galilee oc-

cupied at least half the time of his whole ministry. (3) He also em-

ployed the plan of individual work for individuals. In crowded

gatherings, by the way-side, in lonely places, tlie individual found the

attention of Christ fixed upon him. (4) Another method was the use

of his power to heal. (5) Finally we should not fail to notice his

training up followers to carry on the work of proclaiming the gospel

after liis departure. The twelve whom he chose shared his trials, heard

his words, and saw him. For ourselves we may say that there is not

so much a call for change of methods, as for growth in likeness to him,
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A general discussion 1*01 lowed until the hour of twelve, when the

Conference after singing and prayer adjourned until 2 : .30 p.m.

On reassembling, after devotional exercises a paper by Mrs. G. 1*.

Pierson was read on the subject What the Bible teaches on the personal pre-

paration of the missionaries. The following is an outline:

The objects of this preparation are identity with Christ; strenous-

ness, especially in looking for results ; and being examples to believers.

The preparation for such service consists in the study of the lives of

the seven great foreign missionaries : Peter and John, Stephen and

Pliilip, Barnabas, Paul, and Timothy. Such a study teaches us that it

is of the first importance to be tilled with the Holy Ghost. AVhat is

meant by this is something different from that tilling of the Spirit

which all Christians receive at the time of regeneration. There are

four steps which lead to it. There must be a thirst ; a definite ask-

ing ; faith ; and obedience. What Moody said is true, " The world

needs more sermons walking around on two legs."

In the general discussion which ensured the following points were

made. (1) The paper considered only one line of preparation, though

it is true the most important line. (2) Before beginning their life-work

missionaries neek to spend a time apart in special communion with

God. (o) A book entitled " Tiie Three-fold Secret of the Holy Spirit,"

contains a clear statement of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, (o) The

spiritual harvest time is always at hand though we should not always

expect only fruit of only one kind, such as the baptizing of converts.

We cannot see all the results of our work ; we must leave the results to

God. (4) It is necessary to know the religious beliefs, literature, and

customs of those we meet.

Following the singing of a hymn the Kev. A. D. Hail, D. D., read a

paper entitled, What does the Bible teach on leading dij^culties to the viis'

sionary workers personally F The following is an out line:

In the Bible there are no difficulties mentioned apart from the bene-

ficent purpose and consequent plan of God in the upbuilding of that

eternal society of saints which he is gathering together in and through

Christ. Let us consider the value to the missionary of looking at his

personal difficulties in the light of the fact that they are presented to

us in the Bible as being an integral part of God's plan of accomplisli-

ing the eternal purpose of His all-embracing love. (I) This faith helps

to the solution of the difficulties which attend the i)roblem of the mis-
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sionary's pliysical well-being. For ideal missionary work two tilings

are essential: hard study and health. The apostles had their diHicul-

ties. The Saviour experienced the same classes of difficulties that we

do, yet he never worried nor gave way to those anxieties which tend to

produce nervous dyspepsia and a whole brood of bodily ailments. He
knew that all the difficulties in the way had their place in the all-wise

provisions of his Father's providence. Faith in the fact that difficulties

liave their fixed place in our Father's purpose of love, prepares for

those which arise from the illusions that we meet in missionary work.

The difficulties which grow out of our vanishing illusions are the very

means by which God is going to get the greatest good out of us. The
truth that the missionary's pessonal difficulties are the means which

God uses for the advancement of His kingdom, helps the missionary

to get liis proper personal adjustment to his work and his fellow-

workers. Tliis way of coming into contact with fellow-workers along

the line of the trutli that by means of them in their place God is

accomplishing His beneficent aims of grace, helps us to a view of what

is best in them ; this is finally fatal to all missionary fusses. (2) An-

other class of personal difficulties comes from our work as it confronts

the constitution of society amongst non-Christian nations. Our dif-

ficulties in this direction also find their solution in the divine Factor's

method in our work. The Bible furnishes us a faith in the divine

Factor in our work which intensifies that large hearted love which is

supreme. God, by leaving this love as a living principle to be applied

as occasion requires in accordance with our own personal judgment

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, secures in this way the health-

iest development of both the work and the worker. Just in propor-

tion as we fall below this ideal we shall find that our greatest difficulty

is .se//."

Tlie Conference closed for the day with the doxology and prayer.

The Conference was again called to order at 0: 30 A. M. witli tlie

Rev. W. E. Lampe in the chair; after the devotional exercises a paper

prepared by Rev. A. Oltmans was read on the subject Wlial is ouv

relation to our Japanese brethren f

The following is an outline

:

As our work develops the question of the relation of the missionary

to the growing Church becomes more complex. (1) Wc must first

consider our relations to the Church of Christ at large and also to the
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historic Clinrches who have sent us ont. These relations are two-

fold :

—

a We are ministers of the gospel, h we are representatives of

Churches which hold certain great truths as essential. These form

the limits of our relations with the Japanese which are four-fold. (2)

As fellow-workers. As such there should be no rank in the Church of

Christ. Though our duties must differ, we should sympathize with

one another and appreciate one another. As helpers we are a means

to an end. The Japanese workers are to be here long after the mission-

ary is gone. There are two features involved in this thought.

a The present evangelization ' of Japan largely devolves upon the

Japanese brethren. We are the helpers of the evangelists; they are

not our helpers, h The future relations of the missionary. The

Japanese work is permanent ; the Japanese workers must increase while

the foreign workers decrease. As the candle shines for others and is

consumed so must the missionary do and be. (8) As teachers. What
are teachers but helpers ? All are teachers no matter in what line of

work they may be engaged. Teachers, unobtrusive but none the less

effectively so, are many who apparently are not teachers and not

teaching. (4) As examples. This lias reference to our personal

conduct. Our unconscious and conscious influence is so powerful that

we must live the Christ-life in fulness before our fellow

workers.

Turned lately following this paper was read one prepared by tlie

Rev. C. Noss and entitled, How can tve he most helpful, to our Japanese

brethren? The following is an outline:

The most important thing in our work is whole-hearted fellowship

with our Japanese brethren. These brethren are all tlie Japanese

Christians engaged in this great work. A helper is one who will do

and say just what he is told to say and do. These men are not the hope

of the Church. The spirit of independence is needed, not so much as

an end in itself but as a stepping-stone to something greater. Love the

Japanese brother. This is the secret of helping the Japanese brother.

(1) The chief obstacle in our way is racial prejudice, or the sense of

nationality. The sense of this difficulty must be crushed out. The

way to help our Japanese brother to rid himself of this racial feeling,

is to rid ourselves of this feeling. A frank, open, fearless, loving

manner at first may offend but in the end will win splendid friends.

(2) We should speak kind words to the evangelists and suggest to the
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Christians working with them that they help them so far as they can.

(3) If the worker borrows money, it should be from the missionary

rather than from others, but only after a frank talk with the man.

(4) They should be paid enough to ensure a comfortable living, no

more and no less. The question of books is difficult. A loan library

is the best solution perhaps, if due regard is had to the prejudices and

likes of the users. (5) They should be brought together once a year

for personal discussion. (6) Finally, to sum all up in one word, Love

is the key to this question.

In the general discussion of the papers the following points were

made.

(1) Using Paul as an example, we should do more work than our

evangelists. (2) The words of John the Baptist in regard to Christ

should not be applied to the Japanese acd ourselves. The results of

such words in the past liave been most deplorable. Foreigners and

Japanese are co-lahorer, neither is servant or master. (3) The young

missionary, ignorant of human nature, is liable to unjust criticisms of

the people among whom he works and to expect things too high. (4)

We need in some way to furnish a will-power which does not readily

give up before difficulties to our Japanese brethren, who, enthusiastic

in beginning work, yet seem to lack in persistency. (5) Some evangelists

are too free in the use of mission funds, and, unpleasant though it is,

on this line also we owe a duty to our Japanese brethren. (6) The

financial question and the matter of advancing money to evangelists is

perplexing. It is not helpful to the brethren to lend them money.

When lending money it is well to require its return in monthly

installments. Entire frankness is best in the end. Getting a "go-bet-

ween," in accordance with oriental customs, to carry on the negotia-

tions in regard to money matters, either in making propositions to

help or in refusing requests, has proved a good plan. To all

apparently deserving requests, such as loans for Church buildings, one

mission replies, " Our money is all appropriated; if we have any extra

money, you may borrow the necessary funds wherever you can, and we
will pay the interest thereon for a year, [or such time as may be

agreed upon.] " Other missions require each missionary to handle the

funds for his own evangelists and evangelistic work. (7) Even
though it seems a waste of time, the time spent in sodan is in its effect

good. (8) In regard to the meetings of the evangelists, the experience
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of one was that the men liked to di'cnss methods of work and their

relations to the missionary. The results had been disastrons. Others

reported the results good. It is well for the missionary to arrange a

program in advance, covering Bible study and methods of work. It

is helpful to spend a week at a time in such meetings. Let the

missionary and the evangelist in whose field the meeting is held

arrange the program thus : In the mornings the study of one of the

books of the Bible; in the afternoons homiletics and house-to-honse

work. The programs should be arranged with reference to the

practical difficulties and questions which the eyangelists meet.

After singing and prayer the Conference adjourned for the noon

recess.

The Conference reassembled at 3 o'clock ; and after devotional

exercises a paper by the Eev. J. H. BalLigh on Personal Experiences

was read. The following is> an outline :

I will strive to follow some of the teachings of the Bible concerning

the experiences of the first missionary to the Gentiles so far as cor-

roborated by my own.

Yano Eiuzan, a shaven headed Buddhist, a Yabu-isha, or quack

doctor, who held an inferior position was selected by the Shogun's

Council of State, for a language teacher for Dr. S. E. Brown. On my
arrival, Nov. 11th 1S61, he became my teacher. With him I under-

took the translation of St. John, more to translate the Gospel into him

than for the use of others. In the Summer of 1864 he became quite

weak. I was impressed with a failure of duty and asked him if he would

be willing for me to seek a blessing upon our translation. On his con-

senting I made my first impromptu Japanese prayer, which seemed to

impress him much and which made a remarkable impression on me.

One day while explaining a picture of the baptism of the Ethiopian

eunuch, he suddenly said to me, " I want to be baptized. I want to

be baptized because Christ commanded it." I warned him of the law

against Christianity and the fact that even should he escape, his son

might not. The son, being consulted, said that whatever would

please his father should be done. On the first Sabbath in November

his baptism took place in the presence of his wife, sou and daughter.

On Thanksgiving Day, 1864, was made our last visit to Father Yano.

He thanked each of us for all the kindness shown and said," I have

no way of rewarding you, but I am going to Jesus' side, aud I will
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make mention to him of your name." Yano's death brought heaven a

little nearer perhaps to Japan than elsewhere.

Awazu was a young man of the Samurai class who came to me to

learn English. One day, discussing the Old Testament, he said to me
with great feeling, *' If Jesus Christ had come in the flesh sooner than

he did, people would not have known who he was." I was made aware

of his becoming a Christian in his Christmas and other letters, telling

of the dawn of Christ's kingdom in the world and in his own soul.

When Kenkichi asked to be baptized publicly I wrote Awazu, who
decided to be baptized at the same time, and assisted me in drawing

up a number of questions for making the public confession instructive

to others. I instructed the candidates in the different views as to the

modes and subjects of baptism, and left the choice of modes to them.

They chose sprinkling. On Awazu's becoming a Christian he under-

stood the former events of his life as showing God's favorable

protection.

Other illustrations of the ordaining unto eternal life might be

given ; as of Father Okuno's conversion, now quite an old man, when
about thirty years ago. His conversion he attributed to what he

observed in Dr. Hepburn's sincerity of character.

There was a man, fifty or sixty years of age, a cripple who was car-

ried on his son's back two or three times to Mrs. Pierson's meetings;

and on my coming to his place immediately desired baptism. After-

wards he was restored to soundness of body and lived for a number of

years.

A soldier suffering from beri-beri at Hakone, hearing a sermon of

mine, became a Christian. Though given up to die, he did not die;

and since I have heard reports of his living a consistent Christian life

in Satsuma.

A tofuya came to a service I had for blind men and returned once or

twice through curiosity. Then he became sliy of tlie preacher but

finally became a believer, and is now quite a successful evangelist.

A man who kept a drug-store and a pawn-broker's shop, when he

became a Christian, confessed that he had shown much interest in

Christianity at first to keep me from feeling disappointed at not hav-

ing a crowd to hear me, and to prevent lue from writing about my
disappointment to America.

In a postscript Mr. Ballagh gave a different line of experiences from
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the above, showing that no work doue with an eye single to the Master's

glory will fail of a reward.

In the general discussion that followed the reading of the paper,

attention was called to the following facts :

(1) The large number who originally opposed Christianity but who

testified that it was Mr. Ballagh's transparent honesty which won them

to Christ. (2) In early years some strangers came to Nagasaki wishing

to meet Dr. Verbeck. They turned out to be Wakasa-no-Kami's

daughter and her nurse ; these, away from all missionary influences,

had been lead to Christ by AVakasa-no-Kami, and were afterwards

baptized. Later the woman moved with her husband, a bitter Bud-

dhistjto Osaka where she lielped to build some of tlie first Congregation-

al churches. Her husband discovering in his travels an island with-

out religious beliefs, tried to get the Buddhists to go there, while slie

tried to get some Christian worker to go there, but at that time there

was no one to go.

(3) Among the 600 policemen in Miyagi Ken are 20 Christians, 13

of whom have been baptized within the last two years.

(3) Since the time when the author of the paper came to Japan,

tlie conditions of the field were marvelonsly altered ; the edicts were

removed, and the old prejudices were weakened. (4) A lady conduct-

ed a Sunday school which was finally broken up by a bad boy who

came for that express purpose. On returing from a trip to America,

she found this same boy, converted during her absence, conducting the

Sunday school which he had broken up. (5) Twenty-three years ago

the Buddhist priests in Hikata organized a boycott against Christianity,

which aroused a man who in opposition got up a " Brotherly Love

Society " to study Christianity. Out of this grew a church which has

never received a cent from mission funds.

The Rev. Dr. Rankin having come in, the privileges of the floor

were given him and he was introduced to the Conference which listen-

ed with pleasure to the kind words which he spoke.

The Rev. Dr. Ashmore, of the Baptist Mission in China, being called

on, made a short address thanking the Conference, and pointing out

God's hand behind the present trouble in China.

The minutes were read and corrected; and after singing and prayer

the Conference adjourned.
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STATEMENT REGARDING REVIEW

The following is the substance of a statement made to the Council

by a member of the sub-committee* appointed by the Publications

Committee to report on the subject. To a considerable degree the

material of the statement was obtained in conference with a number of

the ministers of the Church of Christ in Japan.

There is general agreement that a periodical of the right kind, one

suited to the needs of the Church, has promise of much usefulness.

The influence of such literature regularly received and read has not

been duly appreciated by the Councih

Such a periodical should be primarily designed not for the general

public, nor even for the general Christian public; but rather for the

pastors, evangelists and Bible-women of the Church of Christ in Japan.

Ordinarily it should not be distributed gratuitously; but the aim should

be to get it into the hands and establish it in the regard of those for

whom it is esi)ecially intended, rather than to make it financially self-

supporting. A Christian periodical for the edification of those who
are devoted to the service of the Church has a claim upon the Council

for financial assistance, as truly as a theological school has a claim

upon it for support. A periodical of the character in mind should be

published at least bi-monthly, and if possible monthly. Issued less

frequently than that, its influence would be occasional rather than con-

stant.

Regarding its contents its may be said in general that each number

.should contain one article that may be described as theological ; one or

two that are exegetical or directly connected with the study of tlie

Scriptures; one on some topic of present interest to the Church in

Japan—to cite an example for to-day, the new Union Hymnbook; one

* Messrs. Imbrie and S. P. Fulton.
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on some subject of general interest In the current history of the world,

especially such a one as has an evident moral bearing either individual

or national; and one a translation from some foreign periodical. An
important feature should be reviews of new books ; but in the reviews

it must ever be borne in mind that such books as are written in

English or German will never be read by most of the readers of the

periodical ; and that what Ls usually needed is not so much a criticism

of the work of the writers as a good readable outline of the books.

To this it may be added that there is a feeling on the part of some that

translations from foreign magazines and reviews are of especial value

as supplementing the work of Japanese writers by enabling the readers

to look at questions from other angles of view. On the other hand

it must not be forgotten that a really good translation is a thing

peculiarly difficult of accomplishment; unless the work is extremely

well done it is almost certain to be stiff and hard to read. A good

translator must understand his original perfectly, not in letter only

but in spirit also ; and he must at least be able to write his

own language clearly and correctly. The opinion has been expressed

by a number that one reason why the Expositor was never very

popular with the Japanese was because it was to so large a degree

made up of translations. Another lesson learned from the Expositor

is that a series of articles is as a rule to be avoided; ordinarily each

number of the periodical should be complete in itself.

Experience has shown in Japan as elsewhere that the chief

difficulties connected with the establishment and carrying on of a

periodiciil are three. First there is the financial difficulty. To bring

a newspaper or a magazine to self-support requires time, labor and for

a long time in some form or other a subsidy. If however as is

contemplated the financial burden is to be borne by the Council,

that difficulty need not cause auxiety. Secondly there is the difficulty

of obtaining an editor; for not every man is an editor. Given

the right man he must be allowed large discretionary powers;

few poems have been written by committees, and it is a rare

committee that will edit a magazine successfully. The foreign

editor must of course have a competent Japanese assistant. In

the third place, there is tlie difficulty of obtaining a constant sup-

ply of articles of the kind required ; and it is increasingly clear in

Japan as it has long been clear at home that at least to a considerable
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extent good articles must be paid for. The amount given depenrls

upon the magazine and the writer. The Taiko pays as high as two yen

and a half a page ; the Fuhuin Shi'mpo also pnys for certain of its articles.

It is thought that from sixty sen to one yen and a half per page should

be allowed for the paid articles in the periodical proposed. Mission-

aries it may be assumed would write without remuneration, and in

many cases Japanese also would do so ; but if the principle be adopted

that uo articles whatever shall be paid for, the periodical will suffer

accordingly.

The general opinion is that some arrangement should be made with

the Fukuin Shimpo, under which the editor of the periodical would be

freed from the responsibilities of printing, distribution, collection of

subscriptions, et cetera ; and under which also the periodical would have

the moral support of that paper. Three plans were considered : viz. (1)

That the Fuhuin Shimpd should publish an eidarged monthly edition, a

certain number of pages to be supplied by the editor of the periodical

;

(2) that a monthly supplement be printed, separate from the Fuhuin

Shimpd but to be circulated along with it; (3) that the periodical be

issued quite distinct from the Fuhuin Shimpd, but as stated above hav-

ing its moral support and relieved by it from the strictly business

matters connected with printing and circulation. The third plan is

the one preferred alike by the Publications Committee and ^^r. Ue-

mura. It should be added that no idea of joint control is entertained

by either parly.

The question of cost is one that can not be answered with precision.

The expenses connected with the publication of the Fuhuin Soshi suggest

1200 yen a.s a approximately correct estimate for the first year. The

opinion has been expressed that sales during the second or third year

may be expected to amount to from 300 to 400 yen.

In conclusion it may be ?aid that in the judgment of both the Publi-

cations Committee and the ministers of the Church of Christ in Japan

whose council in the matter was sought, the periodical should be pub-

lished by the Council itself ratlier than in co-operation with other

bodies of missionaries.
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IV

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL

EAST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. (NORTHERN)

Ballagh, Mr. J.C., 1875t . . .(in U.S.) Tokyo
Ballagh, Mrs. J.C, 1884 „
Hawortb, Rev. B.C., 1887 „
Haworth, Mrs. B.C „
Inibrie, Rev. William, D.D.,* 1875 ... „
Imbrie, Mrs. William „
Jobnson, Rev. W.T., 1902 Asahigawa
Johnson, Mrs. W.T., „
Landis, Rev. H.M.,* 1888 Tokyo
Landis, Mrs. H.M.* „
MacNair, Rev. T.M.,* 1883 ...'.. „
MacNair, Mrs. T.M.,* 1880
Pierson, Rev. G.P., 1888 Asahigawa
Pierson, Mrs. G.P., 1891 „
Thompson, Rev. David, D.D., 1863 . . . Tokyo
Thompson, Mrs. David, 1873 „

Alexander, Miss Emma, 1902 Tokyo
Ballagh, Miss A.P., 1884 .. . (in U.S.) „

* Present at the meeting of the Council in Karuizawa, August 1902.

t Year of arrival in Japan.
'
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Case, Miss E.W.,* 1887 Yokohama
Gardner, Miss Sarah, 1889 . . . (in U.S.) Tokyo
McCanley, Mrs. J.K.,* 1880
Milliken, Miss Eh'zabeth P., 1884 . . . Tokyo
Rose, Miss C.H., 1886 Otaru
Smith, Miss 8.C., 1880 Sapporo
Wells, Miss Lilian, 1900 „
West, Miss A.B., 1883 Tokyo
Wyckoff, Miss Helena* 1901 „
Youngman, Miss K.M., 1873

))

WEST JAPAN MISSION OP THE PKESBYTERIAN

CHUECH IN THE U.S A. (NORTHERN)

Ayres, Rev. J.B., 1888 Yamaguchi
Ayres, Mrs. J.B., ,,

Brokaw, Rev. H.,* 1896 Hiroshima
Brokaw, Mrs. H.* „
Bryan, Rev. A.V"., 1882 Matsuyama
Bryan, Mrs. A. v., 1887 „
Curtis, Rev. F.S., 1887 Kyoto
Curtis, Mrs. F.S „
Dunlop, Rev. J.G. 1890 Kanazawa
Dunlop, Mrs. J.G., 1894 „
Fulton, Rev. G.W „
Fulton, Mrs. G.W „
Jones, Rev. W.Y.,* 1895 Fukui
Jones, Mrs. W.Y.,* 1884 „
Murray, Rev. D.A.,D.D., 1902 .... Yamaguchi
Winn, Rev. T.C., 1878 Osaka
Winn, Mrs. T.C

Bigelow, Miss G.S., 1886 . . . (in U.S.) Yamaguchi
Foster, Miss A.L.A., 1902 Kanazawa
Garvin, Miss A.E., 1882. . . . (in U.S.) Osaka
Haworth, Miss Alice, 1888 Kyoto
Kelly, Miss M.E., 1893 .... (in U.S.)

Luther, Miss Ida R. 1898 Kanazawa
Mayo, Miss Lucy E., 1901 „
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Palmer, Miss M.M.,* 1892
Porter, Miss F,E., 1882 . .

iri^ettleniejer, Miss F. 1893 .

Sliaw, Miss Kate, 1889 . .

Ward, Miss Isabel INIae, 1901

. . . Yamagnchi
(ill U.S.) Kanazawa

(,,,,) Kyoto

( ,, „ )
Kanazawa

. . . Osaka

NORTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED

(dutch) church in AMERICA

Ballagh, Rev. J.H.,* 1861 Yokohama
Ballagh, Mrs J.H „
Booth, Rev. Eugene S.,* 1879 „
Booth, Mrs. Eugene S.* „
Harris, Rev. Howard, 1883 Aomori
Harris, INIrs. Howard „
Miller, Rev. E. Rothesay,* 1872 .... Tokyo
Miller, Mrs, E. Rothesay,* 1870 ... . „
Scudder, Rev. Frank S.,* 1897 (in U.S.) Nagano
Scudder, Mrs. Frank S.* . . ( ,, „ ) „
AYyckoff, M.N., D.Sc.,* 1881 .... Tokyo
Wyckoff, Mrs. M.N. })

Deyo, Miss IMary,* 1888 Morioka
Moulton, Miss Julia, 1891 Yokohama
Schenck, Mrs.J.W., 1897 . . . (in U.S.) Nagano
Thompson, Miss Anne De F., 1887 . . . Yokohama
Winn, Miss L., 1881 JNIorioka

\yyckoff, Miss Plarriet J.,* 1898 .... Yokohama

SOUTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED

(dutch) church in AMERICA

Myers, Rev. CM., 1899 Nagasaki
Oltraans, Rev. Albert, 1886 . . (in U.S.) Saga
Oltmans, Mrs. Albert ....(„„) „
Peeke, Rev. H.V.S., 1888 Kagoshima
Peeke, Mrs. H.V.S. 1893 „
Pieters, Rev. Albertus, 1891 Kumamoto
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Pieters, Mrs. Albertus Kumamcto
Stout, Rev. Henry, D.D., 18«i9 .... Nagasaki

Couch, Miss Sara M., 1892 . . (in US.) Nagasaki
Lansing, Miss Harriet M., 1893 .... Kagosliima
Stout, Miss A.B., 1898 Nagasaki

MISSION OF THE PEESBYTERIAN OHUECH

IN THE U.S. (southern)

Buchanan, Rev. W.C., 1891 Takamatsu
Buchanan, Mrs. W.C „
Buchanan, Rev. Walter McS., 1895 ... „
Buchanan, Mrs. Walter McS., 1887 .. . „
Gumming, Rev. C.K., 1889 Gifu
Gumming, Mrs. CMC, 1892 „
Fulton, Rev. S.P., 1888 Tokyo
Fulton, Mrs. S.P
Hope, Rev. S.R., 1892 Toyohashi
Hope, Mrs. S.R „
McAlpine, Rev. R.E., 1885 Nagoya
McAlpine, Mrs. R.F „
Mcllwaine, Rev. W.B.,* 1889 .... Kochi
Mcllwaine, Mrs. W.B „
Moore, Rev. J.W., 1890 . . . (in U.S.) Susaki

Moore, Mrs. J. W., 1893 . . . ( „ „ ) „
Myers, Rev. H.W.,* 1897 Tokushima
Myers, Mrs. H.W.* „
Price, Rev. H.B.* 1887 Kobe
Price, Mrs. H.B., 1890

Dowd, Miss Annie,* 1887 Kochi
Evans, Miss Sala,* 1893 Nagoya
Houston, Miss Ella, 1891 „
Moore, Miss Elizabeth, 1 894 . . (in U.S ) „
Patton, Miss A.V. 1900 Tokushima
Patton, Miss Florence, 1895 „
Sterling, Miss Charlotte E., 1887. . . . Kochi
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MISSION OF THE REFORMED (gERMAN)

CHURCH IN THE U.S.

Faust, Rev. A.K.,* 1900 Sendai

Gerhard, Mr. Paul L., 1897 . .(in U.S.)

Lampe, Rev. W.E.,* 1900
Lampe, Mrs. W.E.* „
Miller, Rev. H.K., 1892 Yamagata
Miller, Mrs. H.K
Moore, Rev. J.P., D.D., 1883 Tokyo
Moore, Mrs. J.P. „
Noss, Rev. C, 1895 Sendai

Noss, Mrs. C j,

Sclmeder, Rev. D.B.,D.D., 1887 . ...
Sclmeder, Mrs. D.B „

Snyder, Rev. S.S , 1894 . . . .(in U.S.) „
Snyder, Mrs. S.S., (in U.S.)

Stick, Rev. J.M.I 902
Stick, Mrs. J.M. . , „

Pifer, Miss Catharine, 1901 „
Powell, Miss Lucy M., 1900 „
Weidner, Miss Sadie Lea, 1900. .... »
Zurfluh, Miss Lena, 1894 '.

„

MISSION OF THE CUMBERLAND

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Hail, Rev. A.D , D.D.,* 1878 Osaka
Hail, Mrs. A.D.*
Hail, Rev. J.B., D.D., 1877 Wakayania
Hail, Mrs. J.B „
Hail, Rev. J.E.,* 1900 Tsu
Lathom, Rev. H.L., 1902 „
Lathom, Mrs. H.L., „
Hereford, Rev. W.F., 1902 Wakayama
Hereford, Mrs. W.F
Van Horn, Rev. G.W.,* 1888 Osaka

Van Horn, Mrs. G.W.* „
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Worley, Rev. J.C., 1899 Yamacla
Worlev; Mrs. J.C „
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I

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE COUNCIL

I OPENlIsG AND SESSIONS OF THE COUNCIL

The Council of Missions Cooperating with the Church

of Christ in Japan assembled in Arima at lO a.m., on

September 2nd, 1903. The President, the Rev. Henry-

Stout, D.D., preached the opening sermon, taking for his

text, Aly zvord shall not return 2into me void, but it

sJiall accomplisJi that wJdcJi Iplease. Is. 55 .* 11.

The roll-call showed an attendance of fifty-four members.

The Rev. and Mrs. Edward A. Wicher of Kobe and the

Rev. and Mrs. A. L. Warushuys of Amoy were elected

corresponding members.

The morning sessions were preceded by a prayer-

meeting from 9 to 9.30. The Devotional Conference was

held on Friday, and the Council adjourned on Saturday,

September 5th.



2 REPORTS OF STANDING COMIMITTEES

The following report of the Publications Committee*

was adopted.

The twenty-fifth Annual Report of the Council was
printed and distributed in the usual manner.

The following have been published by members of the

Council :—As hitherto, Yorokobi no Qtoztire and Chiisaki

Otoztcre, Mrs. E. R. Miller ; Yako, Mr. Jones ; Fiikidn

Geppo, Mr. Brokaw ; and Tohokii KyokzvaiJUw by members
of the Reformed (German) Mission. Dr. Thompson has

printed a second edition of his catechism on the Confession

of Faith of the Church of Christ in Japan ; and the

following new tracts in Japanese have been published by
Dr. Imbrie : The Living Christ, Master who did sin?,

Eternal Life, In Remembrance of me, Men ought

always to pray, Grace and Peace, A great rule and a

great truth. An English edition of Dr. Lange's Textbook
of Colloquial Japanese has been published by Mr. Noss.

The following report of the Committee on Sunday-

school Literature, presented by ]\Ir. Landis, was adopt-

ed.

The Sunday-school Lesson Helps have been published

as hitherto in conjunction with the Methodists, Congre-

gationalists and Baptists. The number of copies printed

and the prices are as follows : Primary Leaflet, 8000 at

at 12 sen ; Scholars Quarterly, 2000 at 25 sen ; Teachers

Monthly, iioo at 40 sen. The marked increase in the

number of copies of the Teachers Monthly taken argues

well for an intelligent interest on the part of the teachers.

The financial deficit has been reduced from yen 1 200 to

yen 850 (in round numbers), or from 25 to 30 per cent.

This also indicates progress in the right direction.

The Council statistics of the past year show a gain in

1 "

* Messrs. ImlDrie, E. Rothesay Miller, WyckofF, Mcllwaine, MacNair
A. D. Hail, H. K. Miller.



Sunday-school members of 1811 in a total of 10226, or

21^ per cent over the figure of the previous year ; the

previous year showed a gain of 35 per cent over the year

1900; i.e. there has been a gain of 4018 members, or 65
per cent in two years. These figures are encouraging

even if in part due to more accurate statistics. They
may also be taken as justifying the attention bestowed

upon, and the expense incurred in, the publication of

the Helps. Such Helps ought certainly to encourage an

intelligent interest in Sunday-school work and Bible

study. We should as missionaries be forward in the

effort to extend their circulation and to enlist our Japan-

ese friends in an intelligent use of them. Teachers' meet-

ings and normal classes ought to be a concern of many
more than they are.

A study of the proportion of Sunday-school members
to adult church membership will show the backwardness
of the Tokyo and Naniwa Presbyteries on this point of

Sunday-schools. Even yet the Sunday-school member-
ship of the whole Church lags slightly behind the adult

church membership ; while two years ago statistics of the

Methodist Churches showed their Sunday-school member-
ship to be almost double their church membership. Such
facts should make us pause and weigh our opportunities.

Perhaps the Council might even call the attention ot

the Synod or Presbyteries to the great need of still

further progress where progress has been so marked the

past few years.

Now that the Union Church Hymnal is so soon to be

before the various Churches participating, would it not be

worth while to inquire whether a similarly ambitious

Sunday-school Hymnal is not a great desideratum. Chris-

tian Sunday-schools had the honor till lately of leading

the children of the empire in music. But late reports

state that the secular school is beginning to claim this dis-

tinction for itself both in the quality of music and its

execution by the children. Surely we cannot easily afford

to be deprived of this proud and graceful distinction of

the past.



In connection with the consideration of the report on

Sunday-school Literature ^the following resolutions were

adopted :

—

1 That members of the Council be urged to regard

Sunday-schools carried on by them as a part of the

regular church work ; and to endeavor to have them
included in the statistics furnished by the churches to the

Presbyteries.

2 That the Committee on Statistics be requested

to pay special attention to the Sunday-school statistics

for next year, inquiring how far Sunday-school work
carried on by individuals fails to appear in the Presbytery

reports ; in case such failure is discovered to be consider-

able, that the Committee be requested to endeavor to have
such work included in the reports; and, if such endeavor

prove unavailing, to report to the next Council the

extent to which the Prebytery reports fail to exhibit the

entire amount of Sunday-school work done.

3 That the Council request the Standing Committee
of Cooperating Christian Missions in Japan to consider

the desirability oi publishing a Union Sunday-school
Hymnal.

The report of the Committee on Statistics,* prepared

by Mr. Landis, was read by Mr. Winn and adopted. (For

the tables compiled and also for the financial report of the

Board of Home Missions of the Church of Christ in

Japan, likewise prepared by Mr. Landis, see III and IV

following the Proceedings of the Council).

The Treasurers Report for the year was referred to an

Auditing Committee,! and on the report of the committee

was adopted. In viev/ of an expected decrease in the

^ ]\Iessrs. Landis, ^^'inn, Pieters, Myers, Koss, Brokaw.

t INIessrs. Price and Pieters.
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expenses for next year the assessment upon the missions

composing the Council was reduced to four yen per

member.

3 REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES APPOINTED

BY THE LAST (oR A PRECEDING) COUNCIL

The General Report of the Work of the Year (see II

following. Proceedings of the Council) was read by the

Rev. H. V. S. Peeke. A resolution was adopted thank-

ing Mr. Peeke and directing that a thousand copies

of the report be printed.

The committee* appointed to correspond with the

missions regarding the publication of a magazine under

the auspices of the Council presented a report containing

a summary of the replies received ; and, in view of the

support guaranteed by the several missions, recommend-

ing that the publication of such a magazine be undertaken

during the autumn of this year. The following resolution

was thereupon adopted :

—

That the Rev. P^. Rothesay Miller be elected editor in

chief; and that two associate editors be elected, one

from the Meiji Gakuin and one from Tohoku Gakuin, to

serve for one year.

Drs. Imbrie and Sasao, were chosen associate editors.

A letter from the Board of Foreign Missions of the

Presbyterian Church of Canada, in response to the

invitation of the Council to undertake work in Japan, was

read. The reply was to the effect that the Board regards

its Formosa field as in Japan, and feels itself unable to

extend its operations to other parts of the empire.

* Messrs. E. Rothesay Miller, Imbrie, and S. P. Fulton.



The Committee on Ministerial Relief reported as

follows :

—

In accordance with the request of the Council, all the

missions have take action on the plan submitted, and have
communicated the same to your committee. The follow-

ing is a summary of the replies received :—Two missions,

the (German) Reformed and the South Japan (Dutch)

Reformed, are definitely opposed to any union plan

of relief. Two others, the Cumberland Presbyterian and
West Japan Presbyterian, are equally definite in favor of a

union plan ; though the latter mission desires certain

changes in the plan proposed. The other three missions

manifest no great interest either way ; but at least leave

the w'ay open for further negotiations. One of these,

the North Japan (Dutch) Reformed Mission expresses

a preference for the plan presented by Mrs. MacNair.
As the plan proposed requires the consent of only

three missions, and as two have already pronounced in its

favor, it seems probable that a careful revision would
gain the assent of at least one more, and thus enable the

Council to submit it to the test of actual experience.

A committee of five, consisting of Dr. Wyckoff, Mr.

Pieters, Mr. Winn, Dr. A. D. Hail and Mr. Tampe, was

appointed to revise the plan in the light of the sug-

gestions offered by the West Japan Presbyterian Mission

and to send it in its new form to the missions favoring

a union plan, together with the following questions :

—

1 Do you approve the plan as now presented ; and will

you join in the establishment of such a fund ?

2 If you approve ofthe general idea but desire changes
in details, will j^ou appoint a committee to confer with
similar com.mittees from other missions also approving ?

4 NEW BUSINESS

A resolution was adopted extending the cordial
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greetings of the Council to the Hon. Lloyd C. Griscom,

Minister of the United States to Japan ; wishing him full

success in the discharge of his many responsibilities
; and

assuring him of its constant inteiest and prayers.

A plan for the organization of a Church Building

Association was presented by Mr. Price and others ; and

after slight amendment was adopted as follows :

—

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH BUILDING ASSOCIATION

ARTICLE I OBJECT

The object of this Association shall be to assist in pro-

viding suitable houses of worship for the Christians of the

Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai (Church of Christ in Japan).

ARTICLE II ORGANIZATION

1 Any person or organization in sympathy with the

purpose of the Association and taking at least one share

in it shall be enrolled as a member.
2 The business of the Association shall be transacted

by a Board of Directors. A quorum shall consist of four

members of the Board.

3 The Board of Directors shall consist of six mission-

aries (men) connected with the Council of Missions, one of

whom shall act as Secretary and Treasurer.

4 The Board of Directors shall be elected by a majority

vote of the Council of Missions Cooperating with the Nihon
Kirisuto Kyokwai. The term of office of a member of
the Board of Directors shall be three years. In electing

the first Board the Council shall determinewhich members
shall retire after the first and which after the second year.

5 In case vacancies occur, the Board of Directors

shall elect men to fill them until the next meeting of the

Council.

6 The Board of Directors shall present an Annual



Report to the Council, and ail matters of business calling

for consideration shall be discussed. The Association

shall hold no general meetings.

7 The Association shall be considered as established

when as many as fifty shares have been taken.

ARTICLE in INCOME

1 The source of income shall be by equal assessments

on the shares of the Association. Every application for

membership shall state how many shares will be taken.

2 No one assessment shall be for more than two yen
per share.

3 The total of assessments for one year shall not be

greater than ten yen per share.

4 All moneys received from assessments shall be given

to the bodies of Christians needing assistance. Every
share shall pay the sum of thirty sen per annum for

administration expenses.

ARTICLE IV DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS

1 No grant in aid for a place of worship shall be made
without a formal application being presented to the Board
of Directors.

In every case the missionary interested in that special

field or residing nearest to it shall be consulted.

2 Each application shall state the approximate cost

of building and land (if land is to be bought), and the

amount in aid desired. In no case, however, shall a grant

in aid exceed one-third of the estimated outlay. Nor shall

such grant be made until at least one-third of the entire

amount to be e?-:pended has actually been raised by the

applicants. Each application shall also state how the

balance of the money is to be raised and in what way the

property is to be held.

3 After the Board of Directors has decided upon the

amount to be given to any the particular church, the

Secretary shall send out a notice to all the members, giving
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the name of the place where church is to be built and
the amount of the assessment. (See art. in, sec. 2.)

ARTICLE V OFFICERS

1 The Secretary and Treasurer shall be elected by the

Board of Directors.

2 The Secretary shall keep a record of all the meet-

ings of the Board of Directors, and of all applications for

aid.

3 The Treasurer shall receive and disburse all funds.

ARTICLE VI AMEXDMKNTS

Amendments to this Constitution may be submitted to

the Council of Missions at any regular meeting of the

Council. If a two-thirds vote of the members of Council

present is cast in favor of the amendment it shall consider-

ed carried. No amendment shall be acted upon on the day
of its presentation.

The following were elected Directors of the Church
Building Association : For three years, Messrs. Price

and Pieters ; for two years, Messrs. Winn and A. D. Hail

;

for one year, Messrs. G. W. Fulton and McAlpine.

Dr. A. D. Hail and the Rev. T. C. Winn were appoint-

ed a committee to prepare minutes memorial of Dr. T. T.

Alexander and Mrs. A. M. Drennan. The following were

presented and adopted :

—

The Rev. T. T. Alexander D.D., one of the oldest

members of this Council, died at Honolulu, on Nov. 14th,

1902. In his decease the Council has lost a member
who was a most devoted servant of Christ, and whose
labors were very varied and successful ; and it hereby
places on record its high appreciation of his life and
service as a missionary, and its great sorrow at losing him
from its counsels and from a share in the work of the

Church of Christ in Japan. To Mrs. Alexander and her



children the Council expresses genuine sympathy in their

affliction, commending them to the God of the widow and
the fatherless for his gracious care and comfort. It also

extends its sympathy to the Japan Missions and to the

Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in

the U. S. A.

Mrs. A. M. Drennan of the Japan Mission of the

Cumberland Presbyterian Church, who entered into her

rest June. 26th, 1903, began her work in Japan in May
1883. Her missionary life and labors thus span a score

of the best years of her life. These years of effort and
endeavor she gave lovingly and unstintingly to the work
of her Lord. Her home was always open to the calls

of the work and to the demands of Christian hospitality.

The first years of her missionary service were spent

in connection with the founding of the Wilmina Girls

School of Osaka ; and her final years in the City of

Tsu in the Province of Ise, where for a number of years

she was the only resident missionary, and where she was
permitted to see the organization of the church in that

place. The Council herewith expresses its high ap-

preciation of her personal worth and of her work, and ex-

tends its sympathy to her bereaved friends, to her mission

and to the Board of Missions of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.

The following resolutions were adopted :

—

Whereas the Council is convinced that a small

monthly publication in English would prove a valuable

means of communication, of disseminating information,

and of increasing interest among friends in America,
resolved :

1 That Mr. Cameron Johnson, an Associate Member
of the Southern Presbyterian Mission, be requested to

undertake the work of editing and publishing such a
monthly to be called the Council Bulletin.

2 That a committee consisting of Mr. McAlpine, Mr.
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Lathom and Dr. Langsdorf be appointed to assist Mr.
Johnson in establishing the Bulletin.

3 That in case Mr. Johnson accept this invitation

he be authorized to draw on the Treasurer of the Council

for funds not to exceed fifty yen for the first year.

4 That in case such a monthly can not be established

without greater financial assistance from the Council, the

committee be requested to prepare a suitable plan and
present it at the next meeting of the Council.

The following resolution was adopted :

—

Whereas in many places the difficulties connected with

the acquisition of a practical knowledge of the Japanese

language are very great, resolved :

That the Council request the Standing Committee of

Cooperating Christian Missions to take steps for the

establishment of a central LanG^uas^e School at some
suitable place.

The Rev. Edward A. Wicher addressed the Council

regarding his work among the foreigners residing in

Kobe ; and Messrs. Price and Winn were appointed

a committee to convey to the Union Churches in Kobe

Yokohama and Tokyo an expression of sympathy on the

part of the Council and assurance of remembrance in its

prayers.

A resolution was adopted that the Proceedings of the

Devotional Conference be omitted from the Annual

Report of the Council, and that endeavor be made to

restrict the Report as printed to one hundred pages.

The following officers were appointed to serve during

the ensuing year : President, Dr. D. B. Schneder ; Vice

President, Mr. George P. Pierson ; Secretary, Mr. H. W.-

Myers ; Treasurer, John C. Ballagh, Esq.

II



The following committees were appointed :—

Publications : Drs. Imbrie, Oltmans, S. P. Fulton,

A. D. Hail, and Moore.

Statistics : Mr. Landis, Dr. Murray, Messrs. Faust,

Harris, Logan, and Peeke.

Program for Devotional Conference : Messrs. Curtis,

W. C. Buchanan, and Lampe.

Arrangements and entertainment : Mr. Price and Dr.

A. D. Hail.

The officers of the Council were requested to prepare

an order of business and to report to the next meeting of

the Council ; and also, during the year, to invite members

of the Council or others to conduct the Sunday services

held at the time of the annual meeting of the Council.

Dr. Stout was requested to send his sermon to the

editor of the Fukuin Shimp5 for publication.

The writers of the papers read at the Devotional

Conference Vv^ere requested to send them for publication to

the Japan Evangelist ; and, with such revision as may be

necessary, to the Fukuin Shimpo.

The Council extended its thanks to the committee

in charge of the Arima Church for the use of the

building and other courtesies.

The Minutes were read and adopted ; and the Council

adjourned with prayer to meet in Arima, on July i6th

J904, at 8 p.m.
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II

GENERAL REPORT OF THE WORK
OF THE YEAR

BY THE

Rev. H. V. S. Peeke

Fortunate is the man who is called upon to prepare the

Annual Report of the Council at a time in regard to

which one of our oldest missionaries* can say, " The
people are more easily approached and affected with

the gospel than they have ever been since the country
was first opened "

; and when a missioanary just added to

our numberf can say, " Things look very encouraging

to me, and I feel that the people are very eager for the

word of God "
; while one who stands midway between

themj says, " I think the work in the Hokurikudo is in

a better condition than it has been in fourteen years at

least. We find that the people are not only willing to

hear, but more willing to receive Christianity than

formerly."

This is the unanimous testimony from the Hokkaido to

Kyushu. One brother, just returned from furlough,§

says that the change is not all that the reports of Taikyo

* Dr. David Thompscn. f ^'r. Stick. J Mr. G. V»'. Fulton. § Dr. J,

P. Moore.
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Deiidd had led him to expect ; but " yet there is a change

for the better. There is new hfe, and the prospects

in evangeHstic work have indeed greatly improved."

The number of persons baptized is of course large.

One missionary speaks of baptizing fifty-seven, another

over fifty, and still another seventy-nine. Many mis-

sionaries have baptized more persons during this last

year than during any previous year of their service.

In our educational vv^ork it is the same. Many of the

schools are full to over-flowing. The grade of instruction,

the quality of teachers and the spiritual life of the student

body, is better than ever before. To be sure, all things

are not what we wish and hope and pray for, but the

simple tale of mission prosperity and fullness of opportunity

along all lines is such that one is almost bound to doubt

the sober judgment of the chronicler.

This year of prosperity has its special lessons for us

just as had the years of leanness and adversity, and
I trust that each of us may have a mind to search these

out and learn. We will consider the evangelistic work
first, as being the real heart of all our operations ; and I

will ask you to take the editor's standpoint, and consider

it from KyushiJi to the Hokkaido.

EVANGELISTIC WORK

KyilshiTi reports prosperity just as far as work is done.

The only limit seems to be in the number of workers
available. Distress on this account has become more
acute of late, and the painful point has been reached

where important out-stations will have to be abandoned
for lack of workers. At this time of greatest opportunity,

of greatest promise, the force is weaker than ever before.

Still, the people are cordial, and are gradually entering

the Church. The number of Christian teachers in Middle
and Normal schools is already astonishing, and there are

also a few Christians even among Primary School teachers.

Being a Christian is less and less of an obstacle to

obtaining employment. The graduates of mission schools

14



are a help in many ways. In some places they are the

chief workers in the church.

The only missionaries in this field are those of the

Reformed Church in America, though the West Presby-

terian Mission has out-stations on the island. The field is

too broad for them. They cannot properly work more
than half of it, and have besought the West Japan
Mission and the Southern Presbyterian Mission to locate

families in the north and north-east of the island.

It is painful to contemplate the prospects of this most
promising and important field, if after having done their

best their efforts are not soon supplemented by other

missions.

Crossing the straits at Shimo-no-seki, we do not find

the missionaries in Sanyo as enthusiastic as those in some
other parts. They too feel the fewness and inadequacy
of the working force, and mourn over the indifference of

many ; but they also bear witness to readiness to listen,

greater willingness to enter preaching places and the open-

ness of the homes. They refer to a growing feeling of

responsibility for evangelistic work felt by believers. In

some parts of the country a lack of this feeling is de-

plored ; but on the whole it is evident that the Japanese

Christians feel, as they never have before, that it is theirs,

not the missionary's work. Buddhist opposition is not

what it once was. In most places it is nil. And even the

general callousness of Buddhist believers seems to be

gradually softening.

There is a gap in our missionary forces at Okayama.
That is a Congregational strong-hold ; but just as these

brethren have thought it wise to open work in Nagasaki
and Hakodate in recent years, so we would do well to

strengthen our work in the Okayama region by locating n.

missionary family. It is a comfort to learn of the suc-

cess attending the aggressive operations put forth in

Kyoto and Kobe. These fields are but comparatively re-

cently occupied, but still are very successful.

Right here it is \vell to speak of what has been, no
doubt a great factor in their success : viz. the greatei
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readiness of the people to carry their religion from
place to place. A few years ago it was very common
for people to move and not make a new church alliance

for months, perhaps not at all. Now that is the ex-

ception ; but there is a great leak yet. This was referred

to by some of your number ; and Mr. Van Dyke writes

strongly on the subject in the Report of the Standing

Committee. Still we have much on this score for which
to rejoice.

The same tale of prosperity comes from the Hokuriku-
do. At Fukui there has been Buddhist activity. Even
open kogisJio preaching is indulged in ; but no special

opposition and the people are more friendly. One cannot

but feel that our body is weak farther up that coast.

Ought we not to have missionaries stationed in Toyama
or Niigata ?

Work is being prosecuted actively on Shikoku at every

point. It is the old tale of unbounded opportunity. We
have missionaries in each of the four ken and have reason

to be fairly satisfied with our prospects.

The Cumberland Presbyterian ]\Iission is hampered by
lack of evangelists ; but is to be congratulated that in these

prosperous times it has an unusually full complement of

missionaries, excepting single lady evangelists residing out

of Osaka. They seem to cover chosen territory well, and
report persistent village work. Indeed this is a pleasant

feature, not only of their report, but of that of some
others. For instance, near Matsuyama in lyo, eighteen

w^ere baptized in a village of 600 houses. It will be years

before some of us can do much for the smaller places, but

it is a happy thing that some are able to effectively prose-

cute this branch of work.
Passing on up to the T5kyo region and that cared for

by the missionaries residing in that city, we find the same
general encouragements ; but at the same time a tone of

sadness caused by the contracted condition of the work.
Out-stations sadly neglected, others abandoned, a short-

ness of workers even for organized churches, even some
self-supporting ones. This must needs make the hearts oi
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the missionaries heavy. Careful husbandry yields a

hundred-fold ; but where are the reapers ?

The (^German) Reformed work centering at Sendai is

compact, well organized, well manned and aggressive.

The mission doubtless feels limitations similar to the rest

us
;
yet its publications and reports give the impression

that it has the men, the right kind of men, Japanese and
foreign, and the money too. In fact, it is planning to

branch out into the Hokkaido ; a fact that cannot but

cause rejoicing in the hearts of the widely scattered work-
ers there.

The reports of the missionaries at Morioka and Aomori
lend no variation to the tale of unlimited opportunity and
open doors. Speaking of calling at the homes of Sunday-
school children, Mr. Harris says, " One who is cheerful,

buoyant and courageous will find the door of these homes
ever open." This is true at present for nearly the whole

country.

Coming to the Hokkaido, we simply succumb to

the inevitable, and put in Mr. Pierson's report bodily.

" In the Hokkaido the past year marks a distinct advance

towards the acceptance of the gospel as the religion

for the empire and the religion for the individual. Things

are getting serious in Japan. A well known literary man,

Mr. Nakae, sees no solution of the mystery of life ; and,

knowing his days are numbered, writes a book which

begins with matter and ends with despair. A former

Hokkaido student seeks in vain for certainty in the maze
of unchristian philosophy and religions (from which Japan

in happily emerging) and casts away his life in a Nikko
waterfall, with no hope ; because with no God in the

world.

But where one of Mr. Nakae's books is read, two

of Mr. Takahashi Goro's Christian answer are read. The
student's suicide has quickened the public mind to a more
earnest quest of the truth. The most popular book
among educated people to-day, is Mr. Kuroiwa's, " What
is Human Life ? " Mr. Kuroiwa is the editor of a large

Toky5 newspaper. His book leads up to the Christian
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solution. There is more than one voice in the wilderness

preparing the way of the Lord. These are interesting

and happy days in mission work in Japan.

Last year in the Hokkaido the crops were short and
the fisheries below the average, and the famine of North
Hondo was felt more or less in South Hokkaido ; but it

was a good year spiritually. Any and every year is

a strategic year with us. It is more important to

influence a making age than disintcgratmg 2i<g^. Li old

Japan there is a dissolution of old faiths going on. In the

Hokkaido every cluster of thatched huts in the clearing

in the wilderness is full of promise and full of peril. It is

dreadfully lonely, the stumps, the malaria, the mud and
the bears ; but you pass on a little and see the more
advanced farms and the new towns, and you conclude

that Japan has a treasure island here whose hidden wealth

she has only begun to uncover. The new age, the

freedom of a nev/ country, and the new spirit of progress,

are all helps to the Christian preacher. As was said last

year, and the year before that, and still the year before

that, and as will likely be said next year, NOW is the

time for the evangelization of the Hokkaido."
Now, as to the cause of this change in sentiment toward

Christianity so manifest everywhere, it is hardly the

province of your editor to philosophize. He would only

say that it seems to have had its beginning, or at least it

seems to have become specially evident, toward the close

of last year.

Lest it be thought that we liave over-colored matters

in this review of the evangelistic field, let us in our own
defense make a few quotations.

From Morioka,* "The fields are indeed white to the

harvest, and doors and avenues for u'ork are opening

faster than we are able to enter. Angels might well

envy us the many opportunities which are coming to us."

From Yokohama,"}" " There is a widespread spirit of

inquiry, or readiness to hear faithful gospel preaching. I

- MiSs Winn, t ^^"^^ J^s. H Ballagh.
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was struck with this in my own daily "meetings in the

early part o( the year, in the attendance and earnestness,

and readiness to embrace spiritual truth and profess faith

in Christ. The same may be said of places where there

have been no special efforts put forth, or even stated

workers or preachers of the gospel." From Osaka,*
" While in our work during the year, as a whole, there

liave been hindrances enough to keep us humble,
discouragements enough to keep down all Utopian
anticipations, and opposition enough to tone down
unhealthy optimism, yet in looking back over it all, in no
one year has the work of the mission shown more
substantial results than the past year. This is true

in regard to the growth of the churches in numbers and
efficiency of organization, in the spirit of self-support and
general Christian enterprise, and in the development of

our girls-school work."
I should next like to call your attention to various

opinions in regard to special phases of evangelistic work
that have come out in the reports.

Lack of Evangelists :—This is felt from one end
of the country to the other, but seems to be more acute

the farther south one goes. Not so much is said about
it by missionaries north of Tokyo. It is a state of affairs

that tries men's souls, and is hard on our ambitions either

purely religious or denominational. At the same time

there are compensations. The missionary is saved from
the danger of lording it over God's heritage ; he knows
better, and more thoroughly sympathizes with, the few
men associated with him. It opens his eyes as nothing

else could to the fact that godly evangelists are above all

things the product of the Spirit's work only. Men of

sufficient education and sufficient piety to teach satisfac-

torily in mission schools can be found with comparative
ease ; but men of the knowledge and devotion necessary

to meet the high requirements of the evangelist's office

are hard to find, and hard to raise up. The Spirit's work

* Dr. A. D. Hail.
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must necessrvrily precede all other preparation. Men
called of the Spirit are the men we must have.

Yet some men are coming forward. Five Kyilshu

young men are now in preparation. From Osaka* comes
the word that, *' Since the Day of Prayer for Colleges,

and the united prayer that God would send more workers

into his harvest there has been an encouraging increase in

the number of those who are willing to give themselves to

the w^ork of the ministry." Is not the Lord waiting the

time when we shall all be driven to our knees in utter

dependence upon his Spirit rather than on our machinery,

with the purpose of then blessing us with a truly con-

secrated body of preachers ?

A Kyushu correspondent! thinks that the Church and

the ministry are unconcerned over this matter, but it is

hardly probable that this is true for the whole country.

It is true, however, that there is little hope for improve-

ment until the Japanese Christians and evangelists as well as

the missionaries are acutely distressed over the present

lack, and implore the Lord of the harvest to supply

it. Most important is it that we do not become stam-

peded, and make the mistake of filling our ranks with

uncalled or untrained men.
Self-Support :—It is evident that there has been no

striking advance along the line of self-support, but steady

progress has not been lacking. It is becoming thoroughly
understood throughout the Church at large, that believers

are to contribute to the support of the work, and there is

no indication of a tendency to shirk this. The problem
is to choose and carry out a good system of finance

during the period that a large part of the support comes
from the missions. There is no doubt that the people do
better for some benevolent object, or for some special

enterprise than they do for their regular church expenses
;

but that is perfectly natural, and is universal. The
envelope system is in quite general use, and well suited to

the country. Its success depends on getting a contribu-

* Dr. A. D. Hail, f ^'^r. Tieters.
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tion from every one, present or absent ; and that requires

a faithful and enthusiastic deacon, with proper assistants.

Much has been gained when a system has been adopted
and finances can be talked about without embarrassment.
Some regard tithing as a solvent for much of the financial

problem. The Osaka East Church has a number of

tithers, and has entered the ranks of the thousand dollar

churches. It averages Ve/i g.26 per member; the lowest

average spoken of in tlie same connection is V^/i 1.74 per

member.
It may be helpful in some cases to consider the local

contributions as a whole, reckoning a work as self-

supporting during three or four months of the year, and
letting the Christians feel the weight of responsibility

during that length of time. This is such an important

matter that the Council should at some time have a special

report on it. The Moji Church had a legacy left it by a

godly woman. This is certainly a rare occurrence. One
cannot but regret that the interest of this fund is to be
applied to pastoral support. Unless great care is taken,

such funds become millstones around the neck of

spirituality.

It is pleasant to note that, on the w^hole, the active

canvass for funds for the Board of Missions (Dendo
Kyoku) does not act as a hindrance to local finances.

A well milked udder gives but the more. The business-

like methods of the Board make the financial problem
a dignified :-ne, and takes away the well-bred distaste

for discussing money matters which was the legacy

of BusJiido. One'"'' has well said that if the Dendo
Kyoku draws away from the support of local work, it

rather indicates some fault in the metliods of the church
or mission.

The following is pertinent : § *' Being in connection

here with the work of the Dendo Kyoku, I have been

impressed with the fact that there is little or no difference

between the methods of this body and those current among

Dr. Hawoi-th. -; Mr. Vietcr^.



the missions of the Council. I expected to find more differ-

ence. Of course the efficiency of these methods depends
largely upon the man employed. In choosing such
men the Dendo Kyoku is much freer than the missions

are ; and consequently ought to get, and probably does

get, on the average, better men. An invitation to work
for the Dendo Kyoku has three advantages which the

mission does not offer : (i) Higher salaries
; (2) working

for their own people
; (3) ordination. For it seems to be the

plan of the Dendo Kyoku to secure the ordination of

every man that comes into its employ. In regard to

this latter point, it seems to me that the principles upon
which men are to be orda.ined should be more clearly fixed

in the Church than they are. I think the believers under the

Dendo Kyoku do better in tlie matter of self-support than

those who receive assistance from the missions. This is

largely to be accounted for from the fact that they are so

much closer to the source of supply. They are constant-

ly being appealed to for contributions, and see the appeal

made to their follow believers of the Nihon Kirisuto

Kyokwai. They read, month by month, the reports of

the treasury ; and feel, when the Dendo Kyoku is in

straits, that they ought to strain every nerve to help them-

selves. It is im.possible to give believers who are assisted

by the missions quite the same feeling. The foreign,

boards are so far away, their operations are so indistinct

and they are relatively so powerful, that it seems to make
but little difference whether they contribute or not.

Moreover, the same boards spend large sums of money
upon missionaries' salaries and other luxuries, the useful-

ness of which is not apparent to the ordinary Japanese
believer. To some extent, I am convinced we missionaries

may, and ought to overcome these difficulties by ex-

plaining matters to the Japanese and keeping the subject

before them ; but in the nature of the case we cannot do
so well as the Dendo Kyoku ; and the practice of turning

over work to that body when it has reached an advanced
stage, seems to be a wise one."

We all wish to develop our work ; to increase the



number of cur out- stations. But however many good

evangelists may be available, there must be money to

support them. This must come either from the Dendo
Kyoku, i.e. indirectly, through their taking off our hands

work well along toward self-support ; from American
Christians contributing through, the usual channels in in-

creased quantity ; or from the Japanese Christians, through

their individually contributing more generously and un-

failingly to the support of the local work, thus relieving

mission funds for expansion.

There is little to hoped for from the first source ; for

the Dendo Kyoku's chief cares will generally lie without

our bounds. Some of us feel that we are gradually

approaching the limjt of the funds for evangelistic work
that we can hope to get from America. Our hope for

development really lies in leading the Christians to a

great assumption of the support of their evangelists ; and
the sooner we realize this and act on it, the better. A
yen or so of increase yearly at each point counts for a

good deal in the aggregate. We must study ways of

showing our Japanese brethren that our woik depends,

yes, depends a great deal, on each one of them contri-

buting his quota. It is proposed to rely for the expan-

sion of Japanese state railroads upon the profits of the

lines already built. It is a sound proposition. Ninomiya
Sontoku, Japan's great economist, enunciated the prin-

ciple that from the profits of newly cleared and cultivated

fields must new fields be brought under cultivation.

This principle must in some way or other find its place in

our structure of self-support.

Building Operations :—There is much that is gratifying

to report in regard to building. To touch on that which
is purely missionary, we note a new dormitory and
recitation hall at the girls-school in Sendai. The mission

has also put up an office. A new chapel is going up at

the Meiji Gakuin. A new building has been erected for

the girls-school at Sapporo. Coming to churches, we
find new buildings at Kyoto, Okazaki, Toyama and Gifu

;

a parsonage also at the latter place. Church erection is
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being reduced to a science at Kobe. There is a settled

conviction on the part of missionaries and Japanese tliat it

is necessary to buy a lot and put up a building at the

earhest possible moment. It is a most paying investment
financially and spiritually. The Christians take to the

idea heartily, and there has been a boom this year in

beginning funds for church erection. There is probably
hardly a Christian community of considerable size in any
part of the country without its fund, if it has no building.

Tokushima has refurnished its church with benches, which
are reported as " the most comfortable I've seen any-

where in Japan." It is refreshing to learn that there are

benches thought comfortable in even one church in the

empire. We trust a pattern will be furnished to all

askers, and that many will ask.

This is from the Hokkaido* :
" At Mororan the

Christians have purchased the lot next the church for a

pastor's house. At Piuka they have money and labor

and timber for a new church. At Asahigawa we hope
to build a thousand dollar church this summer. At Bie

the town gave us a lot and promises a hundred j'C/i if we
will furnish the other hundred. To secure the land we
must promise a building of certain dimensions within

a certain time." The fine lot for the Asahigawa church
worth 600 fen, was the generous gift of one member
of the congregation.

The (German) Reformed missionaries are making a

special move in this direction.f One of them urges

building ; and emphasizes the wisdom of buying, not
renting, the lot. It is well too to make sure of a lot

large enough not only for present purposes, but within

wise limits for expected future expansion. A lot of

a hundred tsnbo, if of the right shape, will answer for

a small church and parsonage at present, and a good
large church later on ; while a narrow lot, however long,

soon reaches its limitations as a church site.

The Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai has fallen behind in the

* Mr. rierson. f :\rr. H. K. Miller.
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matter of church buildings. Father Okuno was specially

impressed with this on his recent tour. Now is the time

to supply the lack, for the people have an undoubted
interest in the subject.

The following in regard to the Kyoto church is so

instructive that it must find a place in this report.* ** The
church is one of the most beautiful and well built that I

have seen in Japan. It is 48 ft. by 36 ; and with a small

gallery at the rear will accommodate about 300 people.

The cost of the building was about 1400 yen. Of this

more than half came from purely Japanese sources. Not
more than a half a dozen of the Christians are at all well

to do. The secret of their generous giving lies in this,

that the people had a mind to work and deny themselves.

Just after it was decided to build, the women formed
a SJiigotokwai (work society), and by their diligence

succeeded in raising 70 yen. For the most part this was
the result of their needle-work. One woman, the wife of

our Kyoto evangelist, with three small children and no
servant, coached a boy in English to enter the Com-
mercial School, and contributed the proceeds to this fund.

The boys of the Endeavor Society, by distributing notices

of religious meetings, running errands, twisting gold

thread, etc., earned ten yen-. The girls of the society, by
sewing and knitting, raised twenty-three j^;^. The Sunday-
school of little girls, which is held in the kindergarten

building in the weaving district, contributed ten yen.

East, but not least, the One Rin Society gave ninety ye/i,

I must add a word as to this society. About ten years

ago, a handful of women in the church agreed to lay aside

one rin a day for the Lord. And now when the time

came for using this fund, it was found that their offerings

had amounted to ninety tJiousand rin.

BiBiE CLASSES :—It has been a delight to record the

amount of Bible instruction carried on. A good deal

of this is done in English it is true, a thing to be

regretted ; but since much of it would be impossible were

* Mr. Curtis.
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it not for the English, let us rather sin',ply rejoice that it

is done. It would seem that there is hardly a missionary,

man or woman, married or single, that does not each

week face at least one class, in many cases several classes,

in the Bible. The pupils are mostly students ; though
prison officials, post-offi-ce officials, and army officers also

occupy the benches. The students are drawn from every

kind of school. Teachers and pupils often study together.

Teachers often act as interpreters, and often organize the

classes. Teaching is done in missionaries' homes, in

student boarding houses, and in some cases actually in the

school buildings themselves after hours.* Some of these

classes live but a few weeks and their membership is very

evanescent. Others run along for months, their members
come to church services, and finally unite with the Church.

The following is the way the matter has worked out in

Ashigawa. " We were forced to begin English Bible

class work will-nilly by the youth athirst for learning.

But we limited ourselves to two evenings a week, to be
English Bible only, and every student umst attend

church or Sunday-school once on Sunday or forfeit

his English class on Tuesday and Friday. This plan,

rigorously pursued, especially witli a band of wild Chu
Gakko boys, has worked remarkably well. The boys
not only attend Sunday-school, but voluntarily attend our

Junior C. E. Society, and actually clamored to have it

meet once a week instead of twice a month. The English

class, begun with prayer and singing, is in itself a religious

meeting ; and recently, following on some remarkable
revival meetings by Dr. Franson of the Scandinavian

Alliance Mission,| twelve of the men were led to con-

fess their sins and plead on their knees to God for

forgiveness."!

It is a practice quite satisfactory to some missionaries

to be their own interpreters
;
giving the instruction first

in English, then in Japanese. This is certainly a good
thing if one can do it.

* Mr. Price, f ^i'- Hail. % Mis. G. P. Pierson.
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There is no question that the attitude of the student and
teacher classes toward tlie missionary and his Bible has

undergone a radical change. It is hard to find the cause,

but no doubt the presence of many mission school

graduates and other Christians among the teachers of the

Middle Schools accourits largely for this. It is not unusual

for missionaries to be asked to address schools, even

Normal Schools,* in sections where this would have been

impossible some years ago. In Nagoyai an opportunity

was thus given that had been awaited for years. To be

sure the missionary does not preach on these occasions,

but it a recognition of his character and standing which
all counts in the long run. Opposition on the part of

teachers is not wanting, and there is ill-will in some
quarters ; but it is as rare as was good-will in former

years. Night schools have been carried on in Kochi and
Kobe with good results in the former, and little satisfaction

in the latter case. The East Church Osaka rents a house
opposite the church and carries on a similar work. The
missionary must have some point of social contact with

the people, and it is a thing almost impossible to get one
with the middle-aged. He can by means of English, and
various other lines of instruction, get readily into kindly

and intimate relations witli the youth. To get into such
intimate relations is the first step to leading men to our
Saviour ; so however much we may in theory be opposed
to these so-called indirect methods, it is probably wiser to

bow and make use of them. For the fact stands out that

not only are a great many being converted by these

means to-day, but large numbers of our most trustworthy

Christians entered the kingdom through this door. With
this purpose of gaining acquaintance and intimacy, a

number of other plans are used. There are the knitting

classes. Some half dozen report cooking classes. One
ladyj teaches music to Normal School pupils. Really,

one wonders what the missionary does not teach, from
dress-making to Greek. Provided one has first made him_

* Mr. E. R. Miller, t Mr. McAlpire. j Mrs. W. Y. Jcnes.
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self competent in the language, it is hard to see why it is

not as proper to use these methods of cultivating social

relations as it was for the Saviour to go to the wedding in

Cana of Galilee.

SuxDAV-scnoOLS":—It is equally gratifying to record the

prosperity of Sunday-school work. Just as with special

Bible classes, there is but one voice from north

to south. Many mission households mean a Sunday-
school for small children ; while many have two or three

under their care. Attendance runs from a dozen to a

hundred. The pupils of girls-schools enlisted in this work
are to be counted by the dozens. One of the most en-

couraging features is that in connection with many of the

churches we find organized schools ; i.e. schools run on
the home plan, with classes, collections, opening and
closing exercises, etc. Further, while Sunday-schools

were formerly the missionary's sp2cial property, the

churches are becoming interested in them as their own
work and responsibility.

To carry on a good Sunday-school, good teachers are

needed ; teachers who know, who can teach, and who
will be responsible. We hear* of the wife of a telegraph

operator who comes four miles each Sunday to teach her

class. Kanazawa^ has a weekly teachers meeting and
a monthly meeting of all the Sunday-school workers
in the city. In Ferris Seminary and other institutions

teachers are carefully prepared. Tiie results of such

work are bound to be good. It is useless simply to

deplore lack of teachers, when proper effort can train

them.

There is an indication in many places of a carefully

organized main school at the church, with the ordinary

schools for children at outside points. At Kagoshima
there was a Sunday afternoon meeting of all the schools

at the church previous to the summer vacation. It was a

great success. One felt that the Sunday-schools had
arrived at self-consciousness. The central school alone is

* Miss S. Alexander, f M'ss Luther.
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to be kept up during the sunmier ; but pupils of the other

schools were encouraged to attend, and some do attend.

The exercises of the meeting were largely musical ; and

for a wonder there was no cake.

Good Sunday-schools increase the church attendance,

and open many doors for calling. Here, as at home, it is

most difficult to make our schoTols iiiteresting for boys
and girls of fourteen or fifteen. Some"^ have found it a

good idea to have the Sunday-school an hour before the

evening serxice. Others! have made the morning gather-

ing for the church people and their children, while

another at the same place in the afternoon, has been for

the neighborhood. We have been accustomed to hear

a great deal about the opposition of priniary-school

teachers, but that has become almost a negligible factor.

In fact they have become our teachers in some schools.

We hearJ of children's meetings conducted on week day
evenings. It seems a good plan. In most places the

only limit to work of this kind in the strength of the

workers. Many speak of pupils uniting with the Church.

Opinions in regard to the Lesson Helps furnished

b}^ the Committee are very divided. There are those

who think highly of them, feel they could not get along

without them, and speak of better attendance since they

v/ere introduced. Their use certainly does introduce an

element of unifonnity in the opening and closing exercises,

and tends to increase the esprit die corps ; but there is

some criticism. They are spoken of as too difficult.

One worker would prefer a set of lessons on the life of

Christ, probably for small children ; but this cannot

be prepared by the Committee so long as it is restricted

to the International Lessons. The Quarterly certainly is

pretty difficult for pupils excepting those well on in the

ChiTi Gakko ; and it is too manifestly a translation.

Nothing came in to show how the INIonthly is regarded.

We are behind some of the missions cooperating with

us in our appreciation and use of these helps
; § and

* Mr. Winn, f Dr. A. D. Hail. % Mr. Van Horn, I Mr. I^ndis.
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in spite of the adverse criticism, it is no doubt to our
own loss. At the same time, we record a hope that

the helps will be framed more closely to our needs.

One writer* gives a rather severe criticism of Sunday-
schools. " In anything I have seen of Sunday-schools for

little children thus far, they are very difficult to manage.
I do not know of any that have been an unqualified

success. Regular attendance is hardly to be counted on.

Only the smallest youngsters are to be gotten hold of,

with perhaps a few of the larger girls. The boys fight

shy. The Christians on the whole do not manifest much
interest in the institution either for their own children or

for others. Practically all the Sunday-school work is

done by the missionaries or their helpers. Few of the

Christians are willing to take hold and teach, though they

may be qualified to do so. The Sunday-schools of the

churches are for adults ; really a collection of Bible classes.

Preaching-place Sunday-schools vary very much in attend-

ance and deportment, but both are usually of a poor
order." Very few missionaries actually engaged in

Sunday-school work will recognize this as a picture of

the conditions as they have observed them. The same
writer adds, ** Occasionally, however, there are parents

who will bring their children to the door, and then come
for them again at the close." Two reports speak of

physicians who have taken special pains to enter their

children into Sunday-school.

The earnest, evangelistic spirit among the pupils of the

girls-schools is very striking. Judging from the reports,

the work at Ferris Seminary is unusually v/ell organized

and effective. The accountf of the main Sunday-school

in Morioka is so suggestive that we insert it entire. " The
church Sunday-school is flourishing. Only once since

November has the attendance been less than lOO ; fre-

quently it has been over 150. The school is divided into

nine classes, two of which are composed of adults. Our
household supplies three of the teachers; the other six are

* Mr. G. W. Fulton, f Miss Ueyo.
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from the Christians of the place. Occasionally the class

sits through a lesson period without a teacher, but not

often. The uniting of classes without a teacher is not

permitted. The school may be said to be modeled on
the American plan. The international Leaflet and Quar-
terly are used for all but the infant class, though I wish we
had something simpler and more fundamental for the two
primary classes of the first and second y/w/^ grades. The
opening exercises include a good deal of singing, a short

drill on the Commandments, or the Creed, Lord's Prayer,

or some text containing a doctrinal truth ; then comes the

division into classes, and on reassembling, the Lesson
Story with its teachings is reviewed with the large colored

picture from America, and the Golden Text recited. A
little text card and a copy of the Otozure is given to each

child. A collection is taken up in each class in tin boxes

—

condensed milk tins with new tops soldered on and a slit

cut in, to be opened twice a year. The attendance in each
class is kept and read publicly before the close of school.

The classes are numbered. Many of the older pupils

stay to the church services. We are working to get all

from the K5to grade up to do so."

We cannot close these paragraphs in regard to Sunday-
school work without speaking in terms of the very highest

praise of the collection of Sunday-school songs edited by
Mrs. Jones and Miss Glenn. These songs have been the very

life o\ the Sunday-school work in at least one place (Kago-
shima). The vvork would be sorely handicapped without

them. They may strike one as difficult on first acquaint-

ance ; but the children learn them readily, and they

have a life and movement that is hard to find elsewhere.

BrRLE-WOMEN and Work for women :—Not as much
information on this topic as was expected came to hand.

Women's societies exist in many places, and some by
means of their handiwork earn money for benevolent

purposes or church erection. In others a simple prayer-

meeting is held. One writer* prefers the comparatively

* Miss Leavitt.
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simple FiLJin-kzvai to the organization into a branch of the

Kyufiikwai with its many departments that was rather

forced upon them. An energetic Bible-woman at Kana-
zawa brings people to meetings, and calls at the home of

pupils. A good Bible woman has given new life to

Sunday-school work in Okazaki. The school at No.
212 Yokohama has twenty women m. training, and a
goodly number working two by two.* As to access to

the women in their homes, there is apparently nothing left

to be desired. A foreigner seems to be welcomed as

readily as a Japanese.

A report from Miss Haworth has arrived too late to be
largely utilized, but it tells of a great deal of successful

endeavor in a social way with the missionary's home as a
center. Careful inquiry into the methods of the Kyoto
work will well repay the trouble. Six Bible-women are

working in connection with Mrs. MacNair, and her report

indicates prosperity at every point. There is large attend-

ance at Sunday-schools and " unusual interest among
people of mature years." The same thing must be said in

regard to the report of Mrs. Pierson. The simple fact is

that the members of the Council ought to publish a little

monthly sheet in which such inspiriting information as is

found in these two and a number of other reports, could
go down in full. We are really culpable in not making
use of a method whose utility has been proved by Method-
ists Congregationalists and Baptists. 13y such a publica-

tion we should realize clearly our strength and our re-

sponsibility ; and by learning of one another's attempts,

successes and failures, at the time of their happening, our
efficiency would be greatly increased.

Spfxial Evangelistic Operations :—First among these

we must mention the broad scattering of the gospel seed
at the Deiido Kwan, opposite the main gate of the Osaka
Exposition. This work is unique in the history of

Japan missions, and has far exceeded the expectations

of the most sanguine. Some estimate it as the greatest

* Miss Pratt.
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piece of work in the way of direct evangelism ever

undertaken in this land. It has been union work, and for

four weeks the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai workers took
their turn. From eight to thirteen meetings were held

daily, and an average of 1400 or 1500 have listened

each day to the preaching. A large amount of literature

was distributed, and many formed the determination to

further investigate the matter after their return home.
This has been the striking religious work of the year, and
possibly reached as many people as the whole Taikyo
Dendo movement, though that work could be followed

up much better.

During the spring and early summer Japan was visited

by ]3r. Charles Cuthbert Hall and Dr. Pentecost ; and
many regrets were expressed that they were unable

to extend the time of their stay.*

* Dr. Imbrie :—The visits of Drs. Hall and Pentecost were among the

notable events of the year. Following is an account of their work in

Tokyo.
The primary object of Dr. Hall in visiting Japan was to repeat, with

certain changes, his course of lectures delivered in India on the Barrows
Foundation. In Tokyo the course was given in the Hall of the Y. M. C.A.
to good audiences made up chiefly but not exclusively of students; the

majority of whom perhaps came from the Commercial College and
P'oreign Languages School. The lectures have since been published in

English, and a translation into Japanese is soon to appear. In this way
they will reach many who did not hear them. Besides delivering these

lectures, Dr. Hall conducted the English service of the Union Church in

the chapel of the Joshi Gakuin ; and a translation of his sermon printed

in the Fukuin Shimpo was highly appreciated by many. He also delivered

a number of addresses : One at the reception given to him by the Tokyo
pastors ; others to the graduating classes of Meiji Gakuin and Aoyama
Gakuin ; and still another to the pastors and elders of the Church of Christ

in Japan residing in Tokyo and the vicinity. These addresses may fairly

be described as models. Dr. Flail seemed to know instinctively just what
to say and said it admirably ; and to a peculiar charm of speech there was
added a peculiar charm, of bearing. Most positive in his assertion of

evangelical Christianity ; deeply regretting the presence of the spirit of

rationalism among some in Japan; he still, in the sense of the Apostle,

made himself all things to all men.
The object of Dr. Pentecost in his visit was evangelistic in the more

restricted meaning of the word. Careful preparation for his work was made
by a joint-committee of the Tokyo Pastors Conference and the Evangelical

Alliance in consultation with several missionaries. In the preliminary

conference opinion was somewhat divided; some favoring especially meet-
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The work of Dr. Franson in the north, especially in the

Hokkaido, is worthy of special remark.f Dr. Franson's

work combined quietness and soberness and simplicity

with a degree of power and kindling fire very seldom
seen. He aimed to lead men to a conviction of their sins,

and then to get them with their own lips to ask God's
forgiveness ; insisting on "Whosoever shall call npon the

name of the Lord shall be saved." He believed that to

ask men simply to study, or endeavor to enter the

Christian life did not go far enough. He emphasized the

gift of eternal life as a concomitant of the forgiveness of

sins, and preached that as the foundation and starting

point.

His meeting in the old Ainu chief's hut where for two
hours he wrestled like Jacob with God in prayer over the

old man, until at last the Ainu admitted that he had

ings in halls or theatres for the general public, and others rather meetings

in half a dozen or more churches in different parts of the city with the

special intention of strengthening evangelical belief and quickening the

evangelistic spirit. On further consideration the latter view prevailed ; but

in order to let no opportunity slip unimproved it was agreed that four

or five public meetings should be arranged for, as well as a number
designed particularly for ministers Bible-women and such like. The
arrangements included also the conduct by Dr. Pentecost of the English
service in the Union Church in Tokyo on the three Sundays of his stay in

the city ; a visit to Maebashi, and two series of meetings in Yokohama,
one for the Japanese and one for the foreign residents. When this plan
had been tentatively accepted, one of the missionaries above referred to as

in consultation with the joint-committee went to Kyoto to submit the plan

to Dr, Pentecost and to receive any suggestions that his experience at

home or in Japan might supply ; and also to express to him the desire of

the committee that he select as his themes at the meetings for the workers

and also at those to be held in the churches, the distinctively evangelical

doctrines of Christianity ; a desire which the committee well knew would
accord with his own wishes. With some slight changes in matters of

detail the plan was accepted by Dr. Pentecost most cordially. Subsequent-

ly however it proved necessary to omit a number of the meetings arranged

for, on account of his evident weariness ; the result of the severe strain to

which he had been put during the preceding six months, together with

a certain something in the climate of Japan which affected him. On
receiving word from Dr. Pentecost, the best halls available were secured

;

the churches selected (the pastor in each being invited to preside) ; notices

of Dr, Pentecost's life and of the meetings to be held inserted in the news-

t Mrs. Pierson.
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comaiitted sin, and with his own Hps prayed, " Lord
Jesus, forgive my sins," is a scene that will never be for-

gotten, and whicli marks a distinct epoch in our Ainu
work. Afterwards he got two other younger Ainu men
to confess their sins and ask for forgiveness. To anyone
knowing the stubborn self-righteousness of the Ainu men,
and especially that of the proud dignified old chiefs, the

transaction in that Ainu hut was nothing more nor less

than a miracle of God. And so, indeed, had Dr. Franson
prayed." Oh, Lord, if it takes a miracle to unlock this

men's lips and to cause him to ask forgiveness, work the

miracle, we beseech thee."

Another never to be forgotten meeting held by Dr.

Franson was for the Christian workers of Asahigawa,
men and women. In this he showed us that God not only

tolerated but actually needed our help, (Judges 5 : 32) ;

papers ; and circulars in large numbers printed and widely distributed

through the churches.

1'he meetings intended especially for workers suffered no doubt from a

difficulty hard to avoid. The Hall of the Y. M. C. A. was selected as on
the whole the room most conveniently located ; but Tokyo is a very large

city, and a good attendance of workers meant a ride or a long walk on
the part of many. It was much more convenient for most to attend the

meetings in the churches. Accordingly when at the beginning of the

second week, on account of Dr. Pentecost's condition, it was found neces-

sary to reduce the number of his appointments, these meetings were
among those selected for omission.

The meetings for the general public also were soinewhat disappointing.

Their wide advertisement in the newspapers and by other means failed to

to attract the audiences hoped for. So far as the student class was con-

cerned, the time of the visit was the time for their examinations; and of

the days set for these particular meetings one proved to be rainy. To
these facts must be added the difficulties—the almost insurmountable
difficulties—in the way of a speaker accustomed to address audiences

which believe in the existence of one personal living God. When such
a speaker attempts to put himself upon the plane and to adapt his

materials to the understanding of a promiscuous audience in Japan, he
attempts a task hard for him to appreciate and still harder to accomplish.

For to many in his audience the thought of one personal living God is a
new or nearly new conception, and to others a conception not new but in

clear contradiction to all deep thinking; while, so far as worship is con-
cerned, those who worship at all worship Kamis and Hotokes, ancestral

ghosts and imaginary foxes.

This is a point regarding which a stranger in Japan preaching to the
to the masses is almost sure to err. The audiences are attentive ; but it is
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that we can hasten Christ's coming by doing our work
quickly(Jer. 48 : 10) ; that Hke the builders of the wall

(Neh 5:3) we must work side by side in unity and
harmony to save souls ; that we must not only preach but
** disciple " men ("Matt 28 : 19) ; that we must *' speak so

"

that "great multitudes" may "believe" (Acts 14 : i) ;

that we must have the worker's peace, the peace of those

sent (John 20 : 21) ; that we must understand the command
to " remit sins," i.e., to speak with souls until they feel that

they are no longer bound by their sins, but are free ; that

we must do both the work of the pastor who plants and

prepares the ground and sows, as well as that of the

evangelist who waters, gathers in the crop and hands the

new believer over for further tender care to the pastor.

Afterwards when questions were called for, it was

easy to mistake courtesy or curiosity for spiritual interest. At the close

of an address an invitation may be given to such as are willing to

accept Christ to rise. The invitation may be put in such a form as to

express only an intelligent earnest reception of the gospel and many
may rise; but those who really understand what they are professing

are few and far between. Yet the speaker goes away with a very different

impression. I'his was not the case with Dr. Pentecost ; in fact he seldom
called upon those who heard him for an immediate decision. On the

other hand, Dr. Torrey in an account given in the Christian Herald of July

22nd, writes thus :—" After we got well started, there was rarely ever a

meeting for the Japanese without a good many definite conversions. Japan
had just been passing through a time of great religious awakening, and
was thoroughly ready to hear the Gospel. In one city, where we spoke

for two days, there were 119 who professed to accept Christ; and in

another city, where we held five services in one day, 82 persons mostly

men, in a single service, stood up to say that they would accept Jesus

Christ as their personal Saviour, surrender to him as their Lord and
Master, confess him as such publicly before the world, and strive to please

him in everything. Some of the services were held in churches, others

in halls and theatres, and many in schools and colleges. There were in

all about i,cco Japanese who professed to accept Christ. Among them
some who declared that the meeting at which they were converted

was the first Christian service they had ever attended, and that they never

heard the Gospel before," Such statements may be verbally accurate ; but

they are misleading. We often speak of the old and simple story.

In Christendom it is old and simple, but not in Japan; in Japan it is

almost new, and to the multitudes it is strange. During the past year,

the additions to the Church of Christ in Japan (Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai),
with all its pastors, evangelists, Bible-women, Christian schools and
Council of Co'perating Missions, nunjbered in all 1075.
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touching to see our pastors, some nearly as old as the

apostolic man in our midst, eagerly and with the greatest

confidence, and yet with humility and the deepest respect,

put question after question to him :—How to care for

young conv^erts. What holiness means, How much of

prayer ought to be communion, and how much petition.

How can you know which of two ways is God's will.

Truly he was a man sent to us from God ; and he seemed
to live his maxim of " constant, conscious communion
with God."
Some lantern meetings have been held in villages, but

not a great many. A lantern has its uses in collecting

audiences, and in instruction ; but its need is evidently not

especially felt at present. Some missionaries have been able

to extend their operations to villages. Some of the bodies of

The meetings in which Dr. Pentecost did his most successful work were
those held in the churches, including among them the Chuo Kwaido ; and
of these there were ten in all. In every case the congregation was a good
one ; and in nearly every case the building was filled. It was generally

understood that the meetings were intended especially for Christians ; and
those present were for the most part Christians, with perhaps in every case

a number of those more or less interested in Christianity. The meeting in

the Chuo Kwaido however was chiefly composed of students. Two of the

most effective of the addresses were the one in the Chuo Kwaido on Christ

the Light of the World, and the one in Shiba Cliurch on Regeneration. Dr.

Pentecost's method was to assert a number of points connected with his

theme wilh emphasis and then to illustrate fully. Perhaps the impression

made would have been clearer, if he had taken a somewhat smaller number
of points and established them more perfectly by exposition and argument.

It would also have been possible to reproduce the addresses in the Fukuin
Shimpo more succinctly and effectively, if the didactic element hnd been

proportionately greater ; but many of the illustrations were telling and
were listened to with marked attention. One of the pastors in the city

summed up the general results as follows :
—"The congregations were not

greatly moved in feeling or to action ; but many of those present were

much interested." On the general question of the proper sphere for evange-

listic work done by visitors the opinion expressed by a number of the

best informed Japanese ministers was that results arc to be looked for

almost exclusively among Christians, or at least among those already

well instructed in the truths of Christianity,

Besides his work among the Japanese, Dr. Pentecost conducted the

English service in the Union Church on Sundays. The congregations

were large ; and many of those present spoke of the pleasure and profit

with which they had heard him. He was kindly, sympathetic, earnest

;

and in spite of his weariness unshrinking in his vvoik.
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Christians too have undertaken operations of a similar

nature, and with the doing of the work have become
more enthusiastic. A great many village girls now come
to the large cities to attend literary or industrial schools.

Their stay may be for years, or only a few weeks.

These girls are unusually susceptible to influence while

thus in the town ; and even after their return, not only

remember what they learned from contact with Christians

and missionaries, but welcome their friends at their own
homes later. In this latter point they are likely to have their

own way even though their parents are strong Buddhists.

We all know the peculiar skill of the *' Flower of the

family " in having her own way, whether in Japan or the

United States. One is inclined to think strongly that

when we are once able to enter vigorously upon village

work, we shall be surprised at the preparedness of

the soil.

Work among soldiers has been successfully carried on
at Asahigawa.* " This has been carried on regularly by
a preaching service on Sunday afternoons at our club-

house for soldiers, situated about halfway between the

town and the barracks. The hymn singing (of the Mitani

Gospel Hymns) and the baby organ attract the soldiers

who come and go in crowds, and listen fairly well to the

short, simple sermons. The work is now supported by
the Presbyterians only, but some of the other pastors

kindly help with the preaching. A prayer-meeting im-

mediately follows, and after this a Bible class is held for

inquirers. All receive suitable soldier tracts and a copy
of the Toki-no-koe.

An English Bible-class formerly held in the same place,

especially for the soldiers or petty officers, now meets in

our house twice a week, at which several sergeants and
one or two lieutenants attend. Recently six of these have

confessed their sins to God, and sought his aid to begin

the Christian life. During the year five sergeants have

received baptism and attend church regularly."

* r.Irs. rierson.
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The Hiroshima "Corresponding Evangelism" schemef
is still kept up. It has become self-propagating, and
numbers 411 at present. The " Gospel Message," emanat-

ing from the same place, has a larger circulation

;

and since Jan. ist has grown in popularity on account of

a Bible study department. Evangelists are requesting

larger numbers for circulation instead of tracts. Twelve
baptisms are reported as a direct result of this work, and
there are still candidates besides. The Yako is publish-

ed fortnightly at Fukui,* the Bible lesson being the main
feature. About a thousand copies are printed. The SJdn
Scinici, published by the pastor of the East Church of

Osaka, is highly spoken of; and in Kyiashu it is proposed to

distribute about 200 copies among the Christians, together

with a KyushiJi supplement, giving information concerning

the growth of the kingdom in the island. Tlie idea is

that in this manner all the benefits of a local newspaper
can be secured, with a minimum of labor and expense.

The Christians at Susaki, Shikoku, have shown a fine

evangelistic spirit, selling 300 copies of the tract Sankoryb
from door to door. For a time it was the talk of the

town.

There aie excellent reports in regard to Bible selling.

Some never hold a meeting without selling a few copies

of the Gospels and Sankoryo at its close. Near Matsu-
yama 100 Testaments were sold in one village.f In

Yamaguchi Ken Bible selling has been prosecuted with

astonishing results. Two Bible sellers are kept on the

road all the time. Mr. McAlpine sells many Scriptures

at meetings and on trains ;. the five sen Testament is an
especially good seller. Miss Deyo has sold fifty Bibles,

and Miss Winn matches it with fifty Testaments. Many
speak of people coming to the house for Christian

literature. Mr. VVorley has success in selling Bibles on the

street between the two temples of Ise. Mr. Loomis tells

us that the problem of Bibie work in Japan is not now as

formerly, how we shall find a sale for our publications,

* Mr. G. W. Fultcn. f Mr. Bryan.
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but how to keep a proper supply for the large and
increasing demand. The demand for English Scriptures

continues to be large.

The conclusion seems to be that we can do much more
than we are doing in the line of circulation of the Scrip-

tures ; and as the religious knowledge and general know-
ledge of the nation increases, we may expect to see work
done by the Spirit through the Word where other

agencies have been quite wanting.

One of our number* is much impressed with the value

of the Fiikiiin Sliivipo, Toki-no-Koe and a number of other

such newspapers. He has found them helpful to himself,

and very useful for distribution. There is no doubt that

every missionary would find his knowledge of the Japanese

Church and his love for it and interest in it greatly

increased by a regular reading of the Fukuin SJiimpo.

We cannot be too grateful that we have a Church paper

so sound in doctrine, so evangelistic in spirit, and so

thoroughly wide-awake and sensible. The Japanese

evangelists find it most useful for themselves and their

inquirers.

Kanazawa's experiment in Bible selling is of interest.f

" For the past twa years the missionaries of the three

Churches working here have subscribed fiv^e yen per

month, and we have had a grant of a similar amount from
the Bible Societies Committee. With these ten yen we
have rented a little shop in a good place for a branch of

the Fukuinsha of Osaka. They provide the stock and run

the store. Our only connection with it is that we provide

the place for them rent free, and in return are given

a supervision of their stock to see that only suitable

Christian literature is sold. As we are entering our third

year with them, and the business is growing, we are

proposing that they assume a part of the rent themselves

as the first step toward entire independence. The results

speak for themselves as follows.

^Ir. H. W. Myers t ^'Ir- Dunlop.
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on the preparation of the map which is to be published

shortly with funds left over after the expenses of the

Tokyo Conference have been defrayed. Mr. McNair has
worked, probably slaved, a good deal in connection with

the new Union Hymn Book. His labors have been no
easier on account of the impatience of the large body
of people waiting for the day of publication, their old

hymn-books gradually falling to pieces before their eyes.

If extension of time can do anything toward making a
good book, this will certainly be a good one. Our
attention-has been called to the fact that there are to be
two different editions with tunes. One is to be furnished

with the ordinary staft' notation, the other is the same
with the addition of the air written in the tonic sol-fa

notation just above the staff. The price of the two
editions is to be the same. It would be a strange man
who would not prefer the edition with the sol-fa notation

additional. We should be very grateful that Mr. Allchin's

persistence secured this.

Church Music :—Kyoto is the only place that indicates

enthusiasm in the matter of church music. There the

people meet and practice before service.* In the Church
at large, some think little advance has been made

;

others'f feel sure of great advance. IMore are laboring to

improve the music than reported. Mr. Sakai, who has

made a special study of music in America, has returned

full of enthusiasm ; and has been visiting the churches
with the improvement of music in mind. He has now
started a school for the purpose in Tokyo. We wish him
God-speed.

It is a fact that the number of those who can sing well

and play the organ passably, is greatly increasing even in

the smaller cities. The people are exerting themselves to

get better organs. The mission schools have aft'ected

this greatly, and the great advance in the interest in niusic

in the national schools has helped much. With the

advent of the new hymn-book we may expect a decided

* Mr. Curtis.
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advance in this respect. Perhaps nothing better could be

suggested than that with the coming of the new hymn-
book we should lay aside the old liyrnns that have been
learned incorrectly and can never be unlearned, and take

up an entirely new selection.

Sabbath Observance :—Not a great deal is reported

about this ; but it seems that things are best in the Hokkai-
do, worst in ShinshUi, and bad enough everywhere.
However, out of the depths of the many disappointments

in this respect, probably every missionary could give his

instance of encouraging faithfulness on the part of indivi-

duals. Certainly of those who do observe the Sabbath
carefully, more do so as a result of personal conviction

than formerly. It might be profitable for us each to

consider what changes have come in our own standard

of Sabbath observance since landing in this country.

The following from the Hokkaido is encouraging.
" The Kydfukzvai of our city (Asahigawa) recently

carried around to all the Christians of the town,

a letter urging Sunday observance. The gist of

it was that the great reason why the Church now-
a-days is unspiritual and cold, is because it does not

use God's appointed means of gaining spiritual life and
power. Where God's appointed time is kept holy, there

is life and progress. That we may sincerely serve God
wholly, we urge that all Christians store-keepers close all

day Sunday and hang out a Sunday closing sign ; that all

Christian employees ask for Sunday rest, and agitate for

the closing of e.g. railroad shops, every Sunday ; that all

Christians now^ compelled to work on Sunday, seek

employments that admit of Sunday rest, and that all

making new engagements take such work only as admits
of such rest ; and that the day be spent in spiritual culture

and evangelistic work."
'* This letter was submitted first to the Temperance

Society ; and after 22 members present had endorsed it

individually, the society as a whole adopted it and voted
to have it carried from house to house among the

Christians of our four Churches, Episcopal, Method-
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ist, Congregational and Presbyterian, and signatures

secured. A committee of six was appointed to do the

work including the pastors' wives and a Bible-woman.

After two earnest, indeed remarkable, prayer- meetings,

the very arduous, difficult and delicate work was carried

on during several weeks, resulting in 150 signatures

received. Only one or two of our Christians declined to

sign, and many candidates for baptism gladly signed.

The improvement in the attendance at all the churches

was marked, and a very deep spiritual impression was made.
At its close the churches united in a praise meeting

for the result. At this meeting the four yards and more
of signatures were unfurled with devout thanks to God.
One of the most portentous things, and one against which

we should use every influence, is the Sunday sJiiinbokkzvai,

or social. A number of times of late reference to such
meetings has appeared in the press. A new preacher

arrives, and after the service a kzuaiiQ-eikzvai ; after an

installation service, tea and cake are served. A sJiivibok-

kiuai can be carried on in a spirit quite in keeping with

the Sabbath, and there are occasions when the serving all

of refreshments at a Sunday gathering may be right ; but

it is a move along the line of the least resistance, and
one which can easily gain an acceleration that will fasten

on us a custom that will be deadening to spiritual life."*

Text-Book Scandal :—Nothing has occurred for many
years that has given the Japanese people such a moral

shock as has the text-book scandal. Those entrusted

with the instruction of the young have been so implicity

relied upon, it was so positively believed that good morals

were the necessary consequence of good education, that

the revelation that the morals of many of those most
prominent in the instruction of youth, men indeed of

excellent education, were most corrupt, was bound to be

shocking. The whole Japanese people are ashamed of

the matter, and we who are only sojourners in the land

feel that these men have wronged even us.

* Mrs. Pierson.
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But the effect has been salutary. The preacliers have

made good use of it. Tlie conclusions have not always

been logically drawn, but the application has been so

plain that few could miss it. This revelation has done
more to convince the educated classes that the moral

instruction in v^ogue is not meeting the requirements of the

times than could years of preaching. The entirely

changed attitude of the educational workers is doubtless

due in no small degree to this event. In addition to this,

many are coming to feel that moral instruction alone

or a moral life alone, is not sufficient. We continually

meet those who feel that they must have a religion of

some kind or other.

Spiritual Life :—Many encouraging things are said

about the spiritual life of the churches and the character

of the preaching. Doubtless there are many prayer-

meetings poor enough, but from Matsuyama* we hear

that there could not be better prayer-rneetings than they

have had. In Kagoshima, too, they have been specially

good, numbering in attendance often more than half that

of the Sunday service. Christian Endeavor methods are

used in a number of places with good success.

Many will echo this sentiment of Dr. A. D. Hail :

*'The type of preaching of both pastors and evangelists is

improving. It is becoming more scriptural and evan-

gelical, more plain and practical. The power of the

gospel is becoming to them more than a sounding phrase,

and more than mere cant."

There is nothing exceptional about the following testi-

mony if
•* It seems to me that it can safely be said that

the thermometer of the Church does indicate a warmer
spiritual life. There are more non- professional individuals

working for individuals ; women especially, who have

been Christians for years without feeling any personal

responsibility in the salvation of others, are nov/ manifest-

ing a disposition to try and do something for their friends.

Recent converts too seem to come into the new life with

* JMr. Bryan, f Mrs. MacNair.
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a fuller sense of its meaning and their own personal

blessing, and the need of bringing their country-men and
women to the same light and life." The missionaries at

large are reading the same signs.

Meetings of the evangelists have been reported from
two points. The action of Daikwai (Synod) allowing

evangelists to become corresponding members of Chu-
kwai (Presbyteries) has had a good effect ; and in Kyushii

advantage was taken of this to have all the workers meet

for two days after the Chukwai. The results were most
happy. All distinction of Japanese and foreign was lost

sight of, and most wholesome and helpful conference

indulged in. As to the relations between the pastors and
evangelists and the missionaries, a Tokyo missionary*

expresses the state of the case for the whole country

when he says, " The relations between our missionaries

and the leading spirits among the Japanese brethren seems

to me to be as cordial as one could expect or wish."

But the best word in regard to evangelists' meetings

comes from Hiroshima.f We gave it in full. " Efforts

have been made during the year to infuse the evangelists

v/ith a more earnest desire for souls, and with a desire for

a deeper spiritual life. By prayer with the men on the

various trips, by a meeting in connection with the spring

meeting of Presbytery, and by a workers' meeting at my
home in the fall, we have endeavored to feed and build up

the faith and zeal of the men. It is gratifying to note that

the men themselves feel the need of a deeper spiritual life.

In both fields of the Sanyo Presbytery, we have sent all

the evangelists to this workers' meeting in connection

with the spring meeting. Questions of practice and

policy have been left entirely out, and practical and

applicable Biblical subjects have been considered. The
effect has been quite noticeable. Also, profiting by the

results reported by some members of the last Council,

although with fear and trembling because of a former

experience, the evangelists were invited to a workers'

* Dr. Ilaworth. j Mr. Brokaw.
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meeting here in town in the fall. Some of the subjects

were, The Prayer Life of the Evangelist, The Intellectual

Life of the Evangelist, The most Common Error in

Preacliing. A preaching service with communion
afterwards was helpful to all, and the men went back
to their fields with a new determination and a new
purpose. During the year also, we have made it a

practice to call one or two evangelists to one of the out-

stations, and with them hold a two days special preaching

service. That enabled them to meet with each other, to

engage in work of mutual helpfulness ; and enabled the

missionary, always being present also, to informally urge

on to the greatest zeal. A prayer circle was formicd at

the foil workers' meeting, each station being prayed for

in turn, and all uniting on Sunday to pray for the salvation

of Japan.

One of the results of these various forms of work for

the evangelists themselves, besides the result of deepening

the spiritual life and quickening zeal, has been the working
out of a mutual sympathy between the evangelists them-

selves, and the evangelists collectively and individually

and the missionary. So far as I am. aware, all jealousies

have been sunk out of sight, and between us all a new
love and fellowship has worked out. Townsend says

in his Asia and Europe, that there is a veil in the life

of each Asiatic beyond which no European ever goes
;

and that the inner secrets are guarded even against most
intimate friends. However that may be, I am convinced
now that we can all get really close to these men ; and
thus not only win their confidence, but secure their best

effort."

The Dexdo Kyoku :—Brief reference has been made
above to the work of the Dendo Kyoku (Board of Home
Missions). In many respects it is quite like another

mission likewise co operating with the Nihon Kirisuto

Kyokwai (Church of Christ in Japan). Since a large part

of its funds comes from churches and preaching places

still receiving aid from the missions, it might be feared

that its activity would work disadvantageously. For-
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tunately, this does not seem to be true. One the contrary-

it seems to have a stimulating effect, and to improve the

financial tone. Dr. Havv'orth visited its work in Formosa
this spring, and we introduce with approval the following

from him :
** I feel that we ought to foster the interest

of the Church in its own Board of Missions in every

way we can. Its work in the past, though probably
worthy of criticism in matters of detail, really seems to

me to warrant the utmost confidence. What I saw of

its work in Formosa, where it has operated absolutely

apart from missionary relations, sufficiently proves to me
its ability to do the work it is undertaking. Its entering

into China during the present year seems to me full of

significance ; the very small beginning of the day we all

hope and pray for, when the Japanese missionary will

become a prominent factor in the regeneration of that

empire. And in working out the destiny of the Nihon
Kirisuto Kyokwai ultimately to cover every part of the

empire, the Dendo Kyoku must be a very important

factor."

We learn from the secular papers that Japanese teachers

and advisers are being extensively introduced into China.

However startling the idea may strike us at first, we must
heartily rejoice that the Japanese Church, through its

Board of Missions is preparing to send religious teachers

to that empire. In the spring Mr. Segawa and Mr. Kiyama
visited North China at the request of Japanese Christians

there. Since their return Mr. Maruyama has been

despatched to Tien Tsin to work for the Chinese ; and we
now learn that Mr. Sagawa, who has so long been the

Nestor of the Kyushu forces, is scon to sail for Tien Tsin

to look after the work among the Japanese. It would
seem that such men cannot well be spared from this

country at such a time as this, but yet we know that there

is that scattereth and yet increaseth. In some cases

growth is best promoted by a division that seems to

promise only weakness.

Needs:—Expression has been made of a number of

needs. For instance, mission families are needed atToyama,
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at Moji and at Oita. The (German) Reformed Mission feels

that it is needed in the Hokkaido, and Dr. Haworth thinks

that one of our missionaries ought to be located in Formosa.
Mr. Price suggests that small libraries of Christian books
be put in government schools. IJe also voices the need
of proper theological works translated into Japanese.

Mr. Fulton thinks that Trumbull's Individual Work for

Individuals might be translated with ptofit. Mr. Jones of

wishes for a book containing a simple and brief statement

what it means to be a Christian. Mrs. McCauley desires

a set of lessons on the life of Christ for primary classes.

Suggestions:—This is not just the heading I wish but

it sounds better than New Themes, which is what first

suggested itself.

At Takamatsu* they have been troubled because candi-

dates for baptism, while very faithful during the period of

instruction, show a tendency, after receiving the sacra-

ment, to become remiss, some quite falling back. They
have adopted the practice of not baptizing till at least

three months after a satisfactory examination has been
passed. Mr. Pieters also has raised the question whether
it might not be well for the missionary invariably to

baptize only after a second examination. During the

interval the candidate's earnestness of purpose might be

more fully tested. This is certainly not what Presby-

terians are used to, but may not our present conditions

call for some such uniform practice ?

A number have expressed a desire that more care be

taken to introduce members making a change of residence

to new church relationships, even in other bodies of

Christians, where necessary.

At Tokushima,f in addition to distributing Christian

newspapers, a point is made of lending religious books ;

special pains being taken that they do not vanish like the

dew.
Mr. Price urges more cooperation with one another,

more pride in our own Church and a more fixed purpose to

* Mr. W. C. Buchanan, f Mr. H. W. Myers.
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extend the peculiar excellencies of our sober and orthodox
Church over the land. He thinks cooperation can be
carried to an extreme, and deplores cooperation with

those who are not sound in the faith.

Viscount Watanabe recently expressed himself favora-

bly to Christianity. His words were re-printed and many
hundred copies distributed in the neighborhood of his

native place. The use of the daily papers as a medium
for reaching the people has been suggested for those able

to do it.* At Kagoshima the daily paper prints gratis

each week announcements of the Sunday services with

subjects of discourses.

From one of the girls-schools in the Northf comes the

word, " Our best work is done in the Home, where we come
in daily contact with eight girls." The Japanese Govern-
ment has gone in heavily for female education. A few

years ago our schools stood out prominently. This

prominence is fast going. The girls pursuing studies

above Koto Sho Gakko grade in every large city are

numbered by hundreds. Some cities have far above a

thousand. Except the few in the dormitories, these girls

board here there and all over. Would it not be possible

for single-lady missionaries to gather ten or a dozen or

even twice that number of girls into a nearly self-support-

ing Home under their supervision ; and thus exert a good
deal of that influence which heretofore it has been possible

to exert only when the expensive machinery of a girls-

school was maintained. Until the experiment is tried, we
can know little of what can be done ; but at first sight this

would seem like an broad field of opportunity.

With this we close our review of the evangelistic part

work.
During the year it has seemed good to the Lord of

the Harvest to remove from active labors Dr. T. T.

Alexander and Mr. A. M. Drennan, each of twenty

years and upwards of service. Our only word will

be, How thoroughly they would have enjoyed adding

their labors to ours in these times of great opportunity.

* Mr. H. K. Miller, f Miss Rose.
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EDUCATIONAL WORK

With the exception of schools for theological training,

the educational institutions conducted by the missions of

Council report themselves as enjoying a prosperity far in

advance of that heretofore known. Most of them are

literally overflowing.

There are eleven boarding schools for girls carried on.

We are stronger in this respect than in most others. It

may be a question whether it would not be better to have
one or two less girls-schools and one or two boys-schools
in their stead ; or a question whether these schools are

distributed over the country to the best advantage. But
the facts are that we have the schools ; the capital invested

is drawing interest as never before ; and the one thing

apparently to do now is to work them for all they are

worth. No one reading the reports in full can fail to be
impressed with the strong Christian character of these

schools, and the evangelistic work going on within them
and proceeding from them as a centres.

Schools for boys are in better condition than ever

before. There are still many disadvantageous things in

connection with their conduct, but such as the schools are

a full quota of students can be secured, and teachers

of better literary and religious qualifications than formerly
are to be had. Private schools are receiving greater

consideration at the hands of the Government. Meiji

Gakuin and Tohoku Gakuin are recognized by the Depart-

ment of Education as of Chia Gakko grade ; their graduates

can pass without examination into Semmon Gakko, and it

is hoped that shortly the same will be true in regard to

Koto Gakko. But best of all, our schools are different

from other schools not so much as being foreign as being

Christian.

It is hard to believe that we have the schools of Chii

Gakko grade that we ought to have. If the Hokkaido
needs a girls-school, it certainly needs a Christian

boys-school. We are thankful for a Christian Academy
in Kyijshu, at Nagasaki ; but it seems all wrong that our
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Council is not represented by a boys-school in the long

stretch from Tokyo to Shimonoscki.

Similarly, it is a matter for rejoicing that we have two
good schools for the training of evangelists, one at Tokyo
and one at Sendai ; but we must ever bear in mind that

some day we must have another such school somewhere be-

tween Tokyo and Kagoshima. It is true that we have not

the funds for it at present,, and it needs to be erected at

some point where there is a stronger body of believers than

we have at any point except Osaka just now. The times

evidently are not ripe for this yet, but a theological

school with a literary Koto-kwa below it, and possibly a

Chu Gakko below that, will certainly be required for our
Church before many years are past. The responsibility

for this matter would seen to rest with the West Japan
Presbyterian, the Southern Presbyterkm, and the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Missions. But for the present, in regard

to our boys-schools too, let us work our existing plants

to full capacity, making sure of the quality of our work,
while not forgetting the expansion called for by the future.

The number of ministers that, from all parts of the

country, within a year or two, have resigned their charges

and gone to the United States for study, is quite startling.

It would seem that the Meiji Gakuin is in a position

to facilitate this movement. There is always a keen
sense of loss when a good man steps out of the work if

only temporarily. But some men have come back from
the United States with increased intellectual power, and
having drunk deeply of the best spiritual inspiration the

home-land affords. The movement is a natural one,

perhaps inevitable. The missionary may not sweepingly

approve, nor yet can he sweepingly condemn it. Since

the condition exists, let us rather strive to gain the most
possible good from it.

A Theological Schools.

(i) '* The work in the Theological Department of the

Meiji Gakuin has gone on much as usual. Two students

pursuing the Higher Course in the Academic Department
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are taking the course in Gospel History ; and two others

have expressed their intention of entering the ministry.

Three Special Students have been admitted and two older

men are in attendance. During the year Mr. Kashiwai,

who has been teaching Church History for a number of

of years, lias been ordained to the ministry and installed

as a professor. Since then he has gone to America and
expects to spend the year at Princeton Theological Semi-

nary ; the Seminary giving him a scholarship yielding

^150 (gold). In connection with this it may be said that

Dr. Ibuka has received a letter from Messrs. Baba and
Kawazoi, saying that they had been most cordially

welcomed by the faculty and students of Auburn Semina-
ry, and that classes in English and Greek had been
esta.blished for their special benefit. During the absence

of Mr. Kashiwai a part of his work will be done by Mr.
Hata, who has recently graduated at Princeton Semiary,

and who divides his time between the Theological School
and the Dai Machi Church. In conclusion it need

hardly be said that the coming of Dr. Oltmans during the

spring of next year is looked forward to with much
pleasure."* Mr. Fulton adds, " I think we have some
men of a good deal of promise in the student body to-

day ; men who seem to be in earnest, and whose careers

will be watched with interest."

(2) The Theological Department of Tosan Gaku-in,

Nagasaki, has been indefinitely suspended

(3) The Theological Department of the Tohoku Gaku-
in, Sendai, is well equipped to do good work. It has two
courses of study ; the one intended for men with a know-
ledge of English and a good preparation, and the other

for those whose preparation has not been so complete.

There were no graduates last year, but there are nine

men receiving instruction.

B Bible Training Schools.

(i) For women. Seisho Gakkwan, Tokyo. East

Japan Presbyterian Mission.

* Dr. Tmbrie.
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This school reports no graduates this year. Family-

reasons, sickness and the demand for brides in Hawaii

broke up the class. The brides are reported as doing

good work in Hawaii ; but we agree with the sentiment

expressed, that they could have done better work if they

had waited to complete the course.
* " Seventeen were left in the school, four of these being

wives of theological students. There have been years

when we have had greater numbers ; but I do not recall a

time when we had students more faithful, or more ap-

preciative of their opportunities for study. One of the

features of this year's work has been the special attention

paid to the preparation of the Sunda}'-school lessons.

The results have been most satisfactory, as shown in the

development of the individual woman, and in more
successful teaching. During the winter, the students have

carried on five Sunday-schools in Tokyo and Shinagawa.

The upper class has spent two afternoons each week
visiting in the homes of the Sunday-school children.

Fortunately two of the experienced graduates, having a

few months between engagements, are helping to keep up

the work in all these schools while the older students,

either with Bible-women or alone, are working in the

country for three or six months. Last year's summer
work in two country districts was of so much interest and

had such good results, that Bible women were sent in

response to urgent requests to continue the work through

the year. The work goes on with increased interest and
there have been a number of baptisms, eighteen as a result

in one place."

Womans Union Mission, Yokohama.
In this school we find tvv'enty or more in training,

besides a good number engaged in actual work. While the

women are in training, they have special house to house

work in Yokohama, besides Sanday-schools and women's
meetings." Increased interest in evangelistic work is

reported.

* Mrs. MacKair.
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(2) For men.
Dr. Murray is carrying on a Bible Training Class at

Yaniaguchi. He has three young men with him at pre-

sent. His purpose is to give them instruction in the

Bible and actual training in religious work that will make
them more useful on returning to their home churches,

or fit them to become evangelists or preachers if they

desire to continue. The pupils have two hours of recita-

tions each morning, and three times a week hold preaching

services.

C Boys Boarding Schools.

Meiji Gakuin, Tokyo. Academic Department.
§ " The past year, while not characterized by any

marked changes, has been a prosperous one. There was
no change in the privileges granted us by the Government
till after the close of the school year ; but in May (1903)
our pupils were put upon the same footing as those of

government schools, so far as relates to entrance into

special schools (Semmon Gakko, i.e. certain prefessional

schools). We are still handicapped as regards entrance to

the government High Schools (Koto Gakko). On ac-

count of the lack of this privilege quite a number of our
pupil especially from the 4th year class, left at the end of

the school year, so that they might enter government
schools and by graduating from them, escape the han-

dicap. If the new privilege had been granted a few

weeks earlier, several of these might have remained.

Still, in spite of these losses and very thorough pruning

on our part, our number has increased a little and we now
have 178 in actual attendance. The w^ork has been much
as in former years, and has been quite satisfactory to our-

selves. The higher course now has pupils in all three of

its classes, and they are all kept busy ; but partly on
account of lack of teachers and the coiisequent necessity

of combining classes, the course has not \'et been thorough-

ly systematized. We have not yet received for this

department certain privileges that we expected.

§ Dr. Wyckoff.
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The religious condition of the school has been good.

The students Y. M. C. A. prayer-meeting has been well

attended, and the meetings have been interesting and

helpful. A number of the pupils have been holding an early-

morning prayer-meeting for several weeks past. There

have been some changes in the Japanese teaching force,

with the result that we now have a larger number of

Christian Japanese teachers than we have ever had before.

The new chapel is now in process of erection. Mr. J. C.

Ballagh has recently returned from America, and is now
teaching some classes ; thus relieving Messrs. Landis and
Wyckoff, who had more classes than they could properly

attend to."

Statistics. Foreign teachers (including Mr. Ballagh) 3,

Japanese teachers 14, Pupils 178, graduates 21, converts

9, Christians 44.

Tohoku Gakuin, Sendai. Academic Department.
* " This is the only Christian school for young men in

the north-east of Japan, It now has an enrollment of

179 young men, 170 of these being in the Academic and

9 in the Theological Department. There were 8 graduates

from the lower, or Chia Gakko Course, 4 from the High-

er Course. Of these graduates 9 were baptized Christians.

The number of baptisms in the school during the year

was II. TJie attendance of the students at morning

prayers, at church services, Bible-classes and prayer-

meetings was very good during the year. The Bible is

taught regularly as one of the required branches. The
working of the school has gone on regularly and steadily

during the year. A high grade of scholarship has been

aimed at, while at the same time such emphasis has

been placed on spiritual development that while less

than one-third of the students are baptized Christians,

the whole school is pervaded by a Christian atmosphere

to such an extent that the thoughts and ideas of the

students are con.stantly being moulded by this influence,

and many are ripening for an open profession of their

^ Dr. Schneder.
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faith. The teachers have worked faithfully, and unitedly,

and have at the same time in tlie majority of cases been
actively interested in direct Christian work, many of

them being ready to go out into the country to do
evangelistic work whenever called upon. The school

has the military conscription postponement privilege for

its Chu Gakko course."

Tosan Gakuin, Nagasaki.
* " The pist year has been one of somewhat

unusual experience for Steele College. In the first place,

after a long period of uncertainty, it was decided by the

Board that theological instruction be not given under
present circumstances and conditions. A little later the

family of Dr. Steele, the founder of the institution, fur-

nished the means for making such provision, as will

enable it to secure government recognition as a Chii

Gakko. This, however, was so recent, that no steps

have yet been taken to accomplish the object aimed at.

The past has been a year of unusual perplexity in secur-

ing and retaining competent teachers, owing chiefly to

the lack of appropriations to pay salaries to satisfy such

men. However, there has been such a demand for

education that as many students as could be accom-
modated in the lov^^er classes have been entered and
for the most part they continue in attendance. The
difficulty lies in retaining them in the advanced classes.

Should government recognition be secured and the equip-

ment of the institution be improved, this defect would no
doubt be remedied. Even as it is, the school has made
a good record for the year in morals and religion.

Of the average of about a hundred students in atten-

dannce, there has been no case requiring stringent dis-

cipline. The school Y. M. C. A. has about one half the

students enrolled as active or associate members, of

whom 19 are Christians. Thirteen have been received

into the Church during the year. The interest in the

truth continues, and there are candidates for baptism.

* Dr. Stout.
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The class of five graduated in March are all Christians, one

of them having gone to the Meiji Gaku-in to pursue the

theological course. There is one young man in the

present graduating class \\ho is looking forward to the

ministry."

D Girls Boarding Schools.

Ferris Seminary, Yokohama. Reformed Church in

America.
* ''This school was established in Yokohama in 1875,

by the Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed
Church in America. There are at present four courses

of study. I. The Preparatory Course of three years.

The studies of this course are chiefly the Japanese language,

reading and writing, geography, arithmetic and one ex-

ercise a day in colloquial English. 2. The Granmiar
Course, which is four years, consists of a drill in

the Japanese and English languages, universal geogra-

phy, history, arithmetic, elementary physics, natural

history, botany, physiology, hygiene and free-hand draw-

ing. Pupils who enter this course from government
schools are required to study English only for one year.

3. The English Normal course of three years was intro-

duced in April of this year. The studies of the course

consist of the English language and literature only.

Graduates from Koto Jo Gakko may enter, and it is

designed to meet the demand in some measure for

teachers of English in the Sho Gakko. The pupils are

given daily instruction in the Bible in all these courses.

Daily systematic physical exercise is insisted upon.

Instruction in sewing is given to all the school twice

a w^eek, also flower arrangement, cJiaiioyn and etiquette to

those who desire these accomplishments. Instruction in

vocal music by the sol-fa method has produced excellent

results. Instruction on the organ is supplied those who
have the Bible course in view, and to others who pay the

extra fees, also piano lessons are given to those who

* JNIr. Booth.
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desire and pay for them. 4. The Bible course consists o^

sacred history, introduction to the books of the Old and
New Testament, sacred geography, biographical studies ot

the chief characters in the Old and New Testament, the

coming Messiah in types, predictions, and in the advent.

God's revelation of himself to man, or God seeking to

make himself known to man and man's relation to God in

worship, with practical studies in God's methods in

training workers.

We have not yet seen our way clear to reopen the

higher course, chiefly through lack of funds. Recogni-

tion of its utility on the part of the mission and resolutions

regarding the advisability of restoring this course to the

institution fail to make it materialize. Serious difficulty

has been experienced to obtain suitable Japanese teachers.

Such a difficulty would be greatly minimized were we
able as formerly to train the large part of our teachers by
means of the higher course."

Statistics. Whole number of graduates from the Bible

course, 3 ; number of graduates this year from the

Grammar Course, 7 ;
pupils enrolled, 115; members

of the Church, 69; united with the church, 16; candi-

dates for baptism, 4 ; number of pupils in attendance, 90 ;

foreign teachers, 5 ; Japanese teachers, 6. Pupils are

distributed as follows :—Bible course, 4 ; English Normal
Course, 6; Grammar Course, 62; Preparatory, 18;
Total, 90.

Woman's Union Mission, 212 Yokohama. Titerary

Department.
The school seems to have had a prosperous year,

especially in spiritual things. It profited by a visit from
Miss Doremus, the Secretary of the Board. It has

seventy six pupils. A class of eight graduated ; four

of whom have remained as teachers. Special attention is

given to physical exercise. Many desire to take organ

lessons that they may be able to be helpful at religious

meetings when going out to their homes. The school

has been fortunate in securing the services of an unusually

well qualified business manager.
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Statistics. Pupils, 'j6
;
graduates, 8 ; foreign teachers, 2.

Joshi Gakuin, Tokyo. East Japan Presbyterian

Mission.
"^ *' The new school year which began in April opened

with very bright prospects. Forty new pupils were
admitted, and many more could not be received because

there was neither dormitory nor class room accommoda-
tion for them.

Miss Ballagh and Miss Gardner are still in America

;

but during the year, the force of teachers has been strength-

ened, by the arrival of Miss Alexander. In March seven

of the girls graduated, all of whom are now engaged in

Christian work ; one of them has gone to Honolulu to join

her parents in work among the Japanese residing there. A
number of the girls teach in churches and Sunday-schools
in different parts of the city. The year has been one
of quiet, steady work on the part of most of the pupils.

It is a pleasure to report that just now at the close of

another term eight of the girls are to be admitted to

church membership.
Statistics. Boarding pupils, i lO ; day pupils, IC9 ; total,

219. Graduates, 8 ; admitted to the Church, 9.

Naniwa Jogakko, Osaka. West Japan Presbyterian

Mission.

The whole course of study extends over five years
;

the lowest year corresponding to the Koto Sho Gakko
grade. There is in the school a large C. E. Society

carried on successfully by the students and Japanese

teachers ; twelve teachers and students are engaged in

Sunday-school work. A large Sunday-school with an
average attendance of 90, and conducted by the Christian

teachers and students, is held in the school chapel.

Statistics. Pupils, 45; Christians, 12; graduates, 12;

united with the Church during year, 2 ; foreign teachers,

2
; Japanese teachers, 8.

Hokuriku Jogakko, Kanazawa. West Japan Presby-

terian Mission.

* Miss Helena Wyckoff.
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* " The Hokiiriku Jo Gakko, after a successful year of

work, has begun a new year with a larger attendance than

ever before in its history. Eight pupils have been
enrolled since April first. Several have been laid aside

because of illness, but there has been a daily attendance

of seventy-five. The school has grown in favor very
rapidly during the past two years ; this year the number of

pupils has just doubled. In the past, the school was
largely attended by girls from the surrounding towns,

while but few city girls applied for entrance ; now the tide

has changed, and our attendance is almost entirely from
city homes. While this does not greatly increase the

number of boarding pupils, it gives an entrance into

the homes heretofore closed to us, and many opportuni-

ties for evangelistic work. Another encouraging outlook
is the apparent interest the new pupils show in the

religious life of tlie school ; many of them becoming
members of the Christian Endeavor and Temperance
Societies. A fair number attend the church services

quite regularly, while a number come frequently to the

weekly church prayer-meetings ; a rather unusual
thing for day pupils to do. As the larger number of

students in the school are new, the number of Christians

is small. Several of last year's -students have as yet

failed to receive their parents' consent to be baptized. We
hope these barriers will soon be swept away, and that

before the term closes at least five of them may enter the

Church. Of the three graduates in March, one has
entered the kindergarten and one the Joshi Gakuin

;

while the third though as yet undecided, hopes to enter

the latter school before long. All there were active

Christians. The corps of Japanese teachers is more than

usually efficient. Five are earnest Christians, doing active

work both in the school and the churches. As the

school has grown in numbers there has sprung up a fresh

enthusiasm on the part of the students, which has lent a

new impetus to study as Avell as to the social life of

* Miss Luther.
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the school. Among the foreign teachers there have been
a number of changes during the year. Miss Shaw, after

thirteen years of service, was compelled to return to

America because of ill health ; and owing to lack of force

and illness several changes have taken place which
greatly disturbed the even tenor of the teaching, as well

as the life in the home. But now things seem brighter
;

and as the outlook is so bright, the one aim for the future,

is an increased efficiency in all departments."

Statistics. Pupils, 80 ;
graduates, 3 ; foreign teachers, 3.

Kojo Jo Gakko, Yamaguchi. West Japan Presbyterian

Mission.
* ** So far as success can be estimated by numbers this

has been the most successful year in the history of the

school ; as the number enrolled has passed the limit fixed

by the Educational Committee of the Mission in regard to

this school, and the actual attendance now is at the very
verge of becoming unlawful, according to the rules of the

government as to the number of pupils per tatanii (mat).

The course of study provides for three years preparatory
;

but on account of limited space it was thought best at present

to refuse all applicants for the first of these years. Three
girls have united with the Church during the year. All

the girls are members of the King's Daughters Society,

and give one hour a week for work besides attending the

weekly prayer-meeting. The school provides eight teach-

ers in the Sunday-schools connected with our work.
There is but one regular foreign teacher, but Miss P'oster

also gives several hours each week to the school."

Statistics. Pupils enrolled, 56 ; in regular attendance,

40 ; foreign teachers, i
; Japanese teachers, giving full

time, 5 ;
giving part time, 3.

Kinjo Jo Gakko, Nagoya. Southern Presbyterian.

t " At the Kinjo Jo Gakko the year has been one of

quiet prosperity. After a two years struggle we have
succeeded in securing a competent corps of Japanese
teachers. The Christian girls have taught in two Sunday-

* Miss Palmer. \ Miss Houston.
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schools and have been most helpful In all the Christian

meetings held in the school. Just as soon as a girl

becomes a Christian she is expected to take her turn

conducting the prayer-meetings. Eleven of the younger
girls have recited the Child's Catechism, and received

certificates. I hope they may soon complete the Shorter

Catechism. Train up a child in the way it should go."

Statistics. Pupils, 6S ; Christians, 33 ; converts during

the year, 1 5 ;
graduates, 8 ; foreign teachers, i

;
Japanese

teachers, 8.

Wilmina Jo Gakko, Osaka. Cumberland Presbyterian

Mission.
* "The attendance at our school has steadily increased

during the last year, and now at the middle of the first

term of the present school year, our actual attendance is

94, almost equal to the entire enrollment for the previous

year. Of the 94, twenty are enrolled in the Primary
grades, two years covering the usual Higher Primary
grades of the public schools. Forty-nine pupils are in

the four year Grammar Course, and six of these will

graduate in June. The other 25 girls come for special

studies, sewing, English or music. We permit pupils to

take only part of the regular course if they desire ; and a

number of girls too weak to undertake the full course are

glad to enter for certain classes. I should be glad to

know if any other school permits this. Our Japanese

teachers seem to think not. They say the public schools

do not ; and many weak children are therefore obliged

to drop out of school. We have tried this plan for

several years, and I have seen no serious objection to it

while it certainly does give a valuable opportunity for

study to girls who would otherwise go no higher than the

lower Primary. Several who come for sewing principally

take up two or three of the regular studies, especially

reading and writing. We have all except a few of the

music and English pupils in the Bible classes ; and the

receptivity and response of all to religious thoughts and

* Miss Morgan.
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spiritual application, has been a great pleasure ; indeed

almost a surprise, to the teachers. While most of the

pupils are day pupils, and from non-christian homes, still

we feel that the school is undoubtedly a great evangelizing

agency in its general influence as well as its direct religious

teaching. The homes of the pupils are open to our
visits, and this year I have tried to make some use of this

most valuable opportunity.

In last year's Council Report, there was a suggestion

that a crirls hioh-school be started in Osaka as the

central point of the educational work done by our
Cooperating Missions in West Japan. Personally I think

the suggestion worth serious consideration, and the time

not too premature for success. Of course the school

should be a thoroughly equipped one in every respect

;

and, I think, centrally located in order to draw pupils

from all quarters of this densely populated, compactly
built, city. When the Joshi Gakuin reports all depart-

ments full and applications refused, it seems time we were
opening such a school nearer home for our girls of the

west who wish such advantages. I should be glad to see

the suggestion taken up and pushed until such a school is

opened either by one mission or the united missions."

Statistics. Enrolled, 97 ; average attendance, 60

;

foreign teachers, 3 ; Japanese teachers. 5.

Sturges Seminary, Nagasaki. Reformed Church in

America.
* " The cholera epidemic of last summer dela.yed the

opening of the fall term until October first. Our school

year closed in March, when two girls were graduated

from our higher course, and seven from the lower.

From the beginning of the new year, the course became
one of five years. The enrollment of last fall term was
only fifty, but we had an unusally large entering class in

April, raising the number to seventy-five. Of these,

thirty-one are boarders and ten are Christians. Five

girls have been baptized during the year, and nine others

* Miss Zurfluh.
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are attending a voluntary class for enquirers. Our C. E.

Society continues to be helpful. Besides the fourteen

resident active members, we have five associate and fifteen

corresponding members ; the latter composed of graduates.

Some of the older girls help in the two Sunday-schools
for children, which are conducted by teachers of the

school. The King's Daughters meet once a week for

sewing, knitting, etc. From their earnings they have
contributed several small amounts to benevolent objects."

Statistics. Pupils, 75; graduates, 2; Christians, 10;

converts, 5 ; foreign teachers, 2.

Miyagi Jo Gakko, Sendai. Reformed Church in the U.S.
* " On account of the burning of our school over

a year ago, and for want of proper buildings, etc., we
have been hampered in our work during the year past.

We had 103 pupils enrolled, and the average monthly
enrollment was 97. Thirty-two of these were Christians,

six of whom were baptized during the year. We had
about 44 boarders ; but if we had the room, we should
have had double that number. We were obliged to

refuse 40 pupils during the year because of want of room.
We hope to be able to go into our new dormitory
by September of this year. Our new recitation hall, the

Christian Faust Memorial Building, has been begun ; but

we shall not be able to occupy it for about a year. We
shall however be able to carry on our work in the new
dormitory for the time being. We had three graduates

this year, two of whom are now doing Bible work, and
one of whom has entered the Joshi Dai Gakko in Tokyo.
Twelve of our own graduates have been employed as

regular Bible-women during the year, and eight have
done part teaching and part Bible work. B}' means
of the Bible-women and teachers, and Christian pupils of

the Girls School about twenty Sunday-schools in Sendai

and vicinity have been supplied with teachers ; two or

three girls, and sometimes more, going to one Sunday-
school. Most of them taught in two Sunday-schools, and

* Zm-fluh.
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some also attended and took part at the evening services.

God has blessed his work here richly ; may he be
glorified. It is interesting to note that the eight students

who made up the highest class of the Government
Koto Jo Gakko when it was opened, a year or so ago,

were all graduates of mission schools. Two at least of

these came from schools connected with the Council."

Statistics. Pupils enrolled, 103 ; Christians, 32 ; baptized

during the year, 6 ; boarders, 44.
Hokusei Jo Gakko, Sapporo. East Japan Presbyterian

Mission.
* " Our school opened the new year in April very

encouragingly, and though we have not attained to the

number one hundred and forty reported for last year, we
seem in a fair way to do so, numbering one hundred and
fifteen at the beo;innincj of the new term. The interest in

Christianity which pervaded the school last year, bringing

twenty-three of our older pupils into the Church, seems
to continue ; and ten more received baptism just before

we closed for the summer vacation. The new buildings

which we have so much needed and have been praying

and laboring for so long, are now not quite completed,

but very nearly so, giving us hope that we may be able to

occupy them in September as promised. Through the

earnest labors of Mr. Landis in planning, and Mr. J. C.

Ballagh in superintending the building, we have good
comfortable buildings, accommodating sixty or seventy

boarders, and a chapel that will seat as many as are

likely to come. The Hokusei is a Koto Jo Gakko,
a little higher in grade than the usual Government Koto
Jo Gakko. The aim of the school is, like other mission

schools, to give as good a secular education, with

Christianity as a foundation, as possible in a limited

number of years ; the Bible being a daily text book."

Statistics. Pupils, 115 ; baptisms during the year, 23.

Seishu Jo Gakko, Otaru. East Japan Presbyterian

Mission.

* Miss Smith.
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* " At the Otaru school the year has been one of quiet

growth. It is blessed with two of the best of Japanese
teachers, graduates of the Joshi Gakuin. They are an
inspiration. Then too the pastor of our Otaru Pres-

byterian Church lends his efficient services to the senior

class three afternoons a week. There is a good degree of

interest in the daily Bible- classes, and English and music
are very popular. There is unusual enthusiasm in the

Kindergarten Department this spring. Our small quarters

are overflowing. I was much interested to read in the

Council Report of last year that the investigation com-
mittee for girls-schools found the verdict, ' Never before

did school work for girls appear so valuable or so

desirable; and the fact is our school work is evangelistic

work, and valuable evangelistic work at that.' Let us

thank God and take courage."

Statistics. Pupils, 50 ; Kindergarten Department, 75 ;

graduates, 3 ; Christians, 5 ; united with the Church during

the year, 2; foreign teacher, i
; Japanese teachers, 5.

It will be observed that there is great irregularity in the

statistics presented. More reliable statistics will be found

in the report of the Statistical Conmiittee. The above
are little more, in some cases, than a culling of facts given

in the body of the report. However, since some facts

are referred to that do not find their way in the regular

statistical tables, it has been thought best to let them
stand.

DAY SCHOOLS

The report under this head is not so complete as

we should like ; but since it was possible for us only
to use the materials that came to hand, we could hardly
do better.

Kanazawa Kindergarten.

Sixteen children graduated from this kindergarten in

March. There are now forty-five enrolled, and a number
on the waiting list. The daily attendence is kept at about

* Miss Rose.
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this figure, for a child who is absent for a month has his

place filled by the child who stands first on the waiting

list. The closing of the primary school has given much
needed room. The yard space also is much enlarged,

and the vegetable garden allowed the janitor is made to

do service as a source of instruction. There is a desire

to have more pupils. This involves more teachers ; and
as a matter of economy, in the broad sense, kinder-

garteners are being trained in connection with the work.
This is giving satisfaction, the normal pupils having

entered lovingly and happily into the spirit of the kinder-

garten. These assistants join with the head kindergartener

in visiting the mothers, so the connection between the

mothers and our work is kept close. We receive no
opposition from the government authorities, and are

constantly having children apply for entrance. Bible

instruction is given through the telling of Bible stories,

and Christian truth is made to underlie all of the work.*
Kyoto Kindergartens.

These are two ; the Nishijin, and the Margaret Ayres.

They are enjoying great prosperity, the latter having been

spoken of as the best in the city. Four of the six efficient

teachers are graduates of the Joshi Gakuin, " a fact that

will bear repeating as long as they remain in the work
where they have all been for several years." Thirty-three

graduated from the two schools in March, after which
there were more applicants than could be admitted. The
number of graduates from the founding of the schools

eight or ten years ago is two hundred and twelve ; the

present enrollment is 95. The returns as an evangelizing

agency may not be directly apparent, but no one may
talk of christianizing Japan in the present generation who
is not a sincere and active champion of Christian primary

education in all its forms. "f
Shinagawa Kindergarten.

A kindergarten of sixty pupils is reported at Shinaga\va.§

In addition to the above, at least one girls-school has a

* Miss Mayo, f I^'Iiss Hawroth. § Mrs. MacNair.
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kindergarten department, and there is no doubt other

work of this kind not reported. In the kindergarten and
Sh5 Gakko work it is especially pleasing to note the

degree to which the schools are simply the means to get

into social relations with the parents. There is no doubt
that worked carefully along these lines, the evangelizing

efficiency of our present educational institutions can be
increased fifty per cent.

Kanazawa Sho Gakko.
* " The Primary and Secondary School for children

in Kanazawa under the West Presbyterian Mission closed

its doors with the annual commencement in March. The
mission at first suggested its union with our Jo Gakko
here ; but upon investigating the situation, that course was
not deemed advisable. The almost constant interference

for the past three years of local officials, with lack of

necessary missionary force to continue all lines of work
combined with the great need of enlarging our kinder-

garten quarters, caused the mission to decide upon closing

the Primary School. Although it was the only Christian

school for children in the whole Hokurikudo, with our
inability to offer sufficient attractions as a private school,

and with government interference instead of assistance, we
were unable to increase our numbers to any great extent,

or to carry on the school successfully. The last year of

the school life passed pleasantly. We were able to hold

the forty- five pupils in the school until the last, and
graduated three from the higher department. All of the

older girls have entered the preparatory department of our

Jo Gakko, while the older boys were given permission to

enter the city Chij Gaicko, a privilege not granted for a

number of years. One of the older boys was baptized in

April. A number still come to the Sunday-school. So,

thouph we cannot reach the children of this age daily, we
hope to do all we can through the medium of the Sunday-
school and the home. The children, from their knitting

society and Christmas offering, contributed over twelve

* Miss Luther.
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ye?i during the year for benevolent objects. We believe

the school has accomplished much for the cause of Christ

;

and now though its doors are closed , and we may lose

sight of many who have received instruction within its

walls, the principles of Christianity have been planted in

many hearts, and will tell in the future life of the boys
and girls of this city."

Keimo Sho Gakko, Nos. i and 2 Tokyo.
*"The W'Ork under n'ly care consists of two primary

schools, instruction being carried in each through the

Koto grades. In Keimo No. i Tsukiji, the entire number
enrolled during the year was 135. Thirty-one left during

the year. One hundred and four are wdth us at present,

(March 31st). Of those who left , eight boys and five

girls w^ent out to service. Of the boys, one went to learn

the carpenter's trade, seven to become errand boys, (kozo).

Tiie girls are engaged in making cigars and match boxes.

Eight children were kept at home to work, and nine

removed to another part of the city. Nine children

completed the primary course. During the twenty-five

years the school has been in existence, 145 have finished

the course. The gain in numbers over last year has been
thirty. Keimo No. i, Shiba, graduated a class of tw^elve

from the primary and one from the higher (Koto) depart-

ment. The present number in that school is 105.

During the twent3'-fiv^e years of the existence of this

school, 144 hav^e completed the course. Among these

we know of twelve who are Christians. The present

higher class numbers twenty-nine. Since November,
1902 tw^enty-seven from the higher department have

professed Christ. One of these has received baptism in

the Shiba Church. We have formed them into a Junior

Endeavor Society. A weekly meeting is held, and all

take an active part. Their changed lives make the school

a very different place."

Kiiku Sho Gakko. This is situated in Osaka and is in

charge of Mrs. Winn. +" It has been very prosperous in

* Mrs. McCauley. t -^'r- "^Vinn.
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attendance, the cliildren ^IVmcr the buildins: to over-

flowing." It has one hundred and forty pupils and four

teachers. Nineteen graduated this year.

CON'CLUSION

With this our report comes to a close. Perhaps in

describing our work, each of us unconsciously refers to

that which has pleased him most, and possibly the editor

has been similarly influenced in summing up the whole.

Certainly we can each of us remember times during the

\'ear when our hearts have been as heav\' as lead, and we
have felt the work to be going backward rather than

forward. But after making all due allowances, it must
still remain that this has been a w^onderful year ; a year

of the right hand of the IMost High. We have received

more than we have asked or thought. We have worked
just as hard other years, but it is this year that the Lord
has graciously permitted us to see much of the fruit of

our own labors and of those who have toiled before us.

These things ought to make us very humble. Have
wc not each one of us at some time stood in the pre-

sence of might}' natural forces, before whose potency
for good or ill we have felt oppressed and helpless, like

little, very little, children ? And as we stand in Japan
to day, and by this year's experiences get a faint idea of

what wonderful changes, what wonderful spiritual revolu-

tions, the Spirit of God and he alone can work in a

nation, must we not feel individually very humble, very

helpless, and simply continue to pray, O Lord, Make bare

th\' mighty arm ?
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Ill

STATISTICAL TABLES

BY THE

Rev. H. M. Landis

The note below* appears in the Twenty-third Annual

Report of the Council. It is repeated here as a general

statement worthy of the attention of such friends of

foreign missions as are particularly interested in the matter

of statistics.

* The following tables, though prepared with much care and of real

value, should not be relied upon as perfectly correct. The same is true

of perhaps most tables of mission statistics ; even the greatest painstaking

and the multiplication of items do not secure entire accuracy. For their

intelligent use the following also must be remembered : a In many cases

it is not possible to classify wilh precision. For example : Two institu-

tions, grouped together as schools, may differ widely in their work and
requirements. b In different tables, especially in tables prepared in

difi'erent mission fields, the same term may be used to describe things that

are essentially different. For example : In one table, the term self-

supporting church may be used in the same sense as at home ; in another

table, a group of Christians may be rated as a selfsupporting church, pro-

vided it receives no financial aid from the mission, though it has no pastor

and dispenses with other aids to Christian life that call for Christian

giving, c Tables of statistics deal only with numbers ; they do not exhibit

qjtality, which is of equal if not of greater importance, d. Plausible but mis-

leading inferences are easily drawn from such tables by one who has not a

full knowledge and clear understanding of other facts and particularly of

reasojjs which can not be tj^bulated. Of especial importance is it that these

points be remembered by those who are interested in the study of mission

work and the establishment of correct general principles for its conduct.
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IV

privilegp:s obtained

FROM THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BY

MEIJI GAKUIN AND OTHER SCHOOLS

In the last Annual Report of the Council (pages 16-20)

will be found an account of renewed efforts to obtain from

the Department of Education for Meiji Gakuin and other

similar Christian schools the privileges accorded to Chu

Gakko (Middle Schools forming a part of the government

system of education). Since the publication of that

Report marked progress has been made. In order

however to make the present situation clear to those who
are not familiar with the past, the following quotation from

the last Report is here inserted :

—

*' Those who have followed the history of Christian work
in Japan during recent years will remember that in 1899
there was issued under the authority of the Minister

of Education what it known as Instruction No. 12 ; an
order which forbade all teaching of religion and all

religious services in schools having government recogni-
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tion. This forced all those who hold to the principle

that schools carried on by Christian missions should

be Christian institutions, to surrender government re-

cognition along with its attendant privileges. After long

and earnest efforts, while Instruction No. 12 was allowed

to stand unchanged, regulations were issued by which the

graduates of such schools as Meiji Gakuin were allowed

precisely the same privileges as the graduates of the

Chu Gakko, though the schools were not allowed to

bear the name (Chu Gakko).
That concession on the part of the Department of

Education was understood to be and was accepted as a

final settlement of the question ; but during the spring of

this year (1902) new regulations were issued requiring the

graduates of all schools excepting the Chu Gakko to pass

a special examination, in addition to the examination

required of the graduates of the Chu Gakko, in order to

enter the Koto Gakko (High Schools). Also a special

fee of 5 yen was to be paid for this special and prelimi-

nary examination.

Shortly after these new regulations were issued, Messrs.

Ibuka, Honda, and Kataoka laid the case before the

authorities and endeavored to obtain relief. Also a letter

was addressed to the Minister of Education, signed by
representives of Meiji Gakuin, Aoyama Gakuin, Tohoku
Gakuin, and Doshisha. The letter was designed to bring

the matter to the attention of Baron Kikuchi from the

point of view of foreigners deeply interested in the welfare

of the institutions affected by the regulations ; and as it

presents a somewhat full statement of the case it is

inserted below.*

* To His Excellency Baron Dairoku Kikuchi.

Dear Baron Kikuchi

:

We beg leave to address you as American missionaries representing

a large number of Christians in America, who are deeply interested in

Meiji Gakuin, Aoyama Gakuin, Tohoku Gakuin, Doshisha, and similar

institutions in Japan.
About a year ago regulations were issued under which the graduates of

such schools as these were permitted to enter Koto Gakko on precisely the

same terms as the graduates of Chu Gakko : a privilege long hoped for and
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Some time after the presentation of this letter to the

Minister of Education, information was received that it

would not be possible at the time to comply with the

request. Dr. Ibuka and Mr. Honda therefore decided to

make an attempt to obtain relief in another direction.

In this they were successful.

There are in Japan what are known as Semmon Gakko

:

i.e. schools in which instruction is given in some particular

branch of knowledge ; and numbering in all a dozen or

highly prized. Recently however this privilege has been seriously

curtailed by a new set of regulations. Before applying for permission

to pass the competitive examination for admission to Koto Gakko, the

graduates of these schools must first pass a special preliminary examination
on all the subjects included in the Chu Gakko curriculum.

To the students who have just graduated from these schools, as well as

to those who have entered upon the last year of the course and who can
not now without difficulty change their school connection, this is a real

hardship. It is also a manifest injury to the schools themselves. Last

year their graduates had the same privileges as those of Chu Gakko ; now
they have not the same. But there is another point which we beg leave to

urge upon your consideration. The regulations issued last year had
a history behind them ; they were the result of a long series of negotiations.

In 1898 what is known as Instruction No. 12 was issued under the

sanction of the Minister of Education. Prior to that time a number of the

schools above mentioned had been granted Chu Gakko licenses ; but as

Instruction No. 12 forbade all religious instruction and services, "even
outside the regular course instruction," they were forced to surrender such
licenses. This was because the funds by which these schools were
founded, and with whi-ch they had been carried on, had been given upon
the distinct understanding that they were always to be Christian institu-

tions. Under these circumstances to retain their licenses would have been
to betray their trust.

In the hope of obtaining relief a petition was presented to the Minister

of Education. The Minister of Education, the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

the Prime Minister, all kindly gave interviews to the petitioners; and when
it appeared improbable that the original petition could be acceded to,

another request was submitted. This was essentially the same plan as that

embodied in the regulations issued last year ; and regarding this the

Minister of Education stated that he thought that in time it might be
accepted. ^Months passed ; from time to time inquiry was made ; the

information received gave grounds for continued hope. At last the

regulations of last year were issued.

In view of all this, those in charge of these schools thought they had
good reason for believing that the position of the schools, upon compliance
with such instructions as the Department of Education might see fit to
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more. Among them are the Commercial College, the

Foreign Languages School, the Agricultural College at

Sapporo, one or more Polytechnic Schools, and five

or six Schools of Medicine. All of these Semmon
Gakko are included in the government system of educa-

tion
;
prepare students for a profession without the neces-

sity of their passing through the University ; and are in

fact the schools which a considerable number of the

give, would be assured. The schools were visited by inspectors, and
whatever changes or additions were declared necessary M-ere cheerfully

made. The new conditions were made public, and thereupon the number
of students rapidly increased. The friends of the schools in America
were informed of the new state of things, and preparations were making
for the improvement of the schools. In one case, for example, the annual
grant of funds for current expenses was increased by eight hundred yen ;

and fifteen thousand rc';^ which had been held in trust until the prospects

of the school should warrant their expenditure, were granted for the
erection of a new building.

Taking all these facts into consideration, you will not we think regard
it strange that the issuing of the recent regulation was a cause of very
great disappointment and surprise ; and we beg of you most earnestly to

form some plan which shall restore to such schools as these the privileges

granted last year after so much effort.

Reference has been made to Instruction No. 12. If that Instruction

could be restricted in its application to schools supported by public funds,

it would then be possible for the schools which we represent to become
Chu Gakko ; and that would render any special arrangement on their

behalf unnecessary. No. doubt directly after the Instruction was issued,

there were great difficulties in the way of such a restriction ; but it has
been our constant hope that the time would come when those difficulties

would be no longer insuperable. We trust that that time is now
approaching.

In conclusion we may be permitted to express what is our firm convic-

tion on two points.

1 We believe that such schools as "iese, if only they receive such
kindly encouragement as the Department of Education may properly
afford them, will establish themselves as permanent institutions of great

value to Japan in the education of her boys and young men.
2 We believe also that the restriction of Instruction No. 12 to such

schools as are supported hy fjiblic funds ; and the granting to such schools
as are supported by /;7Vc?/d' funds, but which are recognized as doing the

work of Chu (iakko, the rank of Chu Gakko together Avith the right

of religious freedom in education, would do more than is commonly
supposed still further to strengthen the feeling of friendship for Japan
already so strong in England and America.
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graduates of Meiji Gakuiti and similar institutions wish

to enter.

Until recently the regulations for admission to these

Semmon Gakko permitted only the following classes of

students to enter :

—

1 Those who should pass the examination required

by the institution to wliich application for entrance

was made.

2 Graduates of Chu Gakko, Shihan Gakko (Normal

Schools), and Koto Jo Gakko (High Schools for young

women).

3 Those who had passed the examination for entrance

to the Koto Gakko (High Schools for young men).

After much persevering and patient endeavor, Dr.

Ibuka and Mr. Honda succeeded in having the following

added to the regulations :
—" Graduates of schools recog-

nized by the Minister of Education as equal or superior

to Chu Gakko."

The first Christian schools to obtain such recognition

were Meiji Gakuin and Aoyama Gakuin. Subsequendy

it was obtained by Doshisha and Tohoku Gakuin. It has

also been granted to the Chuto Kwa (Middle Department)

of Gakushuin (Nobles School), and to two or three

Buddhist institutions.

As already stated, the request presented to the Minister

of Education that graduates of Meiji Gakuin and

similar schools be allowed to enter Koto Gakko on

precisely the same terms as graduates of Chu Gakko has

not yet been granted ; but that privilege would seem

logically to follow the one now conceded. For these

reasons : (i) The grade of scholarship required for
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admission to Koto Gakko is identical with that requi-

red for admission to Semmon Gakko. (2) As Semmon
Gakko no less than Koto Gakko form a part of the

government system of education, the principle hitherto

followed by the Department of Education has evidently

ceased to be controlling. Besides these reasons for

encouragement another is to be found in the advice given

to Dr. Ibuka and Mr. Honda. They were advised to

allow the matter of entrance to Koto Gakko to rest

for the present, as it is the intention of the Department to

change the name Koto Gakko to Daigaku Yobimon

(Preparatory Schools to the University), and as with that

change these will be certain changes in the regulations.
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V

BOARD OF MISSIONS
OF THE

CHURCH OF CHRIST IN JAPAN

(DENDO KYOKU)

The work of the Board of Missions of the Churcli of

Christ in Japan is under the general direction of the

Synod, and is carried on independently of the Council of

Missions. It is however a work in whose success the

Council is deeply interested ; and an account of it may

properly form a part of the Annual Report of the Council.

The following report for 1902 was prepared by Mr.

I^ndis, to whom the Council is indebted for much other

statistical work.

PLACES UNDER THE CARE OF THE BOARD OF

MISSIONS, WITH THE NAMES OF PASTORS

OR EVANGELISTS IN CHARGE

Formosa (Taihoku, Tainan, Taichu), Messrs. Kawai,

Shimamura, Hosokawa ; Hiroshima, Mr. Shirai ; Isezaki,

Mr. Tominaga ; Kumamoto, Mr. Oishi ; Mito, Mr.
Kuwada ; Okayama, Mr. Hoshino ; Tokyo (Hamacho,
Hongo, Yotsuya), Messrs. Tonomura, Arima, Wada ;

Yokosuka, Mr. Akimoto.
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RECEIPTS FROM

Places under the care of the Board of Missions.*

Presbyteries of the Church of Christ in Japan.

f

Societies et cetera connected with Church.

J

Missions cooperating with the Church of Christ

in Japan. (The Engh'sh Presbyterian Mission

in Formosa contributed yen 50. Besides

this in certain places work formerly carried

on by missions has been turned over to the

Board which receives from the missions the

same amount of funds formerl}^ expended by
them in those places)§.....

Individual Missionaries .....
„ Japanese ministers ....
„ Japanese church members.

Yen

826.162

1624.868

339-732

454.50
428.10

195.87
1283.322

5152.554

DISBURSEMENTS

Salaries of pastors and evangelists

Itineratinc: of evanrelists

PZxpenses for evangelistic work
Office expenses .

Rent
Postage et cetera . . . ,

Printing . . . . ,

Incidental . . . . -

Interest . . . - .

Balance . , . .

Yen

3356.24
373.60
74.061

350.015

428.

122.975
103.30

328.05
16.

.313

5152.554

* Tainan, 3; Hiroshima, 182.316; Isezaki, 180; Kumamoto, 68; Mito,

Okayama, 63.80 ; Hamacho, 2.295 ; Hongo, 68.25 ; Yotsuya, 74.141

;

67
. _

\okosuka, 107.36 ; Awamizu, 7 ; Kuji, 3. Total 826.162.

t Tokyo, 667.401 ; Miyagi, 236.864; Naniwa, 483.011 ; Sanyo, 132.410;
Chinzei, 105.182. Total 1624.868.

i ^Yomens Societies, 107.081 ; Sunday-schools, 14.241 ; Young Peoples
Societies, 11.575; girls-schools, 20.06; other donors, 186.775. Total

339-732.

^ East Japan Presbyterian Mission, 390; West Japan Presbyterian Mission,

4.50 ; Cumberland Presbyterian Mission lo; English Presbyterian Mission in

Formosa, 50. Total 454.50.
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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PRESBYTERIES INCLUDING THOSE

FROM SOCIETIES AND INDIVIDUALS

rp , f Churches .

^ \ Preaching-places

lyr. . j Churches .

^ ^
1^
Preaching-places

«T . f Churches .

( rreaching-places

q f Churches .

^
I
Preaching-places

^1. . f Churches .

Chinzei < .^ , •
i

[ rreachmg-places

1149.023



East, Osaka West, Osaka North, Osaka South, Nagoya
Otaru, Sapporo, Taihoku (Formosa).

The number of individual donors contributing directly

to the Board was 368; an increase of 148 over the pre-

vious year. Of these, 52 were Japanese ministers
; 37 were

missionaries ; and 279 church members. Three contribut-

ed one hundred yen or more ; three, from fifty to one
hundred ; fifteen, from twenty to fifty ; fifteen, from eleven

to fifteen : twenty, ten ; fifty-six, from five to ten ; and the

rest (256) something less than five each.

COMPARISON OF RECEIPTS WITH THOSE OF THE

PREVIOUS YEAR

Places under



RECEIPTS OF BOARD FROM THE FORMATION OF THE

PRESENT ORGANIZATION

1894



VI

ROLL OF THE COUNCIL

EAST JAPAN MISSION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. (nORTHERn)

J^allagh, Mr. J.C, 1875! .

Ballagh, Mrs. J.C, 1884 . . in U.S
Haworth, Rev. B.C., D.D., 1887
Haworth, Mrs. B.C. .

Imbrie, Rev. William, D.D., 1875
Imbrie, Mrs. William,

Johnson, Rev. W.T., 1902.

Johnson, Mrs. W.T.,

.

Landis, Rev. H.M., 1888 .

Landis, Mrs. H.M. .

MacNair, Rev. T.M., 1883
MacNair, Mrs. T.M., 1880
Pierson, Rev. G.P., 1888 .

Pierson, Mrs. G.P., 1891 .

Thompson, Rev. David, D.D., 1863
Thompson, Mrs. David, 1873 .

Alexander, Miss Emma, 1902 .

Ballagh, Miss A.P., 1884 . . in U.S
Gardner, Miss Sarah, 1889 . ,, ,,

Tokyo

Sappoio

Tokyo
if

if

a
Asahigawa

if

Tokyo
>>

Tokyo

Tokyo

t Year of arrival in Japan as missionary.
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McCauley, Mrs. J.K., 1880
Milliken, Miss Elizabeth P., 1884
Rose, Miss C.H., 1886
Sherman, INIiss Mary Behe, 1902
Smith, Miss S.C., 1880 .

Ward, Miss Isabel Mae, 1901, .

West, i\Iiss A.B., 1883
Wyckoff, Miss Helena, 1901
Youngman. Miss K.M. 1 873

Tokyo

Otaru
Sapporo

Tokyo

WEST JAPAN MISSION OF TliE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. (nORTHERN)

Ayres, Rev. J.B., 1888- ,



Gibbons, Miss K. Anna, 1902*

Haworth, Miss Ahce, 1888

Jones, Miss Anna W., 1903
I.uther, Miss Ida R., 1898.

Mayo, Miss Lucy E. 1901.

Pahiier, Miss M.M., 1892 .

Shaw, Miss Kate, 1889 .

Wells, Miss Lillian, 1900 .

in U.S

Kanazawa
Kyoto
Osaka
Kanazawa

Yamaguchi
Kanazawa
Matsuyama

NORTH JAPAN MISSION OF THE REFORMED

(dutch) church IN AMERICA

Ballagh, Rev. J. H., 1861 .

Ballagh, Mrs. J. H. .

Booth, Rev. Eugene S.. 1879
Booth, Mrs. Eugene S.

Harris, Rev. Howard, 1883
Harris, Mrs. Howard,
Miller, Rev. E. Rothesay, 1872
Miller, Mrs. E. Rothesay, 1870
Oltmans, Rev. A., D.D., 1886
Oltmans, Mrs. A.
Scudder, Rev. Erank S., 1897
Scudder, Mrs. Frank S. .

Wyckoff, M. N., D. Sc, 1881

Wyckoff, Mrs. M. N.

Deyo, Miss Mary, 1888* .

Moulton, Miss Julia, 1891 .

Schenck, Mrs. J. W., 1897
Thompson, Miss Anna De F., i

Winn, Miss L., 1881*

Wyckoff. Miss Harriet J , 1898



Peeke, Mrs. H. V. S.

Pleters, Rev. Albertus, 1891* .

Pieters, Mrs, Albertus

Stout, Rev. H-nvy, D.D., 1869*

Couch. Miss Sara M., 1892* .

Hoekje, Miss Grace, 1903 .

Lansing. Miss H. Pvl., 1893*

Stout, Miss A. B., 189S* .

Saga
Kumamoto

Nagasaki

Nagasaki
Kaeoshima

Nagasaki

MISSION OF TPIE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
IN THE U.S. (southern)

Buchanan, Rev. W. C, 1891* .

Buchanan, Mrs. W. C. . . .

Buchanan, Rev. Walter, McS., 1895 in U.S
Buchanan, Mrs. Walter, McS., 1887 „ „
Gumming, Rev. G. K., i^

Gumming, Mrs. G. K., 1892* .

Fulton, Rev. S. P., D.D., 1888*

Fulton, Mrs. S. P.* .

Hope, Rev. S. R., 1892* .

Hope, Mrs. S. R.* .

Johnson, Mr. Gameron, (Associate Membei
Johnson, Mrs. Gameron, ,, ,,

Logan, Rev. G. A., 1902 .

Logan, Mrs. G. A.* .

McAlpine, Rev. R. E., 1885*

McAlpine, Mrs. R. E.

Mcllvvaine, Rev. W. B., 1889*

Mcllwaine, Mrs. W. B.* .

Moore, Rev. J. W., 1890*.

Moore. Mrs. J. W., 1893*.

Myers, Rev. H. W., 1897*

Myers, Mrs. H. W.*
Price, Rev. H. B.. 1887* .

Price, Mrs. H. B., 1890 .

Atkinson, Miss Maria, 1899-

Dowd, Miss Annie, I

:

in U.S

Takamatsu

>>

Gifii'

if

Tokyo
>i

Toyohashi

Kobe
>>

Tokushima

>>

Nagoya

Kochi

;»

Susaki

>>

Tokushima

Kobe

in U.S. Kochi
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Evans, Miss Sala, 1893* .

Houston, Miss Ella, 1891 .

Moore, Miss Elizabeth, 1894
Patton Miss A. V., 1900* .

Patton, Miss Elorence, 1895
Sterling, Miss Charlotte E., i

in U.S

in U.S

Nagoya

Tokushima

Kochi

MISSION OF THE REFORMED (gERMAN)

CHURCH IN THE U.S.

Cook, Mr. H. H., 1902 .

Faust, Rev. A. K., 1900 .

Faust, Mrs. A. K., 1903 .

Gerhard, Rev. Paul L., 1897
Gerhard. Mrs. Paul E., 1902
Eampe, Rev. W. E., 1900
Lampe, Mrs. W. E. .

Miller, Rev. H.K., 1892
Miller, Mrs. H.K. .

Moore, Rev. J.P., D.D., 1883,*

Moore, Mrs. J.P.

Noss, Rev. C, 1895,.

Noss, Mrs. C, .

Schneder, Rev. D.B., D.D., 188;
Schneder, Mrs. D.B.

Snyder, Rev. S.S., 1894
Snyder, Mrs. S.S. .

Stick, Rev. J.M., 1902
Stick, Mrs. J.M.

Pifer, Miss Catherine, 1901
Powell, Miss Lucy M., 1900
Weidner, Miss Sadie Lea, 1900
Zurfluh, Miss Lena, 1894 .

in U.S

in U.S

MISSION OF THE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Hail, Rev. A.D., D.D., 1878*
Hail, Mrs. A.D.,* .

Hail. Rev. J.B., D.D., 1877

Sendai

Yamagata

Tokyo

Sendai

Sendai

Osaka

in U.S. Wakayama
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Hail, Mrs. J.B.

Hail, Rev. J.E., 1900*

Lathom, Rev. H.L., 1902*

Lathom, Mrs. H.L.* .

Hereford, Rev. W.F., 1902*

Hereford, Mrs. W.F.*
Van Horn, Rev. G.W., 1888

Van Horn, Mrs. G.W.
Worley, Rev. J.C, 1899*.
Worley, Mrs. J.C* .

in U.S. Osaka

Alexander, Miss S., 1 894 .

Gardner, Miss Ella, 1893 .

Leavitt, Miss Julia, 188 1*
.

Lyons, Mrs. N.A., 1894 .

Morgan, Miss Agnes E., 1889
Ranson, Miss Mary E., 190

1

Hail, Miss A.N., 1902* (Associate Member).

WOMANS UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY

in U.S.

in U.S.

Wakayania
Tsu

Wakayama

Osaka

>>

Yamada

Osaka
Tanabe

Crosby, Miss Julia N., 1871

Hand, Miss Julia E., 1900.

Loomis, Miss Clara D., 1901

Pratt, Miss S.A., 1893
Strain, Miss Helen Knox, 1900
Tracey, Miss Mary E., 1903

Yokohama
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